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FOREWORD

With more than 400 nuclear power plants (NPPs) now in operation around the 
world, increasing attention is being paid to operational safety. A plant’s performance 
in terms o f  avilability and econom ics may be o f  concern primarily to a utility, but 
its operational safety performance is a matter o f  concern to everyone. The IAEA  
organized in co-operation with the Nuclear Energy Agency o f  the OECD an Interna
tional Conference on Advances in the Operational Safety o f  Nuclear Power Plants.

The main purpose o f  the Conference was to provide a forum for exchange o f  
information among around 200 attending experts from 46 Member States and five 
international organizations, who altogether presented around 80 papers and posters. 
The Conference presentations were divided into four main topics:

•  Managing and Regulating Safe Operation
•  Safety Performance and Lessons Learned
•  Improving Operational Safety Using PSA
•  Enhancing Safety.

The role o f management and organization in assuring the safe operation o f  
NPPs has been generally recognized. However, while the importance o f  manage
ment and organization has been accepted, our understanding o f  what constitutes 
effective management and organization in the area o f  safety lags far behind our 
understanding o f  most o f  the technical issues with which plant operators and regula
tors are confronted. Thus, tools need to be established to develop a systematic com 
prehension o f management effects and organizational effects on plant safety.

The concept o f  safety culture, which was put forward by the document 
INSAG-4 in 1991, has received great attention in all countries operating nuclear 
power plants and has been seen as an important prerequisite for assuring operational 
safety. The IAEA has put great effort into promoting this concept and into the quan
tification process with the aim o f establishing and evaluating the safety culture level 
at nuclear facilities.

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is now recognized as a necessary and 
fundamental supplement to deterministic analysis and in several countries even as a 
part o f  the licensing process. In all countries with nuclear power programmes w e can 
find a national PSA programme in progress. In order fully to utilize all the advan
tages PSA can offer in the licensing process, it is o f  the utmost importance that the 
scope o f  the performed analysis is broad enough and that it covers all modes o f  plant 
operation, i.e . operation on power, startup, shutdown and refuelling.

Operating experience feedback programmes have been extensively developed 
in recent years at various levels within the nuclear community, such as at nuclear 
power plants, utility headquarters, industry groups, research institutes and national 
regulatory bodies, and by international organizations such as the IAEA, the Nuclear 
Energy Agency o f  the OECD, and the World Association o f  Nuclear Operators. The



usefulness o f operating experience feedback programmes has thus increasingly been 
recognized. The analysis o f  events collected through these schemes is o f  extreme 
importance since the proper identification o f  root causes is essential for determining 
the appropriate corrective actions.

/
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Invited Paper 

ADVANCES IN OPERATIONAL SAFETY: 
ARE THEY PROVING EFFECTIVE?

R. CARLE
World Association o f  Nuclear Operators Co-ordinating Centre,
London, United Kingdom

A b s t r a c t

ADVANCES IN OPERATIONAL SAFETY: ARE TH EY PROVING EFFECTIVE?
The paper reviews the current nuclear power situation and discusses programmes to 

enhance operational safety, including the activities of the World Association of Nuclear 
Operators (WANO), specifically its Event Reporting programme, operator to operator 
exchange visits, workshops, performance indicators, peer reviews, good practices and special 
projects. Trends in operational safety parameters are discussed. The paper concludes by 

considering the future of nuclear power, the need for international co-operation, the need for 
operators to learn from each other and to maintain or even enhance standards of operational 
safety.

1. INTRODUCTION

This conference is devoted to the enhancement o f  safety at the world’s oper
ating nuclear power plants. This prompts me to ask if  w e can demonstrate that there 
has been any improvement in safety as a consequence o f  all our endeavours. How  
might we measure safety in such a way that we can compare levels today with those, 
say, o f  five years ago?

2. CURRENT NUCLEAR POWER SITUATION AND CHALLENGES

What is the situation o f  nuclear energy today?
How has this situation evolved?
At the end o f  1994 the world’s nuclear operators were running 432 reactors 

throughout the world, practically the same number that have operated for the last few  
years (Fig. 1). These reactors produced more electricity in 1994 than in any 
preceding year. But for the contribution o f  nuclear energy, the world would have 
consumed 900 million more tonnes o f coal in 1994, which in turn would have emitted 
1700 Mt C 0 2 in addition to the other pollutants caused by burning coal.

3
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□  432 reactors

□  2130 T W  • h generated

□  17%  of world electricity

□  Avoided burning 900 million tonnes of coal

□  Avoided all the emissions caused by burning coal

FIG. 1. Situation at the end of 1994.

Moreover, no serious nuclear incidents have taken place since the accident at 
Chernobyl some nine and a half years ago.

The year 1995 has already seen the safe startup and putting into service o f  new  
nuclear power plants in a number o f  countries. In August, Japan brought its BWR 
Onagawa 2 into commercial operation and also, in the Far East, at Yonggwang in 
the Republic o f  Korea, Units 3 and 4 , identical 1000 MW PWRs, have entered com
mercial operation. In Europe the United Kingdom’s first PWR at Sizewell В entered 
into service with Nuclear Electric in July. In the Ukraine, Zaporozhye has recently 
loaded fuel into Unit 6 and Romania’s first CANDU unit at Cemavoda also looks 
set to load fuel before the end o f  the year.

Although a total o f  four reactors entering commercial operation is modest 
when compared with the twenty plus achieved each year between 1980 and 1987, 
it still indicates that the nuclear option continues to be available in some countries 
as a means o f  meeting their electrical energy demands in a safe, economic and 
environmentally friendly manner.

At the same time, on the negative side, politicians and the media continue to 
cast doubt on the quality and emphasize the risks o f  nuclear power. In a number o f  
countries that I have passed through in my capacity as Chairman o f the World 
Association o f  Nuclear Operators (W ANO), I felt that the nuclear option had been 
simply forgotten. In others, the controversy continues about such topics as repro
cessing, the recycling o f  plutonium and, above all, wastes; clearly these attacks are 
intended to destabilize nuclear energy as a whole. In Germany, negotiations on the 
famous consensus have broken down. Discussions in the European Parliament are 
a particularly good illustration o f  the current a priori antinuclear attitude. And we 
were all able to read the document prepared by the European Commission for the 
Berlin meeting on how best to fulfil our commitments to limiting C 0 2 emissions: 
this document deliberately ignores nuclear power and its possibility strongly to limit 
our global C 0 2 emissions; more precisely, it mentions nuclear energy just once to 
ask the question: which energy shall we use in substitution for nuclear energy when 
it has disappeared?
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In the absence o f new nuclear power plant projects, operators have been 
turning their attention to maximizing the return from their current plants. Hence we 
have seen an interest in topics such as plant life extension, minimizing losses o f  
generation, the uprating o f  units and the reduction o f costs.

The eight gas cooled reactors at Calder Hall and Chapelcross in the United 
Kingdom produce a net output o f  400 MW and were brought into commercial opera
tion between 1956 and 1960. They are identified by the IAEA as being the oldest 
operating units in the world. British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (BNFL), their owners, are 
seeking to run them on into the next century. It is perhaps appropriate that the 
company will be hosting a workshop for W ANO members later this month on Plant 
Life Extension. Other reactors are not far behind them in terms o f  age (Fig. 2) and 
many organizations are co-operating to increase their understanding o f  the effects o f  
ageing and to assess the safety o f  plants built to earlier design and safety standards.

O f course, the first aspect that an operator tends to seek to maximize is the time 
spent at full power connected to the grid. I will return to this later but it is o f interest 
to note at this point that with more utilities finding it necessary to replace steam 
generators much effort has gone into reducing the time taken to effect the exchange 
and the consequent loss o f  generation and also into minimizing the radiation dose 
received by the team. Recent data published by the OECD amply demonstrate this 
point (Fig. 3). Not only do we note the general shortening o f  the time taken to replace 
steam generators since Surry in 1979, but in the context o f measures o f improve
ments in operational safety the reducing dose rate shows the welcome progress made 
by the industry.
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FIG. 2. Number o f reactors in operation by age (as o f Dec. 1994).
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the extent, if  any, to which there have been improvements in safety brought about 
through the activities o f  many national and international organizations as well as 
through the contribution made by the W ANO programmes?

Amongst the W ANO programmes are two which, whilst designed to provide 
opportunities for utilities to learn from each other, also provide data which can trend 
parameters arising from them. Both the event reporting and performance indicator 
programmes can be used to measure trends — positive, negative or static.

4. TRENDS IN OPERATIONAL SAFETY PARAMETERS

Let me start with the Event Reports programme, which is part o f our Operating 
Experience Exchange Programme. This programme remains the fundamental cor
nerstone o f  the W ANO activities. There is a great deal o f  evidence that accidents 
do not simply happen in isolation as a result o f  a single plant breakdown or as a result 
o f a single operator error. This is true for the chemical and oil industries. It is true 
for air transportation and for rail transportation. It is true for shipping disasters and 
it is particularly true for the nuclear industry with its inbuilt redundancy and diversity 
and its highly trained operators. Therefore, by reducing the numbers and signifi
cance o f  smaller events — and no one should pretend that we will ever reduce them 
to zero — we can very significantly reduce the potential for an accident having 
environmental or major econom ic consequences.

At the same time, learning to distinguish significant events from not significant 
ones, learning to analyse the origin, the root causes o f  those events in terms which 
can be understood by our colleagues, learning to discuss these events across our elec
tronic mail and to share the lessons included, is certainly, in my opinion, the best 
way to improve our safety culture. Too many Event Reports may not be a good sign 
o f safety, but too few most probably indicate a lack o f safety culture. This 
programme is vital to us all.

The number o f  events reported to W ANO since the initial buildup associated 
with establishing the system is diminishing all around the world (Fig. 5). W e can 
be reasonably sure that the effect is real and does not reflect a reduction o f interest 
by our members in sharing this important information. For example, the IAEA’s 
reporting system, which is designed to capture the most significant events, and its 
International Nuclear Event Scale both show similar encouraging trends. In the 
USA, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has reported a tenfold reduction in sig
nificant events occurring at US plants in the last ten years from 2 .4  events per unit/a 
to 0 .24 events per unit/a. Many utilities also publish their results in this area and 
these show the same trend.

I am ready to accept the idea that these significant events, defined in a certain 
way, have decreased. But we must remain careful not to forget some o f them just 
through laziness or complacency. After all are we sure that some ‘less significant’
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FIG. 5. Number o f Event Reports per year.
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FIG. 6. Unplanned capability loss factor.

events would not be o f  interest to our colleagues if  we declared them? Within WANO  
we are always conscious that our use o f  English as the language o f communication 
presents ongoing difficulties for a number o f our members and that this may lead 
to some consistent under-reporting o f  events. But I do believe we capture those o f  
greatest significance and those which have important learning points for other 
members.

Although not their primary purpose, performance indicators also give another 
coarse indication o f  industry progress. WANO has not set target values for any o f
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FIG. 7. Unplanned automatic scrams.
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FIG. 8. PWR collective radiation exposure (median value).

the ten indicators it uses so far, partly because o f  the different regulatory and other 
external constraints applicable in different parts o f  the world. A lso, a target that is 
challenging to one plant might be easily reached by another plant and impossible to 
achieve for a third plant. Instead, we have encouraged utilities to set their own 
challenging targets.

The importance o f unplanned capability loss factor as an indicator is as a 
measure o f  the quality o f operations and maintenance. The median value is trending 
downwards and reached a value o f 2.3% in 1994 (Fig. 6). The best plants are doing 
significantly better: 25 % o f plants had an unplanned capability loss factor less than
0.7% .
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Unplanned automatic scrams per 7000 hours o f  critical operation show a 
similar trend (Fig. 7). Apart from the economic effect o f a reactor scram, it is good  
practice to minimize them because they impose a challenge to the plants’ safety 
systems.

Scram reduction is an area where improvement has been dramatic. Figure 7 
shows median and lowest quartile values. It does not show the best quartile which 
has reached the lowest possible level, that is zero scrams throughout the period. The 
continued improvement o f  the plants with the worst performance in this area is par
ticularly encouraging because it com es on top o f  the huge improvements achieved

FIG. 9. Industrial safety accident rate (median value).
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FIG. 10. Emergency AC power system (median value).
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A b s t r a c t

REGULATORY CO-OPERATION BETW EEN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND FRANCE 
ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR PLANTS.

The Nuclear Installations Inspectorate and the Direction de la sûreté des installations 
nucléaires, the United Kingdom and French nuclear regulation authorities, have a long and 

fruitful history of bilateral exchanges on technical matters relating to the safety of nuclear 
installations and on methodological matters relating to the framework and methods of regula
tion. These exchanges, under the auspices of a formal ‘Information Exchange Arrangement’ 
between the two organizations, have been varied and diverse; and this reflects the nature of 
their activities. Since 1992 a joint steering group has co-ordinated discussions and workshops 
considering various aspects of the safety of future reactor designs. These include: advanced 
protection systems, severe accidents, radiation protection, external hazards, PSA and steam 

generator tube rupture. Additionally, in an average of 12 exchanges per year, more aspects 
of regulation have been covered. The benefits to both organizations are significant; expanding 

the knowledge and experience base of the technical staff is clearly a key aspect of a regulator’s 
activities. But there are other spin-offs; the end-point of all our exchanges is the opportunity 
to compare and contrast our activities. By examining the many similarities we obtain a sort 
of peer review of our ways of working which reinforces confidence (including in the minds 
of the public) in our roles as regulators. By examining the occasional differences we are able 

to focus, critically, on why we do what we do, in an informed and knowledgeable arena. Our 
joint activity will continue into the future; we will continue to build on the mutual respect and 
co-operation that has developed between us. The joint steering group, originally set up to 

co-ordinate work on future reactors, is to expand its remit to include all our exchanges. We 
are also currently arranging an exchange of inspectors. Both organizations have always played 
active and constructive roles in international matters and our bilateral exchanges complement 
these roles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A bilateral Exchange o f Information Arrangement between the United King
dom’s Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NU) and the French Direction de la sûreté 
des installations nucléaires (DSIN) was first signed in 1980. By the end o f  that 
decade the growing international dimension o f  nuclear safety was evident. In recog
nition o f  this and o f  the likelihood o f  increasing European co-operation in the design 
o f nuclear power plants, N il and DSIN agreed to strengthen their co-operation.

Thus, in November 1990, two joint NII/DSIN Working Groups (WGs) were 
established: to study Basic Safety Objectives (WG1) and Advanced Protection Sys
tems (WG2), see below.

They reported on progress in 1992. At that time, it was decided to change the 
management structure o f  the exchanges in order to be able to deepen the technical 
exchanges and to extend the range o f topics addressed.

A special structure called the ‘Steering Committee on Future Reactors’ was 
created, with various subgroups. The progress made in this information exchange 
and the lessons learned will be described below.

2. MAIN FINDINGS OF THE INITIAL WORKING GROUPS (1990-1992)

The aim o f the Working Group on Advanced Protection Systems was: ‘ ‘to gain 

a better understanding of the basic methodology applicable in the two regulatory 

approaches; and to identify similarities and differences together with relative advan

tages and disadvantages ’
Following initial exchanges on this topic, it was judged that progress could be 

made more effectively with a programme o f quadripartite information exchanges 
between the nuclear safety regulators in Canada, the Atomic Energy Control Board 
(AECB), France (DSIN), UK (N11) and the United States Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission (USNRC).

A number o f  these meetings have since taken place and results are presented 
in Section 3.

The aim o f the Working Group on Basic Safety Objectives was: ‘ 'to gain a bet

ter understanding of the fundamental nuclear safety objectives and standards 

applicable in the two regulatory regimes and how these are applied by the regulators; 

to identify any significant similarities and differences together with relative advan

tages and disadvantages; and to examine if part or all of these objectives may be the 

subject of a common formulation ’ ’.
It was quickly realized that to establish a proper understanding o f  how regula

tory requirements are applied in practice, the Working Group would have to do more 
than simply compare the wording o f regulatory texts. These texts do no impose a 
unique approach to safety in either country. The approaches adopted result instead
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from dialogue between the regulators and licensees and plant designers, set within 
the philosophy and general requirements o f  these texts. Working Group 1 therefore 
found it necessary to study specific examples o f actual plant systems. The emergency 
core cooling system and auxiliary feedwater system o f Sizewell В and the N 4 PWRs 
were chosen as representative o f  the most up-to-date realizations o f  UK and French 
nuclear power plant design philosophy.

The major differences revealed in the study o f  these two systems were:

(a) It is a design requirement to be able to carry out maintenance work on stand-by 
safety systems during reactor operation in the UK, but this is not the case in 
France. Hence the redundancy requirements for these systems are more 
demanding in the UK than in France.

(b) Where high reliability is required, the UK and France both achieve this 
through diversity, but with some differences in approach. Permanent fully- 
engineered diverse safety grade systems are provided in the UK. In France, 
diversity is provided either within the design basis o f  safety systems or by 
equipment provided to carry out the ‘H ’ procedures (beyond design).

(c) The UK prefers automation o f safety systems, which leads to greater complex
ity. The French also rely on automatic systems for the first stages o f the 
response to a reactor fault. They place more emphasis on informed operator 
intervention as part o f  the longer-term response and consider that the operator 
benefits from the greater transparency o f simpler systems.

Following on from the discussion o f  the Basic Safety Objectives, a preliminary 
comparison was made o f the probabilistic safety analyses (PSAs) carried out in the 
UK and France.

First, it was noted that the values o f core melt frequency calculated in the Pre- 
Construction Safety Report for Sizewell В and the French 1300 MW(e) PWR were 
broadly similar for the set o f  initiating faults occurring at power common to both ana
lyses. This was agreed to be a surprising result, considering Sizewell B ’s additional 
permanent safety systems, and led us to set up the PSA subgroup as discussed below.

Concerning methodologies, the way that common cause failure (CCF) is 
modelled is significantly different in the two analyses. In the UK, CCF is applied 
at a system level with a probability typically in the range 10-3 to 10~5 per demand 
added to the probability o f  independent component failure. In France, CCF is 
modelled at a component level with account being taken o f  failures in groups o f  
redundant components within the system; further work on this topic is taking place 
in the PSA subgroup.

At the end o f  this first phase o f  technical exchanges in 1992, WG1 reported 
on progress. One recommendation was that it should build on the progress already 
made by continuing to develop its understanding o f  the way in which standards are 
applied in practice, and by extending the range o f  topics addressed.
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The Working Group structure was not considered adequate for this. It was 
therefore decided to change the management structure o f  the exchanges, to provide 
for a number o f  specialist subgroups reporting to a Steering Committee. The empha
sis o f  the work was also shifted to regulatory approaches to the design o f  future 
nuclear power reactors, to permit a more unified approach to issues arising from util
ity proposals.

The ‘Steering Committee on Future Reactors’ was set up to agree strategy, 
identify discrete packages o f work to be handled by subgroups, receive reports from 
subgroups and report to the respective Chief Inspectors.

F ive subgroups were set up, covering

(1) Advanced protection systems
(2) Severe accidents and containment
(3) PSA
(4) External hazards
(5) Radiological releases.

More recently, two additional subgroups have been created: one on ‘Doses in
Normal Operation’ and one on ‘Human Factors” .

3. MAIN RESULTS OF THE WORK DONE SINCE 1992

3 .1 . Subgroup on advanced protection system s

As mentioned in Section 2, this subgroup was associated with colleagues from 
the USNRC and Canada’s AECB to establish an enlarged (i.e. quadripartite) group. 
This quadripartite group aims to exchange experience gained from each national 
regulator’s examination o f  programmable systems important to safety. These cover 
both the protection system and the systems needed to shut down the reactor.

The pattern o f  these meetings is fairly well established. Typically, half a day 
is allotted for each country to report on developments and to share experiences and 
problems. This is followed by a further half day during which nominated topics o f 
common interest are addressed.

The quadripartite meetings are now being held on an annual basis.
The first meetings sought to achieve a detailed understanding o f  the national 

position o f each regulatory body on the following topics:

— safety objectives
— safety classification
— equipment qualification
— protection system reliability
— diversity.
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The last item, and the safety assessment o f  high integrity software, were considered 
as important topics for future work.

Other topics considered included: software modification procedures; quantifi
cation o f  the reliability o f  the software by means o f  statistical dynamic testing; and 
ways o f  simplifying the design o f  protection systems. The use o f  formal methods 
aimed at avoiding software requirement ambiguity and allowing for better verifica
tion and validation effectiveness was seen to be o f  particular interest to the quadripar
tite group.

The last issue led the group to join in a common exercise (proposed by the 
AECB) in which each regulator will arrange to produce and test the software for an 
example boiler control system. The exercise will depend upon the use o f contractors, 
working to a common requirements specification. The four software solutions finally 
produced will be compared and tested by the Canadians. Completion o f the exercise 
is targeted for 1996.

The way o f  moving the project forwards, the standards to be used, the produc
tion/testing requirements and the money to be spent are the choices o f  each national 
regulator. N11 are tackling the task in a series o f  stages, each designed not only to 
produce the required output but also to provide a critique o f  the particular process. 
DSIN decided to contract a manufacturer to develop the software using the formal 
programming toolkit known as the В method to design the software, to produce the 
code and to prove the design as well as the code.

The exercise has the potential further to focus the activity o f  the quadripartite 
group, particularly with respect to what must be seen as a key aim, namely that o f  
documenting the harmonization o f  our regulatory approaches to the issue o f software 
safety.

3.2. Subgroup on PSA

Building on the results obtained by W G1, this subgroup agreed a programme 
o f  work at its first meeting in November 1992, covering four broad topic areas:

(a) Common cause failure and PSA data (fault frequencies and component 
reliability)

(b) Operator error analysis
(c) Faults occurring during no-power operation
(d) PSA methods and results.

Initially, the work was focused on the first o f  these topics.
For CCF, the approach adopted in the UK by Nuclear Electric for the 

Sizewell В PSA was to use system level cut-offs. Under this approach CCF is 
modelled as a single base event which on its own causes failure o f  the system. Data 
for the cut-offs has been derived largely from US PWR experience. In France, CCF
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is modelled at the component level using beta factors based on French operating 
experience. The model is able to represent partial as well as total system failure as 
a result o f  CCF.

A  study was agreed in which the French CCF method and data would be incor
porated into two o f  the Sizewell В system fault trees. The results o f  this work will 
be obtained and discussed in the next few months.

Most o f  the data used in the Sizewell В PSA is based on US operating 
experience and derived simply as ‘number o f  events/reactor-year’. French data is 
derived in similar ways as in the UK, except that EDF experience is the source. 
Unlike the UK approach, the French approach accounts directly for component 
repair, requiring additional data inputs to the PSA.

The current work o f  this subgroup is focused on faults occurring during no
power operation.

As a result o f  work already done by this subgroup, the Steering Committee 
decided at the beginning o f  this year to create a new subgroup more specifically 
devoted to human factors and control room ergonomics.

3.3. Subgroup on external hazards

The subgroup has made a comparison between the approaches taken by British 
and French regulators in their assessment o f  external hazard submissions for nuclear 
power plant design. The hazards reviewed are:

— seismic
— flooding
— extreme temperature
— wind and snow
— aircraft crash
— industrial environment.

In general the overall safety objectives adopted by DSIN and N11 were found 
to be very similar. The main differences in the determination and assessment o f plant 
performance under external hazard loadings were as follows:

(1) In the UK all external hazards are determined probabilistically whereas in 
France some natural hazards are calculated deterministically, e.g . seismic haz
ard, temperature and windloading.

(2) Far more detail on the methodology and extent o f  analysis is given in the 
French basic safety rules than in the N il Safety Assessment Principles.

(3) N11 requires an assessment o f  the beyond design basis performance o f the plant 
for external hazards whereas DSIN currently does not.
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For the future, the subgroup will focus its work on the following priority items:

(a) A benchmark study which compares seismic design o f  PWRs in the UK and 
France. Utilities in the UK and France have recently been carrying out such 
a study. Discussions o f  the conclusions could take place with the utilities.

(b) A  review o f  areas o f  uncertainty in seismic hazard assessment and in the devel
oping o f  a harmonized northwest Europe response spectrum.

(c) Discussion o f  fragility data for probabilistic risk assessment or margin assess
ment and damage to plant resulting from an aircraft crash.

3.4. Subgroup on radiological releases

This subgroup has been given the remit o f  looking at radiological releases and
consequences. In the initial discussions, DSIN referred to a set o f  accident scenarios 
which they designate S I , S2, S3 (and S3/10), while N11 refers to a series o f scenarios 
denoted UK 1-12. A comparison o f  these two series has been made.

Comparing the size o f  the releases, the nearest equivalents are as follows:

French class Nearest equivalent UK class

51 UK-3
52 Between UK-5 and UK-6
53 UK-8 or large release
S3/10 Extended release

Comparing the fault sequences, the equivalents for SI and S2 are still as above. 
There is no direct or close equivalent to S3 or S3/10 in terms o f  fault sequence in 
the UK series.

This comparison o f  releases does not directly correlate the radiological conse
quences o f  accidents, so the subgroup is now comparing calculation methodologies 
used for that purpose. Initial results are showing many differences at the various 
stages o f the calculation, but no significant difference in the final results.

3.5. Subgroup on doses in normal operation

This additional subgroup held its first meeting in April 1994. It has produced 
a document which compares those design features o f  Sizewell В and N4 which, either 
by intent or fortuitously, contribute to reducing occupational doses during normal 
operation. It shows that the UK and France are following similar lines.

The subgroup has produced a document which sets down the methods used by 
licencees/operators to reduce operator exposure by design. Further work will exam
ine the quantification o f  those dose reductions and will compare operating histories 
especially during outage, when the majority o f  operator doses is accrued.
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This subgroup has encountered some impediments to progress in its work, 
mainly due to a lack o f resources. A  decision was taken at the beginning o f this year 
to step up efforts in this area so that more satisfactory progress can be achieved by 
the end o f this year.

One o f  the first tasks o f the group will be to make a comparison o f  the main 
technical characteristics o f  S izewell В and Chooz В in the field o f  severe accidents 
(mechanical performance o f  the containment, special features for hydrogen risks, 
venting systems, etc.).

4. SUMMARY

Since; late 1990, and more specifically in the past three years, exchanges 
between N11 and DSIN have been significantly increased, especially in the field o f  
PWRs.

Obviously, although a lot o f  work has been done by the various subgroups, 
especially on PSA matters and external hazards, we are still far from achieving a 
complete harmonization o f our safety standards and requirements. However, these 
bilateral exchanges are clearly an efficient way to progress, in a detailed and prag
matic manner, to a mutual understanding o f  our regulatory practices.

The benefits to both organizations are in fact significant; expanding the 
knowledge and experience base o f  our technical staff is clearly a key aspect o f a regu
lator’s activities. But there are other spin-offs, particularly in the opportunities to 
compare and contrast our activities. By examining the many similarities we obtain 
a kind o f  peer review o f our ways o f  working which reinforces confidence (including 
in the minds o f  the public) in our roles as regulators. By examining the occasional 
differences we are able to focus, critically, on why w e do what we do, in an informed 
and knowledgeable arena.

Both organizations have always played active and constructive roles in interna
tional safety matters and our bilateral exchanges complement these activities.

5. OPERATIONAL SAFETY

We regard our approach to exchanges in the field o f safety o f future reactor 
designs as a success. By establishing a Steering Group to co-ordinate the activities 
o f a number o f  Working Groups we have been able to focus the Working Groups’ 
activities carefully. W e are convinced that such detailed technical exchanges between 
our countries not only contribute to critical comparison o f  our approaches to safety 
assessment but also have benefits to our approach to the operating safety o f power 
plants.

3.6. Subgroup on severe accidents and contaiment
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Other meetings have taken place between DSIN and N11, many o f them regard
ing fuel cycle installations, often to address specific technical questions. Until now 
these have been o f  an ad hoc nature but we wish to build on the successful methods 
o f managing our exchanges. So w e have expanded the original Steering Group, set 
up to cover future reactor safety, to cover all o f the exchanges between us. While 
keeping up our efforts on future reactors we also want to put more emphasis on oper
ational safety matters.

One activity we started with is exchanging views on the inspection approach: 
as a first step, inspectors from N il and DSIN met and had in-depth discussions on 
that topic. To complement that, we are currently organizing an exchange o f  inspec
tors at operational power stations. The results o f  these exchanges are being taken into 
account in the ongoing review carried out in France on inspection methods and tech
niques.

In future, our intention is to extend this to other nuclear installations so that 
they can also benefit from progress gained in operational safety at nuclear power 
plants.
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Abstract

OPERATIONAL SAFETY OF NUCLEAR TOWER PLANTS: THE CONTRIBUTION OF 
THE OECD/NEA.

The Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the OECD facilitates exchange and comparison 
of national regulatory practices, reviews selected technical and economic aspects of nuclear 
power development and sponsors joint international research projects. The paper summarizes 

a number of OECD/NEA contributions made to nuclear safety, relating to operating 

experience and human factors, the role of probabilistic safety assessment in decision making 
and in regulation, maintaining margins and enhancing safety through accident prevention and 
mitigation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) is one o f  the 15 bodies that make up the 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The members 
o f  the OECD/NEA are a group o f  25 like-minded, developed countries which at the 
end o f  1994 operated 340 reactor units corresponding to an electrical capacity o f  
approximately 283 GW(e). In addition, 19 reactor units with a total capacity o f  
19.4 GW(e) were then under construction.

The primary mission o f  the OECD/NEA is to promote co-operation among its 
member countries in furthering the development o f  nuclear power as a safe, environ
mentally acceptable and cost effective energy source. In carrying out this mission, 
the NEA facilitates exchange and comparison o f  national regulatory practices, 
reviews selected technical and economic aspects o f  nuclear power development and 
sponsors joint international research projects. In addition, the NEA, through its 
studies and the development o f  technical standards and codes o f  practice, provides 
a source o f  objective information and advice to its members.

The broad direction o f  the programme o f work o f  the OECD/NEA is set by 
the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy. This committee is assisted by a number 
o f specialized standing committees such as the Committee on the Safety o f  Nuclear 
Installations (CSNI) and the Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA).

29
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In a typical year, these two committees, with the assistance o f  the NEA  
secretariat, organize 12 to 15 workshops focused on well defined topics o f  current 
high interest to nuclear safety; produce about 35 to 40 reports — several o f  which 
are state o f  the art — and organize and co-ordinate a number o f  International 
Standard Problem (ISP) exercises with the aim o f increasing confidence in the 
predictions o f  the computer codes used to assess the safety o f nuclear power plants.

In recent years considerable progress has been made in the OECD countries 
in improving both the safety and the production reliability o f nuclear power plants. 
One measure o f  this improvement is the decreasing number o f  scrams. As illustrated 
in Fig. 1, the number o f  scrams in LWRs from 1989 to 1993 decreased from 1.7 
to 1.1 scrams per reactor per year. Although, clearly, the key role in bringing about 
these improvements has been played by individual utilities and utility organizations 
such as the World Association o f  Nuclear Operators (WANO) and the Institute of  
Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), international organizations such as the 
OECD/NEA have also made important contributions.

In general, the emphasis o f  the OECD/NEA safety programme is related to 
safety research. Even with a mature nuclear industry, research continues to be vitally 
necessary to ensure the continuing safety o f  nuclear power plants. In particular, 
research is needed to provide the knowledge required to ensure that, as components 
and systems age, adequate safety margins are retained, that the implications o f  design

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

FIG. 1. LWR scrams.
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changes and new operating modes are properly understood and that severe accidents 
and emerging issues are suitably addressed. Research is also needed to provide plant 
operators with the information needed to manage transients properly and to recover 
from accidents with minimum public risk. Safety research, therefore, is an essential 
complement to operational safety.

This paper summarizes some o f  the contributions made by the OECD/NEA to 
operational safety. The information is organized along the general themes o f  this 
conference: operating experience and human factors, the role o f  probabilistic safety 
assessment (PSA) in decision making and in regulation, maintaining margins and 
enhancing safety through accident prevention and mitigation.

2. OPERATING EXPERIENCE A N D  HUM AN FACTORS

There is now a vast and increasing amount o f  reactor operational experience 
available. The OECD/NEA has sytems in place to collect, analyse and disseminate 
operational data in two key areas: safety significant incidents (including the area o f  
human factors) and occupational exposure.

2.1 . Safety significant operating experience

The process o f  collecting information on safety significant operating 
experience, studying it systematically and implementing the lessons learned from 
precursors is vital in ensuring a high level o f  safety and preventing serious accidents. 
Recognizing the importance o f  feedback o f  operating experience, an international 
Incident Reporting System was established by the OECD/NEA in 1980. The system  
was subsequently extended to include countries outside the OECD area, and, 
currently, it is operated jointly by the IAEA and the OECD/NEA.

Several reporting systems are now used internationally. However the Incident 
Reporting System is the only system readily accessible to regulatory bodies and 
government organizations. In particular, the Incident Reporting System provides 
information such as assessment o f  the event by regulators which is not included in 
other systems. The aim o f the Incident Reporting System is to provide detailed infor
mation on the root causes and lessons learned from the event, as opposed to simple 
description. Therefore, the information is provided with some delay with respect to 
the time o f  occurrence o f  the event and is not suitable for statistical analysis. 
Currently, the database contains more than 2200 reports. It is updated quarterly and 
distributed through a network o f  national co-ordinators.

A typical report contains a description o f the event and o f  the corrective actions 
taken, as well as a discussion o f  the lessons learned. Aspects o f  the event which are 
o f particular significance from a human factor point o f  view are usually highlighted.
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One o f  the CSNI working groups, known as Principal Working Group No. 1 
(PW G-1), is responsible for guiding the operation o f  the system, for identifying and 
examining generic issues and for bringing the relevant lessons to the attention o f  
other committees. The group, which includes a task force on human factors, carries 
out a number o f  co-operative studies on topics o f  special interest. Some examples 
o f  recent activities o f  the OECD/NEA in this area are given below.

2.1.1. The Barsebàck event

The inadvertent opening o f  a safety valve at the Barsebàck nuclear power plant 
in 1992 caused a blowdown in which containment insulation material was released 
and clogged the intake strainers o f  the containment spray system. The incident 
revealed the potential for a loss o f  emergency core cooling system pumps, which in 
the event o f  a loss o f  coolant accident would lead to severe core damage. Following 
the event, the CSNI/PWG-1 quickly assembled a group o f  leading international 
experts to review critically and compile data on the reliability o f  emergency core 
cooling system strainers, including formation and behaviour o f  debris, to identify 
major uncertainties and to formulate proposals for additional research programmes.

Preliminary conclusions from the study indicate that the main issues are the 
clogging o f  vents and paths and the quantity o f  debris that penetrates strainers. O f 
significance also are potential m issile effects from some types o f  insulation. The 
relative importance o f  this issue is strongly dependent on the specific plant design. 
In general, it appears that additional quantitative information is needed regarding the 
form and behaviour o f  metallic insulation debris.

2.1.2. Performance of motor operated valves

The performance o f  motor operated valves was reviewed during a specialist 
meeting held in 1994 in which more than 100 specialists participated. The meeting 
established that most o f  the problems related to this type o f  valves are now well 
understood and that the emphasis should be on implementing specific solutions, 
further reducing remaining uncertainties and monitoring performance and 
operability.

2.1.3. Human factor related activities

A variety o f  studies were conducted in this area, including subjects such as 
training o f  nuclear personnel, analysis o f  incidents involving cognitive errors, use 
o f digital technology in the control room and impact o f advanced control room  
design.
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Some specific examples o f  recent activities are:

(a) a study aimed at collecting and analysing information related to human perfor
mance during maintenance and outage activities;

(b) a study o f  the approaches being followed in various countries to factor human 
factor considerations into control room design and to achieve an optimum 
allocation o f  tasks between operator and machine;

(c) a symposium, organized with the IAEA, to discuss human factors and organi
zation in maintenance outages; views were exchanged on outage philosophies, 
procedures to be followed when some o f  the normal safety systems are 
impaired or unavailable, load and complexity o f  the work to be carried out by 
control room staff, etc.

2.1.4. Current and future activities

One study currently under way is a review o f the effect o f  ageing on safety 
related systems. A  preliminary conclusion from this study is that a low, relatively 
constant failure rate can be maintained with proper maintenance and surveillance 
programmes. Another study considers unexpected failures o f  safety systems and will 
determine, through a selection o f  operating events, how and when deficiencies were 
identified and the reasons why they remained undetected.

An area o f  continuing activity is that o f  steam generator tubing degradation 
mechanisms. In the autumn o f 1995, a workshop will be held in the United States 
o f America to exchange information on degradation, inspection, preventive and 
corrective measures as well as on consequence and risk analysis. The emphasis o f  
the workshop will be on the regulatory aspects.

In the area o f  human factors, efforts will be devoted to validation o f  human 
reliability assessment methods. It is recognized that measuring human performance 
on a control room simulator is very difficult and that the most serious errors are those 
associated with high level operator functions such as diagnosis, decision making and 
strategy formulation.

2.2. Information System on Occupational Exposure (ISOE)

Exposure o f  workers to radiation is always a sensitive issue in operational 
safety. Throughout the world, occupational exposures at nuclear power plants have 
been steadily decreasing over the past decades. Regulatory pressure, technological 
advances, improved water chemistry and operating procedures have contributed to 
this decrease.

To facilitate the exchange o f  techniques and experiences in occupational 
exposure reduction, the OECD/NEA launched in 1992 the Information System on 
Occupational Exposure. The ISOE system consists o f  databases that can be used for
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FIG. 2. PWR average annual total and outage dose in various countries, ordered by cycle 
duration and averaged on a three year basis (1991-1993).

I Cycle duration -,3 .5

FIG. 3. BWR average annual total and outage dose in various countries, ordered by cycle 
duration and averaged on a three year basis (1991-1993).
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FIG. 4. Steam generator replacement historical data.

statistical and comparative studies and as a source o f  good practices and experiences. 
In addition, the ISOE Network and Technical Centres provide an open line o f  
communication for real time exchange o f  data, experiences, policies, etc. Also, 
ISOE expert groups are established from time to time to perform specific studies on 
issues o f  current interest. The system has grown considerably since its beginning.

Currently, 51 utilities from 17 countries and 11 national regulatory bodies 
participate in the system. The database represents 308 reactor units including PWRs, 
BWRs and CANDU reactors. Co-operative agreements are in place with the IAEA, 
the European Union and the Paris Centre o f  W ANO.

Some examples o f  how the database can be used are given in Figs 2 to 4. 
Figures 2 and 3 show, for PWRs and BWRs respectively, the average annual dose 
ordered by fuel cycle duration. Figure 4 shows the dose expended on steam generator 
replacement in various countries. The strong decreasing trend with time is very 
evident.
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3. ROLE OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT IN DECISION  
MAKING AN D IN THE REGULATION OF SAFE OPERATION

The area o f PSA has seen major developments in recent years. The benefits 
and the shortcomings o f  PSA applications are now broadly appreciated and there is 
a clear trend for a wider use o f  this tool by all those involved in safety related 
decisions: regulators, designers and operators.

The OECD/NEA in 1983 set up a group o f  experts to review the status o f  
technology and methods in this area. The focus o f  the work o f  the group has shifted 
in recent years from Level 1 PSA issues to Level 2 PSA issues. Lately, the group 
has concentrated on reviewing practices and methods employed in probabilistic 
assessments (a number o f  state-of-the art reports were published), on reviewing the 
development o f  safety goals and on exchanging information on current research 
programmes. In particular, studies were conducted on topics such as reliability data 
collection and analysis, operation at low power and shutdown conditions, risk based 
monitoring o f  safety systems availability, human reliability analysis methods for 
PSA, etc.

In June 1995 the OECD/NEA conducted a special study on regulatory 
approaches to PSA. Some o f the major conclusions are:

(a) PSA is now widely applied throughout the nuclear community. Experience 
suggests that PSA applied in the design stage o f a plant is more cost effective 
than application to existing plants. Nevertheless, the application o f  PSA to 
existing plants has led to significant modifications that have reduced risk 
estimates by one or more orders o f  magnitude.

(b) There still exists a gulf between the regulatory and utility familiarity with 
probabilistic analysis and the comprehension o f  such studies by the public and 
policy makers.

(c) There is concern that plant operators may not be taking full advantage o f  the 
insights into plant safety that PSA offers. The plant insights gained from PSA 
could be better integrated into the plant training, inspection and maintenance 
programmes.

(d) Ongoing concerns are related to assuring consistency o f  practices and methods 
and to having access to high quality reliability data, particularly data on human 
interaction and common cause failures.

Activities in progress include an extensive review o f  human reliability methods 
used in different PSAs and the preparation o f a state o f the art report on Level 2 PSA  
methodology and use o f  expert judgement. Furthermore, in order to understand 
better the positive (and possibly the negative) contributions o f  PSA, a comprehensive 
compilation and review o f  changes in procedures and hardware based on insights 
from PSAs is being prepared.
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4.1. Reactor component integrity

The OECD/NEA, through one o f  the CSNI Principal Working Groups 
(PWG-3), provides a forum for exchange o f information on experience from plant 
in-service inspection. At regular meetings (three every two years) experts from the 
NEA member countries discuss occurrences o f common interest such as reactor 
pressure vessel penetration cracking, steam generator tube experience and general 
strategies for ageing.

The group organizes, from time to time, round robins in stress and fracture 
analysis. These contribute to a better understanding o f  the methods used to analyse 
in-service inspection results.

Recent examples include:

— FALSIRE I (fracture analysis o f large scale international reference experi
ments) — where several pressurized thermal shock large scale tests leading to 
a small amount o f  ductile tearing were analysed. The results showed a large 
scatter, and the importance o f  understanding clearly the overall structural 
mechanical response. Further analysis o f the results and new developments in 
fracture mechanics were discussed at the IAEA/CSNI Specialists Meeting on 
Fracture Mechanics Verification by Large Scale Testing at Oak Ridge, in 
October 1992.

— FALSIRE II — a second phase where tests with cleavage or multiple loading 
steps were analysed. These tests showed a much better agreement in the calcu
lation o f the overall structural response, and the fracture predictions are still 
being analysed. The results demonstrated that finite element codes have 
improved significantly since the first phase.

— A leak rate round robin for piping, which showed relatively poor agreement 
not only between the test and the analyses, but also between the analyses, 
demonstrating the need for a better understanding o f  the phenomenon. This is 
especially important in the context o f operational monitoring for leak before 
break purposes.

— Operational experience shows that the large majority o f  leaks occur in small 
diameter piping. A round robin is being prepared on the prediction o f leak 
probabilities for a specific configuration, to understand better the assumptions 
and accuracy o f  PSA calculation in this instance.

4.2. CEC/NEA Programme for the Inspection of Steel Components (PISC)

This was a major international effort to assess and improve non-destructive 
testing methods. Since its inception, the programme has resulted in significant

4. MAINTAINING MARGINS: STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY AND AGEING
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improvements in testing methods which, in turn, have contributed to improved 
reactor safety and reliability.

There have been three phases o f  PISC. The last two have been CEC/OECD  
programmes, with the CEC Joint Research Centre acting as Operating Agent.

— PISC I tested thick plate weldments and confirmed the inadequacy o f  some 
common industrial non-destructive evaluation (NDE) procedures represen
tative o f  those used under the rules o f the existing (1974/1977) ASME XI 
Code, and demonstrated that there were good alternative techniques.

— PISC П was concerned with the evaluation o f  performance capability, and 
tested a range o f  recent welded plate materials and nozzle/plate assemblies. It 
provided positive validation o f  several procedures which had shown positive 
trends in PISC I. It also showed that although satisfactory defect detection 
could easily be achieved, sizing was much more difficult. It confirmed the 
conclusion that clean material was essential to good detection. It also gave 
results about the type o f  defects to be considered in validation exercises for 
performance demonstration purposes. The calibrations carried out at that time 
were adequate to set the equipment, but did not verify the procedure 
performance. As a result o f  these studies, the ASME Section XI Code was 
modified.

— PISC III was a larger exercise with eight actions, on real contaminated struc
tures, full scale vessels, nozzles and dissimilar metal welds, austenitic steel 
testing, steam generator tube testing, mathematical modelling, human relia
bility studies, and support to codes and standards. PISC III has confirmed that 
the most effective ultrasonic inspections are those carried out with high sensi
tivities and low reporting cut-off levels, preferably just above the noise level. 
It also demonstrated that it is desirable to use procedures which involve 
multiple and diverse techniques. For each o f  the applications only a limited 
number o f  teams showed a standard o f effectiveness in the flaw detection and 
acceptance/rejection which approached that required by the integrity analysts. 

The results o f  the good teams show that capable NDE can be achieved for most 
applications, but there is a large scatter in the results. It appeared that human 
and/or management factors were largely responsible. The results give much 
guidance on how to design and conduct performance demonstration (inspection 
qualification) tests.

The results on performance demonstration are being carried forward in the 
CEC European Network on Inspection Qualification. The actions on steam generator 
tubes and full scale vessel testing are not yet closed. The final PISC III reports are 
being prepared.
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Much effort has been expended on research into the aspect o f  ageing effects 
as represented by the degradation o f metal properties due to mechanisms such as 
irradiation embrittlement, thermal ageing, fatigue, and corrosion o f  various sorts, 
and NEA activities have reflected this interest. There is increasing interest in the 
degradation o f  the integrity o f  concrete civil structures, and also in the degradation 
o f the insulation o f  electrical cables. CSNI has set up a group to review current 
national and international activities in these fields and to recommend future activities 
to CSNI. Another issue o f  interest also being studied by this group is the seismic 
safety re-evaluation o f  old plant.

CSNI has also set up a new task group to study NDE, which amongst other 
activities will consider the integrity assessment and regulatory implications o f  the 
results o f  the CEC/OECD PISC project.

4.3. Future activities

5. ACCIDENT PREVENTION A N D  MITIGATION

Over the years, the O ECD/NEA has established a reputation in the areas of 
thermal hydraulics, severe accidents and accident management.

Extending and improving our knowledge o f  the phenomena that influence 
nuclear safety is, o f  course, a necessary condition for continued assurance o f safe 
operation.

5.1. Accident prevention

The O ECD/NEA’s work in this area has been focused on thermal hydraulics 
o f the reactor coolant system, emergency core cooling system, residual heat removal 
system, and associated system and component behaviour, as well as on in-vessel 
thermal hydraulic aspects o f  severe accidents.

Particular attention has been given to qualifying the use o f  computer codes, to 
extending and consolidating their validation against old and new experimental data, 
and to clarifying the uncertainties associated with particular applications. Validating 
code applications by experts other than the code developers is done mostly through 
the organization o f  ISP exercises. These are comparative exercises in which predic
tions o f  different computer codes for a given physical problem are compared with 
each other and with the results o f  a carefully specified experimental study. The 
OECD/NEA has organized some thirty ISP exercises in the area o f thermal 
hydraulics.

It is generally recognized that performing these ISPs has provided tangible 
benefits in resolving issues related to modelling o f  LOCA events, in identifying
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research needs and priorities, in investigating ‘user effects’ and in helping to develop 
quality assurance methodologies.

As computer codes reach the stage o f  full development, the users tend to 
become more remote from the developers and issues such as user effects and quality 
assurance increase in importance.

An activity related to the ISP is the establishment o f  a ‘Code validation matrix’. 
This matrix is a comprehensive set o f  experimental data, collected and stored by the 
OECD/NEA, which is used for code validation. These two interrelated activities — 
ISPs and code validation matrix — address the general question o f  what is adequate 
validation o f  the thermal hydraulic computer codes used in accident analysis and 
operational safety. Answering this question is, in most cases, beyond the capability 
o f individual countries and thus requires an international approach. It should be noted 
that, recognizing the importance o f  this work to reactor safety, the OECD/NEA is 
assisting in the establishment o f  a code validation matrix for WWERs.

Work is also being performed in the areas o f  fuel behaviour and core physics, 
covering normal operation required as input to transients, anticipated operational 
occurrences, design basis accidents, and severe accidents.

Information is being exchanged on instrumentation requirements for the 
reactor coolant and associated systems, including the use o f  plant analysers and 
simulators for the purpose o f  developing accident management strategies.

All these activities contribute to a better understanding o f  the thermal hydraulic 
behaviour within a primary circuit, up to initiation o f  core damage, and o f  accident 
progression, in-vessel, after core melt has begun. They contribute to the prevention 
o f accidents and to the identification o f  appropriate accident management 
procedures.

5.2. Severe accident phenomenology and management

Following the publication o f  W ASH -1400 and, particularly, following the 
Three M ile Island (TMI) accident, most countries have taken steps to control the 
residual risk resulting from accidents which were not considered part o f  the original 
design basis for the reactor. The OECD/NEA has sponsored a substantial 
programme o f work in this area.

The objectives o f  this programme are both at the level o f  the definition o f  
common technical positions on severe accident phenomena and their management, 
and at the level o f  detailed technical exchanges. The former includes the develop
ment o f common technical views regarding severe accident issues, severe accident 
research policies, the role o f  the reactor containment in severe accidents, and severe 
accident management programme development. The latter covers expert discussions 
and exchanges, in particular in the areas o f  fission product resuspension in severe 
accidents, caesium chemistry and physics affecting source term predictions, molten 
core/debris concrete interactions, direct containment heating, ex-vessel debris
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coolability and melt spreading, hydrogen generation, distribution, combustion and 
mitigation, containment bypass and leaktightness, and instrumentation to manage 
severe accidents. In pursuing these objectives, the OECD/NEA establishes, when 
required, international research projects such as the TMI V essel Investigation 
Project and the RASPLAV Project.

The TMI Vessel Investigation Project indicated that the margins to failure o f  
the TMI vessel, in terms o f  parameters such as pressure and temperature, were larger 
than previously assumed. The project demonstrated the importance o f  accident 
management, specifically the importance o f  adding cooling water to limit the reactor 
vessel wall temperature and the importance o f  controlling pressure to avoid creep 
failures. The RASPLAV project, which is now in its second year, will build on these 
findings and investigate, on a large scale, the interaction o f  molten fuel and the lower 
head o f  a reactor pressure vessel. In addition, the OECD Halden Reactor Project is 
developing methods and tools for formal verification and safety enhancement o f  
computer based operator support systems, including operator aids for severe accident 
management.

Despite significant improvement in understanding severe accident phenomena 
and progression, important uncertainties still exist. Additional research on accident 
management in this area must ask the question whether more detailed information 
will really change a strategy or help the plant staff in their decisions. Currently 
identified open issues and remaining uncertainties are not, however, o f  such impor
tance as to impede severe accident management implementation. The work o f  the 
NEA in the field o f  severe accidents and their management covers the five areas 
outlined below.

5.2.1. Degraded core behaviour

In the area o f  in-vessel degraded core behaviour, current activities include 
development o f a core degradation validation matrix, user and computer effects, 
fuel/coolant interactions, and in-vessel core debris cooling through lower cavity 
flooding.

Recent results on two important issues can be summarized as follows:

— A Specialist Meeting on Fuel/Cooling Interactions held in 1993 concluded that 
technology in this area is in a stage of rapid development, with significant 
progress on key fundamental aspects; all new results confirmed that contain
ment failure is highly unlikely and may be impossible; further progress at the 
fundamental level was expected in the near future, especially in the more 
detailed aspect o f  explosion effects on direct loading o f  structures.

— A Workshop on Large Molten Pool Heat Transfer held in March 1994 con
cluded that the cooling o f  debris in-vessel by external flooding is a reasonable 
accident management objective; however, the capacity to implement this as an 
accident management procedure is plant dependent.
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5.2 .2 . Severe accident phenomena in containment

In the area o f  severe accident phenomena in the containment, current and 
future work includes core/concrete interactions, molten fuel/coolant interactions 
(ex-vessel), steam explosions (ex-vessel), ex-vessel debris coolability and melt 
spreading, direct containment heating and high pressure melt ejection (a state o f  the 
art report is being prepared) and hydrogen behaviour.

Recent results on two important issues can be summarized as follows:

— A Specialist Meeting on Core Debris/Concrete Interactions held in 1992 
concluded that a significant integral effects database on dry molten core 
debris/concrete interaction now exists so that no additional large scale experi
ments under dry conditions are necessary.

— As a result o f  an ISP based on data provided by Japan, participants have found 
qualitative agreement on the modelling o f  the main parameters o f  hydrogen 
mixing. However, from a quantitative point o f  view, large discrepancies have 
been observed between calculated and experimental results. Uncertainties in 
code predictions are being examined in order to form an opinion regarding the 
adequacy o f  lumped parameter codes for engineering applications.

5.2.3. Fission products behaviour

Current and future work in the area o f  fission product phenomena in the 
primary circuit and the containment includes primary system fission product release 
and transport (a state o f  the art report was published in 1994), aerosol behaviour/ 
thermal hydraulics code comparison exercises, fission product resuspension issues 
in severe accidents, physical and chemical characteristics o f  aerosols in the contain
ment, caesium chemistry and physics affecting source term predictions, and iodine 
chemistry in reactor safety.

The main conclusion o f  this work is that volatile fission product releases can 
be predicted quite w ell for a wide range o f  accident conditions, but the release rates 
for less volatile fission products, control rod materials and boric acid are much more 
uncertain. The uncertainties o f  in-vessel aerosol release rates may be important in 
early containment failure o f  early venting sequences, when the containment aerosol 
characteristics are determined mainly by the aerosol source in the containment.

Future work will also address the question o f  applicability o f  aerosol codes to 
real plants. A  Workshop on the Chemistry o f  Iodine in Reactor Safety will be held 
in 1996.

5.2.4. Containment aspects of severe accident management

Current and future work in the area o f  containment aspects o f  severe accident 
management includes a discussion o f  containment severe accident management
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strategies, in particular o f advantages/disadvantages o f current accident management 
strategies with respect to the use o f  water to cool a molten core in a containment, 
containment bypass and leaktightness, hydrogen management techniques, and 
instrumentation to manage severe accidents. A report was published in 1993 on 
positive/negative aspects o f  measures designed to protect the containment (filtered 
containment venting systems, use o f  spent fuel ponds as scrubbing pools, spray 
system s, injection o f  water/cavity flooding, hydrogen management techniques, 
pre/post inerting, fan coolers and other heat removal systems). Utilities contribute 
substantially to this programme o f work.

A Specialist Meeting on Instrumentation to Manage Severe Accidents held in 
1992 concluded that, in order to make decisions appropriate and effective to control 
and mitigate an accident, it was essential to accumulate information from as many 
sources as was practical, to have the clearest picture possible o f the accident and its 
progress. It is therefore important to use a systematic approach to evaluate accident 

sequences, information needs and instrument capabilities in severe accident condi
tions. In som e cases instruments may function beyond their specification range. 
There is a need for additional work on unconventional use o f  existing instrumentation 
under severe accident conditions. This work will identify areas where existing 
instrumentation can indirectly contribute to the information needs in severe accident 
situations and areas where it cannot, thereby giving indications on desirable new 
developments.

A Workshop on the Implementation o f Hydrogen Mitigation Techniques will 
be organized in 1996. Future work will also consider accident management aspects 
o f the control o f  releases o f  iodine and other fission products during a severe 
accident.

5 .2 .5 . Integration of severe accident management knowledge

The CSNI set up some time ago a Senior Group o f Experts on Severe Accident 
Management (SESAM) to integrate the results o f  the work briefly described above, 
as well as work performed elsewhere, including work o f  utilities and Owners’ 
Groups, and to take stock o f  the situation in OECD member countries regarding 
severe accident management. In 1991 SESAM prepared a report on prevention and 
mitigation aspects o f  severe accident management; it is currently completing a new 
report on severe accident management implementation. Moreover, the Senior Group 
has organized Specialist Meetings in a number o f  areas:

— on Filtered Containment Venting Systems.
— on International Coolant System Depressurization (in 1989); main conclusion: 

there are circumstances, when failures in engineered safety systems give rise 
to serious difficulties in maintaining core cooling, in which intentional depres
surization o f  the primary circuit can confer significant benefits.
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— on Operator Aids for Severe Accident Management and Training (in 1993); it 
was concluded that operator aids have to be designed in strong liaison with the 
emergency operating procedures, the severe accident management guidelines 
or valid instructions; signal validation is an important concern; the tools have 
to be extensively validated to make sure they are convenient and can deliver 
the expected results without negative impact.

— on Severe Accident Management Implementation (in 1995); it was concluded 
that major progress towards severe accident management guidelines 
implementation has been made in recent years; open issues and remaining 
uncertainties have been identified but they are not o f  such importance as to 
impede implementation; it is not clear, however, that all accident management 
strategies can be implemented, or that implemented strategies can always be 
effective.

The major achievement o f  NEA expert groups has been to provide a consensus 
technical view regarding OECD member countries’ severe accident research poli
cies, countries’ positions on severe accident issues, the role o f  reactor containment 
in severe accidents, and severe accident management programme development. This 
work has had a substantial and positive impact on the shaping o f  national policies 
and regulations, and on international exchanges o f  views regarding severe accidents 
and their management. It has been particularly important in helping to clarify the 
respective roles o f  severe accident prevention and mitigation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented an overview o f the OECD/NEA activities which have 
a direct impact on the operational safety o f nuclear power plants.

The OECD/NEA provides a forum to exchange information on research 
programmes and results, on operating experience and, more importantly, enables 
member countries to develop common technical positions on current safety issues. 
In turn, these common positions form the basis for the development and application 
o f national positions. Important features o f this programme o f work are that it is 
designed by the Committee itself and it is reviewed annually to ensure its relevancy 
to the needs and priorities o f  the member countries.

The main contributions o f  the OECD/NEA are in the areas o f  operating 
experience and human factors, probabilistic safety assessment, structural integrity 
and ageing, and accident prevention and mitigation. In all these areas, groups o f  
experts review at regular intervals the state o f  the art and organize studies, work
shops, reports, etc., aimed at discussing issues o f  mutual concern and at arriving at 
common technical positions. The use o f specialist groups and specialist meetings to 
examine in depth specific questions o f  nuclear safety and the use o f  International
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Standard Problems to provide a vehicle for discussion and comparison are the 
important characteristics o f  the OECD/NEA programme o f work.

The programme is carried out in close co-operation with other international 
organizations, in particular the IAEA. Although the OECD/NEA obligations are 
primarily towards its member countries, most o f  the information generated by its 
activities is made available to all countries. Furthermore, in line with the general 
policy o f  the OECD, there is a trend towards increasing participation by countries 
which are not currently members o f  the OECD.
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1. INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR SAFETY REGIME

International safety collaboration has been continuously evident during nuclear 
power’s evolution. There have been a multitude o f  bilateral and multilateral col
laborative efforts: in the global governmental arena, the IAEA has supported this 
internationalization process through a number o f initiatives which have led to what 
some now call an international safety regime or culture. This regime encourages 
adherence to high standards o f  safety through internationally agreed safety recom
mendations, through binding international agreements, through an array o f interna
tional safety services and through a wide range o f  international co-operative and 
assistance efforts.

At the IAEA, the past twenty years have seen the development o f  nuclear 
power plant safety standards covering regulatory organizations, siting, design, oper
ation, and quality assurance. They have been adopted in their entirety by China as 
a basis for its growing nuclear power activities and other countries have used them 
in part or as a reference for their own standards. Additional recommendations are 
contained in the Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection and the Regulations 
for the Safe Transport o f  Radioactive Material. Important binding international 
agreements cover the physical protection o f  nuclear materials in international trans
port, civil liability for damage following nuclear incidents, and early notification and 
assistance in the event o f a serious nuclear accident or radiological emergency. There 
also exist formalized incident reporting procedures and a nuclear event scale for 
communicating the severity o f  operational events to the public.

A concurrent development at the IAEA o f its widely used safety review serv
ices has promoted a worldwide exchange o f  information and experience, particularly 
in the key operations area. International teams o f  experts have visited and provided 
advice to all countries with nuclear power plants. There are review services in siting, 
design and operations and a new service to promote safety culture at all organizations 
involved with nuclear power activities. Overall, the IAEA efforts have given incen
tive and support to the current international nuclear safety regime.
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2. THE CONVENTION ON NUCLEAR SAFETY

Turning to the Convention on Nuclear Safety, substantial efforts to prepare the 
document date back four years. Although many believed an agreement was prema
ture and others considered it unnecessary or even undesirable, a major consensus 
supporting such an instrument developed at an IAEA safety conference held in 
Vienna in September 1991. After almost three years o f  intense negotiations and hard 
work at seven meetings o f  a group o f  legal and technical experts from 53 countries, 
a diplomatic conference was held in June 1994 to adopt the Convention on Nuclear 
Safety.

3. STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS

The Convention is relatively simple in structure, consisting o f  an introductory 
preamble and four chapters containing 35 articles (see Table I). The first chapter 
delineates the principal objectives. The second and most substantive chapter contains 
the various obligations. The third chapter deals with the required periodic meetings 
to review national reports on measures taken to implement each o f  the obligations, 
while the last contains the final clauses and other judicial provisions common to 
international agreements.

The fundamental principle o f  the Convention is that overall “ ... responsibility 
for safety rests with the State where a nuclear installation is located” . Each nation 
within its own legislative and regulatory framework must govern safety. Bilateral 
and multilateral mechanisms are available to provide assistance and support.

For the purposes o f  the Convention, a nuclear installation is defined solely as 
any land based civil nuclear power plant including such storage, handling and treat
ment facilities for radioactive materials as are on the same site and are directly 
related to the operation o f  the plant. Nevertheless, the preamble supports the 
development o f  a convention dealing with the safety o f  radioactive waste manage
ment and also suggests the future development o f  instruments for other parts o f  the 
nuclear fuel cycle.

The Convention seeks to achieve its objectives through adherence to general 
as opposed to detailed binding technical standards. The fundamental safety principles 
contained in the Convention are based largely on the IAEA publication “ The Safety 
o f Nuclear Installations” (Safety Series No. 110) which presents general principles 
rather than detailed and prescriptive ones. Detailed requirements, which are continu
ously evolving and in a practical sense cannot be placed in a treaty, would when 
necessary be dealt with on a plant by plant basis through the Convention’s review  
process.

The obligations to meet the general objectives are contained in 16 articles, 
which are grouped under three headings. The first group covers the requirements for
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TABLE I. CONTENTS OF THE NUCLEAR SAFETY CONVENTION

PREAMBLE

CHAPTER 1. OBJECTIVES, DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE OF APPLICATION
Article 1. Objectives 
Article 2. Definitions 
Article 3. Scope of application

CHAPTER 2. OBLIGATIONS

(a) General Provisions
Article 4. Implementing measures
Article 5. Reporting
Article 6. Existing nuclear installations

(b) Legislation and Regulation
Article 7. Legislation and regulatory framework
Article 8. Regulatory body
Article 9. Responsibility of the licence holder

(c) General Safety Considerations
Article 10. Priority to safety
Article 11. Financial and human resources
Article 12. Human factors
Article 13. Quality assurance
Article 14. Assessment and verification of safety
Article 15. Radiation protection
Article 16. Emergency preparedness

(d) Safety o f Installations 
Article 17. Siting
Article 18. Design and construction 
Article 19. Operation

CHAPTER 3. MEETINGS OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES
Article 20. Review meetings 
Article 21. Timetable 
Article 22. Procedural arrangements 
Article 23. Extraordinary meetings 
Article 24. Attendance 
Article 25. Summary reports 
Article 26. Languages 
Article 27. Confidentiality 
Article 28. Secretariat

CHAPTER 4. FINAL CLAUSES AND OTHER PROVISIONS 
Article 29. Resolution of disagreements
Article 30. Signature, ratification, acceptance, approval, accession
Article 31. Entry into force
Article 32. Amendments to the Convention
Article 33. Denunciation
Article 34. Depositary
Article 35. Authentic texts
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Legislation and Regulation, calling on each country to establish a legislative frame
work and an independent regulatory body, separate from other bodies concerned 
with promotion and utilization o f  nuclear energy, and to govern safety through a 
system o f licensing, inspection and enforcemnt.

The second group o f obligations covers the more General Safety Considera
tions, requiring each country to ensure an effective safety management system which 
provides adequate financial and human resources, trained staff, quality assurance 
programmes, safety assessments and verification activities, radiation protection o f  
workers and the public, and emergency plans which are tested.

The final group o f  obligations addresses some specific aspects o f the Safety o f  
Installations, requiring steps to ensure that technical aspects o f  siting, design and 
construction, and operation are considered and continuously assessed throughout the 
lifetime o f  the installation. These are to be achieved through comprehensive and sys
tematic safety assessment, safety analyses to define safe operating conditions, com 
missioning programmes, and the reporting and analysis o f  safety events.

In the Convention’s obligations special attention is given not only to the 
responsibilities for emergency planning within a State, but also to the responsibilities 
towards neighbouring States. Countries must provide States in the vicinity o f their 
nuclear installations with appropriate information for emergency planning and 
response. There is also a complementary requirement that countries having no 
nuclear installation on their territory, but likely to be affected by a radiological emer
gency in a neighbouring State, take steps to ensure that emergency plans have been 
prepared and tested.

In recognition o f  the general concerns o f neighbouring countries, there is also 
a specific obligation calling for consultations with countries in the vicinity o f  a pro
posed nuclear installation and upon request provision o f  the necessary information 
to enable them to evaluate and form their own assessment o f the likely safety impact 
o f the installation.

O f the specific obligations, one deals with the current problem o f existing reac
tors, such as those o f  Soviet design, with recognized safety deficiencies. It requires 
that all reasonably practicable improvements be made as a matter o f  urgency to 
upgrade safety. If this cannot be achieved, plans should be implemented to shut down 
the installations as soon as practically possible. The timing o f  the shutdown may take 
into account the energy supply situation as well as the social and economic impact.

There is thus no obligation for a State to shut down a plant immediately but 
the Convention’s review mechanism will bring the deficient plant into international 
and public discussion. The difficulties o f dealing with deficient nuclear power plants 
are currently demonstrated by the situation in some countries operating Soviet 
designed reactors. Except for four units in the former German Democratic Republic 
no country has yet decided permanently to close any plant. Improvements are being 
made through national and international efforts.
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The most vital issue for the Convention’s success is compliance with the agreed 
obligations. Each country must demonstrate this compliance through written reports, 
submitted for review, on the measures taken to implement each o f  the Convention’s 
obligations. These reports w ill be dealt with through periodic review meetings, the 
first taking place not later than two and one-half years after the Convention’s entry 
into force. Future meeting intervals would not exceed three years. Extraordinary 
meetings could be held at the request o f  a majority o f  countries.

Within six months after the Convention’s entry into force, a preparatory meet
ing is to be convened to lay out the structure o f the required national reports and the 
review process. The review process will have to be efficient, involve reasonable 
costs, and not place an undue burden on national reporting. Reports cannot be a 
detailed item by item review o f national programmes, but nevertheless will have to 
demonstrate sufficient compliance and how this was accomplished. The review  
process will have to identify problems, concerns, uncertainties and omissions in 
national reports.

In order to begin an early exchange o f  opinion so as to be ready for the formal 
preparatory meeting, the IAEA Secretariat convened an informal meeting o f  
representatives o f signatories in March 1985. Forty-eight countries took part. The 
meeting concentrated on the review process and the contents o f  national reports.

One review possibility is to create three subgroups; one for governmental and 
organizational matters, a second for siting design and construction, and a third for 
operations. Another approach would create groups o f  countries which would review  
only the reports o f  those in the group. Each group would consist o f  countries having 
a diverse number o f  nuclear power plants ranging from a high number to none. 
Among the advantages o f  this approach would be a more global look at safety, avoid
ing the difficulty o f  examining only a limited number o f  safety areas. It could also 
bring increased quality o f  review through smaller groups. A disadvantage would be 
the possible inconsistency o f  reviews between country groups. It would also conflict 
with the Convention’s requirement that all parties can comment on the national 
reports o f  all others.

There is some support for the right o f  each country to submit a report in the 
form and length it deems necessary. Others see the desirability o f  harmonizing 
reports to the extent possible, for the purpose o f  an efficient and effective review. 
Support exists for a report having an extended summary or introduction to identify 
main themes followed by an article-by-article or topic oriented discussion. A recently 
received proposal prepared by Japan and Germany calls for a six part document as 
follows:

A. Introduction providing an overview o f national nuclear policy and nuclear
programmes

4. REVIEW PROCESS
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B. Legislative and regulatory framework covering nuclear installations
C. Financial and human resources, human factors, quality assurance, radiation 

protection as well as safety principles covering siting, design and construction
D . Operational safety
E. Planned activities to improve safety
F. Annexes containing data on the installations, reference to laws and standards, 

etc., and published reports including those o f  international review missions.

The question o f  language is still open. One proposal calls for national reports 
to be prepared in the national language or in a single designated language. If it is 
not submitted in the designated language, a translation o f  the report would be 
provided.

The review meeting itself could begin with a short plenary session with general 
statements followed by work in subgroups, composed by topic or by groups o f  coun
tries. The meeting would probably be limited to a duration o f  two or three weeks. 
A document addressing the safety issues discussed and the general conclusions 
reached would be adopted by consensus and made available to the public.

The IAEA would be the Secretariat for the Convention. It would convene, pre
pare and service all meetings and transmit information received or prepared in accor
dance with the provisions o f  the Convention. The IAEA could provide other services 
if  requested.

5. ENTRY INTO FORCE

The Convention will enter into force 90 days after the 22nd ratification, includ
ing 17 States having at least one plant which has achieved criticality. As o f  1 July 
1995 there were 58 signatures in place, with six countries having ratified the Con
vention, these being Japan, Norway, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Turkey. It 
seems likely that the Convention will enter into force early in 1996.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper provides only a brief summary o f  the status o f the international 
nuclear safety regime. Further details o f  the Convention on Nuclear Safety can be 
found in the book o f  the same name published by the IAEA in 1994 as Legal Series 
No. 16.
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Abstract

NUCLEAR SAFETY: A M ANAGEM ENT IMPERATIVE.
In 1991 the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations made a chronology of in-reactor fuel- 

damaging events from 1945 to 1990, focusing on the causes of these events. The study largely 

looked at US events. When one examines events in commercial electricity nuclear power 
plants, one discovers that all the fuel-damaging events were attributed to human performance. 
This includes the events at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl nuclear power plants. (It should 
be noted that the accident at Chernobyl had dual causes from both human performance and 

design.) The above insight would indicate that future improvements in nuclear safety for cur
rently operating nuclear power plants will come less from plant modifications, but rather from 

an emphasis on improving human performance. However, improving human performance is 
a management job. What can management do to improve human performance? The answer 
is found in two key areas. First, managers must create the right climate for improved human 

performance. This involves fostering a positive communication environment and developing 
a clear sense of personal responsibility at every level of the organization. Secondly, manage

ment must set and clearly communicate high standards of performance. This involves setting 

high standards in the control room. This includes (1) promoting conservative decision making 
by operators; (2) maintaining the ‘big picture’ of plant operations by the senior control room 
manager; (3) managing all plant activity from the control room; (4) emphasizing teamwork, 
especially operator awareness and control of plant parameters, and reactivity; (5) operating 
the plant with no control room equipment ‘work arounds’ . High standards are needed for 
emergency operating procedures. This includes the development of good symptom based 
procedures with operators thoroughly trained in their use. Lastly, high standards are needed 

in the training of operators. Here, full scale plant simulators play a crucial role. Ultimately, 
nuclear safety is composed of two components: equipment and its design, and human perfor
mance. Leaders and managers of the nuclear industry must continue to insist on the highest 
levels of material condition and design integrity. Yet, future increases in the margins of 
nuclear safety for our current plants will come not from improvements in hardware and 
design, but from focused attention to improvements in human performance. Nuclear safety 

is a management imperative.

In the 40 years we have been operating commercial nuclear power plants, we 
have continued to make improvements to the design o f  these plants and the equip
ment in them. In one sense, w e have reached an enviable point — in most plants, 
equipment failures have become relatively rare.
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Yet w e continue to have events. However much w e may improve our equip
ment, that equipment is operated by people — highly motivated people, well trained 
people — but people nonetheless. And people occasionally make mistakes.

By creating the right climate and by setting high standards, good plant manage
ment can reduce the number o f  mistakes made — and also reduce their potential 
consequences.

As many o f  you are aware, the performance trends in nuclear power have 
generally been positive throughout the world — and there have been fewer serious 
incidents at power plants each year.

However, the number o f  events attributed to human error has not declined at 
the same rate as those attributed to equipment problems. The Institute o f Nuclear 
Power Operations (INPO) data for US plants indicate that human performance 
problems account for about 70% o f the causal factors for all events.

This is true o f  the most serious events — those that damage the fuel in the reac
tor core. In 1991, INPO made a chronology o f  in-reactor fuel-damaging events from 
1945 to 1990, focusing on the causes o f  these events.

Note that this study largely looked at US events, primarily due to the emphasis 
in the US industry on sharing operating information, including events o f  a minor 
nature. I should also hasten to add that since the advent o f the World Association 
o f Nuclear Operators (WANO) in 1989, worldwide sharing o f  operational informa
tion has expanded considerably.

The report examines events at three reactor types:

(1) central station nuclear power plants (NPPs)
(2) military production reactors
(3) test or demonstration reactors and critical experiment/low power assemblies. 

Also, central station reactor events are divided into four categories:

(1) reactivity accidents with core destruction and extensive off-site radioactivity 
release

(2) loss o f  coolant accidents with major fuel damage and minimal off-site release
(3) reactivity and control rod misoperation events with fuel cladding damage and
(4) other mechanisms for fuel or fuel cladding damage.

The principal cause o f  each event is attributed broadly to one o f two categories:

(a) design — including system and equipment malfunctions
(b) personal performance — including performance o f managers o f  supervisors.

This summary shows that the vast majority o f  fuel damaging events can be 
attributed to human performance. In the case o f  central power station reactors — that 
is, commercial NPPs — all the fuel damaging events were attributed to human per
formance errors. You will note that the Chernobyl accident was caused by both 
personnel and design errors.
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Fuel damage is, o f course, the most serious nuclear safety threat. Even a small 
amount o f  fuel damage can take a plant out o f  service. A larger amount o f  fuel 
damage could easily be classified as another Three M ile Island — even though there 
is no hazard to the public and probably no hazard to plant employees.

The worldwide nuclear industry cannot afford another accident at the level o f  
Three M ile Island — much less at the level o f  Chernobyl. And while a Chernobyl 
type disaster is improbable in plants with different designs, the same type o f  
problems that were seen at Chernobyl in management controls and in violation o f  
procedures by operators can surely lead to a core damaging event at any plant.

Therefore, it is important that we learn the appropriate lessons from Three 
M ile Island, from Chernobyl and from other events — and that we reinforce those 
lessons over and over again.

Chernobyl would be classified by a reactor engineer as a reactivity accident. 
Three M ile Island was a loss o f  coolant accident, or LOCA. Inadequate control o f  
reactivity has more potential to cause core damage than a LOCA or other things we 
deal with. After each event that involves a mismanagement o f reactivity, such as con
trol rod misoperation or premature criticality, the event is closely analysed.

What we see time after time is that the problem in managing reactivity is not 
design inadequacy or equipment malfunction. Rather, it is that the operators did not 
follow the procedures or did not fully understand what they were doing.

In one event in 1974 at a US commercial reactor, a reactor engineer talked the 
operators into operating control rods in an unauthorized manner to achieve better 
bumup o f the fuel in the bottom o f the core. They achieved that. They also started 
a xenon transient, resulting in power peaking in the bottom o f the core and melting 
through the fuel cladding in localized areas.

In another event, in 1985 at a heavy water plant in Argentina, with the plant 
operating in a load following mode (normal mode was base loaded), operators were 
asked to increase power. Control rod motion to compensate for xenon burnout 
resulted in abnormally high local power peaking. Indications o f this excessive power 
generation were misinterpreted and reactor power continued to increase. The exces
sive local power in the core caused 46 fuel rods to fail.

The way to prevent such events is not necessarily with expensive modifications
— although in some instances some equipment modifications may help — but by 
improving procedures and procedural controls and improving training.

In order to continue to improve, the nuclear industry must focus corrective 
actions on the underlying causes o f  the human behaviour that is now the largest con
tributor to events. Improving human performance is a management job.

What can management do? First, managers must create the right climate for 
improved human performance.

Most important is to foster a positive communication environment — one in 
which people feel free to offer their opinions and, most importantly, feel free to 
admit their mistakes. In a healthy culture, the causes o f  mistakes can be analysed and
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steps taken to prevent their recurrence. But i f  operators believe they will be punished 
for every error, they will tend not to admit error. There will be no way to learn from 
their experience — no way to put in procedural controls or improve training in order 
to prevent another operator from making a similar error. So small mistakes, covered 
up out o f  fear o f  punishment, can eventually lead to larger mistakes with more seri
ous consequences.

Management must encourage plant workers to report conditions that could lead 
to human error and seemingly inconsequential human performance problems that 
could lead to more severe events. Good managers view these reports as opportunities 
for improvement. By responding promptly to solve these conditions and problems, 
they build credibility in the eyes o f  the workforce — therefore encouraging more 
feedback.

In addition, a culture o f  open communication is a more productive culture. As 
plants have encouraged communication — both better up-and-down communication 
between mánagers and workers and better communication among different work dis
ciplines — they have found unexpectedly large benefits in improved productivity.

For example, Diablo Canyon in California, which has been a top performing 
plant for many years, continues to develop new ways to encourage communication 
among employees and to help them challenge old methods, devise new ones as teams 
and then carry out the new ideas in teams.

Diablo Canyon employees learn the importance o f this through an interesting 
exercise — one in which their task is to design and produce paper airplanes that are 
also greeting cards. On the first morning, participants tackle this assignment in the 
traditional command-and-control way. They form the typical departments — 
engineering, production, marketing. Each department must follow instructions and 
meet requirements for doing its share o f  the work. After several hours, the output 
is usually only eight planes.

Then the rules change. Five smaller teams, typically 20 people, are formed. 
They are encouraged to think and act creatively. Each team member feels account
able and is encouraged to offer solutions and feedback. By the end o f  this session, 
output is typically more than 1150 paper airplanes.

During this same two day training, nuclear managers and officers also respond 
to em ployees’ candid questions. Senior V ice President Greg Rueger says the goal is 
“ an environment where the staff feels ownership o f  problems and their solutions. 
We want an organization that’s very focused on goals and never satisfied.” And one 
result attributed to this training, as well as to cross-functional teams focused on 
specific problems, has been a 12% reduction in outage costs.

This brings us to the second key for setting the right climate for improved 
employee performance — a strong sense o f responsibility. Ultimately, the quality o f  
performance is based on the performance o f  individuals. In high performing stations, 
individuals at all levels — whether executives, managers, supervisors, engineers,
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operators or mechanics — take responsibility for their actions and are committed to 
improve their own performance.

When I was the Site Director at the Braidwood Nuclear Power Plant near 
Chicago, Illinois, our industrial accident safety rate (ISAR) was dreadful. With the 
world average ISAR at 0 .8 , Braidwood’s ISAR was generally greater than 4. I am 
embarrassed to say that the accident rate for my station labourers was nearly 55. I 
almost hated those people to come to work. No one was seriously hurt, but the sore 
backs, the cut hands, the pinched fingers seemed to be almost daily occurrences.

When I talked with the people who had been injured, as well as with their 
supervisors and my managers, the cause for each accident was always placed some
where else. No one — and I mean no one — took any responsibility for an accident. 
No one seemed the least bit concerned about our accident rate.

My solution was simple. I told my plant manager that my evaluation o f his per
formance was based on only one item — ISAR. If Braidwood’s ISAR was low, his 
performance evaluation would be high. If our ISAR was high, his performance 
evaluation would be low. I said the same thing to the person responsible for the sta
tion labourers and to each o f  my labourers.

The result was amazing. In nine months the ISAR for station labourers went 
from 55 to zero. Our overall accident rate went from 4  to zero. At the same time, 
I saw a difference in the plant. People were taking responsibility for what they were 
doing. They questioned the practices o f others who were not working safely.

People felt responsible at every level for safety in the plant. And there was 
clear accountability for performance.

Improving human performance is a management job. It begins by setting the 
right climate — a climate in which there is good, honest communication and a strong 
sense o f  responsibility at every level in the organization.

But that alone is not enough. Management must also set — and clearly 
communicate — high standards for performance. The foundation for improved 
human performance is management’s ability — and willingness — continuously to 
communicate its expectations to the workforce. People do what they are expected 
to do.

In fact, the results o f  high expectations can sometimes be extraordinary. When 
an explosion damaged the Apollo 13 spacecraft on its way to the moon, according 
to the established way o f  doing business there was no way for the astronauts to return 
to earth alive. There was not enough oxygen or power.

A  new course had to be computed. The head o f  mission control clearly laid 
out the parameters — find a way for the astronauts to return safely to earth using 
the available battery power and fuel — and before their air ran out. He then said, 
“ Failure is not an option” . Given clear objectives and high standards, the team came 
up with the unconventional answers that got the astronauts back safely.

In nuclear power, the place where failure is clearly not an option is in the con
trol room. High standards for management o f the control room are a must. Most
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importantly, those standards should promote conservative decision making. Opera
tors must know that they will be supported by plant management when they make 
the conservative decision to shut the plant down in the face o f  uncertain or degrading 
conditions.

High standards in the control room include four additional critical elements:

— The senior control room manager must always have and understand the overall 
picture o f  plant operation. This manager must never get so deeply drawn into 
individual plant problems that he or she loses the ‘big picture’ o f  the overall 
plant.

— All evolutions in the plant must be managed from the control room. By this 
I mean that the control room is aware o f  and has approved all activities taking 
place in the plant. No one should be doing anything in the plant without 
approval o f  the control room.

— Control room teamwork is essential, including high standards for operator 
awareness and control o f primary plant parameters, especially reactivity. This 
behaviour should be reinforced at every opportunity through training, coaching 
and management observation.

— Finally, outstanding modifications and maintenance work requests regarding 
equipment problems — especially those problems that can complicate or inhibit 
an operator’s ability to monitor or control the plant during off-normal and tran
sient conditions — must be a priority. By making sure that operators have the 
tools to do their job correctly, managers help reinforce their commitment to 
high performance standards.

Managers must also set high standards for emergency procedures — both for 
high quality procedures and for adherence to procedures. The lessons we have 
learned from Chernobyl and other events have shown us that we cannot allow our 
operators to work around procedures. Procedures must be sound and adherence must 
be held to a high standard.

Our experience clearly shows that adherence to standards for less important 
things has a direct influence on the adherence to more and more important standards. 
You cannot rely on people’s ability to discern between the more important and the 
less important and jump to a high level o f  procedure adherence when it is really 
important.

O f particular importance are emergency operating procedures or instructions. 
They are essential to ensure that operators respond correctly to abnormal or emer
gency situations. W ANO members are currently working with operators o f Soviet 
designed reactors to develop symptom based emergency operating instructions. This 
is because this approach is the most reliable for ensuring that operators respond 
properly to emergencies.

But as useful as good emergency operating instructions are, they are only use
ful if  operators know how to use them. This is where training comes in. And training
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is most effective when management not only sets high standards for training but also 
shows a personal interest in training.

In the United States o f America, we have found simulators to be a valuable 
tool in training operators — particularly in response to abnormal conditions and use 
o f emergency operating procedures. During the past 15 years, the industry has 
invested heavily in full scale control room simulators. Both the hardware and soft
ware used in these tools have increased greatly in sophistication. W e continue to see 
examples o f  how this investment has paid off.

For example, when North Anna Power Station experienced a steam generator 
tube rupture in 1987, control room operators did a very good job in handling the situ
ation. They attributed much o f  their success to the fact that they had handled the situ
ation many, many times before — on the control room simulator.

An even more important tool in training is management involvement. Manage
ment involvement in training — for example, observing operators in the simulator 
and getting involved in critiques following simulator training — shows that manage
ment views training as a valuable resource. When this happens, training becomes a 
vehicle to solve plant problems.

One thing that is important to remember is that the actions — not the words
— o f top management are what set the right climate for safe and effective operation 
o f nuclear power plants. Some o f you may have heard the fable about the mother 
crab. She tried to teach her children to walk forward, even though she, like most 
crabs, walked sideways. They protested, pointing out that she walked sideways, but 
she replied, “ D on’t do as I do; do as I tell you to” . Needless to say, the little crabs 
grew up to walk sideways, despite all her teaching.

Improving human performance is a management job. When managers are 
clearly open to communication — when they show a strong sense o f  responsibility 
and clearly expect those who work for them to be responsible for their actions — 
and when they set high standards and communicate them clearly and consistently, 
then they help establish an environment that promotes excellent human performance. 
Within this culture, if  the desired behaviour is positively reinforced, employees will 
actively support safe and reliable plant operation.

To sum up, nucear safety is composed o f two fundamental components:

(1) equipment and its design
(2) human performance.

As leaders and managers o f  the nuclear industry, we must continue to insist 
on the highest levels o f  a material condition and design integrity. But I believe that 
future increases in the margins o f  nuclear safety in our current plants will come not 
from the area o f  equipment or design, but from focused attention to improvements 
in human performance. Nuclear safety is a management imperative.
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Abstract

ACTIVITIES FOR OPERATIONAL SAFETY OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES IN JAPAN.
Currently, nearly 50 commercial nuclear power plants (NPPs) are in operation in Japan. 

Their average capacity factor exceeds 75 % and the average frequency of unplanned shutdown 
of commercial NPPs is 0.3/reactor-year, which represents an outstanding operating perfor
mance. The current high level of operational safety is being maintained by strict safety regula
tion as well as by the voluntary effort of licensees. The Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) 
oversees safety regulation by the competent authorities and conducts its activities not only to 
maintain but also to enhance the current level of operational safety. In the paper, current 
activities relating to operational safety in Japan are summarized by focusing on the role of the 
NSC, namely, review of events at domestic nuclear facilities and countermeasures, review and 
analysis of generic safety issues and their feedback, promotion of nuclear safety research and 
development of comprehensive measures for preventive maintenance, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear safety regulation in each phase from siting, design, construction and 
operation to decommissioning of nuclear facilities in Japan has been strictly enforced 
by the competent authorities pursuant to the “ Law o f Regulation of Nuclear Source 
Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors” , the “ Electric Utilities Industry 
Law” , etc. Depending on the nature of facilities, the respective competent authori
ties are the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) and the Science and 
Technology Agency (STA). The Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) oversees the 
safety regulation by these agencies.
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As shown in Table I, currently in Japan 49 commercial nuclear power plants 
(NPPs) and a power reactor at the development stage are in operation, and three 
commercial NPPs and a power reactor at the development stage are under construc
tion. In addition, nearly 20 research and test reactors, a prototype reprocessing facil
ity, two uranium enrichment facilities, six fuel fabrication facilities and two 
radioactive waste disposal facilities are in operation and a large scale reprocessing

TABLE I. STATUS OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES IN JAPAN

Power plants Number of facilities Remarks

Operating Commercial 49 GCR 1 
PWR 22 
BWR 26

Development stage 1 ATR 1

Under construction Commercial 3 PWR 1 
ABWR 2

Development stage 1 FBR 1

Research and test reactors

Operating 19

Nuclear fuel facilities

Operating Uranium enrichment 
facilities

Fuel fabrication facilities

Reprocessing facilities

Radioactive waste 
disposal facilities

2

6

1

2

Under construction Reprocessing facilities

Radioactive waste 
disposal facilities

1

2

GCR: Gas cooled reactor
ATR: Advanced thermal reactor
ABWR: Advanced BWR 
FBR: Fast breeder reactor
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FIG. 1. Frequency o f unplanned shutdowns.

facility is under construction. The total electricity generation capacity of the operat
ing commercial NPPs is approximately 40 GW(e). As for the commercial NPPs, 
mandatory annual inspection, which ordinarily takes two or three months, has been 
strictly enforced. The average capacity factor of the commercial NPPs exceeds 75 %, 
inclusive of the annual inspection. As shown in Fig. 1, the average frequency of 
unplanned shutdown of commercial NPPs is 0.3/reactor-year, which represents an 
outstanding operating performance of NPPs in Japan. It can be concluded that the 
current high level o f operational safety is maintained by strict safety regulation as 
well as by the voluntary efforts of licensees with an excellent safety culture. 
However, it is generally recognized that it is necessary to make efforts to enhance 
the current level o f operational safety still further.

In this paper, current activities relating to operational safety in Japan are 
summarized by focusing on the role of the NSC.

2. MAJOR ACTIVITIES OF THE NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMISSION

2.1. Prime task and organization of the Nuclear Safety Commission

The NSC, which directly belongs to the Prime M inister’s Office as a council 
body, was branched off from the Atomic Energy Commission in October 1978 in 
order to promote safety regulation independently from nuclear power development. 
The NSC is responsible for planning and decision making on policies for nuclear 
safety regulation, radiation protection, etc. Figure 2 shows the administrative organi
zation for nuclear safety regulation in Japan.
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FIG. 2. Administrative organization for nuclear safety regulation in Japan.

The NSC establishes the guidelines for the safety reviews of nuclear facilities 
and performs so-called technical double checking of safety reviews done by the com
petent authorities in the light o f the latest scientific and technological advances. The 
NSC reviews and analyses operating experience in both domestic and foreign nuclear 
facilities in order to reflect the lessons learned regarding operational safety 
enhancement.

The activities of the NSC relating to operational safety may be categorized as 
follows:

(1) to review the events at domestic nuclear facilities and the countermeasures to 
prevent recurrences

(2) to review and analyse generic safety issues and to provide feedback from the 
lessons learned in the form of guidelines

(3) to promote nuclear safety research and to establish comprehensive measures 
for preventive maintenance

(4) to perform any other activities relevant to nuclear safety.

As shown in Fig. 3, the NSC organizes many committees to conduct the activi
ties mentioned above. The Committees on Examination of Reactor Safety and on 
Examination of Nuclear Fuel Safety perform the safety reviews of nuclear reactors 
and fuel facilities, respectively. The Committees on the Safety Standards of Reactors 
and on the Safety Standards of Nuclear Fuel establish the guidelines for the safety 
reviews of nuclear reactors and fuel facilities, respectively. The planning of nuclear

Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC)

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
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Chairman
Dr. Yasumasa Togo
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Dr. Keiji Naito 
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Dr. Kenji Sumita 
Dr. Yoshiro Aoki

Committee on Examination of Reactor 
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Committee on Examination of Nuclear Fuel 
Safety
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Special Committee on the Safety Standards 
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Central Committee on Evaluation of 
Monitoring of Environmental Radiation

Special Committee on the Safety 
Regulations on Radioactive Waste

Special Committee on the Safety Standards 
on Radioactive Waste

Special Committee on the Safe Transport of 
Radioactive Materials
Special Committee on Safety Research of 
Nuclear Facilities

Special Committee on Safety Research on 
Environmental Radioactivity

Special Committee on Emergency Plans 
around Nuclear Facilities

Special Committee on Safety Regulation of 
Radioactive Waste

Special Committee on the Safe 
Decommissioning of Nuclear Reactor 
Facilities

Emergency Technical Advisory Body

Deliberation Committee on Analysis and 
Evaluation of Accidents and Failures in 
Nuclear Installations

Deliberation Committee on Comprehensive 
Safety of Reactors

Review Group on Earthquake Resisting 
Capability of Nuclear Facility based on the 
earthquake disaster which struck southern 
district o f Hyogo prefecture in 1995

FIG. 3. Organization o f the Nuclear Safety Commission.
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safety research and the utilization of the results are examined by the Special Commit
tee on Safety Research of Nuclear Facilities. The Deliberation Committee on 
Analysis and Evaluation of Accidents and Failures in Nuclear Installations reviews 
and analyses the operating experience in nuclear facilities. Recently, the NSC estab
lished a review group on the earthquake resisting capability o f nuclear facilities in 
order to review the existing guideline for seismic design in conjunction with the 
earthquake which struck the southern district o f Hyogo Prefecture in January, 1995.

2.2. Review of events at domestic nuclear facilities and countermeasures

The abnormal events which occurred at domestic nuclear facilities are reported 
by the licensees to the competent authorities based on the laws and the notification 
by the regulatory authorities. The competent authority for the commercial NPPs is 
MITI, whilst STA is that for all the other nuclear facilities such as research and test 
reactors, reactors at the development stage, fuel manufacturing facilities, reprocess
ing facilities, etc. Usually, the licensees perform the root cause analyses, draw les
sons learned and propose countermeasures, and report to the competent authority. 
The competent authority reviews the above and reports the results to the NSC. Thus, 
the NSC examines the adequacy of the countermeasures for prevention of 
recurrence.

Table П summarizes the number of events which occurred in domestic nuclear 
facilities and were reported in 1994 in accordance with the law and notification 
requirements. Over the last three years, 63 events have been reported and evaluated 
using the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES), showing only that four events 
were Level 1 and that the others were Level 0 or below scale.

The NSC also reviews the results of the annual inspection of nuclear facilities 
and the status of radioactive waste management. It also reviews the results of ocupa- 
tional radiation exposure to confirm that the As Low As Reasonably Achievable 
(ALARA) principle is being followed.

As is well known, two rather serious reactor events have taken place in Japan, 
namely, the failure of a recirculation pump at Fukushima-Daini Unit 3 in 1989 and 
a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) at Mihama Unit 2 in 1991. For these two 
events, MITI conducted root cause analyses and established preventive measures 
against recurrence, in addition to the activities performed by the licensees. Activities 
were also performed independently by one of the standing sub-committees under the 
Committee on Examination of Reactor Safety under the NSC. Regarding the 
Fukushima-Daini Unit 3 event, the NSC pointed out that the report from the sub
committee implied that neither appropriate root cause analysis had been done nor had 
comprehensive countermeasures been taken, though similar events had been discov
ered twice before the event during the annual inspection at similar reactors. The NSC 
also pointed out the need for research and development of diagnostic techniques for 
abnormal occurrences and the necessity to establish mechanisms for the licensees to
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TABLE II. NUMBER OF INCIDENTS AND 
FAILURES RETORTED IN 1994

Commercial power plants

Incidents a
BWR 7
PWR 7
GCR 0

Failures b
BWR 2
PWR 2
GCR 1

Development stage reactors 
and research and test reactors

Incidents3 4
Failuresb 0

Other nuclear facilities

Incidents3 2
Failuresb 9

3 In accordance with legal requirements. 
b In accordance with notification requirements.

respond properly to such abnormal occurrences. Concerning the Mihama Unit 2 
SGTR event, the NSC emphasized the necessity to enhance quality assurance, taking 
into account that the tube rupture was caused by incomplete insertion of the anti- 
vibration bars. It also mentioned the need for improvement of accident monitoring 
and enhancement of the annual inspection for the plants with relatively many operat
ing years.

2.3. Review and analysis of generic safety issues and their feedback

The Deliberation Committee on Analysis and Evaluation of Accidents and 
Failures in Nuclear Installations, established under the NSC, reviews the operating 
experience in foreign nuclear facilities and feeds the lessons learned, if any, back 
to the current safety regulation system. In this committee, information from the Inci
dent Reporting Systems (IRSs) operated by the OECD/NEA and the IAEA is
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reviewed on a regular basis. In addition, generic safety issues have been reviewed 
and analysed by ad hoc working groups formed under the committee. So far, several 
generic issues such as simultaneous trip of two recirculation pumps in BWRs, which 
was related to nuclear coupled thermal hydraulic instability, SGTR and station black
out were raised for discussion.

In the cases o f the Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2 and Chernobyl accidents, 
special ad hoc committees were formed to analyse the accidents and published 
reports including lessons learned from the accidents. Especially, the lessons learned 
from the TMI-2 accident were expressed in guidelines entitled “ The Items to be 
Reflected in Enhancing Safety Measures of NPPs in Japan’ ’, which included the fol
lowing items: review of maintenance frequency, review of managerial methods for 
manual valves, the need for long term training programmes for operators, improve
ment of preventive measures for human errors, enhancement of administrative 
organization for plant operation, enhancement of testing and inspection of radiation 
monitoring in the case of an emergency, etc.

2.4. Promotion of nuclear safety research and development of comprehensive
measures for preventive maintenance

It is important to reflect the latest scientific and technological advances in the 
safety regulation and guidelines. The NSC has conducted five-yearly nuclear safety 
research programmes since 1976. In order to plan the programmes and evaluate the 
results, the NSC has convened three special committees which deal with different 
research areas, namely, safety of nuclear facilities, environmental safety from radio
activity and safety of radioactive waste disposal. In each five-yearly programme, the 
subjects needing to be researched are identified, and the research is mainly conducted 
at the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel 
Development Corporation and the National Institute of Radiological Sciences. Cur
rently, preparation of the programme starting from 1966 is under way.

In 1992, the NSC issued a policy strongly encouraging so-called accident 
management (AM) implementation procedures based on probabilistic safety assess
ment (PSA) in the statement ‘Severe Accident Management Plans for Commercial 
Light Water Reactors (LWRs) in Japan’. In this statement, the NSC recommended 
that the licensees should prepare effective AM measures at each plant on their own 
responsibility, implement them in timely fashion and appropriately in order to reduce 
further the risk, that was already low, and to enhance further the safety of NPPs in 
Japan.

Responding to the policy, MITI decided to review the AM measures and the 
NSC also reviewed M ITI’s review results on AM measures. In addition, MITI 
requested utilities to conduct the periodic safety reviews (PSRs) of the commercial 
LWRs. To date, PSRs have been conducted at the three oldest NPPs and the results 
were reported to the NSC in 1994. In the PSRs, an overall review of the operating
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experience was carried out, reflecting not only that o f the particular plant but also 
that o f all the other plants. In addition, the NSC organized a new standing committee 
in September 1994, the Committee on Comprehensive Safety of Reactors, to solid
ify, among other things, the countermeasures against ageing issues referring to the 
results from PSRs.

2.5. Other activities relating to nuclear safety

The NSC annually publishes a White Paper and discusses current important 
issues. The 1989 version focuses on the troubles and incidents at domestic NPPs and 
the feedback o f the lessons learned, where the appropriateness of operator actions 
and preventive maintenance in annual inspections were pointed out to be important. 
The need for research on ageing and on human errors was also emphasized.

In the 1994 version, safety culture was addressed as a basis o f nuclear safety, 
including operational safety, where the NSC stated that the assurance of nuclear 
safety should be achieved by international co-operation, in addition to each national 
effort. For this purpose, the NSC recommended that Japan should make an effort 
within the framework of international co-operation to foster the concept of safety cul
ture. It pointed out how important it was to contribute to international activities, 
namely:

(a) to support the former USSR countries and Central and Eastern European coun
tries as well as Asian countries which are expected to develop nuclear power 
on a large scale, to ensure nuclear safety and to foster safety culture;

(b) to strengthen measures for the enhancement of safety such as those for ageing 
issues and AM in the domestic NPPs, through co-operation with developed 
nuclear countries;

(c) to contribute to nuclear safety worldwide by supporting activities to improve 
the environment in signatory countries, activities to establish international 
safety guidelines, and by strictly following the Nuclear Safety Convention;

(d) to enhance international co-operation such as information exchange which is 
necessary to conduct the efforts mentioned above.

The NSC has annually held an International Forum on Nuclear Safety to fur
ther enhance nuclear safety by applying the latest scientific and technological
advances in safety research. The major objective of the forum is to present recent 
research results and to promote public acceptance of nuclear safety. The fifth forum 
was held on 14 March 1995, focusing on the topic “ How to Foster Safety Culture?” , 
where several lectures and panel discussions were successfully conducted with active 
participation from the audience.
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С Т А Н О В Л Е Н И Е  Р Е Ж И М А  Я Д Е Р Н О Й  

Б Е З О П А С Н О С Т И  В  У К Р А И Н Е

В.В. Г РИ Щ Е Н К О
А дминистрация ядерного регулирования,
М инистерство охраны  окруж аю щ ей природной среды 

и ядерной безопасности,
Киев, Украина

Abstract-Аннотация

ESTABLISHING A NUCLEAR SAFETY REGIME IN UKRAINE.
In 1991 Ukraine became an independent State, and inherited from the former Soviet 

Union one of the largest nuclear power programmes in Europe. In order to provide a nuclear 
safety regime for Ukraine, efforts have been under way since 1992 to lay legal and regulatory 
foundations for the safe use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. The Law of Ukraine of 
8 February 1995 entitled ‘Nuclear energy utilization and radiation safety’ established the basic 
principles of nuclear safety, defined the powers and functions of the regulatory bodies, and 
laid down the basic responsibility of the licensee. A Decree of the President of Ukraine of 
15 February 1995 established the legal framework for the activities of the governmental 
authority responsible for regulating nuclear and radiation safety (the Ministry for Environ
mental Protection and Nuclear Safety), defined its mandate and main functions, and deter
mined the distribution of duties among its subdivisions. The work of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Administration (a subdivision of the Ministry for Environmental Protection and Nuclear 
Safety) is aimed at developing a regulatory framework for nuclear safety and the licensing of 
nuclear facilities in operation, under construction and undergoing commissioning. In order to 
provide the necessary expertise at State level, a scientific and technical centre operates as part 
of the regulatory body, providing support for regulatory activities. The paper describes the 
status in 1995 of Ukraine’s nuclear power industry, the legal and regulatory basis for nuclear 
safety, the development of the regulatory bodies, and gives a brief summary of nuclear legis
lation with a forecast of its development over the years 1995-1997. It also discusses the main 
trends of the regulatory body’s activities to provide a safety regime governing the use of 
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

СТАНОВЛЕНИЕ РЕЖ И М А  Я Д ЕРН О Й  БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ В У КРА И Н Е.
В 1991 году Украина стала независимым государством и в наследство от 

бывшего Советского Союза получила одну из крупнейших ядерно-энергетических 
программ в Европе. Для обеспечения режима ядерной безопасности в Украине, 
начиная с 1992 года, создаются законодательная и регулирующая основы безопас
ности использования ядерной энергии в мирных целях.

Законом Украины “ Об использовании ядерной энергии и радиационной 
безопасности”  от  8 февраля 1995 года установлены основополагающие принципы 
ядерной безопасности, определены полномочия и функции регулирующих орга
нов, установлена основная ответственность лицензиата. Указом Президента
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Украины от 15 февраля 1995 года установлены законодательные рамки деятель
ности органа государственного регулирования ядерной и радиационной безопас
ности, Министерства охраны окружающей природной среды и ядерной безопас
ности, определена его ответственность, основные функции, распределены обязан
ности между его подразделениями.

Практическая деятельность Администрации ядерного регулирования (под
разделение Минэкобезопасности) направлена на развитие регулирующих основ 
ядерной безопасности и лицензирования ядерных установок, которые находятся в 
эксплуатации, сооружаются или вводятся в эксплуатацию.

Для обеспечения обязательной государственной экспертизы в структуре 
регулирующего органа действует Научно-технический центр, который осущест
вляет научно-техническую поддержку регулирующей деятельности.

В докладе дано состояние на 1995 год ядерной энергетики Украины, законов 
дательной и регулирующих основ ядерной безопасности, развития регулирующих 
органов, сделан краткий обзор ядерного законодательства и определены перспек
тивы его развития в 1995-1997 годах, показаны основные направления практиче
ской деятельности регулирующего органа по обеспечению режима безопасности 
при использовании ядерной энергии в мирных целях.

1. С О С Т О Я Н И Е  Я Д Е Р Н О Й  Э Н Е Р Г Е Т И К И  В У К Р А И Н Е

В 1991 году, когда У краина стал а  независим ы м  государством , все 
предприятия, которы е находились на ее территории, перешли в ее 
собственность. В наследство о т  бы вш его С С С Р Украина получила одну 
из сам ы х больш их ядерных програм м  в Европе. Н а  конец 1991 года уста
новленная м ощ ность атом н ы х электростанций составляла 13,8 М вт, в 
стадии строительства находились 6 блоков А Э С  с реакторам и ВВЭР-1000. 
В табл . I представлены  А Э С  У краины .

2. ЗА К О Н О Д А Т Е Л Ь Н А Я  И  РЕ ГУ Л И РУ Ю Щ А Я  О СН О В Ы
Я Д Е Р Н О Й  БЕ ЗО П А С Н О С Т И

2.1. Развитие ядерного закон одательства

В 1992 году в Украине н ачата  разработка  национального ядерного 
законодательства. Верховный С овет У краины  в 1993 году разработал  
Концепцию  ядерного регулирования, которая легла в основу проекта 
Закона “ Об использовании ядерной энергии и радиационной безопаснос
т и ” . В Концепции бы ли определены ответственность Верховного С овета, 
кабинета м инистров, центральны х органов управления и органов регули
рования ядерной и радиационной безопасности, принципы государствен
ного регулирования ядерной безопасности.
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Т А Б Л И Ц А . I. А Т О М Н Ы Е  С Т А Н Ц И И  У К Р А И Н Ы

АЭС Тип реактора 
блок

Мощность,
(Мвт)

Ввод
в

эксплуатацию

Время 
эксплуатации 

на 01.01.95 
(годы/месяцы)

Ровенская АЭС
1 ВВЭР-440/213 402 31.12.80 14/0
2 ВВЭР-440/213 416 30.12.81 13/0
3 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 24.12.86 8/0
4 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 (строительство)

Запорожская АЭС
1 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 10.10.84 10/2
2 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 02.07.85 9/6
3 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 10.12.86 8/0
4 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 24.12.87 7/0
5 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 31.08.89 5/4
6 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 (ввод в экспл.)

Хмельницкая АЭС
1 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 31.12.87 7/0
2 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 (строительство)
3 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 (строительство)
4 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 (строительство)

Южно-Украинская АЭС
1 ВВЭР-1000/В-302 1000 22.12.82 12/0
2 ВВЭР-1000/В-338 1000 06.01.85 9/11
3 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 20.09.89 5/3
4 ВВЭР-1000/В-320 1000 (строительство)

Чернобыльская АЭС
1 РБМК-1000 1000 26.09.77 17/3
2а РБМК-1000 1000 21.12.78
3 РБМК-1000 1000 10.11.81 13/1
4б РБМК-1000 1000 01.12.83

а Блок 2 был остановлен после пожара 11.10.91.
6 Блок 4 был разрушен запроектной аварией 26.04.86.

8 февраля 1995 года Закон Украины “ Об использовании ядерной 
энергии и радиационной безопасности”  бы л принят Верховным С оветом . 
Он бы л введен в действие 15 февраля этого года. Закон разрабаты вался 
с учетом  основополагаю щ их принципов ядерной безопасности, разрабо-
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тайны х меж дународной группой И Н С А Г , М еждународной конвенции по 
физической защ ите, участником которой У краина является с 1993 года, 
Венской конвенции о граж данско-правовой ответственности за ядерный 
ущерб и Конвенции по ядерной безопасности, к которы м  Украина еще не 
присоединилась.

П араллельно с Законом  “ Об использовании ядерной энергии и ради
ационной безопасности”  разрабаты вался проект Закона “ Об обращ ении 
с радиоактивны м и отходам и ” , которы й бы л принят Верховным С оветом  
в м ае этого  года и находится в стадии вступления в силу.

П остановлением  Верховного С овета от  8 февраля 1995 года кабинету 
м инистров поручено в 1995-1996 годах р азработать  проекты  законов 
У краины :

— о радиационной безопасности и радиационной защ ите — 1995 год,
— о граж данско-правовой ответственности за  ядерный ущ ерб,
— об экспорте и им порте ядерных установок, оборудования, техноло

гий, ядерных м атериалов, специальных м атериалов и услуг,
— о безопасной перевозке радиоактивны х веществ,
— о разреш ительной деятельности при использовании источников 

ионизирую щ его излучения,
— о физической защ ите ядерных м атериалов, ядерных установок и 

радиоактивны х отходов,
— о добы че и использовании урановых руд.

Н а  осенней сессии Верховного С овета У краины  этого  года долж ны  
б ы ть  обсуж дены следующие вопросы:

— о ратификации Конвенции по ядерной безопасности,
— о присоединении Украины к Венской конвенции о граж данско-право

вой ответственности за ядерный ущерб.

2.2. Регулирую щ ие основы ядерной безопасности

Законодательством  Украины установлены  принципы государствен
ного регулирования безопасности при использовании ядерной энергии:

— принятие норм ативны х критериев и требований, которы е опреде
л яю т условия использования ядерных установок и источников иони
зирую щ его излучения,

— лицензирование видов деятельности по использованию  ядерных 
установок и источников ионизирую щего излучения,
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— надзор за вы полнением норм ативны х требований и условий вы дан
ных лицензий предприятиями, организациями и лицами, которы е 
использую т ядерные установки и источники ионизирую щ его излуче
ния, вклю чая м еры  принуждения.

2.3. Н ациональны е требования и регулирующ ие полож ения в области 
ядерной безопасности

В соответствии с законодательством  Украины обязательны е требо
вания по безопасности и регулирующ ие полож ения долж ны  устанавли
ваться  норм ам и, правилами и стан дартам и  по ядерной и радиационной 
безопасности, разработка которы х отнесена к компетенции органов госу
дарственного регулирования ядерной и радиационной безопасности. П ри 
разработке национальны х норм , правил и стан дартов  долж ны  учиты 
ваться рекомендации меж дународны х организаций в области  использова
ния ядерной энергии.

В настоящ ее время для А Э С  Украины применяю тся технические 
норм ы  безопасности бы вш его Советского С ою за, основные из них:

— Н орм ы  радиационной безопасности (Н РБ-76/87),
— Общие полож ения обеспечения безопасности атом н ы х станций 

(ОПБ-88),
— П равила ядерной безопасности реакторны х установок атом н ы х 

станций (П Б Я  Р У  АС-89).

В Украине с 1993 года развивается национальная норм ативная база 
ядерной и радиационной безопасности:

— лицензионные правила и процедуры,
— требования к отчетам  по анализу безопасности,
— норм ы  и правила обращ ения с радиоактивны м и отходам и,
— норм ы  и правила перевозки ядерных м атериалов и радиоактивны х 

вещ еств,
— требования к физической защ ите ядерных м атериалов и ядерных 

установок,
— правила учета и контроля ядерных м атериалов,
— требования к обеспечению качества,
— лицензионные требования к персоналу атом н ы х станций и подго

товке персонала,
— приведение в соответствие с национальны м  законодательством  дей

ствующ их в Украине норм ативны х требований бывш его СС С Р.
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Законодательством  установлен порядок применения новых норм  и 
правил для установок, которы е находятся в эксплуатации.

2.4. С истем а лицензирования

Законодательством  У краины  установлен разреш ительны й принцип 
использования ядерных установок и источников ионизирую щ его излуче
ния:

Запрещается осуществление видов деятельности по использованию 
ядерных установок и источников ионизирующего излучения юридиче
скими и физическими лицами, которые не имеют разрешения органов 
государственного регулирования ядерной и радиационной безопасности. 
Ядерная установка, источник ионизирующего излучения могут исполь
зоваться только с такой целью и таким образом, как это предусмот
рено условиями разрешения.

У становленны е в разреш ении условия и пределы безопасного ис
пользования ядерной установки, источника ионизирую щ его излучения 
долж ны  обеспечивать необходимый и достаточны й уровень ядерной и 
радиационной безопасности.

О бязательном у лицензированию  подлеж ат следую щие виды дея
тельности:

— проектно-изы скательские р або ты  по вы бору площ адок для ядерных 
установок или объектов для радиоактивны х отходов,

— проектирование ядерных установок и источников ионизирующего 
излучения,

— изготовление и поставка источников ионизирую щего излучения и 
элем ентов, важ ны х для безопасности,

— добы ча, изготовление и переработка ядерных м атериалов,
— строительство , изготовление, производство, хранение, приобрете

ние и продаж а ядерных установок и источников ионизирующего 
излучения,

— ввод в эксплуатацию  и эксплуатация ядерных установок, объектов 
для радиоактивны х отходов,

— использование в пром ы ш ленности, сельском хозяйстве, медицине и 
научных исследованиях источников ионизирую щ его излучения,

— снятие с эксплуатации и консервация ядерных установок и объектов 
для радиоактивны х отходов,

— перевозка ядерных и радиоактивны х м атериалов,
— подготовка персонала для эксплуатации ядерных установок,
— выполнение отдельны х видов работ  персоналом и долж ностны м и 

лицами.
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Законом  установлено, что лицензия на эксплуатацию  ядерной уста
новки или объекта для обращ ения с радиоактивны м и отходам и вы дается 
органом  государственного регулирования ядерной и радиационной безо
пасности после заверш ения строительства и вы полнения рабо т  по вводу 
в эксплуатацию . О бязательны м и условиями получения лицензии на экс
плуатацию  этих установок являю тся:

— обоснование ядерной и радиационной безопасности,
— наличие финансовых гарантий возмещ ения возм ож ного ядерного 

ущ ерба.

В Украине блоки А ЭС находятся на разны х этапах их жизненного 
цикла, как показано в табл . I. П роектирую тся хранилищ а отработанного  
ядерного топлива на площ адках Запорож ской, Ю жно-Украинской и 
Ровенской А Э С . К о всем эти м  ядерны м  установкам  регулирующ ий орган 
в соответствии  с законом  применяет различную лицензионную политику. 
Разреш ения на эксплуатацию  блоков бы ли вы дан ы  органам и государ
ственного регулирования бывш его С С С Р, эти  разреш ения м огут бы ть 
лигитим н ы м и в течение 5 лет; в это т  период эксплуатирую щ ие организа
ции долж ны  представить в регулирую щ ий орган У краины  необходимые 
докум енты  для получения лицензии (ст. 89).

О сновны м  условием предоставления лицензии на эксплуатацию  
является выполнение эксплуатирую щ ими организациями анализа их безо
пасности. Государственны м  К ом и тетом  У краины  по использованию  
ядерной энергии р азработан , а регулирую щ им органом  одобрен документ 
“ П орядок разработки  отчетов по анализу безопасности блоков, которы е 
находятся в эксплуатации” . Э то т  документ составлен с учетом  рекомен
даций Руководства М А ГА ТЭ  №  50-SG -012. Эксплуатирую щ ие организа
ции А Э С  приступили к выполнению  работ  по оценке безопасности 
блоков. Н а период до предоставления лицензий в отнош ении этих блоков 
введен реж им  еж егодного подтверж дения действия ранее вы данны х р аз
реш ений. О сновны м  условием продолж ения эксплуатации является пред
ставление в регулирующ ий орган отчетов:

— о прогрессе в выполнении анализа безопасности,
— о выполнении запланированны х мероприятий по повыш ению  

безопасности,
— о прогрессе во внедрении системы обеспечения качества на этапе 

эксплуатации.

Ш естой блок Запорож ской А Э С  — первый блок, которы й вводится 
в эксплуатацию  в независимой Украине, и к нему в полном  объеме приме
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няю тся полож ения Закона Украины “ Об использовании ядерной энергии 
и радиационной безопасности” . М инэкобезопасности в ию ле 1995 года 
вы дало П роизводственном у объединению “ Запорож ская А Э С ”  лицензию 
на ввод в эксплуатацию  6 блока; срок действия лицензии установлен до 
1 августа 1996 года, после чего она долж на б ы ть  заменена на лицензию на 
промы ш ленную  эксплуатацию  блока. Лицензия вы дан а на основании 
полож ительны х заклю чений государственных экспертиз докум ентов, обо
сновы ваю щ их безопасность:

— Технического обоснования безопасности 6 блока;
— О боснования безопасности воздействия на окруж аю щ ую  природную 

среду 6 блока Запорож ской А ЭС.

Лицензией установлены  основные этапы  ввода блока в эксплуата
цию:

— загрузка ядерного топлива в реактор,
— достиж ение критического состояния реактора,
— достиж ение энергетического уровня м ощ ности,
— подъем  м ощ ности блока до 40% номинальной м ощ ности и выш е.

Установлен порядок докладов о результатах  испытаний на преды ду
щ ем  этапе и порядок перехода к следую щ им этапам . У становлены  пре
делы  и условия безопасного ввода блока в эксплуатацию , перечень 
эксплуатационных документов и пусконаладочных м етодик, которы е 
использую тся при вводе блока в эксплуатацию . Условиями предоставле
ния лицензии являю тся:

— вы полнение углубленного анализа безопасности (вероятностны й 
анализ),

— соверш енствование качества эксплуатации,
— устранение недостатков блока, которы е признаны  важ ны м и для 

безопасности, в соответствии с требованиям и норм ативны х доку
м ентов, в то м  числе и новых, а такж е

— другие условия.

В отнош ении блоков, которы е находятся в стадии строительства, 
директорам  Ровенской и Хмельницкой А ЭС предложено направить в 
М инэкобезопасности необходимы е докум енты  для получения лицензии на 
продолж ение строительства.

В стадии лицензирования находится хранилищ е отработанного  ядер
ного топлива сухого типа на площ адке Запорож ской А Э С , к строитель
ству которого  м ож но будет приступить после получения лицензии.
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И з сказанного м ож но сделать вы вод, что  в Украине создана законо
дательная основа лицензирования и регулирующ ий орган приступил к ее 
реализации.

3. О Р Г А Н Ы  ГО С У Д А РС Т В Е Н Н О Г О  Р Е Г У Л И Р О В А Н И Я  
Я Д Е Р Н О Й  И  Р А Д И А Ц И О Н Н О Й  БЕ ЗО П А С Н О С Т И

К  органам  государственного регулирования ядерной и радиационной 
безопасности относятся:

— М инистерство охраны  окруж аю щ ей природной среды и ядерной 
безопасности У краины ,

— М инистерство охраны  здоровья, а такж е
— другие органы  в соответствии с законодательством .

Т А Б Л И Ц А  П. О Р Г А Н Ы  ГО С У Д А РС Т В ЕН Н О ГО  Р Е Г У Л И Р О В А Н И Я  
Я Д Е Р Н О Й  И  Р А Д И А Ц И О Н Н О Й  БЕ ЗО П А С Н О С ТИ  У К Р А И Н Ы

М инистерство охраны окружающей природной среды 
и ядерной безопасности

Г лавная 
государственная 

инспекция по 
надзору за ядерной 

безопасностью

•  К онтроль ядерной 
и радиационной 
безопасности 
ядерных установок

• Н адзор за выпол- 
нием норм, правил и 
стандартов

• К онтроль выполнения 
условий лицензий

• Применение мер 
принуждения к 
лицензиату

•  Лицензирование 
персонала

k h =_!:■ . 
Ч_ Инспекции на АЭС

Администрация
ядерного

регулирования
М инэкобезопасности

(АЯР)

•  Регулирование ядерной 
и радиационной безо
пасности

• Разработка норм, 
правил и стандартов

• Лицензирование ЯУ, 
И И И , РАО, перевозок 
ядерных и радиоак
тивных материалов, 
видов деятельности 
по использованию 
ядерной энергии

•  Системы гарантий 
физ. защ иты  и др.

Гос. центр качества

Научно-технический 
центр_________ ■

Г осударственная 
экологическая 

инспекция

• Контроль радиа-
. ционной безопас

ности территории
• Надзор за  выполне

нием норм, правил 
стандартов

• Контроль выполне
ния условий 
лицензий

•  Применение мер 
принуждения к 
лицензиату

• Мониторинг 
территории

Министерство охраны 
здоровья

Санитарно-
эпидемиологическая

служба

• Разработка нормати
вов радиационной 
безопасности

• Радиологический 
мониторинг рабочих, 
населения

• Выдача санитарных 
паспортов на работы 
с И ИИ

26 областных 
экологических 

управлений
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Т А Б Л И Ц А  Ш. С Т Р У К Т У Р Н А Я  СХ ЕМ А  А Д М И Н И С Т Р А Ц И И  
Я Д Е Р Н О Г О  Р Е Г У Л И Р О В А Н И Я  М И Н И С Т Е РС Т В А  О Х РА Н Ы  
О К РУ Ж А Ю Щ ЕЙ  П Р И Р О Д Н О Й  С Р Е Д Ы  И  Я Д Е Р Н О Й  
БЕ ЗО П А С Н О С Т И

М и н и с т р

З а м е с ти те л ь  
м и н и с т р а  "

З а м е с ти те л ь  Г л .  го с . и н с п е к ц и я
р у к о в о д и те л я  А Я Р  п о  я д . б е з о п а с н о с ти

Гл а в н а я  э к о л о ги 
че ск а я  и н с п е к ц и я

i— 1-------------- 1 1---------- 1----------------1-----------------
У п р . н о р м а ти в н о го  У п р . л и ц е н з и р о в а н и я  У п р . л и ц е н з и р о в а н и я  У п р . р а д и а ц и о н н ы х
р е гу л и р о в а н и я  и
а в а р и й н о го
п л а н и р о в а н и я

Н о р м а т и в н о 
п р а в о в о й  о т д е л

А в а р и й н о 
д и с п е т ч е р с к и й
о т д е л

я д е р н ы х  у с та н о в о к

О т д е л
л и ц е н з и р о в а н и я

О т д е л  о ц е н к и  
б е з о п а с н о с ти

я д е р н . т о п л .  ц и к ла , 
г а р а н т и й  и 
ф и з . защ иты

О т д е л  л и ц е н з и р о в а 
н ия  я д е р н . то п л . 
ц и к л а

О т д е л  у ч е та  
я д е р н о го  м а те р и а л а

n
У п р .

те х н о л о г и й  и р а д и о -
р а д и о а к . о т х о д о в  э к о л о 

г и и

О т д е л  о б р а щ е н ия  О т д е л
с р а д и о а к ти в н ы м и  н орм а- 
о тх о д а м и  т и в н о -

го  ре- 
гу л и - 
рова- 
н ия

О т д е л  зах о р о н е н и я
р а д и о а к ти в н ы х
о т х о д о в

К о л л е г и я  
11ч е л о в е к

О т д е л
о ц е н к и
безо
п а с 
н о с ти

Н а у ч н о -те х н и ч . 
ц е н т р  б е з о п а с н о с ти

Г о с . ц е н т р  ка че 
с т в а  и п о с та в о к

И н ф о р м а ц и о н н ы й
ц е н тр

и У к р а и н с к и й  
р а д и о л о г и ч е с к и й  
уч е б н ы й  ц е н т р

Н а у ч н о -
те х н и ч е с к и й
о т д е л

О т д е л  т р а н с п о р т и 
р о в к и  я д е р н о го  
м а те р и а л а  и 
р а д и о а к ти в н ы х  
вещ е ств

О т д е л  л и ц е н з и р о в а 
н и я  р а д и а ц и о н н ы х  
т е х н о л о г и й

О т д е л  ф и з . защ и ты О т д е л  р а д и а ц и о н н о й  
защ иты

3.1. П ринцип независимости

Законодательно установлен принцип независимости органов госу
дарственного регулирования ядерной и радиационной безопасности:

Органы государственного регулирования ядерной и радиационной без
опасности независимы от государственных органов, учреждений и 
должностных лиц, чья деятельность связана с использованием ядерной 
энергии. Они не зависят от органов местного самоуправления, общест
венных объединений граждан.
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3.2. О тветственность органов государственного регулирования

О рганы  государственного регулирования несут ответственность за 
полноту, достаточн ость и обоснованность своих требований в отнош ении 
безопасности в сфере регулирования, отнесенной к их компетенции.

3.3. Законодательны е рам ки деятельности

У казом  П резидента У краины о т  15 февраля 1995 года утверждено 
П олож ение о М инистерстве охраны  окруж аю щ ей природной среды и 
ядерной безопасности, которы м  установлены  законодательны е рамки 
деятельности этого  государственного органа. П олож ением  установлено, 
что в М инэкобезопасности создается А дминистрация ядерного регулиро
вания, которая  вы полняет функции органа государственного регулирова
ния ядерной и радиационной безопасности. В системе М инэкобезопас
ности действую т Главная государственная инспекция по надзору за ядер
ной безопасностью  и Государственная экологическая инспекция. С трук
тура  и основные функции органов государственного регулирования 
представлены  в табл . П, Ш.

4. О ТВ ЕТС ТВ ЕН Н О С ТЬ Л И Ц Е Н ЗИ А Т А  (В Л А Д Е Л ЬЦ А  
Л И Ц Е Н ЗИ И )

В условиях государственной собственности на ядерны е установки в 
Украине законодательно предусмотрено два уровня управления ядерны ми 
установками.

4.1. Управление государственной собственностью

Управление государственной собственностью  осущ ествляется Госу
дарственны м  ком и тетом  У краины  по использованию  ядерной энергии 
(Госком атом ). В компетенции этого  органа находятся следующие во
просы:

— создание эксплуатирую щ их организаций (энергокомпаний),
— делегирование лицензиатам  полномочий осущ ествлять виды  дея

тельности  по использованию  ядерной энергии (проектирование, 
строительство , ввод в эксплуатацию , эксплуатация, снятие с эксплу
атации ядерных установок),

— планирование и р азработка государственных програм м  развития 
ядерной энергетики, повы ш ения безопасности ядерных установок,

— другие функции, связанны е с развитием  атом н ой  энергетики.
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4.2. Л ицензиат (владелец лицензии)

Лицензиат несет полную ответственность за радиационную за
щиту и безопасность ядерной установки независимо от деятельности и 
ответственности поставщиков и органов государственного регулирова
ния. Изъятие у  лицензиата лицензии не освобождает его от ответ
ственности за безопасность ядерной установки до передачи ядерной 
установки другому лицензиату.

Л ицензиат уполномочивается владельцем  ядерной установки на осу
ществление видов деятельности. П олном очия лицензиата, которы е опре
деляю тся владельцем  ядерной установки, долж ны  б ы ть  достаточны м и 
для вы полнения им  функций в отнош ении безопасности установки.

П олном очия лицензиата в отнош ении порученных видов деятель
ности становятся действительны м и только  после получения соответ
ствую щ его разреш ения (лицензии) органа государственного регулирова
ния.

А дминистрации атом н ы х станций им ею т полномочия на вы пол
нение видов деятельности по эксплуатации атом н ы х станций. В 1993— 
1994 годах они получили лицензии Г осатом н адзора У краины.

Л ицензиат долж ен им еть финансовые возм ож ности возмещ ения 
ядерного ущ ерба собственны ми средствами или за  счет средств страхо
вы х компаний.

4.3. О тветственность поставщ ика (С т. 34, 79)

Законом установлены  разграничения ответственности между лицен
зи атом  и поставщ иком .

П оставщ ик — юридическое лицо, которое вы полняет функции по 
проектированию , изготовлению , поставке, строительству или предостав
лению  других услуг в сфере использования ядерной энергии.

Поставщик несет ответственность за качество выполненных 
работ или предоставленных услуг. Конкретные условия и границы 
ответственности обусловливаются в контракте между лицензиатом и 
поставщиком.

5. К О Н С У Л Ь Т А Т И В Н Ы Е  И  Э К С П Е Р Т Н Ы Е  О РГ А Н И ЗА Ц И И

У казом  П резидента У краины о т  9 м ар та  1995 года №  191/95 создана 
Комиссия при П резиденте У краины  по вопросам  ядерной политики и эко
логической безопасности, в состав которой входят ведущие ученые и
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политические деятели. В компетенцию  комиссии входит рассмотрение 
проектов законодательства, государственных програм м  развития ядер
ной энергетики.

Законодательно установлена обязательная государственная экспер
ти за , которой  подлеж ат проекты  новых установок, реконструкция 
сущ ествующ их, обоснование безопасности, изменения условий и пределов 
безопасности.

Д ля осуществления государственной экспертизы  и оценки безопас
ности при М инэкобезопасности создан Научно-технический центр, основ
ной функцией которого  является выполнение экспертиз и оценка безо
пасности ядерных установок.

Д ля выполнения экспертиз по специальным направлениям знаний 
(сварка и неразруш аю щ ие виды  контроля, металловедение, прочность 
сосудов и строительны х конструкций) М инэкобезопасности привлекает 
специализированные организации А кадемии наук, И нститут проблем 
прочности, И нститут сварки, которы е наделяю тся полномочиями госу
дарственны х экспертов.

6. И С П О Л ЬЗО В А Н И Е  М Е Ж Д У Н А Р О Д Н О Г О  О П Ы Т А

В условиях ограниченных финансовых и людских ресурсов А дм и
нистрации ядерного регулирования важ ное значение имеет использование 
о п ы та  регулирующ ей деятельности зарубеж ных стран. О сновными 
направлениями меж дународного сотрудничества У краины в области бе
зопасности ядерных установок являю тся:

— внедрение м еж дународны х стан дартов  и руководств;
— изучение и применение лицензионной практики;
— применение м етодов оценки безопасности ядерных установок;
— применение современных теплогидравлических и нейтронно-физиче

ских расчетны х кодов для оценки безопасности;
— аварийное планирование;
— создание государственной системы  учета и контроля ядерных 

м атериалов;
— подготовка сотрудников регулирую щ его органа на международных 

курсах и семинарах, стаж ировка специалистов в ведущих научных 
организациях зарубеж ны х стран.
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Abstract-Résumé

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE’S GENERAL POLICY FOR NUCLEAR POWER SAFETY.
Over a little more than 20 years, Electricité de France has built up a nuclear electricity 

generating system comprising 54 units in operation and four under construction. The safety 
policy adopted by EDF is based on standardization and evolution. Far from conflicting with 
each other, these two principles are complementary in that the latter drives the former, which 
in turn provides the elements for progress. Accordingly, a standardized series is designed and 
operated with the benefit of experience drawn from the previous series. The principles of stan
dardization and evolution are applied at the levels of power plant design and operation. Pressu
rized water plants have proved to be safe and reliable systems. Standardization makes it 
possible to institute a sound safety policy by concentrating available resources on more 
detailed studies of situations and installation behaviour. It also permits optimization of the 
resources needed for heavy maintenance or exceptional interventions. It further enables a 
coherent and homogeneous training system to be established. Finally, it provides a significant 
source of experience and expanded knowledge. This experience drives the evolution of ideas 
and practices. In the future it will be possible to have a reactor which, benefiting from the 
experience of both France and Germany, will have enhanced safety levels because lessons 
have been learned from serious accidents, and which will also be simpler and safer to operate 
because arrangements will have been made from the design stage onwards to facilitate main
tenance. Where nuclear power plant operation and maintenance is concerned, efforts have 
been made since 1991 in all areas to set up progress programmes with EDF’s subcontractors 
which demand involvement of the entire staff and aim to develop both safety policy and 
operating efficiency and quality. These programmes are based on the practical implementation 
of the anticipation of, preparation for and analysis of activity-linked risks and the evaluation 
and self-evaluation of operatives with a view to providing an effective and transparent 
experience feedback system. The results obtained do not obviate the need to maintain active 
vigilance and to keep going in a goal-oriented manner, for in the field of nuclear safety 
progress must be continuous.

POLITIQUE GENERALE DE SURETE D’ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE EN MATIERE 
D’ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE.

Electricité de France (EDF) s’est dotée, en un peu plus de vingt ans, d’un outil de 
production d ’électricité d ’origine nucléaire comprenant 54 tranches en fonctionnement et 4 en 
construction. La politique de sûreté adoptée par EDF est basée sur la standardisation et
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l’évolution. Loin de s’opposer, ces deux principes sont complémentaires dans la mesure où 
le second est le moteur du premier qui lui fournit les éléments pour progresser. Une série 
standardisée est donc conçue et exploitée en bénéficiant de l ’expérience acquise par les séries 
précédentes. C’est aux niveaux de la conception et de l’exploitation des centrales que sont 
appliqués les principes de standardisation et d ’évolution. Les centrales à eau sous pression se 
sont révélées être des engins sûrs et fiables. La standardisation permet de mettre en place une 
politique de sûreté solide par une concentration des ressource disponibles sur des études plus 
détaillées de situations et de comportement des installations, et d ’optimiser les moyens 
nécessaires à la maintenance lourde ou aux interventions exceptionnelles. Elle permet égale
ment de mettre en place un système de formation cohérent et homogène. Elle constitue enfin 
une source considérable d ’expérience et d’amélioration des connaissances. De cette 
expérience découle l ’évolution des idées et des pratiques. On pourra, à l ’avenir, disposer d’un 
réacteur qui, bénéficiant de l’expérience franco-allemande, aura un niveau de sûreté accru par 
la prise en compte des accidents graves et sera d ’une exploitation plus simple et plus sûre, 
en prévoyant dès la conception les dispositions qui faciliteront sa maintenance. En ce qui 
concerne l’exploitation des centrales et leur maintenance, on a, depuis 1991 et dans tous les 
domaines, mis en place des démarches de progrès avec les sous-traitants de EDF, qui se 
traduisent par un engagement du l’ensemble du personnel et ont pour objet de développer la 
politique de sûreté ainsi que l’efficacité et la qualité de l’exploitation. Elles reposent sur la 
mise en œuvre pratique de l’anticipation, de la préparation et de l’analyse des risques liés aux 
activités, de l’évaluation et de l’auto-évaluation par les agents, qui rend possible un système 
de retour d ’expérience efficace et transparent. Les résultats obtenus ne dispensent pas de 
maintenir une vigilance active ni de continuer de manière volontariste dans cette voie car, en 
matière de sûreté nucléaire, le progrès doit être continu.

1. INTRODUCTION

En 1974, le Gouvernement français a pris une décision volontariste en matière 
énergétique: il a choisi l ’énergie nucléaire comme base du système français de 
production d ’électricité. L ’idée directrice de ce choix était la volonté d ’accroître 
l ’indépendance énergétique de la France. Vingt ans plus tard, on peut dire que le pari 
a été tenu, puisque le taux de dépendance est passé de 80% à 52% environ. 
Ce résultat a été obtenu grâce à un système de production fiable et sûr et à 
l ’augmentation de la part de l’électricité dans la couverture de la demande énergé
tique globale. Aujourd’hui, l ’énergie nucléaire contribue en France à plus de 75% 
de la fourniture d ’énergie électrique.

Electricité de France (EDF) s’est donc trouvée devant la nécessité de faire face 
à un programme extensif de construction de centrales pour remplacer les anciennes 
et répondre à la demande croissante d ’électricité. L ’obtention d ’un haut niveau de 
sûreté a été placée dès le début au centre des préoccupations. Pour y répondre, on 
a mis en œuvre des paliers standardisés par vagues successives. La standardisation
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à l ’intérieur de chaque palier n ’est pas ici synonyme d ’absence d ’évolution. Bien au 
contraire, la standardisation permet d ’accumuler rapidement de l’expérience sur le 
comportement des installations et, par une bonne affectation des ressources 
disponibles, d ’en étudier de façon approfondie les réponses dans des situations 
complexes. Elle permet en outre d ’optimiser les moyens et les méthodes d ’exploita
tion. Dans le domaine de la conduite des opérations ont été étudiées et validées des 
procédures normales et accidentelles basées sur les états physiques de la chaudière, 
grâce auxquelles ont peut faire face à des situations complexes sans que l ’opérateur 
ait à se préoccuper des événements qui ont conduit à ces situations. Tous les 
opérateurs sont formés à ce type de procédures et, quelle que soit la centrale à 
laquelle ils sont affectés, ils doivent les appliquer sans avoir à s’adapter à des 
conditions différentes. La standardisation rend possible l ’optimisation des moyens 
lourds nécessaires à la maintenance, aux inspections ou aux interventions exception
nelles. Pour les visites complètes de la cuve, cinq machines d ’inspection bien gérées 
suffisent pour couvrir les besoins de tout le parc.

Tous les résultats de l ’expérience acquise sur un palier sont utilisés dans la 
conception et l ’exploitation du palier suivant. A l’inverse, lorsque l’évolution des 
connaissances met en lumière des améliorations jugées importantes pour la sûreté, 
ces dernières sont apportées sur les paliers antérieurs. La difficulté réside dans la 
gestion de la mise en œuvre de ces modifications parce que le nombre de tranches 
concernées est important et qu’il convient de ne pas avoir trop de tranches dans des 
états différents. La solution consiste à travailler par lots de modifications que l ’on 
installe selon un planning approuvé par les autorités de sûreté. La visite décennale 
des tranches — qui est une disposition particulière de la réglementation française — 
est un moment privilégié pour effectuer ces modifications.

Les résultats obtenus permettent de dire aujourd’hui que les centrales sont des 
outils fiables et sûrs. Mais le niveau de sûreté qui en résulte est le fait à la fois de 
l’outil et des hommes qui l ’exploitent et qui doivent agir et travailler ensemble. C ’est 
pourquoi, depuis quelques années, l ’accent a été mis sur la sûreté opérationnelle et 
c ’est dans ce domaine que les progrès les plus significatifs ont été accomplis.

2. LE PARC D ’EDF

2.1. La composition du parc d’EDF

Au début de 1995, le parc se composait de 54 tranches en service et de 
4 tranches en démarrage ou en cours de construction pour la filière à eau sous 
pression, et d ’un réacteur à neutrons rapides. Les tranches à eau sous pression sont 
globalement réparties en 3 paliers: le palier 900 MW comprenant 34 tranches, 
3 boucles, d ’un enceinte simple en béton précontraint avec peau d ’étanchéité; le 
palier 1 300 MW comprenant 20 tranches, 4 boucles, une double enceinte (l’enceinte
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interne en béton précontraint, l ’enceinte externe en béton armé); le palier N4 de 
1 450 MW enfin de conception entièrement française comprenant 2 tranches en 
démarrage et 2 en construction. Le palier présente une évolution significative par 
rapport au palier précédent dans la mesure où le contrôle-commande est entièrement 
informatisé et où les composants principaux et le processus en général ont été 
sensiblement améliorés. L ’âge moyen est de 13 ans pour le 900 MW, 7 ans pour le
1 300 MW; le couplage de la première tranche N4 (CHOOZ B l) est prévu pour la 
fin de l ’année.

La caractéristique principale de ce parc est sa taille, puisque plus de
25 000 personnes se dédient à son exploitation et 4 000 à son ingénierie, aussi bien 
dans les nouvelles centrales que dans l ’ingénierie d ’exploitation.

2.2. La situation actuelle

En 1994, la disponibilité moyenne a été satisfaisante: 82% pour le 900 MW 
et 80,5 % pour le 1 300 MW, représentant une production de 342 TWh. L ’expérience 
accumulée est environ de 600 années-réacteur. Les principales raisons de l’améliora
tion de ces résultats par rapport aux années précédentes ont été l ’optimisation des 
activités d ’exploitation et notamment une meilleure préparation des arrêts de tranche. 
Le nombre d ’arrêts automatiques reste stable, à 1,8/tr/an. Sans incidence réelle sur 
la sûreté des tranches, ces arrêts sont surtout liés à l’organisation du travail et à la 
communication entre les équipes. Grâce aux démarches de type ALARA, la 
dosimétrie collective moyenne est passée de 2,04 H-Sv/an en 1993 à 1,74 H-Sv/an 
en 1994, avec un objectif de 1,6 H-Sv/an. Les rejets d ’effluents restent très bas, de 
l’ordre de 1 % de ce qui est autorisé pour les rejets liquides hors tritium et les rejets 
gazeux en halogènes et aérosols. Quant aux rejets solides, leur volume annuel 
diminue régulièrement et se situe actuellement à 127 m 3/tr.

En ce qui concerne les filières autres que la filière à eau sous pression, il faut 
noter l ’arrêt définitif en juin 1994 de la centrale à uranium naturel-graphite-gaz de 
Bugey 1 et le redémarrage en fin d ’année du réacteur rapide de Creys-Malville. 
Ce dernier réacteur est actuellement arrêté pour réparer une fuite d ’argon sur la 
tuyauterie d ’alimentation d ’un échangeur intermédiaire.

Ces résultats globaux, s’ils sont satisfaisants, doivent néanmoins inciter à 
rechercher tous les indices qui pourraient donner à penser q ’une dérive dans le 
mauvais sens est possible. C ’est par l ’analyse de tous les événements, même 
mineurs, que l’on peut trouver des moyens de progresser et développer la vigilance 
de tous face à la routine d ’exploitation. Le nombre d ’incidents significatifs déclarés 
aux autorités de sûreté reste stable: avec les critères stricts en usage en France, il 
se situe à environ 7 incidents/tr/an qui pour l ’essentiel sont dûs à des défauts 
d ’application des consignes d ’exploitation et aux arrêts automatiques du réacteur. 
L ’échelle INES est entrée en vigueur en France en avril 1994 et, parmi les incidents 
ci-dessus déclarés aux autorités de sûreté, 1,2 incident/tr/an a été classé dans INES.
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Ces incidents sont de niveau 1, sauf 2 d ’entre eux classés au niveau 2. Le premier 
a concerné une surveillance insuffisante durant une phase sensible d ’exploitation 
avec un faible inventaire en eau dans le primaire; le second, pendant une exploitation 
en suivi de réseau, une mauvaise prise en compte d ’alarmes et une surinsertion de 
grappes. Dans aucun de ces deux cas, cependant, il n ’y a eu de conséquences réllees 
sur la sûreté étant donné les marges existantes, mais ces incidents ont néanmoins été 
révélateurs d ’une politique de sûreté insuffisante et classés à ce titre. Pendant la 
première moitié de 1995, le nombre d ’incidents significatifs et des incidents classés 
dans INES est resté sensiblement constant, quoiqu’il n ’y ait eu aucun incident de 
niveau 2 à signaler.

Mais les bilans ne doivent pas se résumer aux mentions des dysfonctionne
ments. Les résultats des actions entreprises pour accroître le professionnalisme 
d ’équipe et la culture de sûreté méritent aussi d ’être notés. Par exemple, la pratique 
systématique de l ’analyse de risque préalable aux interventions de maintenance a 
permis d ’éliminer des causes possibles d ’incidents, comme des éventages incomplets 
de certains systèmes importants pour la sûreté. Ces événements confirment que la 
sûreté du parc en exploitation passe par un professionnalisme individuel et collectif 
des équipes d ’exploitation, animées par une solide politique de sûreté.

3. LES POLITIQUES D ’EDF

Les politiques développées par EDF visent à assurer la maîtrise des domaines- 
clés de l ’exploitation nucléaire. Elles concernent:

— Un référentiel des règles de sûreté clair dans l ’esprit de tous et dont les évolu
tions sont bien maîtrisées, en harmonie avec les autorités de sûreté;

— Un cadre de travail et une organisation des activités sensibles d ’exploitation 
favorisant la réflexion individuelle et collective, tout en évitant la routine;

— Une anticipation des difficultés qui pourraient survenir et avoir des répercus
sions très importantes sur le parc standardisé (difficultés techniques sur les 
matériels principaux risquant d ’abréger la durée de vie des installations ou bien 
situations de crise nationale ou internationale).

3.1. Le référentiel de sûreté

La conception et l ’exploitation des tranches en France se font en accord avec 
les standards internationaux les plus récents; elles bénéficient du retour d ’expérience 
du parc français ainsi que des enseignements fondamentaux tirés des événements 
survenus à l’étranger, comme l ’accident de Three Mile Island. L ’expérience montre 
qu’il est indispensable de pouvoir établir à tout moment la conformité des tranches 
avec l ’ensemble des règles de sûreté qui leur sont applicables. Chaque palier 
dispose de son référentiel spécifique, réévalué périodiquement. L ’existence de ce
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référentiel simplifie et formalise les relations entre EDF et l ’autorité de sûreté en 
explicitant l ’ensemble des exigences requises pour obtenir le niveau de sûreté 
recherché et la conformité des tranches à ces exigences. La stabilisation du référen
tiel pendant une période donnée est d ’autant moins facile à obtenir que, d ’une part, 
les connaissances évoluent en permanence et que, d ’autre part, le nombre élevé de 
tranches ainsi que les modifications à leur faire subir font qu’il est difficile de 
garantir l ’état d ’une tranche donnée à un certain moment. Les modifications sont 
donc regroupées en lots cohérents qui sont d ’abord implantés sur une tranche pilote, 
testés et appliqués ensuite aux autres. Ces dispositions permettent également 
d ’optimiser le fonctionnement de l’ingénierie du parc en exploitation.

3.2. L’organisation des activités d’exploitation

Les exigences sans cesse plus fortes concernant les niveaux de sûreté et de 
qualité à obtenir font que la politique à mettre en œuvre implique un engagement de 
la hiérarchie à tous les échelons. Des thèmes prioritaires pour atteindre les buts 
recherchés ont été définis:

— Pour le préparation des interventions: analyse de risque préalable pour 
identifier les causes d ’incidents possibles liés à l’intervention; définition des 
points de contrôle-clé, des interfaces sensibles;

— Bien que EDF reste responsable de la sûreté des interventions de maintenance, 
il est indispensable que ses prestataires qui interviennent sur les sites fassent 
preuve d ’un professionnalisme et d ’une culture de sûreté de bon niveau. Dans 
ce cadre, EDF a mis en place des partenariats d ’entreprises visant à fixer des 
objectifs dans la durée pour favoriser le maintien des compétences et le retour 
d ’expérience. En contrepartie, les agents reçoivent une formation, notamment 
en sûreté et radioprotection. Plus de 20 000 agents d ’entreprise ont déjà été 
concernés par ces dispositions;

— Responsabilisation des agents sur le terrain: la première analyse des événe
ments survenus est effectuée par l’équipe même qui a vécu ces événements. 
Cette démarche d ’auto-évaluation porte sur l ’identification des problèmes 
rencontrés, leurs causes et la proposition de mesures correctives à mettre 
éventuellement en place. Ces analyses se font en liaison avec les moyens 
centraux du parc qui peut mettre en évidence les meilleurs résultats obtenus et 
les incorporer dans l’expérience commune. La responsabilisation des agents 
s ’améliore également en favorisant le travail en équipes pluridisciplinaires.

Il est important de confronter les résultats de cette politique à l’opinion d’autres 
exploitants mondiaux, soit par des échanges directs, soit par des évaluations effec
tuées par peer-review ou par missions internationales (OSART, ASSET). De telles 
actions sont utiles parce que, d ’une part, elles motivent le personnel et que, d ’autre 
part, les enseignements qui en sont tirés permettent de trouver quelques nouvelles 
voies d ’amélioration.
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Ce sont les mesures prises en anticipation des principaux problèmes de sûreté 
que l ’on redoute qui garantissent la pérennité du parc standardisé. Ces mesures por
tent à la fois sur le comportement du matériel et sa durée de vie, sur la politique de 
réexamen périodique de sûreté et sur la préparation visant à faire face à des situations 
de crise.

Différents types de dégradation ont été constatés au cours de ces dernières 
années sur les générateurs de vapeur, côté primaire avec la corrosion sous contrainte 
de l ’Inconel 600 et côté secondaire sur les plaques entretoises notamment. Ces 
phénomènes font l ’objet d ’une surveillance permanente et de contrôles fréquents; les 
spécifications d ’exploitation on été modifiées et durcies pour en tenir compte. Une 
stratégie de remplacement des générateurs de vapeur a été établie en fonction de 
l ’état et de l ’âge des tranches (les appareils les plus affectés sont ceux du palier 
900 MW à faisceau tubulaire non traité thermiquement). Le programme de 
remplacement se poursuit à raison de 1 à 2 tranches par an d ’ici à l ’an 2000, avec 
une dosimétrie en régulière décroissance. A titre d ’exemple, le remplacement des 
générateurs de vapeur de Gravelines 1 en 1994 a coûté 1 ,3 -Sv.

D ’autres difficultés sont survenues sur les traversées des couvercles de cuve, 
certaines d’entre elles présentant des phénomènes de fissuration. Les contrôles et 
expertises ont montré que peu de traversées étaient affectées (3% environ) et qu’il 
n ’y avait pas de conséquences graves pour la sûreté. Dans le même esprit que pour 
les générateurs de vapeur, une politique de remplacement préventif des couvercles 
a été établie. C ’est ainsi que 6 couvercles ont été remplacés en 1994.

Ces actions qui correspondent à de la maintenance exceptionnelle prennent 
place dans le projet «durée de vie» qui vise à maintenir à jour les connaissances sur 
le comportement des principaux équipements comme la cuve, les boucles primaires, 
l ’enceinte de confinement, et à anticiper sur les études et expertises nécessaires pour 
s’assurer que les marges prévues sont toujours disponibles, qu’il n ’y a pas de 
dégradation de ces composants et que leur exploitation pourra aller non seulement 
jusqu’au terme normalement prévu à la conception, mais au-delà, moyennant des 
actions de contrôle et de maintenance préventive. Les estimations, aujourd’hui, 
conduisent à penser qu’un objectif raisonnable de l ’ordre de 40 à 50 ans est tout à 
fait envisageable.

En cas d’événement inattendu mais pas forcément d’accident grave survenant 
dans une centrale française ou étrangère, il existe des procédures spécifiques et une 
organisation nationale de crise destinées à gérer techniquement et avec la meilleure 
transparence possible les conséquences de cet événement. Cette organisation con
cerne à la fois les dispositions prises à l ’intérieur d ’EDF et celles prises par les 
pouvoirs publics. Il est indispensable d ’avoir un dispositif performant et bien rodé 
assurant l ’efficacité de la gestion en prenant en compte également les composantes 
sociales de l ’entreprise, sa cohésion interne ainsi que les relations avec les pouvoirs

3.3. L’anticipation des difficultés éventuelles
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publics et les média. Des actions de renforcement sont en cours, notamment par le 
biais d ’exercices et d ’une formation appropriée, afin d ’acquérir le plus d ’expérience 
possible pour disposer le moment venu d ’un dispositif efficace.

La préparation de l’avenir passe aussi par le démarrage satisfaisant du nouveau 
palier N4. Après avoir rencontré des difficultés dans la mise au point du contrôle- 
commande informatisé — difficultés qui se sont traduites par un retard de planning
— les opérations de démarrage de la centrale de CHOOZ se déroulent de manière 
satisfaisante. Le retour d ’expérience de la conception et du démarrage de ce nouveau 
type de réacteurs sera capitalisé pour en faire bénéficier le futur projet de réacteur 
EPR dont les études d ’avant-projet viennent de démarrer en collaboration avec les 
partenaires allemands. Outre la particularité de prendre en compte dès la conception 
la possibilité d ’occurrence d ’accidents graves, ce projet a la caractéristique 
d ’intégrer également dès l’origine l ’expérience des exploitants français et allemands 
de manière à optimiser et faciliter la maintenance en exploitation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Lorsque l’outil mis à la disposition de l ’exploitant est sûr et bien conçu, la 
sûreté se gagne sur le terrain, quotidiennement, par les équipes qui exploitent les 
centrales. On a raison de dire que sûreté et disponibilité s’acquièrent en même temps, 
à la fois par la conception de l ’outil lui-même et par la qualité des équipes qui 
l ’exploitent. Mais ce raisonnement a toutefois ses limites, dans la mesure où il 
existera toujours des situations d ’exploitation dans lesquelles il y aura opposition 
entre ces deux pôles et où l’exploitant responsable devra prendre une décision dans 
un sens ou dans un autre. L ’important n ’est pas que cette contradiction existe, mais 
qu’elle ne soit pas dissimulée et qu’elle soit clairement identifiée pour pouvoir en 
parler en toute connaissance de cause avec les partenaires concernés.

EDF, depuis plusieurs années, s’efforce d ’améliorer simultanément ces deux 
paramètres en mettant en avant la concertation et la transparence à tous les stades 
de l ’action. Les premiers résultats acquis montrent qu’il faut poursuivre dans cette 
voie, car on obtient à la fois une relation avec l ’autorité de sûreté de meilleure qualité 
et une augmentation de la motivation des agents qui s ’approprient leur outil de travail 
avec le souci d ’en tirer les meilleures performances aux plans de la sûreté, de la 
qualité et de la disponibilité.
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Abstract

THE CHINESE NATIONAL NUCLEAR SAFETY ADMINISTRATION'S REGULATION 
OF OPERATING NUCLEAR TOWER PLANTS.

As the regulatory body of China, the National Nuclear Safety Administration (NNSA) 
is responsible for the safety surveillance of civil nuclear installations. Two nuclear power 
plants, at Qinshan and Guangdong Daya Bay, are now in trial operation. NNSA has made a 
good start to its operational surveillance by formulating a set of regulations for nuclear power 
plant operation safety and by training staff, with reference to international safety management 
experience. Seminars are held frequently by NNSA for the dissemination of regulations and 
safety culture. Daily, routine and non-routine inspections, specified inspections and periodic 
meetings between NNSA/regional offices and the operating organizations are held. NNSA’s 
regulation of the two operating nuclear power plants has enhanced the following of safety 
requirements by the operating organizations. NNSA makes strict requirements on compliance 
with technical specifications, control of safety related modifications and abnormal operational 
incidents, and follow-up of violations of regulations. Periodic and non-periodic safety perfor
mance assessment reports of operating plants are circulated to various departments and organi
zations concerned in order to improve the safety management of operating organizations. 
Systematic measures, especially quantitative assessment of the safety performance of nuclear 
power plants, still need to be developed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The National Nuclear Safety Administration (NNSA) of China, established in 
1984 as a government agency of the State Council discharging a national regulatory 
function, is responsible for licensing and regulating safety issues in the peaceful use 
o f nuclear energy and nuclear technology in China. There are two nuclear power 
plants in operation on the mainland of China, Qinshan nuclear power plant (QNPP), 
a 300 MW(e) PWR designed and constructed domestically, and Guangdong Daya 
Bay nuclear power station (GNPS), with 2 X  900 MW(e) PWRs imported from 
foreign countries. Table I shows the significant milestones.
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TABLE I. HISTORICAL DATA

QNPP GNP (Unit l ) a

First concrete pouring 1985-03-02 1987-08-07

First fuel loading 1991-08-08 1993-05-28

First criticality 1991-10-31 1993-07-28

First connections to grid 1991-12-15 1993-08-31

First refuelling

shutdown 1994-10-21 1994-12-17

a Unit 2 is about six months behind Unit 1 in terms of time schedule.

The end of construction surveillance and authorized first fuel loading of the 
two nuclear power plants were in 1991 and 1993 respectively. NNSA then turned 
to nuclear safety surveillance on the commissioning tests and trial operation o f the 
two NPPs.

2. PREPARATION OF REGULATIONS AND STAFF TRAINING

As the QNPP and GNPS approached their first fuel loading, the State and 
NNSA enacted and updated the regulations, codes and guides relevant to NPP opera
tional safety. Some of them are as follows:

Codes:

HAF0700:

HAF0300-91:
HAF0300-91-1:

HAF0400-91:
HAF0800:

NEPA Order 3:

Regulations on Nuclear Emergency Control of NPPs 
(by the State Council)
Regulations on Radiation Protection of Radioactive 
Isotopes and Radiation Generating Facilities (by the 
State Council)
Safety Code on NPP Operation, Revision 1 
Management Rules for NPP Refuelling, Modification 
and Automatic Shutdown
Safety Code on NPP Quality Assurance, Revision 1 
Safety Code on Management of Radioactive Wastes of 
NPPs
Management Rules for Radiation Protection (by the 
National Environment Protection Administration)
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Guides:

HAF0301-HAF0311: Guides for the operational safety of NPPs updated
HAF0701-HAF0705: Guides for emergency preparedness for NPPs enacted.

IAEA documents are taken as the main references and some modifications are 
made to most o f these codes and guides to meet the specific situation in China.

Generally, the operating organizations, with other experts from various fields 
related to nuclear safety, are invited to participate in the process of preparation of 
new safety codes and guides or their revisions. NNSA frequently holds seminars for 
the dissemination of newly enacted safety codes and guides to assist the operating 
organizations in understanding and using them.

Observing the safety regulation practices abroad and training NNSA staff 
through international co-operation has helped a lot whilst conducting safety inspec
tions on nuclear power plant operation, including the commissioning and the first 
refuelling of QNPP and GNPS, while these activities are being faced by NNSA for 
the first time.

Managerial capability, a technical background and safety culture of the inspec
tors are necessary to ensure the implementation of inspection and enforcement activi
ties. Since launching the inspection and enforcement programme NNSA has paid 
attention to personnel qualification and training.

Inspectors are examined, approved and then an inspector certificate is issued 
by NNSA. All inspectors are trained in various ways, e.g. by seminars of observing 
inspections in foreign countries.

3. SAFETY SURVEILLANCE ON THE OPERATING NPPs

International experience of inspection of nuclear power plant operation is being 
studied. The specific situation in China is taken into account before NNSA deter
mines how to implement operational inspection of QNPP and GNPS, and experience 
on inspections of the two nuclear power plants is exchanged so as to improve safety 
management both for NNSA and the operating organizations.

For operational inspection, the following measures are taken by NNSA.

3.1. Normal operation

Daily inspection

Daily inspections are conducted by resident inspectors. The inspectors make 
a tour of the control room and those areas important to nuclear safety, review the 
operational recordings, conduct follow-up inspections on maintenance, modifica-
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tions and periodic tests related to safety to verify that the operation is in compliance 
with the technical specification. A daily inspection report is then faxed to NNSA 
headquarters.

The inspectors also participate in the daily morning meetings held by the plant 
managers to be briefed on the overall operation situation on the previous day and 
activities in the plant.

A weekly inspection report is sent to NNSA headquarters, as is an annual 
inspection report written by the regional office.

Routine and non-routine inspection

Generally, the regional office carries out once per quarter and the NNSA 
organizes every six months routine inspections of those specific topics or items of 
plant weakness important to safety, according to the inspection programme. The 

inspection reports, including findings, suggestions or requirements, are circulated to 
the operating organizations and the relevant units concerned, after approval by the 
regional office or by NNSA.

Non-routine inspections are carried out by NNSA in case of need.

Periodic meetings

Twice a week or more frequently the head of NNSA’s regional office meets 
the plant manager responsible for plant nuclear safety to review all issues related to 
operational safety and to discuss follow-up actions.

Twice a year or more frequently, if  needed, the head of NNSA meets the plant 
general manager to review important safety issues and follow-up actions to be taken 
by the plant.

3.2. Automatic shutdown, modification and refuelling

Automatic shutdown

Approval for the restart of the plant must be requested from NNSA if the auto
matic shutdown resulted from a safety limit being exceeded or was required by 
NNSA. The operating organizations shall submit to NNSA for review the restart 
application, which should include details of all corrective actions taken by the plant 
after the shutdown incident, a safety evaluation of these actions and details o f impor
tant tests as well as the restart plan and schedule.
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Modifications affecting the bases of issuance of an operation licence for safety 
related structures, systems and components, and operation limits and conditions are 
required to be approved by NNSA before implementation. The operating organiza
tions shall submit to NNSA for review a modification application that includes the 
reasons, design verification, safety evaluation and implementation procedure as well 
as radioactive protection measures. After modification is finished, the operating 
organization is required to assess the final situation and to submit the summary report 
to NNSA within a month.

M odification

Refuelling

The operating organizations are required to submit a refuelling report and 
refuelling safety analysis report to NNSA two months before the plant refuelling 
shutdown. The refuelling report includes the refuelling organization, the schedule, 
and a list of inspections, tests, modifications, etc. The refuelling safety analysis 
report includes the predicted core condition and related safety analysis. Generally, 
NNSA holds a review meeting with the applicant after the review of these two 
reports for approval.

Having reviewed the two above mentioned reports and conducted a certain 
number of specified inspections on those activities important to safety during the 
plant’s refuelling outage, NNSA will then review the restart report and criticality 
application submitted by the operating organizations. A specific site inspection to 
review the implementation of all activities specified in the refuelling report and the 
plant condition for criticality will be conducted by NNSA before approving the plant 
criticality after refuelling. Finally, a refuelling summary report of the plant is 
required to be submitted to NNSA within four months after a refuelling outage.

In the first refuelling outage o f QNPP, apart from the daily inspections, NNSA 
conducted more than 32 specific inspections on the outage activities, covering most 
o f the safety related maintenance, tests, and recovering tests for site witness or 
record verifications. The holding point of loading new fuel into the core was released 
after specified conditions were verified by the regional office and NNSA.

Taking note o f French practice, NNSA representatives join the Site Testing 
Committee (STC) meetings o f GNPS that take place before release of every control 
point set by NNSA or by GNP Joint Venture Co. (JVC) to review the results of tests 
performed during previous stages and the prerequisites of the next stage. At these 
meetings, the representatives of GNP JVC and the suppliers must answer questions 
raised by NNSA and make necessary justifications.
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3.3. Incident and enforcement

Evaluation o f  incident report

The operating organizations are required to notify any significant incident to 
the regional office orally within 24 hours and submit notification within three days 
and an incident report within 30 days in written form to NNSA according to the 
Chinese nuclear safety codes. NNSA performs independent evaluations on the 
incident notifications, incident reports and significant incidents. Some conclusions, 
suggestions or requirements are fed back to the operating organizations.

For QNPP, after its commissioning test were finished, the NNSA made a 
specific inspection to check how the incident report system was implemented. As a 
result it was recognized that some of the incidents which occurred during the com
missioning stage needed to be reported to NNSA, as at that time QNPP had not fully 
understood the report requirements, and evaluation of these incidents as well as oper
ational experience feedback was stressed by NNSA as being important.

During the past few years, NNSA has held several seminars, including the 
IAEA Assessment of Safety Significant Event Team (ASSET) service, to invite the 
operating organizations to participate in improving the capabilities for evaluation of 
incidents and operational experience feedback for operating organizations and for 
NNSA as well. From 1995 on, a meeting will be held once a year with the participa
tion of NNSA and operating organizations to exchange working experience on opera
tional safety.

Enforcement

NNSA is authorized by the regulations to compel the operating organizations 
and other units concerned to eliminate any unsafe factors related to the items and 
activities of nuclear power plants; to issue written directives and warnings to instruct 
an operating organization to stop some or all activities, or to reduce the operation 
parameters up to shutdown of the plant; or to suspend or revoke the nuclear safety 
licence of the operating organization, depending on the seriousness and frequency 
of violation of nuclear safety requirements or licence conditions or regulations.

3.4. Issuance of operator licences

In accordance with the safety codes, NNSA issues operator licences and senior 
operator licences after reviewing the applications. The applicants are examined by 
the competent department of the nuclear power plant. The examination standards for 
operator licences of nuclear power plants prepared by the competent department 
have to be submitted to NNSA for approval. During the examinations, NNSA sends
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inspectors. NNSA also has the right to suspend or revoke operator licences if  viola
tions occur.

3.5. Safety performance assessment

Since the two nuclear power plants have been in operation, NNSA has been 
developing a systematic approach for assessing safety performance.

Assessment o f  Operational Reports

The operating organization o f each nuclear power plant submits a Monthly 
Operational Report and an Annual Operational Report, mainly concerning safety 
performance. NNSA assesses these reports after preliminary assessment by the 
regional offices and returns conclusions, suggestions and requirements to the operat
ing organizations.

Nuclear Safety Enforcement Announcements

Announcements will be circulated to all operating organizations of civil 
nuclear installations, relevant State Departments, the State Council, and other 
organizations concerned when nuclear safety enforcement action is taken.

Nuclear Safety Reports

Non-periodic Nuclear Safety Reports summarizing the safety performance and 
especially the safety issues of operating nuclear power plants (as well as other 
nuclear installations) are circulated to relevant State Departments, the State Council, 
and other organizations concerned.

Nuclear Safety Bulletin

A Nuclear Safety Bulletin summarizing the assessment of safety performance 
o f the two operating plants will be published every year.

The above mentioned safety performance assessment reports, widely circu
lated, are effective in enhancing the safety management of the operating 
organizations.

4. SUMMARY

During the past few years, NNSA has paid much attention to making the oper
ating organizations comply strictly with technical specifications and licensing condi
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tions of the NPPs and improve their safety culture. QNPP and GNPS fulfilled their 
commissioning and moved into trial operation safely, without the occurrence of any 
events with significant safety consequences. Some safety related issues on design and 
construction deficiencies, equipment operability and human factors revealed during 
this period in the two NPPs have been settled in compliance with the requirements 
of NNSA. Both plants recently finished their first refuelling.

Through the surveillance practices for the two domestic operating nuclear 
power plants and surveillance experience in foreign countries, NNSA has trained its 
staff, set up the necessary regulations and a preliminary methodology applicable for 
the surveillance of NPP operation in China.

There is still need to improve the exchange of operational event information 
with foreign NPPs as well as operational experience feedback for QNPP and GNPS, 
and to assess safety performances quantitatively.

Owing to the increasing number of nuclear facilities with different types of 
reactor needing to be regulated and limits on the NNSA’s staff and budget, the future 
aim will be to promote and strengthen the capabilities of the operating organizations’ 
internal safety review and safety control before these are reassessed by NNSA. Mea
sures will include the further improvement of ways of enhancing safety culture, the 
use of numerical indicators for monitoring safety, the use of probabilistic safety anal
ysis, and comprehensive work on the review of safety performance and operational 
experience feedback.
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Abstract

LEARNING FROM THE HANSHIN-AWAJI EARTHQUAKE.
The Hanshin-Awaji earthquake, which struck the southern part of Hyogo Prefecture 

early on 17 January 1995, shocked both Japan and the world. Kobe City and its vicinity in 
particular, suffered critical damage. Some 5500 people were killed, 40 000 were injured and 
200 000 buildings were heavily damaged. Many Kansai Electric Power facilities were also 
damaged. Ten of 21 thermal power plants and 50 of 861 substations were damaged. Kansai 
Electric’s total loss from the earthquake amounts to more than 220 billion Japanese yen 
(2.3 billion US$). However, none of Kansai Electric’s nuclear power plants, about 100 km 
northeast of the epicentre, were affected by the earthquake, though eight of its 11 NPPs were 
operating at the time. Although all Japanese NPPs are equipped with automatic trip circuits 
that respond to earthquake movement, the measured acceleration values were far below the 
set points of reactor automatic shutdown. After the earthquake, the NPPs were checked to 
make sure that they were not damaged, and continued operation. Since Japan often suffers big 
earthquakes, Japanese power utilities apply strict aseismic measures in their NPPs, and Kansai 
Electric reconfirmed that its NPPs would have been safe if struck by an earthquake of the same 
scale as the Hanshin-Awaji quake. Kansai Electric also published the results of the review. 
However, as local people around nuclear sites are concerned about the safety of NPPs, Japan’s 
Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) set up a task force to examine whether the current aseismic 
guidelines were appropriate. Power utilities also re-examined their present measures against 
earthquakes. Besides the safety issue, the utilities have also decided to strengthen measures 
to secure lifelines, transport of materials and staff, and communication between utilities and 
organizations concerned, including the media.

1. OUTLINE OF THE HANSHIN-AW AJI EARTHQUAKE

The Hanshin-Awaji earthquake struck the southern part o f Hyogo Prefecture 
at 5:46 on 17 January 1995. The earthquake registered a magnitude of 7.2 on the 
Richter scale. The epicentre of the earthquake was at the north end of Awaji island 
and about 14 km below the surface. Kobe City, one of the world’s most beautiful 
port cities, was destroyed in only ten seconds. M ore than 5500 people were killed 
and some 40 000 were injured. The disaster was widely reported, shocking many 
TV viewers around the world. As a result o f the quake, power was cut off to the
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damaged area, as were water, gas, telephone and other lifelines. Expressways and 
railway systems were interrupted, and intact roads suffered terrible traffic conges
tion. Large scale fires erupted, but it was very hard for fire engines to reach them 
because o f panic traffic conditions. When at last the engines did arrive, there was 
no water.

Hundreds of thousands of people were obliged to move to refuge facilities, 
mostly school gymnasiums; however, local governments were unable to provide 
them with sufficient food and supplies for several days, not having believed that a 
large earthquake could occur in the area, and hence unprepared for such a 
catastrophe.

There were other problems as well with communications and rescue actions. 
The damaged area is one of the largest service areas o f the Kansai Electric Power 
Company, whose facilities in the southern Hyogo area (ten thermal power stations, 
50 substations, power distribution lines, innumerable distribution lines and poles, 
office buildings including the Kobe local office, and so on) were seriously damaged.

As a result o f the earthquake, 2.6 million customers lost their electric power. 
Kansai Electric started reconstruction work immediately, to restore power. With 
support from other power utilities, Kansai Electric was able to complete tentative 
restoration work in a week.

Kansai Electric operates 11 nuclear power units about 100 km northeast of the 
epicentre. At the time o f the earthquake, eight o f these were in operation; the other 
three were in annual inspection shutdown. Seismographs at each site were actuated 
and earthquake motion of the bedrock was recorded. Immediately after the quake, 
several alarms were actuated, relating to the vibration o f reactor coolant pumps and 
tank levels. None of the units were automatically shut down, because the measured 
acceleration values were below the tripping points. At the Mihama station, for

TABLE I. MEASURED MOVEMENT OF THE HANSHIN-AWAJI 
EARTHQUAKE AT NPPs

Measured acceleration 
value on bedrock 

(gal)

Set point 
for reactor trip

(gal)

Mihama NPP (3 units) 16 160

Takahama NPP (4 units) 22 160-190

Ohi NPP (4 units) 13 160-210

70 gal at the Obama railway station, closest to the above NPPs.
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instance, the measured acceleration value was 16 gal (1 gal =  1 cm /s2). The value 
would need to be at least 160 gal to shut down the reactor automatically. After the 
quake, the facilities at each site were checked to make sure they were not damaged; 
the plants have since continued operating (Table I).

The media immediately inquired as to the operational status o f Kansai Elec
tric’s NPPs. Although the media reported that the NPPs had no problem, the Kobe 
disaster made local people around the NPPs concerned as to their safety in the event 
that a Kobe type earthquake should strike the area. Kansai Electric studied the safety 
of its NPPs against a Hanshin magnitude earthquake, confirmed their safety and 
released a statement.

However, considering local people’s concerns, Japan’s Nuclear Safety 
Commission (NSC) decided to set up a task force to examine whether the current 
aseismic guidelines are appropriate. Discussions are being held.

2. ASEISMIC MEASURES FOR NPPs

Since Japan often suffers earthquakes, the Japanese government has estab
lished strict seismic guidelines for NPPs. Power utilities provide their NPPs with 
safety measures, in addition to following these guidelines. The guidelines require the 
following aseismic measures:

— reactor buildings must be built directly on firm bedrock, avoiding active faults 
(generally, seismic force on a sedimentary layer is two or three times the force 
on bedrock);

— design basis ground motion (SI) is estimated by assuming the greatest earth
quakes occurred in the area near sites in the past, and active faults in the area 
(Table II);

— extreme design basis ground motion (S2), which may occur because of active 
faults in the vicinity of a site, is assumed with regard to the seismotectonic 
structure of the area, and for the most safety significant facilities;

— for these facilities, an earthquake occurring with magnitude 6.5 nearby is also 
assumed, although active faults are avoided;

— dynamic analyses are then carried out using the above estimated ground 
motion;

— statistic analyses are carried out assuming a seismic force three times that 
specified in the building codes (based on past largest earthquakes) to assess 
seismic strength;

— on the basis of the above conditions, earthquakes with a maximum acceleration 
of 360 to 406 gal on bedrock are assumed for aseismic designs o f facilities of 
safety significance at Kansai Electric’s NPPs (Table Ш).
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TABLE II. ASEISMIC DESIGN OF NPPs

Class Assumed ground motion Facilities at NPPs

As S2 (Extreme ground motion) Most safety significant facilities: 
reactor vessel, containment vessel, etc.

A SI (Design basis ground motion) Safety systems: emergency core cooling 
system, etc.

В 1.5 x  (0.2g)a Radioactive waste disposal systems

С 0.2ga Turbine generator, etc.

a Criterion of Japan’s Building Code.

TABLE III. ASEISMIC DESIGN FOR NPPs AND THE HANSHIN-AWAJI 
EARTHQUAKE

SI (on bedrock) S2 (on bedrock)

Mihama NPP Units 1 and 2: 300 gal Units 1 and 2: 400 gal

Unit 3: 270 gal Unit 3: 405 gal

Takahama NPP Units 1-4: 270 gal Units 1-4: 360 gal

Ohi NPP Units 1-4: 270 gal Units 1-4: 405 gal

The maximum quake acceleration (about 800 gal) was on the ground surface in Kobe. The 
movement would be reduced to 1/3—1/2 on bedrock.

In addition to the above aseismic measures, electric power utilities voluntarily 
install at NPPs automatic circuits tripped by earthquake motions of 160-210 gal.

Further, for facilities of safety significance, actual facilities or mock-up 
models are shaken on the world’s biggest shaking table, with earthquake motions 
greater than those considered in the seismic design, to confirm safety.

Although earthquakes of the same magnitude as the Hanshin-Awaji quake are 
unlikely to occur near NPPs, if  such earthquakes should occur, it is considered, on 
the basis of the above facts, that the facilities o f safety significance will not be 
damaged, in view of the design margin, because even the maximum earthquake 
acceleration (about 800 gal) recorded on the ground surface in Kobe would be 
reduced to about one third to one half that on bedrock.
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3. LESSONS AND IMPROVEMENTS ARISING FROM THE
HANSHIN-AW AJI EARTHQUAKE

Kansai Electric has confirmed that the current safety measures against earth
quakes are sufficient. However, apart from the NPP safety, we have learned crucial 
lessons from the disaster. For example, slow delivery of information delayed rescue 
action, damage to communication lines added to confusion, and almost all traffic was 
halted, which hindered staff in getting to their offices. All this led to delay in repair 
work.

Kansai Electric is now carefully examining the effects o f the earthquake and 
how to manage NPPs if a large scale earthquake like the Hanshin-Awaji should 
strike the area around a nuclear site. As NPPs are built on firm bedrock, their safety 
will be assured, but minor equipment and balance of plant (BOP) facilities might be 
damaged, in view of the damage at thermal power plants.

Kansai Electric has amended post-earthquake check manuals for use when 
ground motion exceeds a certain level. Since all Kansai Electric’s nuclear sites are 
located at the ends of small and steep peninsulas, in the event o f a great earthquake 
access routes might be interrupted. Operators and other staff might be unable to get 
to their NPPs. This would threaten continuous operation. Kansai Electric is therefore 
planning to purchase a motorboat for each site, to transport its staff to the site. Bicy
cles and motorbikes are also regarded as useful means of transport in such condi
tions. It is also extremely important to secure communication routes.

If a major earthquake struck an NPP and no information were issued from the 
NPP, local people would be concerned as to the status of the NPP, a situation which 
might result in panic. After the Hanshin-Awaji earthquake, commercial communica
tion services were almost completely overwhelmed, because facilities were damaged 
and so many telephone calls concentrated on the Kobe area. We learned thereby that 
we should not rely on commercial communication services in the event of a major 
earthquake. Each nuclear power site has a microwave communication route and dual 
optical fibre communication routes to headquarters. In general, these facilities seem 
sufficient, but to strengthen the realiability of communication, Kansai Electric is also 
considering setting up a further route in the future.

We are also considering improving information gathering. As a result of these 
measures, the nuclear sites will not be isolated in the event of a major earthquake 
in the area.

As for press releases, under the current rules, if NPPs are not damaged a press 
release is not issued; however, we are considering changing that rule to one under 
which we will inform the media directly as to plant status immediately after earth
quakes so as to ease local people’s concerns. This may be effective in preventing 
panic and enhancing Kansai Electric’s relationship with local communities.
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— The Hanshin-Awaji earthquake critically damaged southern Hyogo Prefec
ture, including Kansai Electric’s facilities.

— No NPP was affected by the earthquake, since all were more than 100 km from 
the epicentre.

— Japan’s power utilities, including Kansai Electric Power, have reassessed the 
safety of their NPPs in the event of large scale earthquakes.

— Kansai Electric is considering how to improve its manuals, communication 
systems, etc., incorporating lessons learned from the Hanshin-Awaji 
earthquake.

4. CONCLUSION
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A bstract

THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS OF DOEL: OUR APPROACH TO SAFETY 
CULTURE.

The four nuclear power plants on the Doel site represent half the installed nuclear power 
in Belgium. The first two units were started up in the mid-1970s, the two others in 1982 and 
1985. The overall statistics give an average availability factor of 81.6%. The Doel nuclear 
power plants are part of a changing environment, which makes increasingly differing demands 
on operations. A constant factor, surviving all new waves and directions, is the safety of oper
ations. Although there have been some shifts in approach, safety of operations has always been 
our first point of attention. The impetus given by ‘Safety Culture’ (IAEA Safety Series No. 
75-INSAG-4) was very welcome. The paper discusses some recent achievements. Changes in 
culture or adjustments to culture proceed very slowly: the need to explain the notion ‘safety 
culture’ was the first obstacle. After some exploration in the international nuclear world, it 
seemed that others, too, were wrestling with the same problem. The introduction to the notion 
of safety culture (1) had to address everybody in the organization, (2) had to be understandable 
and recognizable by everyone, (3) had to be clear in meaning and as regards details. The first 
section of the paper describes how we introduced the notion of safety culture on our site and 
how we are trying to keep the message vivid. In the following sections, some examples are 
given of interventions in our organization to improve safety culture. The paper discusses the 
management of modifications, the independent Safety Review Committee (KOT), the collect
ing and processing of information concerning minor and major incidents on the site, some of 
the annual objectives, which aim at a higher availability of safety equipment, and the policy 
to submit ourselves to external inspection and auditing. With these examples we hope to 
demonstrate that Doel nuclear power plant is involved in a continuing and unflagging process 
of improvement and that safety of operations, being our core business, requires continuous, 
permanent and positive attention.

1. INTRODUCTION

The four nuclear power plants (NPPs) on the Doel site represent half the 
installed nuclear power in Belgium. The first two units were started up in the 
mid-1970s, the two others in 1982 and 1985. The overall statistics give an average 
availability factor of 81.6%. The Doel NPPs are part o f a changing environment,
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which makes increasingly differing demands on operations. A constant factor, sur
viving all new waves and directions, is the safety of operations. Although there have 
been some shifts in approach, safety of operations has always been our first point 
of attention. The impetus given by ‘Safety Culture’ (IAEA Safety Series 
No. 75-INSAG-4) was very welcome.

Changes in culture or adjustments to culture proceed very slowly: the need to 
explain the notion ‘safety culture’ was the first obstacle. After some exploration in 
the international nuclear world, it seemed that others, too, were wrestling with the 
same problem. The introduction to the notion of safety culture

— had to address everybody in the organization
— had to be understandable and recognizable by everyone
— had to be clear in meaning and as regards details.

2. INTRODUCTION OF SAFETY CULTURE

The introduction of the notion of safety culture was made throughout the 
organization of the the Doel NPPs. The message was passed on to every assistant 
through team meetings — meetings at every company level, stimulating work discus
sions — and formal legal meetings, such as the company council and the safety 
committee.

How was this message structured? Starting from the idea that producing elec
tricity by means o f nuclear energy is based on two objectives, namely striving for 
overall safety in combination with the most economic way of operation, we describe 
the two lines o f defence, the first line being design, where we find the three physical 
barriers, safeguards system, safety analyses, technical specifications and decennial 
reviews, etc. The second line concerns procedures, training, quality assurance, 
internal audits and the authorized inspector.

It was immediately stated that we need more than those two lines. Therefore 
we made a comparison to car driving: there we see the benefit o f the new design, 
modern cars, anti-blocking system (ABS) and the highway infrastructure.

The traffic code represents our procedures. There exists training and one has 
to obtain a licence before one can drive a car. There also is supervision: our police 
force. However, despite these existing lines of defence we see that 1692 persons died 
in car accidents in Belgium in 1994.

What makes the difference? Our attitude towards driving. This is of course cul
ture related and depends on age profile, and we also see differences between 
countries.

So our message was: we do not need an extra line of defence but rather we 
are looking for people with the correct attitude working on the existing lines. We 
tried to translate this message into a ‘Charter on Safety Culture’ in which we, as an 
organization and as individuals, state what we think we ought to do (Figs 1, 2).
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1 . A S  A N  O R G A N IZ A T IO N

W E C O N SID E R  SA FETY  AND EFFICIENCY IM PO R TA N T

■  W E  C O N S ID E R  N U C L E A R  S A F E T Y  A N  A B S O L U T E  
P R IO R IT Y  V E R S U S  A N Y  O T H E R  A C T IV IT Y

■  W E  W A N T  C L E A R  A S S IG N M E N T  O F  R E S P O N S IB IL IT IE S  
F O R  A L L  F U N C T IO N S

■  W E  W A N T  C L E A R  P R O C E D U R E S  F O R  A L L  IM P O R T A N T  
A C T IV IT IE S

■  W E  W A N T  A D E Q U A T E  TR A IN IN G  F O R  A L L  F U N C T IO N S

■  W E  A P P L Y  T H E  D O E L  N P P  Q A  M A N U A L  T O  A S S U R E  
T H A T  S A F E T Y  R E L A T E D  A C T IO N S  A R E  O F  A  
D E M O N S T R A T E D  H IG H  Q U A L IT Y

■  W E  H A V E  A N  IM P R O V E M E N T  A C T IO N  P L A N  T H A T  IS 
A C T IV E L Y  F O L L O W E D  U P

■  W E  B E L IE V E  IN IN D E P E N D E N T  IN T E R N A L  A N D  
E X T E R N A L  A U D IT S  A S  A N  IM P O R TA N T  M E A N S  F O R  
IM P R O V E M E N T

■  W E  C O N S ID E R  E A C H  S H O R T C O M IN G  A N  O P P O R T U N IT Y  
T O  L E A R N
T H E R E F O R E  R E P O R T IN G  A N D  C O M M U N IC A T IO N  IN A N  
O P E N  M IN D S E T  IS O F  V IT A L  IM P O R TA N C E

FIG. 1. Doel NPPs: nuclear safety culture policy statement: organization.

3. SOME COMMENTS

You cannot touch safety culture, nor can you smell or taste it, but you can feel 
that you have it and also when you do not have it. We think that in the Doel NPPs 
we have safety culture to some extent but we think we have to improve the situation 
continuously. We know we have a lot of strengths, but we also are fully aware that 
there are still many points to be improved. Let us briefly describe some of our 
strengths and some of our weaker points.
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2 . F O R  E A C H  A N D  E V E R Y B O D Y  IN D IV ID U A L L Y  

I C O N T IN U O U S L Y  P U R S U E  IM P R O V E M E N T

■  I U N D E R S T A N D  M Y  J O B , I K N O W  M Y  R E S P O N S IB IL IT IE S ,
I U N D E R S T A N D  T H E  IM P O R T A N C E  A N D  T H E  
C O N S E Q U E N C E S  O F  M Y  A C T IO N S

■  I U N D E R S T A N D  T H E  M E A N IN G  A N D  C O N T E X T  O F  
P R O C E D U R E S  A N D  I A D H E R E  T O  T H E M , I D O  N O T  T A K E  
S H O R T C U T S

■  I C O N T IN U O U S L Y  S E L F -C H E C K  : B E F O R E  E V E R Y  
IM P O R T A N T  A C T IO N  I TH IN K ; IF N E C E S S A R Y  I S E E K  
S U P P O R T

■  A T  E V E R Y  A C T IV IT Y  I A M  A L E R T  T O W A R D S  C A R E  F O R  
T H E  E N V IR O N M E N T , F IR E  P R O T E C T IO N , IN D U S T R IA L  
S A F E T Y  A N D  R A D IA T IO N

■  I P U R S U E  C L E A N L IN E S S  A N D  O R D E R  : A T  T H E  E N D  O F  
E A C H  J O B  I C L E A N  M Y  W O R K P L A C E

■  I A C C E P T  T H A T  IT  IS H U M A N  T O  M A K E  E R R O R S ;
I A P P R O A C H  E R R O R S  W IT H  A N  O P E N  M IN D  T O  
IM P R O V E M E N T

■  I A M  P E R S O N A L L Y  P R O U D  T O  F U L F IL  A N  IM P O R T A N T  
T A S K  IN A  P R O F E S S IO N A L  W A Y

FIG. 2. Doel NPPs: nuclear safety culture policy statement: individuals.

3.1. Strengths

(1) We have a strong corporate tradition of investing in nuclear safety of which 
the ten year backfitting and the bunker systems for Doel 3/4 and Doel 1/2 are 
examples.

(2) We also want to be open to the external world by exposing ourselves deliber
ately to external and internal audits and by trying to play an active role in semi
nars and professional organizations.

(3) We have a QA policy statement and a QA manual on which our organization 
procedures and other procedures are based.

(4) A top management emphasis on communication exists.
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(5) Our workforce is stable; the sense of ownership is widely developed.
(6) Training is very important to us: we have available two full-scope simulators 

for Doel 1/2 and Doel 3/4. Our retraining programmes are longer than the 
legally prescribed duration.

(7) In our conduct of outages we pay very active attention to safety concerns.
(8) Our engineer staff are devoted to safety improvement:

— through reorganization we developed on-site maintenance engineering and 
are also trying to develop greater commitment of the workforce

— our operations support departments have been installed to facilitate reflec
tions on design basis, post-accident and beyond design basis.

(9) Through the use of performance indicators we try to make our objectives 
measurable.

3.2. Points to be improved

(1) Our figures on industrial safety are good, in comparison with Electrabel’s 
figures. In 1994 Electrabel had a frequency figure of 24.67; Doel NPP had 
17.49. However, if we look at the WANO (World Association of Nuclear 
Operators) frequency figures for PWRs, we see a median of 2.6 and a best 
quartile of 0.75, so we still have a long way to go.

(2) Although we have made large improvements in recent years with the help of 
a staff magazine, written as well as oral explanations o f certain situations, 
work discussions and team meetings, we still feel that communications are not 
always reaching everybody. We are preparing a communication plan which 
will be used to improve the situation.

(3) Growing experience is unfortunately not always combined with a growing 
questioning attitude. So through methods of self-checking we are trying to 
introduce this awareness to our people.

(4) We also find that we have poor accountability (e.g. for financial decisions). 
Recently introduced reorganizations are trying to deal with this problem.

(5) Our decisions are not always made on a conservative basis.
(6) Based on reports, incidents and accidents we observe growing lists of correc

tive actions. Some of the actions are so well defined that they have become per
manent fixtures: a timeless list o f corrective actions is created.

(7) Project management is very important in order to ‘keep seeing the trees in the 
forest’. A portfolio of projects, a project leader with major responsibilities and 
a co-ordinator are extremely useful and have been recently introduced.

(8) Keeping the control room quiet, also during major transients, and keeping con
trol room light annunciators off are part of a control room culture on which 
we have to work.

(9) MBWA (management by walking around) is striven for in order to communi
cate, to reinforce and to monitor standards.
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4. SOME EXAMPLES OF INTERVENTION IN OUR ORGANIZATION TO 
IMPROVE SAFETY CULTURE

4.1. Modification management

In 1987 we introduced at the Doel site a formal system to apply for modifica
tions, to have them approved and implemented. We consider as a modification any 
temporary or definite improvement of adjustment, any removal or addition of ele
ments to installations or equipment of the Doel units, hardware as well as software.

Several changes have been made to this system over the past few years: e.g. 
an interdisciplinary committee has been set up in order to co-ordinate timing between 
the different parties involved.

Technically the system was functioning very well. However, when we started 
to verify to what extent modifications could be completed, we found that administra
tive adjustments for a modification took much too long, or that services involved did 
not report on completion. By means of formulating objectives and reporting on their 
fulfilment, we are now trying to control this process completely.

The basic idea is:

— not to launch more modifications than the organization can take
— to get rid of the ‘tail end’ of the past.

Therefore the following objectives were set:

(1) In order to limit the number of modifications, three modifications per plant 
operating review committee (PORC, of which there are 50) are allowed.

(2) Every modification has to be reported on one week at the latest after its physi
cal implementation. This is to ensure that the Operations department knows the 
installation it is operating on and that the correct documents (possibly with red 
marking) are present in the control room.

(3) Applications for modifications to be approved at the PORC have to be 
implemented two years (two outage periods) afterwards at the latest.

(4) Six months after the modification has been physically implemented, the docu
ments have to be finalized.

The signal given here is clear: procedures are necessary, they provide distinct 
instructions, but they have to be supported during implementation.

4.2. KOT

KOT is the Doel NPP acronym for its ‘Committee of Independent Safety 
Review’, the major tasks and responsibilities o f which are laid down in the Safety
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Analysis Reports (SARs) of the NPP individual operation units. The Committee’s 
major features are:

— It is dedicated solely to on-site nuclear safety.
— It is an on-site committee presided over by the NPP site manager.
— The members of the committee are the managers o f the individual NPP opera

tion units complemented by a minimum number of hierarchic independent 
experts in the field of nuclear operation and safety. Most o f the expert mem
bers are from own or other off-site organizations.

— The committee meets on a regular basis (typically three times a year). However 
each member can request an extra meeting if NPP safety is at stake.

— The committee makes recommendations on NPP nuclear safety and reports to 
the utility’s off-site responsible management as well as to the nuclear 
authorities.

The functioning of the Committee is detailed in an on-site procedure in which 
the SAR basic requirements are worked out. The procedure assures that:

— All concerned areas of nuclear safety are covered by the committee’s survey.
— Each attending member can freely express his/her safety view on the discussed 

agenda subjects.
— Each member can request for a safety concern to be put on the agenda for the 

next meeting.

The procedure further specifies the organization of the Committee’s meeting, 
the timing and distribution of documents, the structure of the agenda and of the report 
of the meeting. This report must include the safety recommendations made by the 
Committee and must report on the status of its resolution.

The safety areas covered by the Committee’s survey can be summarized as 
follows:

— External experience return (incident analysis for applicability; newsletters; 
recommendations; evolving safety rules and regulations);

— Internal safety happenings and violations, incident reporting, root cause 
analysis, lessons learned;

— Internal abnormal events related to public health;
— External events influencing the NPP’s safety;
— Safety aspects o f projected system changes, changes in operation, modifica

tions to technical specifications, new or modified procedures;
— Safety aspects o f studies, planned tests and experiments;
— NPP safety performance indicators, their values, trends, comparison with 

international data.
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KCC

KERNCENTRALE DOEL 

Entiteil: ZONE
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O nde rw erp

(D ossier) -  INCIDENT MELDING -

Index

Titel
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Datum incident : Uur

G etroffenD O EL 0 □  DOEL 1 □  DOEL 2 □  DOEL 3 □  DOEL U Q  WAB □

T oestand (vo llast. rev isie , . . .

Omschrijvinq van h e t  incident :

G etro ffen  m aa treo e ien  :

Naqezien door ID iensthoofd): Bijlaqeri :

OPMERKING voor DIENStHOOFD/WACHTROL 2 

SITUER1NG OP DE GEBEURTEN1SSENSCHAAL :

FIG. 3. Example o f an IMF form.
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FIG. 4. IMF follow-up form.
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4.3. IMF and RBG incident reports

IM F stands for incident report file. RBG stands for important events report. 
These documents are the means to report, in writing, on unsafe situations.

Incident report files are documents that can be completed by everyone in an 
easy way (Fig. 3). The purpose o f this file is to give each employee a formal means 
to announce abnormalities. All employees are invited to use this system. The file is 
used as a means of information within the teams and the different departments. It 
can be converted into an RBG or an IMF, if the situation described is considered 
to be sufficiently important.

An IMF is written on the same day as the event and in the following cases:

— events involving a loss of production and relevant to nuclear or industrial
safety

— major irregularities found during inspection or maintenance
— abnormal surrounding conditions and radiological situations
— if such a report is considered necessary by a member of the personnel.

In collaboration with his team, the author or the team fill in a follow-up docu
ment, on which actions can be defined and the root cause(s) have to be described 
(Fig. 4). An important events report can discuss internal as well as external abnormal 
situations. This report is distributed more widely than an IMF. The aim is to translate 
certain events on which we obtain information through our external information 
gathering system and to pass details on to everybody who can draw the necessary 
lessons from the data. Possible actions to be taken are stated in the report (external 
RBG).

In the case o f internal events, the reports obligatorily have to define the root 
causes, the actions to be taken and the follow-up of these actions. The reasoning as 
to whether the event rates classification on the International Nuclear Event Scale 
(INES) has to be mentioned. In case o f a breach o f technical specifications, a report 
shall always be drawn up.

Incident reports in writing are obligatory in any case of loss of production. The 
actions to be taken are also specified and the distribution is so as to yield the maxi
mum profit from it. Classification on the INES is compulsory.

Major importance is attached to finding root causes. We divide root causes into 
three categories: human problems, procedural problems and equipment problems. 
An outline of the corrective actions formulated in RBGs and IMFs is discussed in 
the PORC.

4.4. The G factor

It is obvious that we aim at maximum availability of our safety equipment. If 
safety equipment is not available, this has always to be reported by means of an
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G-Term Doel 3

Week numbers

G-Term Doel 4

Week numbers

FIG. 5. Evolution o f the G factor at Doel Units 3 and 4.
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unavailability file. We have to see to it that the number of unavailability files is 
minimal. The maintenance programme will play an important role in this respect: 
preventive maintenance should aim at reaching a higher degree o f availability for 
each system.

We also have to see to it that treating an unavailability takes a minimal period 
o f time. The necessary actions should be taken in order to rectify the unavailability 
as soon as possible. Here the Operations department as well as the Maintenance 
departments, in the broadest sense, play an important role. The purpose is to restrict 
the period of unavailability. This purpose can be measured through the G factor, 
which reflects the real intention time (T¡) and the maximum time allowed (Tmax), as 
prescribed in the Technical Specifications:

T1 max

Based on data over the past years, our objective is to keep the G factor under
26 at the Doel 3 and Doel 4 units. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the G factor at 
these units.

4.5. Externa] inspections and audits

For some time now at the Doel site we have been willing to expose ourselves 
to external audits and inspections. Several types of audit have already been 
performed:

(a) overall audits (e.g. Visurex, WANO, peer review);
(b) specific audits o f one particular unit, service or department (e.g. functioning 

of the Common Support Services, o f the Common Administrative Services);
(c) specific audit on a particular subject (safety instructions, environment investi

gation, team building, maintenance organization and cost awareness, Assess
ment of Safety Culture in Organizations Teams (ASCOT).

The main reason is that we want to lay ourselves open to criticism; want to 
learn from external experiences; and want to avoid a splendid isolation. All these 
audits, requested voluntarily, were made in quick succession, as a result of which 
it is an impressive task continuously to co-ordinate corrective actions, plans and 
overall policies resulting from these audits.

On the other hand, we oblige our staff to perform audits at other places all over 
the world, in order to have a wide and open view on the nuclear business in this way, 
too.
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Based on these examples, we have tried to give an idea o f the way we think 
safety culture can be introduced and reinforced at the Doel NPPs. It is however obvi
ous that consolidation and improvement of safety culture involve a continuous 
process which demands unflagging attention and coaching.

Safety culture needs permament and positive attention. Compare it with the 
birth of a baby. Making a baby is not so difficult. However, if  you are not willing 
to teach it to walk and to talk, it will never grow up. As it grows, teaching it, coach
ing it, becomes harder and harder. Improving safety culture will become likewise 
more and more difficult, but what a brilliant adult it can become!

5. CONCLUSIONS
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IMPLEMENTING SAFETY CULTURE 
IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY

H. WERDINE, Jr.
FURNAS Centrais Elétricas S.A .,
Angra dos Reis, RJ,
Brazil

A bstract

IMPLEMENTING SAFETY CULTURE IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY.
Angra 1 nuclear power plant is a 657 MW(e) PWR, located in Brazil, and designed by 

Westinghouse in the 1970s. Construction began in 1974 and commercial operation com
menced in January 1985. At Angra, in order to solve any problems we use two basic safety 
concepts: safety cannot be underestimated, jeopardized or neglected and feedback experience, 
both in-house and external, shall be maximized. In this respect, several tools are being used:
(a) A Total Quality Programme is being implemented with the participation of the majority 
of our employees, (b) An ‘5S’ programme was established within the plant, (c) A self- 
assessment methodology is being applied in the Chemistry Section, (d) A re-engineering 
process is being applied involving three related areas — the Plant Technical Support Division, 
Site Construction Engineering, and Corporate Headquarters Engineering, (e) The Head of the 
Divisions within the Plant shall possess or should have possessed a Senior Reactor Operator 
(SRO) licence, (f) The Plant Manager and his deputy are present when an operator is requali
fied in the simulator, (g) A programme very similar to the well-known ‘STAR’ is being pre
pared for implementation in 1995. STAR stands for: Stop, Think, Act, Review, (h) A formal 
programme was established involving all the managers of the Divisions together with the Plant 
Manager, who simultaneously visit the plant every two weeks, (i) An independent Safety 
Group was created. One of its missions is the development of a plant specific Level 1 
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), (j) An Outage Group was formed permanently, with 
a SRO licenced engineer as manager, (k) Every operator who manipulates any control in the 
control room shall possess a valid RO or SRO licence. (1) The Shift Supervisor position is 
occupied by a qualified engineer with at least a BSc degree.

1. INTRODUCTION

Angra 1 nuclear power plant (NPP) is a 657 MW(e) PWR, located in Brazil, 
South America, and designed by Westinghouse in the 1970s. Construction began in 
1974 and commercial operation commenced in January 1985. The operator is 
FURNAS Centrais Elétricas S.A. (henceforth simply FURNAS), a state owned 
company.
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FURNAS is basically a hydro based generating company. It has eight hydro 
power plants, one nuclear and two conventional thermal plants, with an installed 
capacity of 8123 MW(e). FURNAS also operates the transmission lines and 
transports a total o f 18 300 MW(e). It is also responsible for two hydro plants under 
construction with a capacity of 2000 MW(e) and a second NPP — Angra 2 — a 
German designed (KWU) plant, with the capacity of 1200 MW(e).

2. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Between core load in 1982 and commercial operation, more than three years 
passed. We suffered several design changes (The Three Mile Island accident was one 
of the causes) and several design problems were discovered as commissioning 
proceeded. In the period 1985-1995 we faced an enormous series of serious 
problems such as: burning of the main electrical generator (short circuit) twice; the 
replacement of all main condenser tubes; the replacement of all expansion joints of 
the mechanical penetrations in the containment; the replacement of the unit and the 
auxiliary transformers following short circuits on the original ones. Owing to a con
tinuous and increasing formation of gas, one main transformer of 760 MW capacity 
was also replaced. All inverters which fed the instrumentation buses were replaced 
and two more emergency diesel generators were installed. In 1986 the Chernobyl 
accident occurred, with drastic consequences for nuclear programmes throughout the 
world. In Brazil, with only one operating NPP, the pressure from the media and from 
the antinuclear organizations to discontinue the nuclear programme was enormous. 
As anyone can see, Angra 1 spent most of the time in shutdown mode and the media 
and opponents o f the nuclear option gave it the nickname of “ light fly” .

3. THE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL SITUATION OF BRAZIL

During this period, the economic and political situation of Brazil was unique. 
The inflation rate was extremely high (more than 40% per month) and politically 
speaking we were moving from a military to a democratic government. We had also 
a President of the Republic removed from his position following an impeachment 
ordered by our Congress. Several economic programmes were implemented, all of 
them restricting imports of all kinds as well as cutting the budgets of the state owned 
companies. FURNAS was also a victim of the system. One can imagine the difficul
ties the management of Angra 1 has faced in order to cope with these, nevertheless 
keeping an NPP in operation within all international and national codes of regula
tions, demonstrating to everyone that Angra 1 is a safe and reliable source of electric
ity for our market, mainly Rio de Janeiro and Sâo Paulo, with a combined population 
o f almost 20 million inhabitants.
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4. THE CHALLENGE TO ASSESS, DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT SAFETY
CULTURE AT ANGRA 1

With all those difficulties, we had to be creative. The basis for resolving every 
problem we faced was a statement: safety cannot be underestimated, jeopardized or 
neglected. This is our first safety concept.

We had to be creative, though. For example, where there was a lack of spare 
parts, we developed a methodology to derive a ‘substitute’, with an engineering and 
a safety review, both of them with an independent review and also submitted to a 
Safety Committee Meeting prior to implementation.

In order to show everybody, including ourselves, that our plant was giving 
safety the utmost attention, we asked the IAEA to visit our plant with the Operational 
Safety Review Team (OSART) and Assessment o f Significant Safety Event Team 
(ASSET) groups. We have received to date three OSARTs and two ASSETs. And 
in order to be updated with the international experience we are associated with the 
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) in the United States of America and 
with the World Association o f Nuclear Operators (WANO) in Europe. As an inter
national member of these associations we also received their peer review teams. 
FURNAS also maintains one engineer at INPO and another one at WANO serving 
as ‘staff’ and as ‘liaison’ between our company and those institutions. FURNAS also 
stimulates international participation in seminars, technical meetings and in missions 
such as OSART, ASSET, peer reviews, etc. In this case, the financial support of the 
IAEA was fundamental and essential. Our engineers participated in missions in the 
Russian Federation, Slovakia, the Republic of Korea, the United Kingdom, Slovenia 
and South Africa. We are about to receive similar support from INPO and WANO, 
which will certainly increase our expertise and provide feedback to enhance safe 
plant operation. Learning from external experience is an extremely important tool 
when aiming at the excellence we are pursuing. Hence the second concept: feedback 
experience, both in-house and external, shall be maximized.

5. PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF SAFETY CULTURE

Those missions and technical meetings gave Angra personnel ideas to imple
ment and enhance our safety culture. This concept, although somehow vague, was 
materialized by facts and attitudes, which in turn were transformed into procedures 
and training and incorporated into the way in which we operate our plant. For exam
ple, the document ‘Technical Specifications’ was carefully studied and we decided 
to translate it from English into Portuguese, incorporating the ‘Standard M odel’ as 
much as possible and revising the Limiting Conditions of Operations (LCOs) based 
on risk analysis. This revision is under way. We also developed ‘safety indicators’, 
a set o f graphs and curves that monitors the tendency of various parameters impor-
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LCO per month; (c) Time within LCO per month, by system. SWS =  service water system, 
EDG = emergency diesel generators, RHR = residual heat removal, SIS =  safety injection 
system.

tant to safety. These indicators are plant specific because they reflect special features 
of different cultures and policies, but the majority of them can be utilized in any 
plant.

Figures 1 to 3 are examples of such indicators. The IAEA Safety Series 
No. 75-INSAG-4, Safety Culture, was translated into Portuguese and lesson notes 
were based on it. Training programmes were formalized, given to every technician 
and incorporated in the General Requalification Training Modules. We also asked
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FIG. 2. Installed temporary modifications by system per month. Abbreviations are explained 
in Fig. 1.

Month

FIG. 3. Rate o f  removal o f temporary modifications. The goal is fo r the number o f removals 
to exceed the number o f installations. The number for each month represents the balance o f 
removals less installations.
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INPO to give us special training on Human Performance Enhancement Systems and 
the first training was given to control room personnel on the subject of Teamwork 
Aspects last June.

6. NUCLEAR SAFETY POLICY AT ANGRA 1

As previously stated, the document INSAG-4 was thoroughly analysed, 
reviewed and studied. Several discussions involving staff and corporate personnel 
were held and one common point, a most important one, was determined: a safety 
policy had to be established and approved by the highest organization in FURNAS. 
Finally, in April 1995, the chief executive officer and the Board of Directors 
approved the final version which specifies basically that “ safety comes first; opera
bility and reliability come immediately afterwards” .

The approval o f this policy allowed us to be more agressive in promoting this 
concept among the organizations within the Company. This was indeed important, 
yet these parts of the organization are continuously much more involved with con
ventional aspects o f commercial grade components for transmission lines, hydro and 
fossil fuelled plants. It was difficult for them to understand and accept Class IE , 
Classes 1, 2 and 3, N Stamp and similar classifications. Adequate procurement for 
nuclear and safety applications represented new tasks and challenges to be achieved 
by people used to conventional specifications and supplies.

Safety culture is a somewhat vague concept. It was used for the first time dur
ing the discussions promoted by the IAEA immediately after the Chernobyl accident 
in 1986. But although vague, it can be assessed by the attitudes of individuals and 
institutions. Incidents and events at any operating NPP are part o f our routine. In 
Angra 1 there are on average 40 to 50 events every year. Five to ten per cent of these 
are reportable to our regulatory body. Basically more than 95% of those events are 
rated zero or below zero on the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES). The 
remainder, up to now, has not exceeded Level 1. Nevertheless, an event is an event 
and should be avoided. When analysing the root causes we find that 75 to 80% of 
the events had human factors directly related.

Comparing these numbers with international data, we find they fall within the 
normal range, meaning that the problem is common among utilities.

In order to face the situation and find a solution, several tools are being used. 
Some examples are given:

•  A Total Quality programme is being implemented with the participation of the 
majority of our employees.

•  A 5S programme based on Japanese experience has been established within the 
plant.

•  A self-assessment methodology is being applied in the Chemistry Section.
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•  A re-engineering process is being applied involving three related areas — the 
Plant Technical Support Division, Site Construction Engineering, and Corporate 
Headquarters Engineering, so that they speak the same language as regards the 
speed and quality expected by the plant.

•  The Head of the Divisions within the plant shall possess or should have possessed 
a Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) licence, issued by our regulatory body.

•  The Plant Manager and his deputy are present when an operator is requalified in 
the simulator.

•  A programme very similar to the well-known ‘STAR’ is being prepared for 
implementation in 1995. STAR stands for: Stop, Think, Act, Review.

•  A formal programme was established involving all the managers of the Divisions 
together with the Plant Manager, who simultaneously visit the plant every two 
weeks. It was found to be very important to free the managers from their offices 
and paperwork and indeed proved extremely successful in cleaning up bad 
practices.

•  An independent Safety Group was created and one of its missions is the develop
ment of a plant specific Level 1 probabilistic safety assessment (PSA). The work 
carried out so far demonstrates that we are on the right path, within the schedule. 
For this task, we are receiving support from INPO and from the IAEA.

•  An Outage Group was formed permanently, with a SRO licenced engineer as 
manager. This Group developed a ‘Cold Shutdown Limiting Conditions’ proce
dure and for the next refuelling outage this will be in effect.

•  Every operator who manipulates any control in the control room shall possess a 
valid RO or SRO licence. This means that the Balance of Plant Operator must also 
be a certified RO.

•  The Shift Supervisor position is occupied by a qualified engineer with at least a 
BSc degree.

7. CONCLUSIONS

‘An accident anywhere is an accident everywhere. ’ In any nuclear event there 
is a component, a contributor, that is human related. The Three Mile Island and 
Chernobyl accidents are testimonies of that. Therefore, as nuclear professionals, we 
have to apply the utmost attention to safety related matters. Enhancement of nuclear 
safety must be pursued continuously. At Angra 1 we strive for that. There is always 
room for improvements. No relaxation is admissible. This conference and similar 
meetings are responses and short-cuts and as such should be encouraged.
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Abstract

ADVANCES IN THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN QUALITY AND SAFETY AT 
LOVIISA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT.

Many performance indicators of quality and safety of a high standard are typical of the 
Finnish nuclear power plants. One important factor in achieving good results is the principle 
of continuous improvement. The paper deals with this subject from many points of view. The 
reference base in developing the quality assurance programme, the international norms related 
to quality, have widened. The Finnish regulations have made constant progress. One base ele
ment in achieving a practical quality assurance programme was the attitude of scrutinizing 
quality and safety matters based on operational needs. The paper mentions some procedures 
to support the achievement of the desired quality and safety level. Operating experience feed
back is one of the most important areas. The paper presents the root cause analysis and the 
register of the minor incidents in detail. A vast number of modifications improving safety have 
been implemented at the two Loviisa units during their combined 33 years of operation. Three 
examples of recent improvements are presented. It is important to maintain a high level of 
quality expertise among the personnel, too. Analysis of reports of special events at the power 
plant clearly indicates that the aim of fast and instruction supported correct operator action 
to minimize detrimental effects has been achieved. The personnel also feels that the obser
vance of procedures is important and that the procedures and instructions are appropriate and 
reliable today. The concept of continuous development and improvement is part of the quality 
and safety activities adopted at the power plant. In the improvement of quality and perfor
mance, overall quality management is being emphasized more and more.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are four nuclear units in operation in Finland, two ABB type 710 MW 
BWRs in Olkiluoto and two WWER type 445 MW PWRs in Loviisa. Very high load 
factors and low occupational radiation doses are and have been characteristic of the
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operation of the Finnish nuclear power plants. Many other performance indicators 
of quality and safety are also of a high standard. The important factor in achieving 
good results is the continuous improvement of the plant and the procedures as well 
as o f the regulatory requirements.

This paper presents the application of the continuous improvement principle 
to quality and safety matters at Loviisa NPP, owned by Imatran Voima Oy (IVO), 
which is a part o f the state owned IVO Group, operating in several subsectors of 
energy. The presentation covers the development of the quality assurance (QA) 
programme, of some procedures, o f safety control and auditing, of personnel skills, 
and of the regulation and plant modifications.

2. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING ORGANIZATION OF THE
LOVIISA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

The main components of the Loviisa units were purchased at the beginning of 
the 1970s as part of the package including the delivery of fresh fuel and the return 
of spent fuel back to the then Soviet Union. IVO was the architect engineer. Western 
safety principles were adopted and the containment with Westinghouse ice con
densers was constructed by a licence arrangement. The plant automation was 
provided by Siemens. The main part of the civil works and auxiliary systems was 
purchased separately by IVO.

Because Loviisa was the first nuclear power plant in Finland, IVO recruited 
and trained the necessary personnel for carrying out the nuclear project and for oper
ating the plant as well as following established procedures and practices during con
struction. Loviisa 1 started operation in 1977 and Loviisa 2 in 1980.

Concurrently with the construction, IVO carefully prepared for the operation 
without any national experience in the operation of an NPP. There were neither a 
ready model nor procedures for operation from the main supplier: all of these had 
to be drawn up by IVO itself on the basis of its own needs and the Finnish require
ments. The Loviisa plant’s basic organization remained virtually unchanged through
out the operation, although the organization of the IVO Group has undergone many 
changes and the electricity market has been developing strongly.

In spite of the permanence of the basic organization, its details and activities 
have been under continuous development. These are dealt with below.

3. BACKGROUND FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT

During the startup of Unit 1 of the Loviisa nuclear power plant, US codes and 
standards (10-CFR-50 App. B, ANSI) provided the most important base for the
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development of the QA programme. In the 1980s, the IAEA’s NUSS quality assur
ance Code and related Safety Guides became the most important background 
material. In the 1990s, the ISO quality standards were included in the reference 
material used for the quality system assessment.

The Finnish Regulatory Body STUK (The Finnish Centre for Radiation and 
Nuclear Safety) issues Regulatory Guides (YVL-Guides), which shall be taken into 
account when improving procedures. New guides and new requirements are issued 
also during the period of plant operation and validity of the operation licences. 
Although the revised and new guides do not change previous decisions by STUK 
without a separate notice, they have, in practice, a strong influence on the develop
ment of the procedures.

Currently, there is a total of 67 YVL-Guides in force, the most important ones 
for the development of the QA arrangements being:

(a) YVL-Guide 1.4: Quality Assurance of Nuclear Power Plants (1st edition 1976, 
rev. 1 1991)

(b) YVL-Guide 1.9: Quality Assurance of Nuclear Power Plant Operation (1991)
(c) YVL-Guide 6.7: Quality assurance of nuclear fuel (1st edition 1983, rev. 1 

1994).

All these guides refer to IAEA’s NUSS QA Code and relevant QA Safety 
Guides.

A new guide, Utilization of Operating Experience at Nuclear Power Plants 
(YVL-Guide 1.11), was issued in 1995. Many procedures introduced in this guide 
had already been applied for a long time in one form or another.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLANT QUALITY ASSURANCE 
PROGRAMME

From the start of the nuclear project, IVO’s personnel acquainted itself with 
safety and quality assurance models applied abroad, and adopted their best features. 
This scrutiny was necessary, because the main part o f the detailed instructions origi
nated from the main supplier and yet, simultaneously, a different kind of safety and 
QA philosophy was preferred. Combining the various practices was a demanding 
task. This created, however, one of the main elements in achieving the practical QA 
programme. The QA professionals as well as the plant staff adopted the attitude of 
scrutinizing quality and safety matters by themselves very carefully. Thus proce
dures and methods undergo constant development, primarily based on operational 
needs, not so much on only meeting the formal standards and official requirements.

By the mid-1980s, after accumulating our own experience on QA action and 
the development of the official regulations, the time was right for the improvement 
of the QA programme documentation. An experienced senior engineer was
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QUALITY POLICY
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FIG. 1. Documentation o f the quality system.
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appointed as the QA engineer, specifically to co-ordinate and develop this work. 
Within a few years, the whole QA programme was evaluated, rewritten and partly 
new procedures were established. The structure and content o f the QA manual for 
operation was revised completely. In connection with this work, the co-ordinator 
also compared the plant procedures with the NUSS QA Code 50-C-QA and 
Safety Guide 50-SG-QA5. No notable deficiencies in the coverage of the Loviisa QA 
programme were found. However, on the basis o f the findings some more improve
ments have been put into practice.

Although the basic structure o f the QA documentation system (Fig. 1) has 
remained relatively unchanged for a long time, its progress has been gradual and still 
continues. The quality system description, compiled in 1989 and updated in 1992, 
could be an example.

The QA programme documentation, i.e. QA procedures and manuals, com
prises about 150 documents. These documents are used to control the documentation 
system consisting of instructions for operation, maintenance, technical support, 
training, etc., in total close to 3000 papers. Operation and other work tasks are con
trolled with operating orders and work orders, in which reference is made to the 
instructions.

The Quality Policy (1 page) and the description o f the quality system relating 
to NPPs of the IVO Group (14 pages) are corporate level documents.

5. KEY PROCEDURES

The QA procedures, or at least some of them, are tools for continuous 
improvement. They are used efficiently by the management and the personnel. The 
procedures include:

(a) updating and development of the QA documentation
(b) auditing
(c) management assessments o f the quality system
(d) quality assurance and Safety Meeting practices
(e) operating experience feedback procedures
(f) follow-up action.

5.1. U pdating and  developm ent o f QA docum entation

The updating practices of the QA programme documentation include cus-
tomary QA actions, such as defining the documents for updating, reviewing, check
ing, approving for use, e tc ., introduced in the QA standards. The updating procedure 
ensures a thorough assessment at certain intervals. It allows, however, updating of 
less important facts without any heavy bureaucracy using just one signature, namely 
that of the person responsible for updating. This has worked well in practice.
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In the 1980s, the updating intervals were kept quite short. In the 1990s, the 
decision was made to lengthen the intervals to a maximum of two years relating to 
QA manuals and four years relating to QA procedures.

Management assessments and QA audits give input information for improving 
QA procedures and instructions. The floor-level personnel is involved in the updat
ing work more and more. The personnel does this willingly and expects development 
in this direction. It has increasingly adopted the updating and gradual continuous 
improvement of the QA documentation into routine work. For the updating to be 
efficient, the situation is followed up regularly by the QA unit and the managers.

5.2. Auditing

The plant QA unit, consisting of two QA engineers, is responsible for internal 
auditing.

To enhance QA knowledge in the organization and to bring fresh ideas into QA 
action, jobs have been rotated between the QA unit and the rest o f the organization.

The main objective for auditing is to identify deviations between the proce
dures and the action. In addition, the QA engineers try, together with the persons 
participating in the auditing, to find improvements for procedures and instructions. 
By nature, the audits are communicative and constructive rather than police interro
gations. This is an essential feature in making everyone understand that auditing is 
assisting in the improvement of safety and quality o f the plant and the organizational 
processes.

Apart from the regular audit programme, other necessary audits are carried out 
at the suggestion of the management. One good practice, turned into a custom, is 
to have an audit during the refuelling outage. The objectives of these audits are deter
mined annually.

In 1994, the regular audit programme recorded about 20 remarks and the out
age audit about ten.

Self-assessment proves the attitude of the personnel to have become more and 
more understanding towards auditing.

5.3. M anagem ent assessments o f the quality system

The assessment of the effectiveness and coverage of the QA programme is 
composed of assessments by group managers, by the QA unit and by a person 
independent of the plant organization and the activities of the corporate level safety 
committee. The present methods have been developed step by step. A brief descrip
tion is given of the practices.
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5.3.1. Internal assessment method o f  the plant

The group managers and the QA unit of the plant annually asses the effective
ness and the coverage of the QA action and the need to improve it. Managers assess 
their own groups. The QA unit generally assesses the QA programme.

These separate assessment reports are discussed at the QA and Safety Meeting, 
and the results are recorded in the minutes. The items to be improved are included 
in the action plans.

5.3.2. Independent assessment

The Director in the Board o f Directors responsible for nuclear production is 
also responsible for the QA o f nuclear power plants at the corporate level. The plant 
manager is, however, fully responsible for the operative QA actions relating to 
the operation of the plant and reports on these as well as on other matters to the 
Director in the Board of Directors responsible for nuclear production. The Director 
in the Board of Directors orders the annually defined audits and assessments and 
other tasks relating to QA at the Loviisa NPP in the form of expert services. The 
person doing these assessments is independent of the plant organization. The assess
ment reports are discussed at the meeting of the Board of Directors. The items of 
the report are also discussed in the QA unit of the plant.

5.3.3. Safety committee

The safety committee does not write its own separate assessment report. At its 
meetings, it discusses the reports compiled by the responsible plant personnel.

5.4. Q uality Assurance and  Safety M eeting

In 1995, the previous Quality Assurance Meeting expanded to discuss also 
safety matters, and the name was changed to the Quality Assurance and Safety Meet
ing. This meeting is specialized and discusses various quality, QA and safety matters 
such as assessment reports of the QA programme, audit reports, corrective action, 
follow-up reports, etc. The meeting is competent to take decisions on matters to be 
discussed.

Besides the plant manager as the chairman of the meeting, the group managers, 
QA engineers, one of the plant safety engineers and the person doing independent 
QA work participate in the meeting.

This meeting practice involves the plant management actively in the handling 
of quality and safety matters. It is an effective way to give visible support to the QA 
unit besides being a clear manifestation of the commitment to quality by the 
management.
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This area covers data collection, processing, analysing and reporting methods 
such as:

(a) event reports, e.g. for special events, scrams and operational transients
(b) root cause analysis
(c) defect statistics
(d) other plants’ operating experience
(e) internal incidents with minor significance to safety (no reporting to STUK).

As examples from recent improvements, this paper deals with root cause anal
ysis and minor incidents handling systems.

5.5.1. Ropt cause analysis

Root cause analysis is a tool used to find the real reasons behind an event. The 
procedure of root cause analysis was established in 1991. The method used at the 
Loviisa NPP was developed by IVO International Ltd. The most important features 
of this method are the recurrence principle and the classification on the basis of the 
cause, the human factors and the organizational functions.

The present practice is that the analysis is generally done for an event with a 
special significance to plant safety (event with special report) or at the request of the 
plant manager or group managers.

The plant manager or his deputy nominates the members of the analysing group 
case by case, generally 2 -4  persons, depending on the significance of the event. The 
leader of the group is the safety engineer o f the plant.

Since the beginning of 1991, 15 events have been analysed. The experience 
is mostly positive; each analysis has brought about three to five corrective measures, 
which, in most cases, have been practical and cost effective. On the other hand, the 
method may be too heavy for simple cases, needing perhaps modification.

Very important feedback is that root cause analysing is a very demanding task 
and requires suitably skilled persons to do it, whose training is o f importance. Also, 
it is a case of learning by doing.

5.5.2. Experience feedback from  minor incidents

Minor incidents do not have to be reported to STUK or covered in any separate 
report. There is a procedure for such cases, called ‘Internal Report Request’. This 
procedure has not worked very well. Only a few requests have been made annually. 
Alternative methods have been debated. One promising method called ‘The Incident 
Register’ has been tested during outages.

5 .5 .  O p e r a t i n g  e x p e r ie n c e  f e e d b a c k
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The method is as follows: The QA unit lists all deficiencies which it discovers 
or of which it is informed. Everyone can report incidents to the QA engineers for 
this purpose. The QA engineers find out with the responsible persons whether these 
matters are compiled in a separate report and what kind of corrective action has been 
started. The summary is presented to the Quality Assurance and Safety Meeting and 
discussed, if necessary. During the refuelling outage of 1994, the QA unit recorded 
about 40 events.

The experience gained was so positive that it was decided to extend this prac
tice from outage also to operation.

5.6. Follow-up action

Many decisions on corrective action and improvements are based on the oper
ating experience, reviews and assessments. Successful implementation demands a 
follow-up action. During 1994, the QA unit developed further and updated a 
follow-up system by checking the status of the matters included in the follow-up 
system during the previous five years. Today, the follow-up lists are kept on a per
sonal computer.

The summary and progress of the follow-up lists is a permanent item on the 
agenda of the Quality Assurance and Safety Meeting, thus assisting the management 
to react in real time.

6. MODIFICATIONS TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY AND SAFETY
PERFORMANCE OF THE PLANT

The principle of continuous improvement is also applied in improvements 
made in systems and equipment o f the plant. A vast number of modifications improv
ing safety have been implemented at the two Loviisa NPP units during their com
bined 33 years of operation. The improvements are often initiated on the basis of 
plant experience. Today, probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is increasingly being 
used to support decision making and to prioritize measures.

Recent improvements include the following.

6.1. D econtam ination o f the p rim ary  circuit a t U nit 2

Because of the continuously increasing radiation levels measured inside the 
Loviisa 2 steam generator room from 1989 to 1992, and the extensive repair and 
inspection work in the vicinity of the primary circuit scheduled for the annual main-
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tenance outage in 1994, a decision was made to decontaminate the primary circuit 
of Loviisa 2 during the outage. Before the decontamination, the dose rate average 
measured on the surfaces of the Loviisa 2 primary circuit piping was almost fourfold 
that of Loviisa 1. An area of 17 000 m 2 was decontaminated with the CORD system 
(chemical oxidation reduction decontamination), which uses dilute permanganic and 
dicarboxylic acids as cleaning chemicals. The decontamination factors varied 
between 6 and 180, the average being about 40. This means that about 98% of the 
primary circuit radioactive oxide layer was removed. The final result was excellent 
and the collective dose for the personnel was remarkably low.

6.2. New structures for the containm ent building sum ps a t both units

After the well-known incident at Barsebàck NPP in Sweden in July 1992, a 
decision was promptly made to increase the screen surface of the sumps at the 
Loviisa plant units. Temporary modifications — installing an additional screen with 
smaller mesh — were implemented at Loviisa 2 in September-October 1992, and at 
Loviisa 1 in November 1992. After this ‘first aid’, the entire sump structure was 
redesigned. The sumps were assessed to be susceptible to clogging, although, even 
originally, they had protective screens for collecting loose material. Several hundred 
new filtering units were installed at Loviisa 1 and 2 during the 1993 annual main
tenance outages. In the new design, the two containment building sumps are divided 
into two compartments: water to cool the containment building is recirculated via one 
compartment and water to cool the reactor core via the other. The filtering units are 
cleaned — e.g. o f crushed insulation material collecting on their surfaces — by flush
ing with pressurized nitrogen. In the 1994 outage, the provisory system containing 
portable nitrogen cylinder batteries was replaced by stationary nitrogen tanks. These 
modifications made the new filtering surface about 20 times larger than the old filter
ing arrangement.

6.3. W ater chem istry adjustm ent in the secondary circuits of both units

A feedwater pipeline broke at Loviisa 1 in May 1990 and at Loviisa 2 in Febru
ary 1993, because of erosion/corrosion. One month before the start of the annual 
maintenance outage of 1994, the secondary circuit water chemistry of Loviisa 2 was 
gradually changed from neutral to alkaline hydrazine water chemistry. This measure 
related to extensive clarification work under way at Imatran Voima Oy to tackle 
secondary circuit erosion/corrosion problems. The water chemistry adjustment was 
aimed at eliminating the effect o f erosion/corrosion on the secondary circuit piping 
of carbon steel. The chemical conditions were first changed at Loviisa 2, since 
erosion/corrosion had progressed there faster than at Loviisa 1. A similar adjustment 
will be implemented at Loviisa 1 in the 1995 outage.
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7. PERSONNEL SKILLS

In parallel with the development o f procedures, it is important to maintain a 
high level of quality expertise in the personnel. When analysing reports o f special 
events at the power plant, it can clearly be seen that the operators’ actions have 
mostly been correct, fast and instruction-supported. This has resulted in minimizing 
detrimental effects. The operators’ regular simulator training and qualification have 
contributed to this. With reference to the above, it is essential that modifications are 
reflected by updating the simulator. The self-assessment on the attitude of the person
nel confirmed the fact that the operators have contemplative and analytic minds; even 
the smallest of incidents come under thorough discussion among the operators.

In addition to the professional skills of the Loviisa NPP personnel, attention 
is also paid to the skills o f outside personnel coming to work at the plant. The plant 
has developed advanced methods to select contractors and to train their personnel in 
the procedures to be observed at the plant. As a subject of audit during the outage 
of 1995, it was decided to pay special attention to the adoption of the training given 
to the outside workers.

Observance of the procedures is considered important in the plant organization 
and, based on the self-assessment performed, the personnel today feels that the 
procedures and instructions are appropriate and reliable. This attitude c f  the person
nel is considered important and conducive to the observance of the procedures.

8. CONCLUSION

The concept of continuous development and improvement is an essential part 
o f the quality and safety activities adopted by the power plant. In order to maintain 
the high level o f safety and reliability at the plant, numerous backfittings have been 
made on the basis o f operational experience and new safety requirements. Although 
it may be difficult to distinguish between concrete and quantitative effects of QA 
activities and overall activities, it is evident that the QA work has contributed 
to maintaining the availability o f Loviisa NPP on a high level by international 
standards, without any serious events threatening its operation.

In the improvement of quality and performance, overall quality management 
is being emphasized more and more. The goal of continuous improvement is to main
tain a high safety level at the power plant, at the same time ensuring that a high avail
ability level can be maintained, despite ageing of the plant.
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A bstract

IMPROVEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY IN UKRAINE.
The paper provides brief information on nuclear energy in Ukraine, the structure of its 

management, and the regulatory-technical basis for safety requirements relating to nuclear 
power in Ukraine. The paper discusses the main approaches used by the operating organiza
tions during the development of safety reports and current programmes on improvement of 
safety of Ukrainian NPPs in operation or under construction. It also includes the programmes 
developed within the framework of the international assistance provided by the European 
Commission to Ukraine. The paper also describes some safety measures, the realization and 
implementation of which is in the first stage. This will last from two to four years, up to the 
completion of probabilistic safety analysis and reports on safety.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are currently five NPPs covering fourteen units in Ukraine. In 1994 their 
share of electricity production averaged more than a third of the gross electrical out
put of Ukraine.

The unit types and their commissioning dates are shown in Table I.
From the table one can see that WWER 1000-type PWRs are the basis o f 

nuclear energy in Ukraine.
Safety problems relating to the operation o f the above mentioned types will 

therefore be considered further.
No less consideration is being given to other unit safety problems in Ukraine 

(particularly Chernobyl NPP). But this matter must be considered separately.

2. NORMATIVE BASIS AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

In February 1995, the Ukrainian parliament approved the law ‘On Utilization 
o f Nuclear Energy and Radiation Safety’ defining the functions, rights and responsi
bilities of the physical and the juridical persons of the State management and the
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T A B L E  I. U N IT  T Y P E S  A N D  C O M M IS S IO N IN G  D A T E S

Name of NPP
Number 
of unit

Unit type
Reactor 

plant type
( ’nrr,missioning

date
Notes

Zaporozhe 1 WWER-1000 V-320 1984

2 WWER-1000 V-320 1985

3 WWER-1000 V-320 1986

4 WWER-1000 V-320 1987

5 WWER-1000 V-320 1989.

6 WWER-1000 V-320 1995 planned
(Sep.)

Rovno 1 WWER-440 V-213 1980

2 WWER-440 V-213 1981

3 WWER-1000 V-320 1989

South Ukraine 1 WWER-1000 V-302 1982

2 WWER-1000 V-338 1985

3 WWER-1000 V-320 1989

Khmelnitski 1 WWER-1000 V-320 1989

Chernobyl 1 RBMK-1000 — 1977

2 RBMK-1000 1978 Stopped after fire
suppression of the
turbine generator

3 RBMK-1000 1980 in 1991.

regulatory bodies dealing with utilization and regulatory activities within the frame
work of nuclear energy.

Figure 1 presents the nuclear energy management structure in Ukraine.
W W ER-1000 power unit designs were developed at the beginning of the 1970s 

in conformity with the safety norms and the regulations in force in the former USSR 
at that time. They are as follows:

— General Criteria for Ensuring NPP Safety
— Code of Regulations on NPP Nuclear Safety
— Norms on Strength Calculation (1973), etc.
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WWER-1000 power unit designs have a fairly high safety level which is 
characterized by:

— availability o f barriers for the defence in depth approach;
— threefold redundancy of the safety systems (3 x  100%);
— availability of the containment designed for off-site impact and retention of the 

internal pressure with coolant leaking as a result of pipeline breaks in the 
primary circuit;

— high degree of automatic process control including safety unit shutdown.

Ensuring safety for all design basis accidents including guillotine break of the 
primary circulation pipeline is the main criterion o f WWER-1000 designs. Deter
ministic approaches were used widely during the design stage.

FIG. 1. Ukrainian nuclear energy organization structure.
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From the end of the 1980s until the beginning of the 1990s new normative 
documents were developed and implemented. They are as follows:

— General criteria for Ensuring Safety
— Regulations on the Structure and the Safe Operation of NPP Equipment
— Regulations on NPP nuclear safety and others were developed taking into 

account operating experience with nuclear energy, including IAEA recommen
dations. The criteria were defined more strictly and in greater detail.

At the same time newly calculated codes have been developed which will 
permit probabilistic analysis o f the impact of various realistic initial events on safety.

The Ukrainian regulatory body therefore proposed requirements to bring 
operating NPP designs into line with the requirements of the new regulations as well 
as carrying out safety analysis on the operating units.

As Ukrainian requirements regarding the contents o f the safety analysis report 
are not available, it was proposed that the operating organizations (NPPs) should 
develop the report in conformity with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
Regulatory Guide 1.70 used when developing the new document on safety validation 
whilst replacing the design document in force, the ‘Technical Safety Report’ (TSR) 
which was developed in conformity with current requirements, norms and regula
tions in the field of nuclear energy.

To eliminate this contradiction a new document, ‘Requirements for the 
Contents of Safety Reports for Operating Units’, has been developed by the experts 
of GOSKOMATOM of Ukraine and is under consideration by the Ukrainian 
regulatory body.

The basis o f this new document is the current TSR with the addition of 
probabilistic safety calculations and assessments, material on generalized operating 
experience, environmental impact assessments, and additional design solution calcu
lations and validations which are not available in TSR.

3. SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME FOR NPPs IN OPERATION

With the introduction of the new regulations, the operating organizations, 
along with the Energoproject Design Institute, have developed a design analysis and 
listed the design deviations from these regulations. These deviations have been 
included as a separate part in the TSR, the main design document substantiating 
NPP safety.

Measures to bring the units into line with the requirements of the newly 
introduced regulations have been developed for each power unit. These include:

(1) Measures which may be implemented during operation or planned main
tenance. For example, changing the equipment category from the point o f view
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of safety impact requires expanding the scope of the pipeline metal check and 
additional calculations.

(2) Other measures concerning replacement of the main equipment, reconstruction 
and replacement of the control and monitoring systems may be implemented 
only during a long term power unit shutdown for reconstruction. The new cal
culated validations based on probabilistic safety analysis taking into account 
the ‘risk — expenses’ approach should be carried out first, as well as compen
sating technical-organizational measures.

For example, to provide safety system operability if  the containment 
sump gauze filters are blocked, organizational measures for operators’ activi
ties during large leaks have been developed and implemented; changes have 
been made in the construction of the containment sump gauze filters, and a 
system permitting cooling down the reactor core on the tripped reactor using 
the fuel pond cooling down system has been developed and installed at a series 
of units.

Furthermore, development of the new types of heat insulation for the 
containment equipment is taken into account.

(3) There are also measures which it is not possible to carry out, for technical 
reasons or because of the high capital expense.

For example, building containments over the present power units (for 
WWER-440), building traps for retention of nuclear fuel melts on loss of 
circuit 1 or 2 coolant, building passive heat removal systems to cater for NPP 
fall black-out and non-operability of emergency power supply systems, protec
tion from possible defects important for systems and equipment safety arising 
from off-site impact, etc.

If  calculations show a high enough probability of such events (more than 
10~7) these events are considered to be accidents beyond the design basis and there
fore compensating technical-organizational countermeasures shall be developed.

At the end of 1994 Ukraine joined the International Convention on Nuclear 
Safety. Consequently, Ukrainian NPPs have started to develop safety reports. It is 
planned to complete this work in 1997.

The basis o f the reports in development is considered to be the TSR, with 
added environmental impact assessments, operating results, and probabilistic calcu
lations not available in the design. While carrying out these assessments material 
from the assessments done on IAEA designs for WWER-440 NPPs as well as the 
W W ER-1000 safety assessment done by French and German experts for Stendal 
NPP and the assessments done by Rovno NPP experts with the German-French firm 
Riskaudit are used.

Earlier developments on safety improvements at Ukrainian NPPs were carried 
out in conformity with the ‘Integrated Safety Improvement M easures’ in force until 
1991 and were developed for all the NPPs of the former USSR. However, they did
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not reflect priorities, did not take into account the financial possibilities of the NPP 
or deviations from the requirements of the newly introduced regulations.

At the beginning of 1994 GOSKOMATOM experts along with the NPPs’ 
experts developed the new ‘WWER NPP Safety Improvement Programme’, which 
was approved by the regulatory body. Later an analogous programme was developed 
for Chernobyl NPP.

In developing the programme the experts took into account the following 
aspects:

— sufficiency of the conservative approaches adopted in design;
— reactor plant self-protection level;
— provision for safety barrier integrity and protection;
— level o f available technical solutions and design documentation;
— availability and sufficiency o f the diagnostic system;
— training level and safety culture of the operational personnel;
— state of technical and organizational measures on beyond design basis accident 

management;
— possibility of implementing the measures during the next four years, namely, 

up to completing the probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) and developing new 
measures taking PSA into account.

The measures thus selected were classified against a four-mark methodology, 
as used by the IAEA, depending on the defence in depth approach and which will 
be implemented during the next four years.

A ‘Programme on the first priority activities for NPP safety improvement’ has 
been compiled. The main directions of the activities covered by this Programme are 
as follows:

(1) Implementation of technical and organizational measures for enforcement of 
defence in depth (power control, fuel cooling down, radioactive material reten
tion, IAEA classification Level 3-4).

(2) Implementation of technical and organizational measures for preventation of 
initiating events (operational experience and feedback in the areas of personnel 
training; maintenance, tests and inspection of the process systems and 
equipment; development of manuals on operation, tests, radiation safety; 
development of an emergency operational manual).

(3) Implementation of technical and organizational measures on emergency 
management and mitigation of consequences (emergency management 
strategy; technical-engineering emergency management means; personnel 
training and development of emergency management manuals; fault emer
gency activities and radiological monitoring).

(4) Preparation of materials on the safety validations of the adopted design solu
tions based on probabilistic analysis of the impact of the adopted technical solu
tions on safety.
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Derived from expert assessments in the four areas listed above, technical and 
organizational measures essential to NPP safety have been drawn up.

These measures are carried out in two stages:

— at the first stage organizational and governing documents on preventing the 
events which initiate the emergencies will be developed and measures on 
minimizing their consequences (Level 4) and emergency situations manage
ment (based on the available analyses and the list of the emergencies) will be 
put into force;

— at the second stage other measures will be developed and implemented, aiming 
to achieve a safety level based on the probabilistic criteria.

The safety level achieved while implementing the measures of the ‘Programme 
on WWER-440, -1000 NPP safety improvement’ will be estimated after carrying out 
probabilistic safety analysis which will reveal the contribution of each measure to the 
safety target.

Following the completion of the Rovno Unit 4 and Khmelnitski Unit 2 
W W ER-1000 power units in Ukraine and the programme of safety improvement of 
Ukrainian NPPs, the Kiev ‘Energoproject’ Design Institute along with the French 
company EDF and some Russian institutes developed a programme of modifications 
and safety improvements for WWER-1000 power units under construction.

This programme takes into account the operating experience of all 
WWER-1000 power units, changes carried out at power units put into operation 
earlier, and recommendations on improvement of the power units given in various 
reports and assessments, including international investigations.

The programme covers all operating aspects:

— personnel training
— quality assurance
— documentation assurance
— technical improvements.

The programme is subdivided into three stages:

(1) measures which will undoubtedly be implemented prior to putting the new 
power units into operation;

(2) measures which may be carried out after putting the power units into operation;
(3) fulfilment of calculated and designed validations on the basis of which further 

improvements will be adopted and implemented.

Fulfilment of this programme in its entirety will be possible only with the help 
of foreign investors. Currently this programme is being prepared for submission to 
the European Commission.

This programme may be used for modifying and improving the Ukrainian 
W W ER-1000 power units in operation.
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The development of an analogous programme for WWER-440 is nearing com
pletion. These programmes may be submitted to the IAEA and may be considered 
basic programmes for safety improvements and reconstruction of WWER-1000 and 
WWER-440 power units both in Ukraine and in other countries.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFETY IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

Taking into account that fulfilment of the probabilistic safety analysis and 
development of the equipment reconstruction designs will require a significant period 
of time (two to four years), based on operating experience and expert assessments 
decisions have been taken and a series of reconstructive works is being carried out 
with the purpose of improving the safety level of the operating power units.

The works are as follows:

— changing the accumulator cells for ‘Varta’ cells which are more reliable and 
which take seismic effects into account;

— exchanging smooth power supply automatics (SPSA) for more reliable Varta 
ones has begun;

— contracts have been signed for the process automatic system reconstruction, 
which will be carried out by the Westron joint facility created by the American 
corporation Westinghouse and the Ukrainian industrial-scientific Hartron 
union (a developer of cosmic control systems);

— a new technique for changing switches of low reliability is under development;
— following tenders, Westinghouse was chosen as an alternative fuel producer; 

this will accelerate a solution to the problems of fuel assembly deformation and 
will improve the reactor handling as well;

— work on building the full-scale simultor at Khmelnitski NPP and South Ukraine 
NPP is starting;

— a Siemens manipulator for the remote circuit I equipment metal check has been 
supplied and is in the pre-operational stage.

— a quality assurance programme is being developed;
— a new operational documentation system (including symptom based emergency 

operational instructions) is under development.

5. CONCLUSION

WWER-1000 units form the basis of Ukrainian NPPs. These have a reasonably 
high safety level. However, the new norms and regulations in Ukraine will require 
all NPPs to meet new safety requirements. A decision on the activities in detail will 
be taken after carrying out probabilistic calculations and safety assessments in con
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formity with the developed requirements. These activities should be completed in 
1997. All the same, based on operational experience and assessments carried out of 
the different programmes, including the international ones, a programme of first 
priority activities for safety improvement, which will maintain the current reasonable 
safety level, has been developed and implemented in Ukraine.

Within the framework of international assistance to Ukraine on completion of 
construction of the high readiness units, the Ukrainian organizations along with the 
Russian institutes have developed a modification programme for WWERs under con
struction which may be submitted to the IAEA and may be considered as basic while 
modification and reconstruction programmes are being drawn up for WWER units 
in operation.
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A bstract

OPERATIONAL SAFETY EVOLUTION IN SPANISH NUCLEAR UNITS.
Within the European Union, Spain is the fourth largest producer of nuclear power and 

the third in terms of reliance on this kind of electricity generation. At present, the total nuclear 
capacity installed is 7400 MW(e), of which 6780 came into commercial operation between 
1981 and 1988. During the past decade Spain has mainly been involved with construction 
activity. However, Spain has more than 100 reactor-years of operating experience and new 
regulations, regulatory guides and requirements have been introduced. The nuclear experience 
acquired and the degree of maturity achieved during the past 20 years have made it evident 
since the beginning of the 1980s that additional measures would be needed in order to reach 
the intended level of safety, reliability and economic operation of Spanish nuclear units. New 
safety criteria and methodologies developed through the 1980s and safety and quality culture 
concepts were considered as well. A systematic evaluation programme for two units (Santa 
Maria de Garofla and José Cabrera NPPs) built to earlier standards was developed and signifi
cant post-Three Mile Island requirements were implemented for the remaining Spanish units. 
The paper summarizes the organization structures established by the Spanish nuclear sector 
to follow and covers significant safety and operational issues and the important areas in which 
safety improvements were made to upgrade operational safety in our nuclear power plants. 
Areas such as probabilistic safety analysis and its applications, technology innovation incorpo
rated in some safety systems, accident management procedures and guidance, operational 
experience feedback, safety and quality culture programmes, etc., are described in the paper, 
with the lessons learned from each process and the benefits obtained.

1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

The development of nuclear power, as a source of generating electricity, began 
in the mid-1950s and since then it has constituted an important supplier o f energy 
in most o f the industrialized countries.

Nuclear energy growth during the 1960s and 1970s was accompanied by the 
application of the well-known concept of ‘defence in depth’ mainly focused on inci
dents prevention, since incidents are always the precursors of accidents, and on 
accident mitigation, if any accident should take place, as a second step towards 
protection of public health and safety.
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When the 1979 Three Mile Island (TMI) accident happened, there was a clear 
messsage for the nuclear industry that additional measures should be considered so 
as to avoid any repetition of such a severe accident.

Both the regulatory bodies and the industry made a deep analysis of this acci
dent and introduced enhancements to prevent similar technical and human failures 
happening again. Several key issues were pointed out as failings which had not been 
identified or even considered before as being of great importance or having the 
potential to become the dominant cause of failures.

Everyone acknowledged that nuclear power plant operations were complex and 
tightly coupled and the Kemeny and Rogovin reports underlined the significance of 
people-related problems, deficiencies in the organizations’ structures and manage
ment problems.

Considerations such as human factors, management involvement, organiza
tional behaviour, regulatory environment and institutional structures were recog
nized as pláying a major role in avoiding failures. Consideration of human factors 
and managerial aspects was taken into account as a new techology to be carefully 
studied.

New US regulatory requirements were issued, the Post-TMI Action Plan and 
new Nuclear Regulatory Commission safety criteria contained in several NUREG 
documents, to establish plant design and procedures for modifications, bearing in 
mind that another accident like that at TMI could mean the end o f the nuclear 
industry, at least in the USA.

Even before the TMI accident, the Atomic Energy Commission (the US 
regulatory body at that time) had begun a design review programme for the oldest 
stations, in 1977. This programme, called the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP), 
had the goal o f identifying those improvements which whould be made in the first 
generation units (operating plants from the 1960s and early 1970s) to adapt them to 
current safety standards.

As a consequence, it was considered necessary for the Spanish units of the first 
and second generation to develop a re-evaluation programme in order to create safety 
conditions which embody the requirements resulting from US standards, the TMI 
accident and other subjects which were specific to the particular plant in question. 
This programme started at the beginning of the 1980s.

In 1986 the Chernobyl accident occurred and the IAEA established a group of 
experts to draw conclusions from this accident. They issued the report INSAG-1, 
further expanded in two additional important reports, INSAG-3 and INSAG-4, to 
provide guidance to assess the safety culture of individuals and organizations 
engaged in nuclear power activities.

As stated in INSAG-4, safety culture has two general components. The first 
is the necessary framework within an organization and the responsibility of the 
management hierarchy; the second is the attitude of staff at all levels in responding 
and benefitting from the framework. Thus, the management of safety and the
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involvement of staff are key factors for achieving a good safety culture. On the other 
hand it is recognized that safety and quality are synonymous attributes in good 
performers.

This paper provides a general overview of the framework developed by the 
Spanish utilities and owners of NPPs, to consider the new safety criteria and metho
dologies as evolved through the 1980s and the safety and quality culture concepts 
as well.

2. THE SPANISH NUCLEAR PROGRAMME

Nuclear power generation with nine units in operation at seven sites contributes 
a third of all electricity production in Spain (Fig. 1).

Year after year we have had favourable nuclear plant operating results which 
underline the efficiency of the organizations involved and of the professionals in 
charge of the installations, thus contributing to improving the public image of nuclear 
power in our country and of our nuclear industry abroad.

As stated in INSAG-4, safety culture has two general components. The first 
is the necessary framework within the nuclear organization and the responsibility of 
the management hierarchy. The second is the attitude of the staff members at all 
levels in responding and benefitting from the framework.

Thus, the Spanish NPP utility owners decided to achieve co-ordination of 
nuclear activities within the framework of the Electricity Sector (UNESA).

At UNESA, issues relating to nuclear energy are co-ordinated by the Nuclear 
Energy Committee (CEN), which, as the organization responsible for such matters, 
reports to the UNESA Management Committee made up by the general managers 
of the different member utilities. In carrying out its activities, the CEN receives 
support from the UNESA Nuclear Division.

The CEN is currently made up of the nuclear vice-presidents in the electricity 
utilities and the directors of the NPPs. The Committee, whose mission is to co
ordinate plant operations, performs its activities through five area-specific Commis
sions (Operations, Nuclear Safety, Nuclear Fuel, Wastes and Dismantling, and 
Nuclear Communications). The Nuclear Insurance and Nuclear Plant Administrators 
groups also report to the Committee (Fig. 2).

The CEN meets on a monthly basis, dealing with the management, supervision 
and tracking of the tasks performed by the difieren Commissions and taking 
appropriate decisions. The Committee also prepares the meetings of the Nuclear 
Safety Council-Electricity Sector Liaison Committee and the Spanish nuclear fuel 
supplier (ENUSA) and the national radioactive waste storage company (ENRESA) 
Parity Commissions, and organizes Spanish participation in international and over
seas organizations. With regard to international affairs, the most significant is the 
relationship with the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) and with the
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U N E S A  

Nuclear Energy Committee structure

FIG. 2. Nuclear Energy Committee (CEN) structure.

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) in relation to improvement of plant 
operations. Also important is Spain’s collaboration in enhancing the safety of the 
nuclear plants o f Eastern Europe.

A summary of the important activities carried out by the CEN during the last 
two years is presented in Fig. 3 to give an idea of the kind of tasks and duties of 
this Committee.

In the early 1980s, the Spanish NPPs also formed owners groups (PWR and 
BWR) to consider topics specifically applicable to these types o f plant besides those 
technical and safety activities treated in the CEN. These Spanish owners groups have 
a main goal of exchanging knowledge, operating experience and significant informa
tion on specific licensing, safety and operating issues so as to reach unified positions 
and better understanding of any applicable subject.

Finally, each NPP organization incorporates its own functional structure defin
ing clearly the management hierarchy, lines of responsibility, functions of key posts, 
significant plant manuals, procedures and training requirements. It is completely 
described in an important licensing document called “ Reglamento de Funciona
miento”  (Rules of Procedures) which has yet to be approved by the Spanish 
authorities.

Through the above depicted scenario that contemplates a tight and cohesive 
nuclear structures organization in Spain, we may say that we have developed an 
appropriate framework, from which the plants’ environment can benefit, and signifi
cant safety and operational issues are being co-ordinated and given the attention they 
deserve.
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U N E S A

•  OPERATION
- Exchange of operating experience
- Seminars and topical sessions
- Technical exchange visits with Eastern and Japanese NPPs

• NUCLEAR S A FETY
- Establishment of criteria for relations between NPPs and regulatory body
- Marginal issues for nuclear safety
- Collaboration with regulatory body on safety issues 

(Training simulators, 10-year NPP revision, etc.)

• NUCLEAR FUEL
- Fuel element failures
- Fuel cost analysis
- Fuel procurement

• RADIOACTIVE W A STE AND DECOMMISSIONING
- Agreement with ENRESA for reduction of radwaste volume
- Analysis with ENRESA of spent fuel storage options
- Decommissioning of Vandellós I

• NUCLEAR COM M UNICATIONS
- Six-month report on NPP performance
- Co-ordination of communication activities with Atomic Forum and Spanish 

Nuclear Society

• ECONOM IC AND ADMINISTRATIVE M ATTERS
- Operation and Maintenance Cost study
- Information exchange among NPPs on services and supply contracts

• R & D  
1991-1994 period:
- Area of Severe Accidents: LACE, ACE, ICAP and PHEBUS projects completed
- intergranular stress corrosion and steam generator projects applied to 

Spanish NPPs
- Advanced simulation models and NPP databank projects completed
- 15 new research projects initiated:

n 9 related to steam generator tubing
о 2 related to residual lifetime 
□ 4 other operational issues

FIG. 3. Main nuclear energy related activities.

3. OPERATIONAL SAFETY PROGRESS IN SPANISH NUCLEAR UNITS

As we know, since the mid-1970s, the pace of regulatory activities has substan
tially increased. Through the 1980s, there has been a steady increase in the number 
of new regulations and regulatory guidance. We have had to take these regulatory 
standards into consideration in our Spanish NPP design and operation, which has 
been carried out in strict adherence with Spanish regulations, regulatory body safety
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FIG. 4. Performance indicators o f Iberdrola NPPs.
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PAST:
Defence in depth 

+
Safety principles

Prevention

Mitigation

Safety design 
Quality
Technical specifications

Systems
Abnormal procedures 
Emergency plan

PRESENT : Defence in depth and safety principles
+

Additional measures

- PSA/IPE and applications
- Operating experience feedback
- New training methods
- Human factors technology 
-ALARA
- Emergency/accident management procedures
- Indicators and trends analysis
- Safety culture programme

FIG. 5. Evolution of nuclear safety concept.

guides, IAEA-NUSS guidance and the applicable US regulations. In spite of this sur
plus of regulatory standards we were able to manage safety and production with what 
can be considered as good results. Some of the Iberdrola1 owned NPPs perfor
mance data in recent years are shown in Fig. 4.

The nuclear experience acquired in the past 20 years and the degree of maturity 
we were achieving as a nuclear industry made it clear that additional measures had 
to be considered in conjunction with a more effective process for obtaining the 
intended level of safety, reliability and economic operation of our nuclear units.

Therefore the Spanish units focused their attention on the following important 
areas (Fig. 5):

— Continuous applications o f the defence-in-depth philosophy and principles of 
safety defined in the NUSS codes.

— Development of probabilistic safety analysis and individual plant evaluations 
(PSA/IPE) to look for plant vulnerabilities and to apply this tool in the regula
tory and licensing fields, jointly with deterministic safety analysis.

— Internal and external operational experience feedback analysis as a key mea
sure to prevent abnormal and transient events and potential accidents, with our 
participation in INPO and WANO.

1 Iberdrola is the owner of the Cofrentes NPP and has shares in other Spanish nuclear
units.
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— More emphasis on training, retraining, procedure updates and quality 
measures to assure operational safety.

— The application of human factors technologies to support and assist the plant 
operators in man-machine and man-man interactions during normal plant 
operations and under incident situations.

— Continuous improvement in radiological protection taking into account the 
ALARA principle and new international criteria as set out by the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP).

— Co-ordination and integration of applicable accident management procedures 
and guidance as developed by the US owners group, in which we have been 
foreign members since the early 1980s.

— Establishing a performance indicators programme to analyse plant trends and 
assess plants’ overall programmes.

— Following the development of safety culture and continuous quality improve
ment concepts and the mechanism for their application in the nuclear 
organizations.

We therefore had to consider new safety criteria and methodologies and we 
were committed to implement a systematic evaluation for the old units and to apply 
a continuous evaluation programme for the remaining units.

3.1. Assessment of the  Systematic Evaluation Program m e of José C abrera
and  Santa M aría  de G aroña plants

The two Spanish first generation NPPs, which came into operation in 1969 and 
1971, were planned and constructed in the 1960s. At that time, the plants’ design 
was not governed by a systematic set of criteria with universal acceptance. The two 
plants are of different design. The older, José Cabrera NPP, is a one loop Westing
house PWR and the second, Santa María de Garoña NPP, a General Electric, 
BWR-3/Mark-I.

At the beginning of the 1970s the incorporation of US Standards in the General 
Design Criteria o f Nuclear Power Plant (Appendix A to Federal Code 10-CFR-50) 
obliged these Spanish units to make certain improvements which were implemented 
in the first years of operation, fundamentally in matters involving gaseous and liquid 
effluents. However, when the NRC began a design review programme for the plants 
built to earlier standards called Systematic Evaluation Programme (SEP), the Span
ish regulatory body requested for José Cabrera NPP in 1981, followed by Santa 
María de Garoña in 1983, an SEP with the goal o f identifying those improvements 
which should be implemented to adapt the plants to current safety standards, includ
ing the lessons learned from the TMI accident, which had resulted in new safety 
criteria being put into force.
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The Spanish SEP required an action programme to cover the following 
objectives:

— Review of the safety level in the light of: own operating experience, degree 
of accomplishment of conformance with the latest regulations results and limits 
and conditions of the licences; safety criteria originating from the TMI accident 
and conditions of the SEP commenced in the US NPP of a similar design.

— Definition of design modifications or other corrective actions.
— Establishment o f a schedule for modification implementation.

The evaluations led to identifying a set o f modifications needed in the plant to 
improve plant safety. The modifications were agreed upon in several meetings with 
the Spanish Nuclear Safety Council and the operating licence amendments were 
issued to establish a schedule for resolution of the more significant items in the areas 
of fire protection, seismic qualification, environmental qualification as well as 
redundancy and physical separation of electrical components, control room habitabil
ity, nuclear steam supply system integrity and combustible gases control.

The final scope of the modifications and the programme to be carried out were 
also established with short, medium and long term actions. Modifications were made 
to mechanical systems, electrical systems, instrumentation and control (I&C) sys
tems, liquid and gaseous waste treatment systems and civil works for new structures 
and buildings (Fig. 6).

The José Cabrera SEP was completed in October 1985 and the Santa Maria 
de Garoña SEP in January 1986.

Both SEPs produced positive reactions. As a result, a great number of modifi
cations and costly studies were accomplished which have significantly improved the 
safety of these plants, updating them to the safety standards in force in the 
mid-1980s. Additionally, important changes in plant documentation were made 
such as:

— A new Safety Analysis Report was adapted to the scope of the US guidelines.
— New Operating Technical Specifications were also adapted to the US standards 

in force.
— Symptom based Emergency Operating Procedures were published.
— All Accident Analyses were revised and new analyses not initially considered 

were prepared.
— An Operational Quality Assurance Programme was established and 

implemented.
— Other documents were edited or revised, e.g. the Radiological Protection 

Manual, the Fire Protection Manual and the Site Emergency Plan.

Both SEP programmes achieved the objectives mapped out, bringing both 
Spanish NPPs to a similar degree of compliance with regulations and standards as 
the plants constructed during the late 1970s and early 1980s, which went into com
mercial operation in the past decade.
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JO S E  CABRERA 

Mechanical systems Electrical systems

• Safety injection
•  Residual heat removal
• Auxiliary feedwater
•  Esential service water
•  Component cooling water
•  Spent fuel pit cooling
• Post-accident sampling
•  Overpressure mitigation
•  Heating, ventilation, air conditioning
• Fire protection
•  Diesel generator auxiliary system
•  Liquid radwaste treatment

• Alternating current (AC)
•  Direct current (DC)
• Vital services
• Off-site power support

Control and instrumentation

• Reactor protection system
• Engineered safety features actuation
• Post-accident instrumentation
•  Process instrumentation
• Control room reconfiguration

Civil works

• New structures and buildings

SAN TA MARIA DE GAROÑA

Mechanical systems Electrical systems

Reactor containment pressure 
boundary piping (intergranular stress 

corrosion cracking)
Low pressure core spray

Fill system
Low pressure core injection 
Containment equipment and penetrations 
(hydrodynamic loading)
Reactor reactivity control 
(Brown’s Ferry partial ATW S)
Main stream overpressure control 
Post-accident sampling 
Gaseous waste treatment 
Liquid waste treatment 
Fire protection 
Control room habitability

• Diesel generator reliability
• Alternating current (AC)
• Direct current (DC)

Control and instrumentation

• Wide range of changes (long list)
• New panels in control room

Civil works

• New structures and buildings

FIG. 6. SEP for José Cabrera and Santa María de Garoña NPPs: main modifications.
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3.2. Continuous assessment o f all units in relation to new regulations and 
standards (Fig. 7)

Once the two units built to earlier standards had a level of safety margins 
comparable to the other seven Spanish units, which were also required to comply 
with recent safety criteria and post-TMI US requirements during their construction 
phases and early stages of commercial operation, the Nuclear Safety Council (CSN) 
established a licence condition for all Spanish units to perform a continuous evalua
tion of safety and specific programmes and report the results of these evaluations 
periodically.

Among these programmes we may mention:

— Analysis o f new requirements of the technology supplier country’s regulatory 
body (Biannual applicability report).

— Analysis of own, Spanish units and foreign operating experience. Root cause 
examination and corrective actions where applicable (annual report).

— Performance of probabilistic safety analysis according to an established plan: 
‘The Integrated Programme for Performing and Using PSA in Spain’. It is a 
phased programme to encompass PSA Level 1, Level 2, PSA for External 
Events and Future Applications.

О  Analysis of new requirements (biannual report)

• Licence permits and regulatory body safety guides
• EU Directives
• Requirements of the regulatory body in the country 

of plant technology supplier

О  Operating experience feedback programmes

- Applicability and root cause analysis (annual report)

• Internal
• Spanish units
• Foreign events (INPO/WANO reports)

О  Performance of probabilistic safety analysis

- Integrated and phased programme

О  Periodic safety evaluation programme

- Overall safety revision every ten years

FIG. 7. Continuous assessment: Spanish NPPs.
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By following these programmes jointly with the application of the European 
Union Directives in nuclear matters, and taking into account the IAEA recommenda
tions given in the safety standards and basic safety guides, we may ensure a continu
ous safety updating of our units so as to maintain reliable and profitable plant 
operation without diminishing the safety margins.

Despite these ongoing evaluations, the CSN has decided that it would be advis
able also to perform, every ten years, an overall revision with the following 
objectives:

(1) To assure that the analysis process derived from operating experience has been 
correctly followed, including the review of all modifications carried out as a 
result of generic studies.

(2) To analyse the overall behaviour of the plant over long operating periods, 
including the results of required monitoring and maintenance of equipment, 
with the aim of verifying that ageing mechanisms have been considered and 
that the plant’s safety level has not decreased over the period of time covered 
by the study.

(3) To evaluate the main differences between the plant which is the object of the 
study and more modern designs, identifying those aspects of technology evolu
tion and requirements of new standards, and estimating through cost-benefit 
analysis the importance (important/marginal to safety) of possible changes 
which might be made to the plant.

A CSN Safety Guide on ‘Safety Evaluation Programmes’ is being drawn up 
and issued in summer 1995, commencing the phased programme for the first genera
tion of plants and following with the second generation.

Moreover, the operation permits o f the Spanish units include additional licen
see conditions imposed by the Spanish Department of Energy in which an annual 
report is required on:

(a) Structural organization and staffing of plant technical support
(b) Technology advances incorporated in plant design modifications
(c) Plant equipment ageing programme status.

On the other hand, the UNESA-CEN has considered the implementation of a 
safety culture improvement programme in all Spanish nuclear operating organiza
tions within its strategy plan for the next five years. The Cofrentes NPP owned by 
Iberdrola began its Safety Culture Programme in 1992, as a pilot programme to 
derive lessons learned and provide an appropriate feedback to the remaining units.

The CEN understood the crucial importance of safety culture factors such as: 
people accountability and empowerment, teamwork, vertical and lateral communica
tion, quality of training, self-assessment, process simplification and, of course, 
company policy with clear missions and goals. Therefore, the Spanish NPPs’ safety 
culture programme will strengthen the cultural factors mentioned above to improve 
further the operational safety management of our units.
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The level o f operational safety acquired by any nuclear plant may be assessed 
by direct methods based upon:

— The evaluation of the design and the safe and simple operation of the plant 
using probabilistic safety analysis.

— The capabity to withstand any incident and accident.
— The importance placed by the plant owner on:

•  radiological protection
• structure of the nuclear organization
• quality assurance
•  knowledge and training
• plant configuration control.

Direct methods

♦ Plant evaluation: PSA/IPE

*  Multiple barriers
*  Technological safeguards and safety systems
*  Safe and simplified operation

♦ Response capacity against incidents and accidents

*  Abnormal and emergency procedures
*  Support centres in emergencies
*  Emergency plans and accident management

♦ Importance relative to:

*  Radiological protection
*  Organizational structure
*  Quality assurance
*  Knowledge training
* Configuration of control system

Indirect methods

♦ Incidents analysis / accident precursors

*  Operation experience analysis
*  Methods of analysis: root cause

♦ Plan performance indicators

*  Selected indicators
*  Trend analysis

♦ Evaluations and inspections of safety systems

♦ Safety culture programme

4 . O P E R A T IO N A L  S A F E T Y  A S S E S S M E N T  (F ig . 8)

FIG. 8. Safety level measurement.
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There are other indirect methods that need also to be taken into account for 
completing the safety assessment as follows:

— Operating experience feedback capability
• incident/accident precursor analysis
•  root cause analysis

— Analysis of plant performance indicators and trends
— Evaluations and inspections of safety systems
— Progress in safety culture.

A wise weighting of all these ingredients should be considered by the safety 
analyst so as to draw up suitable conclusions and take right decisions.

Advances in nuclear operational safety depend on many factors: institutional 
and organizational, scientific, economic and on the requirements for achieving high 
levels o f safety and performance. Once we have an initial level o f adequate safety, 
it needs to be maintained throughout the plant lifetime, based upon consideration of 
the following key safety cornerstones:

— Continuous application of the defence-in-depth criteria and safety principles in 
any plant modification

— Strengthening the level o f quality in daily work
— Development and application of probabilistic safety analysis as an integral 

support tool
— Careful attention to operating experience feedback analysis
— Implementation of programmes to deal with human factors, new training 

methods and materials engineering to deal with reliability and ageing 
problems.

A safety culture is being diffused through the management and operating core 
where these pillars of safety have been adhered to.

5. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN MATTERS IMPORTANT TO
SAFETY

The International Nuclear Safety Convention signed in Vienna in September 
1994 established the International Safety Regime or Culture, encouraging adherence 
to high standards of safety principles through binding international agreements and 
a wide range of international co-operation.

Nuclear safety technology is no longer a matter o f separate national industries; 
it has evolved into an international network of science and technology. There cer
tainly are national differences which tend to converge smoothly because of an open 
technology transfer that overcomes any kind o f old protectionism.
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International institutions such as the IAEA, the Nuclear Energy Agency of the 
OECD, the EU Reactor Safety Working Group, the Safety Group of the International 
Union of Producers and Distributors of Electrical Energy, UNIPEDE; INPO and 
WANO and owners groups of different contextures and in various countries contrib
ute very significantly to the achievement of good operational safety levels. These 
institutions, which we participate in, are the appropriate forums for international co
operation so as obtain guidance on how to perform in a highly competent and safe 
manner. Moreover, they provide a friendly framework to improve further the safe 
and economic operation of our units by disseminating good practices as well as 
reconciling differences in safety objectives.

Spain actively participates, as much as possible, in this endeavour as well as 
in many international R&D projects in accident management, material engineering, 
probabilistic safety uncertainties resolution, etc., as shown in Fig. 3.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We are supposed to assure the safety of our communities and satisfy our cus
tomers with a competitive product, the kW -h, generated under safe conditions for 
the operators, the public and the environment. The level of operational safety is 
growing steadily, thus continuous improvement has become part, not only of our 
strategy, but o f our daily work.

A high level of operational safety goes along with technically good and safe 
design and with good safety culture.

In the mid-1980s the Spanish nuclear sector developed an organizational struc
ture at UNESA, the Nuclear Energy Committee, which could be adapted to face new 
challenges, co-ordinate nuclear activities, and create the necessary framework for 
the plant owners and plant staff to benefit from it. Additionally, a collateral Spanish 
owners group (PWR/BWR) was also formed to deal with specific PWR/BWR issues 
in greater depth. All o f this has contributed to develop an environment of exchanging 
operating experience, knowledge and safety analyses so as to present uniform posi
tions and better comprehension of technical subjects.

The Spanish NPPs have an important licensing document called ‘Reglamento 
de Funcionamiento’, as required by Spanish legislation, in which the plant organiza
tional structure is described, with clear lines of responsibility and functional require
ments. Therefore we think that the first message of safety culture can be fulfilled, 
as stated in INSAG-4, regarding the adequate framework in the nuclear organizations 
to handle safety management.

On the other hand, at the beginning of the 1980s the Spanish Regulatory Body 
(CSN) required a Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) for the José Cabrera and 
Santa María de Garoña NPPs, built to earlier standards. The SEP brought both Span
ish NPPs into compliance with the new regulations and safety criteria. CSN also
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required all Spanish units to assess continuously new safety requirements and operat
ing experience feedback analysis so as to have the units’ design and operating proce
dures continuously updated with good and safe design and operation. Moreover, 
CSN is also going to add a licence condition in.all plants’ operating permits to also 
perform an ‘overall’ safety revision every ten years to assure further a good level 
o f operational safety.

Probabilistic safety analysis has been made at all plants to Level 1 and this is 
being developed to Level 2 and for external applicable events in agreement with ‘The 
Integrated Programme for Performing and Using PSA in Spain’, a phased 
programme that began also in the mid-1980s.

Finally, being aware of the absolute necessity for international collaboration 
and harmonization of safety criteria, the CSN and the Spanish nuclear industry are 
carefully following and participating in international institutions and organizations 
who are dedicated to developing guidance and good engineering and operating prac
tices as well as solving problems through R&D for us to improve further and perform 
in a highly competent and safe manner.

However, in addition to these necessary supporting platforms, we have to 
recognize that above all we are human beings, and human factors culture and atti
tudes are crucial to the safety performance. This is the second important message 
o f INSAG-4 since nuclear plant performance activities are realized in a very complex 
environment which is intensely demanding as regards quality and competitiveness.

We ought to reply positively to active participation at all levels to promote 
competence, teamwork, technical innovation and open communication to empower 
the behaviour of groups and individuals for a good management of nuclear safety. 
UNESA-CEN has considered it necessary to include safety culture in its Nuclear 
Strategy Plan in order to strengthen safety culture in Spanish NPPs based upon the 
positive results of the Iberdrola-Cofrentes NPP Safety Culture Programme in place 
since 1992.
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A bstract

PSYCHOLOGICAL RESOURCES FOR SAFETY CULTURE ENHANCEMENT.
Psychological resources for safety culture enhancement in nuclear power engineering 

are presented. Theoretical aspects and a practical approach to the use of psychology in safety 
assessment and quality assurance of NPPs are discussed. The safety culture of the atomic 
industry includes such problems as general risks in power production, the quality level of tech
nology, technical reliability, and also the personnel’s living conditions, job organization and 
professional education. But these problems of each NPP energy cycle are solved by people. 
People’s psychological willingness (attitudes to successful performance) is an integrated and 
important psychological factor for safety culture enhancement.

To strengthen safety culture a responsible attitude of the personnel is neces
sary. Attitudes have been recognized as psychological patterns which encompass 
processes of thinking, feeling and performance. But these patterns are formed 
by society.

Also, conditions of social constancy are important, owing to the long duration 
of the NPP energy cycle. So low level quality, mistakes and irresponsibility of 
people in the first steps (design, commissioning, etc.) can be exposed at the next or 
final steps of power plant operation or decommissioning.

Therefore society must be responsible for NPP enhancement, and for the per
sonnel, too. Society must guarantee social and psychological support for personnel 
(Fig. 1).

High level wellness, high level functioning, high level quality performance can 
be attained and maintained by high quality personnel management. High level daily 
functioning can be described both as a factor of health and as a factor of reliability 
o f personnel.

The importance of psychological factors is seen from the dependence of 
technical ‘behaviour’ (number of faults) on seasons, days of the week, times of day, 
etc. The resource o f safety culture rating is connected with the improvement of the 
personnel management system, including the optimization of standardized 
documentation.

171
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FIG. 1. Psychological aspects o f safety culture enhancement.

Personnel directly involved in NPP commissioning, operation and maintenance 
could be skilled enough to achieve a successfully high quality performance. 
However, the staff must be able to use professional knowledge under widely varying 
conditions of NPP operation, including critical or dangerous ones. In other words, 
NPP personnel must meet rigorous professional requirements, including specific 
personal psychological characteristics. It stands to reason that an NPP operator has 
no moral right to make an error, because its implications may be exceedingly grave.

Unfortunately, both practical workers and researchers indicate that longer 
professional experience does not eliminate errors which may develop into unpredict
able actions and random mistakes. The nature of these errors is deep in the 
human psyche.

Specific aspects of psychological requirements in vocational training of NPP 
personnel are as follows:

•  Several important stages may be defined in the study of the problem:
— evaluation of profession oriented psychological requirements as estima

tion of personality characteristics required for a reliable and efficient 
performance;

— grading of professional and functionary groups at NPPs by responsibility 
levels and psychological tension of work;
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— selection of psychological diagnostic methods, evaluation of their precision 
and validity.

•  Profession oriented psychological requirements are determined by the content 
and structure of the work being done. It is the job structure that can provide 
answers to questions such as:
— What is it that makes one work?

— What attracts and what repels one in one’s work?
— What must one know to do a high quality job?
— How must one act to avoid errors?
Human performance characteristics reflect personnel psychology. This may be 
shown using, by way of example, the work of NPP control panel operation 
personnel.

•  Main characteristics of operation personnel performance:
— a wide range of stress factors, from a routine to a high-tension, critical 

level;
— a high probability of instantaneous translation from a routine action to a 

highly active one, i.e. a transition from observation or data search mode to 
decision making under conditions of time deficit and threat o f error;

— full responsibility for actions and their consequences;
— absolutely faultless actions and decisions in emergency and when there is 

actual threat to life;
— team actions, when the performance of one operator depends on the team 

spirit in the shift;
— a high degree of professional preparedness to control sophisticated techno

logical facilities and the people involved in operation management.

In Table I directions of advances in psychological factors relating to opera
tional safety are considered. This table shows a case study programme investigating 
human factors used at each stage of NPP evolution. The Prognoz Laboratory 
developed practical recommendations on high quality NPP operation. Within the 
programme a procedure of psychological and psychophysiological testing of poten
tial employees was developed, also of staff having prophylactic medicals. Prognoz 
is also involved in the development of programmes of psychophysiological and 
medical rehabilitation, of personnel’s physiological and psychological state at work, 
and in ergonomics programmes.

The following criteria or occupational qualities of NPP operation personnel 
needed for successful performance were identified: general appropriateness of per
formance under normal operation conditions and in potentially critical situations; 
faultless individual decision making; active participation in team decision making; 
self-control under emergency operation conditions; correctness and promptness of 
actions in emergency.
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TABLE I. PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF QUALITY ASSURANCE 
METHODS IN PERSONNEL POLICY

Objectives, methodology

1. Pilot studies on identification of zones of risk in socio-psychological atmosphere (SPA) 
at NPP. Express methods of diagnosing group’s unity, assignment of priorities in problem 
solving, identification of conflicts between and within groups. Development of a question
naire addressing the problem of interest in a given risk zone for a specific situation. 
Development of a research strategy for the risk zones under study, issuance of recommen
dations to NPP administration.

2. Studies intended for improving management style at NPP. Analysis of new trends in 
management aimed at democratization. Development of guidelines on work with conflicts 
in groups: investigating a situation, socio-psychological training, role playing, simulating 
social and personnel problems.
Issuance of recommendations to NPP administration and individuals on upgrading style of 
management.

3. Investigation of social zones of risk in SPA at NPP. Analysis of social development, 
surveying public opinion on various issues of social development. Development of guide
lines on improving NPP plans for social development with consideration of the social 
situation in the country, industry or NPP. Plays simulating problems of social development 
of NPP. Issuance of guidelines on planning social development.

4. Investigation of adaptation of personnel to job conditions. Analysis of age, qualification, 
social and professional peculiarities of adaptation. Issuance of guidelines on improving on- 
the-job training and personnel policy as well as staffing, with consideration of specific 
features of social adaptation and psychological compatability.

5. Investigation of psychological risk zones in SPA at NPP. Study of atmosphere in conflict 
groups with the help of psychological methods (package of industry-wide standards of 
psychological assessment, package of methods to investigate manager’s personality, expert 
judgement, etc.). Investigation of individual traits of members of risk groups, personality 
training aimed at developing partnership and correct behaviour in conflicts. Issuance of 
recommendations to NPP administration and individuals on person-to-person interaction, 
staffing and career development.

In an emergency successful personnel performance is mainly effected through 
such vocational qualities as the ability to take the lead in actions, to resolve urgent 
problems o f minimizing the scale o f the accident; personal participation in dangerous 
procedures of the accident follow-up, even risking one’s life; devotion to one’s job; 
resolute and bold actions; a high level of self-control; thoroughness and obedience.

To attain a high performance level under normal conditions of NPP operation 
personnel must be physically healthy, with well developed will-power, motivated
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and oriented to a well organized failure-free NPP operation, associated with an ade
quate vocational training in technology and management. Under accident conditions 
additional characteristics required are an acute feeling of civic obligation and high 
morals. This should emphasize demanding NPP personnel requirements regarding 
adequate psychological personality characteristics, substantiating the necessity of 
psychological vocational selection in the industry.

To determine the criteria for this selection, we used a method resembling 
functional structure analysis of personnel performance. Performance structure under 
conditions of normal NPP operation was studied. An approximate set o f psychologi
cal personnel requirements for those employed in staff and management groups 
within the NPP control panel operation personnel may be delineated on the basis of 
the data obtained through the use of a purposeful battery of psychological tests.

Age features are relevant for the evaluation o f psychological fitness of staff, 
which is quite a problem when NPP personnel is to be rotated or promoted. Staffing 
criteria include both the age features of promotion prospects and management level 
requirements which staff must meet. Prognoz has a programme for the development 
of vocational requirements to the personnel qualification level and psychological per
sonality characteristics for the staff promotion from a trainee operator to an NPP 
director. The programme features optimum age criteria for staffing.

Determination of psychological criteria of vocational validity is essentially 
aimed at obtaining as accurate as possible estimates of those personality characteris
tics which provide a significant impact on the quality o f personnel performance. Such 
characteristics are referred to as professionally relevant.

Safety in NPP operation largely depends on the personnel’s safety culture level 
and on the scientific basis of the personnel management in the industry. The effec
tiveness of personnel management studies may be essentially improved if experience 
gained by psychologists, social scientists, lawyers and managers of personnel 
management services of different countries is exchanged and pooled.

The psychological resources of safety culture enhancement provide a good 
pay-off, their utilization is not connected with large investments and their effect can 
hardly be overestimated.
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A bstract

NEED FOR AND APPROACH TO PROACTIVE SAFETY INITIATIVES IN OPERA
TIONAL POWER REACTORS.

The central theme of the paper is that safety in operation of high consequence low prob
ability of failure facilities, such as nuclear power plants, is a challenge that must be assured 
through continual analysis, prediction and preparation. The limits of learning through 
experience are discussed and examples given. Four initiatives to create and renew require
ments dealing with the technical apparatus, the software, the people and their organizational 
environment are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

The hallmark of safety is the requirement for defence in depth: multiple bar
riers, be they physical or derive from formal process, that must be breached by an 
accident before a significant radiation exposure to the public is possible. Barrier 
design adequacy is a major focus from the perspective of the regulator. Considerable 
effort is spent to ensure that each barrier can withstand the failure consequences of 
the preceding barrier. Thus the shutdown systems have sufficient depth to overcome 
failure and even irrational action within the regulating system; containment is 
stressed to withstand the failure o f the most significant primary and secondary pip
ing. Furthermore, initial plant conditions are usually set to accept a number of 
undetected failures to bias the safety analysis on the conservative side.

Does the barrier concept work? In Canada, there have been no serious 
challenges to this concept in the nuclear power facilities. Unfortunately, non
experience is not proof of good design, at least not in the high consequence low prob
ability of failure (HCLPoF) facilities that we license. Few lessons can be learned 
from non-events. Fifteen years of satisfactory service in the software of the Bruce A 
fuelling machine computers was small comfort when the wrong combination of 
latent and active errors came together on Tuesday 23 January 1990 and the brakes 
o f an uncommanded fuelling machine bridge were inadvertently released, causing a 
small loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Conversely, incidents are not good indicators
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either. Serious failures are few and far between and of such diversity that few stable 
statistics can be drawn from them. Failure analysis and correction can lead to a fire 
fighting mentality, and curing the last incident can seed new problems. Worse, 
preoccupation with yesteryear’s failures can take time and material resources away 
from the search for tomorrow’s problems.

HCLoPF facilities have the property that the mean time between technological 
changes is small compared with the mean time between accidents. This means that 
lessons learned from either good or bad behaviour are time limited. For example, 
the functionality of shutdown systems has remained essentially unchanged, but the 
technology that implements the logic of shutdown has, in Canadian NPPs, changed 
from analogue equipment to digital computers, bringing with this change a fresh host 
o f potential failure modes. The central theme of this paper is that safety in HCLPoF 
facilities is a continual challenge that must be met through analysis, prediction and 
preparation: proactively seeking new potential failure modes and doing something 
about them before they occur.

This challenge is being addressed by various groups within the licensee’s 
organization and by the regulators who constantly strive, even compete, to find 
tomorrow’s safety problems today. This paper describes three such groups that work 
in the Safety Evaluation Division (Engineering) o f the Canadian Atomic Energy 
Control Board (AECB). Their mission is to ensure that the technical apparatus, the 
software, the people and their organizational environment can fulfil the safety objec
tives. They do this, in part, by creating and continuously renewing requirements.

2. THE NEED

For the HCLoPF NPPs that we license or operate, safety through observations, 
correction of ‘near-misses’, and ‘course correction’ through incidents, while essen
tial, is not sufficient. To achieve the level of safety that we require, hindsight is 
important, but what we really want is tomorrow’s hindsight today.

It is important to put experience into context. Where can one rely on it? Where 
can one not? To illustrate, this section will: (a) place experience into context,
(b) describe a search model that has proved useful in proactive work, and (c) illus
trate the theme of this section with an example from the military.

A reliability growth model is illustrated in Fig. 1. This shows the behaviour 
of a basically good design with time. The vertical axis measures the level o f unsatis
factory performance by events. The horizontal axis is time in use or in test. The dis
continuities represent changes in design. Design changes are usually made to address 
complaints (events), improve functionality, or may be driven by economic pressures. 
This process driven by experience is valuable. We can list many examples, in our 
daily and professional life, where we marvel how well things work. The progress 
o f improvement is shown in the reliability growth model. Subsequent revisions or
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FIG. 1. Reliability growth model: improving a basically good model with time.

model changes, if they are not too drastic, usually provide better service and fewer 
complaints. This is not always true, of course. It is interesting to note that even 
within one version of a design the number of events decrease with time as users either 
understand the design better or develop ‘workarounds’.

But reliability growth models have their limits. Following Rasmussen [1], the 
range of applicability is as follows:

(1) mean time between failure <  mean time of technology (e.g. components such 
as switchgear, valves, relays — the basic engineering fabric o f a nuclear power 
plant);

(2) mean time between failure »  mean time of use (systems such as airliners, 
where even the loss of one in a product model will create a learning process 
that is profitably carried over to new generations);

(3) mean time between failure >  mean time o f the life of a facility (e.g. nuclear 
power plants, chemical plants, large dams).

Figure 2 is a graphic display of the points mentioned above. At the centre of 
Fig. 2 is the ‘experience bar’ that moves down with the life of the nuclear power 
programme. Initially the bar moves down rapidly through component failures caused 
either by mechanical or human breakdown. This is not unexpected and not very seri
ous, as defences in terms of redundancy and diversity of supply to meet the safety
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FA ILU RES

■ Notes:
-the boundaries that enclose the three shapes 

(rectangle,, 'specified' ellipse, 'hazard' 
ellipse) change with time (e.g. people and 
their processes, technology)

-  specified properties > process systems + 
safety systems

-  specified properties that address hazardous 
properties fall under regulatory controls.

FIG. 3. A safety search model.
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FIG. 4. A military example. Strikes on the underside o f an aircraft; each dot represents one 
o f several closely spaced holes.

functions have been built into the plant. Nevertheless, we insist that the bar move 
down slowly through use of predictive tools.

Unfortunately, even at the component level, experience may be of limited use. 
Two examples are software and rarely used protective features built into component 
designs. In software the fundamental property that inhibits learning is that the 
concept of continuity does not exist [2]. In analogue systems, when testing at several
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FIG. 5.' A military example. Progress was not made until it was realized that it was the non
damaged (ringed) areas o f returning aircraft that were significant.

operational points, a case can usually be made that interpolation between test points 
is valid. No such concept can be applied to digital systems. A derivative of the lack 
of continuity is that no tolerance for error exists in the structure of a software 
product. One bit wrong in one million can mean totally unwanted performance. The 
second example concerns the interaction of rarely used protective features. This has 
become particularly noticeable in electrical systems where the complexity of local
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protection, built into components, has prevented the protective and fault isolation 
systems of the larger system from working properly.

Finding unspecified, potentially unsafe, behaviour in components, systems and 
their assembly into an operating plant is the sine qua non of every high consequence 
facility. As this effort continues into the operating phase, a different set of conditions 
arises. The difficulty during operation is that there is no longer a ‘frozen’ reference 
plant. The realities are that the plant changes underfoot even while an analysis is tak
ing place. Figure 3 is a model that has proved useful in our software work and is 
being expanded to broader applications. The outer rectangle includes all properties 
of a plant; those that are specified, those that are hazardous and those that are benign. 
The large inner ellipse represents the specified properties of a plant that are 
addressed by process systems and safety systems, realizing that specified properties 
create many other properties — in particular, hazardous properties. Some of the 
hazardous properties we specifically control, others we do not, depending on conse
quences and likelihood arguments. In an operating plant these properties are not 
static but change with time as the people, their processes, and the technology change.

Figures 4 and 5 conclude this section with an example of military survivability 
analysis [3]. The figures show a warplane that appears to have had a really bad day. 
Each of the dots is a bullet hole acquired during operation. Actually, this is a compo
site of operational damage or ‘near misses’. This idea of tracking damage started 
early in the Second World War. The thinking was that if one could track damage 
and negative performance, one could make improvements — if the pilot was 
wounded, add extra protection; if the landing gear was damaged, strengthen it. So 
this was done, and the loss of warplanes diminished, but not that much. Despite all 
the work, there were many other losses — total disappearances. Improvements were 
not really made until one day someone realized that fixing observed damage, making 
small steady improvements, was not sufficient. All those planes with damage were 
the ones that came back. They were OK! The engineering, training, redundancy 
worked. The planes that did not come back were those that were hit in the area where 
no damage was shown.

The circles in Fig. 6 mark areas of vulnerability of the airplane. The upper 
circles outline especially critical fuel cells, and the lower circle shows where the 
separation of redundant hydraulic lines is at a minimum. A hit within this area has 
a high probability o f disabling all rear flight control surfaces with the resulting sud
den, no-warning, loss of the airplane. What Figs 5 and 6 are meant to illustrate is 
that too much focus on the observable may miss the true cause of serious difficulties. 
Here the valuable indicator of serious design difficulties was areas where no damage 
was reported.
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The central theme is that the safety of plants, whether operational or in the 
design stage, continues to be ensured primarily by prediction. This theme is driven 
by the realization that our information is always incomplete. We maintain a critical 
attitude that treats experience and testing, valuable as they are, as but anecdotal evi
dence that for those plant states the requirements, the design and the analysis were 
not wrong. Creating and continuously reviewing and renewing requirements is one 
way in which the regulator contributes to operational nuclear safety. In this section, 
four such initiatives will be described. The requirements that will be described are 
documents C-138 on Software, C-119 on Human Factors and Organizational 
Processes, C-98 on Reliability, and C-42 on Probabilistic Safety Analyses.

3.1. Softw are (C-138)

Software is one product that is being retrofitted into operating plants at an 
increasing rate in systems and components at every level o f importance. C-138 is 
aimed at safety critical software but the ideas carry over into all applications. The 
primary thrust is to have in place safety critical software which meets requirements 
and does nothing unsafe. Considerable emphasis is placed on getting the design right 
through the use of formal specifications and the requirements for having qualified 
processes and people. There is also heavy emphasis on the search for unspecified, 
potentially unsafe side effects. In summary the guidelines require:

— specifications (formal)
— qualified processes and people
— design
— product (e.g. code)
— analysis (formal)
— functional and usage testing within the hardware environment.

3.2. H um an Factors (C-119)

Particularly important in operational plants is the human factor, and not only 
at the operator/machine interface. Organizational change and renewal is common
place. The thrust of C -l 19 is to require inclusion of human factor principles up front 
and then to predict the effect of change in organizations, procedures, and in the rede
sign o f the physical plant.

3.3. Reliability (C-98)

We have had a long history of reliability requirements. Quantitative regula
tions go back to the 1960s. These were primarily system based and limited to front

3 . T H E  A P P R O A C H
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line systems, e.g. shutdown, containment and emergency core cooling. The new 
concept is to: (a) require an examination of the total plant from the point o f view 
of what systems are important to meet the safety functions; (b) state the safety perfor
mance requirements (e.g. power, flow, pressure, operator actions); and then (c) 
assign the reliability number and criteria necessary to achieve adequate plant safety. 
Once the reliability allocation has been made, C-98 requires a series of actions, both 
in terms of analysis and observation: (a) analysis to confirm that the allocation can 
be met, and (b) continual testing and observation in the operating plant to ensure that 
the analysis basis continues to be valid.

3.4. Probabilistic Safety Assessment (C-42)

The thrust of this document is first to state the needs from a regulatory perspec
tive and then to shape the submission, through requirements, to fit these uses. Impor
tant needs áre: (a) to verify sufficiency o f safety design criteria such as independence 
rules between the two shutdown systems; (b) reliability allocation; (c) identification 
of dependencies, both explicit and subtle; and (d) the search for missing accident 
analysis scenarios.

Major concerns that we are addressing are fidelity, reviewability, and level of 
resolution necessary to meet regulatory needs. An additional concern that is included 
in the latter three points is described, for want o f a better term, as ‘the participation 
factor’. For risk assessments to be relevant there should be wide, active participation 
by designers, operators and maintainers in their creation and review. Current forms 
of PSA with their large logic equations expressed in event trees and fault trees are 
not user friendly. One approach we have explored is to apply a success representa
tion of the plant. The intent is that the analysis can be displayed in a format more 
easily understandable, and hence increase critical review, by both licensee staff and 
regulatory staff. Figure 6 shows a display from REVEAL of a success model of 
various systems available for decay heat removal. We have found that this form of 
presentation considerably increases active participation by people knowledgeable 
about the plant make-up but not about risk assessment tools. The display is in table 
format, with the higher level functions required shown across the top axis and the 
support systems needed shown down the left axis. This table is also a mathematical 
model that enables calculations to be made.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The central theme of this paper is that safety in operation of nuclear power 
plants is a challenge that must be assured through continued analysis, prediction and 
preparation. The proactive search for potential failure modes must be driven by a 
realization that all has not been experienced nor exhaustively deduced, that the facil
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ity is changing ‘underfoot’, and that as a result predictive tools are required for all 
aspects — organizational, human factors and engineering — of a nuclear facility.
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Abstract

ROMANIAN REGULATORY AUTHORITY EXPERIENCE ON SPECIFIC LICENSING 
TOPICS FOR A CANDU 600 TYPE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT: METHODS, RESULTS 
AND TRENDS FROM THE REGULATORY PERSPECTIVE.

The paper presents some topics of interest to the Romanian regulatory authority 
(National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control — CNCAN) as derived during the 
licensing process of the Cernavoda Unit 1 NPP and internal CNCAN projects. The basic 
characteristics of Romanian regulatory activity are presented and the main licensing topics are 
defined. Special emphasis is put on the results of the Romanian systematical review process. 
The ongoing licensing process has identified no major difficulties during the Cernavoda Unit 1 
NPP commissioning phases. The paper gives information from an authorized source and 
presents current problems, the regulatory decisions taken so far on those problems and future 
trends. The paper also presents details on the safety goals of the regulations and future trends. 
Some specific CNCAN requirements and activities on probabilistic methodologies (including 
probabilistic safety analysis) are also presented in more detail. All the topics are presented in 
the light of the existing regulations, regulatory decisions taken and the current on-site situa
tion. Future trends are also discussed.

1. GENERIC DESCRIPTION

1.1. The Cernavoda 1 NPP regulatory environment

The specific activities of the Romanian regulatory authority, the National 
Commission for Nuclear Activities Control (CNCAN), are based on the existing 
Nuclear Safety Regulations in Romania, which are in full compliance with the IAEA
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Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS). Romanian nuclear regulations are based on IAEA 
NUSS publications, USNRC and AECB (Canada) regulations.

The current regulatory practice has revealed no major impediments to the 
licensing of Cernavoda 1 NPP. Compliance with the regulations was assured without 
a decrease in the acceptable conservatism on NPP safety.

On the other hand there are some specific conditions in the Romanian regula
tory environment which are related to the existence of:

— many outstanding safety issues regarding design and construction to be com
pleted by the licensee during the commissioning phases;

— licensing on a system by system basis and a ‘milestone’ approach;
— development o f some specific and more detailed regulatory activities which is 

under way, for instance the assurance of the reporting system’s compliance 
with international systems such as the Incident Reporting System (1RS), the 
International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) and specific CANDU practice. The 
implementation of root cause analysis methods started at the time of the 
Cernavoda 1 NPP commissioning phase and the implementation of a sys
tematic periodic safety review methodology for Cernavoda 1 NPP operational 
experience.

During the licensing process CNCAN also implements or causes to be 
implemented the recommendations and conclusions of international expert missions 
(International Regulatory Review Team (IRRT), Assessment of Significant Safety 
Events Team (ASSET), International Peer Review Service (IPERS), single expert 
missions). However, the decisions for implementation are made in compliance with 
the existing Romanian regulations and lead to the improvement o f the nuclear safety 
of the Cernavoda 1 NPP in compliance with the existing regulatory environment.

1.2. Specific regulatory status

One of the most relevant aspects for the topics discussed in this paper, which 
were derived from the IRRT recommendations, as related to the necessity to develop 
a ‘Programme for Developing a Set of Specific Regulatory Objectives for NPP 
Licensing’, including an independent plant safety review. It was considered 
necessary to enhance the functions related to the development of additional safety 
criteria, via a ‘Programme for Developing a Set of Specific Regulatory Objectives 
for NPP Licensing’.

All these activities are being performed during the licensing process for 
Cernavoda 1 NPP, but without interfering with it.

One of the most important CNCAN activities on verifying the compliance of 
the existing submission of the licensee with the existing regulations is to require and 
check the systematical review of Cernavoda 1 NPP nuclear safety.



TABLE I. ROMANIAN REGULATORY AUTHORITY (NRSN) ARTICLES APPLICABILITY TO FSAR CHAPTERS [6 ]

No. BSI System
NRSN 1975 Articles Safety

2 1 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 6 6 69 72 75
goals
and

2 2 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 criteria

23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 6 8 71 74
(see Fig. 1)
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TABLE П. BASIC SAFETY OBJECTIVES, GOALS AND CRITERIA AS 
FORMULATED IN THE EXISTING SAFETY NORMS OF THE ROMANIAN 
REGULATORY AUTHORITY 
(Norme Republicane de Securitate Nucleara, 1974)

Safety goals and criteria 
(as formulated in NRSN)

NRSN 
(Art./Para.)

Necessary future 
developments

I GENERAL NUCLEAR SAFETY 
OBJECTIVE

1 "The analysis o f  the risks fo r  the population  Articles: To formulate this
health and safety during norm al and acci- 12(c); 13; 15;
dents in a  N PP shall be dem onstrated in the 16(a); 17/l(c);
Safety R eports”  (Initial, Preliminary and 17/1(d); 18(a);
Final) 18(b); 71; 75

as an explicit 
safety objective in 
a specially formu
lated Article of the

II SPECIFIC NUCLEAR SAFETY GOALS To formulate these
AND CRITERIA as explicit safety
(Formulated as part of the Chapter П1 of objectives in spe
NRSN related to the ‘NPP Design cially formulated
Requirements’) Articles of the

norms

1 ‘ ‘The N P P  system s shall be designed to the Articles:
external low  frequency events ' ’ 22; 23

— No explicit defined risk targets are To be developed as
formulated explicit Articles of

— Specific analyses done in accordance the reviewed
with the NPP safety philosophy have to NRSN
demonstrate (as required by
Articles 12 and 15)
that this objective is met

2 ‘ ‘The in-depth safety protection  shall Articles: To develop target
be defined ”  (general formulation) 22-35 figures

An important objective of CNCAN during the licensing process is to assure 
that the systematic nuclear safety review of Cernavoda 1 NPP is done and the major 
aspects of interest as defined by the international best practice [ 1 ] are kept under con
trol and taken into account.

In the meantime, CNCAN is also concerned to integrate the internationally 
agreed approaches into the existing best Romanian experience in NPP licensing



TABLE III. CRITERIA, GOALS OR FUNCTIONS AS PER ROMANIAN NRSN REGULATIONS

Status of the CNCAN internal Equivalent Feedback from the
Cernavoda NPP 1 review of the provisions licensee (L)
safety documents’ licensee documents’ in the or from
compliance with compliance with Canadian external
these provisions the NRSN provisions regulations evaluations (EE)

Safety criteria and goals — Examples as per Table П

Item 1, Table П FSAR Chapters under FSAR Phase I and R-10/4 L:
development submitted safety FSAR as per CANDU

documents revised R-7/3.3(l) safety philosphy
Other safety documents L:
in preparation FSAR Phase П to be 

supported by
R-8/3.2.1(l) The other safety documents 

review by ‘L’ not
referenced safety and R-9/3.2(a) completed yet, even if it
technical documents is reflected by FSAR. 

EE:
necessary for CNCAN 
(AECB and/or IAEA)
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FIG. 1. Nuclear safety goals and criteria as p e r  CNCAN regulations.
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Model level 0

Model level 1

Model level 2

Model level 3

— ►  Regulatory functions to control Cernavoda NPP nuclear safety 

— >  Feedback to the regulatory control of Cernavoda NPP nuclear safety

FIG. 2. C em avoda N PP nuclear safety model.

activities, and the latest best Canadian and CANDU countries’ regulatory practices, 
which differ somewhat from the best international operating practice.

To achieve this objective CNCAN developed specific licensing documents [2], 
as for example:

— detailed requirements for the Level 2 licensing process (including the descrip
tion of the requirements for each commissioning milestone) [3];

— specific elements similar to the LWR N PP’s ‘Standard Review Plan’ to 
evaluate and assess the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR);
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— detailed requirements for the FSAR Chapter 16, including the ‘Operating
Principles and Policies’;

— specific requirements for probabilistic analyses [4, 5];
— specific procedures and practices for inspection on the site during various com

missioning milestones.

The Romanian regulations define the basic safety goals and criteria summa
rized in Tables I to Ш and Figs 1 and 2.

There are no major differences between these requirements and the existing 
requirements in force in Canada or the provisions of the internationally recom
mended IAEA standards.

One of the most important tasks of CNCAN during the Cemavoda 1 NPP 
licensing process is also to check the compliance o f these goals and criteria with the 
provisions of the regulatory environment in force in Romania, so that this will not 
lead to major differences from the IAEA recommendations [1].

1.3. CNCAN approach to Cernavoda 1 NPP

The Cemavoda 1 NPP licence and the operating licence for the initial 
18 month operation period will be issued on the basis of the FSAR, which will 
include safety design matrices (SDMs) for 15 Initiating Events (IEs), and Reliability 
Analyses (RAs) for the special safety systems and safety related systems (including 
their support systems).

The procedures to be followed shall comply with the requirements presented 
in INS AG-3 [1]. The SDM and the RA list shall cover the list from Table П [4], 
updated and revised for the ‘as-built’ project.

The Cernavoda 1 NPP probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) Level 1 Study will 
be completed for the commissioning and the 18 month operation period and will not 
be part of the FSAR or a condition to obtain a licence. However, the project will 
proceed in parallel with the SDM/RA elaboration and will be used as an independent 
tool in their evaluation and as part of the regulatory benchmark type activity. 
The Cernavoda 1 NPP PSA Level 1 updated and revised for the as-built plant with 
the initial 18 month operation experience feedback implemented will be a condition 
for the NPP licence renewal and will be part of the FSAR.

2. SAFETY GOALS AND CRITERIA

The performance of the above mentioned functions related to the analysis of 
the compliance of plant nuclear safety with safety goals and criteria, relates to some 
regulatory decisions taken by CNCAN, which are illustrated subsequently.
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As a result of the analysis of compliance with the generic safety goal ‘G l ’ of 
the FSAR and other safety support documentation (Level 0 o f the model from 
Fig. 3), CNCAN identified that the next level of the model (‘1’) does not also cover 
this goal for various events postulated. An example in this sense is the emergency 
core cooling system (ECCS):

— The safety documentation did not demonstrate that the system complies with 
the safety design criteria to fulfil generic safety goals for the events postulated;

— Not all the events postulated in the latest best CANDU practice were included 
in the FSAR to support the analysis for this system.

The regulatory decisions taken by CNCAN were as follows:

(1) To require the completion of the FSAR with the latest postulated events list 
used during a CANDU 600 licensing process. Figure 4 illustrates that other 
events were added to the list, i.e. loss of coolant accident +  loss of Class IV 
(LOCA +  LOCLIV) as deterministic analyses.

(2) To require that some systems which have to support the ECCS (as for instance 
instrument air and electrical systems) or may perform some functions o f heat 
removal, which are mainly characteristic of the ECCS (e.g. the moderator 
system), should either in this case be subject to the same or similar criteria as 
listed in Table II, or supplementary demonstrations and/or analyses should be 
made for them.

Figure 4 illustrates the existence of a supplementary requirement to comply 
with the safety goal if  events such as loss of coolant accident +  loss of Class IV 
+  loss of instrument air (LOCA +  LOCLIV +  LOIA) take place. This is done as 
a test performed during the Cernavoda Unit 1 NPP commissioning process. As for 
the moderator systems, they are for various reasons considered as ‘mandatory tested’ 
systems, mainly due to the necessity to fulfil a safety function during certain events.
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(3) The reliability analysis for the ECCS has to include consideration of the 
support systems (electrical, air, etc.) because:

— this was considered the best solution to demonstrate that the single failure 
criterion at the system level is conservative;

— the targets set up at the design level (not at the regulatory level) are not 
fulfilled for this system. It is well known that the target of 10~ 3  for the 
unavailability of this system does not in fact reflect the real system’s 
capability to fulfil its functions. This is the reason why the design target has 
to be redefined.

One of the options is to demonstrate as part of the SDMs that exceeding this 
target is still acceptable from the point of view of compliance with the safety 
goals.

(4) All the measures defined above for this system have to be reanalysed in the 
light o f defining quantitative safety goals.

As Fig. 4 shows, the CNCAN expected safety margin will be higher in this 
case, even if it is smaller than the safety margin as per the existing design. Even if 
in all cases illustrated in Fig. 4 there is an acceptable margin in line with that recom
mended by international practice, CNCAN has to verify that a systematic review is 
made and systematic actions are taken to restore the designed safety margin or to 
redefine the applicable specific safety criteria which are thought to ensure the com
pliance of the plant safety with the established safety goals.

3. USE OF PROBABILISTIC APPROACHES AND RESULTS DURING THE
LICENSING PROCESS

3.1. Basic probabilistic aspects for safety goals and criteria revision

The elaboration of specific requirements for probabilistic analyses has various 
aspects. However, the most important related to the topic defined in this paper is that 
it has a strong connection with the processes of systematic review o f plant safety and 
of the revision of safety goals and criteria.

Starting in 1990 CNCAN defined a specific approach with the objective of 
enhancing the function of probabilistic methods in safety licensing documentation, 
giving more detail in order for them to be used more effectively during the ongoing 
Cemavoda 1 NPP licensing process. The Romanian regulations [6 ] did not require 
a specific method to be used for the safety documentation (i.e. deterministic, 
probabilistic or deterministic/probabilistic). In respect to the above mentioned fea
tures two major tasks became critical for CNCAN:
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(1) A systematic assessment o f the degree o f conservatism deriving from the out
standing issues;

(2) An assessment of the impact o f the adopted licensing process itself on the 
degree of conservatism of the safety evaluation.

3.2. CNCAN requirements for probabilistic analyses

The methodologies agreed by CNCAN for the Safety Reports (PSAR and 
FSAR) used a combined (deterministic/probabilistic) methodology, in accordance 
with the best worldwide agreed approaches. From the probabilistic standpoint it 
should be noted that:

(1) The proabilistic analyses for the Cemavoda 1 NPP PSAR included at this time 
the specific CANDU SDMs and RAs.

(2) The probabilistic analyses requirements for the Cernavoda 1 NPP FSAR are 
as per Ref. [4].

(3) CNCAN approved the approach defined in Section 1.3 in order to assure con
servatism by using the advantages of the two above mentioned approaches [5]. 
The regulatory independent evaluation of the licensee probabilistic analyses

objectives outlined above was reached using the algorithm from Table IV. The basic 
assumptions of the methods used are as follows:

(1) The use of probabilistic approaches in the regulatory type decisions is part of 
a complex model of the global safety evaluation of an NPP from Fig. 1 [5].

(2) The methodology outlined as per item (1) above, based on the optimal degree 
of conservatism for the global hierarchical system of the nuclear safety evalua
tion from the regulatory perspective, is optimal if  an optimum is reached for 
each level.
This methodology supposes that the optimal degree of conservatism will be 
reached at the ‘Safety Design Matrices (SDMs)/Event Tree (ET)’, ‘Fault Tree 
(FT)/Reliability Analysis (RA)’ and/or ‘Integration’ levels.

(3) A series of internal CNCAN benchmark type exercises is being performed for 
the Cernavoda 1 NPP probabilistic analyses: these take into account specific 
licensee submissions for various versions:

Version 1: The SDM & RA results for the project prior to 1988 
Version 2: The PSA Level 1 Phase A — Team 1988-1990 — prior to IPERS 

mission
Version 3: The PSA Level 1 Phase A — Team 1990-1994 — implementation 

of the IPERS mission recommendations and of the CNCAN 
probabilistic requirements dated 1990 

Version 4: The SDM/RA updated as per CNCAN probabilistic requirements 
dated 1990 -  Team 1994-1995 

Version 5: The PSA Level 1 completion and updating of the version 3 and
4 results — Team 1994-1996.
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Steps of the 
algorithm

Actions to be taken Expected results

Step 1 Evaluate the probabilistic and 
deterministic analyses submitted 
to CNCAN

Initial evaluation 
of the degree of 
conservatism of the 
analyses

Step 2 Evaluate the Initiating Events 
list and its impact on the 
global results

Confirm
consistency of the 
various analyses’ results

Step 3 Safety Design Matrices independent 
review and evaluation, based on the 
benchmark type exercise and com
parison with the event tree results.

Check the assumptions 
for the next iteration

Check event tree headers 
and that the basic contri
butors are consistent with 
the fault tree results

Step 4 Reliability analyses independent 
review and evaluation and compari
son with the fault tree results

Check the assumptions 
for the next iteration

Check fault trees’ tops 
and that the basic contri
butors are consistent with 
the results

Step 5 Evaluate final results of the 
probabilistic analyses and 
validate them

Validate the probabilistic 
analyses’ results

Check the conservatism 
of the plant modifications 
and implement them

Review the basics of the 
evaluation:

— Regulations
— Safety goals, etc.

Start a  new  iteration
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The results of the systematic examination o f the Cernavoda 1 NPP using the
evaluation of the probabilistic analyses are being implemented as follows:

(1) The safety goals review and update within the framework of the ‘CNCAN
Safety Goals Revision Project’, as recommended by the IAEA, are being done. 
This had up to now been developed as a CNCAN in-house project. This project 
uses various methodologies, not only probabilistic ones.

(2) The design/construction/commissioning/operation independent plant review 
project, which is to be developed using various methodologies (not only 
probabilistic ones) as a result of the 1992 IRRT mission recommendations.

The status of the activities performed as per the approach defined above is as follows:

— Preliminary and partial completion of Steps 1 to 4 for a part o f the SDM/ET 
and FT/RA has been achieved.

— The completion of the work necessary for the commissioning/initial 18 month 
operation licensing is scheduled for the end of 1995, and the documentation 
will comply with the provisions described in Section 1.3.

— The work necessary for the final operational licensing will be completed by the 
end of 1996.

The preliminary results of the CNCAN evaluation performed on the use of the
probabilistic methods in Romanian regulatory licensing activities are as follows:

(1) The main results as evaluated by the IAEA during the 1990/1991/1995 IPERS 
missions have to be implemented, as follows:
(a) The operator contribution is decisive for maintaining an adequate degree 

of conservatism of nuclear safety;
(b) The balance of plant/nuclear steam plant (BOP/NSP) interface systems 

(reactor service water, cooling water, instrument air and electrical sys
tems) have to implement the design improvements required by the safety 
guides and to be included in the safety documentation referenced by 
FSAR, in a manner which does not decrease the level of conservatism;

(c) Intersystem (safety and process) interdependencies were not taken into 
account in the existing analyses, and this problem has to be solved.

(2) The elements for the safety goals revision were outlined as follows:
(a) It is necessary to define in a more detailed manner the compliance between 

the two approaches used for the Cernavoda 1 NPP probabilistic analyses, 
i.e. the ‘initiating events’ and the ‘single/dual failure’ approaches;

(b) Even if it is necessary to include probabilistic type criteria in the regula
tions, they should be used only after careful completion of all the specific 
probabilistic activities and model validation;

(c) It is necessary to review in more detail compliance with ‘Technical Limits 
and Conditions’ and ‘Operating Principles and Policies’.

3.3. Results of the CNCAN evaluation phases
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The paper has presented some specific regulatory aspects of the Cernavoda 1 
NPP related to the performance by the Romanian regulatory authority (CNCAN) of 
its functions to verify and control that acceptable level of nuclear safety is observed.

The systematic nuclear safety review process and the results of the commis
sioning process phases completed so far confirm various regulatory decisions taken 
by CNCAN on topics such as the compliance with safety goals and criteria estab
lished by the regulations and the actual plant (hard and soft) status.

The activities performed so far confirm that during the ongoing licensing 
process no major incompatibilities were identified between international recom
mended documents or best international practice and the Cernavoda 1 NPP status, 
including the aspects o f compliance with safety goals and criteria.

Aspects of concern were identified and regulatory decisions are being 
implemented to find solutions.

A systematic review of the full analysis of the compliance between the safety 
goals and criteria and the existing safety philosophy for Cernavoda 1 NPP is useful 
and necessary. On the other hand, the results so far have confirmed that the nuclear 
safety of Cernavoda 1 NPP is at the highest international level, and nuclear safety 
is being systematically reviewed and controlled by the responsible organizations.
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Abstract

PRACTICES OF A SMALL REGULATORY AUTHORITY.
The small regulatory authority (SRA) is defined. Through the practices and methods 

of an SRA the problems are outlined. Recognition of the problems is the first step towards 
solving them. Some solutions on how to address the problems are proposed. The importance 
of reorganizing the SRA and the key role of the management is described. Co-operation with 
other regulatory authorities is emphasized. The effectiveness of the SRA should be assessed. 
Through its effectiveness deficiencies can be identified and plans to improve performance can 
be made. A good regulatory framework makes the relations between the regulator and the 
licensee much easier.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to determine methods to achieve better performance 
o f a small regulatory authority (SRA) with modest manpower. The paper considers 
a regulatory authority regulating at least one power reactor. The practices of regula
tory authorities which are involved only in research, experimental reactors, critical 
assemblies, other nuclear fuel cycle facilities, irradiation facilities and transportation 
of radioactive materials are not addressed.

1.1. Definition of a small regulatory authority

The term ‘small regulatory authority’ does not directly refer to the number of 
its employees, nor to the number of regulatory authority employees per reactor unit, 
but is more related to the level of nuclear technology in the country. The regulatory 
authorities in countries with a complete nuclear fuel cycle, or in countries designing 
and manufacturing nuclear steam supply systems, are usually not SRAs. Regulatory 
authorities which do not regulate the power reactor design, because their countries 
have to import the nuclear steam supply system, are ideal candidates for the SRA, 
with the exception of countries which operate five or more power reactors.

205
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An arbitrary figure for the upper limit of the SRA staff members is 100, similar 
to the figure in Para. 415 in Ref. [1], which requires 80 to 100 professionals to 
license and operate a few power reactors of the same type. The size of the regulatory 
authority depends on the number of reactors, the number of reactor types, the 
breadth of responsibilities and the extent o f the use of consultants (Para. 413 in Ref.
[ 1 ]), but the number of employees could vary depending on:

— the organization of the SRA, e.g. whether lines of responsibility are well
defined:
•  the work is assigned to the right person and the results are promptly 

processed;
•  if co-operation is required, the information is quickly passed to other 

departments or divisions;
— optimization of tasks and prioritization.

“ Since the structural form of the regulatory body may be influenced by many 
factors, no single organizational model will be appropriate in all circumstances” 
(Para. 409 in Ref. [1]), but the responsibilities should be clearly defined and some 
vital tasks identified (e.g. licensing, modification and design review, QA in the SRA, 
inspection).

A good legislative framework can substantially improve relations with other 
governmental institutions and support organizations (consultants), smooth and 
reduce the work burden of the SRA. The SRA cannot afford the same work to be 
done twice (i.e. also by another institution) and then, furthermore, have a com
petency (authorization) problem with this institution. It is not a favourable situation 
for the licensee to have ‘doubly regulated’ areas, neither is it acceptable if  certain 
areas are not regulated at all. This type of problem is obvious for new regulatory 
bodies, which have to take over some responsibilities from other regulatory bodies 
(governmental institutions) and at the same time must not interfere too deeply in 
areas not directly related to the nuclear field and which are well handled by these 
existing regulatory bodies.

2. PRACTICES

2.1. Scope of work and prioritization

The amount of work is proportional to the information received. There are 
three types of source:

(a) International experience, which is essential for an SRA, because characteristic
o f the SRA is that it is based in a country whose main supplier of nuclear tech-

1.2. Staff
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nology originates abroad. The importance of codes, standards, recommenda
tions and practices of the country of the main supplier has to be recognized by 
the SRA;

(b) Applications or requests from the nuclear power plant.
(c) Internally generated work in the SRA on the basis of studies, research of 

domestic organizations or information received through the inspections or 
meetings.

There are special services which provide summarized information for nuclear 
industry professionals on what is going on in the field of rulemaking, regulatory 
guidance and industry meetings [2]. This type of information is very useful for pri
oritization purposes, and has to be based on:

(a) The importance to nuclear safety, which is difficult to measure, but there are 
some methods: by probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) techniques, by technical 
specification requirements, by equipment classification or by the importance 
assigned by other regulatory authorities;

(b) The amount of time and the resources required to perform the task;
(c) Public acceptance of risk (to address issues which are not very important but 

help the public to understand better the processes performed in the SRA and 
by the licensee);

(d) Expiry dates (to reprioritize the task and assign more manpower, if it is recog
nized that an important task is not going to be completed in the requested 
period).

Owing to the small number of staff and sometimes inadequate experience, the 
possibility of hiring experts from other organizations or abroad should be taken into 
account. Some important tasks which have to be implemented, but take more time, 
have to be extended over a longer period. These tasks require meticulous planning 
and special effort to maintain motivation of the employees.

During the licensing process for the power reactor it is important for the SRA 
to decide at the beginning whether it is going to use the same licensing criteria as 
were used in the country of origin or whether these criteria shall be modified. If the 
power reactor to be delivered is licensable in the country of origin, it is wise to adopt 
the same criteria, unless the SRA knows in advance what other criteria should be 
taken into account. These criteria should be clearly defined before manufacturing of 
the reactor system starts, because changing the design criteria when the reactor sys
tem has been manufactured is extremely difficult and costly.

2.2. Methods of work

Once the work is assigned, i.e. usually a review of the documents, the regula
tor should consider how to perform it.
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The easiest way to perform a review is to have a procedure for it. First the 
reviewer has to find out if such a procedure exists or if there are similar procedures 
which partly or entirely cover the topic. If this is not the case, a procedure should 
be developed. In doing so, the following should be taken into account:

— understand the principles
— consider what are the objectives and what are the criteria for achieving these 

objectives (compliance with the legislation)
— decide whether the procedure should be written by an individual or by a team 

(if it is a team item a co-ordinator or main author should be determined)
— check if  the responsibilities and organization are described
— check if the same or a similar solution has been applied successfully elsewhere 

(review carefully and quote the references)
— check if something is missing or inconsistent
— check what can go wrong (impacts on other systems)
— check description and drawings (do they represent or are they based on as-built 

documentation?)
— check contingency plans
— check acceptance criteria
— do acceptance and startup tests
— consider radiological and occupational safety hazards
— follow quality assurance principles.

There is almost no situation where one must start from scratch. For at least 
some of the above items certain procedures, guidelines, codes or standards exist and 
it is important to find them before starting to develop the procedures.

If there are modifications, even the question about the financial means could 
be raised and the time schedule with the delivery terms for the equipment should be 
carefully addressed on the basis of previous experience.

If the document is large, a matrix approach can be used. This is to break down 
the document into smaller units and evaluate each unit against a set of prescribed 
topics.

At the review of the licensee action plans attention shall be paid to:

(a) whether the proposals are based on the right conclusions, and a review of the 
documents on which the conclusions are based;

(b) whether the proposals are complete (nothing is omitted);
(c) whether there is an explanation for the omission of proposals;
(d) time scheduling according to importance (prioritization).

2.3. Role of the management and planning

It could very easily happen that the management of the SRA has lost sight of 
the overall planning process. Instead of well defined goals, bringing the projects to
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a conclusion, too much work is spent on projects with no results or the effort is scat
tered on too many projects [3].

Sometimes there is ineffective management involvement in the task and plan 
development. When employees see no commitment at the top, they themselves feel 
little or no commitment to the plan or its implementation. The management has to 
define the tasks clearly.

One the plan is established and is being implemented, the review of the action 
plan is critical and brief meetings on a regular basis are required. Nothing 
strengthens the planning like seeing the actual results. Top management commitment 
to planning is essential. Planning for the SRA’s divisions is mostly not required on 
an annual basis; sometimes it suffices to redefine objectives every other or every 
third year. Keeping the plans as brief as possible is important. No organization can 
tackle all issues simultaneously, therefore an important aspect of planning is deter
mining what the true priorities are. A plan must allow for ambiguity and uncertainty.

2.4 Effectiveness of the SRA

Effectiveness of the SRA shall be monitored regularly (e.g. two times per 
year). Some means to assess effectiveness should be developed:

(a) the resolved issues, which are on the agenda of the meetings between the 
managements of the SRA and the licensee;

(b) response to requests from the licensee;
(c) actions performed by other regulatory authorities regulating similar power 

reactors, if such information is available.

Effectiveness should be assessed internally by the SRA’s staff, because it is 
impossible to get people from other organizations to judge effectiveness. The 
management should be aware that the effectiveness assessment is done purely to 
improve the performance of the SRA, and not to show off and to gain some extra 
points somewhere else.

3. PROBLEMS FACED BY THE SRA

There is no substitute for the knowledge of the employees and good training 
is essential to achieve it, but a ‘critical mass’ (enough manpower) to resolve certain 
issues is required and assistance from larger authorities from abroad or support 
organizations has to be sought. Compared to the licensees, which are better 
organized in different institutions (owners groups, the Institute o f Nuclear Power 
Operations (INPO), the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO)), there 
is still room for the regulators to form similar institutions, although some western
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regulators have very good contacts with each other and contracts with strong techni
cal support organizations.

The SRAs find it practical to implement the recommendations of the regulatory 
authority in the vendor country, as communicated to user groups, since these can be 
more quickly implemented thus than if they must first be channelled through smaller 
regulatory authorities, as the recommendations then tend to take longer to percolate. 
The difficulty is that the SRA is sometimes too slow to require the implementation 
of the actions, because not all such actions are performed by the licensee on its own 
initiative. Therefore, direct communication with other regulatory authorities is vital 
to assess the importance to nuclear safety and for the SRA to react in timely fashion. 
The relations of the SRA with the larger regulatory authorities can provide insight 
into the licensee associations which have already prepared the answers for the larger 
regulatory authorities. Through this information it is easier for the SRA to judge the 
response and preparedness of its own licensee.

It is true that the SRA would benefit most from co-operation with a larger 
regulatory authority. Recently many assistance programmes have been started to 
support the activities of regulatory authorities in the countries o f the former Soviet 
Union and East European countries, but this is just the first step. Stronger relations 
can be established through bilateral agreements on the exchange of information in 
the field of nuclear safety, including documents about meetings, open issues, inspec
tions, legislation and training. Training of the SRA’s employees through these 
agreements should be encouraged.

The lack of redundancy in personnel makes the SRA more vulnerable if some 
of them quit. The jobs in the SRA shall be competitive in terms of salary and benefits 
to similar jobs in the industry. It is also difficult to organize 24-hour duty in case 
of an emergency. In this case experts from other institutions should be contracted 
to provide assistance.

Communication within the SRA is in principle easy, because it is small, but 
it is necessary that it is effective. The right type of communication between 
employees must be developed: brief meetings to control the steps (or for routine 
actions) and longer ones to reach a concensus on important issues and have enough 
time to bring up the facts. Communiation in the SRA can be much more direct and 
personal than in larger organizations.

To improve the performance of the SRA substantial changes are sometimes 
required. After the reorganization, there is always a chance that the management will 
resume the style of work they are used to. To avoid this situation, it is good to know 
some pitfalls which can jeopardize the project, and some lessons to make the 
reorganization easier:

— Senior managers may be tempted to start the reorganization without full reali
zation of the extent of what it might reveal and require (that even more and 
major changes might emerge from the reorganization).
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— Successful planning involves attention to get the planning process right through 
being participative, cross-functional, iterative, active and adaptive [4].

— Getting the process right is necessary but not sufficient; analytic tools should 
be introduced.

— The communication process is absolutely vital and should be planned and tar
geted to the specific needs of different divisions in the SRA.

— The management should be aware that during the reorganization they could be 
out of the normal managing mode and this can be very tiring for them and for 
the employees.

— The more important projects should be delegated to senior managers; attention 
should be paid to avoid overloading them, and their commitment should be 
monitored; the expertise of senior managers should be recognized, not just the 
importance o f the job, because in the SRA the choice of senior managers is 
more limited than in other regulatory authorities.

— The top management need to be told when to end the reorganization or to 
proceed in smaller steps, whether it is necessary to carry on the process, or 
to modify it.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Awareness of careful planning and of the amount of work which can be done 
by the small staff is essential. It is very important for the SRA not only to do things 
right, but to do the right things, because the SRA cannot afford to expend energy 
on unimportant subjects. What is important is to a certain extent subjective, therefore 
the role of management is very sensitive.

Hierarchy in the SRA mostly peaks in one person instead of in the commission 
or body of three or more people, which can more easily balance the prioritization 
and supervision of all the work and the performance (effectiveness) of the SRA.

Although the technical problems related to the nuclear technology considered 
by different SRAs may have nothing in common, the organizational principles and 
the need to share the information with larger regulatory authorities is common to all 
the SRAs. The co-operation between the regulatory authorities (not only between 
SRAs) on a bilateral and multilateral basis should be emphasized in the future.

There are characteristics of the SRA which are very similar for all small 
organizations: sensitivity to conflict situations inside and outside the organization, 
difficulty in maintaining independence from other governmental institutions, concen
tration on decision making by a few individuals.
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REGULATORY ROLE IN SAFETY ENHANCEMENT OF WWER-440 REACTORS IN 
SLOVAKIA.

The paper describes regulatory requirements on the safety upgrading of the Slovak 
nuclear power plants. The Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic was estab
lished in January 1993 as the executive body in the area of nuclear safety supervision as the 
direct successor of the former Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission. All former legal 
documents are still in force, but none of the existing laws and/or regulations are specifically 
devoted to safety upgrading of reactors built according to earlier standards. The IAEA reports, 
Nuclear Safety Standards documents, Safety Analysis Reports and probabilistic safety analysis 
Level 1 reports are used as a background for regulatory requirements. The safety upgrading 
of NPPs in the Slovak Republic is first of all aimed to comply with present safety standards 
‘as far as reasonably achievable’. As a rule, the safety upgrading measures are oriented to 
reinforcement of capability, redundancy and independence of trains of safety systems. For 
effective regulatory control of the upgrading process, a combined deterministic and risk based 
approach is being used. The backfitting programme for older V-230 units has been scheduled 
in two major stages. The first stage covered safety upgrading measures which had to be 
implemented in the short or medium term (1991-1993). The second stage of the programme 
is oriented towards further significant improvement of safety. Safety upgrading of all reactors 
built according to earlier standards in general and WWER-440 reactors in particular represents 
a complicated technical, economic and even political problem. In spite of all problems, safety 
upgrading of WWER-440 reactors operating in Slovakia has already led to significant risk 
reduction. A continuous gradual safety upgrading during the whole plant lifetime should be 
a general regulatory requirement for any nuclear unit.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plants, with about a 50% share of electricity production, play 
an inevitable role in the Slovak economy. The V -l and V-2 plants at the Jaslovské 
Bohunice site are each equipped with two WWER-440 reactors of Russian design, 
V-230 and V-213 type, respectively. All these reactors, especially the older ones 
(V-230) may be considered as ‘reactors built according to earlier standards’. They 
exhibit certain design déficiences and they need adequate safety upgrading. A sys
tematic effort for safety upgrading of WWER-440 reactors on Slovak territory was

213
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initiated some ten years ago in the former Soviet Union. The process was 
considerably accelerated after political changes in 1989.

A significant regulatory role in the whole process has been recognized from 
the outset. Fulfilment of this role, however, is rather complicated owing to the 
absence of directly applicable regulations not only in Slovakia but worldwide. 
Regulatory requirements on safety upgrading are derived from generalized current 
safety standards to the extent reasonably achievable. A combination of both deter
ministic and probabilistic approaches is used with significant utilization of interna
tional assessment and design approaches. How the issue is being resolved in Slovakia 
will be described in this paper. More attention will be devoted to the safety upgrading 
of older (V-230) reactors.

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic (UJD SR) was estab
lished in January 1993 by the Act 2/1993. This Act specifies the authorities and 
responsibilities of the Authority as a new State Central Office, which acts as the 
executive body in the area of nuclear safety supervision, as direct successor of the 
former Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission (CSKAE). Simultaneously it was 
legally confirmed by the Slovak Constitution that all legal documents (law, regula
tions and resolutions) of the CSKAE are in force. These legal decisions assured that 
the transmission of nuclear safety regulation responsibilities and authorities occurred 
smoothly and without unnecessary interruption. The Act 2/1993 allocated to UJD SR 
the responsibility for:

— State supervision of nuclear safety of nuclear facilities, radioactive waste treat
ment, spent fuel treatment and other stages of the nuclear fuel cycle

— supervision of nuclear material
— quality assessment of selected equipment and techniques
— assessment of programmes for the utilization of nuclear energy
— fulfilling commitments of the Slovak Republic arising from international 

agreements in the area of nuclear safety and use of nuclear materials.

The present organizational structure of UJD SR is shown in Fig. 1. UJD SR 
is headed by the chairman. The Authority consists of two main branches, headed by 
the vice-chairman and by the chief inspector, respectively. Currently UJD SR has 
67 staff members (47 of them are professionals), and the final number in 1995 will 
be 72 employees.

For historical reasons, the legislation governing the regulation of nuclear 
safety in the former Czechoslovakia was rather complex. Unfortunately, the estab
lishment of a dedicated nuclear regulatory authority as well as nuclear safety legisla
tion in Czechoslovakia was delayed more than 20 years after the startup of the
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FIG. 1. Nuclear Regulatory Authority o f the Slovak Republic — organization chart.

nuclear programme. The urgent need for nuclear legislation became apparent espe
cially before the startup of the first unit of the V -l NPP in 1978. The IAEA Nuclear 
Safety Standards (NUSS) programme which was carried out over the period 
1975-1985 contributed considerably to the formulation and preparation of the first 
set of nuclear safety regulations, but the V -l NPP was already in an advanced phase 
o f construction and commissioning at that time. In 1984 the Act 28/1984 was passed 
on the State Supervision of the Nuclear Safety of Nuclear Facilities. This Act still 
represents a general basis for the use of nuclear energy and for its regulatory control.

In the period 1978-1990 a number of regulations were issued by CSKAE:

No. 2/78 Design
No. 4/79 Siting
No. 6/80 Commissioning and operation
No. 9/85 Experimental reactors
No. 67/87 Radwaste management
No. 100/89 Site security (physical protection)
No. 191/89 Qualification of operating personnel
No. 436/90 Quality assurance.
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None of the above mentioned regulations were, however, specifically devoted 
to safety upgrading of reactors built according to earlier standards. At present, a new 
‘atomic law’ and corresponding set of regulations are under preparation.

3. BACKGROUND FOR REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

The original design of the first WWER-440/230 generation has several well 
known deficiencies. In 1985 a first programme for safety upgrading of these units 
was prepared based on recommendations by the former Soviet Union. The main con
cern of this programme was devoted to reactor pressure vessel embrittlement. In 
1986 a comprehensive programme for safety enhancement of V -l and V-2 plants, 
including seismic upgrading, was prepared. The changing political and economic 
landscape in Eastern Europe has heightened existing concerns about the safety of 
nuclear power plants designed and built more than two decades ago. National and 
international efforts have been aimed at providing technical assistance for safety 
upgrading programmes, and big progress has been made.

Several safety missions took place at the V -l plant to investigate the current 
status and to look for deficiencies in the plant. Safety missions were carried out by 
Czechoslovak, Austrian and Siemens experts as well as by IAEA Operational Safety 
Review Team (OSART) and Assurance of Significant Safety Events Team (ASSET) 
missions. Based on conclusions and recommendations of safety reassessment as well 
as on its experience, the former CSKAE set up 95 short term backfitting measures 
for V -l safety upgrading.

In 1994 UJD SR issued its resolution No. 1 on further gradual safety upgrading 
of the V -l plant. The resolution is based on the following main sources of informa
tion:

— Preliminary Safety Analyses Report for gradual upgrading
— ranking of safety issues for the WWER-440 model 230 NPP (IAEA- 

TECDOC-640)
— report of the IAEA consultants’ meeting on Bohunice V -l Major Safety 

Upgrading
— IAEA report A Common Basis on which the Safety of all Operating Nuclear 

Power Plants Built to Earlier Standards can be Judged
— report of IAEA consultants’ meeting On Containment and Confinement Per

formance in NPPs with WWER 440/213 and 440/230
— probabilistic safety assessment Level 1 study for Bohunice V -l.

The second generation of WWERs, 440/213 models, was designed between 
1970 and 1980 and improved upon the first generation models. However, in some 
respects these still do not meet international standards. UJD SR decided that further 
safety upgrading would be necessary for the V-2 plant and the Mochovce plant
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before the commissioning. Basic sources for safety evaluation of V-213 type plant 
are as follows:

— IAEA TC/RER/004: Safety Assessment of WWER 440/213 type NPPs
— basic engineering for replacement of instrumentation and control system for 

WWER 440/V-213 nuclear reactors, reports o f the PHARE project 
EC/ENE/15

— results of the IAEA technical co-operation projects CZE/4/004 and 
SLR/4/003, Enhancement of Availability and Safety of WWER type NPPs

— ranking of safety issues for WWER-440 model 213 NPP
— Mochovce NPP Units 1, 2 Safety improvement report, EDF-SEP, 1993
— Safety Assessment o f Mochovce, risk audit report 1994
— Mochovce safety improvements review, IAEA, 1994
— Bohunice V-2 safety review, IAEA, 1994
— Bohunice V-2 Safety Analysis Report after ten years of operation and PSA 

Level 1 study.

Besides technical assistance from the IAEA and the European Union, there is 
also very significant assistance by the IAEA and some other countries in the strength
ening of UJD SR and training of its inspectors within the framework of

— TC project SLR/9/005-01
— interregional and regional training courses
— assistance and training provided by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
— assistance and training provided by the Japanese government
— assistance and training provided by the Gesellschaft fiir Reaktorsicherheit, 

Germany.

4. BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR REGULATORY DECISIONS IN
SAFETY UPGRADING

As in many other countries, in the Slovak Republic there are no codified rules 
or safety requirements officially issued for upgrading. Safety requirements of the 
regulatory authority are imposed to the upgrading programme of a specific reactor 
unit on a case by case basis.

The programmes are elaborated by the operating organization, which is the 
entity responsible for safety.

The safety upgrading of NPPs in the Slovak Republic is first of all aimed at 
compliance with present safety standards, ‘as far as reasonably achievable’. In prac
tice, specific requirements have been derived from a comparison of the design with 
international standards, but also from comparison with selected national standards 
of certain industrialized countries. As a rule, for WWER-440 reactors the safety
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upgrading measures are generally oriented on reinforcement of capability, redun
dancy (mainly for the V-230 type) and independence of redundant trains of safety 
systems.

A final list o f safety issues covered by the upgrading programme reflects recent 
results of safety reviews of the reactor type under consideration and, of course, con
tains measures in line with recent developments in the area of primary circuit 
integrity, accumulated data on abnormal occurrences, results of beyond design basis 
accident analyses, etc.

For effective regulatory control o f the upgrading process, a combined deter
ministic and risk based approach is being used. Such an approach allows us to assess 
the residual risk in any case of non-compliance with standards and contributes to 
more efficient use of limited human and financial resources.

Deterministically, as a principle, improvements of safety systems are required 
(redundancy, independency). For the implementation of individual safety improve
ments, plant specific PSA results can be utilized for prioritization of issues with a 
higher contribution to the core melt frequency.

Requirements imposed on safety upgrading partially reflect a probability of 
accident occurrence. Acceptance criteria imposed by the regulatory authority for 
accident analyses are generally expressed in terms o f acceptable radiological conse
quences, which differ according to the probability o f the initiating event. In addition, 
conservative or best-estimate methods for accident analyses are prescribed or 
accepted. Best-estimate methods are accepted for accidents with a very low probabil
ity of initiating event. The limiting probability of an initiating event presently used 
by UJD SR for selection of acceptance criteria and methods of analysis is about 
1 0 ~ 6  per reactor-year.

All details in accordance with the above principles are contained in the regula
tory resolutions issued for the approval of a specific backfitting programme for each 
unit. Such resolutions should also assure reduction of the risk to a tolerable value. 
The tolerable safety goals are derived from the IAEA recommended value for core 
damage frequency, as presented for older units in operation.

Another principle included in the above mentioned regulatory approach is the 
limited period for which the operational permit is issued. This limitation represents 
an appropriate tool for regulatory control of the implementation of the safety upgrad
ing measures.

5. APPLICATION OF BASIC PRINCIPLES IN REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS ON SAFETY UPGRADING OF THE V -l NPP

Two units of V -l NPP equipped with WWER-440/V-230 reactors were built 
in accordance with the original design requirements of the first generation of PWRs 
developed in the former Soviet Union. The design deficiencies in comparison with
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modem design requirements result either from the smaller scale of the maximum loss 
of coolant accident or from the different safety philosophy of the designer. Most of 
the important weaknesses are to be found in the safety system design (capacity, 
redundancy, independence, separation); in the containment design (small capacity of 
hermetic compartments, poor tightness, low value for design overpressure) and in 
the resistance to some other hazards such as earthquakes, fires, reactor pressure 
vessel integrity, etc.

The first decision on safety upgrading of these units was made in 1991 by the 
former Czechoslovak Federal Government. In this decision, the design deficiencies 
were identified, but at the same time the advantages of the original design were also 
taken into consideration. The safety merits are derived from relatively large safety 
margins, from the high quality of material used for the fabrication of the reactor 
coolant system and from large water inventories in both primary and secondary cir
cuits. These features give these units high thermal inertia, important for transient 
conditions, so the inherent original design features allow relatively high time margins 
for the operator to take recovery measures.

The backfitting programme has been scheduled in two major stages. The first 
stage covered safety upgrading measures (required by the regulatory authority as a 
mandatory precondition for continuation of operation) which had to be implemented 
in the short or midium term. The second stage of the programme is oriented towards 
significant improvement of the unit safety.

Rather than giving a detailed list of plant modifications performed in the first 
stage (this was completed at the beginning of 1993), only some examples are given 
for illustration:

— annealing of reactor pressure vessels (RPVs)
— demonstration of acceptability of ‘leak before break’ (LBB) principle
— antiseismic reinforcement
— increased capacity of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
— creation of two redundant trains for the ECCS and for the confinement spray
— considerably reduced leak rate of the confinement
— overpressure test of the confinement
— installation of an emergency control panel
— fire resistance improvement.

The contribution to the risk reduction of implemented measures was assessed 
using PSA methodology. Numerical results of PSA prior to and after the first stage 
o f backfitting indicate risk reduction from the value of 1.7 x  10 ' 3  per reactor-year 
to 8.9 X 1СГ4  per reactor-year after the first stage of upgrading.

Experience of the regulatory authority gained during supervision of the 
backfitting process was used in the elaboration o f the contents o f second stage back- 
fitting. The principles described in Section 4 of this paper were used for obtaining 
regulatory approval of the backfitting programme.
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As examples of regulatory requirements imposed in UJD SR resolution 
No. 1/94, the following items are given:

(a) Requirements for compliance with design criteria based on standard, conserva
tive licensing assumptions. The list of initial events is defined as follows:
— a double ended break of a 2 0 0  mm diameter pressurizer surge line
— a partial rupture of primary piping with 2 0 0  mm equivalent diameter
— crack inception in the volume of the reactor cavity for the foregoing initiat

ing event
— a rupture of a control rod drive channel above the reactor vessel head
— a rupture of steam or feedwater lines in the confinement.
Acceptance criteria include structural ones for walls, dose equivalents at the 
boundary of the exclusion area and limited damage for fuel assemblies in the 
core.

(b) Requirements for analyses of beyond design basis accidents; a specific role 
among these accidents is played by a double ended break of the 500 mm 
diameter main circulation line, for which requirements cover:
— methodology (best estimate is accepted)
— acceptance criteria (maintaining confinement integrity and dose equivalents 

on the boundary of the exclusion area).
(c) Requirements on systems for mitigation of severe accidents (e.g. installation 

of forced venting system).
(d) Requirements for redundant, independent two trains spray system with equip

ment qualified for post-accident environment.
(e) Requirements on improvement of the leaktightness of the confinement.

It has to be underlined that the above listed requirements do not constitute a 
full list of safety upgrading measures, which also include, among others,

— demonstration of acceptability of LBB status for primary piping of the reactor 
cooling system (RCS) with diameter < 200  mm

— determination of limiting values of overpressure and underpressure in the 
confinement

— demonstration of adequate and highly reliable functioning of a system assuring 
the closure of confinement after pressure suppression action, etc.

6 . CONCLUSIONS

Safety upgrading of all reactors built according to earlier standards in general 
and WWER-440 reactors in particular represents a complicated technical, economic 
and even political problem. A simplistic scheme of issuing safety requirements by 
the regulatory authority and its fulfilment by the utility is often not workable. Such
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requirements often go beyond existing legislative framework. A joint effort of both 
utility and regulatory authority is needed for success of the upgrading. A highly 
qualified, competent and strong regulatory authority of course has an irreplaceable 
role in safety upgrading. Essential components o f its role include specification of 
safety objectives, independent assessment of proposed measures and verification of 
quality assurance of their implementation and, last but not least, establishing and 
maintaining the necessary international framework.

Conditions for regulatory actions are rather complicated, mainly due to the 
absence of directly applicable national regulations as well as international standards, 
resulting in a need for non-standard approaches. Such actions also have to take into 
consideration the social and economic situation in the country. A certain flexibility 
in accepting new proposals and modifications of safety objectives is also needed. 
New decisions should take into account regular evaluation of steps already 
performed, operational experience, new analysis, etc. Continuation of international 
co-operation in this field is highly recommended.

In spite of all problems, safety upgrading of WWER-440s operating in 
Slovakia has already led to significant results in risk reduction. A continuous gradual 
safety upgrading over the whole plant lifetime should be a general regulatory 
requirement for any nuclear unit.
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Abstract

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES: INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM TOPICAL STUDIES.
The IAEA Incident Reporting System (1RS) is an international network to communicate 

lessons learned to reflect the operational safety experience of a variety of NPPs under different 
conditions around the world. A considerable part of 1RS activity consists of topical studies 
based on system data collection and national studies of safety issues. 1RS studies cover techni
cal and human problems in NPP design, operation, surveillance and maintenance. This paper 
presents the most interesting results from 1RS topical studies carried out over more than ten 
years, the time the system has been in existence.

1. INTRODUCTION

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Nuclear Energy 
Agency (NEA) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) jointly collect information from member countries on NPP events con
sidered important for safety or for accident prevention. The international sharing of 
operational experience is the impetus behind the Incident Reporting System (1RS).

Gathering and analysing data from operating nuclear power plants form the 
basis for continuous learning to improve nuclear safety. 1RS data are being collected 
according to internationally accepted reporting criteria and the 1RS reporting process 
is inevitably selective. What is reported and what is analysed are first filtered through 
several national layers of utility and regulatory personnel. Therefore, 1RS data 
represent information gathered when things go wrong, or when something unex
pected happens, i.e. when there has been some error or some failure to anticipate. 
Results o f any 1RS studies have no statistical validity.

The 1RS as such is of value mainly to technical personnel working in the 
nuclear power field, and it increases awareness of actual and potential safety 
problems. One source of increased awareness is the individual event reports. These 
include an analysis of the event and its causes that may be relevant to other plants. 
Another source is the topical studies resulting from events of particular interest.

This paper presents the most interesting results from IAEA-IRS topical studies 
carried out over more than ten years, the time the system has been in existence.
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The main contributors in the category of subjective causes were simple human 
failure and errors/mistakes induced by carelessness.

Deficiencies of procedures for preventive and corrective maintenance have a 
significant potential for common mode failures in safety related equipment. Further
more, if  there are deficiencies in the procedure for surveillance testing, a degraded 
system status may be latent for a long period of time.

Deficiencies in management and organization could have significant impacts 
on safety. An important aspect of such deficiencies might be a radiological hazard 
from human errors during maintenance activities for plant maintenance personnel.

2.3. Topical study: Service water system —  failures and degradations

The service water system (SWS) function is to supply cooling water to safety 
related systems and components required for the safe shutdown of the plant, and to 
mitigate the consequences of design basis accidents. It may also supply cooling water 
to safety related and non-safety-related systems and components during all modes of 
plant operation. The system is generally designed to operate in an open cycle, taking 
water at ambient temperatures from the ultimate heat sink, which is normally a river, 
pond, lake or ocean.

The most frequent SWS failures or degradations occurred after fouling by 
different phenomena (sediment deposition, accumulation of biological organisms, 
clogging by ice or jellyfish, etc.). The second most frequently observed cause of 
SWS failures and degradations derives from human factors.

2.3.1. Generic lessons

O f the events reviewed, most were caused by errors during maintenance, espe
cially during repairs and surveillances of instrumentation and control equipment. 
These errors led to mispositioned valves, de-energizing the wrong equipment, inad
vertent isolation of components, mispositioned breakers, mispositioned switches and 
mislabelling of valves.

In general, the root causes of these events indicate one or more of the following 
reasons: inadequate preparation and/or lack of management control, maintenance not 
properly done, work done without procedures, deficient procedures, and inadequate 
quality control measures.

Special care should be given to simultaneous maintenance operations on redun
dant components which may lead to a total loss of the system.

2.4. Topical study: Intersystem loss of coolant accident

The intersystem loss of coolant accident (IS LOCA) is attributed to a class of 
accident sequences in which the high pressure reactor coolant is lost through a rup-
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ture in one of the connecting lower pressure systems. This type of accident can occur 
when a low pressure system such as the residual heat removal system (RHRS) is 
inadvertently exposed to high reactor coolant system pressure beyond its capacity. 
An IS LOCA can be initiated either by failure of the pressure isolation valves that 
separate the high pressure systems from those of lower pressure, or by inadvertent 
opening of the same valves due to human actions or errors.

The majority of events in this 1RS topical study were either initiated by wrong 
decisions of the NPP operators or at least were influenced by human errors.

2.4.1. Generic lessons

The types of human error encountered included: (a) the deliberate opening of 
pressure isolation valves, (b) the defeating of interlocks which are intended to pre
vent inadvertent opening pressure isolation valves, (c) the failure to remove power 
from pressure isolation valves prior to their receipt of open-test signals, (d) opening 
one pressure isolation valve while the other is failed in open position, (e) opening 
the pressure isolation valves on the wrong unit (in a multi-unit site), (f) incorrect 
installation of equipment during maintenance, (g) execution of ad hoc actions in the 
absence of applicable procedures.

The root causes for the aforementioned human errors were attributed to: (1) 
unclear or wrong procedures, (2 ) lack of attentiveness (or motivation) leading to 
incorrect implementation of procedures and (3) lack of adequate training for opera
tion and maintenance personnel.

2.5. Topical study: Safety culture examples from 1RS event collection

The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) has published a 
guide on Safety Culture (IAEA Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-4). The Appendix to 
this document lists a series of questions which could be used to encourage self- 
examination of safety culture within an organization.

The purpose of the 1RS topical study was to point out the importance of safety 
culture by selecting those events reported to the 1RS which involved either observed 
or root cause deficiencies in the human factors area. Selected events were analysed 
against INS AG-4 questions.

2.5.1. Generic lessons

The 1RS study provides examples of specific circumstances described within 
the event reports which, should they occur with some frequency at any particular 
plant, might be indicative of its safety culture. Since there is no way to identify such 
trends or patterns of such occurrences at the plant at which the event occurred, the 
safety culture analysis statements cannot be construed as describing the actual safety
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culture at the specific plant at the time of occurrence of the event. All answers to 
INS AG-4 questions given in the study identified the potential for safety culture 
problems.

3. NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EVENTS WITH
CONSIDERATION OF EQUIPMENT FAILURES

The purpose of operational safety experience feedback programmes is to 
improve operation of reactor types already in service and to provide information for 
the development of future reactor designs.

Innovations that hold great promise include: simpler designs, smaller size, a 
potential for standardization and modular construction, more utilization of passive 
safety features, and efforts to lower the consequences of any given error.

As a general safety strategy, learning from experience should reduce uncer
tainty and should encourage change in two different directions: ( 1 ) increasing 
requirements in those areas which seem to need them, and (2 ) reducing or modifying 
requirements in those areas where current standards conflict or create difficulties.

3.1. Topical study: Redundancy, diversity and dependent failures —
1RS lessons

Undoubtedly an in-depth study on dependent failure events, involving basic 
safety categories — redundancy and diversity — could have very important benefits 
for NPPs in operation, probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), Nuclear Safety Stan
dards (NUSS) applications and the design of future NPPs. For these reasons, the 
IAEA initiated an 1RS topical study on this subject in 1992.

In the study a ‘dependent failure event’ was understood as an event in which 
there are failures of multiple items of equipment/systems, which are not 
independent.

3.1.1. . Generic lessons

To date only preliminary results can be presented. For the classification of 
dependent failure six different terms were used — most of the reported failures were 
common cause failures (about 70%). About 15 different NPP systems were men
tioned in the dependent failures events — no single system contributed significantly 
to the total number. In about one third of the events, the availability of affected sys
tems was less than adequate or completely lost. In about 70% of all events there were 
no actual initiators. Seven dependent failure events initiators were found which were 
not considered in the safety analysis of the plant.
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It is a well known principle that design provisions should prevent the loss of 
safety functions resulting from damage to several components, systems or structures 
with a common cause. Because of the importance of fire as a source of possible 
simultaneous damage to several components, design provisions to prevent and com
bat fires in the plant should be given special attention.

In the 1RS topical study three events were discussed in depth: fire at Vandellos 
Unit 1 (Spain), 19 October 1989; fire at Chernobyl Unit 2 (Ukraine), 11 October 
1991; fire at Salem Unit 2 (USA), 9 November 1991. Proposals for fire safety 
improvements include non-flammable materials and technologies.

3.2.1. Generic lessons

The 1RS topical study provides the following observations. Fires and hydrogen 
explosions often result from incorrect maintenance, inspection, testing and operation 
of the turbine controls, turbine blades, or the generator system. Eliminating the 
hydrogen explosion hazard would be a major improvement to industrial and nuclear 
safety. The use of water cooled rotors shows significant promise for elimination of 
this hazard. Reduction of fire risk from lubricants should be pursued as a long term 
objective. Fire resistant oils (for example, water-polymer lubricants) should be 
used.

3.2. Topical study: Fires in turbine halls

3.3. Topical study: 1RS events in the shutdown and low power operating modes 
of NPPs

The results of PSA studies performed in several countries indicate that low 
power and shutdown operating modes may, on the average, constitute about 50% of 
the total risk of NPP operation.

During these modes of NPP operation the availability or configuration of vari
ous systems including safety systems may be decreased and interconnection among 
various systems may be changed. Some of these activities have a non-standard 
character and they are partially or fully performed by outside workers.

The 1RS study was limited to three selected areas: (1) loss of reactor coolant 
system (RCS) heat removal capacity; (2) fuel handling and spent fuel pool issues;
(3) fire and flooding.

3.3.1. Generic lessons

Prevention measures should be reinforced against vortexing or cavitation of 
residual heat removal pumps; against loss of power supply for systems needed during
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core cooling in plant shutdown mode; against incorrect valve alignment; and against 
loss of core cooling events, especially in mid-loop operation.

Safety issues associated with a fuel handling and spent fuel pool in the 1RS topi
cal study included: ( 1 ) damage to a fuel assembly from dropping or knocking the 
assembly against items of equipment; (2 ) potential for a fuel assembly to overheat 
owing to lack of cooling (incorrect insertion, loss of refuelling cavity water inven
tory); (3) a failure of the spent fuel pool cooling system with the potential to boil 
and uncover the stored fuel; (4) a reduction in the spent fuel pool inventory.

In the fire and flooding areas it was found that (1) when personnel (especially 
contractors) work with possible ignition sources (e.g. welding equipment) and/or 
combustible material it is important that instructions should be very clear and consis
tent; a good rule is that welding work always should be supervised by fire guards;
(2 ) flammable/explosive gaseous mixtures are a potentially significant hazard as they 
can cause degradation or damage to the plant safety systems; (3) short circuits caus
ing either a fire or flooding/drowning will always be a dominant risk contributor 
during outages.

3.4. Topical study: The potential for safety related events after upgradings
and modifications at NPPs

Modifications and upgrading of NPPs should not lead to any safety related 
events; however, they do occur. The purpose of this topical 1RS study was to identify 
from 1RS data conditions and circumstances which could increase the potential for 
unusual events following modifications and upgrading. For classification of 1RS 
events in the study, six areas were used: ( 1 ) quality assurance issues; (2 ) design of 
modifications; (3) fabrication and qualification of components; (4) implementation 
of modifications, temporary modifications; (5) testing of modifications; (6 ) inform
ing and training of personnel.

3.4.1. Generic lessons

Failure in the application of quality assurance programmes were due to
(a) modification being made without written work order; (b) unqualified components 
being used for modification; (c) unqualified computer software being used for 
modification.

In the design group it was noticed that the modification principles were not 
completely or properly transferred into the design solution and/or were not analysed 
sufficiently; that possible consequences of modifications on safety were fully or 
partly overlooked; that the adverse impact on safety was not justified; that the 
specification for modification of new equipment did not provide the necessary 
information.
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In the area of fabrication and qualification of components the main findings 
were that components used for modification were insufficiently specified for qualifi
cation and that quality control procedures for manufacturing components used in 
safety related applications were inadequate.

In the area of implementation of modification (temporary modifications), fail
ings were that a detailed programme for implementation of modification was lacking; 
that modification was inadequately implemented or without sufficient control; that 
contractor staff were inadequately qualified and/or trained for the work and that the 
surveillance of contractor staff was inadequate; and that non-approved equipment 
was used for the implementation of a modification.

Finally, operation and/or maintenance personnel were not adequately informed 
or trained during the process of modification.

4. ASSESSMENTS OF SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF EVENTS
AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

In order to make the operational safety experience feedback process more 
effective and efficient, the safety significance of NPP events should be determined.

The objective of the 1RS is to exchange operating experience, with strong 
emphasis on lessons learned to improve NPP safety.

Several attempts to determine the safety significance of NPP events reported 
to the 1RS were undertaken. They included the development of classification of les
sons learned, the development of lists of attributes regarding safety significance, 
based on the main safety functions (i.e. to control reactivity, to cool fuel and to con
tain radioactivity), and the use of plant specific PSA to evaluate incidents at NPPs.

The 1RS regards the safety significance of NPP events is a multi-dimensional 
phenomena and requires consideration of ‘for what’ and ‘for whom’ safety sig
nificance is sought.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1RS topical studies have released the latent benefit from the 1RS events collec
tion by in-depth evaluations.

The results of 1RS topical studies have provided a valuable insight into the 
nature of incidents, lessons learned and actions taken in the member countries.

Nowadays, nuclear power is still subject to criticism. Gathering and analysing 
data from operating nuclear power plants help to make this criticism constructive.
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Abstract

OPERATIONAL SAFETY ISSUES OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN JAPAN.
Approximately 30 years have passed since the first Japanese nuclear power plant started 

operation and, currently nuclear power generation accounts for more than 30% of the total 
electricity produced in Japan. To secure a stable energy supply and to solve the global environ
mental problems, the use of nuclear power will continue to increase as an alternative energy 
to oil. According to the ‘Supply Target of Alternative Energy Sources for Oil’ decided at a 
Cabinet Meeting in September 1994, an installed capacity of 70 500 MW and a 42% nuclear 
share of total electricity generation is projected for the fiscal year 2010. In Japan, securing 
safety has consistently been the major premise in developing nuclear energy and promoting 
its utilization. Rigorous safety control has been implemented from the initial design stage and 
subsequent construction, through to nuclear power plant operation. In implementing these 
safety controls, it has been common practice to request the opinions of the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the Nuclear Safety Commission, advisory organizations to the Prime 
Minister, whenever necessary, and to respect their reports. Through such efforts, the annual 
rate of incidents and failures at nuclear power plants in Japan has been maintained at a low 
level. In fiscal 1994, the number of unscheduled shutdowns per unit was 0.3 times per unit 
per annum. Ageing of nuclear power plants is currently drawing attention as a coming issue 
in Japan. To continue safe operation of the existing nuclear power plants, every effort is being 
made to provide countermeasures against ageing, such as the establishment of ageing evalua
tion methodology, development of related technologies, preparation of technical standards, 
and the implementation of various tests and periodical safety reviews.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY ISSUES OF
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN JAPAN

1. PRESENT STATUS OF JAPAN’S NUCLEAR POWER 
GENERATION

After the first oil crisis, the introduction of nuclear energy was promoted to 
decrease oil dependence and enhance the introduction of an alternative to oil. In fis
cal 1993 nuclear energy represented approximately 11% of the primary energy 
sources (Table I).
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TABLE I. PRIMARY ENERGY SUPPLY

Item Unit 1973 1990 1993

Energy supply Million kL 414 526 548

Energy consumption 
related to GNP

kL per 
million yen

1.99 1.28 1.27

Energy sources Quantity % Quantity % Quantity %

Nuclear GW 2.28 0 . 6 31.65 9.4 38.28 1 1 . 1

Coal Million t 811.65 15.5 115.32 16.6 117.72 16.1

Natural gas Million kL 6.36 1.5 53.28 1 0 .1 58.55 10.7

Hydro GW 17.29 4.1 20.85 4.2 2 1 . 0 2 4.3

Geothermal GW 0.07 0.00 0.50 0 . 1 0.55 0 . 1

New and renewable Million kL 3.93 0.9 6.59 1.3 6.27 1 .1

Oil Million kL 321 77.4 307 58.3 310 58.3

Total supply Million kL 414 100.00 526 100.00 548 100.00

It has been almost 29 years since the Tokai Nuclear Power Plant (166 MW) 
of the Japan Atomic Power Co. started operation as the first Japanese commercial 
nuclear power plant. Currently, there are 17 commercial nuclear power stations with 
49 reactors providing a total electric energy generation of 41 191 MW, accounting 
for 32% of the total electricity generated. The ‘Supply Target o f Alternative Energy 
Sources for O il’, decided at a Cabinet Meeting in September 1994, set the nuclear 
energy target of achieving an installed capacity of 70 500 MW, and a share of 42% 
of the total electric energy generation in fiscal 2 0 1 0 .

In fiscal 1994, the capacity factor of nuclear power plants in Japan was 76.6% , 
which is above 70% for 12 consecutive years since fiscal 1983 (Fig. 1). These 
figures are on a high level, considering the restrictive Japanese conditions, where 
a periodical inspection is required by law almost once a year. In fiscal 1994, there 
were 14 unscheduled nuclear power plant shutdowns, due to events. This is equiva
lent to 0.3 times per unit per annum, which is an extremely small percentage, even 
by international comparisons (Fig. 2).
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Fiscal year

¡Щ  Licensed capacity — □—  Capacity factor

FIG. 1. L icensed capacity and capacity fa c to r  (for electric utilities).

Fiscal year

I I No. of reports — в —  No. of reports per unit

FIG. 2. Number o f reports for incidents and failures and average number o f reports per unit.
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As securing safety is a major premise in promoting the utilization and develop
ment of nuclear energy, safety control of nuclear power plants has been carried out 
in accordance with the Law for the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear 
Fuel Material and Reactors and the Electric Utility Industry Law. Also concerned 
with nuclear energy are government organizations such as the Ministry of Interna
tional Trade and Industry (MITI), the Science and Technology Agency (STA) and 
the Atomic Energy Commission and the Nuclear Safety Commission, both commis
sions being advisory organizations to the Prime Minister. Among these organiza
tions, two divisions of the Public Utilities Departments of the Agency of Natural 
Resources and Energy (ANRE), MITI are directly responsible for the safety 
administration of commercial nuclear power plants. These are, namely, the Nuclear 
Power Safety Policy Planning Division and the Nuclear Power Safety Administration 
Division. These two sections request the opinions of the Atomic Energy Safety Com
mission in authorizing the construction of nuclear power plants and report events, 
inspection results, survey results, etc., to the Nuclear Safety Commission.

When planning the construction of a commercial nuclear power plant, electric 
utilities are required by the Law for the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, 
Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors and the Electric Utility Industry Law to obtain 
the government’s approval and authorization. The plant will undergo inspections and 
testing at various stages, from the construction to periodical inspections conducted 
during operation. A brief explanation of the major safety management system from 
the regulatory point o f view is provided hereunder (Fig. 3).

2.1. Permit for nuclear power plant installation

Organizations planning to install a nuclear reactor must obtain permission from 
the relevant Minister (in this case, the Minister o f International Trade and Industry).

MITI inspects the application for installation in accordance with the criteria of 
the permission as set forth by law, and requests the opinions of the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the Nuclear Safety Commission.

2.2. Submission and approval of construction plan (construction and/or
modification of electric facilities)

The law requires electric utilities to obtain permission from MITI when plan
ning to construct and/or modify their facilities. MITI approves the application based 
on the technical standard as set forth by law.

In the case of the construction of a nuclear power plant, the construction plans 
of the major facilities and structures are designated as the objects o f permission, and

2. SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
OF JAPAN’S NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
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FIG. 3. Outline o f procedures for assurance o f nuclear power generation.
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the judgement as to whether construction should be permitted or not is made in accor
dance with the technical standard as set forth by MITI. The construction of facilities 
and structures other than those designated as the object of permission must be noti
fied in advance.

2.3. Pre-service inspection

The law requires that the electric facility for which the construction plan was 
submitted for approval or acknowledgement must pass inspections conducted by 
MITI at each stage of construction. Should it fail to pass such inspections, it cannot 
be put into practical use. To pass, the construction must have been carried out in 
accordance with the plan submitted for approval and acknowledgement. It must also 
satisfy the technical standards set forth by MITI.

2.4. Testing of fuel material

The law reqires that the nuclear fuel must pass the tests conducted by MITI 
at each processing stage. Should it fail to pass such tests, it cannot be used. The law 
requires that it conform to the design which obtained the M inister’s approval, and 
that it satisfy the technological standards set forth by MITI.

2.5. Welding test

The welding of the nuclear reactor containment and related material must pass 
the tests conducted by MITI. It must conform with the method approved by the 
Ministry, and satisfy the technical standards set forth by MITI.

Actual testing is conducted by the Japan Power Engineering and Inspection 
Corporation, which is entrusted with the work as the official testing institution desig
nated by the law by MITI.

2.6. Approval of safety regulations

In the case of a commercial nuclear power plant, when planning to draw up 
or change any safety regulation, electric utilities must obtain permission from MITI.

The electric utilities must establish safety regulations in order to maintain the 
safety of nuclear power plants, based on which the electric utilities are to take safety 
measures. MITI must confirm that the electric utilities are observing the established 
safety regulations by investigations conducted by Senior Specialists for Plant Opera
tions and by other means.
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2.7. Notifícation of operation plans

Electric utilities are required to prepare operation plans for their nuclear power 
plants and submit them to MITI. This same rule also applies when the plan is to be 
modified.

2.8. Periodic inspections

The electric utilities are required to undergo periodic inspections conducted by 
MITI with regard to electric facilities such as boilers and nuclear reactors used for 
power generation.

Nuclear power generation facilities (nuclear reactors for power generation and 
their attached facilities) are required to undergo regular inspections approximately 
once a year.

Apart from conducting inspections itself in accordance with the established 
standards when granting a permission and/or authorization, MITI is also required to 
request the opinions of the Nuclear Power Generation Technical Advisory Commit
tee, which is an advisory organization for MITI. The Nuclear Power Generation 
Technical Advisory Committee consists of about 100 technical experts from univer
sities and research institutes entrusted by MITI who provide advice on technical mat
ters regarding nuclear power plants. In the private sector, efforts have also been 
made to prepare technical standards in various fields to supplement the governmental 
technical standards.

In Japan, after the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979, the system of Senior 
Specialists for Plant Operation Management was started in 1980 and Senior 
Specialists for Plant Operation Management who are on the staff of MITI are sta
tioned at nuclear power plants nationwide. Currently, there are 17 nuclear power sta
tions with 49 reactors in Japan, and 46 Senior Specialists for Plant Operation 
Management have been dispatched to these sites.

These specialists not only inspect the status o f the observance of the electric 
utility’s safety regulations but also do a daily check of the nuclear reactor facilities 
to confirm there are no abnormalities. They also observe the periodic check-ups con
ducted voluntarily by the electric utilities, constantly performing administrative as 
well as supervisory functions in the field to ensure that the nuclear power plants are 
operated in a safe and stable manner.

3. COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST AGEING

As required by the law, rigorous safety measures have been implemented for 
nuclear power plants in Japan, thereby enabling good operational conditions to be
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maintained. Japanese safety technologies for nuclear power are highly rated 
internationally.

However, Japan is facing certain issues such as ageing and radioactive waste 
management. O f these, ageing is taken up here as a typical case.

It has been almost 30 years since the first commercial nuclear power plant 
started operation in Japan and the problem of ageing will occur chronologically from 
that first plant.

Thus, it is necessary to establish measures such as testing methodology, techni
cal standards, and the development of related technologies in order to secure safe 
and reliable operation as the facilities age.

3.1. Preparation and study of standards to secure safety

3.1.1. Preparation o f  technical standards

Efforts have been made to prepare and review the technical standards which 
are used in both the design and construction of electric facilities, and also for their 
maintenance and operation.

3.1.2. Systematization o f  maintenance standards with ageing taken into 
consideration

The systematization of maintenance standards means to inspect and evaluate 
the degree of deterioration o f machinery and materials, and to organize and stan
dardize the methodology of repair systematically when necessary. Currently, 
research is being carried out at the Committee for Ageing Problems established in 
the Nuclear Power Generation Technical Advisory Committee, and at the Main
tenance Standards Study Committee and Periodical Inspection Advancement Com
mittee established in the Japan Power Engineering and Inspection Corporation.

3.2. Promotion of development of related technologies

In the operation of nuclear plants, phenomena which relate to the safety of 
nuclear power plants such as material deterioration, fatigue cracking, and machinery 
malfunction have been observed. Therefore, efforts have been made to develop 
evaluation methods for aged deterioration and life expectancy in order to confirm the 
safety and reliability of machinery and materials.

Efforts are also being made to develop and demonstrate new technologies of 
testing and repair based on the latest knowledge and experience from the viewpoint 
of advancing and optimizing testing and repair works.
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3.3. Securing safety by testing and other means

Adequate maintenance and control o f nuclear power plants have been achieved 
through inspections conducted by the government and voluntary inspections con
ducted by the electric utilities, and through maintenance activities such as the 
replacement of parts conducted by the electric utilities. Monitoring of the 
embrittlement of the reactor vessel material is also done using a surveillance test 
piece.

3.4. Other considerations

In 1992 a new system was established whereby the electric utilities conduct 
periodic safety reviews to evaluate the safety and reliability of nuclear power plants 
based on the latest technical knowledge and experience (at approximately ten year 
intervals). The results of these reviews are confirmed by the government.

It is now being considered how to produce a system wherein the electric utili
ties voluntarily study comprehensive facility maintenance methodology to carry out 
efficient operation and maintenance through the total period of a plant’s operation, 
while maintaining safety and reliability based on long term perspectives.

4. CONCLUSION

In Japan, the development and utilization of nuclear power generation has 
progressed steadily under carefully integrated and administrated safety control mea
sures for almost 30 years. Behind this achievement were enormous efforts made by 
a great many people related to nuclear power, including technical experts from 
universities and research institutes and the electric utilities. The Japanese 
Government is determined to promote further its nuclear power policies based on the 
people’s understanding and consensus, backed up by co-operation from the people 
concerned and with the assurance of safety being given the top priority.
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Abstract

APPLICATION OF EVENT ANALYSIS AND EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK FOR 
UPGRADING THE OPERATIONAL SAFETY OF KOZLODUY NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANT.

The paper discusses activities relating to systematization of operational experience at 
Kozloduy NPP, and how ASSET (Assessment of Significant Events Team) methodology has 
been applied. Reporting and analysis is done using a computerized system of interconnected 
databases. These are described in detail. Once event data have been entered, the severity of 
the event is automatically indicated and an Event Analysis Report is printed. Information from 
events has provided an opportunity to assess operational experience and apply feedback. 
Assessment is made of equipment reliability, the influence of human factors, the quality of 
instructions and documentation and safety indicators and trends. Valuable additional informa
tion comes from the systematic gathering, analysis and exchange of information about opera
tional experience with other NPPs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ASSET (Assessment of Significant Events Team) approach for the preven
tion of accidents and learning from events that have occurred in NPPs is a good way 
to improve operational safety.

Power production plant 2 (PP-2) of Kozloduy is applying significant effort to 
reach this goal.

Activities relating to systematization of operational experience and its applica
tion are focused on the following main directions:

— criteria for reporting and analysis of events;
— optimization of events analysis in PP-2;
— secondary review of the event in PP-2 preceding the adoption of ASSET analy

sis methodology;
— knowledge of and analysis of events in other NPPs similar to PP-2, and follow

ing their corrective actions;

245
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— organization of activities for gathering and processing information on defects, 
failures, modifications, repairs, deviations, etc.;

— analysis o f systematized information and timely detection of problems 
emerging;

— definition of appropriate criteria for self-assessment and for comparison with 
other NPPs;

— detection and tracking of trends in the operation of PP-2 by means of indicators 
for safety operation.

Reporting and analysis of events is done with the help of a computerized sys
tem of interconnected databases that facilitate the information process.

2. KOZLODUY PP-2 APPROACH TO IMPLEMENTATION OF 
EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

In accordance with the recommendations o f the IAEA Operational Safety 
Review Team (OSART) mission held in Kozloduy NPP in 1991, the station devel
oped and approved Instructions for Events Analysis. With validation of the instruc
tions the station adopted and started application of the ASSET methodology for 
events analysis.

The instructions contain specific reporting criteria, which were defined on the 
basis of:

— norm-giving documents valid for Bulgaria
— recommendations of IAEA missions in Kozloduy NPP
— consideration of the accumulated operational experience.

The objective is to track and analyse deficiencies in all areas, namely:

— operations
— repairs and technical inspections of equipment
— diagnostics and tests of assemblies
— control and analysis of performance
— radiological and industrial safety.

Subjects of analysis are all events reported by operations personnel 
concerning:

— Exceeding of limits for normal and safety operation.
— Violations of requirements for nuclear fuel process control, storage, refuel

ling, transportation, integrity, etc.
— Process deviations, detected by means of surveillance during operation. 

Surveillance incorporates process monitoring, tests and periodical control 
(radiological, chemical, radiochemical, boiler surveillance, etc.).
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— Shortcomings in the organization and carrying out o f operational and main
tenance activities.

— Radiological, industrial and fire safety breaches hazardous for personnel and 
for station equipment.

— Loss of capacity for power production.

The ASSET approach is in use for the investigation of a number of problems 
and deviations, detected by the analysis and control o f PP-2 activities:

— analysis o f tests
— frequency of defect occurrences
— trends shown by performance indicators
— problems that have arisen in other stations, reported on the World Association 

of Nuclear Operators (WANO) network and having potential impact on the 
WWER-1000 operation of Units 5 and 6 of PP-2.

Registered deviations and problems in the areas of maintenance, control and 
analysis of performance, diagnostics and tests of assemblies are the subject of sys
tematization by our workgroup — the Safety Control and Analysis Section, which 
is part o f the Technical Support Department of PP-2. The systematized information 
is submitted to the Station Safety Council for assessment of the magnitude of 
problems and evaluation of the need for analysis.

The initial evaluation of the need for analysis is also based on information 
concerning:

— recurrence of the problem and its frequency;
— resemblance to events at other stations;
— installed improvements and modifications;
— problems’ impact on safety functions availability, safety systems availability, 

equipment lifetime, safety culture;
— problems’ impact on station operation mode and techno-financial 

consequences.

Reporting and analysis is done using a computerized system of interconnected 
databases. The system software and structure facilitates analysis, processing and use 
of information.

The structure of the PP-2 events database follows ASSET methodology and 
allows significant optimization of work. The database contains a number of separate 
modules that include:

— list of events and objects
— list of units’ conditions and operation modes
— lists of process systems and equipment
— lists of types of deficiencies (equipment, personnel, documentation)
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— lists of defect types, failures and their consequences
— lists of categories and types o f causes
— lists of principal unit protections (scram, process and electric protection)
— lists of types of initiators and their frequency, within the database
— list of safety functions — description, criteria, availability
— safety operation limits
— normal operation limits.

After analysis of detected deficiencies, for each deficiency specific statistical 
data are entered, stating comprehensively and precisely their type and causes for 
their appearance. Prescribed corrective actions are logged in a separate form within 
the computerized database. Fields include: work assignation, incorporating the name 
of the event; its date; revealed deficiency; corresponding corrective actions; deadline 
for corrective action installation; installation performer; account mode; conducted 
activity; problems arising during the activity conducted and proposals for the 
problem’s resolution. As regards corrective actions, account sheet information is 
entered manually into the database, after verification of corrective actions activity 
and results. A monthly schedule is in place for tracking the corrective action, 
problems occurring and proposals for dealing with them, and there is a reference 
sheet for corrective actions postponed until the next outage.

Consequence assessment of each event is founded on the following 
information:

— Influence upon defence in depth identificators.
— Were the safety operation limits reached and which limit?
— Initiator probability rating (expected, possible, unlikely).
— Was any safety system actuated? On which signal? Was the system actuation 

on a real or spurious signal?
— Presence of a safety system failure and code of the failed system.
— Did a channel of a safety system fail? What was its code?
— Was a safety function affected, and which one, as well as function availability 

(full, within OLC, adequate, inadequate)?
— Did the reactor scram? Did it scram on a real or on a spurious signal? If real, 

what was the exact signal?
— Is there event recurrence and was there human error?

After entering the above listed information, the database ‘Events’ automati
cally indicates the event’s severity, following internationally accepted criteria (esti
mation of the event’s level according to the International Nuclear Event Scale, 
INES). Currently we are working in the direction of automatic estimation and track
ing of safety functions status based on Safety Assessment Reports (SARs) for Units
5 and 6 and their Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) Level 1 results.
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We review additionally for each event:

— Were the limits for normal operation of a system or of the said system compo
nent reached, and if so, what was the limit?

— Was principal unit protection actuated and which (process protection for 
primary/secondary side, electric protection)?

— Detection of inoperability period of a safety system channel.
— System or systems which were event initiators.
— Activities under way at the outset of the event.
— Activities and materials necessary for restoration of normal station conditions.
— Stay time of reactor and turbine, damaged equipment calculations.
— Loss of capacity for power production.
— Quantitative data for radioactive releases to atmosphere or overexposures of 

personnel.
— Are there injured persons?

The database ‘Events’ prints out an Event Analysis Report. Each analysis step 
is provided with the necessary information concerning the method of analysis, defini
tions of the basic ASSET terms and appropriate help information.

ASSET methodology for NPP events analysis has been in place at Kozloduy 
NPP since 1993. During preparation for ASSET-94 and aiming at systematization 
of information, the station staff did a second review of all events registered in PP-2 
from reaching first minimal criticality of Unit 5 in November 1987 until August 
1994.

3. APPLICATION OF EVENT ANALYSIS AND EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK 
FOR UPGRADING OF THE OPERATIONAL SAFETY OF 
KOZLODUY NPP, P-22

Information from analyses of PP-2 events gave us an opportunity to assess 
operational experience and to apply operational experience feedback of the following 
aspects.

Effectiveness and safety o f  operation, trends

— determination of areas and modes of operation with notably adverse trends in 
operation (number and recurrence of events, distribution o f events between 
units and according to operation modes — operation on power, refuelling, 
startup, shutdown, repair, tests, consequences);

— effectiveness of surveillance programmes (rate of events, detected by 
surveillance);
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— tracking of trends of the process systems in operation, considering design and 
process limitations, as stated in the Technical Specifications for Safety Opera
tion (rate of events with limits reached for normal operation of a process sys
tem or its component, list and frequency o f recurrence of exceeded limits);

— operational reliability (rate of events with actuated principal process protection 
and safety systems, recurrence of events);

— status of radiological and overall safety in the station (rate of events with 
breach of norms for radiological and industrial safety);

— effectiveness of the interface between main components — equipment, human 
factors, instructions (structure of revealed operational deficiencies — distribu
tion of analysed deficiencies by number and types of event: equipment failure, 
staff error, procedural deficiency);

— performance assessment (distribution of analysed deficiencies by cause, e.g. 
work practices, operation and maintenance practices, training, work prepara
tion and conditions);

— design assessment (distribution of the events caused by design deficiencies).

Analysis o f  risk and o f  equipment reliability

Information about equipment failures from the analysed events interacts with 
databases for defects, failures, equipment history, assessment and analysis of risk 
and equipment reliability, and the database for installed design modifications.

— systematic tracking of equipment lifetime;
— assessment of the reliability of different types of equipment (distribution of 

failures on types of equipment — mechanical, electric, instrumentation and 
control, constructional);

— assessment of the frequency of different failures (distribution of failures by 
type: mechanical, hydraulic, electrical, chemical, etc., and their recurrence);

— assessment of maintenance quality and of risk from intervention (grouping of 
the events according to categories of causes for failures — the way repair is 
carried out, operation or test, inappropriate resources, modifications, 
managerial methods, etc.).

Influence o f  human factors

Assessment is based on:

— rate of the events caused by personnel errors versus other types of deficiencies, 
recurrence and distribution over time;

— error distribution for different categories of personnel — operational, main
tenance, engineering, auxiliary;
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— assessment of human errors effect on operation — exceeding of limits for nor
mal and safety operation, equipment stay, loss of capacity, etc.;

— assessment of weaknesses of the programme for quality assurance of personnel 
(grouping of human errors causes by types, e.g. training effectiveness, selec
tion criteria, work conditions).

Assessment o f quality o f instructions and documentation

— assessment of instructions status (events caused by documentation deficiencies; 
distribution of revealed problems by kind of documents: instructions for tests, 
maintenance, operations, etc.);

— assessment of weaknesses in programmes for quality assurance of documenta
tion, distribution of weaknesses according to causes — effectiveness, usability, 
adequacy, revision criteria, etc.).

Calculation o f safety indicators and tracking of their trends

Some safety indicators used by PP-2 are WANO accepted ones. In order to 
make a more detailed analysis of operational trends and taking into account specific 
features of Kozloduy NPP PP-2, we have developed several additional indicators.

(a) Availability indicator for safety systems

This is being calculated for the following safety systems:

Containment spray system - TQ(1)
Emergency core cooling system - TQ(2)
High pressure boron injection and core cooling system - TQ(3)
High pressure boron injection system - TQ(4)
Emergency feedwater system - TX
System for reliable AC power supply - GV, GW, GX and buses BV, BW, BX 
Service water system for important consumers - VF (including QF)

(b) Indicator for number of scram activations

This is being calculated separately for each unit.

(c) Relative risk indicator for PP-2

This can be determined as the ratio of INES assessed events with all levels to 
the total number of all reported events.

The indicator helps to track trends regarding the safety of the station by taking 
into account:
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— severity of the events which took place during station operation
— events impact on the station and on the environment according to INES 

criteria.

(d) Indicator for violations of limits for safety operation

This is the number of deviations of parameters and of equipment and systems 
characteristics according to requirements of technical specifications for a fuel 
campaign.

(e) Indicator for effectiveness of surveillance programmes

This is the ratio of the events detected by surveillance means to the total num
ber of reported events.

(f) Indicator for collective exposure rate

(g) Indicator for nuclear fuel reliability

(h) Techno-economic indicators

These include the coefficient for utilization of installed power equipment, the 
share of non-scheduled shutdowns, resources assessment, etc.

Periodic assessment is being conducted of operational trends, equipment reli
ability, personnel proficiency and documentation efficiency. The results obtained are 
compared for different time periods. The main point of analysis is comparison of 
trends of indicators’ changes with previous periods of operation of the station and 
comparison of PP-2 indicators with analogous ones from other NPPs. Analysis also 
includes:

— results and consistency of corrective actions applied
— necessity for equipment replacement or design modifications aiming at upgrad

ing of operational reliability;
— necessities for improvements in areas of operations, maintenance, technical 

support; work organization, personnel training, etc.

Most valuable is the approach towards improvement of PP-2 safety through 
systematic gathering, analysis and exchange of information about operational 
experience with other NPPs.
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Activity regarding the application of operational experience from other NPPs 
includes:

— receiving information from the WANO regional centre.
— sending details of events that occurred in PP-2.
— passing on messages received to operational, maintenance and managing per

sonnel. During monthly briefings of operational staff, considering the potential 
impact of the received messages on the operation of Units 5 and 6 .

— detailed acquaintance with and analysis of the events directly connected with 
operation of PP-2 Units 5 and 6 .

— preparation of proposals for corrective actions prior to their introduction in 
PP-2.

— assessment of proposed corrective actions, approval and control of the 
introduction of corrective actions.

— entering into databases basic information on the analysed events wih a structure 
analoguous to PP-2 DB ‘Events’.

Analysis of the current status of the station, detection of different problems and 
making of timely corrective actions form the basis for the station policy for improve
ment of the status and safety of PP-2.
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF THE OPERATING EXPERIENCE FEED
BACK SYSTEM AT TORNESS POWER STATION.

The continued safe operation of nuclear power plants is a fundamental component in 
the promotion of confidence in their safety. The collection and analysis of data on abnormal 
events is an important part of this process which is in addition to the legal requirements of 
the Site Licence for UK nuclear power plants. The paper describes the development of the 
system used at Scottish Nuclear Ltd Tomess Power Station to fulfil the above principles. The 
system has evolved to meet changing needs and requirements and it continues to be developed 
to provide a wide range of information on unusual events for staff at all levels. The importance 
of analysing insignificant events for trends and patterns is stressed as an important component 
in the prevention of more serious economic or nuclear safety related events with implications. 
The need for the individual parts of the system employed are discussed together with some 
of the difficulties experienced in introducing a new concept.

1. INTRODUCTION

Scottish Nuclear Ltd owns and operates the advanced gas cooled reactor 
(AGR) nuclear power stations at Hunterston on the Firth of Clyde and at Torness 
on the east coast of Scotland. It is also responsible for decommissioning the Magnox 
nuclear power station Hunterston A.

Torness is a twin reactor station having two AGRs commissioned in 1988 
(Reactor 1) and 1989 (Reactor 2). The Torness reactors were developed from the 
Hunterston В reactors, which have been in commercial operation for nearly twenty 
years.

The continued safe operation of our power stations is a fundamental component 
in the promotion of confidence in the safety of nuclear power plants. Consequently 
we have developed systems to collect information on all types of abnormal event that 
may occur at Torness so that we may satisfy legal and statutory requirements and
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also, more importantly, continually monitor our performance to ensure continuous 
improvement and detect any trends that could have the potential to lead to serious 
events or an accident.

In developing our systems we have looked at the practices used by other utili
ties and through regular contact with them have improved our own systems. Initia
tives have been introduced in an attempt to involve as many of our staff as possible. 
As may be expected, not all the ideas have been well received. However, there is 
no doubt that our efforts have made a significant contribution to the safe and success
ful operation of Torness to date and will continue to support operations in the future.

This presentation has been produced with two intentions, first to record the 
Torness experience in setting up a feedback system and secondly to generate debate 
here and in the United Kingdom on how best to tackle the kinds of problems 
encountered.

2. EVOLUTION

2.1. General

The feedback system currently in use at Tomess has evolved over the opera
tional life of the power plant. It has been built up from a number of requirements, 
which are discussed in this paper, as well as from the feedback process itself. We 
are constantly seeking new ideas and methods to enhance our systems. We believe 
it is important that as many staff as possible are involved in the process — even if 
they do not realize it at the time!

Although the systems being discussed are in use at a nuclear power plant, the 
feedback of operating experience should not be viewed as something that only the 
nuclear industry should practise. The principles are equally applicable and as impor
tant to all process industries.

2.2. The Site Licence

All nuclear plants in the UK have a licence granted by the Health and Safety 
Executive which allows the licensee to install and operate the nuclear installation 
described in the licence. The licences are standardized in the UK such that apart from 
the description of the plant involved the licence conditions are identical for all 
nuclear power plants. The Site Licence contains 35 conditions, each requiring com
pliance arrangements.

Licence Condition 7 requires the licensee to “ make and implement adequate 
arrangements for the notification, recording, investigation, and reporting of such 
incidents occurring on the site:
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(a) as is required by any other condition attached to (the) licence,
(b) as the Executive (the UK regulator) may specify; and
(c) as the licensee considers necessary.”

In addition to the Site Licence there are other statutory and legal obligations 
requiring certain specified occurrences or breaches of regulations to be reported to 
the relevant authority. Many of these requirements are not directed exclusively at the 
nuclear power industry.

Licence Condition 7 is the basis on which our systems were built.
The first step, therefore, was to introduce a system to satisfy the licence, and 

since the commencement of fuel loading at Torness in 1987 procedures have been 
in place for the ‘reporting’ as required by the licence, relevant legislation and 
guidance by the regulator.

However, compliance with the Site Licence requirements, although very 
important, is not the best reason for having a feedback system. After all, to report 
an event it must have occurred! It is far better to use the accumulated data from both 
our own and industry-wide experience to help prevent events in the first place.

2.3. IAEA Safety Guides

The publication in 1987 of INSAG Technical Note No. 2 (The Importance for 
Nuclear Safety of Efficient Feedback of Operational Experience) prompted a wider 
look at the recording and reporting of unusual events. It was realized that some sys
tem was required to collect and analyse information on all incidents and deviations 
that could be the precursor of more serious nuclear safety related events. This infor
mation would then be used in improving the performance of plant and personnel by 
incorporating the lessons learned into plant design, training and the quality of 
procedures.

2.4. NUPER database

Nuclear Electric pic (NE), the nuclear utility in England and Wales, set up a 
national database to collect and analyse certain defined events in the late 1980s with 
the above principles in mind.

In 1990 Scottish Nuclear Ltd (SNL) joined the system. Now all sites operated 
by SNL, NE and British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) contribute to the database and 
consequently share operating experience. This has proved to be a very useful tool.

The setting up and operation of the system is administered by NE and is 
described elsewhere.
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2.5. Initial operation of Torness

During the commissioning of the reactors at Torness there was a fairly high 
incidence of unplanned automatic shutdowns. This was undesirable from both a com
mercial and a safety point of view.

As was to be expected, during the initial operation of the plant there were a 
number of events that appeared to be directly related to the learning curve in bringing 
a highly complex process plant into full operation. Some of these events fell into 
categories that required reporting under the Site Licence.

This early experience resulted in the formation of two separate panels, the Inci
dent Panel, chaired by the Plant Manager to follow up reportable events (known 
locally as site incidents) and the Trip Panel to discuss reactor trips. These panels 
appeared to fulfil the licence requirement to investigate incidents occurring on the 
site. At the time there was no real structure to these panels and the business tended 
to be rather ad hoc. Although actions were taken, an effective tracking system was 
not introduced. As a consequence, no analysis of events was carried out and little 
attempt was made to determine the root causes of the events and thus devise generic 
remedies.

It was also realized that the highly visible events were only a part of what was 
required and an attempt was made to record events that were not reportable but indi
cated that there were lessons to be learned. Discussion of these events was added to 
the business of the Incident Panel.

There were now so many remedial actions that a very basic action tracking sys
tem was developed which helped track actions to completion.

The arrangements were beginning to become cumbersome and ineffective. 
Something had to be done.

2.6. Introduction of the feedback engineer

It became obvious that a solution was required to a problem that had grown 
up without anyone realizing that it existed. Several members of staff were involved 
but there was no co-ordination. The situation required a dedicated resource.

Consequently, in late 1990, the author was asked to co-ordinate these disparate 
activities and liaise with the other utilities on all aspects concerning operating 
experience.

3. SOLVING THE PROBLEM

The first task was to draw up a work specification. It would be easy to do this 
now, but it seemed an almost impossible task then, although the author was allowed 
a fairly free hand in setting up the system.
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The overriding priority was to establish criteria for the Trip Panel and the Inci
dent Panel. Once this was done we coúld concentrate on the next stage, although we 
were not certain what we required.

Since both panels had almost the same membership it was logical to combine 
them. This was agreed and the Trip and Incident Panel was formed which now con
siders a much wider range of events.

A major improvement in our arrangements came when the heads of department 
were persuaded to attend the regular meetings concened to follow up events.

The panel has proved to be very successful. It continues to be chaired by the 
Plant Manager and is attended by the other heads of department as well as subject 
experts as required. The panel meetings now have a formal structure. Within that 
structure free and frank discussion on all the issues surrounding unusual events is 
allowed and encouraged. Our experience shows both the commitment by the 
management and the discussion aspects to be essential components in the success of 
the system. This enthusiasm has a spin-off in encouraging staff in general to be more 
involved, since actions in response to events are supported by the Plant Manager and 
the heads of department.

Early on the author discovered the IAEA Safety Guides, and Safety Series 
No. 93 (Systems for Reporting Unusual Events in Nuclear Power Plants) was found 
to be a valuable guide. Some of the ideas in this guide have been used in developing 
the systems in use at Torness.

On the basis of the advice given in the IAEA publications and the format and 
structure of the national database it was decided that a local hierarchical system was 
required to collect as much information as possible on deviations from the normal 
operating regime, particularly for near miss events having no great significance, and 
ensuring they were adequately followed up.

Soon there were so much data that a comprehensive storage and retrieval sys
tem was required: a computer driven database.

The database was designed to store all the data with all the actions and action 
tracking requirements together with a comprehensive search and retrieval option. 
There was no commercially available programme that fulfilled all our requirements. 
The costs of getting a software house to construct the programme would have been 
prohibitive and the required technical support and backup would have been difficult 
to administer. Fortunately the company has engineers who had the skills to construct 
the required system on the in-house computer system using some of the built-in facil
ities and linking them with some FORTRAN programming. The advantage in doing 
this was twofold: first, amendments to the programme could be implemented rapidly 
and technical support for the programme was on the site. Secondly, we could get 
exactly the system we wanted, not someone else’s ideas.

The system was designed around four levels of event:

(1) Reportable events (incidents as required by the Site Licence plus some events
SNL choose to report)
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(2) Event reports (known locally as PERs, less significant events that are not 
legally required to be reported)

(3) Minor events (near misses or deviations that in themselves are of no conse
quence but combined with other events or circumstances could be the precursor 
of more serious events)

(4) Relevant off-site events for the follow-up of any actions which are considered 
necessary at Torness.

In practice, (1) and (2) reside in the same area of the database and are num
bered sequentially. Events in level (1) are allocated a separate number in addition 
to the database reference for the purpose of the Register of Site Incidents which is 
part of the requirements of Licence Condition 7.

All the events recorded as levels (1) and (2) above are discussed in the Trip 
and Incident Panel together with the relevant investigation report. Actions are agreed 
and the actions are linked to the event report in the database. The action specifies 
a priority rating, due date, actual completion date, responsible person. The action 
list can be searched on any of these criteria. The information can be printed as hard 
copy or output to a word processing file for the compilation of reports.

Reports are initially recorded on a double sided form produced at A3 size. This 
permits a short description of the event including what happened, how it happened, 
and why, in the opinion of the originator, the event happened. This is in addition 
to the time and date, the classification of the event and list of any personal injuries. 
The reverse of the form notes the initial management response and details immediate 
actions to be taken as well as follow-up actions with time-scales, the International 
Nuclear Event Scale (INES) rating, the final classification and any other require
ments. The form also contains a proforma for the initial notification to the regulator 
if the event is reportable. This part of the form contains answers to questions that 
the regulator may require to be answered in the short term.

All the information contained in the form is entered into the database by a 
clerk. Statistical information is added on completion of the investigations.

It is very important to determine trends and patterns in events. Using a com
puter driven database it is fairly straightforward to design systems to carry out this 
function. A joint exercise was undertaken with NE and BNFL to develop statistics 
codes for the national database to allow trend analysis of events from the national 
database. This principle has been adopted in the Torness system using almost identi
cal codes for root cause, event initiator, consequence (actual or potential), plant area 
affected, status of the plant at the time of the event and INES rating. This data is 
used to inform the Trip and Incident Panel of undesirable trends or potential 
problems.

The Minor Event database (level 3) is used for a similar function. In this case 
the events are analysed for generic trends. Any relevant findings are reported to the 
Trip and Incident Panel for endorsement of recommendations. The events can be
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entered directly into the Minor Event database by any member of staff. The analysis 
is carried out by feedback staff after any follow-up to gather extra information.

The database has been in operation for about three and a half years now. In 
that time the following numbers of reports have been registered:

The database has been very successful and has allowed the production of suffi
cient high quality data to permit real progress in dealing with unusual events; for 
example, the automatic shutdown rate is now one of the lowest worldwide. The data 
are used on the site for reports to the periodic licensing meetings that are held with 
the regulator and for general circulation to groups of staff as a briefing note.

4. INVESTIGATIONS

So far the reactive system has been described. The most important part of any 
feedback system is the investigation and analysis of unusual events. If the root causes 
of events (the fundamental why something happened) are not known, then adequate 
preventive measures cannot be taken to help prevent a recurrence. Two aspects need 
to be considered: the performance of plant and equipment and human factors. Plant 
breakdown is fairly obvious. What is less obvious is what to do as regards investiga
tion. Could the fault be indicative of common mode failure? Poor maintenance? 
Premature ageing? Inappropriate maintenance? It is essential to understand the rea
sons. Consequently, as much information as possible must be collected on plant 
failures. The feedback system at Torness recognizes this aspect and helps to analyse 
trends in plant problems throughout the power plant. This is in addition and com
plementary to the systems run by the Engineering Department.

People very rarely deliberately carry out inappropriate actions. So it is neces
sary to understand the thought processes used when an inappropriate action was car
ried out. The problem could be poor procedures, insufficient refresher training, 
misinterpretation of information presented. Even more important is to encourage 
staff to report when they nearly carried out an inappropriate action. This is very 
difficult to achieve but we try to get this information. By doing so we hope to prevent 
the near miss turning into an event. To assist in this process we use a root cause anal
ysis system developed by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). This 
is the Human Performance Enhancement System (HPES). It is a straightforward log
ical system for deriving root causes. We do not use the complete system as advocated 
by INPO, but by selecting the most appropriate components we have developed a 
system that suits the way we work. HPES allows this by the way in which it is struc
tured. What is perhaps more difficult, however, is to determine which events should

Reportable
PER

50
249

Minor Events 1139
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be the subject of root cause analysis, since the investigations can be time consuming 
and therefore costly.

We have decided that all events will have some form of root cause analysis but 
that this will be graded. For Minor Events this usually involves the use of engineer
ing judgement based on reading the event report except where collections of events 
indicate that a more detailed investigation is required. PERs are generally inves
tigated by an assigned engineer who attempts to determine the fundamental causes 
using appropriate techniques. In selected cases PERs are subjected to a full-scale 
HPES. Reportable events are treated in a similar manner but in this case the number 
of formal HPES assessments is being increased as more staff are trained in this 
process.

The statistical codes we have developed help us to detect trends and patterns 
and report concerns to the Trip and Incident Panel.

Analysis of root causes recorded to date indicate similar patterns to those 
experienced by our peers.

5. OFF-SITE REPORTS

The NUPER database, which has been described elsewhere, contains details 
of events occurring at UK nuclear power plants that convey valuable lessons. Events 
are added to the database at regular intervals. New reports are regularly screened 
and selected reports are distributed to relevant staff with questions to determine if 
action is required, at Torness. If action is required, the reports are discussed at the 
Trip and Incident Panel and any necessary actions are tracked to completion via a 
Level 4 event report in the database. Other reports are used in the continuation train
ing that staff receive.

A separate database has been developed to track the issue of and responses 
from NUPER reports.

6 . CONTROL OF THE SYSTEM

A highly complex system such as the one developed at Torness requires 
administration. Consequently it is necessary to have procedures to govern how to use 
the system as well as what is required to be collected. This is also essential for the 
purposes of audit, since we have a system of periodic audits to ensure that all our 
systems are functioning as required.
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6.1. Procedures

The starting point is the Site Licence and other statutory requirements. Since 
it is difficult for the average user of the system to know all the requirements for 
reporting unusual events, it was necessary to produce a top level document to inform 
the sites operated by the company of the requirements for reporting and recording. 
A Standard Practice was produced by representatives of all the sites with assistance 
from the legal and public relations departments.

The requirements of the Standard Practice have been translated into a Torness 
Management Document, for use by all staff. This procedure outlines all the steps 
required following the discovery of an unusual occurrence. Other, lower tier docu
ments detail how the data are to be collected, stored and sorted. In addition, training 
specifications have been written to enable a new Feedback Engineer quickly to 
become effective in the role.

6.2. Indicators

The effectiveness of the feedback process is now being subjected to analysis 
itself. The aim is to determine what areas of the process require further development 
or enhancement. Consequently, in conjunction with our Safety and Quality Depart
ment, indicators are being developed to monitor the effectiveness of our programme. 
The trial started at the beginning of 1995 and will be reported to the Trip and Incident 
Panel in January 1996. The indicators include action clearance rate, number of 
events with repeat root cause, number of reportable events compared to a business 
plan objective, ratio of minor events to PERs, and number of contamination events.

7. SYSTEM EXPERIENCE

The introduction and use of a feedback system is generally considered to be 
a positive step in the continued safe operation of nuclear power plants. Actually per
suading staff of the benefits that can result from their involvement in such a system 
is quite another thing. After all, we are asking human beings in some instances to 
admit to failings! Plant faults are easily and readily recorded. Persuading staff to 
report inappropriate actions that nearly resulted in an event is very difficult. Because 
staff are highly trained, it is possible to overlook deficiencies in systems used to run 
the plant because corrective actions are taken without too much thought. This is fine 
until a new member of staff comes along. If the deficiency has not been corrected 
or allowed for in the training then there is high potential for an event to follow.

In other circumstances we have detected a team spirit that says ‘we will deal 
with any problems in our team’s performance within the team, since reporting a 
failure can be seen by some as a personal failure’. A valuable learning point can then
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be lost and perhaps all the teams have to encounter similar problems before it can 
be fixed. This aspect is being tackled by the introduction of Safety Culture seminars 
and discussion groups to review selections of unusual events from both on and off 
the site.

An enhancement to our system has been the introduction of a Loss Control 
Panel to discuss near misses and minor events recorded in the database as Level 3 
events. This panel comprises mechanics, operatives, health physics monitors, Indus
trial Safety staff and the feedback personnel who run the Incident Panel.

The success of the Incident Panel, the support given by the management and 
the real benefits that have resulted from the feedback system are encouraging more 
staff to contribute to the system, although sometimes they do not realize it is the 
process that has brought about the improvements!

As a closing note, informal contacts with the regulator indicate that the work 
of the feedback section at Torness is recognized as a valuable contribution to the con
tinued safe operation of the plant, and is fully supported by the regulator.
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Abstract

REVIEW OF SAFETY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND ITS SAFETY IMPLICATIONS 
AT BRUCE A NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION.

The reactor shutdown system performance with respect to meeting all nuclear safety 
and regulatory requirements is discussed for the Bruce A nuclear generating station. The oper
ating experience at Bruce A spans over 17 years starting from September 1977. The two shut
down systems have performed well over the years in spite of constantly more stringent safety 
requirements for the safe operating envelope and new regulatory requirements. The system 
surveillance programme has been effective in identifying problems. As a result, several 
changes to system design, operating procedures and testing and maintenance have been made 
to improve the system performance. A life-cycle management programme is in place, in which 
ageing-related problems are closely monitored. Testing programmes are being reassessed and 
system upgrade for environmental qualification is in progress. Lessons learned over the years 
and corrective actions taken are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ongoing review of safety system performance with respect to safety effec
tiveness, reliability and electricity production has been an important part of station 
surveillance and compliance activities since the four units at the Bruce A nuclear 
generating station were placed in service between September 1977 and January 1979. 
The Bruce A station has four 825 MW(e) (gross) CANDU pressurized heavy water 
reactor units. There are two independent safety systems for reactor shutdown. Shut
down System No. 1 (SDS1) shuts down the reactor through dropping of shut-off rods 
into the reactor core and Shutdown System No. 2 (SDS2) shuts down the reactor 
through injection of liquid poison into the moderator.

Operating experience over the past 17 years has been reviewed continuously, 
accompanied by event cause analysis, design changes and safety performance 
improvement. Formal surveillance programmes were introduced to monitor key 
parameters, collect data, and analyse trends. Unusual events are reported and
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analysed for safety implications. This forms the basis for improvements in system 
design, operating procedures, testing and maintenance programmes. The system reli
ability or availability has continued to improve and has mostly remained within the 
acceptable limit. In the meantime, nuclear safety and licensing requirements have 
evolved significantly and have imposed tighter limits on the safe operating envelope.

Demonstration of safety system effectiveness during plant operation is an 
important safety requirement. The availability and effectiveness of these systems are 
demonstrated through panel checks, safety system testing, calibration and other sur
veillance activities. The acceptance criteria for trip tolerances are determined 
through safety analysis, and the frequency of testing and calibration is determined 
through reliability or risk assessment models. Experience has shown that for some 
cases reduced tolerances make it increasingly difficult to demonstrate safety compli
ance. An assessment programme is under way to review the current test procedures, 
analyse calibration records, reassess safety limits, and take corrective actions.

2. NUCLEAR SAFETY ISSUES

Any review of safety system performance must address all relevant nuclear 
safety issues and their implications. Meeting the requirements is mandatory.

Safety and regulatory requirements: The requirements are specified in the station 
safety reports, operating licence, regulatory documents and the operating policies 
and principles. The underlying safety philosophy is that the station must operate to 
meet all applicable safety requirements and regulations that protect the public, and 
perform adequate testing and inspection to ensure that the station remains safe and 
reliable. The major concern is the accidental release of radioactivity from the station. 
Over the years the requirements have evolved and have become more stringent. As 
a result the safety culture has changed and safety performance monitoring has 
become a major task at the station. Examples of evolving requirements are the provi
sion of a second shutdown system and additional backup trips for CANDU stations.

Safety performance '. All departments in the station are responsible for safety perfor
mance monitoring and follow-up actions. The Nuclear Safety department plays a 
leadership role and carries out activities such as review of Significant Event Reports 
and follow-up actions, event classification, root cause analysis, human performance 
evaluation, internal and external communication, information feedback, data collec
tion, reliability calculation, safety and risk assessment. The Engineering department 
is responsible for safety system performance, system surveillance, design improve
ment and validation.of assumptions used in the safety analysis. The Operation depart
ment operates and maintains the plant within the safe operating envelope.
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Effectiveness: The shutdown system effectiveness is based upon prevention of radio
activity release from the heat transport system into the containment and prevention 
of fuel sheath dry-out. The measures of effectiveness are reliability, speed, and depth 
of negative reactivity. The system is credited in the safety analysis with respect to 
its availability or operational reliability (0.001 years per year), its response time for 
fast power run-down (within 2 s) and its ability to provide sufficient negative reac
tivity (over 50 mk). Reduction of effectiveness is classified as levels of impairment: 
total incapability (Level 1), partial incapability (Level 2), loss of redundancy 
(Level 3). For example, SDS1 rods failing to meet timing specification during a rod 
drop test will contribute to system unavailability and cause system impairment 
(Fig. 1(a), (b)).

Safe operating envelope: To remain effective, the safety systems must operate within 
specified design limits and operating states as assumed in the safety analysis. Given 
due consideration for uncertainty in safety system parameter limits, measurement 
and instrument errors, the impairment limits, nominal set points and the operating 
limits are established. Margin to trip is monitored through the Safety System 
Monitoring computer. The operating limits are specified in the station operating poli
cies and principles and must be complied with as part of station licensing. For 
example, neutron overpower trip set points are reduced under various operating 
states (Table I).

Safety assessment: Safety assessment involves the examination of expected and 
hypothetical events to demonstrate acceptable response of the plant and its equipment 
to failures which may challenge the built-in safety barriers. Safety analysis is done 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the safety systems in the event of a postulated 
accident, while operating under various modes. The analyses are documented in the 
safety reports which define the safe operating envelope. Unanalysed cases need to 
be analysed if a situation arises in the station. For example, neutron overpower and 
primary heat transport (PHT) pressure trip set points are being reassessed to account 
for PHT temperature increases.

Risk assessment: The risk assessment analysis of the station systems is in progress. 
It utilizes the fault tree and event tree techniques. Experience gained in this assess
ment in other Ontario Hydro nuclear stations, coupled with 17 years of operating 
experience at Bruce A, is being utilized. This will provide a useful tool to verily the 
safe operating envelope, demonstrate safety system effectiveness, and validate 
design assumptions and operating procedures. It will also provide a better reliability 
model for performance monitoring and identification of weaknesses.

Significant or unusual events: Any deviation from expected equipment or human per
formance and degradation in capability is reported in Significant Event Reports. 
Safety implications of unusual events must always be assessed. Therefore, these 
events are analysed for root causes and corrective actions are taken. Over the years
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FIG. 1. (a) Shutdown system characteristics; (b) Shut-off rod drop.



TABLE I. REACTOR TRIP SET POINTS: SUMMARY

Trip parameter Type of detector

Shutdown system No. 1 Shutdown system No.2

Nominal trip Set point Trip parameter Nominal trip Set point Trip parameter

set points applicable for conditioned out on set points applicable for conditioned out on

High neutron power

(a) High HESIR, in-core 118% FP — 118% FP —

(b) AFS detectors 102% FP — 102% FP — —

(c) 3 H T  pump (Vertical -  SDS1 

Horizontal — SDS2)

89% FP — 89% FP H T  gr flow <22.5 kg/s 

(after 30 s delay)
—

High neutron log rate Ion chambers 

(Vertical — SDS1 

Horizontal — SDS2)

10%/s 15 %/s

H T  high pressure Pressure transmitters 9.56 MPa(g) - - 9.6 MPa(g) - -

H T  low pressure

(a) Low Pressure transmitters 7.9 MPa(g) N  power £ 7 0 %  FP N  power < 7 0 %  FP 7.4 MPa(g) N  power > 7 5 %  FP N  power <15% FP

(b) Very low 6.4 MPa(g) N  power < 7 0 %  FP N  power <  1 %  FP 6.2 MPa(g) N  power < 7 5 %  FP N  power < 5 %  FP

H T  coolant Flow transmitters 19.5 kg/s N  power >  1 %  FP N  power <  1 %  FP - - -

low gross flow 16.9 kg/s

Pressurizer level

(a) Low Level transmitters 3.50 m N  power > 5 5 %  FP N  power < 5 5 %  FP 3.0 m N  power > 5 5 %  FP N  power < 5 5 %  FP

(b) Very low 0.75 m N  power < 5 5 %  FP N  power <  1 % FP 0.75 m N  power < 5 5 %  FP N  power < 5 %  FP

Boiler level

(a) Low Level transmitters -3.7 m N  power > 7 0 %  FP N  power < 2 0 %  FP —4.2 m N  power > 3 0 %  FP N  power < 3 0 %  FP

(b) Very low —6.0 m N  power < 2 0 %  FP N  power <  1 % FP —6.5 m N  power < 3 0 %  FP N  power < 5 %  FP

Moderator low header pressure ДР transmitters 384 kPa(g) N  power a  1 %  FP — — — —

(Ul,2,4)

Booster coolant high temp. R T D 55°C — — — — —

(Moderator high temp.)

Moderator low flow (Ul,2,4) Flow transmitters — — — 21.71 L/s N  power > 5 %  FP Booster limit

(Booster coolant low flow) switches < 5 %  FP

Absolute log N Ion chambers 0.5% FP 0.5% FP

A F S  =  abnormal flux shape. ДР =  differential pressure. FP =  full power. N T  =  next transport. N  =  neutron. R T D  =  resistance temperature detector.
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these events have provided much insight into safety system performance and capabil
ity. Keeping the number of significant events at a minimum level is a safety goal at 
the station.

Trip verification : An important aspect of nuclear safety as well as a licensing require
ment is to verify the safety system parameter trip availability and system effective
ness. The acceptance criteria for this verification, that is, the tolerances and 
impairment limits for the trip set points, are established through safety analysis. The 
verification must demonstrate that the trip set points are valid and that the trips occur 
within the tolerance band.

Change control: All changes to safety system design, operation and maintenance and 
their documentation must be carefully assessed for impact on safety and managed so 
that configuration control is maintained. Formal change control procedures are fol
lowed and a stringent approval process is in place. For example, safety system 
changes must be approved by the Department Managers of Engineering, Operation, 
and Nuclear Safety, and concurred with by the regulator, the Atomic Energy Control 
Board (AECB).

3. SYSTEM SURVEILLANCE AND OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW

The safety systems are placed under close surveillance which provides valuable 
information about safety and system performance.

Surveillance programme: The safety systems surveillance programme is an effective 
means for formal monitoring of system performance. The pay-off is large, because 
a proactive surveillance programme results in the implementation of preventive 
measures in a timely fashion. The programme specifies the requirements for key 
parameter trends and the mechanism for data collection. Operational experience, 
testing results, maintenance activities, calibration records and Significant Event 
Reports are evaluated by the system engineer. The programme not only provides 
assurance about the integrity of the system but initiates timely actions for future 
replacement, rehabilitation and upgrading.

Data collection: Safety system performance data are collected on a regular basis and 
summarized in the station quarterly technical report. Operating experience is 
recorded in the form of Deficiency Report, Significant Event Report, Work Report, 
Safety System Test and Calibration Report. Useful information is also available from 
the Safety System Monitoring computer, unit control computer, and a new plant 
status monitoring computer. Most of the data are stored in the station computer data
bases. The data provide information about system and component failures, failure 
modes, effects of failures (outages, derating, system impairment), number of 
failures, failure rates, durations and unavailability. Data is available for all units 
since the first unit was declared in-service in September 1977.
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Data analysis: Fault data is analysed for failure trends and used to calculate actual 
past unavailability and predicted future unavailability as a measure of operational 
readiness. SDS1 has in general performed better than SDS2, mainly because of the 
inherent simplicity of the SDS1 design. Over the years the system performance has 
improved. However, trends indicating ageing-related failures are beginning to show. 
SDS1 unavailability was attributed to shut-off rods failing to meet drop timing 
specification, multiplying relay or seal-in logic, the high neutron power parameter 
and pressurizer low level parameter logic. SDS2 unavailability was attributed to 
injection valves, poison tank low poison concentration, tank unavailability for 
testing, high neutron power parameters and boiler low level parameter relay logic 
(Figs 2, 3).

Year

FIG. 2. Safety system unavailability (predicted future unavailability).

Percentage
contribution

Unavailability 
1 x i o  3 a/a

Explanation

55.5% 0.060 Unavailability of three or more 
shut-off rods. The main contributor 
is rod drop failing to meet timing 
specifications

40.6% 0.043 Unavailability of multiplying 
relays, seal-in logic and common 
mode.

4.0% 0.004 Unavailability of the high neutron 
power parameter.

100.0% 0.107

FIG. 3. Contribution to SDS1 unavailability (predicted future unavailability).
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Root cause analysis: This is a formal method for analysis of an event using sys
tematic problem solving methods. It is used to identify root causes of an event with 
safety significance and identify corrective actions. Human performance enhancement 
system and supervisor’s investigation are an important part of this analysis. Typi
cally the analysis includes collection of relevant data, staff interviews, human factor 
evaluation, cause-consequence diagram, and mitigating factors identification.

Information exchange: Station data is exchanged between various Ontario Hydro sta
tions and other utilities through the CANDU Owner Group (COG), the Institute of 
Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and the World Association of Nuclear Operators 
(WANO). This provides valuable information to station staff with respect to similar 
problems and possible solutions around the world. For example, shutdown system 
transmitter and flux detector data are available from other CANDU stations for 
comparison with Bruce A experience.

4. SAFETY SYSTEM TESTING ASSESSMENT

The purpose of this assessment is to review the adequacy of the current safety 
system testing programme to ensure compliance with the performance credited in the 
safety reports.

Review o f test procedures'. The test procedures are reviewed for each trip parameter. 
Assumptions made in the safety, risk and reliability analyses are verified to ensure 
that the failure modes are tested and that the frequency of testing is adequate.

Calibration data collection and analysis'. About 5000 calibration records have been 
collected for various instruments to obtain actual performance data. The calibration 
records are being analysed to determine drift, the mean and statistical variations. 
This will be used to support instrument drift, calibration errors and other tolerances 
or uncertainties assumed in the safety analysis. The data will also be used for 
monitoring of equipment performance.

Trip loop evaluation: Each trip loop is analysed using the standard (ISA) definition 
for error calculation. It includes inherent loop inaccuracy (non-linearity, hysteresis, 
deadband and repeatability effects), drift, effect of ambient temperature variation, 
trip indicator uncertainty, calibration uncertainty, and meter reading uncertainty 
during testing or surveillance.

Safety assessment: The safety assessment is performed to verify that the assumptions 
used to determine the nominal trip set point from the parameter limit are valid. The 
numbers assumed for simulation error, systematic measurement error, instrument 
loop error and drift are also verified. The limits are classified as parameter limit, 
analysis limit, impairment limit and nominal set point (Fig. 4).
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PARAMETER LIMIT 

Simulation error,
Systematic measurement error

ANALYSIS LIMIT 

Instrument loop error,
Drift

IMPAIRMENT LIMIT 
Tolerance

NOMINAL SET POINT 

Operating margin

NORMAL OPERATION

Normal operating range

FIG. 4. Safety system limits.

Corrective actions: Generally, corrective actions involve adjustment of nominal set 
points to restore tolerances to acceptable levels. It is possible that the programme 
may also lead to changes in testing and maintenance procedures, test circuit design 
and equipment hardware.

5. LESSONS LEARNED

Testing and test circuits: A fundamental requirement in the design of test facilities 
is to minimize system unavailability due to testing, essentially, minimizing the dura
tion of the Level 3 impairment resulting from the test. The original test circuit design 
standards were somewhat lower than those associated with the trip logic — the logic 
they were intended to support. Additionally, the conventional design philosophy 
adopted for them proved to be inadequate. Faults in the test circuits affected system 
reliability either by conservative fault categorization or delay in testing.
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Monitoring: In early years, SDS2 off-line poison sampling contributed to system 
unavailability and resulted in loss of production due to partial injection during 
sampling. An on-line sampling system was installed which eliminates the un
availability associated with the sampling process and minimizes the risk of partial 
injection. The safety system monitoring computer has proved to be inadequate in 
design and qualification to satisfy today’s monitoring requirements. Its replacement 
will also have the capability to capture spurious shutdown system initiation. This will 
allow spurious trip data to be credited towards satisfying the new regulatory require
ments for full system effectiveness testing.

Equipment: The shutdown systems have endured significant unavailability from relay 
failures, especially during startup from outages. This has recently been identified as 
a common mode failure mechanism to both shutdown systems. A relay replacement 
programme has been initiated. The ion chamber amplifiers required upgrading 
because of equipment obsolescence and lack of spare parts. The start-up instrumenta
tion was not designed for frequent use and caused system troubles and spurious trips. 
The flux detectors, transmitters, connectors and the cables need close surveillance 
for age-related failures. Noise analysis techniques are being explored for flux detec
tor monitoring. All these activities have become an important part of the equipment 
life-cycle management programme.

Cables and wiring: The original design of the plant did not have the current standard 
for separation rules. Over the years the plant modification sometimes deviated from 
the rules. Also, testing and monitoring circuits were built under less stringent 
requirements, and were grouped with trip logic cables. To make modifications to 
today’s standard has become difficult in a system built to yesterday’s standard. The 
low noise requirement of the ion chamber cable related to the actual operating condi
tions (outage frequency, duration, poison depth) was underestimated. Guaranteed 
shutdown system poison limits increased over the years owing to tightening safety 
requirements. This condition caused ion chamber signals to go off scale low and 
resulted in spurious trips.

Environmental qualification: The environmental qualification (EQ) of station sys
tems is a new safety requirement and must be phased in carefully. Sometimes, an 
EQ upgrade did not give due consideration to all other requirements (instrumentation 
and control, physical properties). For example, a qualified replacement cable in the 
shutdown system created new problems. The qualification programme needs to be 
managed well with respect to qualification assessment, design changes, technical 
specification, material management and configuration control. The equipment life
cycle management programme is benefitting from the EQ programme.

Temperature dependence: The PHT temperature has gradually increased over the 
years. Maximum channel power, neutron overpower trip set point and PHT pressure 
trip are penalized by this temperature increase. The penalty is further compounded
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by the uncertainty in the temperature measurement. The original monitoring has 
proven to be inadequate. Safety analysis and temperature loop uncertainty analysis 
are being performed to address and mitigate the effects of temperature increase 
concerns until a permanent design solution can be implemented.

Engineering support on the site: Designers were not based on the site in the past and 
were less effective in resolving design problems. The design packages were some
times inadequate and the designers lacked the real-world perspectives. Equipment or 
parts substitution was difficult due to problems in specification, lack of field 
knowledge, inadequate configuration management and interface problems with the 
central design and purchasing groups. Now, the designers and purchasers are located 
at the station and have been very effective in resolving design and procurement 
issues.

6 . SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT

Corrective actions have been taken over the years to improve the performance 
of safety systems. Most of the changes were initiated to enhance safety. Other 
changes were made for economic reasons, that is, to prevent spurious trips. For 
example, initiation of SDS2 leads to reactor poisoning causing a delay of about 40 h 
to restart.

Design changes'. Several design enhancements have been made to both SDS1 and 
SDS2. These include new trips (e.g. SDS2 heat transport very low pressure), new 
conditioning parameters (e.g. PHT pump trip), SDS2 modification (e.g. on-line sam
pling), SDS2 speed improvement, control logic changes and test circuit changes.

Equipment changes: Equipment obsolescence and unavailability of spare parts are 
major concerns in a plant built more than twenty years ago. Some electronic equip
ment, cables, flux detectors and transmitters have been replaced. More changes are 
coming due to the need for EQ of equipment for design basis accident environments, 
namely, main steam line break and loss of coolant accident. Technology change in 
the marketplace has an impact, too. For example, old analogue devices are being 
replaced by digital devices.

Operating changes: Operating procedures have been revised to accommodate design 
changes and to meet more stringent safety limits. The safety culture has changed, 
too.

Testing changes: The safety system tests have increased in number and in scope to 
accommodate the changes in design, operation and safety acceptance criteria. A ver
batim compliance policy is also adopted for safety system tests to ensure that all ele
ments of the procedures are complied with.
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Maintenance changes: Changes have been made to calibration procedures, equip
ment specification and maintenance call-ups. A condition based maintenance 
programme has been introduced.

7. CONCLUSION

The shutdown system performance at Bruce A has been satisfactory over the 
years, although the safety requirements have evolved and become more stringent. 
The systems have been modified, and testing and operating procedures revised to 
meet the new and evolving requirements. The safety culture has changed signifi
cantly and nuclear safety is a key performance objective for the station. The 
organizational changes have brought more focus on nuclear safety issues, design 
change control and material management. All the support staff are at the station and 
are working closely with the operation team to generate electricity within the safe 
operating envelope. The operating experience review programme and the safety 
system surveillance programme have brought considerable additional benefits to the 
safety system performance.
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Abstract

THE JAPANESE SYSTEM OF LEARNING FROM EVENTS AND RELATED 
FEEDBACK.

The average annual reactor scram rate of Japan’s 47 LWRs in 1994 was 0.06 times per 
reactor-year, and the average annual incidents and failures (hereafter called ‘events’) occur
rence rate was 0.4 cases per reactor-year. One of the most important factors contributing to 
such an excellent operating performance is the perfect feedback of lessons learned from each 
of the events, circulated to all plants as Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) 
administrative guidance. Another important contributing factor is intensive preventive main
tenance. This feedback process has become more effective because it is followed by a second 
process which is carried out by utilities. The second process includes modifications of equip
ment to prevent any potential failure which can be foreseen from past events in domestic or 
foreign plants. In order to evaluate the effects of these processes on the mitigation of ageing, 
Japanese events which include degradation of components were selected, and the relationship 
between their occurrence date and the elapsed years since the first commercial operation of 
the relevant plant was analysed. The result of this analysis showed no notable symptoms of 
plant ageing even when more than 20 years had elapsed. This indicates that the Japanese sys
tem of learning from events and the related feedback also works as a side effect in preventing 
ageing phenomena of plants.

1. CURRENT OPERATING EXPERIENCE OF JAPANESE LWRs

There were 48 power reactors in Japan at the end of fiscal 1994 (31 March 
1995) of which the total generating capacity amounted to 40 366 MW(e) with an 
annual capacity factor (generated total kW-h/licensed capacity kW X 8736 h) of 
7 6 . 6 % .

The number of LWRs was 47 (25 BWRs, 22 PWRs), the total generating 
capacity of which amounted to 40 200 MW(e). Reportable incidents and failures (or 
‘events’) for LWRs, conforming with the Electric Utility Industry Law (EUIL) and 
the Law for the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and 
Reactors (LRNRs) amounted to 14 cases, and the number of reportable events in 
accordance with the provisions of MITI notification amounted to four (Fig. 1).
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Fiscal year

FIG. 1. Number of reported events concerning Japanese LWRs.

FIG. 2. Average scram frequency and unplanned shutdown frequency of Japanese LWRs.

Reactor scrams and/or unplanned reactor shutdowns can serve as an indicator 
for operational performance. Forty-seven Japanese LWRs experienced three reactor 
scrams and seven unplanned reactor shutdowns in fiscal 1994. The average scram 
frequency was 0.06 times per reactor-year, and that of unplanned reactor shutdowns 
was 0.15 times per reactor-year (Fig. 2).

Both learning from events and the related feedback described below are 
believed to contribute to the excellent operational performance of Japanese LWRs.
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2. THE JAPANESE SYSTEM OF LEARNING FROM EVENTS AND
RELATED FEEDBACK

When an event occurs, MITI issues a press release stating that there has been 
an incident or a failure at a plant. Under the direction of the resident Senior Specialist 
for Operation Management, an investigation into the cause of the event is started.

Upon completion of the investigation and when the countermeasures have been 
implemented, MITI issues a second press release which contains information on the 
identified cause and the countermeasures taken. After MITI gives its consent the 
plant can restart operation.

The Japanese system of learning from the event and providing related feedback 
to all Japanese plants is then implemented.

2.1. Direct feedback of the lessons learned from events to all plants

All Japanese nuclear power plants must be periodically inspected, at least once 
a year. During this planned shutdown period, special inspections and repair work, 
in which lessons learned from events which occurred in any nuclear power plant are 
reflected, are implemented on a MITI administrative guidance (‘Gyousei-sidou’) 
basis, in addition to the usual preventive maintenance work.

All reportable events that occur at Japanese nuclear power plants are basically 
reflected in the special inspections and/or repair works carried out at Japanese 
nuclear power plants. As the total number of cases reflected for all the 47 LWRs 
amounts to more than one thousand per year, a computer database has been estab
lished by the Nuclear Power Engineering Corp. (NUPEC) to monitor the implemen
tation of the feedback activities reflecting lessons learned.

The database output has descriptions in the left hand column showing the 
events to be reflected, and has names along the upper row to indicate the plants 
reflecting the lessons learned from each of the events. It contains figures which refer 
to the specific sequential number of periodical inspections of each of the plants 
during which a reflection of a corresponding event was implemented. A sequential 
number indicates the age of a plant.

A reflection is not limited to hardware inspection or repair, but also includes 
software modifications such as changes in operational procedures. There follow two 
examples of how lessons learned from recent Japanese significant events have been 
reflected.

2.1.1. Damage to the reactor recirculation pump, 6 January 1989 
at Fukushima-Daini nuclear power plant Unit No.3

Part of a hydrostatic bearing and impeller of a reactor recirculation pump frac
tured. A voluminous amount of fractured metallic particles was distributed in the 
reactor core. Countermeasures to prevent recurrence of the event are as follows:
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(a) Improvement of the hydrostatic bearing of recirculation pumps.
(b) Revision of the operations manual to specify that the pumps shall be stopped 

immediately after an annunciator is triggered indicating excessive vibration of 
a reactor recirculation-circulation pump.

(c) Consolidation of the organization to cope with an abnormal situation quickly.
(d) Instructions from MITI to the utility to pursue thorough safety control to enable 

prompt and appropriate response, and to enhance safety culture.

2.1.2. Steam generator tube break, 9 February 1991 
at Mihama nuclear power plant Unit No. 2

Countermeasures to prevent recurrence of the event are as follows:

(a) Further improvement and intensification of safety assurance administration by 
MITI, including the following four items;
— Inclusion of anti-vibration bars in the review of the construction plan and 

inspection items
— Improvement and intensification of periodic inspection
— Improvement of safety evaluation concerning steam generator tube break 

incidents
— Intensification of guidance and supervision of quality assurance activities.

(b) Intensification of utilities’ self-safety assurance efforts as follows:
— Intensification of maintenance activity
— Improvement of the integrity of steam generator tubes
— Improvement of maintenance and management procedures
— Improvement of the operations manual
— Improvement of plant monitoring systems and the instrumentation and 

control system.
(c) Improvement of prompt response to the occurrence of an incident.

2.2. Plant modification as preventive maintenance reflecting lessons learned 
from events

In addition to the above described direct reflection of events, plant modifica
tions reflecting lessons learned from events not only in domestic plants but also in 
some foreign ones are implemented in order to remove the root cause by replacing 
the system and/or components with improved ones. These sometimes have the effect 
of diminishing ageing-related failures of the plants. The implementation of modifica
tions depends on the utilities’ own management judgment. The construction plans of 
major modifications require sanction (i.e. approval by MITI).
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Elapsed years since first commercial operation

FIG. 3. Relationship between elapsed years since the first commercial operation and number 
of events involving degradation.

Elapsed years since first commercial operation

FIG. 4. Relationship between elapsed years since the first commercial operation and occur
rence rate of events containing degradation.
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— Replacement of the low pressure turbine rotor from shrink fit type to 
monoblock type in order to prevent stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of the 
rotor.

— Addition of automatic selected control rod insertion (CRI) circuits in order to 
prevent reactor operation in unstable regions when there is equipment failure 
which results in a reactor recirculation pump trip.

— Replacement of steam generators of relatively early constructed PWRs.
— Replacement of reactor vessel heads (RVH) of some of the relatively early con

structed PWRs.
— Replacement of weldings of small diameter piping in some early constructed 

plants.

3. EVENTS INCLUDING DEGRADATION OF COMPONENTS

The implementation of lesson learning from events and the related feedback 
on a MITI administrative guidance basis have proved to have positive effects on 
decreasing the number of failures through preventing recurrence of events. Plant 
modifications have also had positive effects in preventing failures by removing root 
causes.

The number of events and/or frequencies of reactor scrams and unplanned 
shutdowns are decreasing year by year in spite of the increase in the number of oper
ating plants as shown in Figs 1 and 2.

On the other hand, Fig. 3, which is drawn using NUPEC’s ‘incident and failure 
database’ output, shows the relationship between the elapsed years since the first 
commercial operation of a plant and the number of events which involve degraded 
components. Figure 4 shows for each elapsed year the rate of occurrence of events 
involving degradation. The rate of occurrence of events which involve degradation 
is not increasing even when more than 20 years have elepsed.

Figures 3 and 4 show that there are no symptoms of plant ageing in Japanese 
LWRs, which indicates that the above described Japanese system of learning from 
events contributes to mitigating ageing effects of plants built early on.

Examples of major plant modification are as follows:

4. CONCLUSION

The Japanese system of learning from events and the related feedback have 
worked extremely well and Japanese LWRs have attained an excellent operating per
formance, as illustrated in Figs 1 and 2. These systems have had remarkable effects 
on decreasing the number of events.
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It is also partly due to the contribution of these systems that early built LWR 
plants have shown no notable symptoms of plant ageing even when more than 
20 years have elapsed since the first commercial operation, as shown in 
Figs 3 and 4.
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Abstract

INDIAN EXPERIENCE OF ENHANCING THE SAFETY PERFORMANCE OF 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS BASED ON ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS OF OPERA
TIONAL FEEDBACK.

India has ten units of nuclear power stations in operation. While two are BWR 2 x 
200 MW(e) type, the remaining eight are PHWR 220 MW(e) type. The age of these units 
varies, the oldest being over 25 years and the newest only a few months old. India has now 
over 100 reactor-years of operating experience. The safety record has been quite satisfactory. 
There have been no fatalities and no release of radioactivity beyond internationally accepted 
limits following a nuclear incident in any of the nuclear power plants. A systematic continuous 
review was undertaken of various incidents as and when they occurred during the operation 
of stations, e.g. low reliability of the emergency power supply source (diesel generators) or 
fire in the Narora Atomic Power Station, resulting in extended blackout. The paper describes 
case histories of a few such incidents, their root cause analysis and modifications to design, 
operating practices, etc., to enhance the overall safety performance of Indian nuclear power 
stations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Indian nuclear power programme envisages three stages:

Stage 1 : Natural uranium fuelled pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR),
for plutonium production.

Stage 2: Fast breeder reactor with plutonium as fuel and thorium as blanket
for breeding 233U.

Stage 3: Breeder reactors using 233U produced from Stage II, and thorium
as blanket.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF THE FIRST STAGE INDIAN NUCLEAR POWER 
PROGRAMME

Plants in operation

2 BWRs:

TAPS-1 (160 x  1)
Supplied by General Electric

TAPS-2 (160 x  1)

7 PHWRs:

320

RAPS-2 (200 x  1) Built with collaboration of 
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd

MAPS-1
MAPS-2

(220 x  1) 
(220 x  1)

Indigenously developed

NAPS-1 (220 x  1) Standardized 220 MW(e) units
NAPS-2 (220 x  1) developed indigenously

KAPS-1 (220 x 1) Standardized 220 MW(e) units
KAPS-2 (220 x  1) 

1620

Under construction:

developed indigenously

KAIGA-1 & 2 (220 x  2) PHWR
RAPP-3 & 4 (220 x 2) 

880

PHWR

Under sanction:

KAIGA-3T06 (220 x  4) PHWR
TAPP-3 & 4 (500 x  2) PHWR
RAPP-5T08

Planned:

(500 x  4) 

3880

PHWR

New projects (500 x  6) PHWR
KUDANKULAM (1000 x  2) 

5000

PWR (WWER type)

Total capacity 
S0UrCmg (MW(e))

11 700
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1969 marked the beginning of the age of nuclear electricity in India, when the 
two units of the Tarapur Atomic Power Station (TAPS) were connected to the grid. 
Though PHWRs are the mainstay of Stage 1 of the Indian nuclear power 
programme, the TAPS units were of BWR type of 160 MW(e) each. All subsequent 
units are of 200/220 MW(e) PHWR type. The present status of the Stage I 
programme is shown in Table I.

With concerted and dedicated efforts in the past four and a half decades, India 
has been successful in establishing a self-reliant nuclear industry and related nuclear 
fuel cycle facilities and has mastered the technology of nuclear waste handling. The 
design of a 500 MW(e) PHWR has been finalized and construction is expected to 
commence soon.

India has about 101 operating years of experience and the operation of its 
nuclear power stations has been free of any radiation release incidents. Its oldest 
plant is twenty-five years old and the newest is just a few months old.

A system of analysing various events of NPPs to establish root causes is 
enforced and has paid a rich dividend in improving the safety reliability of our plants. 
In the following, a few such events are described.

2. EVENTS AND LESSONS LEARNT

2.1. Fire in turbine generator set of Narora Atomic Power Station (NAPS),
(2 x 220 MW(e) PHWR) rated as a Level 3 incident on INES

2.1.1. Description of event

Narora Atomic Power Station, the fourth nuclear power station of India, has 
two units rated at 220 MW(e) each. Both the units are of PHWR type and have 
impulse reaction type tandem compound turbines. Each turbine generator (TG) has 
one high pressure cylinder (five stage), a dual flow five stage low pressure (LP) 
cylinder with moisture separator reheater and a two pole generator rotating at 
3000 rev/min. The turbine operates on saturated steam supplied at a pressure 
of 40 kg/cm2 (Fig. 1).

The turbine generator of NAPS-1 was commissioned in 1989 and synchronized 
to the grid for the first time on 29 July 1989. On 31 March 1993, when NAPS 
Unit 1 was operating at 185 MW(e) and Unit 2 was under planned annual shutdown, 
the Unit 1 turbine tripped. The trip was accompanied by a strong and powerful sound 
and a huge fire near the generator and isolated phase bus duct (IPBD). The fire 
spread to the cable network in adjoining areas. The reactor was manually tripped 
within 38 seconds of the TG trip. Owing to fire affecting the cables, there was a 
complete loss of power in the unit, including the loss of Class I and П power supplies
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Shaft H P  turbine LP turbine Generator Excitor

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a turbogenerator.

in about seven minutes. This resulted in an extended station blackout which lasted 
for about 17 hours.

On account of the large ingress of smoke, mainly through the intake of the 
ventilation system, the control room had to be vacated within about ten minutes. Loss 
of indications due to burning of control cables also rendered the supplementary 
control room ineffective.

A crash cooldown of the reactor primary heat transport (PHT) system was 
resorted to within six minutes by opening the atmospheric steam discharge valves, 
utilizing the inventory of water present on the secondary side of the steam genera
tors. After about one hour, water from the fire-fighting water system, which uses 
diesel engine driven fire pumps, was injected to the steam generators. With the injec
tion of water to the steam generator, thermosyphon cooling of the reactor core could 
be continued.

Owing to loss of compressed air, the PHT system and containment functions 
were also degraded following the opening of instrumented relief valves (IRVs) and 
deflation of the main air lock seals.

2.1.2. Safety assessment

— Level 3 on the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES).
— No radiological impact either in the plant or public domain.
— No loss of life or injury to personnel.
— Reactor kept in safe shutdown state with adequate subcriticality margin at all 

stages by manual addition of boron.
— Core cooling maintaned by forced circulation for up to about seven minutes 

by the main cooling pump; subsequently thermosyphon cooling of reactor by 
adding water to steam generator.
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— Significant impact on plant equipment and safety systems due to loss of power 
supplies.

— Control room staff had to vacate the control room because of the ingress of 
smoke into the room and the lack of visibility.

— Monitoring indications lost in the emergency control room due to cable 
burning and loss of control power supply.

2.1.3. Cause of the event

The direct cause of the event was fatigue failure of two blades in the rear flow 
path (generator end) at their root and subsequent breakage of 14 other blades in the 
same stage. The root cause of the failure of the blade was established as being the 
failure of the lacing rods tying the various blades in the fifth stage of the LP turbine. 
The fillet radius of the failed lacing rods was found to be deviating from the design 
requirement. Quality control aspects, in particular, the critical sensitivity of the fillet 
radius on the lacing rod, were not adequately conveyed during technology transfer. 
The failure of the lacing rods resulted in a change in the natural frequency of vibra
tion of the blade, drifting towards the operating frequency, which is 47.5 to 52.5, 
because of the grid frequency excursion.

The blade failure resulted in severe dynamic unbalance force (100 t due to 
failure of one blade), which caused the failures of the bearings. Subsequently, the 
hydrogen seals of generators at both ends were also thrown out.

FIG. 2. Lacing rod for Stage 5 LP rotor.
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The lubricating oil pipes connected to the bearing snapped because of severe 
vibrations and oil started spilling out. Spilled oil and hydrogen escaping from the 
failed generator seals caught fire and started burning. Almost 3000 litres of 
oil burned.

The fire spread to the adjoining areas, resulting in fire in the IPBD, located 
below the generator, and in cables in that area. The power supply cables (Class I: 
48 V DC batteries/250 V DC batteries, Class II: control/power motor generators, 
Class III: diesel generators) got burnt where they converged in the mezzanine floor 
adjoing the IPBD area of the turbine building. Burning cables carried fire to the 
control equipment room and damaged control power supplies. The plant was not 
designed to cope with such common mode failures, mainly due to lack of physical 
segregation in some areas of cable routing and at the control equipment room 
entrance.

The emergency power supply equipment described above, though located in 
diverse locations and in good condition, could not supply power because of the 
burning of incoming and outgoing power/control cables (Fig. 2).

2.1.4. Lessons learnt

On the basis of the detailed assessment of the incident by the operating utility 
and regulatory body various recommendations have been made. These recommenda
tions pertain to various systems and equipment. Wherever applicable these recom
mendations are also being implemented for other operating reactors as well as for 
reactors under construction. Some of the important recommendations/lessons learnt 
for various systems are:

• Turbine generator and auxiliary system

The design of LP fifth stage blades was reviewed with the TG Supplier (Bharat 
Heavy Electricals Ltd and General Electric, United Kingdom). Modification 
of the LP last stage blade roots involved chamfering of sharp edges of the inter
section of the concave edge of the root with the plain side face and removal 
of some material from the blade platform above the top serration in the regions 
near the inlet and exhaust edges of the blade. These modifications are expected 
to increase the fatigue endurance of these blades.
The lacing rod chamfer radius has been increased to a minimum of 1.25 mm; 
in addition, a ripple spring has been introduced below the root of the 
modified blade.
The turbovisory system in the control room has been upgraded and the vibra
tion level on the TG bearings is now communicated to the control room 
operators.
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Turbine trip at grid frequency higher than 51.2 has been incorporated. 
Quality control measures have been strengthened to ensure conformity of 
‘as manufactured’ blades with specifications.

Improved hydrogen leak detection and monitoring systems

Regular monitoring of hydrogen make-up rate and purity has been started.
A hydrogen leak detection system has been provided around the generator, 
inside the bus duct and in the hydrogen charging area.
The hydrogen charging station has been moved outside the turbine building.

Improved surveillance and monitoring

The frequency of in-service inspection of the turbine blades has been 
increased. First inspection of the LP turbine last stage blades is after 6000 
operating hours and subsequent inspeections are after every 5000 hours. 
Periodic monitoring of generator bus ducts for hot spots has been introduced. 
Surveillance checking of hydrogen venting of the bus enclosure below the 
generator has been increased. Vents are cleaned at every annual shutdown.

Cables and their layout

An in-depth review of cable layout as regards segregation has been carried out 
to minimize common cause failure. On the basis of this review extensive 
rerouting of cables has been carried out.
Cables for redundant systems have been separated and clear separation has 
been made between Unit 2 areas.
Trays carrying safety related cables have been provided with covers, especially 
where redundant channels cross.
FRLS cables and fire survival cables have been used for equipment performing 
critical safety functions.
Additional protection to cables has been provided by the application of fire 
resistant paint coatings to confine and delay fire spread. These are applied:
— at about every 10 m run of cable trays
— where cable trays cross
— for input and output cable ends at all panels
— for zones where cables of Unit 1 and Unit 2 cross or are run together. 
Fire barriers, fire breaks and fire stops have been provided at vital locations. 
All fire barriers will be inspected once every three months.

Fire protection system

The fire alarm system is tested routinely.
The test frequency of smoke/heat detectors has been increased to once every 
three months. The water sprinkler system will be tested annually.
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Optical type smoke detectors have been provided in the cable galleries and the 
switchgear room for the fire alarm system, for improved efficienty.
A design review has been made of the requirement for fire dampers in the 
ventilation system as regards fire isolation and fire rating.
A design review of the existing fire water system was carried out to ensure its 
availability under station blackout.
The high velocity water spray system to combat fire has been tested for 
adequacy.
The frequency of testing of fire hydrants to ensure adequacy of pressure 
(7 kg/cm2) on the wet riser systems has been increased.
Fire barrier walls have been erected on the turbine building mezzanine floor 
to check the spread of fire.

Fire training

Training of the fire staff has been made more rigorous. The fire emergency 
procedure has been reviewed and upgraded.
Fire staff is being made acquainted with fire station equipment and the system 
layout.
Training of O&M staff through periodic mock fire-drill has been started. 

Island mode of operation

Island mode of operation during low and high frequency operation of the grid 
is being introduced.

Redundancy in power supply to emergency systems

Redundancy in power supply has been provided for the following emergency 
systems:
— emergency lighting
— stack monitoring and fire alarm system
— diesel generator
— diesel engine driven fire pumps
— air compressors.
Portable power supply sets have been provided for communication and 
sampling.
The control room computer system has been provided with a facility for 
preservation of data and a larger storage memory.

Upgrading of operating procedures

Operating procedures for emergency conditions (OPEC) for station blackout 
(SBO) have been updated to address requirements of monitoring and main-
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taining the safety function and an OPEC for SBO involving immediate loss of 
Class I and II supplies has been prepared.
Guidelines have been issued for operator action to keep the other unit safe in 
the case of an emergency.
Operating procedures were reviewed to ensure fire water make-up to steam 
generators under SBO.

• Improved control room habitability in the case of an accident

Provision has been made for the following:

Avoiding smoke at fresh air intake locations.
Switching off the ventilation fans from the control room.
Power supply for control room lighting has been provided from both units. In 
addition, portable emergency lights have been provided.
Breathing air sets are kept in the control room and the operating staff has been 
trained in the use of these.
Mask air has been provided to the control room.

* Augmentation of containment isolation and inside atmosphere sampling 
scheme

The functional capability of the containment system under SBO conditions was 
reviewed.
Air bottles have been provided to act as a backup to main air lock and emer
gency air lock seals.
Provision was made for drawing samples from various areas inside the contain
ment by vacuum pumps powered by portable generator sets.

2.2. Primary heat transport instrumented relief valve malfunction

2.2.1. Description and cause of failure

Indian heavy water reactors have been provided with three IRVs (with a spring 
to the open air to close the actuators) for protection of the PHT circuit against over
pressure. On opening, these IRVs relieve into a bleed condenser (BCD) which in turn 
is protected by two mechanical relief valves. Incidents of malfunctioning of IRVs 
have been experienced not only in our country but in almost all CANDU reactors 
worldwide (Pickering-2 and Bruce-5 in Canada, Wolsong in the Republic of Korea). 
In India most of these incidents have occurred either owing to loss of air supply or 
failure of the actuating diaphragm. As an outcome of root cause analysis of these 
incidents, the following modifications have been carried out in the systems (Fig. 3).
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On BCD high pressure >83 kg/cm2 (normal pressure 18 kg/cm2) both PHT 
pressurizing pumps are tripped, so as to remove the pressurizing source and ensure 
pressure does not build up to the level of the mechanical relief valve set point, thus 
avoiding loss of coolant from the pressure boundary.

The PHT pressure set point is automatically run down by 5 kg/cm2 (87 to 
82 kg/cm2) in the case of high level in the BCD > 110 cm (normal level 18 cm). 
This, again, is to avoid pressure buildup in the BCD.

Non-metallic (polycarbonate) bowls have been replaced by metallic ones in the 
air supply circuit of IRVs. This is to obviate loss of air supply due to failure of this 
component (lesson learnt from incident in NAPS-2 on 1993-12-30).

Handwheels are now provided on IRVs for manual isolation of a valve in the 
event of its failure to close after actuation.

The wide range PHT pressure control scheme has been changed from single 
channel to triplicated channels so as to avoid system overpressurization on single 
channel failure (lesson learnt from MAPS-2 incident of 1986-10-6).

Availability of clear-cut plant specific written emergency procedure regarding 
actions to be taken in case of IRV opening.

In addition, for reactors from Kakrapar Atomic Power Station (KAPS) 
onwards, bleed condensers of higher design pressure have been provided. The 
setting of BCD relief valves has been raised from 88 to 91 kg/cm2, thus providing 
higher margins against actuation of these valves.

Since the implementation of the above modifications there has not been any 
incident in our reactors whereby, on an IRV opening, water has been lost from the 
system outside the BCD boundary.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Nuclear Power Corporation, which is responsible for design, construction 
and operation of Indian NPPs, has been successfully using operational feedback for 
enhancing the safety performance of NPPs. Root cause analysis has been success
fully used, thanks to:

(1) A series of in-house training programmes and workshops on root cause
analysis for all the station personnel

(2) Management insistence that technical analysis of root causes of events and cor
rections of root causes should take precedence over general diagnosis.

2.2.2. Improvements carried out
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Abstract

USE OF NUMERICAL MEASURES FOR MONITORING SAFETY BY THE NUCLEAR 
REGULATORY COMMISSION: RECENT ADVANCES IN THE USE OF PERFOR
MANCE INDICATORS AND ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSORS.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) uses a variety of measures of plant perfor
mance, including performance indicators (Pis) and accident sequence precursor (ASP) ana
lyses. Pis were established to augment qualitative assessments of plant performance by 
providing independent, objective data on plant performance capable of indicating trends. The 
ASP methodology was developed to quantify the risk of events or conditions. These pro
grammes have grown in importance as the NRC moves toward risk- and performance-based 
regulation. The PI report includes annual industry averages for seven Pis. The US industry 
has made significant improvement in five of the indicators since 1985. The report has proven 
effective in drawing management attention to potential problems in plant performance. A com
parison of the Pis of a plant that has been recognized by the NRC as a good performer using 
qualitative and quantitative information with one that has been identified for increased NRC 
attention owing to poor performance illustrates the strong correlation between plants with poor 
Pis and those identified by the NRC as poor performers. The NRC has developed an approach 
for applying probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methodology to the analysis of operational 
events called ASP analysis. The ASP programme is concerned with the identification and 
documentation of operational events in which functions that provide protection against core 
damage have been challenged or compromised. The ASP methodology has been effective in 
identifying important events or conditions whose safety significance was not fully recognized 
through the deterministic review process. ASP methods and results are being used more 
widely throughout the NRC as part of the emphasis on risk based regulation. Although current 
methods do not support simple compilation of ASP evaluations into an annual industry risk 
statement, a methodology is under development to use ASP as one element of such an 
evaluation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) uses a variety of measures of 
plant performance, including regular and special inspections, plant performance 
reviews, comprehensive evaluations of licensee performance, semi-annual reviews 
of all plants by NRC senior management, performance indicators (Pis) and accident 
sequence precursor (ASP) analyses. Performance indicators were established to pro
vide independent, objective data on plant performance capable of indicating trends. 
The ASP methodology was developed to quantify the risk of certain events or condi
tions. Pis and ASP are but two of the many programmes utilized by the NRC.

Both the PI and ASP programmes have grown in importance as the NRC 
moves towards risk- and performance-based regulation. This paper presents recent 
advances in the use of the these two programmes.

/

2. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

The NRC’s performance indicator programme was begun in 1986 to provide 
objective measures of licensee performance independent of other NRC programmes. 
The programme includes indicators of the frequency of plant transients (scrams, 
safety system actuations, significant events, forced outage rate and equipment forced 
outage rate), equipment performance (safety system failures, significant events, 
equipment forced outage rate), weaknesses in programmatic areas (administration, 
licensed operators, other personnel, maintenance, design, miscellaneous) and collec
tive radiation exposure. The data are obtained from licensee event reports, licensee 
monthly operating reports and, in the case of collective radiation exposure, from the 
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). The PI report [1] includes quarterly 
data for each plant, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1, as well as trends of 
the plant’s performance over time (short term trend) and comparisons with other 
plants (long term deviations from peer group median), an example of which is shown 
in Fig. 2. The annual industry averages for seven of the Pis are shown in Fig. 3. 
Since 1985 the US industry has made significant improvement in five of the indica
tors, four of them related to the frequency of plant transients, since 1985. The NRC 
has responded to this improved performance by reducing inspection resources where 
warranted.

The PI report methodology was enhanced in 1993 [2] to provide comparisons 
of each plant with a group of similar plants — its peers — rather than with the entire 
industry. At the same time, changes were made to calculate trends and deviations 
separately for operating periods and shutdowns. This was done because experience 
has shown that PI data and the associated trends and deviations are affected by plant 
activities, which vary with the plant’s operational mode. For example, when a plant 
enters a refuelling outage and maintenance and surveillance activities increase, the
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number of licensee event reports typically goes up, the likelihood of discovering a 
safety system failure or of causing a safety system actuation is somewhat higher, and 
radiation exposure increases. If no allowance were made for the changes in plant 
activities, the Pis would most likely indicate declining performance simply because 
the plant has entered an outage. Therefore, the PI report was changed to distinguish 
performance during operations from performance during shutdowns. In addition, the 
statistical significance of the trends and deviations is displayed. These are measures 
of the probability that the trends or deviations could occur randomly. The lower that 
probability, the more likely it is that the trend is real, and the bars are accordingly 
shaded or black in the display. The result of these enhancements is a display that has 
proven very effective in drawing management attention to potential problems in plant 
performance. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the performance during operations of 
two plants, one of which has been recognized by the NRC as a good performer using 
qualitative and quantitative information while the other has been identified by the 
NRC for increased regulatory attention due to poor performance. In this presenta
tion, bars to the left signify worse or declining performance while bars to the right 
represent better or improved performance. Also, the darker the bar the higher the 
statistical significance of the trend or deviation.

Senior managers within the NRC meet semi-annually to discuss the perfor
mance of operating plants in the United States of America. The primary use of the 
PI report is in support of this senior management meeting process. The enhanced PI 
report highlights areas of significant performance, both good and bad. Trends in per
formance with high statistical significance draw the attention of senior managers. 
Plants with several such indications stand out for discussion. This feature has been 
instrumental in calling attention to trends at specific plants, which have been fol
lowed up by the inspection programme.

In one case, the safety system failures PI for a plant indicated problems in the 
performance of safety systems which, after the indicator was confirmed by the NRC 
to be valid, contributed to the decision to conduct a special inspection of the plant. 
In another case, the Pis for a plant showed average performance during operation 
but significantly poorer performance during shutdown. This focused management’s 
attention on problems with the licensee’s performance while the plant was shut 
down, and ultimately contributed to a decision for a special inspection of that plant 
as well.

The NRC’s PI programme provides an objective picture of plant performance 
based upon actual operating experience. It is similar to the industry’s performance 
indicator programme, through INPO and the World Association of Nuclear Opera
tors (WANO). While it is just one element of a set о NRC programmes, the PI 
programme has been very effective in identifying candidate plants for further review,

Text cont. on p. 303.
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Legend: Statistical significance
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and there is a strong correlation between the plants with poor indicators and those 
identified by the NRC as poor performers.

The NRC is in the process of preparing a new rule to require the reporting of 
safety system reliability data to assist it in moving towards risk- and reliability-based 
regulation. As a consequence, the PI programme is currently undergoing re- 
evaluation. Indicators of safety system reliability are planned and some existing 
indicators will be replaced or modified to provide better indications of safety perfor
mance. These changes are expected to be incorporated over the next two to three 
years.
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The NRC has developed an approach for applying probabilistic risk assessment 
(PRA) methodology to the analysis of operational events. This process is called acci
dent sequence precursor (ASP) analysis. The ASP programme is concerned with the 
identification and quantification of conditional core damage probability following 
events in which functions that provide protection against core damage have been 
challenged or compromised. These can be either actual events (initiators) that 
involve portions of core damage sequences, or conditions (equipment unavailabili
ties) that would, if certain initiating events were to occur, form portions of core 
damage sequences. Given that an event or condition which forms a part of a core 
damage sequence has actually occurred, the ASP methodology is used to calculate 
the probability of core damage during the time of vulnerability. The figure of merit 
for ASP analyses is conditional core damage probability (CCDP), and events with 
CCDPs equal to or greater than 10~6 are considered accident sequence precursors. 
Based on the relative contribution to risk, operational events have traditionally been 
grouped into three types of initiators: (1) transients, (2) loss of off-site power 
(LOOP) events, and (3) loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs). For PWRs, a fourth initi
ator, steam generator tube rupture, has been added.

Under the ASP programme, operational events are systematically screened 
both by using a computerized algorithm with the NRC’s sequence coding and search 
system licensee event report database, the primary data source for the programme,

3. ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSORS
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FIG. 6. ASP analysis of HPI unavailability.
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and by staff members using a set of deterministic criteria, which is also the basis for 
the significant event PI. This screening identifies potentially risk significant events 
or conditions which, if additional failures had occurred, could have resulted in inade
quate core cooling and severe core damage. Those selected by this screening are 
independently reviewed and the most significant ones are evaluated to identify, docu
ment and rank them quantitatively. ASP programme results are published annually 
in the NUREG/CR-4674 series of reports [3]. Figure 5 shows the ASP results for 
1984 to 1993. The number of events in each decade of CCDP has generally 
decreased over the past six years, consistent with the improved PI data.

The ASP methodology has been effective in identifying important events or 
conditions whose safety significance was not fully recognized through the deter
ministic review process. One such event is shown in Fig. 6 . In this event, the condi
tion was the inoperability of the high pressure injection (HPI) system, due to a long 
term failure of relief valves in the minimum flow recirculation line of both trains. 
The simplified event tree is entered with the probability of the initiating event, a 
small-break LOCA, during the time period of the HPI inoperability. The probability 
of failure of a reactor trip (RT) or of mitigating systems (Auxilliary feedwater 
(AFW), Main feedwater (MFW)) to function are determined from plant specific fault 
trees. (The probability of failure of HPI is 1 for this condition.) The CCDP is the 
sum of the probabilities of the sequences which result in core damage, in this case, 
6.3 X 10“3. This event did not receive full recognition by the NRC at the time it 
occurred, although it was recognized as a ‘significant event’ in the PI programme. 
When the ASP CCDP results were computed for this event, the NRC conducted a 
special review to identify the causes of the problem and to determine the need for 
feedback of experience to other utilities and within the NRC.

There has been a significant change over the past ten years in the proportion 
of ASP events associated with each of the three traditional initiators, as shown in 
Fig. 7. In the mid-1980s, transients were the dominant initiators both for events and 
equipment unavailabilities (conditions). By the early 1990s, LOOP events had 
become the major initiator for both initiating events and equipment unavailabilities. 
This is due to the significant decrease in the occurrence of transients, as documented 
in the PI annual industry averages discussed above, and the continued occurrence of 
LOOP events. In addition, there may be some contribution from design basis recon
stitution programmes in the early 1990s which discovered design vulnerabilities to 
LOOPs.

The ASP programme has been enhanced to provide peer reviews of prelimi
nary analyses and to improve the timeliness of the results. Events considered to have 
the most safety significance are given priority for analysis. This was important in 
the particular case of a 1994 event involving recirculation of high temperature 
reactor coolant to the refuelling water storage tank through the common suction pip
ing for all emergency core cooling system pumps. The safety significance of this 
event was at first not recognized, but upon second review it was thought to be highly
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FIG. 7. ASP initiators.

safety significant. The expedited ASP analysis confirmed the relative significance of 
the event with a CCDP of 10“3. Other improvements planned for the ASP 
programme include developing models to analyse earthquakes and internal fires and 
floods, to analyse shutdown events, and to perform Level 2 (containment failure) and 
Level 3 (off-site consequences) analyses.

ASP methods and results are being used more widely throughout the NRC as 
part of the emphasis on risk based regulation. For example, the ASP methodology 
is being used to identify significant events for consideration in the PI programme. 
ASP results are also provided to and discussed by senior managers as part of a senior 
management meeting.

Although current methods do not support simple compilation of ASP evalua
tions into an annual risk statement, a methodology is under development to use ASP 
as one element of an industry risk evaluation.
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Abstract

MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY THROUGH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR OPER
ATIONAL MAINTENANCE.

Management and organizational issues have been shown to have an important influence 
on the safety of nuclear power plants. Maintenance activities provide support for continued 
safe operation and should therefore receive the necessary attention both within and outside the 
maintenance department. A continuous assessment of organizational performance is one 
important management tool by which possible deficiencies can be identified and corrected 
before incidents occur. The use of performance indicators is one important part of such an 
assessment. The paper presents a system of indicators proposed for a continuous assessment 
of the safety influence of a maintenance organization at a nuclear power plant. The proposed 
system of indicators includes both objective and subjective measures.

1. INTRODUCTION

Safe and economic operation is the goal of nuclear power operation. Safety is 
achieved by preventing incidents of any nature, and economy by avoiding their con
sequences in outages and equipment damage. There are many preconditions for a 
successful avoidance of incidents, of which some are technical and some personnel 
related. Technical preconditions relate to the use of reliable structures, components, 
systems and procedures, and personnel preconditions to well trained people who are 
committed to a strong safety culture.

A consequence of the nuclear accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl 
is that increasing attention is being paid to issues related to organization and manage
ment in achieving safe and reliable operation. It is widely recognized that ensuring 
a high quality performance of operations and maintenance requires an allocation of
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management attention to the concrete work at all organizational levels. To support 
this attention and to help in selecting priorities more comprehensive tools are needed 
for the management.

Maintenance has been shown, in probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) studies 
and, more importantly, by its involvement in safety significant events, to be an 
important factor in the operational safety of nuclear power plants. Maintenance 
encompasses a large span of activities, of which some are executed under time pres
sure. High quality training and retraining for maintenance personnel is perhaps more 
difficult to give than for control room operators, for whom training simulators are 
usually available.

High quality maintenance can be characterized as doing all the small things 
right all the time. Maintenance tasks rely on a proper co-ordination with many other 
ongoing activities. This means that maintenance people have to communicate with 
many other people, such as control room operators, radiation protection and safety 
people. They have also to record the actions they carry out and they should be alert 
to detect any anomalies in the equipment they work with. Maintenance activities 
require special managerial attention directed towards a possible insidious accumula
tion of latent organizational deficiencies. The definition of a system of performance 
indicators can provide an efficient tool to be used both by the managers and the main
tenance people themselves. Such a performance indicator system should include both 
technical and organizational dimensions.

2. THE ART OF MANAGEMENT

Hundreds of best-selling books have been written on the art of management 
[1]. Still it is as difficult as ever to give concrete prescriptions for successful manage
ment. The special traits required of managers at a nuclear power plant are to some 
extent the same as for business organizations and to some extent very distinct. Is it 
possible to give any general guidance on what qualities managers at a nuclear power 
plant should possess? This question can be answered with a daring yes and the 
qualification that all nuclear power plants are unique and prescriptions have to be 
related to the culture prevailing at the plant.

The most important managerial skill that is required at a nuclear power plant 
relates to understanding the plant and its people in the broadest way [2]. A nuclear 
power plant is a very complex piece of equipment and it is operated by highly trained 
technical people. Managing these people in such a way that they are able to respond 
to all demands, whether scheduled or unscheduled, sets a challenge for managers. 
This cannot be done without responding to needs both from unforeseen technical 
difficulties and needs to maintain and develop the technical skills of the personnel. 
Typical managerial skills such as communication with people, resolving conflicts, 
defining goals, etc., are important, but these skills are often reflected through the 
technical systems at the plant.
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A prerequisite for a high performance is a systematic planning process which 
is both efficient and well covering. The planning process itself can take different 
forms, but the definition of long term goals which are converted into yearly plans 
and actions is on a general level very similar for all plants. The collection of opera
tional experience for a comparison with the plans to establish a database for support
ing later planning activities closes the loop. The task of the managers is to build and 
maintain such a system.

Long term goals are typically defined in a process of strategic planning. This 
process identifies strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to characterize the 
present situation which, combined with visions for the future, helps in defining a tar
get state and the means for reaching these ends. The assessment of required resources 
and indicators that demonstrate that goals have been reached provides the final part 
of the strategic plan. A strategic planning process should be specially alert for con
flicting goals, because they should be approached and resolved with a proper 
balance [3]. The main short term conflict at a nuclear power plant is the conflict 
between economy and safety, which can be resolved only with a proper long term 
perspective. Similar smaller conflicts which should also be approached and resolved 
in a similar way are given in Table I.

One important part of successful management within any organization is the 
degree of commitment to organizational goals which are expressed by the personnel. 
An important task of the management is to assess attitudes and when necessary try 
to change them [4]. At a nuclear power plant these are to a large extent safety related, 
with the understanding that high quality work provides both the safety and the econ-

TABLE I. CONFLICTING GOALS OF AN ORGANIZATION OPERATING A 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

A healthy self-esteem 

Formal 

Accept errors 

Centralized 

Managing details 

Search for information 

High specialization 

Co-operation 

Monitoring and reporting 

Move from past strategies

Accept outside advice

Informal rules for assuring safety

Require errorless performance

Distributed decision making

Maintaining the overview

Avoid information overload

Generality of roles

Competition for resources and power

Confidence and trust

Enforcement of roots
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omy of the plant. The commitment to organizational goals is fostered both in the 
day-to-day routines and in the handling of exceptional circumstances. Managers have 
to be extremely cautious to avoid sending messages with ambiguous meanings. If 
decisions are made which can be interpreted as putting economy above safety, these 
can induce people to pay only lip service to safety. A necessary quality assurance 
for a difficult decision can be obtained only through a careful evaluation of conflict
ing goals. When a decision has been made, the reasoning behind it should also be 
clearly displayed.

Management also involves providing feedback on achieved results. This 
implies that outcomes have to be assessed in the light of existing plans and resources 
used. The performance has then to be judged and the responsible persons should be 
given feedback on their achievements. If a negative feedback has to be given, it is 
extremely important that this is not directed towards the person and that the deviation 
is placed in relationship to its influence on the overall goals of the organization. Only 
then it is possible to use the full learning value of the experience without an impair
ment of the person’s commitment.

Perhaps the most important task of a manager at a nuclear power plant is to 
convey an understanding and a concern for all the small things that can go wrong. 
Any deviation from accepted safety norms should be reported and reacted on. People 
should not be content with only knowing how, but should always actively engage 
themselves in asking why.

3. INFLUENCE OF MAINTENANCE ON SAFETY

Maintenance is a means to ensure safe and economic operation. The effect of 
good maintenance is seldom seen, but inferior work quality will reveal itself very 
soon. The work-load on the maintenance department is determined not only by their 
own efforts, but also by the technical quality of the plant and the quality of operation. 
All this means that it can be difficult to define a concrete and operational goal for 
the maintenance activities. Still it is necessary to make an effort in defining such 
goals also for maintenance activities and indicators by which the fulfilment of the 
goals can be monitored.

Maintenance activities can be divided into corrective and preventive main
tenance. A high performance of a plant is typically characterized by a higher share 
of preventive than corrective maintenance. An emphasis on correcting problems 
before they emerge also stresses the importance of preventive maintenance.

Some plants do at least a part of their regular test and maintenance during 
power operation. This has the benefit of gaining time during the annual outages and 
therefore helps achieve a higher load factor. There are however other drawbacks of 
doing testing and maintenance during power operation such as an increased vulnera
bility to disturbances and the possibility of radiation exposure.
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The annual refuelling outages typically include a large amount of testing and 
maintenance activities. The outages are also used for major revisions of the plant, 
making the short time rather hectic. A very careful planning of the outage can help 
both in minimizing the outage time and the quality of the maintenance work during 
the outage.

Testing and maintenance activities can introduce hidden failure modes of the 
components. An error in selecting the component to do maintenance on can cause 
the disappearance of redundant safety functions. Maintenance activities usually 
require a different line-up of process components from normal operation. If the 
maintenance line-up is not changed correctly back to power operation, there is a 
possibility that important components will be inoperable on demand. There is also 
a possibility of introducing common cause failures when several components are 
maintained in a sequence.

Reasons for human errors have been pondered over on many occasions. Simi
lar models can be assumed to work for maintenance errors as for other human errors. 
According to one model, human errors can be seen as a misfit between task demands 
and available resources. This stresses the systemic cause behind human errors, but 
is not detailed enough to provide guidance for the planning of maintenance tasks. 
Several mechanisms contributing to maintenance errors have been proposed. One of 
them is connected to the availability and correctness of maintenance instructions and 
another to interruptions and possible interference between parallel activities.

4. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Measurement is a precondition for control. When performance can be mea
sured directly the only remaining problem is to select the most efficient controls to 
achieve the desired performance. Unfortunately it is not always possible to measure 
performance by direct means. Safety, for example, is difficult to assess directly, 
because its presence is indicated by an absence of incidents and accidents. Similarly, 
organizational efficiency is something very difficult to measure by direct means.

When direct measurements of some component of performance are not possi
ble, indirect measurements can be used. The use of indirect measurements relies on 
the selection of measurable variables which have some correlation with the actual 
dimension of performance to be controlled. The problem with indirect measurements 
is that perhaps several measurements have to be collected which have some, but not 
always well known, relationship with the actual variable. The measurements may 
also be correlated with each other, making it even more difficult to make a correct 
assessment of actual performance. A practical approach to these problems is to 
define a performance indicator system and to use it with the necessary care.

An ideal performance indicator system for a nuclear power plant should make 
an assessment of operational efficiency in which components of economy and safety
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have been included. The performance indicator system should at least to some extent 
be hierarchical to make it possible to identify necessary control actions in the case 
of deteriorated performance. Both technical and organizational indicators should be 
combined in the same system. In selecting performance indicators one aim is that 
they should be anticipatory and sensitive.

The information obtained from events and failures occurring at the plant is one 
important component of operational experience and should therefore be reflected in 
the performance indicator system. The problem is that these indicators may not be 
sensitive enough when a very high plant performance has been reached. The 
approach to this problem is to collect and analyse performance of functions and 
organizational units within the plant. Changes in the performance of functions and 
organizational units can be assumed to be good predictors of changes in the plant 
safety performance.

The use of performance indicators in the control of safety of nuclear power 
plants has been proposed in various connections. The IAEA has defined the charac
teristics of an ideal performance indicator system (Table II) [5]. WANO has defined 
a system of performance indicators which are used for the exchange of operational 
experience [6 ].

Precursor models of the interdependence between selected indicators are help
ful for an assessment of the statistical relevance of observed changes in the indica
tors. It is therefore important for data to be collected and stored in a manner that

TABLE II. IDEAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A SET 
OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Close relationships to risks and/or safety 

Data readily available 

Quantitative (show range of performance) 

Unambiguous

Unlikely to cause undesirable actions 

Significance should be understood (objective, fair) 

Industry-wide applicability 

Not susceptible to manipulation 

Physical results

Independent indicators essential 

Manageable set 

Worthy goal
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facilitates analysis to help determine what future actions, if any, should be taken. A 
performance indicator involves information in a compact form, which means that 
crucial information can be lost outside the boundaries of the indicator, or that other 
essential information is hidden. Instead of single indicators a larger set of perfor
mance indicators should therefore be used.

A performance indicator system is most efficiently used during periods of good 
performance. If incidents indicate a deterioration in performance the remedies are 
most easily found not through the performance indicator system, but through a root 
cause analysis of the incidents. A performance indicator system also requires a com
mitment to it which can be achieved only if it is understood and accepted. This indi
cates the importance of a systematic approach in bringing the selected system into 
practice.

5. INDIVIDUAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

The assessment of both individual and organizational performance is crucial 
at any nuclear power plant. Efforts have been made to create various assessment 
methods [7]. The assessment of individual performance should always be connected 
to the identification of needs for additional training. Such assessment is typically 
done as part of the regular development discussions used also in many business 
organizations. The discussions have similar contents regardless of the organization 
and the hierarchical level within the organization. In the discussions earlier outcomes 
are gone through and compared with commitments made at earlier discussions. The 
discussion should also jointly define the goals for the next period.

Many organizations have developed various bonus systems. Special care 
should be taken when a bonus system for a nuclear power plant is implemented. It 
is fair that a good availability and thereby a good economic result is reflected in pay
ments to the personnel, but the incentives should not be so strong that they will over
ride safety concerns in operation. Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) is using a bonus 
system with the components given in Table Ш.

The assessment of individual and organizational performance is not as straight
forward as the assessment of technical performance for some systems, because rat
ings will always be subjective. Various rating methods have been developed within 
behavioural sciences which rely on the construction of measuring scales. The sim
plest scale is only a categorization of behaviour into certain classes. On the next level 
an order relationship between the classes defines for instance the relationship ‘better’ 
between the classes. Only seldom can a ratio scale be defined where it is possible 
to define the ratio between two values on the scale. A Likert scale is a ratio scale 
which measures individual agreement with some statement in terms ranging from 
complete agreement to complete disagreement. In the creation of the scales an assess
ment of their reliability and validity should always be made.
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TABLE III. COMPONENTS OF THE BONUS 
SYSTEM USED AT TVO WITH THEIR 
RESPECTIVE WEIGHTS

Production 50
Operation and maintenance costs 1 0

Activity based costs 1 0

Fuel leakages 1 0

Repair time 1 0

Cleanliness 1 0

Organization unit specific indicators 1 0

Total max. 1 1 0  hours salary

Behavioural scales rely on people to make the assessments. The reliability of 
the scoring can be increased by using a number of persons who can discuss and 
modify their scores after an initial round. The data to be scored can be collected in 
various ways, such as discussions, structured interviews and questionnaires. The 
data can be collected and scored by people inside or outside the organization to be 
assessed. The development discussions provide one possibility for data collection 
where superiors and subordinates meet regularly with discussions on performance. 
The use of typed behaviour classes can support such discussions with some kind of 
scoring mechanism.

The use of structured interviews performed by outside people gives perhaps 
the most reliable data. The problem is, however, that both data collection and assess
ment can be very resource consuming. It may also be difficult to obtain good reliabil
ity in the data handling if the same persons cannot do all the interviews. A 
questionnaire is easier to administer and to handle, but the results may be more 
difficult to interpret.

6 . CONSTRUCTING AN INDICATOR SYSTEM

The construction of a performance indicator system for assessing technical and 
organizational performance of a nuclear power plant is a demanding task. The per
formance indicator system should evidently be well in line with strategic and opera
tional goals. It should be practical enough to motivate the effort as compared with 
the expected benefits. A performance indicator system has to be accepted which not 
only the whole personnel must regard as valid, but it must also correspond with the
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views people have of how to promote performance. The indicator system has, so to 
say, to be adapted to the local culture of the plant.

The performance indicators should be in line with other information collected, 
which means that additional checks of key factors can be obtained by other means 
to calibrate for possible biases in the judgements. The performance indicators should 
be control oriented, which means that relatively clear views should be available 
about how various indicators can be influenced. Finally, the performance indicator 
system should be adaptable to specific needs which may emerge over time.

For the technical part of the performance indicators system the strategy of 
defence in depth completed with a PSA logic model and structure provides an 
appropriate framework [8 ]. The influence of maintenance on operational safety can 
then accordingly be modelled through its influence on risk functions and systems. 
The assignment of organizational units to various tasks provides the link between the 
technical and the organizational indicators.

The individual and organizational performance indicators are, like the techni
cal indicators, connected to the precursor paths for human errors and organizational 
deficiencies. There are many possibilities for selecting dimensions of individual and 
organizational performance. Still it is also necessary to obtain some assessment of 
commitment, attitudes and beliefs, i.e. the orientation of individuals towards their 
work [9]. Regardless of the selected dimensions, some grouping of the indicators is 
always necessary. Depending on the resources available for collection and scoring 
of data, more or fewer dimensions could be assessed separately. If data are to be col
lected and assessed regularly as a part of the development discussions, the dimen
sions have to be restricted to the absolute minimum. If data can be collected in a 
separate project involving outsiders also, more dimensions can be used. The final 
selection should be based on a trial data collection.

A candidate performance indicator system for the maintenance organization 
can include the items of Table IV. The considerations behind this proposal are the 
following:

— the indicator system should not be entirely new, but an extension to present 
systems

— the technical maintenance indicators are reflected through the importance of 
certain functions and systems for safety and economy

— an active problem seeking and correcting maintenance is reflected in a large 
share of preventive maintenance

— an active reporting of minor deficiencies should be specially fostered
— only the most important individual and organizational performance indicators 

should be included to make them practical.

The scoring of the individual and the organizational indicators could be facili
tated through the use of behaviourally anchored rating scales (BARS). These scales 
provide a suitable categorization of the selected dimensions together with a charac-
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TABLE IV. A CANDIDATE SET OF 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR OPERATIONAL 
MAINTENANCE AT TVO

General indicators

An adaption of WANO indicators 
Investments for production support

Technical indicators

Initiatives and suggestions 
Modifications and improvements 
Share of preventive maintenance 
Number of faults and work orders 
Corrected minor deficiencies 
Repair times 
Maintenance backlogs 
Cleanliness

Organizational indicators

Organizational support 
Communications 
Systematic planning

Individual indicators

Orientation
Commitment
Co-operation

terization of typical behaviour rated with that score. The scales used are typically 
ordinal scales providing a goodness rating for more deliberate and well established 
behaviour.

7. PUTTING AN INDICATOR SYSTEM INTO OPERATION

The perhaps most important task in putting a performance indicator system into 
use is to anchor it in the organization concerned, i.e. people should be informed 
about it and they should agree with the system, i.e. those concerned should have a 
possibility to influence the system or, even better, participate in its design. It is 
important to remember that even the implementation of an indicator system, i.e. a
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system for measuring, can have a positive or negative influence within the 
organization.

When a candidate performance indicator system has been proposed, it should 
be discussed broadly within the organization. The internal structure of the technical 
indicators and the possibilities for influencing them by various groups should be one 
item for the discussion. It may be helpful to have another division of the indicators, 
depending on the organizational groups concerned, which stresses the controllability 
of the indicators in distinguishing between primary, secondary and perhaps even ter
tiary indicators from the point of view of the group concerned. This means, for 
example, that performance indicators associated with maintenance activities should 
be especially brought forward in connection with the maintenance department.

In the discussions it is still important to stress that everyone is concerned, not 
only the shop floor, but also the managers. For the organizational and individual 
indicators it is important to stress that everyone is assessed using the same 
dimensions.

It is not likely that the performance indicator system will be ready immedi
ately. It is therefore wise to have a trial period where experience is collected and 
fine tuning of the indicators is exercised. During this period various systems for col
lection of opinions concerning the appropriateness of various indicators and the scor
ing principles may be used.

Presenting the results in an easily comprehensible form is also important. 
Several possibilities can be used such as numbers, characterization or colour-coding 
(Table V). It is also possible to weight the indicators together into some overall 
indicator.

The assessing of the results should in the trial period concentrate on the fine 
tuning of the indicator system. This does not however exclude an assessment also 
of the values of the indicators. Did the indicators vary in expected regions or were 
some unexpected values found.

TABLE V. BROAD CATEGORIES OF CLASSIFICA
TION FOR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS USING 
NUMBERS, WORDS OR COLOURS

5 Excellent

4 Very good

3 Good, green

2 Satisfactory

1 Acceptable, yellow

0 Not acceptable, red
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When the performance indicator system has gone through fine tuning it can be 
taken into regular operation. That does not mean that it should remain unchanged 
ever after, because the performance indicators should actually be incorporated in the 
process of strategic planning. The performance indicators do not measure real per
formance and therefore it is always possible that organizational control will concen
trate more on the indicators than on actual long term performance. A continuous 
reassessment of the performance indicators should therefore be exercised where the 
indicators, their definitions and their target values are reflected on a continuing basis 
to the long term goals of the organization.

8 . CONCLUSIONS

A well defined performance indicator system can provide an efficient manage
ment tool for organizational control. A performance indicator system should in addi
tion to the technical indicators also contain individual and organizational indicators. 
The individual and organizational indicators require the use of specially designed 
scales for scoring observed behaviour.

The performance indicator system should be integrated to be a component of 
the process of strategic planning. When the performance indicators are re-evaluated 
continuously to reflect the long term goals of the plant, the dynamics of continued 
learning can also be integrated into the system. A performance indicator system can 
be supported by other means of collecting information. This continuous change also 
helps in maintaining organizational vigilance for emerging problems.

Maintenance activities are truly important for continued plant safety. A proac
tive strategy in trying to keep the plant ‘as good as new’ all the time helps in the 
allocation of resources over time to avoid later costly refurbishments. This strategy 
will be reflected through the maintenance indicators giving a fair amount of preven
tive maintenance.

The indicator stressing the reporting of minor deficiencies which have been 
corrected is deliberately chosen to foster an atmosphere of reporting also minor 
problems. It is believed that such an atmosphere is an important part of the continu
ous learning from which operational excellence is obtained.

The performance indicator system is still in its planning phase for TVO, which 
means that it is too early to report on findings from the system. The initial considera
tions however, indicate that, if the system is correctly defined, it may have an impor
tant influence on the day-to-day operation of maintenance activities.
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Abstract

ASSESSING SAFETY PERFORMANCE BY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS, 
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSOR ANALYSIS AND SAFETY SYSTEMS RELI
ABILITY ANALYSIS.

The paper summarizes some of the activities carried out by the Spanish regulatory body, 
Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN), in assessing and measuring the safety performance of 
nucler power plants. To place the work of assessing performance in the proper context, the 
mechanisms needed to achieve the required operational safety level are briefly discussed, 
being one of those mechanisms of operational experience feedback from events or situations 
actually happening in the installations. Next, the regulatory body’s objectives and needs are 
presented and some of the tools devoted to the analysis of performance, of results, are listed, 
three of them being discussed in the paper. First, the present status of the performance indica
tors programme of the CSN is described. The indicators tracked down and the content of the 
reports are presented and a discussion of the insights generated is provided, keeping in mind 
that the programme results are a starting point for a deeper analysis and a diagnosis from 
which particular actions are defined and taken. Several by-products of significant value from 
the performance indicators work are commented on. It is concluded that, for the Spanish situa
tion, a programme of performance indicators is a tool of significant interest for the regulatory 
body, but that it should not used in isolation from other programmes that assess performance. 
Secondly, the ongoing activities in Accident Sequence Precursor Analysis, in the use of 
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) for the analysis of events, are described, identifying the 
basic characteristics of the procedure used for the screening of events and the selection of the 
initial PSA models applied in the programme. Insights obtained are briefly discussed. Thirdly 
and finally, a description is given of studies of individual safety systems merging simplified 
PSA models with specific and detailed operational data to derive insights regarding the reli
ability of the safety system compared with the PSA results, and of the effectiveness of the test
ing performed in the system to identify the relevant failure modes, comparing it with actual 
failures in demand. The kinds of insight expected from this programme are presented. As a 
general conclusion on the use of the three tools mentioned above, it is indicated that the quality 
of data recorded at the plants regarding performance of the safety systems, and the fair and 
complete notification to the regulatory body, are essential to allow an increased use of the 
assessment of performance by the regulatory body.
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What follows briefly describes how the work of assessing the safety perfor
mance of nuclear power plants fits into the overall picture of the activities of a regula
tory body (RB).

In complex installations such as nuclear power plants, achieving the required 
safety level requires the combination of several mechanisms working together. These 
mechanisms have been grouped under three headings (Fig. 1).

The initial knowledge of the installation is provided by the initial safety analy
sis. In most cases that safety analysis is a deterministic analysis that starts with the 
definition of design basis events, followed by the analysis of the plant response in 
the case of a design basis event, including some assumptions in terms of failures that 
may happen during the event (essentially either a single failure of the safety equip
ment or a unique error of the operators); then the analysed plant response is com
pared with pre-established damage limits. If the limits are exceeded a modification 
is needed; if not, operational requirements are defined to preserve the assumptions 
of the safety analysis.

The mechanism of feedforward includes the tools that permit predicting events 
or the response of the plant when challenged by the events. Probabilistic safety 
assessment (PSA) is an essential tool for the analysis of potential events in order to 
understand their contribution to the risk of the plant. Another very useful tool is the

1. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BY THE REGULATORY BODY

FEED
FORWARD

FEED
BACK

INITIAL
KNOWLEDGE

FIG. I. Mechanisms to achieve the required safety level.
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analysis of experiments to understand how specific events would evolve and to 
improve the models used to analyse those events.

The mechanism of feedback includes the tools that make use of real events or 
situations that have already happened, either in the same installation or in other 
installations, to identify weaknesses and to improve the operational safety level of 
the installation.

The RB objective should be that the plant operator has an operational safety 
programme in place, that the programme is implemented rigorously and that the 
programme is improved according to internal and external experience. The RB has 
to perform a review of the operational safety of the plant to ensure that the required 
safety level is achieved, maintained and improved, if necessary. For that the RB 
needs to:

— Understand which are the main elements of an operational safety programme.
— Define minimal requirements to assure that the programme is effective (or 

decide about the ones established by the utility).
— Audit compliance, to verify that the operational safety programme defined by 

the utility is followed in a rigorous way. However, the insistence on compli
ance should not discourage improvements in the programme (quality and 
innovation).

— Analyse results, because even the best operational safety programme ‘on 
paper’ may not achieve the expected goal: the safe operation of the plant. The 
practical results of the operational safety programme are the best measures of 
effectiveness.

— Analyse processes, since it is prudent not to limit the analysis of the operational 
safety programme to its final results, and therefore the analysis should be 
extended to the processes leading to the results, specifically to the learning 
process.

— Perform an overall assessment, integrating the different tools in a way to 
achieve a global assessment of the operational safety level of the nuclear power 
plant.

— Request corrections of deficiencies and follow up implementation and results.

Currently there is an agreed shift towards measuring the safety results, the per
formance, and downplaying the previous emphasis on prescriptive requirements 
about the processes.

In what refers to the analysis of results, the Division of Operational Analysis 
of the Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN) makes use of several tools, among which 
the following five may be mentioned:

(a) Performance indicators programme
(b) Panel for the review of incidents (PRI)
(c) Accident sequence precursor (ASP) programme
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(d) Incident investigations
(e) Reliability analysis of safety systems.

Other divisions have different tools to assess performance, e.g. by looking at 
the assessment and inspection results.

In this paper the activities related with tools (a), (c) and (e) are briefly 
discussed.

2. THE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS PROGRAMME OF THE CSN

The first activities on this topic of the CSN, the Spanish regulatory body, go 
back to 1987, and basically the initial decision was to start a line of work with two 
main activities.

(1) The implementation of the set of performance indicators used by the United 
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), since that set was the result of 
very significant work on research and development; there was practical 
experience in its use and all but one of the Spanish plants have designs coming 
from the United States of America.

(2) To follow up developments in the field, by keeping abreast of new develop
ments by regulatory bodies and international organizations, analysing the 
feasibility of incorporating new indicators into the work of the CSN.

A detailed description of the reasons for the initiation of the programme and 
the hardware and software characteristics was provided in a paper entitled “The Per
formance Indicators Programme of the CSN” presented at the IAEA Technical 
Committee Meeting on Use of Safety Indicators by Regulatory Bodies, which took 
place in Vienna from 30 November to 2 December 1994.

The calculated and presented indicators that are tracked down (from 
the NRC) are:

— automatic scrams while critical
— safety system actuations
— significant events
— safety system failures
— forced outage rate
— equipment forced outages per 1 0 0 0  commercial critical hours
— collective radiation exposure
— cause codes (administrative control problems, licensed operator errors, 

other personnel errors, maintenance problems, design/construction/ 
installation/fabrication problems, miscellaneous (electronic piece-part or 
environmentally related failures)).

The development and implementation of the CSN performance indicators 
programme has been possible thanks to the generous support of the NRC, under the
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terms of the NRC-CSN Agreement for technical co-operation and exchange of infor
mation, providing the needed software and data. Science Applications International 
Corporation (SAIC), under a contract of the CSN, has carried out the necessary 
activities to adapt the NRC software to the particular needs of the CSN, has devel
oped user manuals and has provided support in the practical implementation of the 
programme.

To date, the adaptation process of the indicators programme to the CSN needs 
has produced five software versions, introducing modifications as a result of CSN 
requests or due to the development process of the NRC programme.

Since 1992, the Division of Operational Analysis has worked on the implemen
tation of the programme, doing considerable work to study and understand the defini
tion of the indicators, the data selection criteria and the instructions of the software 
program. Moreover, the collection of the information is performed at the CSN 
mostly on the basis of information already submitted by the utilities, either in the 
form of Licensee Event Reports (LERs, called ISNs, in Spain), as a part of the 
monthly reports. This process requires a careful selection and load of data to assure 
its quality.

Referring to the programme presently implemented, the Division of Opera
tional Analysis has already issued two preliminary reports. The first one covered the 
data from the first quarter of 1992 to the first quarter of 1994 inclusive, and the 
second one covered the data to the fourth quarter of 1994. A pilot programme lasting 
a year, that ends in September 1995, was established to collect information not 
provided in the ISNs and monthly reports, to improve the methods for the quality 
assurance of data and results. The pilot programme will be followed by the develop
ment of procedures detailing the appropriate use of the reports produced.

It is important to recognize that the two major ways of assuring the quality of 
the results presented in the final report are:

— to verify the input data, and
— to check the correct performance of the programme.

In addition to the internal verification of the input data, and to assure that the 
loaded data are correct, they are submitted to the utilities for verification and 
comments.

To check the correct performance of the programme the report produced by 
the software is compared with the one issued by the NRC.

At the end of the established pilot period a third report covering the data 
including the first quarter of 1995 will be issued, presenting data from the Spanish 
plants and merging the data of the Spanish plants with that of the US plants. It is 
worth mentioning that each Spanish plant has been assigned to a peer group, and this 
allows us to compare the performance of our plants with the performance of plants 
of very similar characteristics in design and age.
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In the report there is a description of the indicators, the definition of the opera
tional cycle phase types, the allocation of the Spanish plants to the peer groups, and 
the explanation of the graphical representations and the underlying statistical analy
sis. Examples of the results are included in Fig. 2.

The reports present the following types of results:

— quarterly counts and trends for each indicator and for the industry as a whole
— quarterly counts and trends for each indicator and for each peer group (by 

phase of operation)
— quarterly data for each indicator and each plant (by phase of operation)
— quarterly plant short term trends for each indicator and each plant (by phase 

of operation)
— quarterly plant long term deviations from peer group median, for each indica

tor and each plant (by phase of operation).

As can be seen, the reports allow for an analysis of each plant against its own 
previous performance, against the performance of similar plants (in the same peer 
group) or against the whole industry. In almost every case the analysis can be per
formed separately for different operational phases.

Except in the case when a plant is compared with itself, it is extremely impor
tant to assure the comparability of the plants that are being compared, i.e. all the 
plants should have the same reporting requirements and all have to use a practically 
identical interpretation of the reporting requirements. In addition, when a compari
son is done with data from other countries it is extremely important to make sure 
that exactly the same defmiton and interpretation of the indicator is used. There are 
examples where comparisons of apples and pears have been performed because two 
incompatible sets of data have been used.

The reports have been subject to a preliminary analysis and the following 
general insights have been derived. (Please note that the programme is still in a pilot 
stage and the ongoing revision of data may modify some of the following insights, 
which are presented here just to show the possibilities of the programme.)

— The average number of ‘scrams while critical’ for the Spanish plants taken 
together is slightly higher than that of the US plants but seems to be decreasing.

— The average number of safety system actuations for the Spanish plants taken 
together is currently much higher than for the US plants.

— The average number of significant events is higher for the Spanish plants, but 
this is a much more subjective indicator. (The CSN uses a panel of experts 
from different disciplines to identify the events that have to be classified as 
safety significant.)

— The average number of safety system failures of the Spanish plants is near 
zero, while it is about 0.5/quarter for the US plants. We have found that owing 
to a misinterpretation of the Spanish reporting requirements some failures may
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have not been reported to the CSN since the last revision to the reporting 
requirements was implemented. The reporting requirements have been clari
fied to avoid the problem in the future and the utilities are reviewing their own 
data to search for situations that could be considered a safety system failure.

— The average forced outage rate is significantly higher for the US plants; 
however, the average equipment forced outages/ 1 0 0 0  commercial critical 
hours are similar.

— The average collective radiation exposure is similar.

It is important to recognize that the previous insights apply to the Spanish 
nuclear power plants taken together but the main benefit of the programme is that 
it can provide information about the performance of each plant, comparing it with 
itself or comparing it with the US plants in the same peer group, and therefore many 
more specific insights are derived.

The programme is neither intended to rank plants nor to determine new 
requirements to be imposed in the plants. The general and specific insights generated 
by the programme identify areas for assessment. Only after a careful assessment can 
a proper diagnosis of the situation be produced. It is based on this diagnosis that 
actions have to be defined and taken. One of the most difficult aspects is the fact 
that the results of the programme may suggest improvements that are not strictly 
needed to achieve the required safety level. The RB should not give the same weight 
to things that aim to achieve excellence in operation as to things that aim to place 
the plants at the required safety level or to stop a degradation process that may, at 
some point in time, end with the plant below the required safety level.

Apart from being an additional important tool to monitor performance, the 
implementation of the performance indicators programme provides the CSN with 
several by-products of significant value:

(a) Thanks to the work in the implementation of the programme, reporting 
problems have been identified and actions taken to improve the reporting 
requirements and to reduce the room for misunderstanding.

(b) To feed the programme with data, the reports provided by the utility have to 
be systematically reviewed (e.g. the need to classify the causes of the events 
prompts a more careful review of the analysis to see if the cause was properly 
determined).

(c) Partially because of the need to determine which events are significant, a Panel 
for the Review of Incidents (PRI) was created and has been in use for more 
than a year.

(d) The databases provided by the NRC are very useful since they contain a list, 
with a short description and references to the LERs, of the most relevant events 
that have happened in US plants (e.g. failures of safety systems, safety system 
actuations, significant events.)
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Working with a programme of performance indicators helps us to face the 
implementation of future performance indicators with more previous experience and 
therefore with more possibilities to succeed.

3. ANALYSIS OF EVENTS USING PSA TOOLS

Two essential elements of the analysis of the operational experience of nuclear 
power plants are the identification of the events that have represented a higher risk 
for the plant and understanding of the reasons why that was the case.

It is not easy to get agreement among different experts about the importance 
of one event. In the programme of performance indicators previously described there 
is an indicator that counts ‘significant events’ according to some pre-established 
criteria. It is important not to miss any significant event so as to avoid missing the 
important lessons that can be learned. Therefore it has been considered that we 
should have other means to look for the significance of events.

Probabilistic safety assessment is a powerful tool that offers the opportunity to 
estimate the conditional core damage probability of events that are amenable to PSA 
analysis. The CSN initiated in 1983 its requirements for plant specific PSAs and in 
1986 approved a programme requiring the performance of specific PSAs for all 
Spanish plants. Currently most Spanish plants have completed a PSA and a few are 
at different stages of performance. A plant that started its PSA in 1983 has recently 
been required to update the PSA with basically a Level-1 and -2 full scope evaluation 
including shutdown risk and external events. The existence of this programme pro
vides a sound basis for the use of PSA in the analysis of events.

It is considered that the best way to perform an analysis of one event by PSA 
means is by using specific models of the plants with the plant specific data. However, 
it will still take some time before we have those models in a form that will allow 
for their use in event analysis. Some simplified approaches have been analysed, on 
a trial basis, by the CSN PSA specialist, such as the use of the risk equation from 
a plant, but that approach has proved to be inappropriate. Finally, an approach 
selected to analyse events by PSA means, as long as the specific models of the Span
ish plants are not in a condition to be used, has been to:

(a) use simplified PSA models from the NRC’s accident sequence precursor 
programme, for plants such as Almaraz, Asco, Cofrentes, Garoña and Van- 
dellos 2 that are similar to designs in the USA. The models are being adapted 
to include peculiarities of the Spanish plants.

(b) develop simplified specific models for the José Cabrera and Trillo plants, start
ing from the detailed models of the PSA.

Until such time as a complete analysis using PSA tools can be performed for 
most of the events, an essential activity in the programme is the screening of events.
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The CSN has several computerized databases where event information is maintained:

(1) A database called FIO that contains mostly information about the activities that 
the CSN performs regarding events (e.g. classification of the event by the PRI, 
International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) classification, cause classification, 
reporting criteria classification, 1RS report number when an Incident Reporting 
System report is prepared, assessment and inspection activities performed, 
internal reports issued).

(2) A database called BDIO that is part of a database designed and loaded by the 
utilities in response to one of the requests of the CSN’s PSA programme 
approved in 1986. This database contains essentially the technical information 
provided for each event to the regulatory body in the 30 day event reports.

(3) A database of the performance indicator programme where, as discussed 
above, there are several files including significant events, failures of safety 
systems, safety system actuations, etc.

All these databases are interrelated by means of the FIO database that also 
includes a field for recording the events screened for the accident sequence precursor 
programme.

From the 106 events recorded in the FIO database in the years 1993, 1994 and 
1995 up to 23 June, 13 events have been selected as potential candidates for PSA 
analysis. The event titles are as follows.

1993
— Scram due to loss of the 400 kV grid and natural circulation for 10 minutes.
— Isolation of the reactor heat removal (RHR) at Level 3 in the vessel due to the 

spurious closure of the RHR pump A minimum flow valve.
— Total loss of off-site power for 9 minutes due to a storm.
— Scram due to a storm, unavailability of Emergency Line 1 and degraded grid 

voltage.

1994
— Deficient degraded voltage estimate in safety related electrical buses.
— Loss of off-site power for 3 minutes due to external fires, with Diesel Genera

tor 3 starting and taking its load.
— Scram due to high average power range monitoring (APRM) and recirculation 

flow oscillations because of a storm.
— Design deficiency leading to the potential loss of component cooling water dur

ing the injection phase in a LOCA.
— Design deficiency leading to the 24 V DC system not being able to supply the

voltage required in postulated accident conditions.
— Partial loss of off-site power, which led to the diesel generator starting and tak

ing the load, and failure of converters.
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1995
— Partial loss of off-site power, starting and taking the load off the diesel genera

tor, and sequencer failure due to converter failure.
— Design deficiency leading to the loss of the residual heat removal chain of sys

tems in the case of maintenance plus single failure.
— Design deficiency leading to the unavailability of the emergency feedwater 

system.

Except for several cases of design deficiencies affecting the availability of 
safety systems, the rest of the events are mild ,compared with the results of other 
screenings performed for previous years. Therefore there seems to be a considerable 
learning by the utilities, leading to milder events.

Proper screening of events is an essential element of the process and therefore 
a procedure has been developed to perform such a screening. In summary the screen
ing process includes:

(a) criteria to eliminate events
— an event with no appreciable impact on safety systems
— a component failure with no loss of redundancy
— a loss of redundancy in only one system
— a seismic design or qualification error
— an environmental design or qualification error
— a structural degradation
— a design error discovered by re-analysis, except if it is feasible to determine 

the unavailability due to the error
— an event impact bounded by a reactor trip or loss of feedwater (LOFW)
— a spurious engineering safety feature (ESF actuation)
— a shutdown related event with minor impact
— an event involving only post-core damage impacts
— events with conditional core damage probabilities clearly below 1 0 “6.

(b) criteria to select events during shutdown
— loss of shutdown cooling
— loss of reactor coolant inventory
— loss of electrical power
— overpressurization of the reactor coolant system (RCS)
— flooding
— inadvertent reactivity addition (dilution in PWRs, and control rod withdrawal 

in BWRs).

(c) criteria for positive screening
— events associated with the following initiating event classes: transients and 

losses of feedwater, LOCAs, steam line breaks and losses of off-site power;
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— events involving flooding, fire, water hammer, natural phenomena, inadver
tent actuation of safety systems, natural circulation cooling degradation, con
trol system failures, reactivity insertions, inadvertent main steam isolation 
valve (MSIV) closure, excessive coolant or steam generator inventory;

— events with a reactor trip and off-normal mitigating systems performance;
— events that result in or require initiation of safety related equipment, or that 

would have required initiation of safety related equipment if not arrested by 
the operator;

— any failure of a system to function if that system should function when an off- 
normal event or accident occurs;

— all support system failures, including failures in cooling water systems, instru
ment air, and electric power systems;

— instrumentation failures which result in front-line or support system failures;
— any instance where two or more failures occur;
— any single component failure in any core cooling related system if it occurs 

within 15 days of another such failure or initiating event;
— any design failure in a core cooling related system discovered through re

analysis, testing, or redesign, in which the system failed on demand or would 
have failed on a hypothetical demand;

— any event or operating condition that is not predicted or proceeds differently 
from the plant design basis.

To date only one model has been verified and one event has been subject to 
analysis. The event is a loss of off-site power without a trip of the plant. During the 
time off-site power was unavailable a plant trip would have resulted in a total loss 
of off-site power (LOOP). Such a trip could occurr (1) randomly, (2) because of grid 
perturbations related to the problem causing the loss of the external lines, or (3) dur
ing a shutdown required by the technical specifications. Assuming the random occur
ence of the trip and the probability of not recovering off-site power in 30 minutes 
as equal to 1, and in 4 hours equal to 0.1, the conditional core damage probability 
is about 6 . 6  X 10-6, corresponding to a situation where one diesel generator is 
unavailable for 360 hours.

However, similarly to the case of the performance indicator programme, 
working in PSA for the analysis of events provides some by-products of considerable 
interest for the work of the CSN, e.g.

— a better understanding of the kinds of event that may have a significant impact 
on the risk of the plant regardless of their treatment by the reporting require
ments that were not produced with a risk perspective. The insights derived can 
be used to improve the reporting requirements.

— a different and independent view about the importance of events, reducing the 
risk of missing significant events and the lessons to be learned from them.
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In addition to continue working in the use of the simplified models as described 
before, the CSN recently took the decision to participate in an international 
programme proposed by ENCONET and entitled ‘PSA Based Event Analysis. A 
Modern Approach to Feedback of Operational Experience at NPPs’.

4. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF SAFETY SYSTEMS MERGING PSA AND
DETAILED OPERATING EXPERIENCE INFORMATION

Studies conducted in the USA by the NRC are showing the benefits of perform
ing analysis of the safety related performance of specific safety systems. These 
studies include a simplified model of the system, normally much less detailed than 
in the PSA, but use is made of the specific operating experience available. Some of 
the insights that can be derived from such studies are, for instance, how well the PSA 
results compare with the results based on the use of specific operational data for the 
system, and whether tests are truly providing assurance that the systems are able to 
perform their function (comparing failures in real demands with failures detected by 
testing).

Given the fact that in Spain the PSAs make a substantial use of the actual failure 
and unavailability rates from each plant, based on a detailed analysis of the testing 
and maintenance data, it may be considered unlikely that the studies could have 
results significantly different from the PSA. However, in the Spanish PSAs, data are 
collected for the different kinds of component and then grouped; therefore the possi
bility exists, for instance, of assigning a failure rate to a critical component that is 
much lower than the one obtained according to demand, testing or maintenance data.

Moreover, although the Spanish PSAs include specific data from actual 
demands and tests, there is no comparison of the results, and useful insights about 
the validity of the test to prove the operability of the safety system are not derived.

Since most of the Spanish plants have Westinghouse or General Electric 
designs very similar to many US plants, the possibility to compare the results of the 
Spanish plants with those of the US plants exists, providing the opportunity to iden
tify the underlying reasons for the differences and to learn, when needed, how to 
improve the operational performance of the safety systems.

On the basis of the previous considerations, a programme has been initiated 
to analyse several safety systems. The first system analysed has been the reactor core 
isolation cooling (RCIC) system of Cofrentes, and the second one, for which infor
mation has been already collected, is the auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) of 
Almaraz.

A draft report for the Cofrentes RCIC has been prepared and discussed in con
siderable detail with the utility. The simplified pipe and instrumentation diagram of 
the RCIC system used in the study is shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. Reactor core isolation cooling: piping and instrumentation diagram.

Initially it was expected that a review of the LERs and monthly reports 
provided to the CSN by the utility would be enough to provide the data required. 
However, the collection of data at the plant, especially the oldest data, was not meant 
for this kind of analysis and there were significant difficulties in developing an 
independent specific database (the idea was to have an independent view vis-à-vis 
the PSA). It was necessary then to look for other information, such as work order 
lists and some specific maintenance reports. It was not possible to review in any 
detail a significant number of maintenance reports. The information registered in the 
list of work orders is not appropriate for this kind of analysis and has caused a signifi
cant number of misunderstandings regarding the interpretation of the data. Therefore 
the utility has provided additional information to allow for a complete review of the 
report. The preliminary results were rather negative for the RCIC system compared 
to the US experience, but with the more detailed information it seems that some items 
initially considered as failures could be deleted and the results may be rather similar 
or better than the ones in the USA.

The study aims to provide answers to the following questions:

— What is the effectiveness of surveillance requirements to check the functional
ity of the safety system?

— What are the differences between generic and specific component data for 
components or groups of components?
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— What suggestions are there as to how the CSN might develop a realistic opera
tional experience comparison programme?

— Is it reasonable to use surveillance test demands in the estimation of failure-on- 
demand probabilities?

— Are there failure modes not detected during testing compared with actual 
demands?

— How does the Cofrentes RCIC compare with the plants studied by the NRC? 
Are there the same kinds of failures? How does the reliability compare? Are 
there more failures? Are improvements in testing procedures advisable? Are 
there deficiencies in maintenance programmes?

The draft report provides an answer to all those questions. However, given the 
sensitivity of the results to the data used, until a review of the report is completed 
with the new information provided by the utility, sound insights cannot be derived. 
The study, however, has shown the importance of improving the recording of data 
and the utility has been taking and should take additional actions to improve record
ing. At a time when assessing performance is gaining momentum it is clear that the 
quality of operational data is an essential element.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Assessing safety performance of nuclear power plants is an essential element 
of the work to be performed by a regulatory body. There is a shift from prescriptive 
requirements about the processes related to safety in the nuclear power plants to the 
measurement of safety performance.

Safety performance, however, cannot be measured by only one tool. In fact 
several different tools should be used to obtain a reasonable picture of the level and 
tendency of performance. Performance indicators, event analysis by the use of PSA 
and safety systems reliability analysis are only three tools that help to assess perfor
mance. The current use of these tools by the CSN is providing insights that help to 
focus attention on topics that are more important for the safety of the plants or on 
the plants needing a closer control.

Detailed, and different, reviews using specific plant data are needed to deter
mine if the data on which performance analysis are based are truly reliable. One 
recurring conclusion from all the activities described in this paper is that a timely 
and good recording of operational data at the plant is essential, as is complete report
ing to the regulatory body. The lack of data of quality may make difficult and even 
dangerous a significant shift towards performance based assessment; therefore 
proper recording of relevant data should be a high priority for everybody.
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Abstract

OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY OF RISK SIGNIFICANT SYSTEMS IN US NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS.

This paper summarizes the recent results of a programme being sponsored by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data to 
monitor and assess the performance of certain risk significant systems and components at US 
commercial nuclear power plants. The results of reliability and engineering analyses of the 
high pressure coolant injection and high pressure core spray systems for BWR plants, and the 
emergency diesel generators for both BWR and PWR plants are presented. The analyses are 
based on available plant operating experience data that reflects system actuation and operation 
in conditions as close to probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) accident conditions as practical. 
Industry-wide trends and plant specific operational reliability estimates are made using data 
covering the period 1987-1993. Comparisons of results from this work are made to the reli
ability estimates derived from several PRAs and individual plant examinations (IPEs). Insights 
gained from the operating experience assessments are also presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past three years the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Opera
tional Data (NRC/AEOD) of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been develop
ing and implementing a programme to use reliability and risk analysis techniques to 
evaluate reactor operating experience. The programme includes trending and reli
ability analysis of US commercial power reactor operating experience for risk 
significant systems and components. Other elements include the accident sequence 
precursor programme, development of risk based performance indicators and evalu
ation of US nuclear industry risk trends, and compilation of operating experience 
data for NRC risk applications. This report focuses on some recent results of system 
reliability and trending analyses.

An important facet of this work is that the analyses are based on available plant 
operating experience data that reflect system actuation, operation, and failures in
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conditions as close to probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) accident scenarios as prac
tical. The results presented for the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system at 
boiling water reactor (BWR) plants, the emergency diesel generators (EDGs) at both 
BWR and pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants and the high pressure core spray 
(HPCS) system at BWR plants are based on work performed under the direction of 
the NRC by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory [1-3].

2. ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

The first step in the process was to develop a precise definition of system 
boundaries, function(s) and success criteria. This was followed by the development 
of simplified fault tree models which included failure and recovery modes for use 
in analysing the applicable data. Data was then derived from Licensee Event Reports 
(LERs) and monthly operating reports submitted by US commercial nuclear power 
plants from 1987 to 1993.

Although this information is easily assembled, great care is necessary to inter
pret the information correctly and use it consistently. The best data for indicating 
system reliability involve actual unplanned operational demand failures. The next 
best data to actual demands comes from planned cyclic surveillance testing, typically 
performed during refuelling outages, which fully exercise the entire system. Both of 
these ‘full demand’ data sets involve conditions relatively- similar to demands that 
would be placed on equipment during an accident. While demonstrating operability 
and availability, individual component, subsystem and limited system testing may 
not provide the integrated operating conditions that would demonstrate accident con
dition reliability. Therefore, data from these and similar actuations were not used in 
the estimation of the various reliabilities.

The full demand data for the seven year period were then used to develop the 
failure rates for the basic modes delineated in the fault trees. Statistical tests were 
performed to determine if data variations existed between different datasets, e.g. 
between plants or between years. If no variations were detected, the data were pooled 
together and a simple Bayes method was used to update a Jeffreys non-informative 
prior distribution. If data variations were detected, then an empirical Bayes method 
was used in which each unique data set was used to update a prior based on the 
pooled data [4-6].

3. HPCI SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The HPCI is a single-train system in BWRs that provides high pressure coolant 
injection for cases where there is a loss of normal vessel inventory. There are 23 
BWRs in the United States of America that have a dedicated HPCI system.
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TABLE I. HPCI BASIC EVENT FAILURE DATA AND BAYESIAN PROBABIL
ITY INFORMATION

Basic event Failures Demands
Bayes

Mean and 90% interval

Maintenance or testing out of service 
(MOOS)

1 63 (0.0028, 0.023, 0.060)

Failure to start, other than 
injection valve (FTSO)

11 170 (0.0001, 0.060, 0.24)

Failure to start, injection valve (FTSV) 1 59 (0.0030, 0.025, 0.064)

Failure to recover from FTS (FRFTS) 0 5 (0.0004, 0.083, 0.31)

Failure to run (FTR) 7 167 (0.017, 0.042, 0.076)

Failure to recover from FTR (FRFTR) 2 3 (0.24, 0.63, 0.94)

Failure of injection valve to reopen 
(FRO)

3 19 (0.046, 0.20, 0.41)

TABLE II. HPCI SYSTEM UNRELIABILITY, WITH RECOVERY ACTIONS

Contributor Contributor probability Percentage contribution

FTR*FRFTR 0.026 46

MOOS 0.023 41

FTSO*FRFTS 0.0050 9

FTSV*FRFTS 0.0021 4

Unreliability (90% interval) 0.056 (0.021, 0.11) 100

For this study, the HPCI system boundary consists of a steam turbine driven 
pump, including all steam piping from the main stream line penetration to the turbine 
and the turbine exhaust piping to the suppression pool, valves and valve operators, 
gland sealing steam, and the turbine auxiliary oil system valves and valve operators. 
Also included are associated piping from the normal and alternate pump suction 
sources and the pump discharge up to the penetration of the main feedwater line, the 
part of the main feedwater line from the check valve upstream of the HPCI connec
tion to the reactor vessel and the check valve, circuit breakers at the motor control
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centres (MCCs) but not the MCCs themselves, the dedicated DC power system that 
supplies HPCI system power and the associated inverters, the initiation and isolation 
logic circuits with their associated detectors, and the heating, ventilating, and air 
conditioning (HVAC) systems and room cooling associated with the HPCI system.

The unreliability of the HPCI system was modelled using a simple train level 
fault tree that reflects the logical combination of six failure (and non-recovery) 
modes. The modes are: failure to start (FTS) due to either injection valve failure 
(FTSV) or any other failure (FTSO), failure to recover from failure to start 
(FRFTS), failure to run due to either failure to run after the system started (FTR) 
or failure to recover from failure to run (FRFTR), and the system being unavailable 
because of maintenance or testing out of service (MOOS). Splitting the failure to start 
into two categories allowed use of the results of cyclic surveillance tests in the evalu
ation of FTSO. The cyclic surveillance tests were not used in the evaluation of FTSV 
because the injection valve is not tested under the same conditions seen during 
unplanned demands. Table I contains a tabulation of the operational data and com
puted failure probabilities, including uncertainty intervals, for each of the event 
categories (basic events). Table II contains the tabulated system unreliability and 
associated uncertainty intervals resulting from quantifying the fault tree using this 
data.

The overall HPCI system unreliability, including recovery, was determined to 
be 0.056, with the failure to start value being 0.085 without recovery but 0.007 with 
recovery considered. This shows that failures to start are less risk significant than 
sometimes perceived since, in all actual demand circumstances, the HPCI failures 
to start were readily recovered in a timely manner.

Analysis of the industry-wide trends over the seven year period showed that 
while the system unplanned demand rate and failure rate (failures per plant per year) 
are declining, the system unreliability remains essentially unchanged. This indicates 
that performance improvement as indicated by the occurrence rate of failures may 
not be a good indicator of reliability improvement.

The dominant contributors to HPCI unreliability were failure to run and main
tenance or testing out of service. The failure to run contribution was high because 
the failures experienced could not be recovered by simple operator actions. The main 
causes of the failures were maintenance deficiencies and thermal binding of valves. 
Maintenance or testing out of service was a dominant contributor but there was very 
sparse data for this failure mode.

The overall nature of the failures experienced during actual demands and full 
flow tests differed somewhat from the nature of those discovered during monthly sur
veillance testing, engineering and design reviews, and routine inspections. This indi
cates that current testing and inspection activities may not be focusing on the 
dominant contributors to unreliability during actual demands and may need to be 
modified to better factor in the conditions and experience gained from actual system 
demands.
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FIG. 1. Comparison of HPCI unreliabilities from PRA/IPEs and operating experience, 
excluding recovery actions and failure of the injection valve to reopen.

The observed unreliability for initial HPCI system injection is generally com
parable with the values used in individual plant examinations (IPEs). The results are 
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While some specific component age related failures were identified, no corre
lation was found between the low power licence date and the plant specific annual 
failure rate. Similarly, no correlation was found between the low power licence date 
and the plant specific unreliability.

4. EDG SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A variety of EDG system designs are utilized at every US nuclear power plant 
except one (Oconee). The EDG system boundary selected for this study, however, 
is consistent with the boundary identified in similar studies [7, 8 ]. Included in the 
boundary are the diesel engines, the electrical generators, the generator exciters, the 
output breakers, the sequencers, the EDG room HVAC including combustion air, 
the exhaust paths, the lubricating oil subsystem, including the devices that physically 
control the cooling medium, the fuel oil subsystem, including all storage tanks per
manently connected to the diesel engines, and the starting compressed air subsystem.

TABLE III. EDG BASIC EVENT FAILURE DATA AND BAYESIAN PROBA
BILITY INFORMATION

Basic event Failures Demands
Bayes

Mean and 90% interval

Maintenance or testing out of 
service (MOOS)

4 189 (0.009, 0.024, 0.044)

Failure to start (FTS) 11 337 (0.02, 0.034, 0.052)

Failure to recover from FTS 
(FRFTS)

9 11 (0.58, 0.79, 0.95)

Failure to run 0-0.5 h 
(FTR)/h

11 1911 (0.000, 0.011, 0.063)

Failure to run 0.5-14 h 
(FTR)/h

15 1575 (0.000, 7.6 x 1 0 '\ 4.2 x 10~3)

Failure to run 14-24 h 
(FTR)/h

1 1564 (1.2 x 10~5, 1.0 x 10'4, 2.6 x 10~4)

Failure of recover from FTR 
(FRFTR)

2 3 (0.24, 0.63, 0.94)
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TABLE IV. EDG TRAIN UNRELIABILITY, WITH RECOVERY ACTIONS, 
BASED ON AN EIGHT HOUR MISSION RUN TIME

Contributor Contributor probability Percentage contribution

FTR*FRFTR 0.007 12

MOOS 0.024 42

FTS*FRFTS 0.027 47

Unreliability (90% interval) 0.057 (0.033, 0.090) 100

For this study, the EDG unreliability was estimated on a train level from a sim
ple fault tree model consisting of five modes. These modes are failure to start due 
to either failure to start (FTS) or failure to recover from failure to start (FRFTS), 
failure to run due to either failure to run (FTR) or failure to recover from failure 
to run (FRFTR), and the train being unavailable due to maintenance or testing out 
of service (MOOS). Table III contains a tabulation of the full demand data and com
puted failure probabilities, including uncertainty intervals, for each of the basic 
events. Table IV contains the tabulated train unreliability and associated uncertainty 
intervals resulting from quantifying the fault tree using this data.

The overall EDG train unreliability was found to be 0.057, assuming an eight 
hour mission time. This is dominated by unrecovered FTSs (47%) and the EDG 
being unavailable because of maintenance or testing (42%). Failures to run are rela
tively small contributors, so that varying the mission times from one hour to 24 hours 
makes only small differences in the overall unreliability.

The probabilities shown in Table HI of an FRFTS or an FTR are quite high. 
The operational data showed that most actual demand failures were not easily 
recoverable by simple operator action. Nominally, these failures involved electrical 
problems, including sequencer and output breaker malfunctions that required 
replacement of components before the failure could be recovered.

Analysis of the industry-wide trends showed that while the unplanned demand 
rate is declining significantly, the failure rate and the train unreliability are essen
tially constant. Likewise, the overall nature of the failures experienced during actual 
demands and cyclic surveillance tests differed significantly from those discovered 
during routine monthly tests, engineering and design reviews, and routine inspec
tions. Again this indicates that the current testing and inspection activities may not 
be focusing on the dominant contributors to unreliability during actual demands and 
may need to be modified to better factor in the conditions and experiences gained 
from actual system demands.
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While not a significant contributor to the overall unreliability, the FTR 
events were found to have three distinct failure rates. The highest failure rate of 
1.1 X 10“ 2 per hour occurred during the first half hour, with the cooling sub
systems being the main contributor to these failures. The failure rate decreased to 
7.6 x 1СГ4  per hour during the period after the first half hour up to 14 hours. Fuel 
and electrical subsystem problems dominated this time period. After 14 hours, the 
failure rate further decreased to 1 . 0  x 1 0 ~ 4  per hour, failures being primarily due 
to electrical subsystem problems.

The observed unreliability for EDG train mission completion is generally com
parable with the values used in the IPEs. The results for the three major mission 
times are provided in Fig. 2. Significant overlap existed between the unreliabilities 
in the IPEs and those computed from the full demand data. There were 12 cases, 
however, where the IPE mean values were below the lower uncertainty bound for 
the full demand data and six cases where the IPE mean values were above the upper 
uncertainty bound.

An important issue related to EDG unreliability is the potential for common 
cause failures (CCFs) that could lead to a station blackout condition. Of 43 failures 
eight involved conditions that affected more than one EDG. None of these events 
occurred during an actual loss of off-site power or a bus undervoltage condition. 
These eight events occurred during cyclic full load testing of a single diesel unit. In 
each case the common cause failure mechanism was identified and corrected prior 
to an actual demand or test of the redundant EDGs.

In terms of plant age, it was found that the plants with licence dates from 1980 
to 1990 typically had an EDG failure rate that was twice that of plants with earlier 
licence dates. No specific reasons for this characteristic could be determined.

5. HPCS SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The HPCS provides high pressure coolant in BWRs. The system is unique in 
that it has a backup source of power from a dedicated diesel generator. Because of 
this unique design characteristic, the analysis is divided into two parts: the injection 
subsystem and the emergency power subsystem. There are eight US BWRs that have 
a dedicated HPCS system.

The HPCS injection subsystem consists of a motor driven centrifugal pump 
located outside the primary containment, a spray header located in the reactor pres
sure vessel (RPV), and associated system piping, valves, controls and instrumenta
tion. The HPCS emergency power subsystem consists of a dedicated EDG and its 
support systems including: lubricating oil, fuel oil and transfer, air start, control, and 
engine cooling water. The power supply components from the dedicated electric 
power bus to the pumps, valves, controls and instrumentation are included but the 
normal power supply to the dedicated bus is outside the boundary. The portions of
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TABLE V. HPCS BASIC EVENT FAILURE DATA AND BAYESIAN PROBA
BILITY INFORMATION

Basic event Failures Demands
Bayes

Mean and 90% interval

HPCS injection subsystem

Maintenance or testing out of service 
(MOOS), operating

1 27 (0.0066, 0.054, 0.14)

Failure to start, injection valve 
(FTSV)

0 24 (0.00, 0.0026, 0.0099)

Failure to start, other than FTSV 
(FTSO)

0 72 (0.00002, 0.0068, 0.026)

Failure to run, automatic transfer 
function (FTRT)

1 54 (0.0033, 0.027, 0.070)

Failure to run, other than FTRT 
(FTRO)

0 54 h (0.00, 0.0014, 0.0054)

Failure to recover from FTSV 
(FRFTSV)

0 0 (0.0062, 0.50, 0.99)

Failure to recover from FTSO 
(FRFTSO)

0 0 (0.0062, 0.50, 0.99)

Failure to recover from FTRT 
(FRFTRT)

1 1 (0.23, 0.75, 1.00)

Failure to recover from FTRO 
(FRFTRO)

HPCS emergency power subsystem

0 0 (0.0062, 0.50, 0.99)

Maintenance or testing out of service 
(MOOS), operating

1 31 (0.0057, 0.047, 0.12)

Failure to start, output breaker 
(FTSB)

0 51 (0.00003, 0.0096, 0.037)

Failure to start, other than 
output breaker (FTSO)

0 86 (0.00002, 0.0057, 0.022)

Failure to run (FTR) 1 86 (0.002, 0.017, 0.044)

Failure to recover from FTSB 
(FRFTSB)

0 0 (0.0062, 0.50, 0.99)

Failure to recover from FTSO 
(FRFTSO)

0 0 (0.0062, 0.50, 0.99)

Failure to recover from FTR 
(FRFTR)

1 1 (0.23, 0.75, 1.00)
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TABLE VI. HPCS SYSTEM UNRELIABILITY ASSUMING A LOSS OF OFF- 
SITE POWER HAS OCCURRED

Contributor
Contributor
probability

Percentage
contribution

Unreliability — injection (90% interval) 0.079 (0.023, 0.17) 54

MOOS (operating) 0.054 68
FTRT*FRFTRT 0.020 25
FTSO*FRFTSO 0.0034 4
FTSV*FRFTSV 0.0015 2
FTRO*FRFTRO 0.0007 1

Unreliability — emergency power (90% interval) 0.067 (0.018, 0.14) 46

MOOS (operating) 0.047 71
FTR*FRFTR 0.012 18
FTSB*FRFTSB 0.0048 7
FTSO*FRFTSO 0.0028 4

Unreliability — overall system (90% interval) 0.14 (0.062, 0.24) 100

the ultimate heat sink dedicated to the HPCS are also included in the boundary, along 
with the portion of the HVAC system supporting the HPCS system.

The unreliabilities of the HPCS injection and emergency power subsystems 
were calculated using two simple fault tree models. The injection subsystem model 
includes nine modes, these being failure to start due to either injection valve failure 
(FTSV) or failure to recover from injection valve failure (FRFTSV), failure to start 
due to any other failure (FTSO) or failure to recover from any other failure 
(FRFTSO), failure to run due to either failure to automatically transfer pump suction 
(FTRT) or failure to recover from failure to transfer (FRFTRT), failure to run due 
to either failure other than automatic transfer (FTRO) or failure to recover from 
failure other than automatic transfer (FRFTRO), and the injection subsystem being 
unavailable because of maintenance or testing out of service (MOOS). The emer
gency power subsystem includes seven modes, these being failure to start due to 
either output breaker failure (FTSB) or failure to recover from output breaker failure 
(FRFTSB), failure to start (either due to any other failures (FTSO) or failure to 
recover from any other failure (FRFTSO)), failure to run (FTR) or failure to recover 
from failure to run (FRFTR), and the emergency power system being unavailable
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because of maintenance or testing out of service (MOOS). Table V contains a tabula
tion of the full demand data and computed failure probabilities, including uncertainty 
intervals, for each of the basic events. Table VI contains the tabulated unreliability 
and associated uncertainty intervals resulting from quantifying the fault tree using 
this data.

Several of the basic events were split to use more accurately the full demand 
data. For example, the MOOS failure mode was split into operating and shutdown 
events to eliminate planned outages during shutdown periods. The emergency power 
subsystem FTSB was based on all the cyclic surveillance tests and the unplanned 
demands that resulted in a demand of the output breaker, while the FTSO was based 
on all the cyclic surveillance tests and all the unplanned demands.

The unreliability of the HPCS injection subsystem was 0.079, and the unrelia
bility (excluding loss of off-site power (LOOP)) of the HPCS emergency power sub
system was 0.067, with maintenance or testing out of service during power operation 
being the major contributor at 0.68 for the injection subsystem and 0.71 for the emer
gency power subsystem. The main causes of the failures were hardware failures and 
maintenance personnel errors.

The industry-wide trends showed a decrease in the number of unplanned 
demands per plant operational year for the HPCS emergency power subsystem. This 
was the only statistically significant trend observed.

The overall observed unreliability is generally comparable with the values used 
in the individual plant examinations (IPEs). For the HPCS injection subsystem, all 
the IPE estimates are inside the uncertainty interval and within a factor of three of 
the observed unreliability. For the HPCS emergency power subsystem, the IPE esti
mates are essentially the same as the industry-average estimate based on operational 
data. The greatest difference is less than a factor of two. In no plant does an IPE 
estimate fall outside the uncertainty interval based on operational data. The compara
tive results are presented in Fig. 3.
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Abstract

RISK BA SED  M A N A G EM EN T  O F SA FE TY  SY ST EM S’ AV A ILA BILITY .
T he paper presents the results o f  T ask 14 o f  the O E C D /N E A  Com m ittee on the Safety 

o f  N uclear Installations (CSNI) Principal W orking G roup 5. Follow ing com pletion o f w ork 
on ‘PSA A pplication to Technical Specifications’, T ask 14 was initiated at the Autum n 1992 
m eeting o f  the Principal W orking G roup, and was com pleted at the end o f  1994. The agreed 
objective o f  the task was to review  the possibilities fo r using probabilistic  safety analysis 
(PSA) based insights in the real tim e m anagem ent o f  safety system  reliability . The practicality 
o f  on-line risk  based m onitoring o f safety system s’ availability status has been dem onstrated 
by seven years o f  experience at each o f  four nuclear pow er reactors in the United K ingdom . 
W ithin this experience m any thousands o f  status changes have been m onitored and evaluated. 
Status m onitors have obvious safety advantages, in that they effectively prevent the existence, 
for any significant tim e, o f  high risk  safety system  outage com binations. This cannot be 
achieved w ith traditional rules applied to each safety system  individually. In a regim e o f 
increasing technical specification com plexity, status m onitors can provide rapid and accurate 
advice on responses to unplanned system  outages. A rapid and accurate response is otherw ise 
d ifficult w hen m any technical specifications m ust be consulted. A lthough the safety advan
tages are the m ajor benefit, developm ents o f  status m onitor capabilities can assist operability , 
m ainly by predicting and avoiding outage com binations w hich w ould be sensitive to further 
unplanned failures forcing  a shutdow n. T his is the m ain production benefit, not, as is som e
tim es m istakenly presum ed, the provision  o f  PSA based ‘excuses’ to continue production in 
violation o f determ inistic safety requirem ents. The two prim ary  exam ples, although based on 
the sam e underlying PSA m odels, illustrate two quite different practical approaches to 
im plem entation o f  a status m onitor: (1) direct use o f a PSA m odel, recalculated in response 
to each change o f  status, with results leading to three different action categories — norm al, 
u rgent and im m ediate; (2) use o f  a com prehensive list o f  ‘allowed states’, determ ined in 
advance, leading to tw o different allow ed categories — norm al and urgent — with all o ther 
states disallow ed and requiring  im m ediate rem edial action. As used in the UK, both 
approaches requ ire  an agreem ent betw een operator and regulator, giving PSA a very signifi
cant role in day-to-day operational control. Both system s can be integrated with determ inistic 
rules and requirem ents. The balance betw een PSA and determ inistic inputs can be varied to 
suit different national regulatory system s. A pplication o f  status m onitors to LW Rs will require 
only m odest developm ents o f  softw are ‘peripherals’ fo r m any existing PSA com puter codes. 
T he role o f containm ent system s in the underlying risk  basis needs careful consideration.
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This paper, a condensation of an OECD/NEA Committee on the Safety of 
Nuclear Installations (CSNI) report [1], deals with recent developments in which risk 
based constraints are placed on the permitted outages (availability) of reactor safety 
systems during operation, and there is continuous on-line monitoring of plant com
pliance with the constraints. This provides an assurance that the risk of operating a 
plant in practice does not increase unduly from the minimum value because of unfor
tunate combinations of safety component outages, each of which might be permitted 
when viewed in isolation.

1.1. Motivation for status monitoring and risk based constraints

The reasons for status monitor development can be seen as a combination of 
several factors, including the following.

1.1.1. Increases in numbers of safety systems and technical specifications

Recent trends in NPP design and regulation have seen increased numbers of 
safety systems, with many plants now having three or four train systems. The exis
tence of multiply redundant ( > 2 ) trains means that single trains may now fail or be 
taken out of service without an immediate violation of the single failure criterion 
(SFC) or a large increase in risk. However, outages of several trains in different 
safety systems, no one of which would violate the SFC or cause a large increase in 
risk on its own, may in combination cause a large increase in risk.

Technical specifications for safety systems have become quite cumbersome 
documents, and thus increasingly difficult to use in real time when operators are 
responding to unplanned outages or short term planned outages. It is therefore 
desirable to have some more ‘user friendly’ means of achieving the objective of tech
nical specifications — the maintenance of safety systems in a predefined acceptable 
status.

1.1.2. Increased flexibility in applying technical specifications and avoidance of 
‘exemptions ’

Traditional technical specifications are conservatively based and may thus lead 
to plant shutdown instructions in conditions where this is not really justified by the 
increase in risk. This can then lead to exemption requests and shutdown decisions 
being made on very tight time-scales — a situation which is uncomfortable for both 
operator and regulator. A soundly based status monitoring system allows such short 
time-scale decisions to be made accurately according to a predetermined scheme with 
a known and agreed basis, fulfilling the real intent of technical specifications.

1. INTRODUCTION
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1.1.3. On-line maintenance and repair

Reactors with on-load refuelling (e.g. CANDU, RBMK, AGR) require on-line 
maintenance of many systems as the time between planned shutdown outages can be 
two years or more.

Increased fuel burnup in LWRs is lengthening the period between planned 
outages to well over a year and is thus increasing the need for on-line maintenance 
involving safety system outages.

1.1.4. Use of PSA for safety justification

The majority of the world s nuclear power plants now have a substantial PSA 
component in their safety justification.

Since PSAs estimate either risk or a risk related quantity such as core melt 
frequency, they create a possible basis for risk based controls. In the primary 
examples for this report, the PSAs underlying the safety system status controls were 
used as plant design justification prior to operation. It is logical to use the same basis 
for control as for safety justification.

Thus we see that there are several trends driving the development and use of 
status monitors. These driving forces can be summarized as the desire to maintain 
safe system status in the face of increasing system complexity, while using the infor
mation and insights included in the plant safety justification, particularly where this 
safety justification includes PSA.

2. OBJECTIVES OF RISK BASED CONFIGURATION CONTROL

2.1. General objectives and control parameters

The general objectives of operating a nuclear power plant are to maximize out
put while controlling a risk related parameter to achieve one or both of the following:

— Risks should remain below defined limits.
— Risks should be as low as reasonably achievable (or practicable).

The practical risk related parameter for current systems is the most obvious
— the core melt frequency (or its nearest available equivalent in the case of the 
channel type reactors CANDU, AGR, RBMK). Where plant specific PSAs deriving 
core melt frequencies are available, there is no serious debate about the idea that the
core melt parameter should play a major role — the debate is concerned with the
additional roles of:

— Other Level 1 parameters or criteria (e.g. single failure criterion) which should
be included in the ‘mix’
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— Parameters with Level 2 and 3 significance to reflect different risks of contain
ment failure and off-site damage associated with different core melt sequences.

Reference [2] discusses options for control parameters at greater length.

2.2. Transient and cumulative controls

It would be both undesirable and unnecessary to operate a plant continuously 
at the highest risk level which might be tolerated for a short period. Hence it is 
desirable to control longer term or cumulative risks at lower levels than the peak 
levels allowed for transient risks.

Therefore, current schemes normally operate in terms of both transient limits 
and cumulative targets, with transient limits allowing risks to rise by some orders 
of magnitude for defined short times, while cumulative targets are only modest fac
tors higher than the risk attributable to the ‘ideal’ state with no known safety system 
outages.

3. EXAMPLES OF ESTABLISHED SYSTEMS

Although there are several computer based systems operating in a risk based 
configuration control mode, the two primary examples, both from the United King
dom, are the only systems to have been established for some years in a ‘licensed’ 
context, whereby their use is included in operating rules agreed with the regulator.

3.1. Heysham-2 AGR Essential Systems Status Monitor (ESSM)

3.1.1. System purpose

The purpose is to control outages so as not to increase the long term 
average ‘beyond design’ frequency above roughly twice the baseline frequency 
(1.4 X 10-6 /a). Outages are also subject to a number of deterministic criteria 
concerning the plant’s ability to respond to internal and external hazards following 
any single credible failure.

3.1.2. Underlying PSA model

The ESSM is based on a Level 1 ‘large fault tree’ PSA for all relevant initiating 
events (48 in all, including fires and external events). The fault trees cover the safety 
systems associated with post-trip cooling, i.e.:
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post-trip sequencing equipment 
start/stand-by boiler feed system 
essential electrical system 
reactor seawater system 
gas circulators 
pressure support system

3.1.3. System operation

Following an actual change, or prior to a proposed change, each new safety 
system availability status is put into the ESSM, which then performs several
calculations:

(1) A comparison of the new status with the single failure criterion.
(2) A rerun of the PSA fault trees, calculating the new frequency for ‘beyond

design basis’ accidents. This frequency is the sum of contributions from each 
of 48 initiating faults.

(3) An identification of the relevant ‘backstop rules’ allowing continued operation. 
The nature of the backstop rules is discussed in Section 3.1.4.

On the basis of these calculations the ESSM first tells the operator whether the 
new state of the plant violates the deterministic criteria. Then, on the basis of the 
deterministic criteria and the new accident frequency and its ratio (outage factor) to 
the baseline frequency, it tells the operator which of three maintenance categories 
the plant is in. The categories are:

(a) Normal Maintenance — the outage factor is less than 10 and the single failure 
criterion is not violated.

(b) Urgent Maintenance — the outage factor is between 10 and 100 and the single 
failure criterion is not violated.

(c) Immediate Remedial Action — the outage factor exceeds 100 or the single 
failure criterion is violated.

The plant is allowed to operate indefinitely in Normal Maintenance, subject 
only to meeting the annual cumulative risk target. The operator is not allowed to take 
the plant deliberately into Urgent Maintenance, but if the plant enters this state 
following an unplanned outage the operator has 36 hours to return the plant to the 
Normal Maintenance state or else must shut it down.

The system is used on-line by an authorized person in the control room, and 
must be used whenever a component affecting post-trip cooling becomes unavailable. 
Off-line use (‘planning mode’) of the system is possible from the Planning Office to 
answer ‘what if  questions and allow future safety system outages to be planned. The 
planning mode program obtains the current plant state from the main program but 
it cannot write to the on-line copy.

emergency boiler feed system
decay heat boiler feed system
inlet guide vane system
circulator auxiliaries cooling system
circulator auxiliaries diverse cooling system
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The ESSM also has the facility to advise the operator on returning system 
trains to service in order to get out of a ‘higher’ and back to a ‘lower’ state. It 
presents a list of the single components (actually supercomponents in most cases) or 
minimal combinations of components which will, on restoration, achieve the return 
to a lower state. Figure 1 shows the sequence of ESSM operations.

3.1.4. Backstop rules and software safety

The ESSM is a complex piece of software whose output ‘advice’ has obviously 
important safety implications. An error in the software could cause the system to 
declare safe a configuration with a very high risk. This problem could be overcome 
by:

(a) qualifying the software to a ‘safety-critical’ QA status, or
(b) providing a diverse safeguard against the above type of error.

Option (a) is difficult for a complex program such as the ESSM, so option (b) 
has been chosen, and this involves the backstop rules.

The backstop rules are a set of rules which are arranged so that satisfaction 
of any one of them gives an assurance that the SFC is not violated and that risk is 
below a predefined limit, approximately equivalent to the upper limit for Urgent 
Maintenance. Whenever the ESSM operates and declares a configuration to be in one 
of the two allowed categories it also declares the backstop rules which it considers 
to be satisfied. After each ESSM ‘operation’ the operator must select one of the 
declared backstop rules (it does not matter which) and verify manually that the safety 
system configuration satisfies that rule.

3.2. Torness Essential Systems Outage Program

3.2.1. System purpose

Torness is the twin station to Hey sham-2 with a near-identical PSA. Its Essen
tial Systems Outage Program (ESOP) has a similar purpose and method of advising 
operators to those of the ESSM at Heysham, but it works in a quite different way.

3.2.2. Underlying model

The ESOP relies on a large pre-calculated database of allowable plant states, 
divided into two outage factor decade classes as at Heysham. The database of outage 
tables amounts to about 2 0 0  pages when printed, and each page represents many 
different system outage combinations within an overall pattern. An example of one 
page is given in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. Example of ESOP outage table: restricted operation. X and Y system outages on 
opposite sides of the reactor. PTSE = post-trip sequencing equipment.

3.2.3. Regulatory interface

All the printed outage tables are incorporated into a document entitled 
‘Operating Rule 5: Reactor Heat Removal’. In the UK such a document and any 
change to it are formally agreed by the regulator. Thus the outage tables, once agreed 
by the regulator, represent the PSA as the formally agreed basis for the system. In 
the UK, the agreement is made on the grounds of the PSA calculations and the single 
failure criterion, but in principle such a set of tables could be agreed on quite 
different grounds, not necessarily involving PSA. As would be expected, the 
operator must perform a substantial amount of work to convince the regulator that 
the proposed tables are the appropriate ones. The revision of the tables to respond 
to plant design or system reliability changes may also be a substantial task, depending 
on the magnitude of the changes.

3.2.4. System operation

The outage tables are held on a database within ESOP, together with infor
mation on the current plant state. An authorized operator enters the plant state and 
the ESOP responds with:
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(1) A classification of the state, much as in the Heysham ESSM.
(2) A statement of the tables which are satisfied by the plant state, if it is in an 

allowed class.

The operator must then verify, using hard copies of the tables, that the plant 
state does indeed satisfy at least one of the suggested tables for the assessed state. 
This process is like the backstop rule check in the ESSM, but is a more direct check 
on the computer output.

The off-line ‘planning mode’ and ‘return to service’ facilities are much as in 
the ESSM operation, although based on the tables instead of PSA recalculations.

One useful type of advice available from a status monitor in the planning mode 
is based on answers to the following types of question:

“If system NN is taken out of service, are there any single safety system 
failures which could then bring the plant into a non-allowed status? If the 
answer is ‘Yes’, is there a system MM already out which can be restored 
before system NN is taken out, to avoid this potential problem?”

This advice, which is a relatively simple extension of the original capabilities, 
enables operators to avoid planned outage states which, while acceptably safe in 
themselves, are sensitive to further failures. This can improve both safety and 
availability. Because ESOP has a very simple table matching calculation to perform, 
the investigation of a large number of options, necessary to answer the question 
above, can still be done in a time which is effectively negligible from the operator’s 
viewpoint.

3.3. Experience of use of the Heysham and Torness systems

The systems have been in operation since reactor startup in 1988. Outage
statistics have been published each year (see Fig. 3 for an example). Average outage
factors have been held within targets of roughly twice the baseline risk.

During one typical year (1990) at Torness there were a total of 1039 changes 
to the post-trip cooling plant state at power on both reactors, and a total of 156 hours 
was spent in the second state on over 18 occasions. On every occasion the operator 
was able to return the plant to normal operation well within the permitted three day 
period. The longest period in the higher state was 32 hours, and the highest instan
taneous outage factor was 13.

Operational benefits claimed for the systems are:

(a) a simplification of the operating instructions for planning plant maintenance;
(b) increased flexibility in planning plant unavailability for maintenance;
(c) increased flexibility in restoring plant to service;
(d) the capability of accommodating large, highly redundant, interconnecting 

systems in a comprehensive manner.
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FIG. 3. Plot o f Tomess time dependent risk (outage factor).

Because safety systems failures are relatively rare, the off-line use for 
maintenance planning, to check that a planned outage is allowed within normal 
operation, is far more frequent than the use in response to an unplanned outage.

3.4. Other examples

There are several ‘living PSA’ codes and projects which could in principle 
form the basis of a system like the ESSM, which recalculates a plant PSA on-line 
in response to actual and planned changes. Living PSA capabilities and prospects 
have been discussed extensively elsewhere in CSNI PWG5 projects, particularly at 
a series of Workshops on Living PSA [3, 4].

4. OPTIONS FOR RISK BASED CONFIGURATION CONTROL

4.1. On-line PSA options

For those operators and regulators prepared to trust a plant specific PSA suffi
ciently to allow it into the control room, the on-line PSA option, typified by the 
ESSM, is the most obvious one, making direct use of the plant specific PSA insights.
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However, this is not the recommended option for ‘those of little faith’ in what 
the PSA is calculating. As with the use of any reasonably reliable computer system, 
regular use tends to engender an attitude of ‘the computer is always right’, and this 
tends to reduce the operators’ reliance on other checks against non-PSA-based 
criteria.

4.2. Off-line PSA options

The off-line PSA option recognizes the ability of PSA to provide insights into 
safety but stops short of allowing it to act directly in operational decision making. 
The PSA based insights may be subjected to intense and, if need be, leisurely 
scrutiny before being translated into specifications of allowed states of the plant.

The major advantage of this type of scheme in some countries is that the licens
ing process for the system does not depend directly on a licensable status for PSA. 
What is licensed is a set of allowed states written down and agreed in advance, not 
a PSA model. Even though the original reasons for some of the content of the agreed 
allowed states may have been PSA results, once agreed they acquire a licensed status 
of their own, in principle decoupled from the original PSA.

The main disadvantage of this approach is the difficulty in updating the scheme 
in response to plant hardware or reliability changes. Such an update may involve 
recalculation of many tables and a new round of detailed scrutiny and agreement 
between operator and regulator. Although in principle this problem may be soluble 
just as the corresponding problem has been solved in living PSA codes, there has 
as yet been little effort put into finding a standard solution.

5. REQUIREMENTS FOR LWR APPLICATIONS

Several modern PSA codes running on desktop computers have the capability 
to maintain a PSA model and to recalculate it quickly in response to a changed 
configuration. The following minor modifications are likely to be sufficient to enable 
the best current PSA codes to adapt to the ESSM style of operation:

(a) Truncation of fault trees at the major component level, which is the level at 
which component outage information should be entered in a status monitor 
application. This reduces the number of fault tree basic events and speeds up 
the recalculations.

(b) Development of an interface which will speed the input of major component 
outage data. Most current PSA codes are not set up for ‘instant’ outage status 
input.
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(c) Development of a routine to check for the single failure criterion (or any other 
deterministic criterion which is required). The SFC check is a relatively trivial 
computing task, as it can be done on the basis of looking for single component 
cut sets in the fault tree output.

(d) Development of a simple output interface which presents the output in terms 
of instructions to the operator rather than in terms which the PSA analyst 
normally requires. This is again a relatively trivial computing task.

Thus, the minimum developments required to enable current computer based 
PSA models to be adapted to status monitor use are reasonably straightforward and 
amount only to peripheral programs attached to the main PSA codes.

LWR containment is an important factor not represented in the UK AGRs, 
which have instead a much higher redundancy of core protection systems. The 
importance of the containment in determining risk suggests that the underlying risk 
model should include containment systems as well as core protection systems, so that 
the overall redundancy of protection is properly represented. The method of inclu
sion of Level 2 information needs careful thought. The basis for a status monitor risk 
model may be determined by the nature of a risk model used for regulatory matters.

6 . CONCLUSIONS

The practicality of on-line risk based monitoring of safety systems’ availability 
status has been demonstrated by seven years of experience at each of four nuclear 
power reactors in the UK. Within this experience many thousands of status changes 
have been monitored and evaluated.

Status monitors have obvious safety advantages, in that they effectively prevent 
the existence, for any significant time, of high risk safety system outage combina
tions. This cannot be achieved with traditional rules applied to each safety system 
individually.

Although the safety advantages are the major benefit, developments of status 
monitor capabilities can assist operability, mainly by predicting and avoiding outage 
combinations which would be sensitive to further unplanned failures forcing a shut
down. This is the main production benefit, not, as is sometimes mistakenly pre
sumed, the provision of PSA based ‘excuses’ to continue production in violation of 
deterministic safety requirements.

The two primary examples, although based on the same underlying PSA 
models, illustrate two quite different practical approaches to implementation of a 
status monitor:

(1) direct use of a PSA model, recalculated in response to each change of status;
(2 ) use of a comprehensive list of ‘allowed states’, agreed in advance with the 

regulator.
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Both approaches, although based mainly on PSA in the UK, can be used for 
any balance between PSA based and deterministic safety requirements, so that 
different balances in different countries can be accommodated.
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Abstract

RISK ANALYSIS AND REGULATORY SAFETY DECISIONS.
The rationale for application of the proposed Swiss probabilistic safety criteria to exist

ing and future generations of nuclear power plants is provided. These proposed criteria form 
the basis of a framework for regulatory and operational safety decision making, using uncer
tain, plant specific probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) results. For existing plants, the 
approach proposes to use probabilistic safety criteria to determine if major plant specific back- 
fits are justifiable on the basis of risk benefit analyses. Less significant procedural modifica
tions (i.e. additional emergency operating procedures) are proposed to be evaluated using 
relative safety gains determined on the basis of a selected number of uncertain PSA calculated 
risk measures. The new plants are expected to achieve a much higher standard of safety, and 
therefore must be able to accommodate severe accidents within their design basis envelope, 
thus reducing and/or eliminating the perceived severe accident uncertainties via innovative 
accident prevention and mitigation design features.

1. INTRODUCTION

The continuous advance in the development of realistic risk assessment 
methods, and increased experience based on plant specific probabilistic safety 
analysis (PSA), provide a powerful vehicle for an integrated approach to regulatory 
and operational safety assessment and decision making.

Historically, the western nuclear reactor licensing process has been based on 
deterministic regulatory requirements, involving defence in depth, and the use of 
multiple barriers to fission product release (i.e. fuel, reactor coolant system bound
aries and the containment system). To account for the uncertainties associated with 
the design, operation, and phenomenological processes affecting the conformance 
with deterministic regulatory requirements, sufficient conservatism was built into the 
deterministic regulatory criteria. Plant design requirements have been derived
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through the analysis of design basis accidents (DBAs), supplemented by the single 
failure, and other criteria (i.e. the maintenance criterion in Switzerland) to ensure 
an adequate level of reliability for safety systems.

Design basis accidents are a set of occurrences selected to envelope credible 
accident conditions, and to ensure that these accidents could be accommodated 
within the design envelope. The results of PSA studies have confirmed that the risks 
of nuclear reactor accidents result from events that occur outside the design basis 
domain, and are due to multiple failures, human errors and external events.

Since the initial development of risk based methods, deep scepticism has been 
levelled against the use of PSA based results in regulatory analyses and licensing 
actions. These concerns have mostly resulted from the uncertainties inherently 
associated with PSA results. However, the post-accident investigation of the 1979 
accident at the Three Mile Island Unit 2 in the United States of America provided 
the impetus for increased use of PSA techniques and risk based information for oper
ational safety decisions in the nuclear industry and by the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission [1]. Simultaneously, an enormous shift was already taking place in many 
other countries towards the performance of plant specific PSAs to examine sys
tematically the plant/containment performance, and to identify plant specific vulner
abilities to severe accidents.

We have now reached a point where a large number of PSAs, for plants of 
varying designs and vintages, have been completed in many countries. Risk based 
methods have advanced and their shortcomings have become relatively well known 
and transparent. In addition, applications of PSA have spread to include the most 
important areas of reactor safety, encompassing design, operation, and regulatory 
overviews. Risk based regulations are being promulgated in various countries for 
various industrial activities. However, the approach to risk based regulatory and 
operational safety will be affected by important technical, legal, legislative, policy 
and financial factors.

This paper is intended to present the rationale for application of the proposed 
Swiss probabilistic safety criteria to existing and new generations of nuclear power 
plants. These proposed criteria form the basis of a framework for regulatory decision 
making using plant specific PSA results subject to uncertainties.

2. PSA UNCERTAINTIES

The uncertainties in the results of PSAs are due to lack of sufficient data, 
modelling limitations, inadequate knowledge of relevant phenomenological 
processes during severe accidents, man-machine interactions, external events fre
quency/severity, etc. Use of deterministic and probabilistic based analyses for opera
tional safety decisions requires a degree of confidence by the decision maker in the 
validity and robustness of the results. Uncertainties exist in both deterministic and
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probabilistic approaches. Therefore, an understanding of the sources, magnitudes, 
and the impact of the various uncertainties, is an essential element of safety decision 
making.

The PSA uncertainties result from both stochastic (i.e. aleatory uncertainties), 
and modelling/knowledge based uncertainties (i.e. epistemic or epistemological 
uncertainties).

Subjective probability distributions are typically used to describe the uncertain
ties in the parameters and in the functional dependencies considered in the analysis 
[2, 3]. In general, the level at which the PSA uncertainties are quantified is not iden
tical with the level on which the real uncertainties of parameters and functional 
dependencies exist in the underlying models. Such ‘global’ parameters and func
tional dependencies, which are defined on a higher level, are employed summarily 
to describe the outcome of complex physical and chemical processes, uncertainties 
about which exist at a lower level. The relationship between the uncertainties about 
(a) the global parameters and (b) the uncertainties about the fundamental physical 
parameters and models is often not traceable through PSA documentation. On the 
other hand, if the subjective uncertainties are quantified at the fundamental parameter 
and physical model (lower) level, the interplay and the synergistic impacts of the 
underlying uncertainties are easily traceable [4].

The probabilities or probability distributions necessary for the quantification 
of parameter uncertainties (in the sense discussed above) are typically produced by 
a variety of methods [4]. They comprise the judgement and interpretation of results 
of detailed analysis, experimental data, and computer codes. Probability distribu
tions for parameters and processes for which actual data or models exist are easier 
to formulate; however, under conditions where data are not available, or the theoreti
cal and experimental knowledge base is sparse, expert opinion is the only approach 
to assign subjective uncertainties, employing formalized and traceable procedures.

The uncertainties in the PSA results are typically exhibited in the form of sub
jective probability density functions or subjective cumulative distribution functions. 
Some of the commonly used distribution measures, such as the 5th and the 95th per
centiles, and median and mean values, are also displayed. However, one should not 
put too much confidence in the special form of the distributions. These should be 
interpreted as an indication of the area in which events are to be expected, with hints 
as to the degree of credibility for being in certain sub-ranges. Regulatory and opera
tional safety issues that often confront the decision maker are typically arrived at 
using results of plant specific PSA studies. These studies show potential vulnerabili
ties with their impacts on the bottom line risk measures, including core damage fre
quency, conditional probability of containment failure, frequency of radiological 
releases, risk of off-site radiological contamination, risk of off-site fatalities, risk of 
radiation induced injuries and risk of radiological exposure.

Typically, PSA results show relatively large uncertainties ranging over several 
decades. Owing to these large uncertainties, the use of a single point estimate, a
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mean, or a median value alone can lead to a less informed decision. Therefore, the 
decision process must be guided by the PSA uncertainties.

The uncertainties associated with estimation of the core damage profile (i.e. 
using a Level 1 PSA) in nuclear power plants result from the uncertainties in failure 
data (independent and common cause), success criteria, component fragilities, exter
nal events loads (seismic and fire loads), and modelling uncertainties. Most Level 1 
PSAs model the effect of data uncertainties; seismic and fire loads, and fragilities; 
however, the uncertainties associated with the thermal-hydraulic success criteria and 
the modelling issues are typically not addressed. It is needless to say that, for the 
most part, use of conservative assumptions is often intended to circumvent any 
potential adverse impacts of uncertainties associated with the success criteria.

The uncertainties associated with the progression of severe accidents, contain
ment loads, radiological release and transport mechanisms are typically very large, 
and result from both stochastic and state of knowledge uncertainties. Therefore, the 
regulatory decision making process should properly prescribe a confidence level for 
decisions, and use both the bottom line risk measures and their associated un
certainties.

3. REGULATORY DECISION MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTIES

Decision processes range from the very formal to the very informal. For the 
sake of practicality, most decisions are made on an informal basis. Primarily where 
decision outcomes are reasonably predictable, and/or not particularly critical, an 
informal decision process is most applicable. These include most day-to-day deci
sions having comparatively small monetary and safety impacts; decisions which are 
most efficiently achieved through the intuition and judgment of a responsible deci
sion maker or through the consensus of such, reached by a decision making body. 
On the other hand, a formal decision process is most appropriate where potential 
decision outcomes have significant monetary and/or safety impacts, or where the 
decision is of a particularly sensitive or complex nature. Regulatory safety-issue and 
policy decisions, for instance — by their nature and significance — are generally best 
made following a formal (and documentable) decision process. In addition, with 
increased public understanding of risks and with increased need to conserve available 
resources, growing use of a formal basis in all aspects of decision making will be 
required. Clearly, a formal decision process is best justified when it follows a 
rational and systematic procedural implementation.

The probabilistic safety criteria (i.e. safety goals) should be viewed as eco
nomic optima [5]. These criteria are typically viewed as aspiratory targets. There
fore, risk reduction well below these targets will impose great economic burdens, 
including major capital and operating costs. On the other hand, exceeding these 
criteria significantly could have major economic and social consequences as a result
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Caesium-137 (equivalent) released to environment (g)

FIG. 1. Proposed probabilistic safety criteria for use in Switzerland.

o f nuclear accidents, with the constraint that an adequate level o f  safety must be 
assured without regards to cost. H ow ever, beyond this level o f  safety, cost and social 
implications must be considered in dealing with safety improvements.

The safety criteria being proposed for use in Switzerland are displayed in the 
Com plem entary Cum ulative D istribution Function (CCD F) o f  Fig. 1, where the 
criterion for total core dam age frequency is set to 1 0 ~ 5 per reactor-year (including 
the contributions from  all external events). At this level o f  frequency, all severe acci
dents are expected to be well m itigated by the containm ent and other engineered 
safety systems (e .g ., sprays and filtered vent systems). This requirem ent poses an 
upper bound frequency o f  1 0 ~ 5 per reactor-year on releases exceeding about
1 gram -equivalent o f core inventory o f 137Cs. This release corresponds, approxi
m ately, to a m aximum level expected following severe accidents involving actuation 
o f  a containm ent filtered vent system.

On the other hand, to reduce the likelihood o f  severe accidents involving very 
large radiological releases, the frequency o f  accidents with potential for radiological 
releases in excess o f  1 gram -equivalent o f  core inventory o f  137Cs are expected to 
be reduced progressively so that the frequency o f  releases o f  m ore than 1 0  kg should 
be below 10“ 6  per reactor-year. These criteria will ensure that accidents involving 
very large radiological releases will be lim ited to frequencies well below one per m il
lion reactor-years o f operation. T herefore, the frequency for the upper bound radio
logical releases corresponding to 100 kg-equivalent o f  core inventory o f 137Cs 
(i.e . approxim ately 30% o f the total Cs inventory o f a large pow er reactor) should
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be well below 10“ 6  per reactor-year (i.e. about 10 ' 8 per reactor-year). This lim it is 
proposed to assure that large radiological releases o f  the type resulting from  contain
ment bypass scenarios are elim inated by design or by other means.

In order to reduce the im pact o f uncertainties associated with the occurrence 
and consequences o f severe accidents, the proposed safety criteria should be viewed 
differently for the existing operating reactors and the next generation (future) reac
tors, as discussed below.

3.1. Existing power plants

The existing operating reactors should conform  with the proposed safety 
criteria at the ‘m ean’ level o f  core dam age frequency. H ow ever, the operators o f 
these reactors should thrive to reduce the upper bound impact o f risk uncertainties 
through implementation o f im proved/revised em ergency operating procedures 
(EOPs), and/or hardw are m odifications and plant backfits.

Therefore, provided the proposed safety criteria are satisfied with proper con
sideration o f uncertainties involved, additional regulatory requirem ents on operating 
nuclear pow er plants are not justifiable. T herefore, PSA based regulatory and opera
tional safety decisions could follow a form alized process as described below and 
shown in Fig. 2.

A peer review ed, plant specific PSA model is intended to be used to assess 
com pliance o f  estim ated risk m easures with the proposed safety criteria. The follow
ing outcom es can be envisioned:

(1) The 95th percentiles o f  the risk m easures fulfil the proposed criteria. There
fore, no further actions are justifiable.

(2) The mean and 95th percentile o f  the C C D F m easures exceed the probabilistic 
safety criteria o f  Fig. 1. Therefore, it is required that hardw are alternatives 
and/or procedural modifications be evaluated w ithin a cost-benefit fram ework 
to select, for plant im plem entation, viable risk reduction backfits. It is conceiv
able that the im plem entation cost associated w ith the viable alternatives may 
not be justifiable within the cost-benefit fram ew ork; how ever, given the social 
benefits o f  certain alternatives, some backfits could still be required. These are 
typically generic backfits that have been im plem ented industry-w ide, or in 
other countries.

(3) Even though the 95th percentile o f the C C D F m easure exceeds the proposed 
criteria, the mean C C D F m easures fulfils the probabilistic safety criteria o f 
Fig. 1. In this case, m ajor plant backfits are not required. Instead, the opera
tors are expected to evaluate various low cost hardw are m odifications, and/or 
procedural changes to circum vent the potential uncertainties, to levels com 
m ensurate with the proposed safety criteria. H ere again, the final decision 
process will be affected by social im plications.
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FIG. 2. Proposed approach to PSA based regulatory safety decisions.

Typical safety benefit attributes affecting the requirem ents o f  Fig. 1 
include core dam age frequency, conditional probability o f  containm ent failure, 
and large radiological releases. The estim ation o f  impacts should consider the 
cost to plant ow ners, regulatory organization, civil defence authorities, adverse 
effects on the econom y, and the industry. A ppropriate conversion factors need 
to be developed to arrive at a com mon basis for values and impacts (see for 
exam ple Ref. [6 ]). The degree o f  overlap betw een the uncertainty in value o f 
a given safety im provem ent strategy and the uncertainty in the cost will also 
affect the final im plem entation strategy. In addition, the final decision to 
im plem ent a particular safety im provem ent decision is also affected by other 
decision attributes and preferences. These include societal, regulatory and 
operational preferences.
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Future nuclear pow er plants are expected to conform  with the proposed safety 
criteria at the 95th percentile level o f  exceedance frequency o f radiological releases. 
Hence it is expected that m ost severe accidents will be included within the design 
basis envelope o f any future nuclear pow er plant. Therefore, the perceived uncer
tainties in severe accidents m ust be circum vented by design achieving a higher 
degree o f  safety. In other w ords, under all circum stances, the frequency o f accidents 
involving radiological contam ination beyond the im m ediate boundaries o f  plants 
should rem ain well below one per million reactor-year s.

3.2. Future power plants

4. A PPLICATIO N

Figure 3 shows the m ean exceedance frequency o f  release o f 137Cs for three 
Swiss nuclear pow er plants. F igure 4 shows the typical uncertainties in the 
exceedance frequency o f  release o f 137Cs for a Swiss PW R with large, dry, 
containm ent.

F igure 3 shows that for the m ost part, the existing backfits have been effective 
in reducing the total m ean core dam age frequency and containm ent vulnerabilities, 
and appear to fulfil the proposed safety criteria. The uncertainties in core dam age 
frequency and severe accident progression lead to conditions that may exceed the

FIG. 3. Mean exceedance frequency of release of 137Cs for three Swiss nuclear plants.
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Caesium-137 (equivalent) released to environment (g)

Typical uncertainties in the exceedance frequency o f 137Cs release for a PWR.

Caesium-137 (equivalent) released to environment (g)

FIG. 5. Impact of procedural modification on severe accident uncertainties.



TABLE I. EXAM PLE OF PRO CED URA L ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED [2]
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Alternative
procedure

Accident
phase

Procedural action

1 In-vessel Addition of water following core damage

2 In-vessel Manual reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization

3 In-vessel Isolation of steam generators following tube rupture

4 In-vessel Addition of fire water to the damaged steam generator

5 In-vessel Recovery of containment isolation prior to core damage

1 Ex-vessel Flooding of the lower containment region

2 Ex-vessel Manual containment venting

3 Ex-vessel Recovery of containment sprays and fan coolers

4 Ex-vessel Manual alignment of fire water and spray systems

Combined Complete Combined effects of all actions

safety criteria. As an exam ple, Fig. 4 shows the results o f  including these uncertain
ties for the Beznau nuclear pow er plant (KKB), where the proposed safety criteria 
are exceeded by the 95th percentile o f the uncertainty band. H ow ever, for the most 
part, these uncertainties are shown in Fig. 5 to be readily circum vented, through 
proper implementation o f several low cost, procedural modifications as listed in 
Table I and discussed in Ref. [2].

5. SUM M ARY

The basis for the proposed Swiss safety criteria for existing and future genera
tions o f  nuclear pow er plants was provided. These proposed criteria form  the basis 
o f  the fram ew ork for regulatory and operational safety decision m aking, using uncer
tain, plant specific PSA results. F or existing plants, the approach proposes the use 
o f  probabilistic safety criteria to determ ine if  m ajor plant specific backfits are justifi
able on the basis o f  risk-benefit analyses. Less significant procedural modifications 
(i.e. additional em ergency operating procedures) w ere proposed to be evaluated 
using relative safety gains determ ined based on uncertainties in the estim ated CC D F 
for the release equivalent ó f 137Cs. The new plants are expected to achieve a much 
higher standard o f  safety, and therefore must be able to accom modate severe acci
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dents within their design basis envelope, reducing and/or elim inating the perceived
severe accident uncertainties via innovative accident prevention and mitigation
design features.
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Abstract

OPTIMIZING MAINTENANCE THROUGH PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT 
IN ORDER TO IMPROVE SAFETY.

In 1990 EDF decided to launch a research programme aimed at making optimum use 

of maintenance resources. The objective of this work is to focus maintenance work on equip
ment which has a fundamental role in safety and unit availability and the maintenance costs 
that arise out of these. By taking account of the functional missions of the equipment, and thus 
being in a position to weight maintenance in accordance with the importance of those missions, 
the procedure implemented sets out to form part of a broader vision than that of conventional 
maintenance centred on equipment failures. This approach implies having a good understand
ing of the functional role of the equipment in order to conduct a rational analysis of its failure 
modes. Furthermore, it must be based on operating feedback whose analysis helps determine 

equipment performance relative to those failure modes. Safety requirements are taken into 
account in the functional study of a system by seeking out the failure modes whose effects 
induce a significant increase in the core melt risk or initiate an emergency procedure, and the 
equipment whose unavailability is subject to French technical specifications. Two importance 

factors obtained from PSAs are used to select the equipment whose failure makes a significant 
contribution to the risk of core melt.

1. IN TR O D U CTIO N

In 1990 E lectricité de F rance (EDF) decided to launch a research program m e 
aim ed at m aking optim um  use o f  m aintenance resources. The objective o f  this w ork 
is to focus m aintenance w ork on equipm ent which has a fundamental role in safety 
and unit availability and the maintenance costs that arise out o f  these.

The original aspect o f  this new approach lies in the novel principles that will 
guide maintenance choices. H itherto centred on the equipm ent whose failure was to 
be avoided, the new approach sets out to form  part o f  a broader vision that w ill take

383
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account o f  the functional missions of the equipm ent and thus be in a position to 
weight the m aintenance in accordance with the im portance o f  those missions.

This approach implies having a good understanding o f  the functional role o f 
the equipm ent in o rder to conduct a rational analysis o f  its failure modes.

Furtherm ore, it m ust be based on operating feedback the analysis o f which 
helps determ ine equipm ent perform ance relative to those failure modes. W ith regard 
to this, it should be rem em bered how extensive the French network o f  nuclear pow er 
plants is, totalling m ore than 500 reactor-years, and associated with the u tility ’s 
endeavours to ensure early implementation (from  1978 onwards) o f  the tools for col
lecting operating feedback so as to have access to a large num ber o f  technical facts.

2. D EV ELO PM EN T OF A M ETHOD

To start with it was necessary to define a rational m ethod for general applica
tion that would be easily learnable by the operators perform ing the studies. The 
broad principles o f  this method, called O M F (optimisation de la maintenance par la 
fiabilité) in France, are inspired by its equivalent in the English-speaking w orld, 
RCM  (reliability centred maintenance).

In 1991-1992, in  close co-operation w ith the N uclear Pow er Plant O perations 
Division (EPN ), the Research and D evelopm ent Division (DER) o f ED F was 
appointed to develop this m ethod and apply it to two systems on 900 M W  units which 
are particularly sensitive in term s o f  safety:

— RCV (Chem ical and Volum e Control System)
— diesel generators.

These first studies fleshed out the practical modalities for the method and 
revealed the interest o f continuing the approach.

The methodological basis thus defined consists o f three phases o f  research (see 
F ig. 1):

(a) E v a lu a tio n  o f  w h a t is  a t  s ta k e

This stage evaluates the m ain stakes o f equipm ent failures and results in iden
tification o f the critical failure modes whose effects are considered to be unac
ceptable. The modalities for taking account o f  the safety stakes and 
probabilistic safety assessm ents (PSAs) at this stage will be discussed later.

(b) E v a lu a tio n  o f  p e r fo rm a n c e

Processing the operating feedback on the equipm ent subject to the study makes 
it possible to enum erate and classify the failures. This stage aim s at identifying 
the failure m odes to w hich the equipm ent is most sensitive. The period o f 
examination o f  operating feedback lasts at least six years (1988-1994). It is at 
this point that a  cost analysis is perform ed.
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FIG. 1. Phases of research.

(c) O p tim iza tio n  o f  m a in ten a n ce

This stage consists in defining a m aintenance policy on the basis o f the im por
tance o f  the effects (analysis (a)) and perform ance o f  the equipm ent (see 
Fig. 2). The new technical choices are subject to new maintenance 
program m es.
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FIG. 2. Maintenance policy.

In 1993 and 1994 this m ethodological basis was applied to the O M F (RCM ) 
studies o f  ten systems o f  900 M W  units : 1

— seven perform ed by EPN,
— three perform ed by the engineering teams o f  three different sites.

A t the end o f  these studies, and after the last adjustm ents, m ethodological 
benchm arks w ere defined.

The satisfactory results o f  these studies w ere a decisive factor in the choice 
m ade in m id-1994 by EPN to extend the scope o f  OM F to all the main systems. 
These results illustrate the contribution o f  this m ethod which m akes maintenance 
choices traceable: maintenance choices are better established for a frequently low er 
overall cost.

1 Reactor boron and water make-up system, service water system, turbine driven 
feedwater pump system, auxiliary feedwater system, residual heat removal system, 
component cooling system, reactor cavity and spent fuel pit cooling and treatment system, 

compressed air production system, circulating water system, moisture separator-reheater 
system.
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3. GENERALIZATIO N  OF O M F STUDIES

To start w ith, the systems for which the safety, unit availability and m ain
tenance cost stakes are highest are  to be selected rationally.

Ranking o f a total of 200 systems on French PW Rs has led to  selection o f 50 
which O M F studies will deal w ith. About 20 o f  these have a role in safety.

PSAs w ere used to rank the safety systems. Calculation o f  the factors o f  the 
contribution o f  these systems to the risk o f core m elt determ ined priorities for the 
study. The safety systems exam ined have a level o f  contribution to the risk o f core 
m elt o f at least 0;5% .

From  1995 to 1997 the EPN  and nuclear pow er plant sites will participate in 
the study. The Division considered it im portant to involve the N PP sites in the 
approach. Thirteen O M F studies have been carried out by 12 site engineering teams 
so far in 1995. They have led to the following observations:

— the m ethod was excellently and quickly m astered
— m aintenance staff are enthusiastic about a m ethod capable o f  rationally justify 

ing maintenance choices
— m aintenance staff and operations staff have com e closer together with better 

mutual understanding as a result o f the exchanges necessary within each team 
in charge o f  the studies

— the maintenance is evolving.

N uclear Pow er Plant Central Resources rem ain in charge o f  studies requiring 
intensive use o f PSA. They have started the following seven O M F studies: DVS 900, 
EAS 1300, RRA 1300, RRI 900, 1300 diesel generators, SEBIM valves, VVP 900.

4. TAKING A CC O U N T OF SAFETY

Safety requirem ents are taken into account in the functional study o f a system 
by means o f  a process intended to highlight ( 1 ) the failure modes whose effects result 
in a significant increase in core m elt risk or initiation o f  an em ergency procedure, 
and (2) equipm ent whose unavailability is governed by French technical 
specifications.

This process (see Fig. 2) takes the form  o f a  series o f questions addressing the 
following points:

(1) Is the equipm ent modelled in the PSA? If  so, w hat are the values o f the contri
butions o f  these failure m odes to the core m elt risk? The definition o f  these 
contributions and the thresholds adopted are discussed hereafter. If  one o f  the 
values exceeds the threshold, the failure m ode is declared to be critical. A 
failure mode declared to be critical is m andatorily given special attention 
through enhanced m onitoring or appropriate preventive maintenance.
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(2) Can an equipm ent failure constitute an initiating event requiring im plem enta
tion o f  an incident o r em ergency procedure? I f  so, the failure is subject to oper
ating feedback exam ination in order to determ ine the appropriate technical 
choices.

(3) Is the unavailability o f  the equipm ent governed by French operating technical 
specifications? I f  so, the failure modes inducing its unavailability are identified . 
and strictly exam ined, particularly through operating feedback, to deduce the 
m ost appropriate preventive m aintenance policy.

(4) The last step is to think about all equipm ent with an im portant safety related 
role in o rder to  ensure the exhaustivity o f this search for critical failure modes.

5. M ODALITIES FO R  USE O F PSAs TO D ETER M IN E CR ITICA L FAILU RE 
M ODES

5.1. Method for selecting critical PSA fault modes

In conjunction with the other criteria defined above, PSAs are used to identify 
critical safety related fault modes.

The selection process involves two risk indicators (one for m easuring the risk 
contribution, and one for m easuring the ‘risk achievem ent’) which can be used to 
assess the im portance o f equipm ent failure modes with regard to the risk o f core 
m elt.

C are is taken to use both m easurem ents o f  the im portance o f  risk, for they do 
not have exactly the same meaning.

A threshold has been defined for each o f  these indicators: beyond it the failure 
m ode is said to be ‘critica l’.

5.1.1. Measurement o f  contribution

The contribution a failure m ode for a  set o f  equipm ent makes to the risk o f core 
m elt is the proportion o f  risk  induced by that m ode. It is therefore the difference 
between the risk  calculated with the failure and the risk calculated without the 
failure.

It is m easured with the risk reduction worth (RRW ) which determ ines the rela
tive proportion o f  risk induced by the failure.

It is calculated for each failure mode for sets o f equipment. A set o f equipment 
is a group o f  identical equipm ent having the same function for which it is not 
envisaged to have different maintenance program m es.

W hen the m easured contribution o f a m ode is higher than the threshold, the 
m ode is said to be critical for the set studied, and each equipm ent item o f the set 
is critical for the mode.
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5.1.2. R isk  a c h iev em e n t w o rth

F or the equipm ent o f sets not identified by the RRW , a second calculation 
determ ines the risk achievem ent worth (RAW) resulting from  the failure o f  the 
equipment. The RAW  gives a relative m easurem ent o f the potential loss o f reliability 
o f  the system if  the com ponent becom es unavailable (or m ore precisely, when the 
failure m ode is certain, i.e . w ith a probability o f  occurrence o f  1 ).

The procedure involves m easuring the increase in risk due to the failure of 
equipm ent items taken individually, for it is assumed that the equipm ent failures are 
independent o f each other.

W hen the RAW  for an equipm ent item is greater than the threshold, the equip
m ent is said to be ‘critical for safety’.

5.1.3. C h o ice  o f  th resh o ld s

5 .1 .3 .1 . Contribution threshold

A threshold o f  0.1 % has been adopted. This corresponds to a  1 % increase in 
risk when the failure rate o f  a set o f  equipm ent is multiplied by a coefficient o f  1 0 .

This threshold matches the criteria for definition o f the safety sensitive equip
m ent, equipm ent for which data will be updated every three years.

5 .1 .3 .2 . Risk achievem ent threshold

A threshold o f 5 %  has been adopted, which is coherent with the criterion o f 
the operating technical specifications (OTS) corresponding to the definition o f 
‘G roup 1’ equipment: the calculation o f OTS criteria is. based on a maxim um  
increase in the core melt risk o f  10~7. G roup 1 equipm ent is that for which 15 days 
o f unavailability with the unit operating induces an increase in risk o f at least 1 0 ~7, 
o r for which one year o f unavailability induces extra risk o f  at least 2 .4  X 10~6. 
The equivalent relative extra risk  for 900 MW  units is therefore 5% .

5.2. Results obtained

The failure modes o f  individual equipm ent items or sets o f  equim ent, and par
ticularly equipm ent for which at least one failure m ode has been selected after assess
m ent o f  the RRW , are taken as critical for safety, as defined for PSA. In addition, 
equipm ent the unavailability o f  which gives rise to a substantial risk increase is 
declared to be critical for safety after assessment o f  the RAW .

The procedure recalled above therefore makes it possible to obtain a list o f 
safety critical equipm ent, as defined for PSA, and o f  risk indicators concerning the 
failure m odes o f individual equipm ent items or sets o f equipment.
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This procedure has already been used for ten or so therm ohydraulic systems 
o f  900 or 1300 M W  nuclear pow er plants where the systems have an im portant role 
with respect to safety. The resulting list o f  safety critical equipm ent is often very 
sim ilar to that already subject to a preventive maintenance program m e. How ever, 
some differences can be observed: for exam ple, on the auxiliary steam generator 
(ASG) feedwater system o f 900 M W  units, the resulting list revealed the im portance 
o f  a manually operated valve com mon to most o f  the configurations used for refilling 
the ASG tank, and o f the sensors necessary for operating the system under em er
gency conditions. On the contrary, because o f  their redundancy, the steam inlet 
valves o f  the ASG turbine are not critical, whereas initially they w ere subject to a 
preventive maintenance program m e.

In general the critical components that will be subject to preventive m ain
tenance are better identified. The m ethod allows for optim ization o f  m aintenance 
actions for greater efficiency in the corresponding program m es. This should result 
in enhanced equipm ent reliability, and therefore greater safety.

5.3. Specific difficulties

Such an approach makes intensive use o f im portance factors: these calculations 
are perform ed for all equipment. This poses problem s with Boolean tools for equip
ment whose contribution is low 2 (this equipment is not involved in the preponderant 
cut sets and the calculation o f the im portance factor is difficult, if  not impossible), 
and the calculations are m ore com plex with num erical linking codes.

This use o f  PSA requires high quality data, and therefore makes extensive use 
o f  operating feedback. But feedback introduces a problem  o f bias: equipm ent which 
is not particularly critical because it is reliable with the current maintenance 
program m e m ay cease to be so reliable if  its maintenance is reduced, and may then 
becom e critical. Im portance factors must consequently be used with caution: no deci
sion can be made to upgrade or reduce maintenance, and even less so to eliminate 
it, on the sim ple basis o f an im portance factor. These factors m ust be used in con
junction with other inform ation obtained from  feedback or from  expert judgem ent 
on equipment. Experts can indeed judge the predictable evolution o f the reliability 
o f equipm ent in accordance with the envisaged maintenance program m e, whereas 
safety experts can, with the help o f  PSA, judge whether this evolution is acceptable 
or not.

RCM  studies (and particularly the selection o f  failure m odes for critical equip
ment) therefore call for different skills to be brought together.

2 There is a in fact a problem with Boolean models if the probabilistic truncation
threshold used for the reduction of the models is greater than the contribution threshold
adopted to define the equipment requiring a preventive maintenance programme.
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A new m aintenance policy is likely to result in an evolution in the reliability 
and availability o f the equipm ent. Insofar as this evolution can be appraised, the 
impact o f the new policy can be evaluated with PSAs in order to achieve full 
optim ization.

5.4. Foreseeable extension o f the role o f PSA

It may be envisaged to use these im portance factors as decision support in 
defining m aintenance tasks.

Used in conjunction with the notions o f equipm ent reliability and m aintenance 
task costs and efficiency, they can also be used to determ ine trends with respect to 
upgrading or downgrading of m aintenance (RRW ) and upgrading or downgrading of 
check and inspection tasks (RAW ).

A technico-econom ic trade-off can be m ade, involving sustaining or upgrading 
the overall level o f  safety while reducing m aintenance costs.

The equipm ent with a high RRW  is that for which a variation in the failure rate 
has an appreciable effect on the risk o f  core m elt. It is therefore the equipm ent for 
which an im provem ent in the level o f  reliability as a result o f tailored preventive 
maintenance can give rise to an appreciable im provem ent in safety.

On the other hand, for equipm ent w ith a low RRW , any im pairm ent to its re li
ability does not engender any appreciable loss in the level o f  unit safety.

The equipm ent with a high RAW  is that for which a failure engenders a sub
stantial extra risk. It is therefore that for which the actual level o f  reliability must 
be that called for in the design. Equipm ent with a high RAW  is therefore that for 
which checking o f the level o f reliability o r availability is important.

6 . PERSPECTIVES

It was decided to extend this procedure for selecting safety critical equipment 
to all the 900 and 1300 M W  unit systems with an im portant role in safety (i.e . a little 
over ten systems for each unit).

These studies concerning safety systems will be carried out through to 1997. 
A t the same tim e, ED F has decided to develop a com puterized workstation to 
facilitate the perform ance o f the studies. The objective is periodically to actualize 
these studies to take perm anently into account the experience feedback.
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Abstract

EVALUATION OF FREQUENCY OF TRANSIENTS OCCURRING AT NUCLEAR  
POWER PLANTS IN JAPAN.

In the present study, the frequency occurrence of transients was evaluated by using the 
published data in Japan, and the results were compared with US data. Abnormal occurrences 
at commercial nuclear power plants in Japan are reported by electric utilities to the competent 
authority, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), pursuant to either the laws 

or the notification by the minister of MITI, and these events are summarized in the annual 
report edited by MITI. In the annual reports, by elminating non-transient events, 133 events 
in PWRs and 285 events in BWRs were identified as transients. These events were classified 

into 41 and 37 transient categories in PWRs and BWRs, respectively, as defined in previous 
US studies. As a result, the most frequent transient was identified as manual trip or scram 

in both PWRs and BWRs and the second most frequent event was identified as generator trip 

in PWRs and electric load rejection in BWRs. It was also found that the frequency of transients 
in Japan was equivalent to a range of nearly a half to a fortieth the range shown by US data, 

with the exception of some transients such as steam generator tube leaks in PWRs and trips 
of one primary loop reciruclation pump in BWRs.

EVALUATION OF FREQUENCY OF TRANSIENTS
OCCURRING AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN JAPAN

1. INTROD U CTIO N

Abnorm al occurrences at com m ercial NPPs in Japan are reported by electric 
utilities to the com petent authority, the M inistry o f  International T rade and Industry 
(M ITI), pursuant either to the laws, which are the ‘Law o f Regulation o f  N uclear 
Source M aterial, N uclear Fuel M aterial and R eactors’ and the ‘Electric Utilities 
Industry Law ’, o r to notification by the m inister o f  M ITI. Table I sum m arizes the 
reporting criteria o f  abnorm al occurrences specified in the two laws. In principle, 
the events involving a reactor scram , so-called incidents, are reported as per law and 
the events not involving a reactor scram , so-called anom alies or m inor troubles, such 
as pow er reduction due to trip  o f  a prim ary loop recirculation (PLR) pum p in BW Rs 
are reported as per notification. These events are sum m arized in the annual report 
[1] edited by the Agency o f  N atural Resources and Energy o f M ITI. In the present 
paper, the frequency o f occurrence o f  transients at LW Rs in Japan is evaluated on
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TABLE I. REPORTING CRITERIA FOR ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES AT NPPs (LEGALLY REQUIRED)

Law of Regulation of Reactors, etc. Electric Utilities Industry Law

Robbery or missing of nuclear fuel materials

Reactor shutdown due to failures in reactor facility

Failures in reactor facility during shutdown which may 

obstruct operation

Excess of allowable radioactive material concentration 

outside monitoring boundary due to 

gaseous or liquid radioactive waste

Reporting Leakage of gaseous or liquid radioactive material 

criteria outside restricted area

When new measures are undertaken during a leakage of 
radioactive materials inside a restricted area, or spread of 
radioactive materials outside the restricted area

Excess of allowable dose limit for occupational 
radiation exposure

Injury or death of workers or likelihood of such 
in reactor facility

Injury or death of workers due to electric shock

Fire due to short circuit or electric arc

Injury or death of workers relating to electric structure 

except electric shock or severe damage of electric structure

Occupational radiation exposure

Severe damage of major electric structure 

Incidents obstructing electricity generation

Incidents affecting electricity supply 

Incidents affecting other utilities

Incidents caused by natural phenomena such as 
typhoon, etc.

Incidents incurred during construction or maintenance of 
electric structure or caused by social effects
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the basis o f only the published data for use in probabilistic safety assessm ent (PSA), 
and the results are com pared with US experience [2], where frequency is widely 
referred  to in the individual plant examinations (IPEs) currently perform ed in the 
United States o f  A m erica. Although there is a gas cooled reactor (GCR) in Japan, 
transients occurring in it are beyond the scope o f  this study.

2. ID EN TIFIC A TIO N  OF TRANSIENTS AT NPPs IN  JAPAN

A ccording to the annual reports, 199 events in PW Rs and 221 events in BW Rs 
w ere reported according to the law during the period from  1969 to 1993. On the 
o ther hand, the num ber o f  events reported as per notification totalled 117 in PW Rs

Electricity generation hours 
(reactor-year)
PWR: 155.8 
BWR: 178.9

FIG. 1. Identification process for transients occurring at NPPs in Japan.
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Category
number

Title
Number of 
transients

Japan 

per reactor-year
USA 

per reactor-year
Ratio

(Japan/USA)

1 Loss of RCS flow (1 loop) 4 0.026 0.28 0.093

2 Uncontrolled rod withdrawal 0.01

3 CRDM problems and/or rod drop 8 0.051 0.50 0.10

4 Leakage from control rods 0.02

5 Leakage in primary system 1 0.00642 0.05 0.13

6 Low pressurizer pressure 1 0.00642 0.03 0.21

7 Pressurizer leakage 0.005

8 High pressurizer pressure 0.03

9 Inadvertent safety injection signal 1 0.00642 0.05 0.13

10 Containment pressure problems 0.005

U CVCS malfunction — boron dilution 0.03

12 Pressure/temperature/power imbalance — rod position error 0.13

13 Startup of inaftive coolant pump 0.002

14 Total loss of RCS flow 1 0.00642 0.03 0.21

15 Loss or reduction in feedwater flow (1 loop) 3 0.019 1.50 0.013

16 Total loss of feedwater flow (all loops) 1 0.00642 0.16 0.040

17 Full or partial closure of MSIV (1 loop) 1 0.00642 0.17 0.038

18 Closure of all MSIVs 1 0.00642 0.04 0.16
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19 Increase in feedwater flow (1 loop)

20 Increase in feedwater flow (all loops)

21 Feedwater flow instability — operator error

22 Feedwater flow instability — miscellaneous mechanical causes

23 Loss of condensate pumps (1 loop)

24 Loss of condensate pumps (all loops)

25 Loss of condenser vacuum

26 Steam generator leakage

27 Condenser leakage

28 Miscellaneous leakage in secondary system

29 Sudden opening of steam relief valves

30 Loss of circulating water

31 Loss of component cooling

32 Loss of service water system

33 Turbine trip, throttle valve closure, EHC problems

34 Generator trip on generator caused faults

35 Loss of all off-site power

36 Pressurizer spray failure

37 Loss of power to necessary plant systems

38 Spurious trips — cause unknown

1 0.00642 0.44 0.015

0.02

2 0.013 0.29 0.045

5 0.032 0.34 0.094

1 0.00642 0.07 0.092

0.01

4 0.026 0.14 0.19

13 0.081 0.03 2.7

3 0.019 0.04 0.48

0.09

0.02

4 0.026 0.05 0.52

0.02

0.005

11 0.071 1.19 0.060

26 0.17 0.46 0.37

0.15

0.03

1 0.00642 0.11 0.058

0.08
VO
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TABLE II. (cont.)

Category
number

Title
Number of 

transients

Japan 
per reactor-year

USA 
per reactor-year

Ratio
(Japan/USA)

39 Auto trip — no transient condition 1 0.00642 1.49 0.0043

40 Manual trip — no transient condition 39 0.25 0.47 0.53

41 Fire within plant 0.02

RCS: reactor coolant system
CRDM: control rod drive mechanism 

CVCS: chemical volume control system
MSIV: main steam isolation valve.
EHC: electrohydraulic control.
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and 166 in BW Rs from  1976 to 1993. They include, how ever, events which did not 
involve any transient, such as cases w here an indication o f  steam  generator (SG) tube 
defects was found by eddy current tests during annual inspection, such defects being 
reportable by law. These events had to be elim inated since the present study focused 
on transients. In addition, events which occurred before 1976, when the notification 
was issued, w ere investigated and identified from  the figures in the annual reports 
that show a b rie f operating history o f  each unit. As shown in F ig. 1, 133 events in 
PW Rs and 285 events in BW Rs w ere identified as transients.

3. C A TEG O R IZA TIO N  O F TRANSIENTS

The transients identified w ere classified into the categories specified in 
N U REG /CR -3862 [2] and EPRI NP-2230 [3]. In the latter report, transients data in 
US LW Rs up to A pril 1980 w ere collected and the frequency o f  occurrence o f tran 
sients was evaluated, w here 41 and 37 transient categories w ere defined for PW Rs 
and BW Rs, respectively. In the form er report, a total o f  423 reactor-years in PW Rs 
and 251 reactor-years in BW Rs o f operational experience in the USA w ere totalled 
to  the end o f  1983 and the frequency o f  occurrence o f  transients was re-evaluated 
on the basis o f  the same transient categories.

Since the event descriptions provided in the annual reports, especially for old 
events, are quite sim ple and not enough to understand the event sequences clearly, 
it is necessary to guess the sequences based on our engineering judgem ent in order 
to classify the events into each category. F or exam ple, the annual report m ay state 
that the turbine and generator tripped and that the reactor scram m ed, but it may not 
provide inform ation on which occurred first, the turbine trip or the reactor scram. 
It also may not provide inform ation as to whether the reactor was shut down 
manually or autom atically, whether feedwater flow increased or decreased and 
w hether external pow er was lost o r not. In such a case, we presum ed the plant 
response from  a b rie f description o f  the cause o f  the event and/or related figures 
attached in the press release. Tables П and III sum m arize the num ber o f  transients 
classified into each transient category in PW Rs and BW Rs, respectively.

It should be noted that the num ber o f transients shown in Tables II and 1П must 
be carefully examined. F or exam ple, the events that include the containm ent pressure 
problem s (Category No. 10 in PW Rs) and loss o f  support systems such as a com po
nent cooling system and a service w ater system (Category Nos 31 and 32 in PW Rs) 
a re reportable in the USA. H ow ever, they are not reportable in Japan if  they do not 
lead to obstruction o f  electricity generation or shutdown o f the reactor for inspection, 
according to the reporting criteria for abnorm al occurrences. This type o f incon
sistency cannot be avoided and is considered to be a lim itation o f the present study, 
since it is based on only the published data.



TABLE Ш. BWR TRANSIENTS: DATA SUMMARY

Category
number

Title
Number of 
transients

Japan 
per reactor-year

USA 

per reactor-year
Ratio

(Japan/USA)

1 Electric load rejection 36 0.20 0.45 0.44

2 Electric load rejection with turbine bypass valve failure 0.004

3 Turbine trip 17 0.095 0.87 0.11

4 Turbine trip with turbine bypass valve failure 0.004

5 MSIV closure 4 0.022 0.27 0.081

6 Inadvertent closure of one MSIV 3 0.017 0.21 0.081

7 Partial MSIV closure 0.06

8 Loss of normal condenser vacuum 9 0.050 0.41 0.12

9 Pressure regulator fails open 3 0.017 0.08 0.21

10 Pressure regulator fails closed 4 0.022 0.10 0.22

11 Inadvertent opening of a safety/relief valve (stuck) 0.14

12 Turbine bypass fails open 2 0.011 0.04 0.28

13 Turbine bypass or control valves cause increase pressure (closed) 6 0.034 0.42 0.081

14 Recirculation control failure — increasing flow 5 0.028 0.18 0.16

15 Recirculation control failure — decreasing flow 5 0.028 0.05 0.56

16 Trip of one recirculation pump 31 0.17 0.06 2.8

17 Trip of all recirculation pumps 2 0.011 0.03 0.37

18 Abnormal startup of idle reciculation pump 0.02
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19 Recirculation pump seizure

20 Feedwater — increasing flow at power

21 Loss of feedwater heater

22 Loss of all feedwater flow

23 Trip on one feedwater pump (or condensate pump)

24 Feedwater — low flow

25 Feedwater — low flow during startup or shutdown

26 Feedwater — high flow during startup or shutdown

27 Rod withdrawal at power

28 High flux due to rod withdrawal at startup

29 Inadvertent insertion of rod or rods

30 Detected fault in reactor protection system

31 Loss of off-site power

32 Loss of auxiliary power (loss of auxiliary transformer)

33 Inadvertent startup of HPCI/HPCS

34 Scram due to plant occurrences

35 Spurious trip via instrumentation, RPS fault

36 Manual scram — no out-of-tolerance condition

37 Cause unknown

MSIV: main steam isolation valve
HPCI: high pressure coolant injection
HPCS: high pressure core spray
RPS: reactor protection system

9 0.050

0.004

0.14 0.36

4 0.022
0.02
0.07 0.31

5 0.028 0.20 0.14

13 0.073 0.49 0.15

2 0.011 0.12 0.092

1 0.0056 0.04 0.14

5 0.028

0.01
0.05

0.06 0.47

3 0.017 0.05 0.34

2 0.011 0.08 0.14

2 0.011 0.02 0.55

1 0.0056 0.01 0.56

5 0.028 0.58 0.048

9 0.050 1.11 0.045

97 0.54 0.87 0.62

0.06

o
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4. EV ALU A TIO N  O F FREQ U EN CY  OF O CC UR REN CE

To evaluate the frequency o f  occurrence o f  transients, the reactor operating 
hours are needed for PW Rs and BW Rs, respectively. A lthough the annual report 
indicates the total reactor operating hours and the total electricity generation hours 
in dom estic N PPs, the respective reactor operating hours for PW Rs, BW Rs and 
GCRs are not shown separately. H ow ever, the electricity generation hours are shown 
for individual plants. Since the difference between the reactor operating hours and 
the electricity generation hours is small, we used the electricity generation hours 
instead o f  the reactor operating hours to evaluate the frequency o f  occurrence o f 
transients. This gives conservative results, since the num ber o f  the electricity genera
tion hours is low er than the num ber o f the reactor operating hours. In addition, since 
the electricity generation hours during the com m issioning phase are not included but 
the events occurring during this phase are included in these statistics, the frequency 
o f  transients is evaluated conservatively. The electricity generation hours for PW Rs 
used here are 155.8 reactor-years and those for BW Rs are 178.9 reactor-years as o f 
M arch 1993. W e evaluated the frequency o f  occurrence o f  transients in each 
category for PW Rs and BW Rs as a point estim ate by dividing the num ber o f tran 
sients by the electricity generation hours as shown in Tables,П and III, respectively, 
and the upper and low er bounds w ere evaluated by assuming a x 2  distribution.

As for the loss o f  off-site pow er (LOSP), the frequency o f  occurrence evalu
ated by utilities was [4]:

0 .0073/reactor-year (PW Rs)
0.014/reactor-year (BWRs)
0 .01 /reactor-year (PW Rs and BW Rs).

Since these frequencies w ere evaluated on the basis o f the detailed inform ation 
relating to LOSP, these figures are m ore reliable than those evaluated in this study. 
In using the data in Tables II and III, it is recom m ended that the data on LO SP be 
replaced by those shown above.

As already m entioned, the event descriptions in the annual reports are not 
sufficient to classify the events into each category and therefore the frequency of 
occurrence evaluated in this study should be considered a rough estimation. 
H ow ever, we believe that the data in Tables II and П1 show the overall trend o f 
operating experience o f  LW Rs in Japan and are usefUl for application to PSA.

5. CO M PARISON W ITH  US D ATA  AND DISCUSSION

Table IV com pares the five most frequent categories o f  transients per reactor- 
year in Japan with the US data and Table V provides sim ilar data for the USA. As 
shown in Table IV , the m ost frequent transient in both PW Rs and BW Rs was identi-
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TABLE IV. U PPER FIV E FREQ UEN CIES O F TRA N SIEN T CATEGORIES 
IN  JAPAN

Transient category and number
Japan USA Ratio 

per reactor-year per reactor-year (Japan/US A)

Manual trip (40) 0.25 0.47 0.53

p Generator trip (34) 0.17 0.46 0.37

w Steam generator tube leak (26) 0.081 0.03 2.70

R Turbine trip (33) 0.071 1.19 0.06

CRDM problems/rod drop (3) 0.051 0.50 0.10

Manual scram (36) 0.54 0.87 0.62

В Electric load rejection (1) 0.20 0.45 0.44

w Trip of one recirculation pump (16) 0.170 0.06 2.83
R Turbine trip (3) 0.095 0.87 0.11

Feedwater - low flow (24) 0.073 0.49 0.15

CRDM: control rod drive mechanism

TABLE V. U PPER FIV E FREQ UEN CIES OF TRA N SIEN T CATEGORIES IN 
THE USA

Transient category and number
Number of 

events
USA 

per reactor-year

Loss in feedwater flow (1 loop) (15) 628 1.50

P Auto trip (39) 592 1.49

W Turbine trip (33) 502 1.19
R CRDM problems/rod drop (3) 205 0.50

Manual trip (40) 198 0.47

Spurious trip (35) 276 1.11

В Turbine trip (3) 214 0.87

W Manual scram (36) 212 0.87
R Scram due to plant occurrences (34) 152 0.58

Feedwater — low flow (24) 118 0.49

CRDM: control rod drive mechanism
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fied as manual trip o r scram  and the transient frequencies in Japan w ere estim ated 
to be 0.54 o r less. These manual trips and scram s w ere mainly due to planned 
shutdown for inspection o f leakage at piping in the reactor coolant system or at 
m echanical seals o f  pumps.

Tables IV and V show that three out o f  the top five categories are the same 
in both countries, nam ely, manual trip, turbine trip  and control rod  drive mechanism 
(CRDM ) problem s/rod drop in PW Rs, and manual scram , turbine trip and low flow 
in feedwater in BW Rs. H ow ever, the average total frequencies o f  transients are 8.5 
in US PW Rs, 7 .4  in US BW Rs, 0 .85 in Japanese PW Rs and 1.6 in Japanese BW Rs. 
There are rather rem arkable differences.

Except for SG tube leak in PW Rs and trip  o f  one prim ary loop recirculation 
(PLR) pum p in BW Rs, the Japanese frequencies are nearly a half to a fortieth o f  the 
US equivalents. H ow ever, it should be taken into consideration that the reporting 
criteria o f  abnorm al occurrences and operating practices used in N PPs differ between 
Japan and the USA. F or exam ple, the reason why the frequency o f  SG tube leak in 
Japan is higher than that in the USA seems to be attributable to the difference in 
operating practices in  the two countries. The reactor is allowed to  continue its 
operation in the USA if  the leak rate o f the SG tube is within the lim it specified in 
the technical specification. On the other hand, when leakage is detected the plant is 
required to shut down immediately in Japan. These differences in operating practices 
as well as the differences in the practices in eddy current tests for SG tubes such as 
inspection frequency might result in the difference o f  the num ber o f  SG tube rupture 
events, i.e . 15 in the USA but only one in Japan.

As shown in Table IV, the frequency o f one PLR pum p tripping in BW Rs is 
m uch higher than that in the USA. The reason is that this type o f  transient occurred 
relatively frequently in Japan during the 1970s and early 1980s owing to failures or 
troubles in the PLR pum p speed control system. H ow ever, since the num ber o f 
occurrences has decreased in recent years, the frequency is considerably reduced if 
we take into account the m ost recent data.

6 . CO N CLU SIO N

The present study evaluated the frequency o f  occurrence o f transients by using 
the published operating experience data in Japan and com paring them with US data. 
Since the event descriptions provided in the annual reports are not detailed enough 
to enable classification o f the events into each category o f transient, the evaluated 
frequencies should be considered a rough estim ation. The m ost frequent transient in 
both PW Rs and BW Rs was identified as manual trip  or scram  and the second most 
frequent event was identified as generator trip  in PW Rs and electric load rejection 
in BW Rs. Except for SG tube leak in PW Rs and trip o f one PLR pump in BW Rs, 
the frequencies are nearly a half to a fortieth o f  the US equivalents.
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Abstract

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE’S USE OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS IN THE 

PERIODIC SAFETY REVIEW PROCESS.
The paper presents French experience in the periodic safety review (PSR) process and 

more particularly the use of probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) in this process. The PSR is 
mainly based on: (a) definition of a set of reference documents applicable to the series,
(b) verification of the conformity of units to that set of reference documents, (c) evaluation 

of reference texts in comparison with newer rules. During that process probabilistic analysis 
has been widely used but never as a criterion; it is a tool of knowledge which helps the decision 

making process but which should not be the only tool used. The results of the French PSA 
have been considered and some modifications have been implemented, in particular to cover 
some specific situations when the unit is in a cold shutdown condition. The conclusion is that 
once a global review of the series has been achieved, it is advisable, in order to maintain the 

level of safety, to stabilize the design of the plant and not to continue a permanent modification 
process which is often difficult to manage.

1. INTROD U CTIO N

Operating plants have been perm anently evolving from  lessons learnt from 
present and past experience, taking into account increased knowledge and evolution 
in regulatory requirem ents.

Num erous safety im provem ents w ere implemented by ED F during the 1980s, 
the m ost noteworthy being:

— the post-Three M ile Island package (46 m easures involving new pressurizer 
relief valves, im proved ergonom y in the control room , com plete overhaul o f 
procedures and training, introduction o f a safety panel, etc.);

— the ‘H ’ procedures (‘hors dim ensionnem ent’) aim ed at com mon mode failures 
such as ATW S, station blackout, total loss o f  heat sink;

— the ‘U ’ procedures ( ‘u ltim e’) aim ed at severe accident conditions.
— the ‘A P E ’ procedures ( ‘approche par états’) which together with a new organi

zation o f  the control room  provide a way to recover from  initial operator 
errors, degraded situations, etc.
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Since then a num ber o f  im provem ents justified by French and international 
experience have been introduced as packages (1987, 1990, 1995) on the 900 and the 
1300 series.

The Safety A uthority asked ED F to perform  a safety review o f the 900 series.
ED F proposed a m ethodology which has been accepted by the ‘Groupe 

Perm anent’ ; the reference docum ent (design licensing basis) was transm itted to the 
Safety A utority at the beginning o f  1994.

This paper’s aim is to provide a rem inder o f  the principles currently applied 
by ED F for the safety review  and specifically to focus on the use o f PSAs. Some 
conclusions will be given and a specific exam ple about the modifications 
implemented to deal with the m id-loop operation risk will be developed.

2. TH E PERIODIC SAFETY REVIEW

2.1. Principles

In France there are 54 operating units with a cum ulated experience o f more 
than 500 reactor-years.

The safety o f  N PPs is checked through different types o f  safety evaluation, for 
example:

— continuous evaluations, w ith follow-up o f  operational feedback and overall 
evaluation every two years by each pow er plant;

— specific exam ination, w ith study o f  generic problem s as and when they occur;
— a ten year outage inspection.

In France, the construction licence perm itting operation is not tim e limited. 
The licences do not explicitly require periodic safety reviews (PSRs) but Article 5 .II 
o f  the D ecree o f 11 D ecem ber 1963 concerning nuclear installations (added in 
January 1990) states: “ The M inisters responsible for industry and the prevention of 
m ajor technological risks may jointly  request the operating utility at any time to 

proceed to a review o f nuclear safety”  which is sufficiently forceful to support 
requests for PSRs from  the D irection de la surêté des installations (DSIN). In prac
tice the operators have co-operated with DSIN  form ulating PSRs without use o f  a 
legal instrument.

The PSR is perform ed for a standardized series, not for a specific unit. 
Thus, this continuous process o f evaluation and safety im provem ents previ

ously described is com plem ented by PSRs, which are undertaken about every ten 
years. The PSR allow s am ong other attributes:

(a) Obtaining the results o f the integration o f experience feedback for similar
installations.
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(b) Obtaining inform ation concerning the state o f  the installations (ageing, p reser
vation o f  qualification and perform ance levels, particularly for equipm ent and 
systems which are subjected to special verifications and tests in ten-yearly out
ages, etc.). The ten-yearly inspections constitute an in-depth exam ination o f 
the state o f health particularly as concerns the second and third barriers.

(c) Re-exam ining, w here necessary, the design stage safety options (at standard 
state level) in the light o f  developm ents in design, knowledge and new options, 
relative to the basic safety goals.

2.2. Bugey periodic safety review

A PSR for the six sim ilar PW Rs at Fessenheim  and Bugey (CPO) has been 
reported to DSIN and analysed. Such collective PSRs reflect not only the identity 
in original design o f each N PP but also the ED F policy o f  m aintaining the identity 
o f  all N PPs in a group throughout operating life. These PSRs consider a standardized 
design, one set o f  m odifications, and one set o f  operating rules, though o f  course 
the operating experience o f  each N PP is individually and collectively reviewed. The 
use and success o f  ‘collective’ PSRs and the design standardizations imply that in 
future there may be one required every ten years. H ow ever, specific problem s o f an 
N PP, particularly those relating to the site, are individually review ed as part o f  the 
ten year outage inspection reports. On this occasion a global review  o f operation is 
realized.

The above reasons for the PSRs o f  the CPO units led to four objectives being 
defined:

(a) Ensure that the process o f  experience feedback has been correctly applied. A 
report o f  m odifications, past and future, is a consequential requirem ent.

(b) Establish a com plete operational balance sheet from  the results o f  inspections 
and evaluations. In particular, check that the safety level achieved at the design 
stage has been not degraded.

(c) D eterm ine the significant differences between the design o f  the N PP and the 
safety options envisaged for the m ost recently licensed 900 N PPs whose design 
indicates the safety benefit o f  m easures to com pensate for these differences and 
determ ine their im plem entation.

(d) D eterm ine the possible effects to the results o f  the most recent safety studies 
applicable to the NPP.

The main studies have included analysis o f differences between these units and the 
m ost recent 900 M W (e) reference to assess this acceptability or necessary 
im provem ents.
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— safety systems: autom atic actuation o f recirculation for containm ent spray sys
tem  and safety injection system

— qualification o f  main equipm ent for post-accident conditions
— design o f  residual heat rem oving system with a unique suction line
— external hazards: seismic reassessm ent, risk  o f  aircraft crash, explosion, 

extrem e cold
— severe accident assessm ent
— internal hazards: internal flooding risk, fire protection.

Fifty-three sub-issues w ere identified, which include analysis, the follow-up file and 
study notes.

All the analyses perform ed led to some m odifications, for example:

— auxiliary secondary feedwater pumps
— electrical equipm ent on safeguard electric supply systems
— replacem ent o f  reactor sumps filters
— monitoring o f  some manual valve positions in the control room.

They have been concerned mainly with:

2.3. Collective PSR

A second ‘collective’ PSR for the other tw enty-eight 900 MW (e) N PPs (CPY) 
is currently being perform ed. Three main stepas have been defined:

— definition o f  a set o f  reference docum ents presently applicable to the series 
(design and operating rules)

— verification o f  conform ity o f  units to that set o f  reference documents
— evaluation o f  reference texts in com parison with new er rules on a case by case 

basis.

(a) Set o f  reference docum ents

This covers the safety requirem ents for design and for operation.

For design, it is com posed of:

— a part o f  the applicable safety rules
— the safety report
— standards
— specific technical docum ents describing principles applicable to such 

topics as external events, internal events, qualification, etc.
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—  technical specifications
— principles used to elaborate procedures (e.g. accident procedures, 

periodic testing procedures)
— em ergency plans.

(b) Conformity o f  units to the set o f  reference docum ents

The com pliance o f the units with the safety requirem ents is mainly dem on
strated through two types o f  study:

— evaluation o f  conformity: the aim is to check the situation o f  the different units 
o f the series. The following studies are being perform ed:
•  revision o f  the reliability database of the com ponents which are sensitive 

(list based on the results o f  the PSA)
• a safety analysis o f the experience feedback for each site, following which a 

global synthesis will be w ritten
•  specific reports (radiological releases, periodic testing, etc.) will be written

— dem onstration o f  safety quality: the goal is to dem onstrate that the principles 
described in the set o f  reference docum ents are well applied. In some cases the 
existing studies have to be com pleted with data mainly on the external and 
internal hazards; qualification o f  components updating o f PSA and some DBA 
safety studies have been com pleted.

(c) Evaluation o f reference texts in com parison with new er rules

A lot o f  actions have already been realized, in particular many o f the topics 
identified in the previous paragraphs (internal and external hazards, qualifica
tion, etc.).

Some other topics are currently being discussed with the safety authority (e.g. 
severe accidents).

It must be pointed out that the interest o f an evolution o f  the ‘reference’ has 
to be evaluated and the im provem ents o f  safety clearly weighted against the potential 
troubles these modifications could bring and the economic cost. The results o f  the 
PSA will be used (among other insights) to  make decisions.

3. USE O F PSA TO IM PR OV E TH E SAFETEY LEVEL OF O PERATIN G  
PLANTS

Two Level 1 PSAs have been carried out in France, one on the CPY  units (by 
the Institut de protection et de surêté nucléaire (IPSN)), the other one on the 
1300 series (by EDF).

For operation it includes:
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O ne o f the m ajor lessons o f  the CPY PSA was the contribution o f the reactor 
shutdown operating conditions to core meltdown frequency, which was surprisingly 
high.

This has been explained by a relative lack o f automatic signals to actuate safety 
systems in the case o f an accident. Subsequently, safeguard systems actuation relies 
on human intervention, which has been proved to be o f low er efficiency.

A nother significant insight was the high proportion o f  the total core dam age 
frequency o f the accident sequences including at least one human action, incorrect 
diagnosis, failure to im plem ent action, o r excessive response tim e. This very high 
contribution does not mean that operators are not reliable, because they play a very 
im portant role in the safety o f  NPPs.

D uring full pow er operation dom inant sequences concern small loss o f  coolant 
accidents (LOCAs) and total loss o f  heat sink.

Im portance analysis for equipm ent highlighted a significant im pact on the over
all risk for ventilation fans which are cooling down low pressure safety injection and 
containm ent spray pumps.

3.1. Role of PSA in the safety review of the French 900 MW(e) plants

The PSA has allowed us to re-evaluate the level o f  risk and also to highlight 
dom inant sequences. The probability o f all sequences leading to core dam age was 
com pared to 10“ 6  per reactor-year (as an order o f  m agnitude). This value (one tenth 
o f  the International N uclear Safety A dvisory Group (INSAG) goal for a plant) is not 
related to safety. It delineates rather a design target for core m elt frequency in order 
to reach a reasonable level o f confidence in the necessity and the relevance o f further 
studies o r modifications. This review  is conducted both in term s o f uncertainty 
(i.e . in hum an reliability o r in physical phenom enon modelling) and in term s o f  con
sequences. Particular attention is given to sequences leading to high pressure core 
m elt o r to containm ent bypass.

Some design im provem ents have been decided upon to deal with specific 
sequences such as:

(a) Reactivity accident

M assive and rapid insertion o f reactivity into the core can induce a high level 
o f  energy harm ful to fuel integrity. This may happen when the core is swept by a 
volum e o f  diluted and/or cold w ater gathered in a loop or in the vessel bottom  head. 
Re-establishing forced circulation can have serious consequences (in the absence o f 
proven natural circulation in the reactor coolant system (RCS) due to residual 
power).
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Post-PSA actions carried out aim ed to deepen knowledge o f vessel bottom head 
therm al hydraulics and o f natural circulation in loops. It was concluded that 
hom ogenization o f  the m oderator by natural circulation in loops depends on:

— residual pow er level
— density effect (tem perature, injection flow rate and geom etry).

M odifications have been carried out. They consist in:
— implementing an autom ated interruption o f  dilution in case o f  prim ary pumps 

trip
— the previous arrangem ent is com pleted by an automatic switch-over o f  suction 

from  chemical and volum e control system (CVCS) pumps to the refuelling 
water storage tank (RW ST) if  the residual pow er is not sufficient for 
hom ogenization.

(b) Total loss o f  heat sink

Until now, in case o f total loss o f  heat sink, the operator has had to isolate 
manually the CVCS letdown line in about 20 m inutes. The aim  o f this action is to 
protect the CVCS pum ps in order to inject w ater to the reactor coolant pum p seals. 
It has been decided to im plem ent an automatic isolation o f  the CVCS letdown line 
in case o f a total loss o f  heat sink.

(c) Shutdown operating conditions

See the specific exam ple developed in Section 4.
O ther modifications have been asessed but will not be implemented (a benefit- 

draw back balance has been realized):

— an im provem ent o f the anticipated transients w ithout scram  palliative system 
by means o f  a redundant and diversified reactor trip  signal acting on the 
CRDM  pow er supply system breakers,

— an automatic RCS depressurization device to reduce containm ent pressuriza- 
tion that would result from  high pressure ejection o f m olten debris at vessel 
breach.

Operating procedures have also been im proved. The scope o f the SPI/U1 procedure 
(used by the Safety Engineer) has now been extended to shutdown operation 
conditions.

4. HOW  TO D EAL W ITH TH E RISK IN  M ID -LO O P OPERATION:
A SPECIFIC EX AM PLE OF SAFETY IM PR OV EM EN T 
BY HARDW ARE M O D IFICA TIO N

To carry out at the same tim e certain prim ary coolant system operations, such 
as refuelling and inspection on the steam  generators, it is necessary to drain partially
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the prim ary system. The level m ust be low ered to the mid-loop level which we refer 
to as the ‘residual heat rem oval system low w ork range’ (RHRS LW R). This creates 
a risk o f  vortex form ation on pum p suction that could result in a loss o f  core cooling 
function.

The two m ain param eters are the flow rate o f  the RHRS and the prim ary 
coolant level.

The RHRS LW R is bounded by a low set point protecting the pumps from  
vortex form ation and a high set point prventing a wave o f w ater from  flowing back 
into the steam  generator channel heads in the case o f pum p trip. It is mandatory to 
take into account both security o f  personnel operating in the steam generator channel 
head and safety o f  the plant.

Some events have occurred in France, but none resulted in boiling o f  the 
prim ary coolant.

(a) Background for the m odification design

— To com ply with the goal assigned by the French Safety Authority to the 
probability o f  sequences leading to core dam age during shutdown operation, 
ED F has investigated several m odifications.

— Resulting from  some PSA practices (data based on experience feedback), only 
autom atic actions could im m ediately have a substantial effect on probability 
level reduction. The m odification selected as the most satisfactory has been an 
autom atic m ake-up device for the RCS to counter loss o f the RHRS.

(b) D escription o f  the modification

The m odification consist in the actuation o f  steam injection (SI) pumps with 
low flow hydraulic configuration.

(i) S ig n a l a c tu a tio n

The representative signal o f  loss o f  the RHRS has been identified as low RHR 
pum p flow rate associated with low head pressure — such a signal is taken into 
account only in m id-loop configuration detected by com parison o f  w ater vessel 
level with vessel head seal altitude.
This signal generates starting up o f  the SI pum p and actuation o f  selected 
valves, allowing a flow path consistent w ith the aim ed flow value. A t the same 
tim e, for security o f  the personnel, buzzer and alarm s are actuated ten minutes 
before real injection o f flow to allow operators to escape from  the steam 
generator channel heads.
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To avoid adding com plexity, it has been decided to use an existing system o f 
em ergency flow for m ake-up water. The SI system has been selected as the 
m ost appropriate.

(c) Com plem entary dispositions

The m odification described above is part o f  the general dispositions which 
ensure defence in depth with respect to core safeguards.

The following steps constitute the ED F strategies to m itigate risks during m id
loop operation:

— p re v e n tio n  o f  risk :  im proved by implem entation o f a diversified w ater level 
m easurem ent (ultrasonic probe) used during reduced inventory condition;

— d e te c tio n :  incidental procedure im proved in case o f loss o f  w ater inventory by 
im plem entation o f a vortex detection device as a diversified signal;

— m itig a tio n :  safeguard o f  the core is provided by the autom atic make-up device 
described above.

(ii) Flow diagram

5. C O N CLU SIO N

PSAs can be considered as a very useful tool (because they include both 
qualitative know ledge and quantitative assessments) to evaluate the im portance o f 
com ponents, to ‘w eigh’ m odifications, e tc., but they should never be used alone as 
criteria.

PSR has used results o f  PSAs am ong other studies in o rder to decide which 
im provem ents will be im plem ented on the 900 M W (e) plants. It m ust be kept in m ind 
that the previous ‘perm anent im provem ents process’, which was form erly the way 
o f  m anaging the operating plants, has led to difficulties, in particular w here stan
dardization was considered im portant.

The current PSRs are considered a turning point because they will certainly be 
the basis for a stabilization o f  the process o f m odifications.
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Abstract

REGULATORY APPLICATIONS OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS IN THE 

OECD.
The paper summarizes the results and conclusions of a study conducted by the OECD  

Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) on the 

approaches taken by regulatory organizations to deal with probabilistic safety analysis (PSA). 
The information for the study was collected through a questionnaire distributed to the 

OECD/NEA member countries. This information was then discussed in depth by a committee 

consisting of senior representatives of regulatory organizations. The paper establishes the 

general background and the regulatory environment in which PSAs are currently being used 
in the member countries. On this basis, national programmes, real case examples of the appli
cation of PSA, and the direction and trends for future use of PSA are developed. It is evident 
that PSA is in a state of transition from its use as an exploratory tool (by a small number of 
experts) to its use as a regulatory and management tool (by many organizations in a large 
number of applications) in the area of regulatory decision making. While experts recognize 

weaknesses or limitations in methodology and practices, the basic framework of PSA is a 
powerful tool for logically and systematically evaluating the sensitivity and importance to risk 
in many different applications. It is also understood and recognized that these so-called weak
nesses and limitations could be solved or overcome by additional and continuing research and 

development.

1. INTR OD U CTIO N

The Com m ittee on N uclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) o f the OECD 
N uclear Energy Agency (NEA) is an international com m ittee made up prim arily of 
senior nuclear regulators. It was set up in 1989 as a forum  for the exchange of infor
m ation and experience am ong regulatory organizations and for the review o f 
developm ents which could affect regulatory requirem ents.

The Com m ittee is responsible for the program m e o f  the N EA  concerning the 
regulation, licensing and inspection o f  nuclear installations. The Com m ittee reviews
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developm ents which could affect regulatory requirem ents with the objective o f 
providing m em bers with an understanding o f  the m otivation for new regulatory 
requirem ents under consideration and an opportunity to offer suggestions that m ight 
im prove them  or avoid disparities among m em ber countries. In particular, the 
Com m ittee reviews current practices and operating experience.

The Com m ittee focuses prim arily on pow er reactors and other nuclear instal
lations currently being built and operated. It also may consider the regulatory 
im plications o f  new designs o f  pow er reactors and other types o f  nuclear 
installations.

In im plem enting its program m e, CNRA establishes co-operative mechanisms 
with N E A ’s Com m ittee on the Safety o f  N uclear Installations (CSNI), responsible 
for co-ordinating the activities o f  the NEA concerning the technical aspects o f 
design, construction and operation o f nuclear installations insofar as they affect the 
safety o f  such installations.

Each year the CNRA holds a meeting on a special issue relating to regulatory 
m atters in nuclear pow er plants. Since there is a considerable interest am ong the 
m em ber countries concerning the use o f probabilistic safety analysis (or assessment) 
(PSA) for further im provem ent or optim ization o f  current regulatory system s, the 
topic selected for the 1995 C N R A ’s special issue m eeting was ‘Regulatory 
A pproaches to PSA ’.

An organizing com m ittee was form ed to present the current status on this topic 
to the CNRA. This com m ittee decided to utilize responses to a questionnaire which 
was prepared to collect inform ation on how each m em ber country is using or plans 
to use PSA within its regulatory environm ent. Fifteen countries responded to the 
questionnaire.

This paper sum m arizes the findings o f  the questionnaire and the results o f 
discussions by the CNRA following presentation o f  these results. The findings 
represent an overview  o f  the current practices and status o f the use o f  PSA in safety 
analysis and as a regulatory technique for nuclear installations in OECD m em ber 
countries.

2. Q U ESTION NAIRE

By consensus o f  the organizing com m ittee, the questionnaire (see Annex) was 
structured to m eet several m ajor objectives, in order to prepare a state o f  the art 
report and the CNRA presentation. M ost im portant was to establish the reasoning 
behind the perform ance o f PSAs. The first question, which looked at the general 
background, was used to establish how PSA fits into the regulatory environm ent 
so that answers provided to m ore specific questions could be in the correct context. 
The m ore specific questions looked at four detailed aspects o f PSA in safety 
regulation in order to be able to analyse the role played by PSA. These were:
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2.1. Current national programmes

General inform ation on national program m es, including details such as: 
descriptions o f  the program m e; w hat is o r will be the basis used for PSA appli
cations; scope o f the program m e (e.g . w hat level o f PSA  is perform ed); types of data 
collection systems utilized; updating requirem ents, etc.

2.2. Regulatory authority’s role

W hat part the regulator plays in the production and review o f PSAs and how 
they are used subsequently in regulatory applications.

2.3. Current PSA applications

Real case examples o f PSA applications in o rder to determ ine the degree o f 
developm ent in using PSAs. Specific examples or areas o f application (e.g. appli
cations to im prove limiting conditions o f operation, prioritization o f inspections, 
accident precursor analysis, accident management planning) w ere suggested as just 
a few possible uses o f  PSA.

2.4. Future PSA applications

Existing or foreseen planning to determ ine how PSA can be m ore effectively 
integrated into the regulatory systems. W hat areas o f difficulty (both technical and 
organizational) need m ore emphasis in the future?

3. ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES

Responses to the questionnaire show that all respondent countries have 
expended significant resources on the developm ent and use o f PSA, in particular for 
plant specific applications. Characteristics o f  the nuclear industry in some countries 
allow these countries the option o f  perform ing PSAs for generic classes o f  plants. 
A Level 1 PSA (the m ost com mon level o f PSA quantification) models accident 
sequences to relate quantitatively the frequency o f event initiation and the probability 
o f  failure to m itigate to yield an annual core dam age frequency (CDF) and is 
perform ed by all m em ber countries. A Level 2 PSA essentially extends a Level 1 
analysis to assess frequency o f  fission product releases, most m em ber countries have 
developed or are developing Level 2 PSAs. A Level 3 PSA extends the Level 2 
analysis to assess the risk to health associated with accidents which result in fission 
product releases. Few m em ber countries perform  Level 3 analysis. The most 
com m on scope for current PSAs includes accident scenarios initiated by internal
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plant faults while operating at full power. H ow ever, efforts are being made in many 
m em ber countries to extend this scope to assess external events/hazards and accident 
sequences initiated while at low pow er or during plant shutdowns.

The value o f  PSA in safety analysis, for providing insights concerning the 
identification o f generic and plant specific im provem ents in plant safety, is well 
recognized. Sim ilarly, PSAs are also an effective tool for risk sensitivity analysis o f 
safety issues. Specific exam ples o f  current PSA applications are mentioned or 
described in m ost responses.

There is still need for im provem ent in consistency in PSA methods, as m en
tioned in questionnaire responses, and so research and developm ent efforts are being 
devoted in m ost countries to im prove PSA methodology and data. Analysis o f  human 
errors and com mon cause com ponent failures are mentioned m ost often as examples 
o f this lack o f  consistency.

H ow ever, it is well understood that lack o f  consistency in some PSA methods 
and scarce data are not decisive flaws in the application o f PSA, because sensitivity 
and uncertainty analysis are a pow erful tool to address boundary conditions for 
reliable decision making. Additionally, sensitivity analysis is often utilized with 
applications to understand their im pact on safety assessments.

The responses suggest that PSA experience and practices in m ost countries are 
already sufficiently m ature to allow PSA to contribute to the regulatory decision 
m aking process. Accordingly, many countries seem to be progressing towards m ore 
extensive and system atic use o f  PSA , or even integration o f  PSA, in the regulatory 
system. A lso, research and developm ent w ork to im prove the consistency and 
accuracy of, and to standardize, PSA and PSA application methods may be m en
tioned. The increasing use o f PSA in regulatory m atters leads to the added need for 
the regulator to be equipped with the special skills and knowledge needed for the 
assessm ent and review  o f  PSA m atters to take place. Often an in-depth knowledge 
o f plant m odelling, specific assumptions or boundary conditions within the PSA will 
be necessary before regulatory judgem ent on the PSA based application can be made. 
This may entail special training requirem ents, which need to be identified. This 
would also apply to utility personnel.

PSA applications at a general level, w ithout careful analysis o f  assumptions 
and boundary conditions, may be misleading. In general, acceptance o f  PSA results 
and applications am ongst decision m akers seems to increase as detailed personal 
knowledge o f PSA increases. In the short term , acceptance for m ore extensive use 
o f  PSA in regulation is strongly dependent on the level o f understanding o f  the PSA, 
as mentioned in som e responses. Some responses identify that a shortage o f  such 
skills from  the regulator may be a short term  difficulty.

The general absence o f  uncertainty acceptance standards for PSA is also 
m entioned as an area w here future developm ent may take place. These acceptance 
criteria could be either a relative m easure, i.e . criteria on the ratio o f  risk results 
between a base case PSA and a sensitivity study, o r an absolute m easure. Num erical
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criteria should rather be seen as targets, since result uncertainties need to be included 
as a part o f standard treatm ent in acceptability procedures to be developed.

In spite o f identified needs for further developm ent, PSA is already being 
accepted as a tool for supporting regulatory decisions. The issue rem ains as to how 
to make these applications m ore systematic and affordable throughout regulator and 
utility organizations. Efforts to solve this issue are mentioned by many countries and 
som e are even delineating m edium  term  PSA implementation planning. This can be 
seen as a step not only prom oting the use o f PSA, but also as a vehicle going towards 
incorporation o f  PSA form ally into regulatory systems. W ithin PSA implementation 
planning, m easures necessary to overcom e technical and organizational difficulties 
o f  integrating PSA into the regulatory system can be implemented m ore efficiently.

It .seems evident that to som e extent the integration o f system atic PSA appli
cations into regulatory systems is being achieved in several countries. Currently, 
these countries would be in transition from  a purely determ inistic to a mixed deter
m inistic and probabilistic regulatory system. The fram ew ork for a future system 
including a fair balance between determ inistic and probabilistic regulatory rules is 
worthy o f extensive discussions by national and international parties.

Regarding the analysis provided in this section, especially referring to the last 
statement, it should be rem em bered that this reflects responses provided by regula
tory bodies w ithin the O EC D /N EA . The views and responses from  operators and 
other countries not included may give even greater worth and support to an increased 
com m itm ent for the use o f  PSA in the regulatory process. It is inherent that the use 
o f  PSA m ust be seen as a tool for both the utility and the regulator to address what 
is safety significant o r potentially can be used to reduce the cost o f  operation. In this 
way, it can be seen that future approaches in PSA methods m ust be focused on 
obtaining a better understanding o f  the plant, by both the utility and the regulator, 
in order to acquire insights as to  w hat is actually safety significant to the plant.

4. CNRA DISCUSSIONS

A subgroup o f  the organizing com mittee was form ed to make a form al presen
tation o f the results o f  this w ork to the CNRA at the special issue meeting. The five 
presentations outlined the various topics discussed in the report which w ere derived 
from  the questionnaire. Following the presentation, CNRA m embers w ere furnished 
with two sets o f  questions or elem ents (see Annex II), form ulated by the subgroup 
for starting discussion on the issue.

The focus o f  these questions was to look at the various issues identified in the 
responses to the questionnaire. Put in very sim plistic form , these can be sum m arized 
as: In regard to PSA, W hat do we think o f  it?, and W hat do we do with it?

M ost prom inent in the deliberations o f the senior regulators was a question 
which evolved from  the ones that w ere asked, which was: H o w  can  i t  b e s t  b e  

u tilize d ?
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The prelim inary aim o f the preparation was to identify and com pare the 
differing practices and attitudes to PSA prevalent in the m em ber countries. N otw ith
standing this objective, based on the discussions held it is possible to identify some 
consensus views on the current status o f  PSA and the direction o f  future PSA 
developm ent and usage as follows.

PSA is now widely applied throughout the nuclear com munity. Experience 
suggests that PSA applied in the design stages o f  a  plant is m ore cost effective than 
when applied to existing plants. N evertheless, the application o f  PSA to existing 
plants has led to many significant modifications and im provem ents that can im prove 
risk estimates by one or m ore orders o f magnitude. Additionally, a PSA can provide 
the ability to reduce current regulatory requirem ents which are based on risk 
significant issues.

I f  it is utilized in a systematic way, PSA can be a very effective tool. D eter
m inistic approaches inherently utilize some probability. M ost effective may be an 
integrated approach using both determ inistic and probabilistic analysis. One point 
m ade was that, while lim itations do exist, the use o f  PSA (if applied properly in a 
systematic way) can help to expose uncertainties in plant behaviour better than the 
determ inistic approach, but people must realise that both approaches need to be used 
together.

The cost o f the PSA as part o f  the larger periodic safety review is generally 
small and the added safety insights are considered to justify fully the expense of 
undertaking a thorough PSA study.

The definition o f num erical quantitative acceptance criteria for individual 
countries has yet to receive w idespread approval. All countries agree that it is the 
systematic usage o f  PSA that leads directly to safety insights and plant im prove
ments. The use o f  quantitative safety goals is o f secondary im portance, but does 
assist in providing a justifiable and robust fram ew ork for decision making and in 
justifying regulatory actions to the public.

There still exists a gulf between the regulatory and utility fam iliarity with 
probabilistic analysis and the com prehension o f such studies by politicians and the 
public alike. It is recom m ended that the CSNI consider addressing these difficulties 
as part o f  its long term  program m e o f work.

Despite considerable advances in PSA m ethodology in recent years, there still 
exist a num ber of areas w here further developm ent is seen as necessary to reduce 
the lim itations o f the techniques. Such areas include:

(a) H um an factors m odelling (particularly cognitive errors)
(b) Safety culture and managem ent factors
(c) Com m on cause failure (CCF).

5. DISCUSSION RESULTS
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It is recom m ended that CSN I consider evaluating the relative priority o f 
addressing such issues and recom m end how a program m e o f  w ork to reduce such 
lim itations could be formed.

W hereas it is agreed that one o f  the most significant benefits o f a PSA is the 
knowledge gained (e.g. plant design, significance o f  safety issues, e tc.), regulators 
are concerned that plant operators m ay not be taking full advantage o f  the insights 
into plant safety that the PSA offers. The plant safety insights gained from  PSA could 
be integrated into the plant training program m es with greater effect. In a sim ilar 
m anner, the regulatory bodies them selves could im prove the effectiveness o f  site 
inspectors by ensuring that they have an understanding o f  the im portant conclusions 
o f  the PSA.

The safety benefits o f PSA are acknowledged widely; how ever, the use o f  PSA 
may also provide a vehicle for econom ic benefits to the operator. It is recommended 
that CSNI consider a program m e o f w ork to identify w here these benefits could, and 
do, arise. It is further recom m ended that participation by utilities in this w ork would 
be very beneficial concerning contributions and input to the discussions.

6 . CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results o f the questionnaire and from  the subsequent discussions 
by CNRA m em bers, it can be sum m arized that PSA is now widely applied through
out the nuclear industry and is accepted by most countries as an effective tool for 
supporting regulatory decisions. As a. consequence, the w orldwide use o f  PSA is 
increasing, but the way in which it is utilized varies widely between different 
countries.

W hile experts recognize that there are weaknesses o r lim itations in PSA 
m ethodology and practices, the basic fram ew ork is a pow erful tool for logically and 
systematically evaluating the sensitivity and im portance to risk in many different 
applications. It is also acknowledged that these so-called weaknesses and limitations 
or technical difficulties can be rem edied or surm ounted by additional and continuing 
research and developm ent activities.

Further research in areas such as human errors, safety culture, com mon cause 
failures o r com ponent dependent failures, shutdown and low pow er operation can 
help establish m ore standardized m ethodology in perform ing PSAs. Nevertheless, in 
spite o f these difficulties, PSA developm ent has im proved significantly enough that 
currently, in many issues, and even to som e extent in some o f  the areas mentioned 
above, regulators and utilities alike are able to utilize the m ethodology to assist in 
establishing the relative safety significance.

Trem endous efforts have been m ade in both OECD m em ber countries and 
non-m em ber countries in the production, review  and other various facets o f  PSA. 
W ith over 200 PSAs com pleted and billions o f dollars spent, it is essential that one
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o f the m ain areas to be concentrated on be that o f how best to utilize them. F urther
m ore, in advancing this issue, the principal area o f  emphasis needs to be on training 
and educating those who can best profit from  this knowledge (e.g . operators, m ain
tenance personnel, inspectors). In order to take full advantage o f  the insights PSA 
gives, it is necessary that people not only have the knowledge o f  how to operate the 
plant, but, also have a good understanding, on a relative basis, o f w hat is im portant 
(e.g. systems, components) for maintaining a safe plant.

In any case, the technical and organizational difficulties can be surm ounted, 
but strong effort is required both by m anagerial and operational staffs, industry and 
regulatory groups, and the experts in PSA them selves, to enable regulatory systems 
to evolve from  a purely determ inistic methodology to one that encompasses a well 
balanced determ inistic and probabilistic approach, and perhaps subsequently into a 
risk based regulation environm ent. This evolutionary concept for regulatory use of 
PSA seems to be one that may be adopted in many countries in the future. The timing 
and speed o f these changes, naturally, will be guided by the specific circumstances 
and cultures o f  each country.
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Annex 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

‘95 CNRA SPECIAL ISSUE MEETING  
REGULATORY APPROACHES TO PSA

This questionnaire has been structured to gather together inform ation from  the 
different m em ber countries on their usage o f probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) 
within a regulatory environm ent. In this regard, it is im portant to describe the 
reasoning behind perform ing PSA s, the current national program m e, real case 
examples o f  the application o f  PSA s, and the direction and trends for future use o f 
PSA, recognizing the difficulties that such a direction may pose. The questionnaire 
is divided into two basic sections, w ith a total o f  five general questions, namely:

Regulatory environment

Background and regulatory environm ent.

Role of probabilistic safety analysis in safety regulation

General description o f  national PSA program m es.
Regulatory authority’s role.
C urrent PSA applications.
Future PSA applications.

The questionnaire is prim arily  directed tow ards pow er reactor applications o f 
PSA. H ow ever, other regulatory applications o f  PSA (i.e ., m edical uses o f nuclear 
m aterial and fuel cycle facilities) may also be addressed for individual questions, 
w here applicable.

1. BACKGROUND AND REG U LATO RY  EN VIRO N M EN T

The purpose o f  this question is to establish the general background on the 
regulatory use o f PSA in each o f the m em ber countries, in nuclear installations. In 
particular, it is intended to identify how PSA fits into that environm ent so that 
answ ers to m ore specific PSA questions can be put into the correct context.
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Please describe the general background of how regulation of nuclear 
installations is applied in your country and the basic position on the regulatory 
application o f PSA.

Y our response should identify and discuss the following points:

о The legislation and fram ew ork o f  national regulatory systems,
о The extent to w hich the regulator prescribes the approach to overall safety

justification and the role played by PSA in relation to that justification, 
о The use made by the regulatory authority o f  PSA.
о  W here the regulator requires a PSA to be perform ed, the objective o f the study

should be discussed (identifying lim itations in the other approaches that the 
PSA is judged to surm ount), 

о Any PSA related guidance or procedures that exist.
о  W hether the scope and interpretation o f  PSAs differ for old and new plants?
о W hether the PSA is perform ed on a best estim ate or a conservative basis?
о W hether sensitivity studies and/or uncertainty studies are perform ed and how

the regulator interprets and uses the output from  such studies, 
о W here quantitative safety goals o r criteria exist these should be identified but

the actual targets, e tc., need not be given. D iscuss if  preconditions are estab
lished and the underlying rationale, 

о W here PSA is volunteered from  the utility, the background to the objectives
o f  the study should be discussed. W hat use o f  the PSA is m ade by the regulator 
(in the absence o f any PSA requirem ents)? 

о Limitations perceived by the regulatory authority on using PSAs,
о  W hat review  process is followed (or required) for PSA assessm ent (either by

the regulatory authority o r the utility)? 
о Does the utility use the sam e criteria and judgem ent process as the regulator?
о  The regulatory attitude to  the use o f  PSA in cost-benefit analysis?
о W hat proportion o f plants have already had PSA undertaken? W hat is the

intention to provide PSAs for all plants?

2. RO LE OF PROBABILISTIC SA FETY  ANALYSIS IN  SAFETY
REGULATION

2.1. PSA programmes

The purpose o f this question is to obtain general inform ation about national 
program m es for PSA applications. M ore detailed inform ation about specific appli
cations is requested in Sections 2 .3  and 2 .4 .

QUESTION
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(a) What is the scope of the analysis (Level 1, 2, 3, internal hazards, external 
hazards, shutdown/low power modes, etc.)?

(b) Are PSAs provided for individual plants or are studies provided for a
generic or specific class of plants and the results applied generically?

(c) What systems exist to collect and analyse reliability data at both plant and 
national level?

(d) Are PSA studies provided on the understanding that an updated study will 
be necessary? If so, at what intervals and what is the extent of the required 
update?

(e) What PSA research programmes are under way or planned?

NOTE: PSAs m ay be produced for a number o f  plants, both operational and in
design. The questions listed above may therefore need to be answered for
individual plants or collectively.

2.2. Regulatory authority’s role

This group o f  questions is intended to collect inform ation on the role o f 
regulators in connection with the preparation and utilization o f  PSAs. Since PSAs 
are used as a tool in regulatory applications, conditions may exist on how regulators 
review  or interact w ith the developm ent o f  PSAs.

QUESTIONS

QUESTIONS

(a) What is the degree of regulatory involvement in the production of the 
PSAs?

(b) Is there any formal approval of the PSA by the regulator required on 
completion o f the PSA or at stages during the production of the PSA?

(c) What are the objectives of the regulatory review?
(d) To what level o f detail does the regulator assess the PSA and what, if any, 

review guidance has been developed by the regulator?
(e) Are plant and procedure improvements resulting from PSA studies mostly 

identified by the utility or the regulator? How are such modifications 
approved?

(f) How are PSA findings accepted within the national regulatory 
environment?
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2.3. Current PSA applications

M any applications are usually m entioned for PSAs. The purpose o f  this 
question is to describe some cases where actual experience with regulatory appli
cation o f  PSA has been derived. It is also intended to find out whether PSA expertise 
is confined to a single group (strictly concerned with PSA) or w hether it has been 
to som e extent developed throughout the organization. This would include the basic 
reasoning (e.g. causes for applying PSA) specific processes (e.g. acceptance criteria) 
and possible generalizations applied in each case.

QUESTION

Please describe actual cases of PSA applications related to nuclear safety 
regulation that have been experienced so far. The description should include 
basic reasoning and specific process for typical PSA applications like (but not 
limited to) the following:

о Identification and com parison of alternative design and procedures, 
о Exem ptions, specific im provem ents, o r general optim ization o f  lim iting 

conditions for operation, 
о Prioritization o f  inspection tasks, 
о Incident analysis or generic precursor studies, 
о  Evaluation or im provem ent o f  operator training program m es.
© A ccident management planning.
о  Support during em ergencies or for em ergency planning, 
о  Prioritization o f research and development activities, 
о Quality assurance program m e optimization.
о  Changes to regulations and guidance or general regulatory effectiveness 

evaluation.
о Analysis o f  probabilistic safety indicators, 
о PSA as a tool for decision analysis, 
о Ageing analysis, 
о Safety objectives or safety goals, 
о  Periodic safety reviews,
о Others.

2.4. Future PSA applications

M any regulatory systems in the m em ber countries are prim arily determ inistic 
in nature. H owever, there have been significant advances in the state o f the art in 
recent years, concerning PSA. The following question relates to future applications 
and directions for PSA applications.
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QUESTION

Please identify any future regulatory applications o f PSA either actively 
under development or being considered for future development (e.g. inspection 
planning, optimization of testing and maintenance schedule, PSA based perfor
mance indicators, and periodic safety reviews).

Y our response should include descriptions pertaining to the following issues 
for ea ch  a p p lic a tio n  identified:

•  Objective (e.g. risk reduction and/or resource saving).
•  Special m odelling or data requirem ents (e.g. external events m odelling, plant 

specific data, on-line models)
•  Regulatory changes required for implementation (e.g. revisions to laws or 

regulations, regulatory guidance, codification o f  acceptance criteria)
•  Im plem entation schedule.
•  O ther special considerations (e.g. training for both regulator and utility staff).
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Annex II 

PROPOSED QUESTIONS FOR CNRA DISCUSSION

A. Can application o f PSA insights substantially contribute to the safety im prove
m ent o f  nuclear pow er plants?

B. Can PSA be efficiently used to incorporate operational experience, and 
advances in research and technology, into plant safety im provem ents and 
verification o f  im proved safety perform ance?

C. A re acceptance criteria for quantitative PSA results o r for uncertainty and 
sensitivity analysis essential or necessary for practical applications o f  PSA?

D. W hat are the relative m erits o f  the determ inistic and probabilistic approaches 
in regulation? How should the probabilistic approach com plem ent the trad i
tional determ inistic approach?

E. Is the use o f  PSA methods and insights a necessary contribution to the further 
im provem ent o f  regulations and regulatory practices?

F. Future (total?) risk  based regulations? Should CN R A/CSN I develop a com mon 
understanding o f  the use o f PSA in the regulatory fram ework? Is the develop
ment o f risk based regulations an appropriate long term  objective for the 
application o f  PSA?

W E A LREA DY  K NOW  TH AT M OST OF OUR COUNTRIES H A VE SOM E 
LEV EL OF PSAs CO M PLETED  FOR M OST PLANTS. TH E AM O UN T OF 
M AN-HO URS AND TH E COST H A VE BEEN Q U ITE LA RG E. W H A T W E 
N EED  TO ASK OURSELVES AS REGULATORS IS:

G. W hat do we do with all these PSAs?
H. D o we receive the benefits from  what is spent?
I. A re they reliable enough to be used?
J. Can PSAs be incorporated into the plant operational environm ent?
K. W here does use o f  a PSA fit in with future reactors now being designed or

current plant (maintenance) issues?
L. D o we need some sort o f  international com mon basis for PSA issues? I f  so, 

w hat should be done?
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M exico

Abstract

RISK BASED INSPECTIONS PROGRAMME FOR LAGUNA VERDE NUCLEAR  

POWER PLANT UNIT ONE.
The paper presents an application of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methodology 

to developing the risk based inspection guides (RIGs) for Laguna Verde Nuclear Power Plant 
Unit 1 (LVNPP U-l). The RIGs are being used by inspectors as a helpful tool to plan and 

perform inspection activities at LVNPP U-l. The RIGs ’purpose is to assist the inspectors in 

establishing a more efficient approach to planning and performing inspections at plant systems 
and components most important to ensuring plant safety. The methology of determining plant 

systems and components most important for plant safety is described and the results are 
shown. Furthermore, RIGs for diesel generator systems and some experience gained using 

them in inspection activities are described in detail.

1. INTR OD U CTIO N

This paper shows the w ork perform ed for the National Com m ission on Nuclear 
Safety and Safeguards (CNSNS) as part o f  an initial probabilistic risk assessment 
(PRA) applications program m e to develop the risk  based inspection guides (RIGs) 
for Laguna V erde N uclear Pow er Plant Unit One (LV N PP U -l) . These RIGs are 
being used by inspectors in planning and perform ing inspections at LV N PP U -l .

In this particular project, inform ation from  the LV N PP U -l PRA Study [1] and 
the Internal Event Analyses Study o f  LVNPP U -l [2] has been used to identify plant 
systems and com ponents m ost im portant to minim izing the probability o f  core m elt, 
and to identify the dom inant failure m odes for these com ponents.

The analysis required three m ajor steps to produce a series o f  tables (guides), 
organized by systems and prioritized by risk  im portance, which identify com ponents 
associated with 98%  o f the core m elt probability resulting from  plant operation.

In the first step the plant systems w ere ordered according to system risk im por
tance. The systems w ere then selected from  the ordered list until m ore than 98% o f 
the core m elt probability was accounted for. The second step was the re-analysis o f
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system fault trees from  the PRA study to rank system com ponents according to both 
their im portance to system failure and risk increase m easure o f  core dam age. The 
th ird  step was the correlation o f com ponents and their dom inant failure m odes with 
inspection modules from  the N uclear Regulatory Com m ission (NRC) Inspection and 
Enforcem ent (IE) M anual, Regulatory Guides (NRC), and plant specific procedures, 
which are being used by inspectors in planning and perform ing inspections at 
LV N PP U -l.

It is necessary to make clear that the CNSNS applies the US regulations (NRC 
requirem ents). The reactor o f  LV NPP U -l was bought from  G eneral Electric 
Com pany, so we decided to include these regulatory requirem ents in  the RIGs.

Finally, a general description o f  both initiators and dom inant accident 
sequences w ere included in the RIGs in order to assist the resident inspector to iden
tify m ore quickly the set o f  critical plant configurations that could be avoided so as 
to reduce public risk.

2. ANALYSIS OF TH E LV NPP U -l PRA  STUDY

In this stage calculations o f  both system and com ponent im portance w ere per
form ed in order to  identify all that should be included in the RIGs for LV N PP U -l .

2 .1 . C a lcu la tion  o f  system  im p o rtan ce

The selection o f  systems for detailed fault tree analysis required that they w ere 
ranked according to an appropiate m easure o f  risk. The risk-reduction and risk- 
increase m easures w ere selected to rank systems and com ponents im portance in this 
project. These m easures identify the systems which are the greatest contributors to 
risk and those for which risk  is m ost sensitive to perform ance degradation. These 
are therefore the logical m easures to use for ranking system im portance for inspec
tion attention to ensure that safety perform ance is maintained.

These calculations w ere perform ed using the Set Equation Transform ation 
System (SETS) code [3] and the Top Event M atrix Analysis Code (ТЕМ AC) [4].

Table I presents the results obtained for risk-reduction and risk-increase 
m easures for p lant systems. The residual heat rem oval (RHR) у stems o f  loops A and 
В head the list w ith 48.11 and 45.72% * respectively, because in most accident 
sequences the reactor w ater level is m aintained via some injection system. H owever, 
if  both heat rem oval in the suppression pool and head spray in the prim ary contain
m ent are unavailable, then some systems which take suction from  the suppression

1 The sum of all percentages of risk reduction is greater than 100%, as is usually 

the case.



TABLE I. SYSTEM RISK-REDUCTION AND RISK-INCREASE MEASURES FOR LVNPP U-l

System System name Risk reduction Risk increase % risk reduction

HPCS High pressure core spray system 5.13E-07 2.09E-05 1.2

RCIC Reactor core isolation cooling system 1.74E-09 3.16E-05 3.46

ADS Automatic depressurization system 9.60E-09 6.39E-06 0.02

LPCS Low pressure core spray system 5.59E-11 1.75E-08 0.00

RHR-A Residual heat removal system Loop A 2.42E-05 1.03E-02 48.11

RHR-B Residual heat removal system Loop В 2.30E-05 1.03E-02 45.73

SLC Stand-by liquid control system 1.00E-11 1.00E-11 0.00

PCVS Primary containment and venting system 2.58E-09 8.04E-07 0.01

COND Condensate system 1.00E-11 1.00E-11 0.00

NSW/LPCIA NSW in conjunction with RHR-A 1.30E-08 5.98E-07 0.03

NSW/LPCIB NSW in conjunction with RHR-B 1.30E-08 5.98E-07 0.00

DG Diesel generators system 1.18E-05 2.31E-02 23.46

ACI 4160 V of alternate current system Division I 3.01E-06 6.26E-04 5.98

ACII 4160 V of alternate current system Division II 2.98E-06 6.23E-04 5.92

ACIII 4160 V of alternate current system Division III 1.45E-07 2.13E-05 0.29

DCI 125 V of direct current system Division I 8.80E-08 5.08E-05 0.17

DCII 125 V of direct current system Division II 2.65E-09 3.16E-05 0.01

DCIII 125 V of direct current system Division III 8.18E-10 9.74E-05 0.00

DC-250V 250 V  of direct current system Division I 1.00E-11 1.00E-11 0.00

NSW Nuclear service water system 6.51E-06 1.45E-02 12.94

NCCW Nuclear closed cooling water system 3.87E-08 5.25E-05 0.08

HVAC Heating ventilation and air conditioning system 1.99E-06 3.66E-03 3.96
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TABLE II. RISK-REDUCTION AND RISK-INCREASE MEASURES FOR DIESEL GENERATOR DIVISION I

Base event Component and failure mode
Failure System System 

probability risk reduction risk increase
CDFa 

risk increase

System CD Fa

contribution

(%)

MDG01AFR DG G1A failure to run, given start 4.69E-02 4.69E-02 9.53E-01 1.12E-04 42.63 6.10

MDG01AFS DG G1A failure to start 2.13E-02 2.13E-02 9.79E-01 1.01E-04 19.36 2.44

MDG01ATM DG 1A unavailable owing to test & maintenance 6.00E-03 6.00E-03 9.94E-01 1.20E-04 5.45 0.80

MCBG1AFC Circuit breaker G1A failure to close 3.59E-03 3.59E-03 9.96E-01 1.34E-04 3.26 0.53

MDG01ASF No control signal to DG 1A 1.60E-03 1.60E-03 9.97E-01 9.76E-05 1.45 0.003

MDGOPERA Operator fails to initiate DG 9.99E-01 1.60E-03 1.60E-06 3.05E-12 1.45 0.003

MDG01AFM Human error to restore DG after test & maintenance 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 9.99E-01 9.76E-05 0.72 0.086

MCBG1ASF No control signal to circuit breaker G1A 6.1E-04 6.1E-04 9.99E-01 7.89E-05 0.55 0.053

YBETA3DG Beta factor for 3 DG failure to start 1.80E-02 3.83E-04 2.09E-02 1.07E-04 0.34 2.17

YEDGPCCF DG EDGPC failure to start 2.13E-02 3.83E-04 1.76E-02 1.01E-04 0.34 2.17

MCBG1ASS Circuit breaker G1A spurious trip signal 2.00E-05 2.00E-05 1.00E+00 — 0.01 —

a CDF: core damage frequency.
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T A B L E  III. DIESEL G E N ER A TO R  SY STEM  FA ILU R E  M O D E  

IDENTIFICATION

The stand-by emergency diesel generator (DG) system has three electrically and physically 

independent divisions (Divisions I, II and III). Each Division is provided with separate stand
by DGs, controls, relays and other electrical devices. The system purpose is to provide a reli
able source of AC power to all loads which are required for safe shutdown of the plant in the 

event that all off-site power has been lost.

Conditions th a t lead to  failure

(1) Diesel generato r DG1A, DG1B, and  DG1C failu re  to  s ta rt o r ru n , o r no control 
signal to  diesel generato r DG1A, DG1B, and  DG1C

These failures are the primary contributors to DG unavailability. If a loss of off-site 
power occurs coincident with a failure of both DGs A and В (Division I and Divi
sion II), then a station blackout condition will be present at the plant. The important 
failure causes are mechanical components failure and random hardware failure in a 
control circuit. Observation and review of surveillance, maintenance, calibration of 
instrumentation and controls, and line-up of these DGs will maintain availability. It is 
also important to get valuable information from the DGs reliability program in order 
to monitor these failure modes.

(2) Diesel generator DG1A, DG1B, and  DG1C unavailable because of test and 
m aintenance

These failures include preventive, predictive and corrective maintenance, and 

surveillance requirements. Verification of scheduling is recommended for both preven
tive maintenance and testing to be sure they are performed efficiently, so that time 
outage is reduced. The observation of corrective maintenance helps to verify that this 
is performed efficiently in order to minimize the time outage.

(3) DGs circuit b reak e r G IA , G IB , and  G IC  failu re  to  close o r spurious tr ip  signal

These are failures in the control circuit or mechanical components of the circuit 
breaker, and no complete insertion of circuit breakers in local the control panel. 
Another contributing cause is that while the DG is operating and feeding power to its 
critical bus a spurious actuation of protective relays will trip and open its circuit 
breaker. This condition will put the DG out of service. Observation of operational 
safety verification, and calibration of instrumentation and controls will help to avoid 
these kinds of failure.
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TABLE III. (cont.)

(4) H um an e rro r  to resto re  diesel generator DG1A, DG1B, and  DG1C after test and  
m aintenance o r opera to r failure to initiate diesel generato r DG1A, DG1B, and  
DG1C

These are failures to realign the DG to stand-by operation mode at the end of test and 

maintenance, and failure to discover the error. Another contributing cause is if the oper
ator fails to initiate the DG should it not start automatically. These errors are addressed 
by proper post-surveillance and simulator operator training, all of which should be 
reviewed and observed.

(5) Diesel generato r com m on cause failure to  ru n

This failure is not important as regards system unavailability, although it is a very 

important contributor to core damage frequency. These are failures due to vibration, 
starting times, or generic problems in the factory process, in similar manner and near 
time periods. Observation and review of surveillance, operational safety verification 
and an equipment qualification programme for LVNPP U-l will increase the availabil
ity time.

pool could be lost owing to high pressure and tem perature inside the prim ary contain
ment. In fact the prim ary containm ent could be branched and therefore there is the 
possibility that other injection systems outside the prim ary containm ent could be lost 
because o f  a severe environm ent in the secondary containm ent. The system having 
the next largest risk  im portance is the diesel generator (DG) system , with 23.35%  
for the three divisions, because the loss o f  off-site pow er and station blackout acci
dent sequences are  the highest contributors to the total core dam age frequency. 
A nother system has a particulary large percent share o f risk  reduction im portance, 
12.94% . This is the nuclear service water (NSW ) system, because, if  this is un
available, cooling w ater for essential equipment (i.e . RHR heat exchangers and DG 
engines) could be lost, affecting their operation. All the other systems with a percent
age o f  risk reduction greater than 1 % w ere selected to be included in the RIGs for 
LV NPP U -l; i.e . the HPCS, RC IC , ACI, АСП and HVAC systems.

2.2. Calculation of component importance

The construction o f  the tables described in the next section o f this paper 
required the identification o f com ponents associated with at least 98% o f the system 
failure probability for each o f  the systems selected for analysis. This required a 
re-analysis o f the fault trees for systems identified in the above step in order to iden
tify the com ponents m ost im portant to system failure. A total o f  30 tables o f  risk-
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TABLE IV. NRC IE MODULES FOR DIESEL GENERATOR SYSTEM
INSPECTION

Failure NRC IE 
Component , , , Module title

mode module

Diesel generator DG1A, 1 2736
DG1B, and DG1C, 35745B
Circuit breaker G1A, 3 
GIB, and GIC 35750B

50073

50075
51053

51055

52053

52055

56700
56940B
61701
61724B
61725

61726 
61840B 
71707

Diesel generator DG1A, 2 35743
DG1B, and DG1C 62700

62702
62703
62704

62705

Electrical equipment inspection programme 
QA programme (surveillance testing and 
calibration control)
QA programme (test and measurement 
equipment)
Safety related components — work 
observation
Safety related components — record review 
Electrical components and systems — work 
observation
Electrical components and systems — record 
review
Instrument components and systems — work 
observation
Instrument components and systems — record
review
Calibration
Equipment calibration 
Complex surveillance
Test and measurement equipment programme 
Surveillance testing and calibration control 
programme
Monthly surveillance observation 
Surveillance testing 
Operational safety verification

QA programme (maintenance)
Maintenance 
Maintenance programme 
Monthly maintenance observation 
Instrumentation maintenance (components 
and systems) observation of work, work 
activities, and review of quality records 
Electrical maintenance (components and sys
tems) observation of work, work activities, 
and review of quality records
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TABLE IV. (cont.)

Component
Failure
mode

NRC IE 
module

Module title

Diesel generator DG1A, 4 4245IB Maintenance procedures
DG1B, and DG1C 71710

71715
Engineered safety features system walkdown 
Sustained control room and plant observation

Diesel generator DG1A, 5 3595IB Electrical equipment change control
DG1B, and DG1C 37828B Modifications and changes to facility and 

systems

reduction and risk-increase m easures for system com ponents was obtained. This 
inform ation allows us to identify other system com ponents and human actions that 
are not included in the most im portant systems, but which have an im portant weight 
in the percentage o f core dam age frequency, so that a table for special com ponents 
and hum an actions was included in the RIGs, constructed by using the risk-increase 
m easure. In this m anner we have identified all system com ponents having both big
ger im portance to system failure and making a bigger contribution to core dam age 
frequency.

Table II shows the re-analysis results o f  the DG system fault tree for D ivi
sion I. As noted in Table II, events M D G 01AFR, M DG 01AFS, M DG01ATM , 
M CBG 01AFC, M CBG01ASF and M DGOPERA have a system unavailability con
tribution each bigger than 1%, while events YBETA3DG and Y ED G PCCF 
contribute only 0.3482%  each to system unavailability. H ow ever, it is noted that 
events YBETA3DG and Y ED G PCCF contributed 2.1705%  to core dam age fre
quency. In fact they have a bigger weight than events MDG01 ATM , MCBG01 A FC , 
M CBG01ASF and M DGOPERA for core dam age frequency, so that it was con
cluded that these eight events should be included in the RIGs for DG Division I. A 
sim ilar analysis was perform ed in the construction o f the RIGs for each o f the 
systems identified in the last stage.

3. PREPA RA TION  OF RIGs FOR LVNPP U -l

F or each system, the com ponents selected for inclusion in the tables w ere 
grouped according to their type for discussion o f  failure modes (e.g. pum p suction 
and discharge valves in parallel trains). F or many com ponents, cut set elements indi
cated m ore than one failure m ode (e.g. failure to operate, operator fails to initiate, 
inappropriate change o f position), so that they were grouped and addressed for each 
com ponent type in the system failure mode identification tables.
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TABLE V. NRC REGULATORY GUIDES FOR DIESEL GENERATOR
SYSTEM INSPECTION

Component
Failure
modea

Regulatory
guide

Regulatory guide title

Diesel generator DG1A, 1
DG1B, and DG1C,
Circuit breaker G1A, 3
GIB, and GIC

Diesel generator DG1A, 
DG1B, and DG1C

Diesel generator DG1A, 
DG1B, and DG1C

1.9 Selection, design, qualification,
and testing of emergency diesel 
generator units used as class IE 
on-site electric power systems at 
nuclear power plants 

1.22 Periodic testing of protection
system actuation functions 

1.30 Quality assurance requirements for
the installation, inspection, and 
testing of instrumentation and 
electric equipment 

1.105 Instrument set points for safety
related systems 

1.116 Quality assurance requirements for
installation, inspection, and testing 
of mechanical equipment and 
systems

1.118 Periodic testing of electric power
and protection systems 

1.131 Qualification test of electric
cables, field splices, and connec
tions for light water cooled 
nuclear power plants 

1.137 Fuel oil systems for stand-by
diesel generators 

1.153 Criteria for power, instrumenta
tion, and control portions of 
safety systems 

1.155 Station blackout

1.93 Availability of electric power
sources

1.160 Monitoring the effectiveness of
maintenance at nuclear power 
plants
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Component
Failure
mode3

Regulatory
guide

Regulatory guide title

Diesel generator DG1A, 5 1.6 Independence between redundant
DG1B, and DG1C (on-site) power sources and

between their distribution systems
1.29 Seismic design classification
1.32 Criteria for safety related electric

power systems for nuclear power
plants

1.60 Design response spectra for
seismic design of nuclear power
plants

1.75 Physical independence of electric
systems

1.89 Environmental qualification of
certain electric equipment impor
tant to safety for nuclear power
plants

1.100 Seismic qualification of electric
and mechanical equipment for
nuclear power plants

1.156 Environmental qualification of
connection assemblies for nuclear
power plants

a See Table Ш for failure mode identification.

The characteristics o f  each com ponent w ere assessed to determ ine the most 
appropriate inspection activities that should be perform ed in order to ensure the com 
ponent reliability. This inform ation was then used to prepare a table for each system 
correlating each o f  the relevant N RC IE M anual modules, NRC Regulatory Guides 
(RGs) and plant specific procedures with com ponents which should be addressed 
when the modules, RGs and plant procedures are used in system inspections. This 
table also included a cross-correlation with the com ponent failure modes which 
would be minimized by the given type o f  inspection. F or instance, diesel generator 
failure to start and run is addressed in NRC IE m odules for surveillance, operational 
safety verification, and system w alkdown. It is also addressed through the m ain
tenance module, in term s o f  m inim izing unavailability due to scheduling m ain
tenance and work.
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TABLE VI. PLANT SPECIFIC PROCEDURES FOR DIESEL GENERATOR
SYSTEM INSPECTION

Component
Failure
mode3

Procedure Procedure title

Diesel generator DG1A, 
DG1B, and DG1C, 
Circuit breaker G1A, 
GIB, and GIC

Diesel generator DG1A, 
DG1B, and DG1C

CP-6007 Installation and inspection of electric 
MG-4904 equipment
MI-7647 Equipment lubrication procedure

DG Division III preventive and corrective 
maintenance, and calibration of instrumentation 
and controls of mechanical components 

MI-9799 DG Divisions I and II preventive and
corrective maintenance, and calibration of 
instrumentation and controls of mechanical 
components

OS-0354 DG Division III alignment for stand-by 
operation

OS-0626 DG Division I operating procedure 
OS-0691 DG Division II operating procedure 
PA-0017 Administrative controls and equipment 

calibration programme of Metrology 
Laboratory

PA-0020 Internal operating experience feedback 
programme

PA-0097 Activities control in safety related systems 
QR-8383 Analyses control in systems cooled by sea 

water
VO-3471 DG Division I operational safety verification 

in shutdown condition 
VO-3472 DG Division II operational safety verification 

in shutdown condition 
VO-3473 DG Division 1П operational safety verification 

in shutdown condition 
VO-3493 DG Division I operational safety verification 
VO-3494 DG Division II operational safety verification 
VO-3495 DG Division III operational safety verification 
OA-0853 Station blackout abnormal operating procedure

MP-3634 Critical circuit breakers of 4160 V AC 
MP-3635 DG preventive maintenance procedure 
MP-3678 DG engine of 2200 kW preventive 

maintenance
MP-3680 DG main and backup lubrication pumps 
MP-3683 DG engine of 3676 kW preventive 

maintenance
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TABLE VI. (cont.)

_ Failure 
Component , „ 

mode3
Procedure Procedure title

PA-0008 Administrative controls for plant equipment

Diesel generator DG1A, 4 MP-3634 Critical circuit breakers of 4160 V AC
DG1B, and DG1C MP-3635 DG preventive maintenance procedure

MP-3678 DG engine of 2200 kW preventive
maintenance

MP-3680 DG main and backup lubrication pumps
MP-3683 DG engine of 3676 kW preventive

maintenance
PA-0009 Administrative controls for plant maintenance

/ OS-0354 DG Division III alignment for stand-by
operation

OS-0626 DG Division I operating procedure
OS-0691 DG Division II operating procedure
OA-0829 Loss off off-site power coincident with one

DG failure to start abnormal operating
procedure

Diesel generator DG1A, 5 PA-0096 Requirements for maintaining the qualification
DG1B, and DG1C of plant equipment

VO-3497 Verification of procedure for simultaneous
starting for three DGs

a See Table Ш for failure mode identification.

For each system an abbreviated system walkdown table was prepared to 
address the norm al operating state o r position o f  each com ponent determ ined to be 
risk significant from  the PRA bases. It was com piled using inform ation from  the 
PRA, and also from  plant system descriptions, operator training inform ation and 
plant diagram s. In m ost cases, it w as possible to correlate and verify this inform ation 
using system line-up tables from  plant operating procedures. In general, these tables 
are considerably shorter than line-up tables in procedures, so that they allow the resi
dent inspector with lim ited tim e available for system walkdowns to concentrate only 
on risk significant com ponents, w hile m inim izing the possibility that he may over
look something im portant.

Tables III to V II represent the RIGs for the diesel generators system, which 
have been developed using the general form at for RIGs. Sim ilar tables w ere devel
oped for all the other systems identified in Section 2.1.
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TABLE V II. MODIFIED DIESEL GENERATOR SYSTEM WALKDOWN

_ _ T . Required ActualComponent number Component name Location
position position

MCC 1A1-1D Motor control centre DGB 10.15 m Energized

MCC 1B1-1D Motor control centre DGB 10.15 m Energized

MCC 14C1 Motor control centre DGB 10.15 m Energized

PDP-SUPS-S1 Power distribution panel CB 10.15 m Energized

PDP-SUPS-S2 Power distribution panel CB 10.15 m Energized

PDP-C5-S1 Power distribution panel CB 18.70 m Energized

PDP-C6-S1 Power distribution panel CB 18.70 m Energized

PDP-DG5-S1 Power distribution panel DGB 10.15 m Energized

PDP-DG6-S1 Power distribution panel DGB 10.15 m Energized

CB G1A Circuit breaker CB 10.15 m Racked in

CB GIB Circuit breaker CB 10.15 m Racked in

CB GIC Circuit breaker DGB 10.15 m Racked in

Location Meaning

DGB Diesel generator building

CB Control building

Inspector’s name:

4. RIGs APPLICATIONS AT LVNPP U -l

The project team  prepared the first version o f  the RIGs for the RHR and DG 
systems in order to perform  a prelim inary inspection at LV NPP U -l. The inspection 
was perform ed in July 1995, and the purpose w as to verify the RIG s’ applicability 
in the planning and perform ance o f  nuclear pow er plant inspections, and, on the 
other hand, to involve the project team  with the inspection activities and plant opera
tion in m ore detail, so that the personnel could be prepared to develop a better ver
sion o f the RIGs. The inform ation in these guides allowed us to find a faster way
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to identify the com ponents most im portant to plant safety in order to focus our atten
tion only on these com ponents. In this m anner we oriented the inspection resources 
in a m ore efficient way, and did not waste tim e on inspecting system components 
that are not im portant for plant safety. The experience gained during the inspection 
has been valuable because it was applied by the project team  in the im provem ent and 
developm ent o f  the RIGs. The main results obtained from  the inspection are the 
following.

By using the RIGs for the RH R system we decided in a first approach to inspect 
the maintenance and surveillance activities perform ed in the system during the last 
six months. In regard to surveillance activities we detected an abnorm al vibration 
problem  in RHR pum p В as a result o f a surveillance testing application. In a first 
instance the technical specifications (TS) establish that the pum p test should be per
form ed every 90 days; how ever, if  the vibration lim its are exceeded then the pump 
test should be perform ed every 45 days, until the vibration problem  is resolved. D ur
ing the RHR pum p В test the vibration limits w ere exceeded, so that the next pump 
test should have been done 45 days after the unsuccessful pump test. How ever, we 
identified that the Supervisor responsible for the system did not advise the TS Super
visor (person responsible for test scheduling o f  system components) o f this new 
requirem ent, so that the next test was perform ed 90 days instead o f  45 days after the 
unsuccessful pum p test. This abnorm al situation was discussed with the personnel 
involved in the problem , and they decided to include a new form  (sheet) in the sur
veillance test procedure, which should be filled out and sent to the TS Supervisor 
to advise a f  sim ilar situations as described above. Although the corrective action was 
perform ed, a Licensee Event Report (LER) was prepared and sent to the CNSNS 
because o f the violation o f technical specifications. W ith regard to maintenance 
activities we did not detect abnorm al situations; w e therefore concluded that these 
are being perform ed in an efficient m anner.

By using the RIGs for the D G system we identified a sim ilar problem  in DG 
D ivision I. In this case we detected that before som e m echanic and electric techni
cians perform  the DG scheduling maintenance, one DG was started successfully 
before it was taken out o f  service. A fter DG startup a technician thought that he had 
perform ed a successful starting test for DG Division I, so he prepared a report of 
success surveillance DG testing, and sent it to the TS Supervisor. The TS Supervisor 
recorded this DG startup as a success surveillance testing on the A lert System C om 
puter Code (ASCC). In ASCC is recorded the actual status (e.g. success o r failure 
status) for the last ten ( 1 0 ) surveillance testings o f  system com ponents established 
in the TS. This surveillance testing was not valid because it is a requirem ent to start 
the DG before taking it out o f service for scheduling maintenance so as to be sure 
that the DG is operable all the tim e in standby mode. The TS Supervisor therefore 
deleted this successful startup from  the ASCC in order to avoid any confusion in the 
future. W ith regard to maintenance activities we did not detect abnorm al situations, 
therefore we concluded that they are being perform ed in an efficient manner.
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In this project we have identified the systems and com ponents most im portant 
to plant safety during the operation o f  LV NPP U -l .  This inform ation has been devel
oped from , and is consistent w ith, the LV NPP U -l PRA Study and the Internal Event 
Analyses Study o f LV N PP U -l ,  which w ere developed by the utility and the CNSNS 
respectively. It is necessary to keep in mind that any additional plant change may 
require that both the PRA Study and the RIGs should be updated in the future.

As described in Section 2 .1 , the RHR, DG and NSW  systems are the most 
im portant systems for m inim ization o f  plant risk.

The inform ation obtained from  PRA was correlated and addressed with regula
tory docum ents and plant specific procedures in order to  reduce the am ount o f infor
m ation that inspectors should take into account when planning inspections.

The inform ation in these tables allows an inspector to identify quickly the com 
ponents m ost im portant to plant safety. This inform ation allows the inspector to 
direct attention to these com ponents preferentially. In particular, by using the system 
walkdown tables the resident inspector can rapidly review  the alignm ent o f im portant 
system com ponents on a routine basis. The inspector may also use these tables when 
selecting systems for the perform ance o f  m ore detailed inspection activities.

In using these tables, how ever, it is essential to keep in mind that other systems 
are also im portant for other reasons. F or exam ple, the low pressure core spray 
(LPCS) system and reactor protection system (RPS) are absent from  the RIGs, 
prim arily because o f  their intrinsic reliability and redundancy, despite the fact that 
they perform  essential functions. If, through inattention, the failure probabilities o f 
such systems w ere allowed to  increase significantly, their risk  significance m ight 
exceed that o f  the system in the RIGs. Consequently, a balanced inspection 
program m e should include plant systems identified on PRA bases and other plant 
systems identified by using other tools that can be applied to perform  this difficult 
task. The tables allow an inspector to concentrate on the systems o f  highest risk 
im portance. In so doing, how ever, he must m aintain cognizance o f  the status o f 
systems perform ing other essential safety functions, and ensure that their reliability 
is maintained.

It is im portant to keep in mind that in this project inform ation from  a PRA 
Level 1 was used to develop the RIGs for LV NPP U -l. This is because if  a PRA 
Level 2 or 3 is used to determ ine the systems most im portant for public safety and 
public risk  then the results can change the system im portances and ranking dram ati
cally, because in the analysis we have to use different im portance m easures for each 
PRA Level, 1, 2 o r 3. Hence the systems identified from  any PRA Level 1, 2 or 3, 
can be different am ong these levels, and the systems ranking may be different, too.

The recent application o f  RIGs and the advantages found by using them at 
LV N PP U -l should alert m anagers to prom ote their use in planning and perform ing 
inspections, and the CNSNS should keep in mind the necessity to provide basic PRA 
training for all inspectors.

5. CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract

RISK MONITORING AND RISK BASED INSPECTION OF PLANT SYSTEMS.
Once a probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) is available the regulatory authority has an 

opportunity to develop a better inspection and plant safety monitoring programme. This 
process has two objectives, first to build up the confidence in the PSA analysis and secondly 
two improve knowledge about plant safety insights. The paper considers the development of 
such a system within the authority. The goal is to establish a system which will support inspec
tion prioritization, risk monitoring, inspection findings and risk insights evaluation.

1. INTR O D U CTIO N

The purpose o f  nuclear regulation is to reduce the risks from  N PP operation 
to an acceptable level. To do so, it is necessary to gain insights about the risk, and 
prioritize inspection and regulatory actions.

The objective of regulation is to  follow the plant perform ance indices and gain 
knowledge about plant safety status and risk trends. This determ ines the basis for 
regulatory action prioritization and decision making. R isk based regulation (RBR) 
is the utilization o f a m odern technology, probabilistic safety analysis (PSA), to bet
ter distribute the resources o f both the regulator and the nuclear industry. To achieve 
a m ore basic understanding o f RBR it should be viewed in a broader context. All 
nuclear regulatory processes need to address two fundamental questions:

(a) W hat plant systems, structures and components (SSCs) are truly im portant to 
safety, and

(b) W hat regulatory processes should be applied to these im portant SSCs to p ro
vide reasonable assurance that they will perform  their safety functions?

The objective o f risk m onitoring is to achieve early alert o f plant risk degrada
tion and to gain insights about the risk contributors and possible shifts o f emphasis 
between them  (risk profile balance).

Risk m onitoring could be achieved by perform ing the following tasks:

— selecting plant perform ance risk based indices,
— establishing the fram ew ork, procedure and criteria to carry out risk monitoring 

and risk alert,
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— detecting potential changes o f different risk contributors such as undiscovered 
failures and degradation processes,

— perform ing an in-depth analysis to recogm ze root causes, failure mechanisms 
and the failure indication path,

— establishing a knowledge base o f the triplets: indicator — failure m echanism  — 
root cause.

PSA has proved valuable in providing regulators, nuclear plant operators and 
reactor designers with insights into plant safety, reliability, design and operation. 
P robabilistic risk  assessm ent (PRA) inform ation and insights have been applied 
successfully in num erous regulatory activities and have proved to be a valuable 
com plem ent to determ inistic engineering approaches. The application o f  PRA 
represents an extension and enhancem ent o f traditional regulation rather than a 
separate and different approach. Expanded use o f PRA can help to focus attention 
on the operational and regulatory issues that are risk significant. Identifying risk 
significant issues is the first step o f the transition process. The next step is to identify 
a process that can take regulations, whether new or revisions o f  existing ones, and 
transform  them into perform ance based requirem ents.

The transition to risk based regulation includes at least the following areas:

— developing a regulatory fram ew ork
— identifying PRA  inform ation needs
— enhancing the regulatory requirem ents.

This paper suggests some concepts to  support this transition strategy for 
expanded usage o f PRA  for regulatory purposes. The intent is to com bine the essen
tial PRA application activities into a unique fram ew ork. The rationale for this 
concept is to establish and m aintain the database which is im portant fo r applying 
PRA to regulatory activities.

2. N EED  FO R  A COM BINATION O F K N OW LED G E SOURCES

2.1. Learning from failures

F rom  experience we know that a useful approach when system failures are 
studied is to consider developm ent failures. M ost system failures are not caused by 
a single factor and conditions for failure do not develop instantaneously. Rather, 
m ultiple causal factors may accum ulate, unnoticed and not fully understood, over a 
considerable period o f  time. This tim e is the ‘incubation period’.

W ithin the incubation period a num ber of types o f condition can be found, in 
retrospect. F irst, events may be unnoticed or m isunderstood because o f false 
assumptions about their significance. Secondly, dangerous preconditions may remain 
unnoticed because o f the difficulties o f handling inform ation in com plex situations.
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Thirdly , there may be uncertainty about how to deal w ith form al violations o f safety 
regulations that are thought to be outdated or discredited because o f technical 
advances. Fourthly, when things do start going w rong, the outcomes are typically 
w orse because people tend to minimize danger as it em erges, o r believe that failure 
will not occur.

The incubation period, in which interlinking sets o f such events build up, is 
brought to a conclusion either by taking preventive action to rem ove one or m ore 
o f  the dangerous preconditions that have been noticed, o r by a trigger event after 
which harm ful energy is released. The trigger is often confused with the cause o f the 
accident. The trigger is not the m ost important factor because it is less controllable. 
The set o f preconditions represents a real hazard and actually it is an accident waiting 
to happen. The preconditions usually appear and exist for some period o f time. 
Because o f  that they are m ore controllable.

The symptoms which characterize the incubation o f  an accident need to be 
identified and checked. Failures are often the result o f the unintended consequences 
o f  hum an factors and are therefore alm ost impossible to  predict. H ow ever, it may 
be possible to control them  if  the symptoms are identified early enough in the incuba
tion period by a hazard audit. A hazard audit can be described as ‘the form al, 
systematic gathering o f  evidence to indicate how prone a system is to failu re’.

The hazard (or safety) audit system must be a closed loop with regular feed
back and m onitoring. H azard auditing can then be seen as the process o f sensing the 
current state o f the system , and hazard management as the related process acting 
upon that system to ensure continuing safety.

The process o f  learning from  failures is concerned largely with the search for 
regular patterns, since the identification o f com monly occurring patterns in previous 
failures allows their use as diagnostic tools. In order to learn form  these failures it 
is necessary to search for patterns at various levels o f detail. F or exam ple, although 
two failures may exhibit no obvious sim ilarities in their ‘low level’ technical details, 
a study o f ‘higher level’ concepts such as safety culture and managem ent organiza
tion may reveal com m on patterns in their incubation. In order to facilitate this form  
o f  analysis, the failures database needs to  include m ore structured inform ation than 
simply the basic details o f  each case. The data (knowledge) base should involve not 
only the case specific data, but also a collection o f structured representation o f the 
failure histories in the form  o f event sequences.

The failure or success in finding faults in the system is assessed in the light 
o f  the effectiveness o f each action in preventing reoccurrence. This is based on a reli
ability database that is used to collect and assess the im pact o f operating evidence 
on expected reliability and trends over some period of time.

This evaluation is the expression o f the confidence o f the analyst that the 
observed failure m ode will not occur again. This confidence is based on evidence 
regarding:

— the root cause o f the problem
— m easures taken to prevent its reoccurrence
— experience verifying that those m easures w ere indeed successful.
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This belief must be based on a thorough understanding o f the root cause, a 
d irect correlation o f the corrective action to the elimination o f that cause, and a com 
prehensive verification that the root cause has been elim inated with no addition o f 
other failure m odes. These assessments should recognize that m easures that require 
continued human vigilance, such as improved training and procedures, will produce 
a low er degree o f confidence than design changes that physically rem ove the root 
cause o f the failure.

To evaluate the potential reliability growth that can be activated by a corrective 
action, one m ust be able to relate configurational data with test data, failure inform a
tion and the resultant corrective actions. The objective is to produce a closed loop 
system , so that the best program m e results can be correlated to the evaluation o f the 
system  that results from  corrective actions and from  degradation m echanisms.

Failure m odes can be divided into two categories. The first is inherent failures. 
These can be attributed to a design problem  within the subsystem itself, and can be 
resolved through a specific design change to the individual subsystem. The other 
category is associated w ith quality/w orkm anship and process control. The difference 
between them  m ight be considered the ‘cost o f quality’.

2.2. Risk based inspection

The risk based inspection process provides a fram ew ork for optim izing inspec
tion resources and helps to focus on risk significant areas o f plant design and opera
tional practices. Typically, the inspection program m es provide an audit function to 
assure com pliance with regulatory requirem ents. Owing to increased em phasis on 
safety significance, the inspection process should be enhanced through the applica
tion o f PRA insights.

A t least two aspects o f  plant com ponents priorization are im portant for risk 
based inspection. F irst, the im portance rankings o f  plant com ponents for inspection 
focus, including implicit considerations o f potential recovery, current accident 
m anagem ent philosophy and conditional failures to identify the less obvious, but risk 
significant, failure modes that m erit further inspection attention. Secondly, an im 
portant aspect o f the risk based inspection m ethodology is to determ ine the risk 
significance o f inspection findings. H ere it is useful to com bine the risk impact 
evaluation and system reliability calculations.

Some benchm arks have shown that the key benefits o f the risk based inspection 
process include:

(a) enhanced credibility and a rational basis for the selection o f safety significant 
inspection items and subsequent evaluation o f inspection findings

(b) optim ized inspection strategies and possible reduction in inspection planning 
times
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(с) enhanced com m unication o f possibly hidden safety concern to plant m anage
m ent responsible for maintaining the safe, reliable operation o f nuclear power 
plant.

Inspection and m onitoring program m e resource allocation to SSCs im portant 
to safety is one o f the elements o f  risk  based inspection. In the light o f this concern 
ratios w ere developed to com pare the risk significance o f  individual com ponents with 
the burden associated with inspection effort. This risk/burden ratio points out exist
ing disparities between current inspection practices and safety concerns. These ratios 
can be used to develop new inspection schedules constituting a m ore equitable risk 
to burden distribution.

2.3. Analysis of risk insights and trends

The first objective o f the authority, when the PSA model for the plant is avail
able, is to build confidence in PSA. Different reviews and recalculations are per
form ed to achieve these objectives. I f  the regulatory authority wants to use PSA in 
regulation it is necessary to exploit all the levels o f inform ation and knowledge which 
the PSA offers.

Practically, this involves on the one side com parative evaluation o f different 
operational indices o f the plant and risk model param eters which are stored in the 
database on the other. PRA model updating can also provide inform ation on changes 
in risk m easures.

Risk insights and trend analysis are based on the following elements:

— risk im portance m easure sensitivity versus degradation rate o f the components
— discovering new or hidden failure modes (non-modelled) and dependencies 

which contribute to risk increase
— discovering com ponent degradation processes which consequently increase 

failure rates
— discovering other ‘quality’ related failures such as procedure induced failures, 

etc.
— m onitoring o f plant perform ance and com parison with interm ediate level risk 

measures (allocated from  the top level), e.g . alert and target lim its.

3. FRAM EW ORK FOR SUPPO RTIN G  RISK BASED INSPECTIO N  AND 
RISK M ONITORING

3.1. Basic concept

The concept em phasizes the necessity o f com bining plant experience and a 
PSA model, which results in the plant com ponents perform ance database on the one
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hand, and in the necessity o f  com bining the different levels o f plant perform ance 
indicators to support the risk based regulation on the other.

The m ain prem ise o f the concept is to establish a database which will contain 
data and inform ation about risk im portant SSCs. D ata and inform ation are collected 
from  the PSA model and from  operating experience at different levels o f post
processing. These are risk im portance m easures, PSA model data and top level risk 
m easures.

Operating experience inform ation is collected through inspection audits, plant 
event reports, plant operation reports and from  generic operational experience. The 
concept o f system developm ent is based on the prem ise that it should be allowed to 
develop phase by phase and be implemented step by step. The concept in term s of 
an inform ation and data flow diagram  is shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Overview o f  risk monitoring and risk based inspection activities.
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The system could be roughly described as a m atrix o f steps o f inform ation/data 
processing. Beside plant specific operating experience, generic operating experience 
is collected and evaluated, depending on its applicability to a specific plant. Updating 
of the PSA model is perform ed according to the changes in the plant and reported 
operating experience.

The basic functions o f the system are:

— to support the risk based inspection
— to enhance the collection and use o f operating experience
— to support the event investigation and com ponent failure diagnosis
— to support the analysis o f operational risk
— to update the PSA model.

FIG. 2. Prioritization o f basic events fo r  inspection.
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3.2. Framework for exploiting synergy between PSA and knowledge gained
from operating experience

This section briefly describes the steps for system developm ent shown on the 
conceptual diagram  in Fig. 1. The inspection prioritization is perform ed on the basis 
o f  risk  im portance m easures evaluation (risk achievem ent worth (RAW ), risk  reduc
tion w orth (RRW ), dom inant minimum cut set (M CS)). R isk M easure Evaluation 
involves prioritization o f com ponents/events according to the risk contribution and 
risk  im portance m easures (Fig. 2). The objective of this step is selection and prioriti
zation o f risk im portant SSC and operator action failures. F or the purpose o f inspec
tion planning a Database of R isk Im portant Com ponents is established with related 
risk im portant m easures. Each record contains the nam e o f the com ponent, sign 
(both in the PSA model and in the plant), location, risk contribution, procedures 
related to human erro r events, etc.

A key elem ent in risk based inspection m ethodology is the rationale for selec
tion and ranking o f plant com ponents to focus the inspection effort. The rationale 
is based on augm enting the risk im portance o f plant com ponents with insights from  
operating experience review . Inspection Prioritization represents the process in 
which the analyst perform s an evaluation o f the extended risk m easure database 
(com ponent/cut set param eter database) and operating experience inform ation 
(Fig. 3). The product o f inspection prioritization is a list o f risk im portant SSCs p re
pared for inspection visits.

The objective o f Risk Based Low Level Perform ance Analysis is to collect 
■ inform ation and data from  PSA analysis for risk im portant com ponents. Such infor
m ation includes, for instance, com ponents failure m odes, failure cause, failure 
m echanism , early indications o f  failure, procedures which are related to failure 
events o r human erro r, failure rate used, etc. So, this should be in fact failure mode 
effects and criticality analysis (FM ECA).
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The Com ponent and C ut Set Database contains the inform ation about the com 
ponents derived from  the low level failure m ode effects analysis (FM EA ), as 
described in the previous section), and low level results (risk importance measures) 
o f PSA. This database represents the extension o f the risk m easure database with 
inform ation derived from  FM EC A . The purpose o f  this database is to support the 
following functions o f the system: inspection prioritization, failure diagnosis, and 
operating experience storage.

The com ponent/cut set param eter database contains the following information: 
im portant cut sets to which the event belongs, system to which the component 
belongs, failure m odes which are identified and m odelled, possible failure causes, 
failure m echanism , early indications of failure, etc. The com ponent database is con
tinuously updated by the collection of inform ation through inspection and operating 
experience feedback.

O perating Experience Findings and Diagnosis involves the evaluation o f  oper
ating experience for the following uses:

— im provem ent and updating the com ponent param eter database
— support o f the inspection findings evaluation and inspection preparation
— support the developing of the knowledge base of failure root cause, failure 

mechanism s and early indications of failure which represents the elements o f 
event diagnosis.

There are at least two categories o f inspection findings:

(a) failure mechanism (root cause, failure consequence, failure indicator) which 
represents the knowledge source for learning from  failures,

(b) inform ation which has statistical value or at least provides evidence for reli
ability and risk impact estimation.

If  there are indications that some com ponents are less (or more) reliable than 
the PSA database shows, the failure rate could be changed. O f course this should 
be thoroughly evaluated. This contributes to reduce the state-of-knowledge depen
dencies. In the PSA the failure rates for the same type o f com ponents and the same 
failure modes are equal. The failure rate could be changed because o f severe environ
m ent conditions.

Data which represent the reliability/availability evidence are evaluated and 
used for periodical PSA updating and for SSC perform ance attributes assessment. 
SSC perform ance attributes represent the risk/reliability indicators o f the plant sys
tems. Exam ples are outage tim e due to preventive and/or corrective maintenance, 
failure frequency, degraded operation param eters, etc.

The application o f inspection findings involves:

(a) risk im pact evaluation and estimation
(b) influence on inspection prioritization
(c) diagnosis o f failures.
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Risk level m onitoring is perform ed by m onitoring and evaluating the operating 
perform ance o f plant systems and com ponents. Com parative evaluation o f the 
reported SSC perform ance and the allocated risk m easures should give the regulatory 
authority inform ation about the risk impacts.

Top level R isk M easure Allocation at the interm ediate (system) or low (com po
nent or supercomponent) level essentially represents the determ ination o f system 
level reliability which it is necessary to maintain if  one wants to stay below a certain 
risk  level. The starting point for risk  allocation is the top level risk, core dam age 
frequency (CDF). The starting point for the determ ination o f reliability target limits 
represents the allocation o f risk  target value (for exam ple 10% o f calculated CDF). 
A simplified allocation could be m ade using the apportionm ent o f the risk  target 
value according to the relative contributions to the risk. The other, m ore sophisti
cated approach is m ulti-objective decision making.

The SSC Target ard A lert Perform ance A ttributes Database contains the allo
cated top level risk m easures on the com ponent/system  level. These param eters are 
defined as target (goal) and alert reliability lim its to support the control o f an inter
mediate level o f risk. D uring the definition o f these reliability levels, especially the 
following two conflicting influences have to be taken into account:

— achievable reliability level
— risk impact o f the reliability target.

The achievable reliability can be established by consideration o f historical reli
ability data for com ponents in sim ilar applications, and for sim ilar o r identical failure 
modes. The risk im pact is evaluated by a PSA model.

SSC Perform ance A ttributes are the operational param eters derived from  oper
ational data, which describe the reliability o f a system or com ponent. F or risk 
m onitoring purposes the plant perform ance attributes are calculated and evaluated 
from  operating experience evidence. Essentially, they represent the reliability calcu
lation (analysis) o f the system , trains o r supercom ponents. This analysis should be 
based on plant specific data o r generic data which are updated with specific evidence. 
Use of engineering judgem ent is preferable when not enough specific data are 
available.

The objective o f  Analysis o f R isk Insights and Trending is to follow up changes 
in long term  risk, w arn in case o f risk degradation and support plant safety im prove
m ent during the decision m aking process. Com parative assessm ent and tim e related 
evaluation o f SSC perform ance attributes (reliability, availability) and allocated risk 
enable us to draw  conclusions about tim e related risk changes. It has to be em pha
sized that the allocated risk should preserve the inform ation about consequences or 
at least provide a path to the source o f this inform ation.

Generic Operating Experience Data and Inform ation are very im portant 
sources o f knowledge. They help to discover new trigger events, accident/transient 
scenarios, failure m echanism s, hidden dependencies, plant response to  rare events,
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etc. Both plant specific and generic operating experience influence PSA updating. 
The generic operating experience screening is perform ed with regard to applicability 
to the plant. The level o f detail depends on the inform ation (event report, generic 
safety issue report, etc.).

4. CO NCLUSION

Once the PSA analysis is available the authority has an opportunity to develop 
a better inspection and plant safety m onitoring program m e. This process has two 
objectives, first to build up confidence in a PSA analysis and secondly to improve 
knowledge o f plant safety insights. The intent is to establish a system which will 
support inspection prioritization, risk m onitoring, inspection findings and risk 
insights evaluation.

The system is based on the synergy o f using both PSA and operating 
experience.'

The goal o f such a system is to support the authority in the following tasks:

— definition o f indicators for m onitoring com ponent perform ance (working 
param eter changes, m aintenance frequency/duration, etc.)

— applicability estim ation and validation o f generic experience data
— identification o f  related organizational and procedural segments which can 

affect the perform ance o f  certain  com ponents o r actions
— inspection burden/risk  im portantce ratio determ ination for inspection resource 

optim ization
— regulatory action planning
— analysis o f trends in system perform ance, including increasing or decreasing 

failure probabilities with tim e, identification o f  dom inant causes o f failure and 
effects o f  regulation

— quantitative assessm ent o f  system operational unreliability, including the 
industry average and plant specific unreliability and statistical uncertainty of 
the results

— com parison o f the system perform ance as predicted by PSA with the system 
perform ance based on industry experience, etc.
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A b strac t

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH RUSSIAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.
The paper presents the characteristics of first generation Russian NPPs. It provides data 

on the reliability and safety of these plants, analysing events, trends, root causes of unplanned 
trips, deficiencies in operation revealed and root causes of various types of human error. 
Measures to improve safety are discussed and forms of international co-operation are detailed.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH
RUSSIAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

1. CHARA CTERISTICS OF FIR ST GENERATION RUSSIAN NU CLEAR
POW ER PLANTS

Currently there are 29 nuclear units at nine Russian NPPs with a total installed 
capacity o f 21 242 M W  (gross) in operation. Nuclear units equipped with three types 
o f reactor are in use: 13 pressurized w ater reactors, 15 uranium -graphite reactors, 
and one fast breeder reactor (Table I).

There are six models o f  units with pressurized water reactors (W W ERs). 
These include four first generation units: tw o V-230s and two V-179s. Also in opera
tion are eight first generation units with uranium -graphite channel type reactors. 
These include four RBM K-1000 units and four EG P - 6  units. The total electrical 
capacity o f the 12 first generation units is 5762 M W  (Table II).

Three units are under construction, namely:

— W W ER-1000 units — Kalinin N PP Unit 3
— Rostov N PP Unit 1

— RBM K-1000 units — K ursk N PP Unit 5.

W ithin the fram e o f the N PP decommissioning effort, the developm ent o f  tech
nical assignments (terms o f reference) is in progress to decommission the first units 
o f  Beloyarsk and Novovoronezh N PPs. O peration o f  existing systems at the closed 
down Units 1 and 2 o f  Beloyarsk and N ovovoronezh NPPs is m aintained according 
to specially developed technical specifications.
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TABLE I. RUSSIAN NPPs CURRENTLY OPERATING

NPPs Type Capacity, MW(e) Number of units

Balakovo V-320 1 0 0 0 4

Kalinin V-338 1 0 0 0 2

Kola V-230 440 2

V-213 440 2

Novovoronezh V-l 79 417 2

V-l 87 1 0 0 0 1

Beloyarsk BN-600 600 1

Bilibino EGP- 6 1 2 . 4

Kursk RBMK-1000 1 0 0 0 4

Smolensk RBMK-1000 1 0 0 0 3

Leningrad RBMK-1000 1 0 0 0 4

TABLE II. FIRST GEN ERATIO N  UNITS

Type Capacity, MW(e) Number of units

RBMK-1000 1 0 0 0 1,2 Kursk
1,2 Leningrad

V-230 440 1,2 Kola

V-l 79 417 3,4 Novovoronezh

EGP- 6 1 2 1,2,3,4 Bilibino

Total 5762 1 2

2. RELIABILITY AND SAFETY  OF N PP OPERATION:
EVEN TS D U RIN G  OPERATION

In 1994, 127 operational events occurred at 29 nuclear units, which is 20.1 % 
less than in the previous year. O f these, 13 events w ere safety significant, which is 
2 .3  tim es less than in 1993 (see Fig. 1).

As regards N PP safety significant events, 12 Level 1 events and one Level 2 
event occurred. N o events above Level 2 w ere reported. It should be noted, for com 
parison, that in 1993 there w ere two Level 3 events (Fig. 2).
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I I Safety significant events К Ш 1 Others

FIG. 1. Events at Russian reactors, 1991-1994.

Level 1 Level 2 | I Level 3

FIG. 2. Number and level of safety significant events.

2.1. Trends in NPP units’ unplanned disconnections from the grid following 
emergency protection action

In 1994, 11 unplanned disconnections from  the grid following em ergency p ro 
tection action occurred, which is 2.1 tim es less than in 1993. The number o f unit 
unplanned trips has shown a stable reducing trend since 1987 (see Fig. 3).
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1994 1995

Emergency shutdowns per unit 

FIG. 3. Emergency shutdowns per unit.

Design, architecture 
29.4%

2.2. Root causes of NPP units’ unplanned trips in 1994

A review  o f  the root causes o f  unit unplanned shotdowns has revealed that 
41.2%  o f events w ere due to deficiencies in N PP operation, as presented in Fig. 4.

N PP operation deficiencies are mainly caused by shortcom ings in adm inistra
tive m anagem ent (90% ) and by poor quality o f personnel training (10% ).
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8.3%

15.8%

ЕЩЦ) Absence, poor development and shaping/formatting of operational documentation

□  Absence, poor development and shaping/formatting of maintenance and repair, 
testing and checking documentation

Ш Failure to take appropriate actions or untimely taking of actions to change 
com ponent design, configuration and design documentation

Poor quality of surveillance (or absence of surveillance) over personnel actions

Ш Роог quality of testing/inspection (or absence of testing) while accepting 
equipm ent for service after installation or maintenance/repair

Ш Ш  Uncoordinated actions of NPP services

¡Ш ;Щ  Other

FIG. 5. Deficiencies in administrative management, in the organization and planning of work 
at NPPs revealed during NPP units’ trips in 1994.

Figure 5 breaks down the causes o f deficiencies revealed by trips in 1994. 
Poor developm ent, form atting, absence o f  technical docum entation for operation, 
m aintenance, repair, testing, checking and trials o r absence o f  such docum entation 
accounted for 31.5%  o f all the causes w hich resulted in unit unplanned shutdowns 
due to adm inistrative faults.

Inadequate inspection/testing when accepting equipm ent for service after 
repair and installation accounted for 23.3%  o f the causes o f un its’ disconnections 
from  the grid.



2.3. Root causes of operating personnel errors

(1) Expanded scope o f activity or responsibility.
(2) Insufficient training to cope with transients.
(3) Form al attitude to procedures/instructions (self-satisfied, self-confident).
(4) Unsatisfactory testing and servicing o f  equipment.
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2.4. Root causes of poor performance of NPP administrative and technical 
personnel

(1) Unsatisfactory organization o f  equipm ent status m onitoring.
(2) Poor organization o f  personnel training.
(3) Inadequate implem entation o f  the feedback principles (use o f  dom estic and of 

borrow ed experience).
(4) Incom plete o r inadequate developm ent o f operating procedures.
(5) Lack o f systematic surveillance over the operations perform ed by personnel.
(6 ) Failure to perform  routine tests to the full extent.
(7) Unsatisfactory m onitoring o f  defects rem oval and o f  corrective actions 

im plementation.
(8 ) Failure to resolve the issue o f  clear boundaries o f operators’ responsibility.
(9) U nclear distribution o f  the servicing zone between N PP services.

(10) Lack o f m ethodology for defects grading by significance.
(11) Failure to  system atize the inform ation needed for personnel to do the work.

The analysis dem onstrates that the events are mainly due to insufficient con
sideration o f the hum an factor both at the stage o f design and construction and during 
operation. In this connection, a special priority is the need to introduce safety culture 
at all stages o f  the N PP life-cycle.

2.5. Safety culture

The Rosenergoatom  C oncern’s adherence to safety culture principles, as stated 
in the IAEA INSAG-3 and INSAG-4 docum ents, has been reiterated in the policy 
statem ent ‘Basic Principles o f  the Activity o f  the Operating O rganization to Ensure 
Centralized M anagem ent o f  N PPs and their Safety’.

To im prove the safety culture a Safety Culture Bureau was established within 
the Concern, chaired by a Rosenergoatom  Vice-President. A ppropriate regulatory 
and methodological docum ents are being developed.
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To maintain an acceptable safety level o f the first generation units a ‘special 
regim e’ for their operation was introduced. Safety im provem ent m easures are being 
im plem ented, the basis for which is the following:

— existing deviations from  the current codes and standards
— N PP operation experience
— results o f peer reviews made by IAEA missions
— results o f  probabilistic safety assessments.

These m easures are prim arily aimed at im proving the reliability o f defence in 
depth barriers.

3. MEASURES TO IMPROVE THE SAFETY OF NPP UNITS

3 .1 . M a jo r  m easu res  to  u p g ra d e  firs t g en e ra tio n  N PP s w ith  W W E R -440 
rea c to rs

(1) Expanded scope o f  testing o f  pressure vessel, equipm ent and piping metal.
(2) Cutting out tem plates/test blocks to verify reactor pressure vessel design

lifetime.
(3) Enhancing leaktightness o f  the sealed rooms.
(4) Installation o f  an additional system for the em ergency feedwater supply to 

steam generators.
(5) Physical separation o f safety system s’ trains.
(6 ) U pgrading o f  the radiation m onitoring system.
(7) Installation o f fast-acting isolation valves in the steamlines.
(8 ) Calculations to describe reactor behaviour during beyond design basis

accidents.

3 .2 . M a jo r  m easu res  to  u p g rad e  f irs t g en e ra tio n  N PP s w ith  R B M K  rea c to rs

(1) Reduction o f  the steam coefficient o f reactivity.
(2) Fuel channel replacem ent.
(3) Im provem ent o f  reactor protection system (RPS) effectiveness, mitigation o f 

RPS cooling channels uncovery effect.
(4) Reactor space/cavity/protection against overpressure.
(5) Ensuring m ulti-train configuration o f  the em ergency core cooling system.
(6 ) Assuring redundancy o f  the auxiliary pow er system.
(7) Increasing the scope o f  non-destructive testing o f  metal.
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TABLE III. INTERN A TIO N A L MISSIONS ON N PP SAFETY

NPP ASSET missions
Operational Safety 

Review Team (OSART) missions

World Association of 
Nuclear Operators (WANO) 

peer review missions

1983-1994 1995 1983-1994 1995 1983-1994 1995

Soviet design reactors 19 2 13 2 3
(including those in the
Russian Federation) (7) (3) ( 1)

Other countries 6 42 7 13 9

World total 25 2 55 7 15 1 2

ANTO
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Successful developm ent o f co-operation between the Russian Federation and 
international organizations and countries in the field o f ensuring N PP safety is 
observed in the following areas:

(1) Assistance Program m e o f the Com mission o f  the European Com m unities 
(TACIS-91, 92, 93, 94, 95).

(2) W ithin the fram e o f  co-operation with the European Bank o f  Reconstruction 
and D evelopm ent (EBRD) a program m e o f assistance to Russian NPPs was 
form alized in the first half o f  1995.

(3) W ithin the fram e o f the International Program m e on N uclear Safety (the 
form er L isbon Initiative) the United States o f Am erica is rendering assistance. 
Eight projects have been accepted for implementation, and the ninth project is 
in the organization phase.

(4) W ithin the fram e o f  bilateral co-operation with Germany an agreem ent with 
the Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) is being implemented regarding 
the supply o f  diagnostic equipm ent to Balakovo NPP.

(5) W ork is continuing so as to organize the assessm ent o f N PP operational safety 
by international m issions. In co-operation with the IAEA it is planned to 
arrange in the next two years a num ber of topical A ssessm ent o f Significant 
Safety Events Team (ASSET) missions. The first such mission visited Kursk 
N PP in Septem ber 1995.

In the period 1986-1995, 11 IAEA missions and W ANO peer reviews were 
held at Russian NPPs.

4. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION
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Abstract

PERIODIC EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY.
Over the last two decades ad hoc changes have been carried out in safety and plant sys

tems of the Dutch nuclear power plants to improve their safety and operational characteristics. 
In the late 1980s a formal policy of periodic safety reviews was formulated and implemented 
as a licence requirement. This policy involves a ten-yearly review of nuclear safety and radia
tion protection aspects of technical, organizational, procedural and administrative issues. The 
reference for this review is the state of the art in nuclear technology as laid down in up-to-date 
rules and applied in practices. Moreover, a two-yearly review should check conformance with 
the safety requirements of the licence. The first reviews have been completed and substantial 
plant improvements have been formulated when these improvements could reasonably be 
made in the existing situation. Hence, safety benefits and the costs have been weighed. Actual 
modifications will be realized in 1997. Parallel to the review of the plant safety using deter
ministic criteria as a reference, comprehensive probabilistic safety analyses (PSAs) have been 
used to identify weak points in the design and operation of the plant. The results of the PSAs 
generally have confirmed the validity of proposed hardware modification. The calculated total 
core damage frequency and individual and societal risk numbers meet the established criteria. 
Residual risk is very much determined by human factors. This underlines that the review of 
organizational, procedural and administrative issues can be considered an essential comple
ment to technical issues and hardware changes. Examples are given of organizational issues 
raised during the review. Organizational improvements, modifications in working procedures 
and other administrative adaptations have to be embedded in a good safety culture in order 
to stimulate and motivate personnel to accept these changes.

1. INTROD U CTIO N

There are two nuclear pow er plants operating in the Netherlands. In 1968 the 
first plant was com m issioned in D odew aard, a 60 M W (e) BW R w ith natural circula
tion. The main purpose o f this plant was to provide experience in nuclear technology 
and to dem onstrate the capability o f  generating electricity with nuclear energy. In

471
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1973 the second nuclear pow er plant, a PW R o f 480 M W (e), com m enced operation 
in Borssele as a true com m ercial plant.

The operational history o f  the two plants has generally been very smooth, with 
plant availability factors over their past life o f  the order o f 87 % for the Dodewaard 
N PP and 80% for the Borssele N PP. O ver the years changes w ere carried out in plant 
and safety systems to im prove the safety and operational characteristics.

Exam ples o f  these im provem ents in the Dodew aard BW R are:

— extra em ergency pow er connection to external grid
— installation o f  an automatic depressurization system to cope with small loss-of- 

coolant accidents
— inerting o f the containm ent dry well
— im provem ents to accom m odate dynam ic loads in the containm ent w et well. 

In the Borssele PW R typical im provem ents in that period were:

— exchange o f the main condenser for titanium  tubing
— installation o f  an alternative heat rem oval system to cope with unavailability 

o f  control room  and/or norm al plant systems
— connection o f  a recom biner to the containm ent.

Usually, the motives behind these changes w ere singular events, operational 
experience or specific technological developm ents (e.g. engineering core cooling 
system (ECCS) rule making). This ad hoc approach lasted for alm ost two decades.

2. BACKFITTING POLICY

A fter the Chernobyl accident, there was a growing aw areness o f the need to
evaluate the safety o f  operating nuclear pow er plants on a m ore systematic basis.
A fter a recom m endation by the D utch Reactor Safety Com m ittee a formal policy o f
safety reviews was form ulated. This policy distinguishes the following steps:

(1) Define an up-to-date set o f  safety rules and practices as the safety level to aim 
for;

(2) M ake an inventory o f  the actual status o f the plant, organization, procedures 
and adm inistration;

(3) Com pare the actual status with the defined current safety level and establish 
the extent and seriousness o f  the deficiencies;

(4) W eigh the safety benefits and costs if  the deficiencies w ere found to be o f  less 
im portance and decide which im provem ents can make a sizeable contribution 
to safety at reasonable cost;

(5) Im plem ent the im provem ents if this can be reasonably dem anded o f the operat
ing organization.
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The policy o f periodic safety review s was im plem ented as a licence require
ment o f the nuclear pow er plants. The requirem ent is twofold:

(1) Every 10 years a review  has to be carried out o f  nuclear safety and radiation
protection with regard to technical, organizational, procedural and adm inistra
tive aspects. The reference for the review is the state o f the art in nuclear tech
nology as laid down in up-to-date rules and applied in practices.

(2) Every tw o years a review  has to be carried out o f  nuclear safety and radiation
aspects o f the plant. The reference for this review  is the safety level as laid 
down in the current licence.

In practice the two-yearly review  mainly addresses organizational, procedural 
and adm inistrative issues and verifies that the p lant configuration can be shown to 
be within the licensed safety envelope; the focus o f  the ten-yearly review  is also on 
new technical (hardware) issues concerning design and ageing.

The ten-yearly review  conducted by the operating organizations involved an 
inventory of safety issues that w arranted a closer evaluation after about 2 0  years 
service since the initial com m issioning o f  the plant.

3. D EFIN ITION  OF TH E C U R REN T LICENSING  BASIS

In the case o f  the D odewaard plant, the operating organization GKN started 
with the definition o f  the current licensing basis (CLB) in order to establish the 
state-of-the-art reference fram ew ork. A well defined CLB was o f  utm ost im portance, 
if  the p lan t’s safety and operation w ere to be assessed on this basis. In o rder to secure 
a broad spectrum  o f knowledge in establishing the relevant safety issues, the operat
ing organization used external consultants. In this particular case the CLB was 
defined on the basis o f  a com parative study that was carried out by General Electric 
(GE) by order o f  GKN.

The study focused on the Codes and Safety Guides o f  the IAEA  N uclear Safety 
Standards (NUSS) and the Dutch ‘N ucleaire V eiligheidsregels’ (NVRs). These 
NVRs are Dutch versions o f  the IAEA  NUSS Codes and Safety G uides, am ended 
when found necessary for application in the Netherlands. To give the study a broader 
scope the inventory also considered safety rules as established in other W estern 
European countries, safety requirem ents set by the authorities for the BW R at 
Leibstadt (Sw itzerland), US regulations and standards, and requirem ents for the 
most advanced designs o f boiling w ater reactors (AW BR and SBWR). It was con
cluded in the study that the IAEA Codes and the D utch NV Rs are a com prehensive 
set o f  requirem ents. W ith respect to their contents, they are com parable to the 
current US requirem ents. The latter obviously go into m ore detail.

These findings on the com pleteness o f  the am ended NUSS Codes and Safety 
Guides are an encouragem ent for their further application in a regulatory set o f rules.
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The IAEA N USS/Dutch NV R codes and safety guides could thus serve as the CLB 
for the integral safety evaluation. The NVRs safety guides are also the basis for the 
Additional Licensing Guidance (ALG ), which com prises detailed guidelines for 
implementation o f  the safety codes.

4. DECISION M AKING ON NECESSA RY  M ODIFICATIONS

Once the CLB was identified, the next step w as to com pare the present status 
o f the plant with the state-of-the-art requirem ents and identify differences, i.e . short
comings. This com parative analysis resulted in a list o f  271 issues that w arrant closer 
scrutiny.

Generally speaking, decisions w ere taken to modify the plant if  substantial 
safety im provem ents could be gained at justifiable cost. The licence requirem ent uses 
the clause that safety im provem ents have to be m ade if such can ‘reasonably’ be 
expected in an existing situation. H ence, safety benefits and costs have to be weighed 
one against the other.

An issue disposition assessm ent was m ade in order to arrive at a choice 
depending on the probability and possible consequences o f an identified shortcom ing 
event, the overall safety impact o f  the proposed im provem ent and the related costs. 
The resolution was that about half o f  the issues had to be addressed by hardw are 
modification (and/or further analyses). The rem aining other half o f  the issues has no 
need to be addressed any further o r can be resolved by routine m easures, 
e.g . through preventive m aintenance or changes o f  plant procedures.

On the basis o f  the issues that need to be addressed in term s o f hardw are 
modifications, functional requirem ents for these m odifications have been proposed 
and discussed, finally agreed between the licensee and the regulatory body and 
presented in the safety concept report.

F or the Dodewaard BW R plant these m odification cover the areas:

— im proved redundancy and separation o f em ergency core cooling and heat
rem oval systems

— separation and com plete redundancy o f  em ergency pow er supplies
— renewal and physical separation o f  the reactor protection system
— im proved (emergency) ventilation systems
— extra pressure relief capacity on reactor vessel
— m easures to protect dry well integrity against severe accidents
— dry well filtered vent
— anti-seismic m easures.

The total cost o f  the safety im provem ents has not yet been established.
As a result o f  another issue resolution process the licensee o f  the Borssele PW R 

plant presented a safety concept for m odifications o f  this plant. These modifications 
cover the following areas:
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— extra redundant ultim ate heat rem oval through a well w ater system
— new em ergency pow er supply systems
— replacem ent o f control room panels and instrum entation, and addition of a 

backup control room
— extension o f  the fire-fighting system
— addition o f a containm ent filtered venting system
— renew al o f  m ain steam  system piping
— renewal o f  prim ary safety/relief valve system
— partial renewal o f  the reactor protection system
— im provem ent o f  separation and redundancy o f the em ergency core cooling and 

decay heat rem oval systems
— im provem ent o f  main and em ergency feedwater systems
— upgrading o f  heating, ventilating and component cooling systems;
— im provem ents in various heat removal systems
— im proved protection against external effects
— hydrogen control m easures in the containment.

Another substantial hardw are investment is the construction of a full scope 
sim ulator. The total cost o f the safety m odification is DF1 467 million, equivalent 
to about US $260 million.

5. LICENSING

Although all plant modifications are safety improvements, the proposed 
m odifications w ere form ally subjected to a licensing procedure including environ
mental im pact statements and public hearings. Licences were recently granted for 
both plants, and actual modifications will be realized during extended refuelling out
ages in 1997.

6 . PROBABILISTIC SAFETY  ANALYSES

Parallel to the review o f the plant safety using determ inistic criteria as a refer
ence, com prehensive probabilistic safety analyses (PSAs) have been used to identify 
weak points in the design and operation o f the plant. The PSAs w ere extended to 
include external effects as well as non-power states. The scope o f  the PSAs was 
widened from  a Level 1 4- effort to full Level 3 analysis. This was done at the specific 
request o f the authorities in o rder to show com pliance with the individual and societal 
risk criteria that are being used in the Netherlands to evaluate hazardous activities. 
A t several stages during the developm ent o f these PSAs, the IAEA was requested 
by the authorities to assist in the evaluation through the International Peer Review
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FIG. 1. D odew aard NPP: contribution o f  initiating events to TCDF (%).

Service (IPERS). The quality o f  the PSAs has greatly benefited from  these peer 
reviews.

The results o f  the PSAs have been used to judge the proposed hardw are m odifi
cations derived from  determ inistic analyses and have generally confirm ed the valid
ity o f  the choices m ade in the resolution o f  safety issues.

F or the Dodewaard BW R the total core dam age frequency (TCDF) will be 
decreased by about a factor o f four, from  5 .6  X 10"5/a  to 1.5 x  10“5 /a. As shown 
in Fig. 1, the relative contributions o f initiating events to TC D F will be m ore 
balanced. Especially the dom inant contribution o f fire hazards will be significantly 
reduced by introducing extra redundancy and better spatial separation between 
redundant systems. The PSA for the Borssele PW R shows a decrease in TC D F from  
5 .6  x  10“5 / a to 4 .7  x  1 0 '6/a  when com paring pre- and post-m odifications, w ith the 
dom inant contribution to TC D F m ore balanced after the modification as indicated 
in Fig. 2. PSA Level 3 results also confirm  com pliance o f  the plant safety with the 
Dutch criteria for individual and societal risk.

Once all proposed modifications are implemented, the residual risk is mainly 
determ ined by human factors. F or exam ple, sensitivity analyses for the Borssele PSA 
have indicated that the relative contribution o f human factors in the TCD F is cur
rently about 40%  and will increase to alm ost 80% after the modifications have been 
implemented (the absolute influence, how ever, has been diminished). This under
lines the significance o f  a safety review with a b roader scope than technical hardw are 
issues only.
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7. REVIEW  OF NO N-H ARD W A RE ISSUES

The review  o f organizational, procedural and adm inistrative (OPA) issues, as 
required in the licence, can be considered as an essential com plem ent to the review 
o f  technical issues which lead to hardw are changes. Like hardw are issues the review 
o f OPA issues needs to establish w here the actual practice in the organizations devi
ates from  the desired situation.

The assessm ent by GKN o f the OPA issues at the D odew aard nuclear pow er 
plant produced a list o f  14 items. A  few examples are described in m ore detail to 
illustrate the typical findings.

(1) In d ep en d en t re v ie w

GKN reviews internally all safety relevant activities and changes before they 
are implemented during operation o f  the plant. Such reviews follow a strict schedule. 
Depending on the nature of the activity or change, the ‘Com m ittee for C hanges’ and 
internal and/or external plant advisory com mittees on nuclear safety are involved. 
In addition to this review process for each activity, present regulations require an 
independent, periodic review  o f the consistency o f  activities and changes, and o f  the 
recognition o f trends that are not im m ediately evident during an individual analysis.
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This independent review  must be perform ed by qualified personnel who are not 
involved in the norm al operation o f  the plant. It was concluded on the basis o f the 
assessm ent that the current approach with respect to independent review must be 
defined and established in m ore detail.

(2) U n ifo rm ity  o f  o p e ra tio n a l a n d  m a in ten a n ce  p ro c e d u re s

All activities relevant to the p lan t’s safety during startup, operation, m ain
tenance and modification are described in adm inistrative, operational and m ain
tenance procedures. These procedures are part o f  the quality managem ent (QM ) 
system  and therefore subject to regulations with respect to their preparation, review 
and approval. It was concluded that the current regulations require a stricter unifor
mity o f GKN procedures, facilitating a m ore rapid, consistent and unambiguous 
change o f mutually related procedures.

(3) R e g is tra tio n , r e c o rd  k e ep in g  a n d  co n fig u ra tio n  c o n tro l

The GKN system for continuous updating o f  a quality registration system is 
based on the input from  the responsible, discipline oriented groups. Present regula
tions require m ore than a correctly functioning registration system: it m ust be possi
ble to prove what the final, integral situation o f the plant will be. It was concluded 
on the basis o f  the assessm ent that the current approach with respect to configuration 
control m ust be defined and established in m ore detail.

The review  o f the OPA aspects o f  the Borssele plant also produced a list o f 
16 m ain areas where further im provem ents are possible. F or instance, the following 
items w ere addressed:

— form ulation o f  a nuclear safety and radiation protection policy at the corporate 
level

— assignment o f proper authority for the execution o f  integral management at the 
site

— im plem entation o f  an integral surveillance program m e
— developm ent o f  an integral maintenance program m e
— update o f  the com plete design docum entation
— strict application o f  configuration management.

W ith the definition o f  w hat needs to be changed to satisfy the desired level o f 
safety, a decision is needed on whether those changes are actually required and, if  
so, to w hat extent. In the case o f  identified OPA issues, it is obvious that some 
m easures can be easily introduced; in contrast to expensive hardw are changes they 
are not costly, or they reflect good practices that can be easily adopted by everyone. 
A num ber o f  those items have been adapted in the meantime. F or exam ple, in the 
Borssele plant the responsibilities and authority o f the site m anager have been
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properly established and laid down in a written specification o f  duties. Several proce
dures have been introduced to further improve surveillance, experience feedback, 
em ergency preparedness, etc. Exam ples in the D odewaard plant include the form ali
zation o f the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) policy, and proper descrip
tion o f  procurem ent and calibration activities.

H ow ever, an easy introduction is out of order if  the implementation o f  the m ea
sures could directly and/or deeply influence the organization and the w orking p rac
tices that everyone is used to. In those circum stances a planned process o f  change 
is required, involving a lot o f tim e to guide and m otivate personnel.

8 . PROCESS OF CHAN GE

The GKN organization o f  the D odewaard plant has chosen the following 
approach for the purpose o f  introducing changes. The current situation is character
ized by m anagem ent and control m easures (formally determ ined in the QM  system) 
with particular objectives. The current situation o f  a QM  system is the result o f  a 
long historical developm ent on the basis o f a  ‘bottom -up’ approach. That im plem en
tation process took a long tim e to familiarize and motivate personnel. H ow ever, the 
current QM  system m ight very well include organizational structures and working 
methods that are no longer wanted or desired.

So adaptation may require a long, extrem ely com plicated process o f change if  
only the current regulatory requirem ents are taken as a starting point. Anyway, it 
is highly advisable to consider carefully which adaptations are feasible, taking into 
account the present organization, the QM system, the present safety culture and the 
higher level o f  safety to be achieved on the one hand, and the possible disadvantages 
(including costs) accom panying such changes on the other hand. It can thus be 
concluded that:

— the nature and extent o f  the consequences following elimination o f  OPA dis
crepancies m ust be estim ated in a realistic way

— subsequent analysis must be carried out to determ ine whether the intended 
m easures for obtaining the desired situation are truly necessary.

The m odifications o f  the plant will be implemented by 1997. So in the com ing 
years the following stages will entail:

— operation o f  the current plant in its present configuration
— preparation and implem entation o f  the modifications
— preparation and tests concerning operation o f  the m odified plant.

This com bination o f  activities and objectives is truly am bitious. O bviously, it 
is essential that the modified plant be operated according to the new OPA provisions, 
as laid down in the Safety Report and licensing regulations. The modification process
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itself must include the adapted O PA provisions. M ost o f  them will be incorporated 
in the plant organization without too many additional m easures.

9. SAFETY  CU LTU RE

To motivate personnel it would be beneficial if  the foreseen safety benefits 
from  OPA issues w ere quantifiable in the same way as the technical im provem ents. 
PSA tools can usually make the safety benefits transparent for technical im prove
m ents. H ow ever, for this type o f  organizational and cultural change the m otivation 
has to be built by other means. The appeal to com m on sense or for a safety culture 
may provide the incentive. The process o f  m otivation and stimulation o f personnel 
to accept changes in their w orking environm ent assumes the aw areness that each 
individual o f  the operating team  can and must contribute to maintaining a high safety 
level o f the plant.

In 1994 the IAEA  conducted a Safety Culture w orkshop for the managem ent 
o f the regulatory body and the operating organizations in the Netherlands. That 
w orkshop developed a deeper aw areness o f  the responsibility for safety am ong the 
participants. M oreover, it stimulated a mutual respect for the role o f each player in 
the game.

The next step in the process is to perm eate this safety culture discussion 
throughout the organization. To enhance the safety culture, the staff o f  the operating 
organizations is taught about the various aspects o f  an effective safety culture. W ork
shops on safety culture are planned at various levels in the organization.

In one plant the action will include a system w ith ‘safety indicators’ as m arker 
points, which will be introduced with the objective o f  stimulating personnel 
behaviour w ith respect to safety. This behaviour is now also used as a param eter in 
job  evaluations and when considering the annual salary increase.

As a follow-up from  the corporate safety policy a safety culture self-assessment 
is being carried out in the other plant. In m anagem ent m eetings, identified om issions 
and weaknesses in safety culture will be discussed and proper m easures will be estab
lished, especially in the areas o f  training and im provem ent o f communications.

An im portant aspect o f safety culture is learning from  experience to prevent 
repetition o f  undesirable situations. Exam ples in day-to-day operation and m ain
tenance can provide and build insight that incidents or accidents can be prevented 
when a proper safety culture is flourishing in the organization. The im portant ques
tion should be: “ W hat could I have done to prevent it happening and what can I do 
to prevent it happening again in this o r sim ilar circum stances?”

An organization that is open to this discussion will perm it each individual to 
signal safety concerns and provide the responsible individuals with the means to take 
proper action. Operational safety can be enhanced by a personal com m itm ent o f 
personnel to safety.
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Abstract
INFLUENCE OF MODIFICATIONS AND BACKFITTINGS OF WWER-440/230 
REACTORS ON OPERATIONAL SAFETY.

Extensive modification and backfitting activities have been undertaken at Kozloduy 
NPP with the aim of restoring and improving the nuclear safety of Units 1 to 4 with 
WWER-440/230 type reactors. A programme for safety upgrading of Kozloduy NPP has been 
implemented with the assistance of the Commission of the European Communities (CEC), the 
IAEA, the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO), the consortium of western 
technical expert organizations, and through bilateral programmes with the United States of 
America, France, Japan, Germany, etc. After the implementation of the first stage measures 
of the safety upgrading programme significant improvements in plant safety were achieved. 
Upgrading measures have been performed for all safety systems and installations, process 
engineering systems, electrical equipment, instrumentation and control. Additional scram sig
nals have been installed. Reliability and testability of emergency core cooling and decay heat 
removal systems have been improved. After the instalment of additional protection of the 
turbine in order to ensure reactor trip in case of low steam generator inventory, a tendency 
to an increasing number of reactor scrams was noted. The reason was inappropriate logic for 
actuation of the turbine protection system. The logical scheme of the turbine protection was 
modified from double protection logic to single combined protection, which is more reliable.

1. IN TR O D U CTIO N

In Bulgaria there is one nuclear power plant in operation — Kozloduy NPP, 
which com prises six units w ith W W ER type reactors, designed and supplied by the 
form er Soviet Union. Four reactors are W W ER-440/230 and two are W W ER-1000 
type 320.

The six units w ere com m issioned as follows: Unit 1 — 1974; Unit 2 — 1975; 
Unit 3 -  1981; U nit 4 -  1982; Unit 5 -  1987; Unit 6  -  1993.

Nuclear pow er plays an im portant role in satisfying the energy dem ands o f  the 
country. In 1994, for exam ple, the total electricity production o f  the National 
Electric Com pany was 33.6 x  109 k W -h  o f which 15.3 x  109  k W - h  were 
generated by the Kozloduy NPP. Hence 45.6%  o f the total electricity generation was 
o f nuclear origin.
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Extensive upgrading activities have been undertaken at Kozloduy N PP since 
the shutdown o f  Units 1 and 2 at the end o f 1991. The aim o f these activities is to 
restore and im prove the nuclear safety o f  Units 1 to 4 at Kozloduy N PP with 
W W ER-440/230 type reactors.

A safety upgrading program m e was draw n up and its im plem entation started 
in 1991 with financial support from  the Com m ission o f  the European Com m uni
ties (CEC).

The objectives o f the first stage o f  the program m e 1991-1993 w ere to reach 
the original design safety level and original operational conditions while developing 
a licensing process pursuant to the requirem ents o f  the Bulgarian legislation that 
would be equivalent to internationally accepted standards.

The second and third stages o f the program m e envisage upgrading o f safety 
systems and other safety m easures aiming to increase the safety level further.

A phased upgrading program m e is foreseen to keep the units operating during 
the next few years. The program m e was not supposed to cover some large scale m ea
sures often addressed as ‘m ajor reconstruction’. Studies are being m ade to provide 
the basis for a decision on the long term  operation o f  Kozloduy N PP Units 1 to 4 [1].

The process o f safety assessm ent o f  the plant and the assessm ent o f  the ade
quacy o f the proposed im provem ents has been a m atter o f  international concern. In 
June 1991 the CEC initiated an em ergency action program m e to restore and im prove 
nuclear safety in Bulgaria. In the fram ew ork o f this program m e an international con
sortium  o f independent technical expert organizations from  European Com munity 
m em ber states has been contracted by the CEC to provide assistance to the Bulgarian 
regulatory body. The technical expert organizations o f  the consortium  are:

— A IB -V icotte N uclear (AVN), Belgium, the organization autorized by the 
Belgian governm ent for licensing and inspection o f nuclear pow er plants;

— Gesellschaft fiir Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) m bH , G erm any, a 
non-profit organization in safety engineering, providing technical support to 
the Germ an governm ental authority;

— Institut de protection et de surêté nucléaire (IPSN) o f  the Com m issariat à 
l ’énergie atom ique, France, providing technical support to the French regula
tory authority;

— The UK Atom ic Energy A uthority (AEA Technology), an independent UK 
governm ent ow ned nuclear consultancy organization.

The financial resources for the implementation o f the program m e w ere mainly 
secured by the N ational E lectric Com pany while a substantial portion o f  the ‘soft’ 
assistance in perform ing some o f  the necessary assessm ents, studies as well as 
training, upgrading safety cultures and others cam e through the assistance pro
gram m e o f the European Com m unities, the IAEA , and through bilateral program m es

2. SAFETY UPGRADING OF KOZLODUY NPP, UNITS 1 TO 4
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with the United States o f A m erica, F rance, Japan, Germ any and others. One o f  the 
im portant features o f this program m e was the accepted methodology and the in ter
action o f  the different participating parties: Kozloduy N PP, the Bulgarian Com m ittee 
on the Use o f Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes (CU A EPP), the W orld A ssocia
tion o f N uclear O perators (W ANO) assistance team , the consortium  and the IAEA. 
As a result a unique licensing procedure for every stage and m odification included 
in the program m e was created and later on introduced as a regulatory docum ent. 
T he success o f the jo in t efforts was the restart o f  Unit 2 in D ecem ber 1992 and of 
Unit 1 in Decem ber 1993.

Units 3 and 4 w ere kept on the enlarged rotating outages and all first stage 
program m e m easures w ere also implemented.

Shortcom ings and design deficiencies of the old W W ER-440/230 type reactors 
are well known from  form er studies [2]. Strict appliance o f  w estern standards would 
require large scale reconstruction m easures which obviously are not practicable for 
the W W ER-440/230 type reactors. On the other hand the W W ER-440 reactors are 
characterized by some inherent positive safety features which, com pared to those o f 
w estern PW R nuclear pow er plants, are even m ore favourable (e.g. low core pow er 
density, large coolant w ater inventory in relation to pow er capacity) [3].

Envisaging only a lim ited operation period, safety im provem ents can be 
achieved by a com bination o f the inherent positive features with short term  m easures 
strengthening operational safety and safety systems design. The consortium  therefore 
concentrated on the identification o f  a priority  list o f  short term  m easures with regard 
to the m ost serious safety concerns. Specifically, operational safety m easures and 
short term  technical upgrading for the first outage period have been proposed and 
im plem ented. M ost im portant are preventive m easures (e.g. extensive and careful 
in-service inspection) in order to assure the integrity o f  the prim ary reactor coolant 
circuit and to avoid accidents resulting from  transient events (e.g . additional scram  
signals, fire protection). Based on the conventional list o f  transients and accidents 
used in western countries, international operating experience and PSA studies, the 
concept o f  the safety upgrading was as follows [4]:

— for the most probable events, to im prove the systems in norm al operation and 
the safety systems associated with these accidents in order to mitigate their 
consequences;

— for the less probable events, to reduce the frequency o f  occurrence by the use 
o f  preventive m easures and to develop accident procedures to deal with them;

— for some beyond design basis accidents, to develop a strategy to reduce their 
consequences, using realistic assumptions.

It was considered that the design analyses should be accom plished by decisive 
actions to im prove m anagem ent, requalification o f  the equipm ent, operation, m ain
tenance, control and periodic tests o f  the systems. A fter the implementation o f  the 
first stage m easures o f  the safety upgrading program m e, significant im provem ents
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FIG. 1. R eactor scram s 1982-1994.

o f the plant safety w ere achieved. Im portant efforts have been made in the restoration 
o f  the original plant status. Substantial im provem ents in protection from  fire have 
been achieved. The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) o f  Unit 2 was annealed success
fully in 1992, following the RPVs o f  Units 1 and 3.

Upgrading m easures have been perform ed for all safety systems and installa
tions, process engineering system s, electrical equipment, instrumentation and 
control. Additional scram  signals have been installed (e.g. low  level in the steam 
generator, high level in the pressurizer). Reliability and testability o f the em ergency 
core cooling and decay heat rem oval systems have been improved. Concerning fire 
protection, physical separation o f  electrical cables and protective coating o f cables 
have been provided.

Kozloduy N PP initiated activities on strengthening organizational and opera
tional aspects. A  new organizational m anagem ent structure has been introduced in 
the plant. Some new operating procedures have been w orked out. A new program m e 
for training and qualification o f  the plant personnel has been set up and started.

A fter the im plem entation o f  the first stage m easures o f  the safety upgrading 
program m e a tendency to an increasing num ber o f  reported events was noted, espe
cially for events related to reactor scram  (Fig. 1) [5]. It is vital that the training 
resources be capable o f assuring that Kozloduy N PP staff are m ade aw are o f  the 
changes and provided with training to enable them to operate effectively in the 
changed situation. Availability o f  the sim ulator and plant analyser will represent an 
im portant milestone in im proving training capabilities. In the m eantim e, the 
Novovoronezh sim ulator is being used to the extent possible [6 ].
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FIG. 2. Percentage o f safety significant events in 1993 and 1994.
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Assessment o f the reported events also shows a clearly decreasing tendency for 
the percentage o f safety significant events (International N uclear Event Scale Level 
>  1) during the past three years (Fig. 2). This is evidence o f  the effectiveness o f 
the first stage measures for solving the safety issues and successful function o f  the 
protection levels related to deviations and departures from  norm al operation.

3. ANALYSES OF EVENTS W ITH REACTOR SCRAMS D U E TO LOSS OF 
STEAM  G ENERATO R INVENTORY

In the original design o f W W ER-440/230 reactors no reactor protection actua
tion was to be seen, because o f the low steam generator (SG) inventory. The concep
tual recom m endation o f the IAEA was to ensure early reactor scram  in all transients 
that cause loss o f  coolant from  the SGs [2]. In accordance with this recom m endation 
and following the regulatory body requirem ents, in the program m e for Safety 
U pgrading o f  Kozloduy NPP, Units 1 to 4 , as a first stage m easure installation o f 
additional protection o f  the turbine was included in order to ensure reactor trip in 
case of: (a) low level in the SGs; (b) tripping o f  the fast feedw ater (FW ) pump.

As a result o f  the analyses, two signals for the actuation o f  the reactor protec
tion system w ere chosen, namely:

(a) decrease o f the w ater level in two out o f six SGs to a level o f  —270 m m , 
detected by the instrum entation for the medial SG level with a tim e delay o f 
2 0  s;

(b) pressure decrease in the discharge pipe o f the FW  header for 2 0  s.

A fter the implementation o f the new reactor scram  signals the following events 
occurred:

(a) three ‘fast’ reactor scrams due to low pressure o f the FW  (Table I)
(b) six ‘fast’ reactor scrams due to low level in two out o f  six SGs (Table П).

The investigation and the assessm ent o f  the above events proved that loss o f 
the FW  system has never occurred during these events. None o f  the nine reactor 
scram s (about 30% o f the total num ber o f  reactor scrams for this period) was 
challenged by a real degradation o f  the safety function ‘cooling o f  the fuel’. They 
occurred because o f  transients, which belong to the category o f  norm al operational 
events. The actuation o f  the reactor protection system was initiated mainly because 
o f  the following transients:

(1) protection from  low level in two out o f six SGs: transient after rapid load 
reduction;

(2) protection from  a low FW  pressure: transient after automatic actuation o f  the 
stand-by FW  pump during reactor operation at a constant power.
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TABLE I. ‘F A S T ’ REA CTO R SCRAM S DUE TO LOW  PRESSURE OF THE 
FEED W A TER

Unit No. Date Direct cause Note

3 93-04-01 Automatic actuation of the 
stand-by FW pump

Unsuccessful

3 93-05-19 — Successful

1 93-12-30 — —

TABLE II. ‘FA ST ’ REA C TO R  SCRAM S DUE TO LOW  LEV EL IN TW O OUT 
O F SIX STEAM  GENERATORS

Unit No. Date Direct cause Note

1 94-02-05 Failure of the SG level 
regulator (SG LR)

Disturbance in 
SG level

1 94-05-03 — Loss of power 
supply of SG LR

4 94-11-09 Emergency load 
reduction

TG No. 8  trip due 
to low vacuum

4 94-11-24 Manual load 
reduction due to 

low level of 
cooling water

3 95-01-07 TG No. 5 trip 
due to electrical 

protection actuation

3 95-01-18 — TG No. 6  regulator 
malfunction

To prevent the possibility o f false actuation o f  the reactor protection system 
it is necessary to use a com bination o f  reliable signals which show the real situation, 
when the FW  system is not able to maintain the proper w ater level in the SGs. 
These kinds o f  signals arise sim ultaneously in the following conditions:

(a) decrease o f the FW  pressure below  5 M Pa in one of the semisections o f the 
FW  discharge header, and

(b) decrease o f the w ater level o f  two out o f six SGs to 120 mm below the norm al 
level. This is the m inim um  w ater volume in the SG according to the safety 
assessment.
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The com bination o f the above m entioned signals perm its prevention o f the false 
actuation o f  the turbine protection system when som e o f  the described transients 
occur. On the other hand, the coincidence o f the above signals even for one semisec
tion o f the FW  discharge header definitely shows that the normal FW  system is not 
able to fulfil its functions, which requires reactor shutdown. It could be a result o f 
the following initiators:

— FW  pum p trip
— break o f  FW  header
— wrong operator action, resulting in FW  system unavailability.

The logical scheme o f the turbine protection system was modified from  
doubled protection logic to single com bined protection, which is m ore reliable and 
contributes to the elim ination o f  the deficiencies o f  the previous protection system.

4. CONCLU SIONS

The regulatory body in Bulgaria has recognized im provem ents over the past 
three years in the overall safety level o f  Units 1 to 4 o f  Kozloduy N PP, which are 
a result o f the recent extensive upgrading activities. H ow ever, all reconstructions and 
backfittings should be based on careful and com prehensive analysis and assessm ent 
o f  the modifications, proposed by the external organizations o r experts. It is vital that 
the training resources be capable o f  assuring that the plant personnel is made aw are 
o f  the changes and provided with adequate training to enable them to operate effec
tively in the changed situation.

On the basis o f  lessons learned from  the analysis o f  the events with reactor 
scram s due to a  loss o f  steam generator inventory, efforts have been made by the 
regulatory body to im prove the backfittings control system and licensing require
ments for the safety assessm ent o f  modifications.
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Abstract
PERIODIC SAFETY REASSESSMENT OF BELGIAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.

The seven Belgian nuclear units (which are all of the PWR type) have accumulated up 
to 100 reactor-years of operating experience. The three oldest ones (Tihange 1 and Doel 1-2) 
were designed in the late 1960s and started commercial operation in 1975; the four others 
(Doel 3-4, Tihange 2-3) produced their first kilowatt-hours between 1983 and 1985. To main
tain and, if possible, to upgrade the safety of Belgium’s nuclear units during their operating 
life, the Belgian regulators decided to incorporate, in their authorization to operate, a request 
to conduct a comprehensive safety reassessment of every unit after each ten-year period of 
operation. Such a re-evaluation consists of a comparison of the design, construction and 
operating rules of the existing plants with the regulations applicable at that time in the 
United States of America and other European Union countries. In order to conduct such 
programmes, Tractebel Energy Engineering (TEE) has developed a methodology which can 
be best characterized as being pragmatic, global, integrated and cost effective. It has been used 
extensively in Belgium (ten reassessment programmes up to now) and abroad (in the 
Netherlands, Hungary, the Czech Republic and the Russian Federation). As illustration, 
typical examples of backfitting activities for the oldest Belgian NPPs are presented, demon
strating the ability to upgrade the safety level of the plants built to earlier standards as closely 
as possible to that of the most recent units.

PERIODIC SAFETY REASSESSMENT OF
BELGIAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

1. HISTO RICA L BACKGROUND

The seven Belgian nuclear units (which are all o f  the PW R type) have accum u
lated up to 100 reactor-years o f  operating experience. The three oldest ones 
(Tihange 1 and Doel 1-2) w ere designed in the late 1960s and started com mercial 
operation in 1975; the four others (Doel 3 -4 , Tihange 2 -3 ) produced their first 
kilowatt-hours between 1983 and 1985.

Safety has been im portant in the nuclear industry since it began; with time 
everyone has becom e m ore and m ore convinced that safety should be addressed not 
only during the design stage o f a nuclear facility, but all through its operating life. 
The em ergence o f  the safety culture concept is a direct consequence o f  this 
awareness.
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To maintain and, if possible, to upgrade the safety o f Belgium ’s nuclear units 
during their operating life, the Belgian regulators decided to incorporate, in their 
authorization to operate, a request to conduct a com prehensive safety reassessm ent 
o f  every unit after each ten-year period o f  operation. Such a re-evaluation consists 
o f  a com parison o f the design, construction and operating rules o f  the existing plants 
with the regulations applicable at that time in the United States o f  A m erica and other 
European Union countries. The conclusions o f this examination are summ arized in 
a report that:

(a) identifies the differences
(b) evaluates whether they are acceptable or not
(c) suggests appropriate improvements
(d) gives a schedule for their implementation.

W hen this report is accepted by the com petent authorities, the plant is allowed 
to continue operation.

But before defining a safety reassessm ent methodology, it is essential to 
rem em ber that safety is not the ultim ate goal o f  nuclear energy: it is only a require
m ent that must not be bypassed. N uclear energy is used because it can produce elec
tricity in a reliable, economical and environm ent-friendly m anner. So the main 
concern is to achieve a harm onious m arriage between safety and economy.

W ith this objective in m ind, Tractebel Energy Engineering (TEE) has 
developed a m ethodology the main characteristics o f which are described hereafter. 
It has been used extensively in Belgium (ten reassessm ent program m es up to now) 
and abroad (in the N etherlands, Hungary, the Czech Republic and the Russian 
Federation); the experience gained and the successful results show that the objective 
has been attained.

2. M AIN CHARACTERISTICS OF TH E M ETHODOLOGY

N PP m odernization projects are generally characterized by a wide variety o f 
im provem ents affecting nearly all the technical and operational areas o f  a nuclear 
facility (including m echanics, electricity, radiation protection, maintenance, opera
tion, periodical testing, training).

The design o f each proposed improvement may be perform ed separately from 
the others. But the success o f the whole proram m e, in term s o f  costs, schedule, reli
ability o f  operation, smooth integration o f modifications in existing installations, 
ease o f m aintenance, technical coherence, personnel training and licensing approval 
rests upon a broader approach which can be best characterized as being pragm atic, 
global, integrated and cost effective.
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Pragm atism  can be thought o f  as the sim plest way to reach a target, taking into 
account num erous and sometim es contradictory constraints and going much m ore by 
the spirit o f the law than the letter.

The pragm atism  o f  the Belgian m ethodology can be illustrated by three 
examples:

— The list o f  safety issues to be considered within a safety reassessm ent 
program m e does not result from  a systematic com parison between two sets o f 
rules, the new and the old. Rather it is better to rely on know-how and 
experience to identify the safety concerns which could have an im pact on 
existing installations.

— This know-how results from  T E E ’s involvem ent in the design, erection, 
startup and operation o f  the seven Belgian plants, as well as from  its consulting 
activities, through BELG A TO M , for foreign utilities either faced with back- 
fitting o f  their plant (e.g. EPZ  — Borssele N PP — Netherlands) o r with bid 
com parison for a new investm ent (Czech and Slovak utilities, Taipower 
Com pany — Taiwan);

— W hen faced w ith the re-evaluation o f  structures, systems or components in the 
light o f  new regulations, it is o f  prim e im portance to get rid o f any undue con
servatism . The objective is not to redesign that structure, system or com ponent 
but to dem onstrate that it can fulfil the new safety requirem ents with as few 
m odifications as possible. This led TEE to make use of, or even develop, 
up-to-date and innovative verification m ethods, such as
•  3-D non-linear analysis o f  the civil structures, for the Tihange 1 seismic 

re-evaluation program m e;
•  probabilistic high energy line break m ethodoloy, for Doel 1/2 and 

Tihange 1;
•  ‘SQ U G ’ m ethod for seismic qualification o f  active com ponents (the 

methodology established inside the Seismic Qualification Utilities G roup in 
the USA, which makes it possible to seismically qualify com ponents on the 
basis o f  com parison o f those com ponents with identical ones which have 
survived m ajor earthquakes throughout the world);

•  real scale test results for m aterial properties.
— The licensing o f  m ajor backfitting activities is generally an arduous and tim e 

consuming process o f w hich the outcom e can be uncertain. In order to reduce 
the uncertainty, to facilitate the utility’s decision making and to  guarantee that 
implementation o f  the m odifications will take place in conform ity with the 
plan, TEE, supported by the Belgian utility E lectrabel, agreed with the 
technical support organization o f  the safety authorities to w ork together in 
close co-operation from  the very beginning o f  the program m e to the end.

(a) P ragm atic
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A consensus was therefore achieved at the following stages:
•  definition and content o f  the safety reassessm ent program m e
•  m ethodology for evaluation o f  each safety topic
•  official synthesis report (including list o f  im provem ents and implementation 

schedule)
•  approval o f m odifications.

(b) Global

A global approach means considering potential solutions to all interrelated 
problem s at the same tim e. The final product o f the program m e will then be an 
optim ized set o f  m odifications with acceptable costs and an implementation schedule 
that minim izes disturbances to norm al plant operation and enhances final 
technical quality.

The global view o f  safety that is possible when all the issues are analysed at 
the same tim e can be im proved if  both determ inistic and probabilistic approaches are 
available.

The latter also allows prioritization o f  the necessary im provem ents and can 
justify ‘as is ’ the status o f  some systems or components.

(c) Integrated

An integrated approach means taking into account all the aspects affecting the 
final decision on whether to m ake a particular im provement: technical and financial 
points o f  view, layout, ease o f  operation and maintenance, implementation schedule, 
fabrication capabilities, personnel training, availability o f spare parts.

This aspect o f  the m ethod, only feasible through wide experience in nuclear 
engineering projects and a continuous involvem ent in operation assistance activities, 
leads to undeniable benefits:

— it makes it possible to fit the needs o f  the utility closely
— it contributes to the overall optim ization process.

The following examples illustrate both the global and the integrated character 
o f  T E E ’s methodology.

F or Doel 1 and 2, it was soon apparent that for many safety issues (e.g. m ajor 
external explosion, earthquake, high energy line break outside containm ent, com 
plete loss o f  on-site electrical supplies, m ajor fire in the electrical auxiliary buildings) 
im proving the existing systems would require solutions that w ere very expensive, 
and unacceptable from  an operation and maintenance point o f  view. It was therefore 
decided to add new em ergency systems and to house them in a new building, sharing 
with the existing systems ju st a few shutdown control com ponents. The design and 
construction o f  these em ergency systems took place during norm al operation o f  the 
plant and they w ere connected to the existing systems during a seven w eek outage.
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A t Tihange 1, the residual heat removal system (RHRS), located inside the 
containm ent, had to confront different safety issues: internal flooding, qualification 
o f  safety related com ponents, single failure criterion, corrosion, post-accident acces
sibility. In view o f  these deficiencies, it was decided to replace m ost o f the system, 
which inevitably involved an extended outage. This longer outage w as, in turn, 
incorporated into the thinking process in order to maxim ize the benefit o f  such a 
situation.

(d) Cost effective

Low ering the cost o f  m odernization projects is a strategic objective in keeping 
nuclear electricity com petitive. Unfortunately, there is no m iraculous trick to achieve 
this. The only way to succeed is to integrate the ingredients m entioned, i.e .:

— pragm atism  (only what is necessary)
— optim ization (the best quality/price ratio)
— prioritization (most im portant first)
— know-how and experience (how to do it).

F or this last ingredient, it is im portant to stress that as well as technical skills, 
the ability to m anage such large and complex m odification projects is an essential 
key to success.

Typical requirem ents for project managem ent are:

— m inim izing unavailability
— safeguarding the reliability o f  the installation after it has been modified
— providing for exhaustive requalification tests before startup
— achieving ALARA dosim etry objectives
— training operating personnel
— co-ordinating external contractors and w orks on the site
— anticipating problem s that could affect the critical path.

Such experience can be called on for other types o f  backfitting program m e; for 
instance, the experience gained during the first Tihange 1 and Doel 1-2 safety 
reassessm ent projects has been fully exploited by TEE to m anage the steam generator 
replacem ent at Doel 3, which constitutes an international reference in the field.

The cost effectiveness o f  T E E ’s methodology can be illustrated by the follow
ing exam ple, considering the cost o f  additional em ergency systems to cope with 
beyond design basis events (see above).

W hen com paring D oel 1 -2  w ith sim ilar projects carried  out in Europe, it 
appears that investm ent costs and dedicated outage tim e are m uch low er at Doel 
(by a factor o f  2 for the costs, and a factor o f  1.5 for the unavailability period).
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3. SAM PLE O F BACKFITTING ACTIVITIES ILLU STRA TIN G  
TH E SAFETY REASSESSM ENT OF TH E OLDEST UNITS 
TIH A N G E 1 AND D O EL 1-2

(a) A ddition o f new em ergency systems at Doel 1-2

As m entioned above, the new emergency systems are designed to cope with 
beyond-design criteria. They are able to stabilize the plant in hot shutdown condi
tions and to bring it to cold shutdown.

The m ain safety functions o f  the em ergency systems are:

— safe shutdown o f the reactor and residual heat removal
— prim ary system integrity
— radioactivity confinem ent and effluents control within authorized limits.

(b) Seismic re-evaluation o f  T ihane 1

During the licensing process o f  the Tihange 2 and 3 units, experts appointed 
by the Com m ission of the European Union recom m ended considering horizontal 
ground acceleration o f  0 .17g for the Safe Shutdown Earthquake, instead o f  the 0. lg  
original design value.

The m ain steps o f  the re-evaluation process consisted in:

— definition o f  a  site specific design response spectrum;
— reassessm ent o f  the seismic category I buildings in the light o f the state-of-the- 

art criteria, m aking use o f  sophisticated verification methods;
— reassessm ent o f  the systems and com ponents based on both classical and 

innovative methods.

(c) Installation o f  pilot operated valves on the pressurizer at Doel 1-2 and 
Tihange 1

In order to im prove the safe operation o f the prim ary circuit overpressure p ro
tection system (three spring loaded safety valves and three cage-guided relief valves 
and gate block valves), pilot operated safety valves have been implemented on both 
plants. Owing to  a significant em brittlem ent o f  the reactor vessels at Doel 1 -2 , over
pressure protection was not adequately ensured during heatup and cooldown o f  the 
prim ary circuit; therefore the pilot operated valves w ere equipped with a ‘sliding’ 
set point to cover such transients.

(d) Replacem ent o f  the reactor protection system at Tihange 1 and o f  the nuclear 
instrum entation system at Doel 1-2

M ain reasons for the replacem ent were: ageing, obsolescence, potential for 
further improvements.
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(e) Installation o f  passive autocatalytic recom biners at all units

As a result o f  both the probabilistic safety assessm ent o f  the units and the feasi
bility studies for dealing with the consequences o f  a potential ‘severe’ accident, the 
Belgian utility Electrabel decided to install passive autocatalytic recom biners in all 
seven units in order to cope with the hydrogen hazard. These fully passive and self- 
starting devices are sized so as to prevent any containm ent failure, should a global 
deflagration occur.

4 . R E FER EN C E EXAM PLES

(a) Belgian program m e.

This is shown in Table I.

(b) Borssele NPP (Netherlands)

The D utch utility (EPZ) asked TEE, through Belgatom, to carry out a detailed 
safety evaluation o f its 450 M W  plant, com missioned in 1975, in the light o f  the 
IAEA  Codes and Safety Guides.

TABLE I. UPG RA D ING  O F TIH A N G E AND D O EL NPPs

Unit Programme

Engineering effort
Deterministic 
(man • hours)

Probabilistic 
(man • hours)

Tihange 1 10-year 650 000 —

Doel 1-2 10-year 950 000 —

Doel 3 10-year 100 000 50 000

Tihange 2 10-year 100 000 50 000

Doel 4 10-year 55 000 5 000a

Tihange 3 10-year 55 000 5 000a

Tihange 1 20-year 80 000 (projection) 50 000

Doel 1-2 20-year 120 000 (projection) 60 000

Qualitative analysis.
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TABLE II. O PERATIO N  AN D M AINTEN A NCE COSTS, IN C LU D IN G  
REASSESSM ENT ACTIVITIES (OECD, 1994)

Belgium Canada (East) Finland France Germany UK USA

O&M costs
(US $ x 106/kW-h)

8 . 6 12.3 5.4 10.0 11.6 10.5 16.4

Year

FIG. 1. Average load fa c to r o f  the nuclear p o w er stations.

All safety related aspects addressed in a m odern Safety Analysis Report w ere 
covered.

As well as the safety evaluation, TEE suggested a set o f  backfitting measures 
to bring the safety o f  the plant closer to that o f m ore recent plants.

(c) East European countries

TEE, through Belgatom, contributes to international efforts aim ed at upgrading 
the safety o f  East European NPPs.
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A main objective is to help the utilities to fulfil their modernization plans, 
taking their specific needs into account in the most efficient way. The optimization 
process concerns allocation of resources making maximum use of local expertise, 
proposal of technical solutions (based on experience of solving similar problems), 
minimization of operating disturbances and minimization of costs.

Typical projects are:

— modernization of Novovoronezh (through the TACIS 91 programme)
— Dukovany (external audit as part of the European Nuclear Assistance Consor

tium (ENAC))
— Paks:

• accident analysis
• seismic re-evaluation

— Ukraine WWER-1000.

(d) IAEA

TEE has actively contributed to drafting and discussing the IAEA document 
‘Safety Evaluation of Operating Nuclear Power Plants Built to Earlier Standards — 
A Common Basis for Judgement’.

5. CONCLUSION

Belgium has gained considerable experience reassessing the safety of NPPs 
since 1983. All operating plants have already been subjected to such a process 
and for the oldest ones (Doel 1-2 and Tihange 1), the second safety reassessment 
(after 20 years of operation) is now under way. The marriage of safety and economy 
has been a constant care over the years. It has been achieved by developing a 
pragmatic, global, integrated and cost effective methodology, as evidenced by Fig. 1 
and Tables I and II.
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P E R IO D IC A L  S A F E T Y  R E V IE W  A N D  
P R O B A B IL IS T IC  S A F E T Y  A S S E S S M E N T  
IN  JA P A N

Y. TATSUTA, J. MIYAGAWA, I. Y AG YU 
Public Utility Department,
Nuclear Power Safety Policy Planning Division,
Agency of Natural Resources and Energy,
Ministry of International Trade and Industry,
Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

PERIODICAL SAFETY REVIEW AND PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT 
IN JAPAN.

Currently 49 commercial nuclear reactors, representing some 40 GW, are in operation 
in Japan, and they have shown excellent stable performance in recent years. It is particularly 
important to implement comprehensive preventive maintenance actions in addition to strictly 
enforcing normal safety regulations, including those measures which are not legally manda
tory, such as countermeasures after a severe accident, and the periodical safety review. The 
paper introduces the commitments to these preventive actions in Japan. In June 1992, the 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) notified every electric power company 
that they would be required to implement periodical safety reviews (PSRs). The PSR is 
designed to incorporate the latest advances in technical knowledge and to reflect lessons 
learned from incidents and failures in Japanese and overseas nuclear power plants. The first 
series o f PSRs have been applied to the three oldest nuclear power reactors, Tsuruga Unit 1, 
Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 and Mihama Unit 1 since October 1992. These reviews were con
ducted with regard to the opinions of experts, and the results were published in August 1994. 
The second series o f PSRs are currently being conducted on four older power reactors, 
Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2, Shimane Unit 1, Mihama Unit 2 and Genkai Unit 1. In July 1992, 
MITI requested every electric power company to perform studies on severe accident manage
ment measures for their nuclear power plants. At the same time, MITI established the Severe 
Accident Countermeasure Study Group under the Nuclear Power Generation Technical 
Advisory Committee, and started studies on severe accident issues by experts in this field. In 
March 1994, the electric power companies submitted accident management study reports for 
51 plants in operation or under construction, and MITI studied the technical appropriateness 
of these reports while referring to the opinions of the Severe Accident Countermeasures Study 
Group. MITI announced in October 1994 that these study results were satisfactory, and 
reported to the Nuclear Safety Commission accordingly. The MITI report is currently being 
studied by the Deliberation Committee on Comprehensive Safety of Reactors o f the Nuclear 
Safety Commission.
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1.1. Current safety regulations

In Japan, the safety of nuclear power plants has been ensured under the follow
ing regulation system.

(a) Safety regulation by MITI

At the stage of design and construction, the Ministry of International Trade and 
Industry (MITI) verifies the assurance of safety at nuclear power plants on the basis 
of examination guidance, technical standards, etc., upon giving a permit of nuclear 
reactor establishment and approving a nuclear reactor construction plan in accor
dance with the Law for Regulation of Nuclear Source Materials, Nuclear Fuel 
Materials and Reactors and the Electricity Utilities Industry Law.

At the operational stage, MITI verifies continued safe operation of nuclear 
power plants through reviewing utility companies’ observance of the safety regula
tions of the plant and makes scrupulous annual inspections.

Moreover, MITI offers administrative guidance and exercises supervision to 
utilities in regard to voluntary programmes on safety improvements, etc.

(b) Voluntary activities for safety by utilities

Legal requirements apply to design, construction and operation of nuclear 
power plants in terms of facility structure, operation management and other matters. 
For the purpose of enhancing the level of safety, the latest technical knowledge 
obtained through operational experience and technological developments has been 
voluntarily and continuously incorporated into nuclear power plants by the utilities. 
The utilities also have improved operation management through quality assurance 
activities and have implemented measures to prevent the recurrence of incidents and 
failures experienced both in Japan and abroad.

As a result, the safety of nuclear power plants in Japan has been assured and 
the plants have performed well.

1.2. Periodic safety reviews by utilities

The number of aged plants, being operated for a long period since commence
ment of commercial operation, has increased. Under such circumstances, evaluation 
of the adequacy of activities for improving reliability and safety being conducted by 
utilities, and discussion on the necessity of further improvement, are important to 
promote the quality assurance activities of the utilities and to enhance the level of 
safety and reliability of the operating plants.

1. PERIODICAL SAFETY REVIEWS



TABLE L PSR PLANTS IN JAPAN

Plant Type
Capacity 

(gross, MW(e))
Commercial

operation
Operator Main contractor

1st review plants

Tsuruga-1 BWR 357 March 1970 Japan Atomic Power Co. General Electric

Fukushima-Daiichi-1 BWR 460 March 1971 Tokyo Electric Power Co. General Electric

Mihama-1 PWR 340 Nov. 1970 Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc. Westinghouse Mitsubishi

2nd review plants

Mihama-2 PWR 500 July 1972 Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc. Mitsubishi

Genkai-1 PWR 559 Oct. 1975 Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. Mitsubishi

Fukushima-Daiichi-2 BWR 784 July 1974 Tokyo Electric Power Co. General Electric

Shimane-1 BWR 460 March 1974 Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. Hitachi
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TABLE П. COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION OF OPERATION EXPERIENCE

Activity Objective Survey items

1 Operating management

2 Maintenance management

3 Fuel management

Integrity o f systems and equipment 
Operator education and training 

programmes

Function and integrity of systems 
and equipment

Safety and reliability

4 Radiological protection management Reduction of radiation dose level

5 Radioactive waste management

6 Emergency planning (on-site)

7 Reflection status o f lessons learned 
from incidents and failures

Reduction of generation and 
discharge rates

Implementation and practice

Reflection system from incidents 
and failures 

Reflection status

Operating management systems 
Operating manuals 
System function and equipment 
Operator education and training

History of inspection
— In-service inspection o f Class 1 components
— Reactor pressure vessel surveillance tests
— Reactor pressure vessel fatigue coefficient 

Stress corrosion cracking
Maintenance management and training

Operating limit
Design improvement
Improvement by operating experience

Dose equivalent data
Modifications to equipment, management
for dose reduction

Waste data
— Gaseous waste discharge records
— Liquid waste discharge records
— Solid waste storage volume records 

Reduction measures on facility and management

Emergency organization and exercise 
Equipment and resources for emergencies

System to reflect incidents and failures of 
domestic and foreign plants 

Reflection status and follow-up in bar of recurrence
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The periodic safety review (PSR) is carried out as comprehensive preventive 
maintenance of nuclear power plants for the purpose of assuring the safety of the 
plants. MITI encourages utilities’ voluntary safety activities and offers evaluation of 
the summarized results of such activities.

The PSR by utilities is conducted independently of the annual inspection. 
Specifically, the PSR is to examine/analyse the extent of utilization of operational 
experience since the inauguration of operation (or the comprehensive evaluation of 
operating experience) and the extent of “ reflection of up-to-date technical 
knowledge” ; to evaluate periodically whether all such activities have been carried 
out properly, and to work out measures to improve safety, if necessary.

An interval of about ten years between PSRs for each plant is deemed suitable 
for assessing the results of improvement measures for the plant.

On 22 June 1992, MITI notified the implementation of a PSR to nine electric 
power companies and the Japan Atomic Power Company. In fiscal 1993, PSRs were 
conducted for three units, i.e. Tsuruga Unit 1, Japan Atomic Power Co., Fukushima 
Daiichi Unit 1, Tokyo Electric Power Co., and Mihama Unit 1, Kansai Electric 
Power Co. (Table I).

1.3. MITI’s evaluation of the results of PSRs

MITI evaluates whether various improvement activities have been properly 
carried out up to the present from the beginning of operation and whether the safety 
and reliability of nuclear power plants have been improved. Such evaluation may 
contribute to yet further improvement of the safety and reliability of the power 
plants.

1.3.1. Comprehensive evaluation o f operating experience

MITI evaluates the reliability of preventive safety activities, the system of 
maintaining and improving safety of operation, and whether various implemented 
improvement measures (for example, in such areas as operation management and 
facilities) are adequate. The main fields for the evaluation are shown in Table II, 
which describes the objective of the evaluation and items surveyed. MITI evaluated 
that these were properly and reasonably implemented in all the main fields.

1.3.2. Reflection o f up-to-date technical knowledge

In reviewing the probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) results, an evaluation 
shall be made as to whether up-to-date technical knowledge is properly incorporated 
into important facilities to ensure the safety of the nuclear facilities (for example, the 
installation of cathode ray tubes (CRTs) in the main control room) and in the 
improvement of the safety level of nuclear facilities.
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Technical knowledge on NPPs has been accumulated as the technology 
progresses. A lot of technical knowledge is reflected in improved plant safety. For 
further enhancement of safety, it is useful to investigate and assess how technical 
knowledge has been incorporated and whether there is any room left for 
improvement.

Important and up-to-date technical knowledge results from safety studies, 
lessons learned from events at NPPs in Japan and in other countries, and the results 
of technological development.

Typical results of safety studies are assessment of the core cooling effect in the 
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and experiments on the behaviour of the 
coolant in the containment after a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). For this the Rig 
of Safety Assessment (ROSA) test facility is used. The fuel damage threshold for 
accidents initiated by reactivity and the mechanism of generating fuel break energy 
are also being investigated using the Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (NSRR). 

i

1.4. Summary of evaluation

1.4.1. Lessons learned from operational experience

In the light of the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, enhancement of operation 
and radiation monitoring and improvement of the man-machine interface in the main 
control room was implemented.

Following leakage of radioactive liquid waste at Tsuruga Unit 1, modifications 
and additional weirs and leakage detectors were introduced.

At the steam generator tube rupture at Mihama Unit 2 (PWR), several 
measures were taken: enhancement of steam generator (SG) tube leak detection, 
enhancement of computer performance, installation of a reactor vessel water level 
meter, and the employment of equipment powered by the normal power supply 
during an abnormal event.

Following problems with a Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 primary loop recircula
tion (PLR) pump, the following improvements were made:

— PLR pump bearing modification
— Enforcement of the operation system
— Improvement of the operations manual.

1.4.2. Technology development

For reduction of dose equivalent, automatic and remote control systems for 
inspection were developed.

For reduction of radioactive waste, waste incineration and bituminization were 
employed.
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For improvement of the reliability, in a modification of fuel assembly design, 
the controls were chrome plated. The SG water treatment was also modified.

For improvement of operability, a CRT using computer technology was 
employed.

1.5. Recommendation

As a result of the PSR evaluation, MITI recommended the following 
enhancements:

— continuous feedback of operational experience
— prevention of human error
— safety assessment considering future safety studies
— research and development on ageing and techniques for diagnosing it
— continuous efforts for reduction of radiation exposure
— volume reduction of radioactive waste by incineration and compaction
— spent resin treatment technology.

2. SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

Research on severe accidents in Japan was initiated soon after the TMI accident 
in 1979. As regards the regulatory position under the Nuclear Safety Commission 
(NSC), the hydrogen issue, for example, was investigated, considering possible 
deflagration/detonation of hydrogen in a containment during a severe accident. After 
the Chernobyl accident in 1986, the NSC formed the Ad hoc Group on Generic 
Safety Issues in 1987 to discuss key safety issues related to severe accidents. In 1992, 
the Ad hoc Group submitted to the NSC a report on severe accident management. 
The NSC endorsed the reports by the Ad hoc Group and annonced the establishment 
of accident management measures.

In response to the NSC’s announcement, MITI prepared its own policy 
on implementing accident management to cope with severe accidents, and on 
28 July 1992 encouraged the utilities to take the following appropriate actions to 
perform PSA and established PSA based accident management as a voluntary safety 
assurance measure (Fig. 1).

(1) The utilities should conduct Level 2 (actually, Level 1+ containment perfor
mance assessment) PSAs for internal events during full power operation, for 
each category of nuclear power plant, by the end of 1993. Through the assess
ment, the utilities should investigate in each plant the technical requirements 
for accident management, including the operating procedures and training of 
operating personnel.



FIG. 1. Provisional arrangements for accident management.
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(2) The utilities should develop accident management measures for each plant 
promptly and schematically, based on the above assessment.

(3) The utilities should review the accident management measures thereafter in a 
periodic safety review.

(4) The utilities should conduct Level 1 shutdown PSAs for typical nuclear power 
plants in Japan within one year and take appropriate action, depending on the 
results.

(5) The utilities should further enhance research on PSA methodology to achieve 
higher accuracy and wider application, and establish a PSA database on com
ponent failure rates, etc.

MITI will request the utilities to report the results of the PSAs as well as the 
accident management measures based on them, and will evaluate their validity.

Accident management is a set of knowledge based actions based on utilities’ 
own technical knowledge, and aims at further reduction of the existing risks by 
multiple defence measures. The utilities are also expected to demonstrate flexibility 
and timeliness in accident management. MITI, for the time being, has no intention 
of introducing any regulatory constraints for improvement or operation of NPPs 
regardless of whether accident management is established or the form it takes.

The utilities, together with vendors, have conducted systematic Level 2 PSAs 
for all nuclear power plants (52 NPPs, including some NPPs under construction), 
and investigated technical issues associated with severe accident management. The 
utilities submitted reports to MITI on 31 March 1994 based on those extensive 
efforts. In these reports, the results of Level 2 PSA analysis (without source term) 
have been shown, in which the total core damage frequencies and primary contain
ment vessel (PCV) failure frequencies for all individual NPPs are small enough to 
meet the IAEA proposed values: a core damage frequency of 10-4 per reactor-year 
for existing reactors and of 10“5 per reactor-year for future reactors, and a contain
ment failure frequency of 10“5 per reactor-year for existing reactors and 10-6 per 
reactor-year for future reactors. The utilities also proposed several accident manage
ment measures both for preventive and mitigative schemes based on the PSA results 
(Figs 2, 3).

MITI then reviewed the utilities’ reports, and submitted its own report to the 
NSC on 24 October 1994. In the report, the objective of the implementation of acci
dent management measures is stated as further to enhance safety by reflecting the 
latest technical knowledge through PSA and the phenomenology of severe accidents. 
In the review process, MITI respected the opinions of the expert members of the 
Ad hoc Group on Severe Accident Measures and utilized the results of PSAs 
performed by the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) for reference. 
MITI paid special attention to the following three points.
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Safety features Accident management 
functions

Lo ss of heat rem oval function 

from  containm ent vessel

Loss of support function for 

safety function

PSA results on the integrity of reactor core

Isolation of leakage

Direct containm ent contact 

Loss of containm ent 

isolation function

S team  exp losion  
D irect co ftta inm en t heating  
Burning o f h igh  concentrât*  
ton flam m ab le  g a s

Heat removal via 
secondary loop

Confinement of radioactive 
material_______________

• Heat removal of 
containment vessel

• Isolation of 
containment vessel

Support function for safety 
function

FIG. 2. Safety features and accident management Junctions: PWR (prestressed concrete 
type containment, 4-loop).
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Already applied

- Manual reactor trip
- Emergency injection of boric acid
- Emergency cooling secondary loop

To be applied - Diversity of emergency cooling of secondary loop

Already applied
- Alternate injection
- Low pressure coolant injection by forced cooling of 

secondary loop

To be applied - Use of turbine bypass system

Already applied

- Low pressure recirculation by forced cooling of secondary 
loop

- Cooling of sump water by forced cooling of secondary 
loop

- Continuous water injection by water source addition
- Alternate cooling of containment atmosphere

To be applied

- Use of turbine bypass system
- Continuous water injection by water source addition 

and alternate recirculation
- Natural convection inside containm ent vessel
- Alternate component cooling

Already applied - Water injection to primary loop and depressurization

To be applied - Cool down and recirculation

Already applied
- Alternate feedwater
- Addition of water source for secondary loop
- Feed and bleed

To be applied - Use of turbine bypass system

Already applied - Alternate cooling of steam phase in containment vessel

To be applied

- Natural convection cooling in containment vessel
- Water injection in containment vessel
- Forced depressurization of prim ary loop

Already applied - Manual isolation of containment vessel

Already applied

- Recovery of electric power
- Securing of DC power
- Recovery of component cooling system
- Supply of alternate control air

To be applied
• Alternate cooling of component 
- Cross-tie of electric power between Units

FIG. 3. Accident management measures: PWR (prestressed concrete dry type containment, 
4-loop).
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The appropriate accident management measures should be developed for the 
accident sequences being recognized as significant by referring to the results 
of plant specific PSA individual plant examination.

(2) Feasibility o f implementation and effectiveness o f prevention and mitigation

Even though the accident management measures are based on the technological 
knowledge of the utilities, they should be mature engineering measures, 
feasible for implementation and effective as regards prevention and mitigation.

(3) Adverse effects on existing safety functions

Accident management measures should be planned so as not to degrade the 
existing safety functions and not to degrade the level of protection from design 
basis events.

As a conclusion, MITI stated that the PSA results and accident management 
strategies based on PSA are generally reasonable; the accident management 
measures including operational procedures are to be determined and further research 
activities are necessary.

The NSC organized the Deliberation Committee on Comprehensive Safety of 
Realctors on 1 September 1994 in order to review the issues for further enhancement 
of safety, such as accident management and ageing problems. At its first meeting on 
24 November 1994, the Accident Management Subcommittee was organized under 
the Deliberation Committee. The review process is still in progress and a report will 
be submitted to the Deliberation Committee probably before the end of 1995.

(1 ) Enhancem ent o f  safety
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A b s t r a c t

EXPERIENCE WITH OPERATIONAL SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS AT THE KARACHI 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT.

The Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP), a 137.5 MW(e) CANDU PHWR, has 
been in operation since 1972. Like all other plants, it has faced the problems o f equipment 
ageing and obsolescence. This plant has unique operating experience; it was forced to operate 
in complete isolation from its vendor country for nearly fifteen years and could not benefit 
from the technological advances and evolving safety standards. The paper describes actions 
taken at KANUPP to operate it safely up to the end of its nominal design life and even beyond. 
The global concern for plant safety ultimately resulted in support for the required improve
ments from the vendor country and the world nuclear community.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP) belongs to the first generation 
of nuclear power plants constructed between 1965 and 1972 by Canadian General 
Electric (CGE) as a turnkey project. It is the oldest operating CANDU PHWR. 
While it was overcoming its initial teething problems, all assistance from the vendor 
country was unilaterally stopped in 1976. A determined effort on the part of its 
owner, the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC), kept it operating safely 
from 1976 to 1989. This was a challenging task and during this period the only non
domestic assistance it received was from the IAEA.

Among other problems, KANUPP started facing difficulty with the locking of 
the fuelling machine on fuel channel G-12. This problem was experienced from 
October 1983 on, but the plant continued to operate with adjustments and skipping 
of on-power fuelling of G-12 till July 1988, when the problem was aggravated 
further. The channel was de fuelled, and measurements taken indicated that it had 
contracted in length by 52 mm.' One other channel, F-15, suspected to have sagged, 
was also defuelled. An IAEA Assessment of Safety Significant Events Team 
(ASSET) was invited in September 1989 to investigate the problem. The ASSET
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mission made several recommendations for im proving the safety o f  the plant. An 
overall plan identifying, prioritizing and scheduling the activities im portant for plant 
safety was developed based on the experience o f  KA NU PP and the recom m endations 
o f the ASSET m ission. The Integrated Safety Review M aster Plan (ISARM AP) was 
established in 1991.

2. OPERATIONAL SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS IN OLD PLANTS: 
PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

There are more than 400 nuclear power plants operating throughout the world 
in both developed and developing countries. The overall safety record, despite the 
two accidents of Three Mile Island (1979) and Chernobyl (1986), has been quite 
good for the different types of reactor, specially CANDU PHWRs. However, the 
Chernobyl accident markedly increased public awareness of the global implications 
of nuclear safety. Safety standards have been steadily evolving since the first nuclear 
plants were designed in the early 1960s and started receiving greater attention after 
these two accidents.

The common safety concerns of old plants, including that of KANUPP, can 
be broadly classified as follows.

2.1. E q u i p m e n t  a g e i n g  a n d  o b s o le s c e n c e  ( p r o c e s s  a n d  s a f e t y  s y s t e m s )

The plant equipment should remain as safe as originally intended. This 
involves:

— diagnosing the effects of ageing and obsolescence
— assessing the fitness for service and remaining life expectancy
— recommending measures for restricting further deterioration and recovery 

from the existing deterioration by repair/overhaul
— performing adequate periodic inspections.

2.2. P e r f o r m a n c e  o f  p l a n t  s a f e t y  s y s te m s

The plant should comply with the original safety objectives. This involves 
determination of adequate performance from its major safety systems such as:

— reactor protection system
— primary circuit integrity
— emergency core cooling
— containment
— essential power.
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2 . 3 .  I m p r o v e m e n t  i n  o p e r a t i o n a l  s a f e t y  p r a c t i c e s

The plant should make use of the best possible operational safety practices and 
procedures.

2 . 4 .  M a n p o w e r  q u a l i t y

Human performance remains the major contributor to the total risk during the 
plant life cycle. It is necessary to avoid complacency and maintain a high standard 
of safety culture and training. Wherever possible, emergency exercises and 
simulator training should be carried out. In the absence of a training simulator, 
emergency procedures assume greater importance.

2 . 5 .  I m p r o v e m e n t s  i n  p l a n t  d e s i g n  f e a t u r e s

Technological development should be used to improve the design as much as 
practically feasible in line with present-day safety practices. However, it is not 
possible to incorporate wholesale changes to old plants since the older plants were 
designed in accordance with the best safety standards then prevalent.

Although the problems and issues affecting old plants are common and quite 
well known, there is as yet no universal approach for the treatment of operating 
plants built to earlier safety standards. The present-day safety standards have evolved 
to be significantly different from those of the 1960s. In the absence of any universal 
standard, each country tends to adopt its own safety practices based on guidelines 
provided by international organizations such as the IAEA. KANUPP is governed by 
the Directorate of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection, which reports to the 
Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Board.

3. SAFE OPERTAION OF KANUPP

The approach which appears to be emergening worldwide for increasing the 
safety of old nuclear power plants is based on:

— equipment inspection/rehabilitation programmes and good operational safety 
practices ensuring plant operation that is as safe as possible with the existing 
design;

— a programme of long term safety reviews at regular prescheduled intervals, to 
establish those design improvements to the safety features which are to be 
carried out up to the next review, keeping the plant acceptably close to current 
safety standards.
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The recommendations of ASSET, its follow-up missions and those generated 
by KANUPP itself broadly addressed the above two points. These were consolidated 
into a Master Plan, ISARMAP. A list of the main tasks is given below.

3 . 1 .  P r o j e c t

(a) establish an integrated master plan for safe operation of KANUPP (SOK)
(b) umbrella agreement (SOK-2) with CANDU Owners Group (COG) to arrange 

Canadian technical support in implementing ISARMAP approved by the IAEA 
Steering Committee

(c) economic analysis of the integrated plan for the safety improvements, allowing 
systematic prioritization.

3 . 2 .  E q u i p m e n t  a g e i n g  a f f e c t i n g  s a f e t y

(a) fuel channel integrity assessment
(b) improve C 02 annulus gas system
(c) repair of steam generator No. 3
(d) fuelling machines ageing
(e) refurbish protective system dump valves
(f) assessment and rehabilitation of heat exchangers critical to safety
(g) assessment and rehabilitation of emergency injection valves
(h) turbine generator overhaul.

3 . 3 .  E q u i p m e n t  o b s o le s c e n c e  a f f e c t i n g  s a f e t y

(a) technological upgrade project
• replace nuclear instrumentation
• upgrading of computers, control and instrumentation (CC&I)
• replace fuel handling control computers
• fire protection

(b) on-line instrumentation for chemical parameters.

3 . 4 .  I m p r o v e  o p e r a t i o n a l  s a f e t y  p r a c t i c e s

(a) improve maintenance quality
(b) estabish in-service inspection (ISI) and periodic inspection programmes (PIP)

• define overall ISI programme
• ISI of reactor fuel channels
• ISI of steam generators
• ISI of primary heat transport (PHT) and balance of plant (BOP) pressure 

boundary and other critical components.
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(c) Improve quality of operations
• training in prevention and analysis of incidents
• modernize operating policies and principles (OP&P)
• improve guidance on allowable actions, ranges, allowed outage times 

(AOTs), human factors
• establish AOTs for stand-by diesel generators and other critical equipment
• improve emergency operating procedures (EOPs)
• review emergency preparedness arrangements, define internal resonsibili- 

ties and establish regular exercises
(d) establish a comprehensive surveillance programme
(e) establish operational quality assurance (QA) programmes
(f) improve training programmes
(g) computerize operational information systems
(h) reduction of unplanned scrams.

3 . 5 .  I m p r o v e  d e s i g n  s a f e t y

(a) update KANUPP Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) (to cover credible 
power excursions, inadequate core cooling, LOCA, etc.)

(b) probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) Level 1 of KANUPP
(c) improve handling of LOCA consequences
(d) improve reliability of booster cooling of boosters on loss of power (station 

blackout)
(e) ensure adequate secondary heat sink and alternatives to reduce loss of heat sink 

on pipe rupture, loss of process water or power
(f) improve reliability of emergency power
(g) improve containment testing
(h) review independence of safety systems and channels
(i) reassess seismic and other hazards (including fragility analysis).

A project PAK/9/010, ‘Safe Operation of KANUPP’, prepared by KANUPP, 
was approved by the IAEA initially as a four-year programme, recently extended to 
the year 1996. The objective of this project was to arrange the necessary international 
technical support for the tasks listed in ISARMAP. The support under PAK/9/010 
was envisaged in the following three ways:

— fellowships for KANUPP personnel for receiving training abroad
— foreign experts to visit the plant
— some assistance in purchase of equipment.

A Steering Committee was also constituted under PAK/9/010 to review the 
ISARMAP tasks, their scope and priorities, the results of activities for the enhance
ment of KANUPP safety and recommendations for further actions.
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By definition, ISARMAP consists of tasks necessary only for the safety of 
KANUPP. It excludes similar activities on the conventional side. A list of such items 
has also been prepared.

4. PROGRESS OF WORK ON VARIOUS ISARMAP TASKS

The significant progress achieved on various tasks in the ISARMAP is 
described below.

Establish an integrated master plan for SOK (3.1. (a))

The ISARMAP, first established in 1991, has been reviewed five times by the 
international Steering Committee, and adjusted accordingly each time in view of 
recommendations from assessment tasks completed. The last meeting, in December 
1994, resulted in the addition of two tasks considered as safety relevant, i.e. turbine 
generator overhaul (3.2.(h)), and reduction of unplanned scrams (3.4.(h)).

Umbrella agreement with COG for Canadian technical assistance (3.1.(b))

The SOK-II Agreement for a period of two years with COG was first signed 
in 1991 and has been extended once. Canadian technical support is available to 
KANUPP on a commercial basis. Each activity requires approval of the Canadian 
government. Only safety investigations, assessments diagnostics tasks and expert 
services have been allowed so far.

Fuel channel integrity assessment (3.2. (a))

The sagged pressure tube in channel G-12 was removed, and an ISI of this and 
another seven selected channel was done with Canadian technical support. The 
results indicated a local, non-generic problem with only G-12, due to a leaky rolled 
joint. Channel F-15 was found to be in order and put back in service. The general 
condition of the fuel channels was judged very good, indicating the possibility that 
replacement may not be needed during the plant design life. No garter spring disloca
tion was found.

Improve C02 annulus gas system (3.2. (b))

The sagging of channel G-12 was first attributed to inadequate design of the 
C 02 annulus gas system. This system has now been cleared as the root cause. 
Unlike other CANDU plants, the C 02 system at KANUPP is once-through, and 
needs review for its adequacy to provide leak-before-break detection. Any crack that
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might develop in the pressure tube would take 15 hours to grow to critical length. 
If the leakage is detected, this appears adequate to shut the plant down.

Repair o f steam generator No. 3 (3.2. (c))

One leaky tube was detected and plugged by KANUPP personnel in 1992. 
Canadian technical support was proposed but ultimately not required.

ISI o f steam generators and BOP Piping (3.4. (b))

The PHT pressure boundary and critical BPO piping were inspected by a Cana
dian team in 1992, with very good results. Sample eddy current testing of two steam 
generators was done by Babcock and Wilcox Canada in May 1993, again with very 
good results. Only one tube in steam generator No. 3 with 26% wall thinning was 
detected and plugged. A routine follow-up ISI programme is being implemented 
by KANUPP.

Fuelling machines ageing (3.2. (d))

Although fuelling machines become a part of the coolant pressure boundary 
during on-power fuelling, the Canadian government has not supplied spares so far 
on the basis that this is not a safety issue. However, KANUPP is proceeding with 
some ad hoc replacements pending a systematic ageing assessment.

Replacement o f nuclear instrumentation (3.3. (a))

The obsolete radiation monitoring instrumentation has been replaced, and 
accident range gamma monitoring channels added in the reactor building, with 
equipment from a French supplier.

Replacement o f obsolete computers, control and instrumentation (3.3. (a))

The old PDP-8 fuel handling computers have been replaced with an 
indigenously developed system based on industrial grade personal computers.

The French and Belgian equipment for replacement of plant regulating 
GEPAC-4020 computers, Bailey analogue closed loop and safety loop instrumenta
tion has been received at the site and work is in progress.

Review o f modem maintenance techniques (3.4. (a))

A team of KANUPP personnel visited Pt. Lepreau NPP in 1992 and is now 
working to deploy infrared thermography and laser shaft alignment techniques for 
plant maintenance improvement.
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Two IAEA experts delivered the following courses at KANUPP in early 1991 
for improving the safety culture:

— basic safety principles for plant operations and management personnel
— analysis and prevention of safety significant events (based on IAEA ASSET 

methodology).

These courses are now routinely repeated. Root cause analysis of safety signifi
cant events has been systematically established, and the methodology is being 
reviewed again following another course in early 1995 regarding the Institute of 
Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) methodology, arranged by the World Association 
of Nuclear Operators (WANO).

Review o f modern emergency preparedness (3.4. (c))

A specialist from KANUPP reviewed the (radiological) emergency prepared
ness arrangements at modern CANDU NPPs in Canada, in 1992. The arrangements 
at KANUPP were found mostly adequate. Two minor improvements in the fre
quency and organization of emergency drills were adopted,

Quality assurance programme (3.4. (e))

The QA programme has been reviewed by an IAEA expert and found ade
quate. Lack of manpower is delaying full implementation.

Computerized operating experience feedback (3.4. (g))

Operating experience feedback has been computerized on an internal LAN, 
connected to the COG and WANO-INPO networks.

Updating o f KANUPP FSAR (3.5. (a))

Work is in progress in Canada on Phase I (analysis of special safety systems 
against limiting large break LOCA). A team of four KANUPP engineers sponsored 
by the IAEA is working on this project.

Probabilistic safety analysis level 1 (3.5. (b))

The work on PSA Level 1 of KANUPP is progressing smoothly and is 
expected to be completed by the end of 1996. One person was trained at the IAEA 
headquarters in Vienna for this work. Four workshops have so far been conducted 
by IAEA experts in Pakistan, providing valuable assistance to this project.

Im provem ent o f  sa fety  culture (3.4. (c))
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Two Canadian experts visited KANUPP in November 1993 and confirmed that 
most of the major equipment was already specified adequately, and provided guide
lines for establishing a systematic environmental qualification programme. One 
person from KANUPP has been trained at the IAEA headquarters. Another place
ment is in process. A few equipment modifications have been implemented already.

Improve booster cooling (3.5. (d))

This task was circumvented by an administrative decision to stop using booster 
rods at all, because the safety concern obviously outweighed the economic benefits 
of using them.

Emergency boiler feedwater supply (3.5. (e))

Work is in progress on improving the supply of emergency feedwater to the 
boilers to improve reliability of the secondary heat sink under prolonged station 
blackout and other environmental cross-link failures. A Canadian expert reviewed 
the conceptual design and the equipment order is being finalized.

Adequacy o f emergency power (3.5. (f))

A third stand-by emergency diesel generator was ordered and has been deli
vered. This will improve the allowed outage times.

Containment testing at higher pressure (3.5. (g))

The KANUPP containment building was tested at full design pressure before 
operation, but the extrapolation relation was not established for the subsequent tests 
done at 2 psig.1 KANUPP has now done containment testing at 5 psig with a very 
low leak rate. It appears that testing beyond 15 psig ( >  50% of design pressure) may 
not be feasible owing to some operational limitations. KANUPP has approached 
COG to provide expert services from Pt. Lepreau NGS and their proposal is awaited.

Seismic walkthrough o f the plant (3.5.(i))

A walkthrough by IAEA experts in 1993 concluded that KANUPP can with
stand twice the design basis earthquake with minor modifications which KANUPP 
is now implementing.

E quipm ent qualification rev iew  aga in st LO CA (3.5. (с))

1 1 psig (1 lbf/in2 (g)) = 6.895 Pa.
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Overall

With these efforts, KANUPP has gained a strong confidence that it can con
tinue to operate safely by modern safety standards.

5. ROLE OF IAEA AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The operation of KANUPP depended on the availability of plant regulating 
computers and a large amount of electronic instrumentation. These were the first 
systems to be hit by obsolescence. The IAEA provided assistance in overcoming 
problems in this area right from the early days. A list of projects supported is given 
in Table I.

Combating obsolescence in C&I would have been rather difficult without 
IAEA technical assistance. Since 1991, all IAEA technical assistance to KANUPP 
has been provided under project PAK/9/010 — Safe Operation of KANUPP.

The IAEA also sent Operational Safety Assessment and Review Teams 
(OSART) in 1985 and 1989 and on both occasions the plant was found to conform 
to IAEA operational safety standards. KANUPP is also participating in the IAEA 
Incident Reporting System (1RS).

Besides the efforts of the IAEA in operational safety, other industry groups 
such as the INPO, COG and WANO are also providing assistance to nuclear power 
plants around the world. KANUPP has been a member of COG and WANO since 
1989 and has benefited considerably from their information exchange programmes.

When ISARMAP was established, it was realized that Canadian technical 
support was essential for the accomplishment of a number of tasks. Consequently,

TABLE I. IAEA SUPPORT TO KANUPP

Year Project Title

1977 PAK/4G/16 Nuclear Electronics. Establishment of a 
small scale PCB fabrication laboratory

1981 PAK/4/023 Electronic Systems Development. Facility 
for microprocessor based projects

1984 PAK/4/027 Control and Instrumentation (C&I). Test, 
calibration and trouble-shooting aids

1990 PAK/4/035 Upgrade o f Nuclear Power Plant Control 
and Instrumentation. Expert services for 
KANUPP C&I backfitting project
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a commercial agreement, SOK-II, was signed by PAEC with COG for the Canadian 
technical support needed for the implementation of SOK. The steam generator and 
BOP piping inspection, assessment of the QA programme, plant equipment environ
mental qualification review and, most importantly, the fuel channel integrity assess
ment (FCIA) have only been possible with Canadian support, and COG has played 
a very positive role. The encouraging results of steam generator and fuel channel 
inspections have restored our confidence in the good condition of the plant.

A two week peer review was also held in November 1994 under the aegis of 
WANO-TC. Twenty experts from all over the world reviewed the operational safety 
of KANUPP and identified particular areas of improvements and strengths. A num
ber of technical exchange visits to other plants are also being arranged by WANO, 
providing KANUPP personnel an excellent opportunity to learn from others.

6. CONCLUSION

Significant progress has been made under PAK/9/010 on items listed in 
ISARMAP. This would not have been possible without assistance from the IAEA, 
COG and WANO. The pace of work may not have been that fast on some items 
owing to the backlog, lack of manpower, unavailability of suitable equipment, limi
tations of finance and international political considerations. Canadians have only 
provided assistance in the safety related tasks. No equipment export has been allowed 
even for the accepted safety related tasks such as those involving dump valves and 
neutron power instrumentation. The recommendations of inspections require further 
engineering studies, equipment supply and continued support — requiring involve
ment of Canadian suppliers.

No plant in a developing country can run safely and efficiently without the help 
of the international nuclear community, particularly that of the vendor country. This 
fact had earlier been recognized by the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) which 
permits, in specialized cases, transfer of equipment and material deemed essential 
to safe operation of the plant. The International Convention on Nuclear Safety signed 
in Vienna in September 1994 also distinguished the requirements of safe operation 
of civilian NPPs from the non-proliferation concerns and requires the supplier states 
to provide technical support for safe operation of NPPs.

KANUPP has been complying with the IAEA Safeguards and no violation has 
ever been reported. The results of safety investigations and assessments indicate that 
KANUPP has always operated safely and is currently in good condition. The plant 
can operate safely over its nominal design life and even beyond, with provision of 
equipment, expert services and continued technical support from the supplier state 
and world nuclear community.
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Abstract

PROCESS VISUALIZATION FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS RUNNING UNDER 
WINDOWS.

After an introduction to the fundamentals of safety technique, a double channel process 
visualization principle is presented. It is based on a (2-of-2) system configuration using differ
ent hardware and software channels. N-version programming together with different computer 
hardware is applied in order to establish a low cost redesign using commercial microprocessor 
components. The dynamization principle is applied. A first demonstration version running on 
a PC under Windows 3.1 is presented. Fundamental safety aspects on safety critical programs 
running under Windows 3.1 are discussed. Future developments are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Up to now, in the field of NPPs safety critical devices normally have been real
ized in hardware. In the past, safety proofs were often obtained by considering the 
reaction of a certain device in the case of failures. This was done by applying failure 
mode effect and critical analysis (FMECA). Nowadays, first steps are being taken 
to transform process control to computerized systems. But the essential problem is 
that on the one hand no commercial computer operates in a fail-safe manner and on 
the other hand software will never be error free. Especially, up to now no safety crit
ical process visualization is available. In the following, a new concept of a double 
channel process visualization system will be presented. First, some terms of fail- safe 
technique are introduced:

Safety critical system: control system causing no hazard to people or material in the 
case of environmental influence or system failure.

Safety: property of an item to cause no hazard under given conditions during a given 
time: i.e. avoidance of undue fail conditions. Undue fail conditions may be caused 
by technical system failures and malfunction of an electronic device, e.g. influenced 
by electromagnetic noise.

525
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Hazard (related to safety engineering): condition of a system that cannot be con
trolled by given means and may lead to damage to persons.

Safe system state: property of a system state to cause no hazard to people or material 
(in many applications of safety critical control systems there exists a safe system 
state). In some systems it is possible to choose the simplest way: to achieve the safe 
system state by shutdown.

Fail-safe: technical failures within an item may lead to fail states of the safety critical 
system (fail), which however have to be safe (safe).

Because up to now no fail-safe single channel computer is available, one has 
to choose a configuration of at least two commercial computers running in parallel. 
In the case of a double channel computerized control system, results of both channels 
are fed to a fail-safe comparator, whose output enables a safe gate in the case of 
equivalent results (command telegrams) [1]. The system structure is shown in Fig. 1.

In this sytem configuration both channels do not need to operate fail-safely. It 
is the full responsibility of the fail-safe comparator component to change over the

pOO=l

Legend: tFD = failure detection time
pxx = transition probability 
tFI = time of first critical failure 
tF2 = time of second critical failure

FIG. 1. (2-of-2) control system with fail-safe comparator.
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whole system to a safe system state. The fail-safe comparator has to detect any in
equality of generated command telegrams within a specified failure detection time 
and corresponding to a well defined tolerance zone. Basically, no complex fail-safe 
comparator with a comfortable tolerance zone management has been developed.

2. PROCESS VISUALIZATION

Today, computers are not used for reactor protection systems. The main rea
son for this is that software will never be error free. For visualization purposes com
puters may be used to support the human decision maker. This motivated the 
visualization concept shown in Fig. 2.

Measured values to be visualized are fed into two independent image process
ing systems simultaneously. Each image processing system generates a certain dis
play. The output of each is an image that represents the actual status of the reactor. 
Using an electronic switch, which toggles in rapid succession (e.g., once a second) 
the images are combined to a chopped picture, which is displayed on a screen.

If the contents of the two images are identical, the operator sees one stable pic
ture. Otherwise, some display elements (corresponding to process elements) will 
blink. Safety-critical commands may be issued by the operator only if no element 
blinks. In order to guarantee that the periodical switch is indeed toggling, an addi
tional display element is applied. If the image currently displayed comes from one 
processing unit, a vertical bar is displayed; if it comes from the other, a horizontal 
one is used.

Usually, colours are used intensively to convey status information in process 
visualization. If colours are used to indicate critical states or events, precautions must 
be taken to ensure proper operation of the colour display. An example for a colour 
failure would be a dropout of the red colour gun in a cathode ray tube (CRT). In

FIG. 2. Process visualization concept.
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this case an alarming state of an element cannot be displayed because of the missing 
colour. An appropriate countermeasure to this risk would be to display a combined 
colour bar containing all relevant colours and changing the size of the bar periodi
cally. If possible, the period of these changes should be different from the period 
of switch toggle, to avoid any common mode effect.

An operator is allowed to perform safety critical operations only if the follow
ing four conditions hold:

(1) none of the process display elements blinks
(2) the switch indicator changes its position periodically
(3) the combined colour bar changes its size periodically
(4) two indicators blink periodically to assure that both visualization computers are 

still active.

Additionally, safety critical commands are protocolled on an additional control 
and failure printer, without any chance for data manipulation.

Figure 3 illustrates such a process visualization for an NPP [2]. It shows the 
usual display elements, the switch indicator, the combined colour bar, and blinking 
indicators.
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Additional windows can be provided for operator’s inputs and outputs from the 
system (e.g. certain warnings). Figure 3 shows the screen output from the operator’s 
monitor. It shows the model of a nuclear power plant, including the facility to enter 
commands and to get feedback from the system. The four colours change their area 
periodically, twice as fast as the green bar, which rotates about 90° periodically to 
show that the periodical switch for display generation is still alive. The display con
tains two additional windows, one for operator’s inputs (commands) and one for sys
tem reaction output. In this system configuration, the operator plays the role of the 
fail-safe comparator. He watches the display and has to detect blinking process ele
ment symbols, meaning that the two channels of the process visualization may have 
provided different information.

Additionally, two blinking indicators assure the operator that both computer
ized visualization channels are still alive.

3. PROCESS VISUALIZATION RUNNING UNDER MICROSOFT 
WINDOWS

A first prototype has been developed running under Windows 3.1, just to dem
onstrate the visualization concept. Nevertheless, one has to argue that really safety- 
critical process visualization never could be implemented under Windows. That is

FIG. 4. Hardware (HW) and software (SW) system configuration.
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why Windows 3.1 software was not developed, because of safety-critical aspects. 
Also, one cannot get the complete source code of Windows 3.1 in order to perform 
any verification and validation (V&V) procedure. Because commercial software will 
never be error free, one has to apply validated real time operating system software 
and visualization software, which could be validated too according to the C l test 
coverage standard [3], at least based on IEEE standards [3].

Figure 4 shows the complete hardware and software configuration, consisting 
of two diverse channels comprising microprocessor hardware, real time operating 
systems and process visualization software (user software).

4. CONCLUSIONS

A new approach of a double channel process visualization for NPPs was 
presented. It is based on the dynamization principle as a fundamental concept of 
safety technique. Additional indicators are implemented assuring that periodical 
switching between two display buffers is done, that all used colours can be indicated, 
and that both computer channels are still alive. Furthermore, an essential statement 
was made, namely that safety critical process visualization cannot be implemented 
running under Windows software, because this commercial system software cannot 
be validated by a specific V&V procedure.

Nevertheless, rapid prototype software was developed just for demonstration 
purposes. Future development comprises a real double channel system configuration 
as described above. There is a certain advantage in this system concept: if any 
modifications of user interface or design are necessary, the corresponding expendi
ture is quite low. Thus, following the actual trend, a computerized safety critical 
process visualization has been developed with a real chance of application within the 
near future.
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Abstract

USE OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE THE 
REGULATORY PROCESS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC.

For the past three years, the Czech Republic State Office for Nuclear Safety (SUJB) 
has made an effort to develop and apply probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) techniques to 
support the regulatory process in the Czech Republic. This paper describes a comprehensive 
programme initiated by SUJB to improve the operational safety of the Dukovany WWER/440 
V-213 nuclear power plants. With the support of Science Applications International Corpora
tion (SAIC), SUJB has supported several activities related to the application of PSA techniques 
to address operational safety issues and improve the quality of existing technical specifications 
for the Dukovany plants. These activities have included the completion o f a Level 1 PSA, use 
of PSA insights to improve the quality of existing technical specifications, and development 
of the Dukovany Safety Advisory System (SAS) — a real time risk monitoring system. Cur
rently SAS is being used to analyse actual operational data at each of the four Dukovany units 
as part o f a one year pilot study. SUJB is also using SAS as a tool to evaluate utility requests 
for extensions to allowed outage times (AOTs). These activities performed in support o f SUJB 
at Dukovany represent one of the most comprehensive applications of PSA techniques to 
evaluate operational risk issues to date in the nuclear power industry worldwide.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently in the Czech Republic there are four operating WWER/440 V-213 
units at Dukovany and two WWER-1000 type reactors under construction at 
Temelin.

Temelin is expected to be licensed and begin power operation in 1997. A 
Level 1 PSA was recently completed and activities are under way to perform a shut
down PSA, a Level 2 PSA and development of a risk monitoring system. These
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efforts were funded by the Czech utility CEZ. Insights from the PSA have been used 
to support enhancements to the Temelin design prior to startup.

The four units at Dukovany were licensed and began power operation during 
the time period 1985-1987. The Czech Republic State Office for Nuclear Safety 
(SUJB) has just completed a ten year review of Dukovany safety, including the 
development of a revised Operational Safety Analysis Report. Section 2 describes 
a comprehensive programme that has been initiated by SUJB to use PSA methods 
to address design and operational safety issues at Dukovany.

Finally, Section 3 provides some conclusions related to SUJB’s achievements 
and future plans regarding the use of PSA in the regulatory process.

2. SUJB ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE OPERATIONAL SAFETY AT 
DUKOVANY

The following sections will provide a description of the results of several 
activities sponsored by SUJB for the Dukovany plants which involve the application 
of PSA. Initial funding for these activities was provided by SUJB. Subsequent sup
port was provided in the form of two separate grants from the US Department of 
Energy (USDOE).

2.1. Level 1 PSA for Dukovany

A Level 1 PSA for Dukovany was completed in December 1994 by Science 
Applications International Corporation (SAIC), in co-operation with the Rez Nuclear 
Research Institute (UJV) of the Czech Republic [1]. The scope of the PSA was inter
nal events, including loss of off-site power. No consideration was given to external 
events (floods, fires, etc.) or shutdown state. This study was the first Level 1 PSA 
completed for a WWER/440 V-213 type reactor by a Western firm. Figure 1 pro
vides an overview of the Dukovany PSA results.

Several insights can be derived from analysis of the PSA results.

о The PSA results were dominated by the contribution of operator failures, with 
82% of the core damage frequency attributable to cut sets which contained one 
or more operator failures. Several important operator actions showed inade
quate procedures and training. In addition, the PSA recommended several 
improvements in control room indications and alarms to improve operator 
diagnosis of important events, 

о Design deficiency was identified in the emergency core cooling system 
(ECCS). During small loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) (< 4 0  mm equivalent 
diameter), the primary pressure at the end of ECCS injection is greater than 
the low pressure injection pressure, and the low pressure system will divert the 
entire sump water inventory to the ECCS tank room. This event contributes 
40% to the overall results.
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T ransients with T ransients with
damage to TG RCP seal failure
hall + 14.7 m 18%

Small LOCAs (<40 mm) 
with operator failure to 

realign LP system 
40%

FIG. 1. Dukovany core damage profile.

о There is a design deficiency due to the lack of separation of equipment in the 
turbine generator (TG) hall, elevation +14.7 m. This event contributes 18% 
to the overall results.

The PSA recommended measures to reduce the core damage frequency of 
Dukovany by more than one order of magnitude. These recommendations included: 
improvements in procedures, installation of control room indications, and a design 
modification to eliminate the possibility for the diversion of water from the sump by 
the low pressure ECCS pumps during small LOCAs (< 4 0  mm equivalent diameter).

The Dukovany plant is currently implementing corrective measures to address 
the most significant issues identified by the PSA, as part of the re-evaluation of safety 
ordered by SUJB.

2.2. Risk based evaluation of Dukovany technical specifications

On the basis of the results of the Level 1 PSA study for Dukovany, SAIC 
recently completed a report for SUJB to assess the adequacy of the current technical
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specifications (TS) for the Dukovany plants based on the PSA results [2]. The exist
ing TS for Dukovany were developed independently by the former Czechoslovak 
Atomic Energy Commission. The basis for the existing TS did not incorporate risk 
based insights.

A methodology was developed to evaluate the adequacy of equipment allowed 
outage times (AOTs), which included the following steps:

(1) identify Dukovany TS requirements amenable to probabilistic risk based analy
sis using the Level 1 PSA

(2) evaluate the risk importance of each TS requirement using the ‘current’ 
Dukovany PSA results

(3) asssess the sensitivity of the risk based results in step 2 to Dukovany planned 
upgrades

(4) make recommendations for changes to specific AOT requirements [3].

For each TS requirement, the risk increase associated with the unavailability 
of the specified equipment (ACDF) was evaluated through requantification of the 
PSA. The accumulated plant risk associated with the unavailability of specified plant 
equipment was estimated as the product of ACDF and the specified allowed outage 
time. For this application, the accumulated risk for plant outages was limited to a 
constant value referred to as the ‘fixed safety limit’ for configuration risk. Using 
such a fixed safety limit a safety based AOT (AOTSB) was calculated for each TS 
requirement as illustrated in Fig. 2.

A range of values was used for the fixed safety limit, based on a review of cur
rent research and practical experience worldwide. For each TS requirement, the cur
rent AOT was compared to the range of calculated values for AOTSB. The results

Fixed safety limit (B) = ACDF x AOTSB

FIG. 2. Graphical illustration o f  establishing a fixed safety limit for Dukovany configuration 
risk.
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of this comparison, as well as several other factors identified in the methodology 
described above, were used as the basis for making recommendations for changes 
to the TS.

The report recommends a total of 27 changes to the Dukovany TS based on 
risk insights. Six areas were identified where the safety of Dukovany could be greatly 
enhanced by tightening existing requirements. Nineteen areas were identified where 
plant availabaility and maintenance efficiency could be improved by relaxing existing 
requirements. Two risk sensitive areas were identified which are not included in the 
current Dukovany TS.

SUJB is currently in the process of considering the results of this study and 
will propose changes to the existing TS for Dukovany.

2.3. Development of a real time operational safety monitoring system at 
Dukovany

As a follow-up to the Level 1 PSA, a real time operational safety tool or ‘risk 
monitor’ was developed for Dukovany. The specific tool developed for Dukovany 
is called the Safety Advisory System (SAS).

In order to address operational risk, the Level 1 PSA for Dukovany was con
verted into a single master logic fault tree which is capable of requantifying the core 
damage frequency for any plant configuration in real time (e.g. less than 5 minutes)
[4]. This model serves as the ‘risk engine’ for SAS. This conversion of the Level 1 
PSA into such a real time model was based on a methodology developed for the 
USNRC, as described in NUREG/CR-5925 [5].

SAS is a PC Windows-compatible graphics user interface (GUI) which can be 
linked to the real time operational risk model of Dukovany to present PSA results 
to the user in qualitative terms based on predefined risk acceptance criteria [6]. Since 
regulatory and utility staff are not normally PSA practioners, SAS presents PSA 
based information related to the current configuration of the plant qualitatively in a 
form understandable to such users. Figure 3 shows the display of the main screen 
in SAS.

Features of the SAS include:

— a colour-coded status bar to provide the operator with a qualitative indication 
of the level of risk associated with the current plant configuration (see Fig. 3);

— provision of restoration advice to the operator when the plant is in a high risk 
configuration by evaluating and plotting the potential reduction in plant risk for 
various restoration options;

— ability to perform ‘what if’ sensitivity calculations to evaluate the impact on 
plant risk for anticipated plant conditions;

— provision of a prioritized display of the most important components to keep in 
service for each plant configuration, based on the current risk model results.
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Safety Advisory - Dukovany Unit 1 
Language Exit Help_____________________________ _____________________

Select Unit

□  I

$|gggg§Update§g§g§g$
S a fe ty -B a s e d  O u ta g e  T im e

2 4  ho urs

O u ta g e  Exp ire s :

W e d ., Ju l. 2 6 ,1 9 9 5 ,1 2 :4 1  P M

T im e  R e m a in in g :

FIG. 3. SAS main display.

User:

0  User specifies
information related to 
the current plant 
configuration

( 7 )  IRRAS engine is 
requantified - results 
are stored in SASDB

( ? )  SASDB Updates 
Information in 
SAS GUI

IRRAS quantification 
‘engine’ 

Dukovany Master 
Logic Fault Tree

SAS database 
management system 

(SASDB)

SAS graphics user 
interface (GUI)

(V) Data queries specify the 
required changes to the 
IRRAS engine to reflect 
the current plant 
configuration

Í2J  Plant configuration 
information is 
stored in SASDB

FIG. 4. Illustration of how SAS works.
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This information is important, as the components which it is most important 
to keep in service will change as the plant core damage frequency changes for 
different configurations;

— various plotting options to view historical plant operating risk.

A basic description of how SAS works is given in Fig. 4: the user specifies 
changes to the operating status of plant equipment in the and these changes to the 
plant configuration are stored in the SAS database management system (SASDB). 
SASDB then sends data queries to the quantification engine (e.g. the Dukovany 
master logic fault tree) in the integrated reliability and risk analysis system (IRRAS). 
These queries instruct IRRAS how to reconfigure the fault tree engine to reflect the 
new operating status of various items of plant equipment specified by the user in the 
SAS GUI. When these changes are properly implemented in the IRRAS engine, the 
model is requantified to calculate a revised core damage frequency with associated 
equipment importance measures for each plant configuration. The output from the 
IRRAS engine is read and stored in SASDB. SASDB then updates the information 
which is presented in the GUI.

Implicit in the use of SAS is the need to define acceptance criteria to support 
recommendations for managing operational risk. Currently no internationally recog
nized methods exist for defining acceptance criteria for PSA applications. SAS uses 
an acceptance criterion that has been used in Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
research applications which sets a fixed limit for accumulated risk during any plant 
outage at a level of 5 x 1СГ7. Using this criterion, SAS converts the calculated core

t  Red

Date

FIG. 5. Dukovany Unit I operational risk (Jan.-March 1995).
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damage frequency for each plant configuration into a safety based outage time which 
is displayed graphically in a colour-coded format (e.g. red, yellow and green 
regions) as indicated in Fig. 3.

2.4. SAS one year pilot study

A one year pilot study using SAS is currently under way at Dukovany [7]. Dur
ing the entire calendar year 1995, plant configuration data for each of the four 
Dukovany units will be evaluated using SAS, and periodic reports will be prepared 
by the utility summarizing plant operational performance. An example of Dukovany 
plant operational experience evaluated using SAS is provided in Fig. 5.

During the pilot study, SUJB will use SAS to track Dukovany configuration 
safety and to provide input for making decisions regarding utility requests for exten
sions to AOTs (in an unofficial capacity). At the end of the one year pilot study, the 
regulator and the utility together will assess the future role for SAS in the nuclear 
regulatory framework of the Czech Republic.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The activities performed in support of SUJB at Dukovany represent one of the 
most comprehensive applications of PSA techniques to evaluate operational risk 
issues to date in the nuclear power industry worldwide [8]. The PSA related activities 
at Dukovany have directly benefited plant safety and improved regulation in a num
ber of areas:

— Level 1 PSA identified measures to reduce the current risk level at Dukovany 
by more than one order of magnitude.

— SAS can be used to support on-line decision making to optimize operational 
safety and improve maintenance effectiveness.

— SAS provides SUJB with a tool to address very complex plant configurations 
which are beyond the scope of existing deterministic technical specifications.

— the risk based analysis of Dukovany TS has identified a number of areas to 
enhance plant safety by adjusting existing requirements for equipment.
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED SIMULATOR AND REAL TIME PLANT 
INFORMATION SYSTEM.

The paper describes how a set o f diverse tools and projects have been integrated to 
respond to a variety of needs in a way which is considered efficient and cost effective. These 
tools result from probabilistic safety assessment as well as from computer and communication 
projects. Plant simulation capabilities which have been developed from 1984 onwards for 
engineering and safety analysis are now the core of a training simulator installed at the Garoña 
nuclear power plant. The computer graphics interface used for the training simulator has been 
adapted to operate with simulated or real time plant data. This graphic interface is now used 
at the plant for the safety parameter display function and to display plant information in 
general. The plant data information system and the simulator are connected to the plant local 
area network (LAN), so that a given terminal can display either plant data or simulated data 
coming from some scenario running on the simulator. The corporate office LAN is connected 
to the plant LAN by a microwave link, so that access to this system is available from the cor
porate office. The paper discusses these systems as well as their applications and benefits.

1. PLANT TRAINING SIMULATOR

From 1984 up to today, the nuclear power plants in Spain have been subject 
to probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) of a continuously increasing scope. The first 
of these studies was the Santa María de Garoña’s PSA. This study was performed 
with limited information on plant transient behaviour and without any simulation 
tools. Since 1987 we have been working on plant simulation models. At present we 
have a plant transient and accident simulator, based on the modula accident analysis 
program (MAAP) computer code. We anticipate that the use of these tools will 
significantly improve the accident ânalysis part of the PSA revision that we are 
currently initiating. This simulator has an interactive graphic interface and is used
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for operator training on emergency operating procedures (EOPs) at the Garoña 
nuclear power plant (NPP).

The training simulator was initiated as part of a Research and Development 
project jointly undertaken by Nuclenor S.A. and the Department of Applied 
Mathematics and Computer Science of the University of Cantabria. This project’s 
aims were to study, analyse and develop information science techniques for the con
trol and simulation of the systems which make up an NPP, particularly in the fields 
of neutronics and thermohydraulics, with specific application to the Garoña NPP.

Since codes capable of simulating the running of a nuclear power plant such 
as Garoña were already available, the first stage was to develop a series of applica
tions which, by incorporating graphic capacities, would enable a faster interpretation 
of the results of the simulations obtained by these codes. These applications were 
designed in such a way that real plant events could also be studied and even compared 
with the simulations.

With the experience acquired from these developments, it was decided to com
mence the development of a training simulator which, while maintaining and improv
ing the previously mentioned graphic characteristics, would facilitate an interactive 
link to the adopted simulation code.

In order to choose the most appropriate code to build the interactive simulator, 
the TRAC (transient reactor analysis code) and MAAP codes were studied in depth. 
Their structures, modelling capacities, the variables that they use, accuracy and

FIG. 1. Simulator software scheme.
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speed of calculation, the capability for interactive use, etc., were all studied. The 
MAAP code was modified to include the reactor pressure and level control modules 
already available in TRAC.

It was concluded that the MAAP code was the most suitable for the develop
ment of the software. It should be pointed out that while the MAAP code offered 
the best characteristics for use in the simulator, it had to be appropriately adapted 
in order to function interactively.

In order to develop the interface, ‘DataViews’ software was chosen, prin
cipally for its orientation towards instrumentation engineering and process control. 
Moreover, this software uses the graphics standard X-Window (X I1) and runs under 
the operating system Unix.

The training simulator screens make up a user environment and, in them, the 
power plant’s systems are represented by objects whose dynamic properties are 
associated with the events and variables which determine their performance. At the 
beginning of each session a routine creates the connections between these properties 
and the variables and events of the MAAP code, thus making way for interactive 
communication. The interface also incorporates event control routines allowing the 
user’s actions to be registered. Figure 1 represents the software modules of the simu
lator and their interrelation.

The simulator is designed in such a way that several users can interact simul
taneously in the process. At the moment, it consists of six monitors assigned both 
to control and to visualize systems. The instructor, who is in charge of provoking 
anomalies during the training exercises for operators, uses a console from which he 
can interact in real time. Meanwhile, by means of five other consoles, the operators 
can undertake control operations, resolving the conflict situations provoked by the 
instructor. The training simulator replicates the actual safety parameter display 
system graphics as well as other displays. Furthermore, the machines in which it is 
installed do not need to be particularly powerful; low priced work stations and/or 
high level personal computers are adequate.

The trainining simulator layout currently in operation consists of the following 
hardware:

— a Hewlett Packard series 9000/712 workstation
— six X I1 terminals to visualize different systems, one of them for use as the 

instructor’s post
— one laser printer for printing graphics of the evolution of the desired variables 

during or at the end of each session.

This tool is used for operator training on emergency procedures guides 
(EPGs). Any new model and improvement included in the MAAP model for Garoña 
during the individual plant examination (IPE) study will be included in the training 
simulator. The use of a common tool for training and safety analysis favours collabo
ration between the plant and engineering personnel responsible for these two areas.



2. PLANT REAL TIME INFORMATION SYSTEM

An additional capacity already incorporated into the simulator is the possibility 
of visualizing the real time plant data by making use of the data acquisition system 
installed in the Garoña NPP. The same screens developed for the training simulator 
are used for this purpose. This capacity can be achieved from any computer post at 
Nuclenor. In this process, a microwave radio link is used to overcome the problem 
of the 140 km which separate the plant from the corporate office.

The characteristics of DataViews as process surveillance software, as well as 
its compliance with popular software standards such as Unix and X-Windows, made 
us consider the possibility of using the training simulator graphic interface software 
for plant data in a real time display, substituting it for the proprietary software 
included in the process computer for data display.

The simulator software was tested at the plant for a period of time as real time 
data display software. After that time the decision to substitute the old software was 
taken. We are now in the process of configuring the plant data information system 
in the manner shown in Fig. 2. In this new configuration, plant data captured by a 
variety of computer systems and programmable controllers is sent to a data concen
trator (a Unix computer) via the LAN. The training simulator and other special pur
pose computers working with plant data are connected on the same LAN, so that a 
given plant data display monitor can either use real data or simulated data.

546 GONZÁLEZ et al.
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FIG. 2. Corporate communication network.
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This new configuration has various substantial benefits:

— The generation and maintenance of operator interface software is common for 
the plant data system and for the simulator.

— The new software runs in a number of different computer systems and there
fore is not likely to be a limitation when considering alternatives in computer 
hardware. In fact the system is implemented with products from an open and 
competitive sector of the computer market.

3. APPLICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM

We now discuss the application and benefits of the system.

3.1. Probabilistic safety analysis

The MAAP based simulator is being for the accident sequence analysis part 
of the Levels 1 and 2 PSA study for our plant.

3.2. Operator training

The simulator is installed at the Garoña NPP and is used for periodic retraining 
of plant operators on abnormal and emergency operating procedures. We envisage 
that this simulator will facilitate the collaboration of the operator within the accident 
sequence analysis part of the PSA. Some human reliability aspects, especially those 
relating to operator response, can probably be better analysed with the help of the 
simulator.

The use of the same computer code for PSA and operator training provides 
good assurance that any improvement on accident analysis or modelling resulting 
from the PSA study will be made available and included in the operator training pro
grammes within a short time and with moderate effort.

3.3. Plant information system

The system described in Section 2 represents a substantial modernization of the 
plant data display system. The maintenance of the system required following plant 
modifications or for other reasons is readily transferable to the simulator.

3.4. Plant emergency drills

As was already mentioned, a plant data monitor can display real data or simu
lated data.
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During the last emergency drill, the accident scenario prepared for the drill 
was run on the simulator. The simulated data was displayed at the plant technical 
support centre and at the emergency response centre at the corporate office.

The capability to display simulated data in the manner described above 
obviously introduces more realism into the drill and contributes to the improvement 
of training on emergency response.

3.5. Severe accident management

The MAAP code — particularly Version 4 — includes the knowledge gained 
from severe accidents research and analysis.

The Severe Accident Management programme that is currently being de
veloped for the Spanish nuclear power plant considers training on severe accident 
scenarios.

Our simulator offers a good way to comply with this new requirement, with 
minor or moderate modifications.

3.6. Other potential applications

Finally, two potential applications, which have already been explored, may be 
mentioned, although no decision has been taken to introduce them at the plant. These 
applications fall in the area of operator support.

Program
modules

Applications

SPDS 1
Safety parameters 

display system I

r
Training
simulator

i ...-wi

EOP’s
tracking
system

FIG. 3. Integrated systems scheme.
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By the incorporation of an expert system it is possible to treat plant data and 
convert it into a MAAP input file. In this way the simulator can be initialized at a 
point in time as a plant transient and used as an operator aid, given that it can run 
much faster than in real time.

The expert system can include the EOPs in such a way that the transient evolu
tion reflects the actions that the operator should perform at any time. A global 
scheme of the system can be seen in Fig. 3.
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Abstract

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF JAPANESE BWR PLANTS.
Japanese BWR plants have been maintaining a significantly low forced shutdown rate 

since the first plant started operation more than 20 years ago. One of the reasons for this good 
performance is a maintenance strategy that stresses comprehensive preventive maintenance. 
The paper discusses preventive maintenance activities which have been applied to the Japanese 
BWR plants. On the other hand, the aged plants have started to cause new problems. Preven
tive maintenance o f reactor pressure vessels and internals is one of those problems: these are 
more difficult to repair or to replace, owing to the radiation exposure of the components. The 
Japanese utilities owning BWR plants are wrestling with this problem. The effort of the 
nuclear industry and the strong support o f the authorities are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Japanese BWR plants have a history of over 20 years since the first one went 
into commercial operation. Experience accumulated during this period brought 
significant improvements in operation, maintenance and other management tech
nologies. The improvements of operation and maintenance during this period have 
resulted in good plant performance with a high capacity factor and a low rate of 
forced shutdown.

Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) is the largest Japanese utility, and 
owns 15 BWRs in operation. As shown in Fig. 1, the capacity factor of nuclear 
power plants has increased, and will exceed 80% in fiscal 1995. Figure 2 shows that 
the annual gross generation by these 15 BWRs has gradually increased, and will be 
more than 100 x 109 kW h in fiscal 1995. Another five utilities which have BWR 
plants show similar excellent operation records.

This excellent BWR plant performance is strongly related to the maintenance 
policy of the nuclear industry. The fundamental maintenance policy for Japanese 
BWR plants is to minimize abnormal events by preventive maintenance rather than 
corrective maintenance. Although preventive maintenance tends to be an over
maintenance, it still has an advantage from the viewpoint of public acceptance. 
Therefore, it is important to review the preventive maintenance programme regu
larly, optimizing cost and benefit.
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2.1. Periodical inspection during refuelling outage

A major activity of preventive maintenance is periodic inspection during 
refuelling outage. The programme of periodic inspection during outage is determined 
based on the long range inspection programme and the inspection standard for each 
component. Concretely, the following items of maintenance are conducted during a 
periodic outage in addition to refuelling activities:

(a) in-service inspection (ISI) of reactor pressure vessel (RPV), piping of reactor 
coolant pressure boundary;

(b) overhaul of turbine, pumps, valves, heat exchangers and motors;
(c) functional test of engineered safety features such as emergency core cooling 

system (ECCS), turbine protection systems and safety relief valves;
(d) inspection, calibration, functional test of instrumentation of reactor protection 

system and process control systems;
(e) replacement of consumables such as valve gland packing, flange gaskets, pump 

mechanical seals;
(f) replacement of deteriorated equipment such as control rods and local power 

range monitors (LPRMs);
(g) dealing with the troubles that cannot be repaired during plant operation (based 

on the maintenance request form);
(h) deterioration monitoring such as pipe and tube thickness measurement;
(i) modification of the facilities based on information on problems from other 

plants;
(j ) modification of the facilities for improvement of maintainability and 

operability;
(k) cleaning and repainting of the facilities.

These types of work are divided into two categories. One is regulatory inspec
tion required by the authority, and the other is voluntary activities.

2. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

2.1.1. Regulatory inspection

Inspection items required by law are basically witnessed by the authority, the 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). Twenty items of the inspection 
are directly witnessed by MITI, and 50 items are witnessed by the authorized inspec
tion organization, Japan Power Engineering and Inspection Corp. (JAPEIC). The 
records of the inspection are verified by MITI. Table I shows the inspection items 
required by law.
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TABLE I. REGULATORY INSPECTION ITEMS (BWR)

No. Inspection items

1 In-service inspection (Class 1 component)

2 Fuel assembly

3 Reactor shutdown margin

4 Reactor coolant recirculation pump

5 In-service inspection (Class 3 component)

6 Main steam safety valve

7 Main steam safety relief valve

8 Main steam isolation valve

9 Turbine by-pass valve
/

10
1

Reactor auxiliary cooling system

11 Emergency condenser system

12 Reactor core isolation cooling system

13 High pressure coolant injection system

14 Low pressure coolant injection system

15 Core spray system

16 Automatic depressurization system

17 Feedwater pump

18 Control rod driving system

19 Reactor stand-by liquid control system

20 Instrument air system

21 Reactor protection system (calibration)

22 Reactor protection system (function)

23 Fuel handling equipment

24 Radiation control and monitoring system

25 Stand-by gas treatment system

26 HVAC system for main control room

27 Radioactive gaseous waste treatment system

28 Radioactive liquid waste treatment system

29 Radioactive solid waste treatment system

30 Detection and annunciation system for leakage of liquid radioactive waste

31 Primary containment vessel
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TABLE I. (cont.)

32 PCV isolation valves

33 PCV vacuum breaker valves

34 PCV spray cooling system

35 Flammable gas control system

36 Reactor building

37 Emergency diesel generator

38 Overall plant performance test

2.1.2. Voluntary preventive maintenance

In addition to the regulatory inspection, a large amount of voluntary preventive 
maintenance is conducted during the refuelling outage. The frequency and grade of 
the maintenance are determined based on the following points:

(a) normal use/emergency use
(b) redundancy of the system
(c) possibility of surveillance test during operation
(d) recommendation of system vendor
(e) operating duration
(f) failure experience
(g) operation condition
(h) information from fossil power plants.

2.2. Preventive maintenance during plant operation

Preventive maintenance is conducted not only during a periodic outage, but 
during operation as well. In order to secure stable plant operation, it is necessary 
to take appropriate countermeasures in advance, identifying equipment condition. 
Based on the equipment condition data accumulated during operation, the precise 
maintenance programme is established. The inspection and the repairs which are 
carried out during operation are as follows:

(a) inspection and monitoring by operator and maintenance staff
(b) calibration by maintenance staff
(c) regular test and function test (surveillance test)
(d) easy repair during operation.
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In addition to the routine preventive maintenance activities, a number of plant 
modifications have been conducted for reliability improvement. Planning of these 
items is based on information from the power plants, including overseas plants. 
Major achievements are as follows:

(a) access hole cover replacement
(b) low pressure turbine rotor replacement
(c) in-core monitor (ICM) housing cladding
(d) stress corrosion cracking (SCC) mitigation
(e) piping replacement (primary loop recirculation (PLR), buried sea water, etc.)
(f) process computer replacement
(g) steam dryer drain channel reinforcement
(h) generator automatic voltage regulator (AVR) replacement
(i) PLR motor generator set AVR replacement.

2.3. Plant modification of Japanese BWR plants

3. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
FOR PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

In order to secure safety reliability of the aged plants, it is important to conduct 
appropriate inspection, repair and replacement by understanding the precise 
deterioration mechanism. In these 20 years, the Japanese utilities have conducted 
replacement and preventive maintenance in the light of overseas experiences. Today, 
it is becoming more important to develop preventive maintenance technology for the 
RPV and internals, which are difficult to repair or replace. For this purpose, 
Japanese utilities owning BWR plants are carrying out R&D for preventive main
tenance of RPVs and internals with the plant manufacturers.

3.1. Stress corrosion cracking mitigation technologies

One major R&D activity for SCC mitigation is stress improvement of the 
material. In addition to the mechanical stress improvement process (MSIP), which 
has already been applied to plants in the United States of America, shot peening (SP) 
and water jet peening (WJP) are being investigated to discuss their applicability to 
the reactor internals. These technologies supply compression stress at the surface of 
the materials, and suppress SCC initiation. The concept of WJP is shown in Fig. 3 
as a sample of the technologies.

Another area of major R&D into mitigation technologies is hydrogen water 
chemistry (HWC). Although HWC has already been applied to some plants in 
Europe and in the USA, the Japanese utilities owning BWR plants and the plant
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manufacturers are conducting research to quantify the effect of HWC. In the near 
future, the utilities will start to plan its regular application in the operating BWR 
plants based on the results of this R&D programme.

3.2. Repair/replacement technologies for RPVs and internals

Basic R&D strategy for repair and replacement of RPVs and internals is to 
minimize R&D cost. In order to achieve this, it is important to understand the 
mechanism of deterioration and to prioritize susceptible components. The component 
priority for development should be based on susceptibility and impact of failure. 
Moreover, the period needed for development should be considered. While the com
ponent priority should be constantly revised considering operational experiences, 
R&D on repair/replacement for the following four components is being conducted 
currently:

(a) ICM housing
(b) control rod drive housing/stub tube
(c) shroud
(d) jet pump riser brace.

A concept of ICM housing replacement is shown in Fig. 4 as a sample of the 
replacement technologies. The major difficulty in the repair/replacement of RPVs 
and internals is limited accessibility due to the high radiation environment. There are

Component Technology 1990 1995 2000

CRD stub tube
Replacement ■ ШШЁШШЖ

Repair

ICM housing Replacement Ш Ш  М Ш Ш
Repair (developed before 1990)

Shroud
Replacement ШВШШШЖ

Repair —

JP riser brace Replacement ---------------------------- ---

Feasibility study ■ M H T o o i preparation Demonstration
/testing

FIG. 5. RPV internals repair/replacement R&D programme.
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two approaches to the solution of this problem. One is to use remote technologies 
such as robotics, and the other is reduction of dose rate by decontamination and 
radiation shielding. It is important to combine the two approaches and to establish 
the most cost effective repair/replacement method.

It is also important for the nuclear industry to develop an understanding with 
the authority in advance. This may shorten the approval process of the authority 
when repair/replacement becomes necessary. MITI understood the importance of the 
programme and in 1995 started a new project to demonstrate the applicability of the 
replacement technologies.

Figure 5 shows the timetable of these R&D activities.

4. FUTURE PLAN

Compared with other countries, preventive maintenance for Japanese BWR 
plants is more extensive and strict. Although this has resulted in a low rate of forced 
shutdown, the extensive maintenance during refuelling outages makes the outage 
longer. In addition to a reduction of the forced shutdown rate due to extensive 
maintenance, a reduction of the outage duration is necessary to achieve higher 
availability. The utilities are trying to reduce outage duration with the help of the 
plant manufacturers and other maintenance contractors. Figure 6 shows the trend of 
recent average outage duration of TEPCO BWR plants. Although one of the 
BWR plants of TEPCO achieved a 60 day outage this year, this is still much longer 
than in some other countries.

9 6

co ,
«
T J
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a>o>n

F iscal y ea r

FIG. 6. Average outage duration.
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A nother way to accom plish higher plant availability is prolongation o f  the plant 
operation period. Under Japanese law, a reactor system must be inspected every 
12 +  1 m onths. This is one o f  the shortest periods allowed by any authority in the 
w orld, and the Japanese nuclear industry is accum ulating operational data on the 
equipm ent to get authorization for a longer operation period.

At the same tim e, alternative maintenance m ethods such as condition based 
m aintenance, reliability centred maintenance and in-line m aintenance should be 
studied, exchanging inform ation with other countries.
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RAPPORTEURS’ REPORTS

TOPIC 1: 
MANAGING AND REGULATING SAFE OPERATION

J.I. VILLADÓNIGA Spain

From  the presentations and discussions it can be concluded that there has been 
progress in im provem ents to the operational safety o f  nuclear pow er plants in recent 
years. It has to be recognized that there are still differences in the level o f  operational 
safety reached by different N PPs, due to the original differences, but the gap seems 
to be steadily decreasing.

There is general agreem ent that the area offering the biggest opportunities for 
further im provem ents according to the data on root causes o f events, for plants with 
an acceptable design, is human and organizational perform ance.

The im provem ents in operational safety have not been the result o f significant 
breakthroughs in m anagem ent o r regulation, but o f the incorporation or perfecting 
o f  sound approaches that w ere already known several years ago.

The organizations are making greater use o f inform ation from  state-of-the-art 
docum ents, but the challenge still rem ains to use such inform ation fully and in m ore 
profitable ways.

The im provem ents dem onstrate the determ ination and ability to learn o f  the 
operating and regulatory organizations and the com m itm ent to help o f  the most 
advanced organizations. Learning has been accom plished mainly on two fronts:

— Internally to the organizations:
•  Learning to im prove their personnel perform ance by creating a positive 

com m unication environm ent, encouraging conservative decision m aking, 
fostering team w ork and self-assessment, avoiding shortcuts, etc. M ost o f 
these activities can be covered under the broad term  o f  safety culture. Many 
organizations do have specific activities aiming at the strengthening o f  their 
safety culture. Operating organizations are significantly m ore active than 
most regulatory organizations in this kind o f  activity.

•  Learning from  their own experience. In the process o f learning from  events 
in N PPs, finding the root cause o f  events is a must if  the right corrective 
actions are to be adopted. M ethods and techniques are available and widely 
applied, although unevenly, for such an activity. The leading organizations 
do not m ention explicitly the use o f some m odern management techniques, 
such as organizational learning, benchm arking, re-engineering, total quality 
managem ent (TQM ), em powerm ent, e tc., but some significant elements o f 
those techniques are prudently applied.
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— From  the exchange o f inform ation with other organizations:
•  Learning from the experience o f others. This process is totally dependent 

on the commitment o f the other organizations to share their own experience. 
Not every event must be shared because an excessive num ber o f events d is
tract attention from the important ones. But not one significant event should 
be missed.

•  Learning from the management approaches and practices o f leading 
organizations. It is essential that the most advanced organizations continue 
to act as models to be em ulated by the rest. There are already successful 
examples o f transfer o f such an approach and practices because adaptation 
to the local or regional culture has been carefully made.

•  Learning from  external audits or missions. The peer reviews o f the Institute 
o f Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and the W orld Association o f N uclear 
Operations (W ANO) or the IAEA missions are one essential element in the 
im provem ent of operational safety. The im portance o f the domestic and 
international exchange o f experience among organizations cannot be over
em phasized. This collaboration overcomes the isolation due to geographi
cal, political and other considerations.

An essential element in the process of learning is obviously the ability to ‘m ea
su re’ safety perform ance. An adequate m easure o f perform ance allows us not only 
to rate our organization, but allows us to identify the organizations to learn from.

Regarding the interface between the operating and regulatory organizations, 
there is no universal ‘ideal’ interface; this ideal varies with the social, economic and 
political environm ent o f each country and changes with time. The ideal interface is 
most appropriately seen from the perspective o f the public rather than from  that o f 
either the utility or the regulator. In any case the interface should strive to meet the 
principles o f clear communication, openness, professionalism  and maintenance of 
public confidence. There should be at least a periodic review o f the regulator/ 
operator relationship.

It is im portant to take actions to assure that the trend to im provem ent in opera
tional safety is sustained, but avoiding degradations is extremely im portant, too. One 
essential element is m onitoring/m easuring operational safety perform ance. The 
methods or tools that can be used for that activity deserve special consideration to 
enhance their ability properly to identify declining safety perform ance. One tool 
that is proving helpful is the use of perform ance indicators; how ever, the existing 
indicators should be revised and new indicators even m ore directly related to the 
operational safety o f NPPs should be developed. Indicators related to management 
activities with a significant influence on safety should be explored. The negative 
effect o f some potential indicators has to be carefully considered, e.g . an indicator 
o f the num ber o f events may foster the reduction o f information exchanged on the 
num ber o f events and reduce the present ability to learn from  these.
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Resources are at a prem ium ; they must be used where the safety value added 
is maximum. The m ethods and tools that can support the investment decisions in 
operational safety im provem ent are an essential elem ent, too. One o f the tools that 
will probably play a m ore significant role in the future is probabilistic safety 
assesm ent.

Given the im portance o f speeding up the learning process o f  the organizations 
with lower levels o f perform ance, it may be worth working on techniques for such 
activity, while at least maintaining ongoing activities that have proved very useful.

In addition, it is essential to be proactive in the search for problem s that may 
degrade the current trend towards im provem ent in global operational safety. In what 
follows several examples are mentioned o f situations that, if not properly managed, 
may have a significant negative effect on the present trend:

— budget reductions that lead to a reduction in international co-operation
— increased economic com petition between utilities that lead to less openness in 

sharing inform ation about innovations that provide a com petitive advantage
— bitter criticism  o f plants or event countries that describe openly their problem s, 

creating a temptation to hide problem s
— com petition to ‘look ' better, so as to avoid internal national problem s or to gain 

work contracts
— inadequate use of capability factors as a m easure o f safety perform ance.

The operating and regulatory organizations are already in a harsh and complex 
environm ent, from  the political, social and econom ic point o f view, which may 
worsen. It is im portant to find innovative ways to put those difficulties to w ork to 
the benefit o f the operational safety and efficiency o f  NPPs.
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TOPIC 2: 
SAFETY PERFORMANCE AND LESSONS LEARNED

Y .S .R . PRSAD India

In many o f  the issues brought up at this Conference there is a subtantial am ount 
o f  harm ony and agreem ent. In general the overall safety perform ance at the stations 
has im proved, equipm ent related failures have declined, and the num ber o f  events 
per unit has declined. “ Safety first and production nex t”  is the slogan which has 
been adopted by many operating utilities. The im portance o f  hum an perform ance as 
a key factor for safety operation as well as safety have been recognized as the opera
to r’s responsibility. Good operating perform ance does not necessarily mean safe 
operation and safety culture but — if  the safety culture is present — the perform ance 
will im prove automatically.

Need for comprehensive analysis of safety performance

Reporting o f  events and root cause analysis have contributed to a better perfor
mance o f  the stations in the form  o f lessons learned from  one another. They all agree 
that safety culture is essential. H ow ever, it is intangible and not obvious and there
fore, in the future, safety culture should be m ade m uch clearer to the operator on 
the floor. The focus o f  inform ation m ust be operator oriented. M any topics are rele
vant, and they must be m ade available to the operator in a useable form . Experience 
has taught us that the developm ent o f safety indicators has to improved.

Human factors

Seventy per cent o f  events are due to human factors. Advancés in instrum enta
tion and com puters have contributed to better training o f operators. Sim ulators and 
good operating aids to help the operator to analyse and understand the station have 
to be developed, as well as sym ptom -based em ergency operating procedures. The 
prevention o f  possible incidents, both at the design stage and the operating stage, was 
a theme brought up by a num ber o f  participants.

PSA is helpful in safety assessm ents o f  the station and in aiding decisions on 
m aintenance m anagem ent. The station m anagem ent is responsible for creating a 
good safety culture.

Maintenance

In the area o f  m aintenance, im proved outage managem ent has been recog
nized. Reduced radiation dose com m itm ent has strengthened the focus on
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maintenance training and m aintenance services. Trend analysis is helpful in 
providing feedback for assessing the corrective actions taken and is going to be a 
very important tool. H ow ever, it is essential to identify the param eters for trending 
if it is to be cost effective. Hum an perform ance evaluation and insights from 
probabilistic safety assessm ent should be expressed in term s understandable to the 
operators and m aintainers. The risk o f a loss o f  off-site pow er has become an 
important factor, while other risks have been reduced.

The risk arising from  human perform ance, both at the operation and the design 
stages has increased, while the rem aining challenges are systematically being elim i
nated. Com munication and data retrieval are going to be very important.

Future trends

— Utilities will continue to use perform ance indicators for self-assessment.
— Safety culture and PSA should be pursued in term s clearer to operators.
— G reater use o f  perform ance indicators, to assess safety perform ance o f NPPs.
— G reater use o f  PSA for event analysis.
— Enhancem ent o f the reliability o f safety systems monitoring.
— Availability to the operator o f  sym ptom -based em ergency operating proce

dures during abnorm al operating conditions.
— Simpler and inherently safer nuclear systems will become available. Simpler 

is safer: cost effectiveness o f  power generation must follow. W ithout cost 
effectiveness it will be very difficult for the nuclear industry to survive.

— Public perception is im portant for nuclear pow er; attempts ought to be made 
to make the public m ore nuclear friendly.

— The systematic approach to training operators should be enhanced. Systematic 
maintenance o f NPPs is going to be very important.

— Plant life assessm ent, e.g . problem s o f ageing and plant life extension.
— Perform ance and safety are expected to increase.
— Human perform ance evaluation will becom e a very good tool in the future.
— All the im provem ents will be operator oriented. This is very important.
— Co-operation between international organizations and utilities should be 

enhanced: otherw ise any incident o r accident anywhere in the world is going 
to have a very large effect on the entire nuclear industry.

— There should be no barriers for the transfer o f technology and inform ation 
from one place to another as far as nuclear safety is concerned. Improvements 
in com munication and data retrieval will asssist the operators in the future to 
enhance their operational capability.

— Since the regulator and the utility look in the same direction, even if through 
different glasses, a greater synthesis is to be expected between the nuclear 
authority and the operator.
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TOPIC 3: 
IMPROVING OPERATIONAL SAFETY 

USING PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS

A. DUBREUIL CHAM BARDEL France

A few years ago, probabilistic safety analyses (PSAs) were carried out to 
assess the safety level o f the operating plants, either to confirm  the cogency o f the 
determ inistic design or to authorize the licensing.

Now PSAs exist for a large majority o f plants. They are used to enhance safety 
with a cost-benefit approach. This is one of the major insights o f recent years.

M AIN APPLICATIONS

Various uses of PSA to improve safety were presented during the Conference. 
I suggest the following classification:

(1) Use of PSA for design backfitting

Two examples:

— The PSA can highlight the dominant sequences leading to core melt or large 
release. Reliability analyses can evalute design or procedure improvements to 
reduce the risk. W e can then select the modifications whose efficiency is 
proven.

— In Switzerland, PSAs are used to determine whether a safety goal relative to 
radioactive release is reached or not.

(2) Comparison between experience feedback and PSA

A com parison between system reliability studies based on data directly derived 
from  experience feedback of a plant with plant specific models and the assumptions 
and results o f probabilistic risk assessm ent (PRA) individual plant examination (IPE) 
can supply insights both for operational safety o f the plant and its PRA/IPE.

(3) Risk monitoring

Probabilistic safety analysis can be used as a tool for on-line technical specifi
cations assessment as the essential systems status m onitor (ESSM) in the United 
Kingdom or to detect potential risk due to failure or planned unavailability o f com po
nents. Risk monitors can also give a prioritization o f components to restore in order 
to minimize the risk.
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(4) Reliability centred maintenance

Im portance factors derived from PSAs can supply a list o f critical failure 
m odes o f com ponents that m ust be ‘covered’ by preventive maintenance. These 
factors also show trends, useful in  defining the m aintenance tasks (in correlation with 
the experience feedback and the current maintenance program m e).

(5) Risk based inspection and risk based regulation

As for reliability centred maintenance, im portance factors can be used to 
select systems or com ponents that have to be periodically inspected by the safety 
authorities. M ore generally, PSAs can be used to set a risk based regulation, as the 
N uclear Regulatory Com mission (NRG) does, e.g . the maintenance rule o r the 
accident sequence precursor program m e used to rank the NRC requirem ents 
regarding utilities.

CONDITIONS O F USE OF PSAs

There are many sources o f  uncertainty in PSAs (human factors, common cause 
failures, managem ent factors, modelling knowledge base). W e have to cope with 
these uncertainties. F irst, we have to supply confidence intervals for the results. 
Secondly, PSA results have to be used with other inform ation. PSA is one element 
o f  the decision making, but it is not the decision m aking process itself.

The quality o f PSA applications depends on the quality o f  the PSA. This 
quality can be guaranteed as far as there is good traceability o f  the assumptions and 
a good docum entation o f the PSA results.

O n the other hand, PSA applications are m ore relevant when safety authorities 
and utilities speak the same language. That is also true for PSA specialists and 
designers o r operators. So to im prove com m unications, PSA training (in order to 
have a ‘PSA cu ltu re’) is necessary for those who have to use PSA results.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, although safety was essentially treated in a determ inistic way 
a few years ago (except perhaps in the United Kingdom), m ore and m ore PSA appli
cations have been developed to optim ize safety with a cost effective, risk based 
approach.

These applications concern the safety authorities as much as the utilities and 
the designers as much as the operators. PSAs are a very powerful tool, so let us be 
careful not to overuse or misuse them. If  we are cautious, PSAs can really improve 
safety in an econom ic way.



TOPIC 4: ENHANCING SAFETY

RAPPORTEURS’ REPORTS

M. GREGORIC Slovenia

W H A T EX PERIEN CE IS TRANSFERABLE TO OTHERS?

Based on the presentations during the Conference and in particular those 
relating to Topic 4 , ways to enhance safety m ight be the following:

(1) Since nuclear safety is a w orldwide issue, strive to adhere to the best interna
tional safety regim e or safety culture (adhere to the Convention on N uclear 
Safety and agreem ents on energy notification and assistance, liability, physical 
protection, incident reporting, and the International N uclear Event Scale 
(INES)).
•  Support strong and com petent regulatory bodies and open com munication 

between operator and regulatory body.
•  In the absence o f  com plete and m ature national regulations use IAEA stan

dards and codes (NUSS, BSS, SAFETRANSIT, RADW ASS).
•  T ransparent safety is im portant (trending, self-assessm ent, international 

peer review s, regulatory inspections, openness to public).
•  Use w orldwide good practices and follow new trends in operational safety.
•  Issue policy statem ents on safety culture.
•  Develop safety goals.
•  Establish broad reporting on events in plant, to the regulatory body and 

internationally. The collected lessons learned and root cause analysis 
represent an invaluable database for enhancing safety worldwide.

(2) Support safety research, which is vitally necessary and is an essential com ple
m ent to operational safety. A reas which need further w ork are:
•  human reliability assessm ent, human perform ance;
•  ageing phenom ena;
•  steam generator degradation for PW Rs;
•  severe accident m anagem ent implementation.

(3) The assistance program m e and international co-operation on NPPs built to 
earlier o r different standards through different channels is extrem ely useful and 
is showing first results in W W ER and RBMK reactors. Exam ples are:
•  Technical Assistance for the Com munity o f  Independent States (TACIS) 

and Poland and H ungary Assistance to the Reconstruction o f  the Economy 
(PHARE) o f  the European Union

•  European Bank for Reconstruction and D evelopm ent (EBRD)
•  Lisbon initiative
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•  IAEA Technical Assistance and safety services (ASSET, OSART, ASCOT, 
IPERS, etc.)
— Assessment o f Significant Events Team  (ASSET)
— Operational Safety Review Team (OSART)

•  W orld Association o f Nuclear O perators (WANO)
— Assessment o f Safety Culture in Organizations Team (ASCOT)
— International Peer Review Service IPERS)

•  Bilateral co-operation and assistance
•  Co-operation between regulatory bodies is im portant and is improving 

(RAM G, CO N CERT, IAEA meeting o f regulators during the General 
Conference).

(4) Benefits and shortcom ings o f PSA applications are widely appreciated. There 
is a clear trend to w ider use by NPPs, designers and regulators.
Use o f PSA as a com plem ent to determ inistic safety analysis is progressing in:
•  risk based upgrades (identify weak points in the design and operation)
•  risk based maintenance and outage planning (shutdown PSA)
• risk based regulatory inspection.

(5) N uclear safety is a dynam ic function which changes with time. Use o f periodic 
safety evaluation is very dem anding in engineering and financial term s, but it 
is an extrem ely useful tool, and it has been dem onstrated that resulting 
improvements in operation and hardw are modifications pay off. During back- 
fitting, special emphasis should be given to training o f operators for the new 
conditions. PSA is usually a part o f periodic safety evaluation.

(6) Use o f  preventive maintenance. In-service inspection (ISI) and in-service test
ing seem to be very rewarding.

(7) Severe accident management implementation. Event if  the plant is not designed 
against severe accidents, im provem ents can be achieved if  operator guidance 
extends beyond normal and em ergency operating procedures and is prepared 
in advance.
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CLOSING REMARKS

C. FRA NTZEN  France

I would like to draw  some conclusions from the conclusions drawn. O f course, 
there will be a considerable degree o f  repetition, but that is just a way o f  emphasizing 
the most im portant elements. O ur Co-chairm an, M r. González-Góm ez, suggested at 
the very beginning that we look at the w ork initiated by the 1991 Conference on 
safety. At that tim e, the concepts to improve safety w ere laid down. But at that time 
these were just concepts. This week the IAEA has requested us to organize a sort 
o f m arket where each, either the operator or the authority, would present their best 
products on the m arket to im prove safety in 1995. So we have looked around to see 
what we could bring back from  this market, as we have no right to ignore the 
assistance o f any tool that enhances nuclear safety anywhere. It is our duty to use 
all the tools that are available.

W e have had the benefit o f papers and rapporteurs who identified the main 
trends. W e see that there are many tools available now. This is certainly something 
that has developed well since 1991, because at that tim e there w ere many NPPs in 
the world which w ere in a completely static situation, stagnating. Now we see that 
everyw here, even for facilities o f countries with little nuclear activity, there is 
progress, there is m ovem ent in the right direction. This is something that should be 
encouraged.

The first category o f tools that I have in my shopping basket is risk analysis, 
so that no operational action is initiated without a full and prior consideration o f  the 
risks that are associated with it. H ere I take a special note o f M r. Ingem arsson’s 
statement that such risk analysis should always be integrated.

W ithin this category or family o f tools, o f course, we have probabilistic safety 
analysis. Many m iscom prehensions about this have now been dispelled. Thanks to 
this progress, safety analysis will be able to develop freely. It is justification, expla
nations plus the figures that are the tool here.

The second category o f  tools is feedback, and, as M r. Villaddniga said, even 
feedforw ard. There are multiple com ponents, internal and collective, event collec
tion, analysis o f system s, exchange o f inform ation among all partners, and peer 
reviews with special reference to the efforts o f the W orld Association of N uclear 
O perators, W AN O , which we hope will be pursued and expanded.

O f course all these tools com plem ent each other; we cannot imagine any safety 
analysis w ithout data from  feedback. But feedback alone is not enough. All o f these 
tools are especially used for periodic safety reviews. This makes it possible to cope 
with possible ageing.

In using these tools a very m ajor issue is human factors and organizational per
formance. Both collective safety culture and, as stressed by M rs. Abramova,
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individual implementation o f  safety culture are prerequisites for the use o f  these 
tools; all these go together: the forest should not hide the trees nor vice versa.

W e have noticed that all these tools still need a considerable am ount of 
developm ent. W e have heard many statements such as “ this is still being studied”  
o r ‘ ‘im plem entation is for tom orrow ’ ’. The experts should be encouraged to expedite 
this process. A ll these advances will provide not only im provem ents in safety but 
also im provem ents in econom ic perform ance.

So this is what is in my shopping basket. I would like to know w hat you will 
take back hom e in your own basket. I think it would also be very useful for the 
organizers if  they could find out what each o f you has noted as especially valuable. 
So I would suggest that you take a piece o f  paper and w rite dow n the key idea that 
you have benefited from , that you think is going to be useful, and, before you leave, 
give this to the organizers. This will certainly help the organizers to plan the w ork 
o f  the IAEA.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the speakers, the chairm en, who have 
organized the tim e and our efforts rem arkably w ell, and the rapporteurs, who have 
extracted the quintessence o f  the substance. I would also like to thank the technical 
and scientific organizers for the initiative and the overall setting o f  the meeting. 
The interpreters deserve special thanks; they are fighting the tow er o f Babel, because 
we all need to foster com mon understanding. I would like, finally, to thank all the 
participants who have com e shopping in this m arket to find ingredients for enhancing 
the flavour o f  the nuclear safety o f  their plants. So, please, go back hom e, cook up 
m arvellous safety m eals and ensure safe N PP perform ance.
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IAEA-CN-61/1P

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPACT RISK LEVEL CUT SETS 
FOR OPERATIONAL SAFETY ASSESSMENTS

P.J. FULFORD
NUS C orp., G aithersburg, M aryland,
United States o f America

The development o f cut sets for releases and for risks can be a useful product 
o f Level 2 and 3 probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs), allowing for the analysis 
o f systems and com ponents on a risk oriented basis. This paper describes a technique 
for developing such cut sets. The development is first done for a Level 2 
probabilistic risk assessm ent (PRA)/PSA and then the extension to include Level 3 
is indicated [1]. The Level 1 PSA is assumed here to produce plant dam age cut sets, 
which include the relevant containm ent systems.

By construction, each path or sequence o f events through the containment 
event tree (CET) leads to a unique end point and this path can be described as a 
unique set o f CET event outcomes, e.g . {А|А2Аз...Ат },, where the subscript t 
refers to the particular outcomes o f the events that define the path.

A set o f event outcomes describing a particular accident extended to the release 
end point, e.g. Qy, must include both the Level 1 events o f the accident sequence 
event and fault trees and the Level 2 CET events. If  the plant model set o f plant 
dam age cut sets is com plete and minim al, then Qy must have stemmed from a 
particular plant damage cut set, e.g. Lj, such that the set Qy must contain the plant 
dam age cut set, i.e .:

Qy = LjA|A2A3...Am = Lj{A,A2A3...Am}t (1)

and Qy is a minimal cut set o f the extended accident end point.

The phenomenological events o f the C ET can be viewed as essentially 
invariant for one m anner o f construction. In this form ulation, the events represent 
the underlying physical processes that effect the progress o f the accident, and the 
quantification of the events for a given end point expresses the uncertainty 
surrounding the process phenom enology. This would mean that only a change in 
understanding would change the quantification. It also implies that the stochastic 
content o f the events is not significant.
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Assuming that the events o f the CET are constant when quantified in the sense 
o f  the preceding paragraph, the cut set {A1A2A3...A m}t can then be represented by 
a single com posite or pseudo-event rt:

Qy = Lm x t, (2)

G rouping o f  Level 1 cut sets into sequences and further into plant dam age
states is norm ally a prerequisite for perform ing an economical Level 2 analysis. 
Sim ilarly, the end points o f the CET are norm ally grouped into like groups, usually 
term ed source term  categories. I f  we denote all the cut sets assigned to plant dam age 
state n (PDS n) by fiPn, and denote all the cut sets for source term  category 
z (STC z) by QSz, then from  Eq. (2) the developm ent o f the cut sets for STC z may 
be expressed as

fiSz =  U{fíPn xT Pn t x  ô(Pn, t —z)} , n =  l „ p  (3)

w here тРп t is the com posite event for the end point t o f  the CET tree Pn linked with 
PDS n, <5(Pn, t —z) signifies that the operation o f  ANDing the event Tp„ t to the PDS
cut sets is only perform ed when the end point t o f the CET for PDS n has been
grouped into source term  category z, and U{ }, n =  l , ,p  signifies that the operation 
is to be perform ed for each o f  the p PDSs in turn  and the resultant extended cut sets 
ORed together to form  the com plete cut sets for STC z.

The term s { rPn, x  ô(Pn, t —z)} are seen to be a set o f  events that transform s 
the cut sets o f  the various plant dam age states n into cut sets o f  the various source 
term  categories z.

The frequency/expectation value form  o f Eq. (3) is

f(flSz) =  E (f(fiPn) (И р({тРпд x  <5(Pn, t - z ) } ) )
n  =  l . . . p  ^  }

The factor (E p ({ rPn>t x  ¿¡(Pn, t —z)})) is the sum o f the expectation value products 
o f  all the paths in the CET Pn that lead to end points assigned to STC z. This factor 
may be replaced by a single equivalent constant, say cz n. Simplifying the notation 
for the class frequencies and m aking the substitution results in

f(STC z) =  £  (f(PDS n) cz,n) (5)
П — l , ,p

The frequency o f an STC is shown to be a linear function o f  the PDS frequencies 
and this may be expressed in m atrix form  as

S = С x P (6)
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where S is a column vector of the source term category frequencies f(STC z), С is 
a matrix constructed with the elements cz and P is a column vector of the PDS 
frequencies f(PDS n).

If we now designate cz n to be an event of expectation value cz n, then cz n is 
a composite or modular event equivalent in magnitude to {rPn, x Ô (Pn, t—z)}, and 
by substitution into Eq. (3) this provides the straightforward method of producing 
compact STC cut sets from PDS cut sets

^ S z  =  { ^ P l  X  c z , b  ^ P 2  X  c z,2> ^ P p  X  c z , p }  0 )

To produce the simplified cut sets for a given STC, the various PDS cut sets 
are transformed by ANDing to them one additional (constant) event, the event being 
particular for the PDS and the STC, and the resultant constants are ORed together 
as in Eq. (7). The elements of the С matrix are utilized as these events that transform 
PDS cut sets into STC cut sets. The С matrix may be extracted directly from the 
Level 2 quantification results. One computer code that produces the С matrix as part 
of its analytical output is the NUS PRA Level 2 code NUCAP+ [2].

The elements cz n are seen to be composite events expressing the various com
ponent events and logic structures of the CET. The details of the CET structure and 
events are not directly accessible through the composite element.

An important feature of this approach is that the production of the STC set 
from the PDS sets can be subject to a culling operation using a truncation cut-off 
value for each STC based on the frequency of that STC, which is in effect a 
truncation based on risk. This is more appropriate than a single truncation value 
based only on total core damage frequency. The truncation should not only be 
performed on the transformation of the PDS cut sets to STC cut sets but should also 
logically be carried back into the Level 1 in the production of the PDS cut sets 
themselves. The low frequency but high consequence cut sets will be then be retained 
whereas the typical Level 1 truncation process based on core damage frequency is 
in danger of dropping cut sets that could be risk significant given a plant configura
tion change.

For risk measures beyond the point of containment release, the above tech
nique can be extended in a similar manner, if the risk measure is linearly dependent 
on the STC frequencies. This condition is usually true for population mean exposures 
and population latent fatalities.

Importance, sensitivity and uncertainty analyses of plant configuration and 
operational modifications may be performed on a risk related basis using the compact 
risk level cut sets produced using the method of Eq. (7). The results of such opera
tion assessment analyses are directly relevant to public safety factors.
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IAEA-CN-61/2P

METHODS OF ANALYSING SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 
AT GENTILLY-2 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

S. BERGERON, G. LOISELLE 
Safety and Analysis Division,
Gentilly-2 Nuclear Power Plant,
Quebec,
Canada

Various methods of analysing significant events have been introduced at the 
Gentilly-2 plant or are undergoing evaluation. These methods amplify the types of 
analysis used from 1983 to 1990. The new approach has three main objectives:

(1) To enable rapid analysis of an event involving power reduction by comparing 
the facility’s response with the known signature for a similar event;

(2) To review all events at the plant systematically in order to identify their causes 
and consequences, formulate corrective actions, enable more representative 
trends to be established and facilitate more comprehensive feedback of 
experience;

(3) To analyse methodically events involving human and organizational factors, in 
order to identify the corrective actions required in those areas.

The normal procedure for analysing an event when it occurs is given in Fig. 1. 
The approach is based on three types of analysis, namely preliminary safety evalua
tion (PSE), significant event analysis (SEA) and analysis of human and organiza
tional factors (AHOF).
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(2)

FIG. 1. Normal procedure for analysing an event.

1. PRELIMINARY SAFETY EVALUATION

In order to make possible the rapid review of an event causing power reduc
tion, an event analysis guide has been produced. The guide is based on the 
monitoring of 128 parameters representative of all the various safety related systems. 
These parameters are recorded by means of automatic data collection, starting five 
minutes before the event and continuing for over one hour after the event, a total 
of 70 minutes. Three hundred additional inputs from the sensors of the emergency 
shutdown systems are also available. Each parameter is then compared with a bank 
of similar events in order to evaluate the response of the systems. The alarms are 
also inspected to ensure that the systems have responded as they should. The results 
are communicated to the plant superintendent within 36 hours of the event at 
the latest.

2. SIGNIFICANT EVENT ANALYSIS

The current process for analysing a significant event is intended to produce an 
analysis and a report with recommendations within two weeks. This is sufficient time 
for a complete analysis to be carried out and the information transmitted to the plant 
management, then to the regulatory authority. This type of analysis, together with
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the resulting SER record, was introduced in 1991. The analytical tools have evolved 
progressively and now embrace several techniques from various sources. An internal 
dossier is compiled for each event. This approach provides for more thorough 
analysis and also produces standardized results irrespective of who the analysts are.

3. ANALYSIS OF HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS

When there are obvious human and organizational factors involved and their 
effects or the investigation into their causes require the interviewing of more than 
two or three individuals, an AHOF is recommended in the SEA record sheet. The 
AHOF methodology is based on the human performance enhancement system 
(HPES). After the available tools have been used, a review of the event and the 
results is presented to the plant management. Various recommendations are then dis
cussed and approved.

The introduction and adaptation of these methods at Gentilly-2 has brought 
beneficial effects at the organizational level. First, there is now direct communica
tion between analysts and decision makers. Secondly, in order to improve the analyt
ical results, plant personnel (operation and maintenance teams) have been trained in 
the use of this method. This enables the interviewers to work in pairs, thus ensuring 
a multidisciplinary approach to the analysis. The training has also made the staff 
more aware of safety and familiarized them with event analysis. Finally, the results 
of the analyses (sequence of events and root causes) are discussed by the shift teams, 
thus ensuring that the lessons they contain are learned thoroughly.

IAEA-CN-61/3P

ADVANCES IN OPERATIONAL SAFETY 
EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK SYSTEMS

Z. KRIZ, V. TOLSTYKH, D. RUATTI 
Division of Nuclear Installation Safety,
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

The Incident Reporting System (1RS) is a global network through which IAEA 
Member States exchange experience to improve the safety of nuclear power plants. 
Even with extremely careful plant design and operation, many unplanned events can 
and do occur, though almost none of them result in serious accidents. Timely feed
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back of operational experience provides useful information on events which may 
prevent similar occurrences at other plants. This international sharing of operational 
experience is the impetus behind the 1RS.

The IAEA and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD jointly collect infor
mation from Member States on unusual events considered important for safety or 
accident prevention.

The Advanced Incident Reporting System (AIRS) database represents a com
puterized system for the preparation, storage, dissemination, querying and retrieval 
of event reports (full text, illustrations and annotations) submitted by participants in 
the 1RS.

The aim of the AIRS database is to improve the ability of nuclear safety experts 
to draw conclusions from the collection of reports describing and categorizing safety 
significant events which have occurred at NPPs over the years.

The AIRS consists of three user subsystems that are sent to the Member States 
on the AIRS CD-ROM. They are: the Event Report Preparation subsystem, the 
Presentational Reports subsystem and the Search and Annotate subsystem. The 
CD-ROM is sent out quarterly, and will include the most up-to-date full text and 
image database.

The Event Report Preparation subsystem is that component of the system 
which facilitates preparation of event reports by national 1RS co-ordinators.

The Search and Annotate subsystem is the component of the system which 
provides a user with flexible facilities to search the AIRS database, retrieve and view 
selected event reports, refer to existing annotations for the report, view the illustra
tions (images) linked to a report and add new annotations to the reports.

The Presentational Reports subsystem is the component of the system which 
allows a user to view standard presentational reports created from the database.
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IAEA-CN-61/6P

EVALUATION OF THE DESIGN OF THE 
JURAGUÁ NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH 
CURRENT SAFETY STANDARDS

F. ILIZÁSTIGUI, O. HERNANDEZ, B. LOZANO,
C. DUMÉNIGO, P. DIAZ, C. ALFONSO 
National Nuclear Safety Centre (CNSN),
Ministry for Science, Technology and the Environment, 
Havana,
Cuba

The authors present preliminary results of an evaluation of the Juraguá nuclear 
power plant design (prepared in accordance with the safety regulations in force in 
1982 in the former Soviet Union) for compliance with the current safety require
ments contained in the Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS) Codes and Guides of the 
IAEA.

Elements of the plant design are identified which are not in compliance with 
current safety objectives and/or practices, with an explanation of the non-compliance 
and recommendations regarding possible changes which could be made or additional 
analyses which are necessary in order to reduce risks and ensure acceptable safety 
levels during future operation of the plant.

Recommendations are also made for certain areas relating to plant operation, 
such as operational procedures, emergency preparedness, etc.

The evaluation process took into account the suggestions for modifications to 
the original design made by the Russian suppliers in 1989, which would result in 
higher safety levels at the plant.

The evaluation covered the following aspects of design and operation:

— reactor core
— design of safety significant systems
— integrity of components
— instrumentation and control
— power supply systems
— accident analysis
— fire protection
— operational procedures
— emergency preparedness.
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For each case of non-compliance there is a description which is structured in
the following manner:

(1) designation of the non-compliance
(2) requirements of current safety regulations/practices which are not complied 

with
(3) clarification of non-compliance
(4) assignment of non-compliance to safety areas/topics
(5) safety function/area affected
(6) ranking of the non-compliance
(7) summary description of the non-compliance
(8) solutions implemented at reactors of similar design
(9) recommendations for improvements in the design of the Juraguá nuclear power 

plant
(10) detailed design requirements to be taken into account during analysis of 

possible improvements.

The proposed changes to the design of the Juraguá nuclear power plant are as
follows:

(1) introduction of a modern diagnostic system for the primary circuit and more 
generally for the main plant components

(2) introduction of the ‘LBB’ (leak before break) method
(3) overpressure protection of the primary circuit in the cold state
(4) water heating in the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) tanks and in the 

hydraulic accumulators
(5) protection of the containment sumps against obstruction
(6) enhancement of the reliability of the safety related uninterruptible power 

supply
(7) new safety valves for the steam generators
(8) review of design basis accidents analysed
(9) introduction of additional initiating criteria for reactor shutdown

(10) revision of emergency response guides and testing of emergency operational 
procedures

(11) treatment of hydrogen in the containment
(12) installation of a post-accident monitoring system
(13) analysis of the options for filtered ventilation of the containment
(14) enhancement of the control room environment
(15) analysis of severe accident scenarios and definition of severe accident manage

ment measures
(16) re-evaluation of emergency control centre operation
(17) measures to slow down erosion and corrosion processes in the secondary 

circuit
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(18) PSA Levels 1 and 2
(19) improved maintenance facilities
(20) inspection of the fuel reloading machine.

It is considered essential to resolve any non-compliance relating to points 5-12, 
16, 18, 19 or 20 in order to achieve acceptable safety levels during future operation 
of the plant.
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IAEA-CN-61/8P

AUTOMATION OF METROLOGIC OPERATIONS ON MEASURING 
APPARATUS OF RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS

V. KULICH
Dukovany Nuclear Power Plant,
Dukovany,
Czech Republic

The primary question in operating nuclear power installations is their safety 
and minimal influence on the environment. The system of métrologie care about the 
measuring apparatus of ionizing radiation is an important item of the radiation 
monitoring of NPP Dukovany operation.

The radiation monitoring of the operation is of a rather wide scope. It includes 
monitoring of persons, space inside as well as outside of the nuclear power plant, 
technology, gaseous and liquid releases, and the like. The measuring apparatus of
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ionizing radiation may be, basically, divided into three groups: measuring apparatus 
of the central information and measurement system of radiation monitoring, 
measuring apparatus of autonomous measuring circuits and portable measuring 
apparatus used by the personnel.

The system of métrologie care of the measuring apparatus of ionizing radiation 
makes possible calibration and verification of this measuring aparatus. The establish
ment of a métrologie laboratory for ionizing radiation measuring apparatus was 
included in the design of NPP Dukovany. Laboratory operation, i.e. uniformity and 
correctness of metrology, is ensured by a staff consisting of two college graduates 
and one high school graduate. The laboratory has been accredited since 1990 and in 
1993 was licensed for metrology of measuring apparatus in the so-called state con
trolled sphere. It has the status of a state métrologie centre in conformance with the 
Metrology Law.

The laboratory ensures via its own resources the metrology of especially :

— film and thermoluminescent dosimeters
— ionization chambers and Geiger-Müller counters
— scintillation and semiconductor detectors
— neutron dosimeters and detectors.

In 1994 over 2000 métrologie operations were performed, which represents, 
in comparison with 1990, an increase of almost 61%. Measuring apparatus is 
checked at regular, usually one-year, intervals and always after a repair. The number 
of repairs of measuring apparatus at the nuclear power plant, which has been in 
operation for ten years, does not show an increasing tendency and has no influence 
over the increasing amount of metrology. About 100 different types of mostly Czech, 
Russian, German and French produced measuring apparatus are included in the 
collection of equipment operated. In addition, about 150 items of measuring 
apparatus from the state controlled sphere are verified in the laboratory each year.

The rather large number of métrologie operations must not affect the resulting 
work quality, of course. Quality is of prime importance and must conform to the pro
visions of European EN 45000 and ISO 9000 standards. The laboratory is subjected 
to frequent internal and external inspections and checks by the workers of State 
supervisory bodies — State Office for Nuclear Safety, Czech Metrology Institute —, 
the Ionizing Radiation Inspection and the Public Health Office.

The increase in the number of métrologie operations has been made possible 
only by a timely reconstruction of the laboratory and by computerization of the 
measuring procedure and of administrative work, which consists mainly of recording 
a great number of pieces of information about the observed measuring apparatus.

There are three work areas in the laboratory:

— irradiation gamma stand with 137Cs sources
— irradiation stand with Pu-Ве neutron sources
— spectrometric working area.
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Work with irradiation stands may be observed by means of a closed TV circuit. 
Automation of the measuring procedure is conditioned by an active application of 
a bus bar, which is designated as IEEE-488, IEC-625, GP-IB and sometimes also 
HP-IB. In the laboratory, measuring apparatus is available which can be connected, 
by means of the above-mentioned bus bar, to a measuring system directed by a 
personal computer. We have succeeded in fully automating the management of the 
irradiation stand — the selection of single standard sources. A highly successful 
circuit has been developed which enables automatic setting of the position of the 
optical testing bench cart; the detector of ionizing radiation to be checked is placed 
on the cart. The position is measured by an incremental sensor 0.6 to 7.2 m from 
the irradiation stand. The following evaluation circuit of our own construction, based 
on use of the so-called Wilkes circuit, with control storage of the ROM type, makes 
an accuracy of position measurement up to 0.1 mm possible. The computer sets the 
cart position within an accuracy of 1 mm, which is sufficient for practical operation. 
During a métrologie operation the detector is placed in a beam of ionizing radiation, 
its type is selected on the screen of a personal computer and what remains is a 
question of computer art and measuring technique. An algorithm has been worked 
out for each type of detector — a methodical procedure of calibration or verification 
in conformance with which the whole métrologie operation is done.

With regard to the uniqueness of the laboratory operation, all the work in the 
sphere of hardware as well as software has been done by our own forces. The 
equipment of the laboratory makes it possible to test metrologically all the radiation 
monitoring apparatus used in NPP Dukovany. The quality of operation of the 
laboratory of ionizing radiation metrology ensures the proper functioning of the 
radiation monitoring system, which directly influences the assurance of the nuclear 
safety of NPP Dukovany.

IAEA-CN-61/9P

EXPERIENCE IN ENSURING OPERATIONAL SAFETY IN 
MOBILE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

V.A. LEVADNYJ, G.A. SHAROVAROV, M.L. ZHEMZHUROV 
Institute of Radioecological Problems,
Academy of Sciences of Belarus,
Minsk, Belarus

The mobile nuclear power plant ‘Pamir’, intended to provide electricity to 
inaccessible and remote regions, has been put into experimental operation in Belarus.
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The mobile nuclear power plant comprises a direct cycle nuclear power facility with 
a gas-liquid coolant loop which operates with a dissociating coolant based on dinitro
gen tetroxide (N20 4) [1] and a heterogeneous gas cooled zirconium hydride moder
ated reactor with a thermal output of 5 MW. The gross electrical output of the mobile 
nuclear power plant is 1 MW, and the net output 630 kW. It uses dispersion nuclear 
fuel with a U 02 volume fraction of 60%. There are 12 control and protection sys
tem assemblies containing europium dioxide in the core. Reactor control, parameter 
monitoring and processing of data from the primary transducers was carried out with 
the help of a process control computer system with twofold redundancy based on 
microprocessor computer technology.

The unique nature of the design of the mobile nuclear power plant and the 
absence of any similar reactors anywhere else in the world made it necessary to apply 
the most advanced reactor diagnostic and monitoring methods to ensure nuclear and 
radiation safety. During the operation of the mobile nuclear power plant, a large 
number of fundamentally new engineering solutions, developed by the authors, were 
put into practice. A significant number of these solutions concerned early detection 
of leaking fuel assemblies in the core, determination of the degree of their effective
ness and their location. Original methods were applied in the area of integrity and 
case monitoring, based on the analysis of changes in the coolant radioactivity struc
ture, recording the noises of fission product radioactivity, local neutron flux pertur
bation, etc. Application of these methods during operation of the mobile nuclear 
power plant enabled detection at an early stage of any leak in a fuel element, continu
ous monitoring of its development, timely reactor shutdown when the leak reached 
a critical value, and location and removal of the defective fuel assembly from the 
core. As a result, there was no release of radioactivity into the external environment.

Another group of methods developed and applied to the mobile nuclear power 
plant, based on on-line monitoring of coolant activity, enabled reliable monitoring 
of local and global coolant velocities, of deposition in the core and the concentration 
of various process induced impurities in the coolant. In addition, a method was 
used whereby the reactivity coefficients were continuously monitored according to 
fluctuations in the engineering parameters (the temperature reactivity coefficient was 
positive and varied from 0.20 X 10~2 /3eff to 0.32 x 10“2 /3eff, with the average tem
perature of the coolant ranging from 400 to 630 K, while the power reactivity coeffi
cient was negative and varied from 1 x 10-2 /3eff to 1 X 10 ~3 /3eff, with the power 
varying from 20 to 100% of nominal power). Fuel burnup was monitored by measur
ing changes in the reactivity margin after reactor shutdown.

Fourty-three incidents occurred while the mobile nuclear power plant was in 
operation, leading to reactor outage with the introduction of the emergency shutdown 
mechanisms into the core and subsequent emergency cooling; 46% were due to oper
ator error and 54% to equipment failure.
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REGULATORY ACTIVITIES AND ISSUES IN OPERATIONAL SAFETY

G.J. CARUSO
National Board of Nuclear Regulation,
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Currently, Argentina has two NPPs in operation — Atucha I (PHWR, 
340 MW(e), natural uranium, heavy water and pressure vessel) and Embalse 
(CANDU, 640 MW(e), natural uranium, heavy water and pressure tubes), which 
have been in commercial operation since 1974 and 1984, respectively. A third NPP 
is presently in an advanced stage of construction, Atucha II (similar to Atucha I, but 
650 Mw(e)).

The regulatory activities in Argentina include: regulatory inspections and 
audits performed to verify compliance with both operation and construction licences; 
independent safety analysis and assessments; the issue of formal standards and guide
lines; analysis of incidents; and personnel training, both for those responsible for 
safety in practices submitted to control and for those performing regulatory activi
ties. Concerning NPPs, the National Board of Nuclear Regulation (ENREN) has 
established a set of minimal requirements that are mainly based on fundamental 
safety objectives. The regulatory approach is probabilistic in nature and involves a 
criterion for risk acceptance in NPPs based on the concept of individual risk and 
using the philosophy underlying the ICRP’s dose limitation system.

Regulatory inspections are carried out on a routine and non-routine basis. 
Routine inspections are related to routine plant activities; they involve monitoring 
the process and verifying compliance with the applicable regulations (operation/con
struction licences) and standards. They are usually performed by an on-site resident 
inspector who applies the regulatory criteria and acts as a direct liaison between 
ENREN and the NPP. Non-routine inspections are performed when specialized 
expertise is required for monitoring specific activities. They are carried out by other 
ENREN inspectors and serve to support and supplement the on-site resident’s 
activities.
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Basically, overall inspections involve the assessment of hardware availability; 

hardware challenges; administrative controls and operators actions; and the verifica

tion of certain items, through carefully selected sampling, to determine whether 

processes are within the acceptable tolerances. The inspection programme also 

includes matters that are specific to each installation, as described in the operation 

licence, basically taking into account the type of installation and operational 

experience.

NPP safety assessments include a systematic review of the ways in which struc

tures, systems and components might fail and an identification of the consequences 

of such failures. Several methods have been developed for assessing whether safety 

objectives are met or not. These methods are applied during the design and construc

tion stages, as well as during operation —  on the basis of operational experience —  

and when evaluating modifications in the plant configuration. Both a deterministic 

and a probabilistic method are currently being used — supplementary —  in safety 

assessments. The former involves thermohydraulic analyses, reactor physics, struc

tural integrity, control systems and human factors, so as to ensure that the appropri

ate safety margins are attained. The latter, in which PSA is applied, serves to ensure 

a sufficiently low global risk and a sufficiently high and well balanced reliability in 

safety related functions.

EN R EN  pays close attention to relevant events occurring at domestic plants —  

which must be reported in accordance with the licence —  as well as to those occur

ring at foreign plants, whose details are obtained through various information chan

nels, such as the IA E A ’s Incident Reporting System (1RS). Every relevant event 

occurring in a domestic plant is submitted to an independent in-depth analysis, in 

which both deterministic and probabilistic methods are applied, so as to minimize 

recurrence. In the case of relevant events occurring in foreign plants, an in-depth 

analysis is carried out to determine whether a similar event could be expected to 

occur in a local plant.

PSAs constitute an analytical technique aimed at integrating various matters 

relating to design and operation, so as to assess risks in a particular NPP and develop 

a database that allows for analysing both plant specific and generic issues. EN R EN  

requires a full scope plant probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) as part of its regulatory 

philosophy. Furthermore, PSAs are used by EN R EN  as a regulatory tool for the 

analysis of reliability, human actions and precursors. In the future, they will also be 

applied to risk based inspections.

Reliability analyses serve to identify safety significant components and their 

failure modes and, in order to achieve the reliability targets in safety systems, an 

analysis is performed of preventive and corrective maintenance, as well as of 

downtime (excessive or insufficient), of high component failure frequencies and of 

surveillance aspects. Proposals for backfitting and plant modifications are also ana

lysed in the light of reliability.
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Human actions involved in the analysed accident sequences, the most impor
tant pre- and post-accidental errors and the major human error contributors are iden
tified and inspected, as are recovery actions.

Precursors are operational events or plant conditions constituting an important 
part of a postulated core damaging accident sequence. Their analysis provides a sys
tematic evaluation of events and a probabilistic estimate of how close the plant was 
to core damage and of plant vulnerabilities.

Risk based inspections aid inspectors in selecting safety systems or components 
to be inspected on the basis of their ranking and of their failure modes, as established 
in the plant’s PSA. Consequently, among the regulatory applications of the PSA, 
plant specific risk based inspection guides (RIGs) are going to be issued for the NPPs 
in operation. Furthermore, risk based inspections will provide a system walkdown 
including a checklist containing only items related to dominant failure modes. RIGs 
will contain the dominant accident sequences, a system priority list and the identifica
tion of the risk significant items by system, with accompanying inspection recom
mendations, common cause or dependent failures and important human errors.

IAEA-CN-61/11P

GOTHIC CALCULATION OF LOSS OF RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL 
DURING COLD SHUTDOWN

D. FERETIC, N. CAVLINA, D. GRGIC, T. BAJS 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing,
University of Zagreb, Croatia

B. KRAJNC
Krsko Nuclear Power Plant,
Krsko, Slovenia

1. INTRODUCTION

During shutdown the decay heat is transferred from a reactor core using a 
residual heat removal (RHR) system. If the RHR system is lost the temperature of 
the primary coolant starts to increase and, after some time, boiling is initiated. We 
have analysed heatup of the Krsko NPP containment after loss of RHR from a cold 
shutdown condition. The analysis is performed within broader activity on the Krsko 
NPP shutdown safety assessment. In our analysis the reactor vessel is open and full 
of water up to the reactor vessel flange. The main objective of the reactor operator
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is to preclude core uncovering and nuclear fuel heatup. That is possible if the water 
inventory in the vessel is above the top of the core. The passive source of the water 
that can be used after loss of the RHR system is the reactor water storage tank 
(RWST), but only if the hydrostatic pressure of the water in the RWST is higher than 
the containment pressure plus the hydrostatic pressure of the water column from the 
centreline of the cold leg nozzle to the top of the vessel flange. A simple calculation 
was performed to analyse availability of this cooling mechanism after loss of RHR. 
Two limiting cases were calculated: first without water addition to the vessel, and 
secondly with the water inventory held constant (constant mass flow to the vessel). 
The nuclear fuel conditions are not directly analysed because there is not any 
problem with fuel integrity if the core is covered. The first calculation has to show 
what is the minimum time required to start boiling in the core, and when the core 
uncovering is initiated in the most conservative case. The second calculation is used 
to determine the limiting containment pressure required to cancel the gravity head 
from the RWST and to determine if there is any containment integrity problem from 
prolonged loss of RHR cooling. Using a mathematical model it is possible to model 
explicitly the flow of water from the RWST to the reactor vessel, but that type of 
calculation has not yet been performed. The computer code GOTHIC, version 3.4e
[1] is used for the calculation of the containment thermal hydraulic behaviour.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF KRSKO NPP CONTAINMENT

The total free volume of the containment is modelled as one compartment 
(40 776 m3 [2]). The containment annulus is modelled as a separate volume with a 
free volume of 10 987 m3. Initial conditions inside the containment, 101.3 kPa, 
49°C, 30% relative humidity (RH), are conservatively estimated. The outside 
environment conditions are 101.3 kPa, 35°C and 60% RH. The containment internal 
structures and equipment are modelled as 13 different heat structures. The decay heat 
is modelled using a heat structure with internal heat generation representing the 
active core (a constant heat source of 12.33 MW is the approximate decay power 
after one day of cooling). The reactor vessel is used as a heat and mass source for 
containment pressure calculations. The total water volume inside the vessel is esti
mated from the geometrical data and from the existing RELAP5/mod2 nodalization. 
Only the active water volume is taken into account. The vessel is connected to the 
containment through a flow path (the real opening of the vessel is modelled) at the 
height of the vessel flange. Water flow from the RWST is modelled as a flow path 
at the height of the cold leg nozzle. The RWST is, according to technical specifica
tion [3], at least 94% full, equivalent to containing 1250 m3 of water. The top of 
the RWST is at atmospheric pressure. The maximum pressure developed at the 
centreline of the cold leg nozzle is 181.47 kPa and, in order to use water from RWST 
for core cooling, it has to be at a pressure greater than the containment pressure plus
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the hydrostatic pressure of the water above the cold leg nozzle. The reactor contain
ment fan cooler (RCFC), as a key component for calculation of the containment pres
sure, was analysed separately. The model used in the GOTHIC code is standard 
single pass, finned tube counterflow air-to-water heat exchanger. The dimension of 
the tubes and fins, the total heat transfer area and other RCFC operational data are 
taken from Ref. [4]. To check consistency of the data, a separate case is analysed 
with RCFC heat transfer capability in normal ambient and operating conditions as 
a success criterion.

3. CALCULATION OF CONTAINMENT PRESSURE INCREASE

The basic calculation without water addition was done with one RCFC avail
able, and then two additional cases were calculated, one without RCFC and one with 
two RCFCs in the containment atmosphere (the total number of units in Krsko NPP 
is four). The water temperature in the reactor vessel increases almost linearly up to 
saturation of the volume. Boiling starts 1600 s after the beginning of the transient. 
The temperature of the water in the vessel is slightly higher than steam temperature 
up to the point where the core starts to uncover (around 11 600 s); at that point steam 
overheating starts. The two phase level is decreased below the bottom of the core 
at 15 000 s and then a larger steam temperature increase is noticed (smaller heat 
capacity of the steam). The calculation is stopped at 16 000 s because the heat 
transfer from the vessel to the containment is reduced and the mass source is almost 
completely lost. The pressure in the containment atmosphere starts to increase after 
boiling commences. The increase is terminated when the water inventory in the 
vessel is depleted. The maximum pressure of 155.82 kPa is reached around 
14 800 s, a value below the limiting pressure that stops the gravity flow of RWST 
water. The conditions in the vessel are only slightly changed and the flow out of the 
vessel is approximately the same in all cases. Owing to the different energies trans
ferred from the containment, atmosphere peak pressures differ. With one or two 
RCFCs active it is possible to use gravity flow from the RWST. In the case of RCFC 
unavailability the gravity head is not usable after 12 000 s.

The basic calculation with water addition was done with one RCFC available, 
and then two additional cases were calculated, one without RCFC and one with two 
RCFCs in the containment atmosphere. A constant water mass flow of 4.76 kg/s at 
a temperature of 32°C is directed into the vessel (the flow is approximately equal 
to the steam evaporation flow from the vessel). The flow is started at 5400 s (the 
water level in the vessel is near the centreline of the cold leg nozzle). The RWST 
has enough capacity to support this hypothetical water flow (a volume of 414 m3 is 
required for 86 400 s). The objective of the analysis is to find out when the contain
ment pressure reaches the limiting value for the RWST gravity flow (181.33 kPa) 
and whether the design pressure of the containment is reached with constant water
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addition. Up to the initiation of the RWST flow the transient is the same as in the 
previous case, and after that the main difference is a faster increase of the contain
ment pressure. In the case with one RCFC active, the pressure increase at 40 000 
s results in gravity head loss. With two RCFCs active, the containment pressure is 
always below the limiting pressure. In both cases, containment pressure is below the 
containment design pressure. In the case of unavailability of the RCFC units, the 
containment pressure increase is large and the design pressure of the containment is 
reached at 51 000 s.

4. CONCLUSION

In the Krsko NPP shutdown safety assessment two calculations have been per
formed to analyse the containment behaviour after loss of RHR during cold shut
down. The calculation without RWST water addition has shown that boiling inside
the reactor core starts approximately 1600 s after loss of RHR, and that core
uncovering is not expected before 11 600 s (at 16 000 s the core is completely dry). 
In the case of constant water flow from the RWST (4.76 kg/s is chosen in order to 
be similar to the evaporation mass rate) it is important to have at least one RCFC 
operational. With one RCFC operational, the RWST gravity head is lost around 
40 000 s (in a real situation, with explicit RWST calculation and with some means 
of regulation of gravity driven flow, the head is lost around 30 000 s) and there is 
no problem with containment integrity. With two RCFCs operational, the contain
ment pressure is below the limiting pressure for the RWST flow during the whole 
transient. If there is no RCFC available, the containment design pressure is reached 
at 51 000 s.
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IAEA-CN-61/14P

The nuclear power industry is continually striving to improve plant reliability, 
availability and safety at an acceptable cost without compromising safety standards. 
Reliability is manifested by the extent to which operations are continuous and trouble 
free; availability is evidenced by a low level of unscheduled downtime; and safety 
of operation can be demonstrated by a high availability of safety systems and well 
trained operators.

Improvements in design, operating procedures, technical specification for 
operation, and the performance of maintenance are some of the ways in which 
improved reliability and safety can be achieved. The use of a real time model for 
predicting risk, based on the current configuration and testing status of the plant, is 
a way of ordering test and maintenance activities to minimize risk. At the same time 
the performance of maintenance activities may increase the risk during the opera
tional phase. However, risk is also posed by the performance of maintenance activi
ties in certain configurations when the plant is shut down.

It is not possible, using deterministic criteria, to define the optimum 
programme for testing and maintenance of individual pieces of equipment or the risk 
posed by the performance of each activity. Thus, part of the construction programme 
for the WWER-1000 at Temelin has been the development of a living probabilistic 
safety assessment. The study consists of two major sections. The first is a very 
detailed model of the plant systems, including information on the layout and location 
of equipment, which is used to predict the core damage frequency and off-site 
release from plant transients, and events such as fires, flooding or earthquakes. This 
also incorporates information directly related to the operating procedures. The key 
output from this part has been the identification of procedures which are particularly
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important, from a safety perspective, and the equipment failures contributing most 
to risk.

The second part is the on-line, or safety monitor, model which gives the cur
rent risk level for any given configuration of the plant. A key use of this model is 
the identification of the change in risk as the result of the outage of any component 
or combination of components. Hence, as Temelin is still in the construction phase, 
the output from this part of the model could provide a major input into the develop
ment of the allowed outages for the technical specification.

The output of both models combines to provide a clear indication of the contri
bution to risk made by individual components or systems and hence assists in 
defining the reliability requirements and ultimately the maintenance strategy to be 
adopted to meet the expected reliability.

IAEA-CN-61/15P

UPGRADING SAFETY O F UNITS 5 AND 6 AT KOZLODUY 
NUCLEAR PO W ER  PLANT W ITH  TH E USE OF 
PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
AND O TH ER RELEVANT STUDIES

A. BOIADJIEV, B. MANCHEV, M. KOSTOV 
Risk Engineering Ltd.,
Sofia,
Bulgaria

A programme for safety upgrading of Kozloduy NPP Units 5 and 6 has been 
developed [1]. The experience of the existing studies (design deficiencies found 
during the operation), as well as the recommendations given by European and inter
national organizations for upgrading of the units to an acceptable safety level were 
taken into account. The programme also includes evaluation of the economic effec
tiveness of the proposed solutions and modifications. The main principle for the 
programme development is in structuring the proposed measures in accordance with 
the safety functions of the systems. Another criterion for evaluation of the modifica
tions or proposals is taken from the results of the probabilistic safety assessment 
(PSA) Level 1 studies already performed or recently performed with internal and 
external accident initiators, corrections of the Safety Analysis Report (SAR), etc. 
A detailed time schedule was developed for different programme measures. The 
programme was used as a basis for several international projects for Units 5 and 6 .
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An important feature of the programme has been the development of an informa
tional system (IS) for Units 5 and 6 . The IS has direct correlation with almost all 
sections of the programme.

The PSA Level 1 for Units 5 and 6 in Kozloduy NPP was completed 
recently [2]. It is practically the first investigation of this type for the Russian 
WWER-1000 type reactors, and it covers internal accident initiators as well as 
external initiators such as earthquakes and fires. The study was based on a 
methodology recommended by the IAEA, and different stages were checked by 
international review missions including a final IAEA International Peer Review 
Service (IPERS) mission. This study was used and will be used as a solid base for 
evaluation of the majority of measures for safety enhancement. The IAEA code 
package PSAPACK [3] was used as a main software tool. Sixteen event trees (ET) 
were developed which covered all groups of initiators and more than 700 fault trees 
(FT) for all front line and support systems. The ET and FT models for internal 
initiators were modified with respect to the seismic initiator, and quantification 
was performed.

PSA seismic studies include:

— seismic hazard assessment at the site
— plant systems and structure responses
— fragilities of the safety related events
— plant systems and accident sequences.

The main results achieved were:

(1) an equal hazard spectrum for the site of Kozloduy NPP was generated and 
important contributors to hazard were investigated;

(2) a detailed local geology study was performed and the effects of seismic motions 
were assessed;

(3) a comprehensive 3-D finite element model of the reactor building and struc
tures was developed;

(4) a multiple response analysis of the reactor structure was performed and statis
tics were calculated for three levels of hazard.

Under a separate project a deterministic response spectrum was developed for 
all levels in the reactor building and used later as a basis for the selection of new 
or modified equipment.
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Fugen is a 165 MW(e) prototype, heavy water moderated, boiling light water 
cooled and pressure tube type power reactor.

Fugen has been operating safely and smoothly for more than 16 years. A fuzzy 
logic control system (FLCS) was developed to enhance the reactor feedwater control 
of the Fugen NPP. After a simulation study [1] and development of a prototype 
system which had an on-line support function, an on-line practical FLCS was 
developed and was installed in the feedwater control system of Fugen in July 1992. 
The system has been working successfully since then. The introduction of this new 
system has enabled operators more effectively to control the steam drum water level 
when compared to a conventional proportional-integral control system [2]. This 
precise control is expected to lighten an operator’s burden when monitoring the 
steam drum water level upon commencement and shutdown of a plant, and 
represents a further improvement of reliability during plant operation.
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DEVELOPM ENT O F A REFUELLING SUPPORT SYSTEM
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Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation,
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Fugen is a 165 MW(e) prototype, heavy water moderated, boiling light water 
cooled and pressure tube type power reactor.

In a refuelling operation, it is essential to handle fuel assemblies precisely so 
as to guarantee quality, and from the standpoint of safety. In order to plan and 
execute efficient operations, the knowledge of experienced operators is required. 
Therefore, a support system based on artificial intelligence (Al) technology has been 
developed, and has been put into operation in actual refuelling operations performed 
at annual inspection and on scheduled shutdown. This system prepares an optimum 
refuelling plan, gives the operator step-by-step instructions for operation, and dis
plays and prints out the history of transfer and storage of items. A network uses Al 
to assist operators with fuel handling facilities and operational rules acquired through 
operating experience.

The system was applied to the real control system in February 1995 and 
worked successfully.

The development of this system has made it possible to optimize the refuelling 
schedule, reduce the operator’s burden and improve the reliability of refuelling.

IA EA-CN-61/18P
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I  A E A-CN-61 /24Р

Government regulation of NPP safety is carried out by Gosatomnadzor, which 
was established as an independent government body in 1991 by the Decree of the 
President of the Russian Federation. The main missions of Gosatomnadzor are to 
establish criteria, rules and regulations in the field of nuclear and radiation safety; 
take decisions on the issuance of permits (licences) for certain activities, and to carry 
out inspections. In the early stages of our country’s nuclear power programme the 
rules and regulations ensuring NPP safety were internal to the nuclear power 
industry and were developed by scientific and design organizations of the industry. 
Each of the normative-technical documents addressed a single specific issue, e.g.:

— Main Health Rules, OSP-72;
— Radiation Safety Regulations, NRB-76;
— Rules for Design and Safe Operation of Equipment and Pipelines of Nuclear

Power Facilities, PUBeh;
— Rules of Nuclear Safety, PBYa-04-74.

Later on, as the nuclear industry developed, new documents were issued which 
presented a more comprehensive approach to the safety of NPPs (OPB-82).

Work on the creation of a complete package of normative-technical documents 
on NPP safety started at the beginning of 1985 after Gosatomenergonadzor of USSR 
was set up.

A Master List of Rules and Regulations in the Field of Nuclear Power was 
compiled. The list included regulations concerning the safety requirements at every 
stage of the NPP life-cycle: design, construction, commissioning, operation, decom
missioning. The Chernobyl accident in 1986 brought to light certain drawbacks in 
the existing normative-technical documents and the need for substantial modifica
tions. The first step was to introduce the most important and pressing changes and 
amendments to the basic documents in force at the time (OPB-82, PBYa-04-74).
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The next step was to issue OPB-88 , General Concepts of Ensuring Nuclear 
Plant Safety, which introduced:

— the single failure principle when analysing design basis accidents;
— the in-depth protection principle;
— a new level of protection: ‘accident management’;
— safety culture;
— the concept of the operating organization (nuclear energy facilities have got 

‘owners’).

In 1990 PBYa RUAS-89 entered into force. During 1986-1989 some 
normative-technical documents concerning manufacture, installation and operation 
of pressurized equipment and pipelines of NPPs were revised. A number of new 
documents were issued:

— TS TOB RU;
— The regulations for designing a seismic resistant NPP. Gosatomnadzor is tak

ing part in the preparation of drafts of legislative acts concerning safe use of 
nuclear power, nuclear materials and radioactive substances, e.g.:

— The Law on Uses of Atomic Energy;
— The Law on Ensuring Radiation Safety of the Public;
— The Law on National Policy in the Sphere of Radioactive Waste Management.

In these drafts the missions and responsibilities of the authorities for govern
mental regulation of uses of nuclear power are defined.

Gosatomnadzor is preparing to introduce a licensing system. In 1993-1994, as 
a transitory measure, guiding documents were developed and came into force. These 
established the procedure of issuing temporary permits by Gosatomnadzor for the 
operation of NPP units and research reactors. These guiding documents have been 
registered by the Ministry of Justice and became the official normative acts. Because 
of the absence of a legislative basis for its activities Gosatomnadzor has encountered 
some problems, including financial ones. The lack of stable financing does not allow 
Gosatomnadzor to obtain efficient scientific and technical support for its regulatory 
activities. It is difficult to organize an independent review of developed documents, 
design and technical solutions.

However, co-operation with foreign regulatory agencies and international 
organizations is making a valuable contribution to the improvement of safety regula
tions in the Russian Federation.
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A multidisciplinary human reliability analysis (HRA) framework is currently 
being developed that more realistically represents the roles of humans in the initiai- 
ton, prevention and mitigation of accidents at nuclear power plants [1, 2]. This 
framework will support the characterization of errors of commission (EOCs) and 
human dependences as well as guide their representation (i.e., modelling and quan
tification) in probabilistic risk analyses (PRAs).

The graphic description of the framework, illustrating the interrelationships 
between unsafe human actions, their impact on the plant, the incorporation of their 
impact in the PRA model, and the influences of the plant conditions and performance
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FIG. 1. Multidisciplinary HRA framework.
i

shaping factors (PSFs) on human reliability, is presented in Fig. 1. The framework 
includes elements from the plant operations and engineering perspective, the PRA 
perspective, the human factors engineering perspective, and the behavioural sciences 
perspective, all of which contribute to our understanding of human reliability and its 
associated influences, and have emerged from the review of significant operational 
events at NPPs by a multidisciplinary project team representing all of these dis
ciplines. The elements included are the minimum necessary set to describe the causes 
and contributions of human errors in, for example, major NPP events.

The HRA related disciplines of the framework, i.e. human factors, behavioural 
science and plant engineering disciplines, are reflected by the elements on the left 
side of the figure, namely PSFs, plant conditions and error mechanisms. These ele
ments are representative of underlying causes of unsafe actions and hence explain 
why a person may perform an unsafe action. The unsafe action and human failure 
event elements represent the point of integration between the HRA and PRA. The 
elements on the right side of the figure represent the PRA perspective with which 
the HRA related elements must ultimately be integrated. The PRA traditionally 
focuses on the consequences of the unsafe action, which it describes as a human error 
that is represented by a human failure event. The human failure event is included 
in the PRA model associated with a particular plant state which defines the specific 
accident scenarios that the PRA model represents.

The framework has served as the basis for retrospective analysis of real operat
ing event histories. That retrospective analysis has identified the context in which 
severe events can occur; specifically, the plant conditions, significant human PSFs 
and dependences that ‘set up’ operators for failure. By applying the framework to 
the analysis of operating events, serious events have been found to involve both
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unexpected plant conditions and unfavourable PSFs which comprise an error forcing 
context. The error forcing context typically represents an unanalysed plant condition 
that is beyond, for example, normal operator training and/or procedure PSFs. When 
the unanalysed plant condition is combined with unfavourable PSFs, a human error 
mechanism related to, for example, inappropriate situation assessment (i.e. a misdi
agnosis) is activated. Consequently, subsequent mistakes (i.e. errors of commis
sion), and, ultimately, an accident with catastrophic consequences can result. Recent 
discussions with those who have analysed transportation and aviation accidents (e.g. 
the National Transportation Safety Board) indicate that an error forcing context is 
most often present in serious accidents involving human operational control in these 
industries. These contextsare not explicitly modelled in existing PRAs owing to con
straints imposed by the current state of the art in HRA methodology.

Previous HRA methods have focused on addressing the question: ‘What is the 
chance of random operator error (e.g. operator fails to ...) under nominal condi
tions?’ With respect to understanding, modelling and quantifying human reliability, 
i.e. based on operating experience, a more appropriate question to pursue is: ‘What 
is the chance of occurrence of an error forcing context such that operator error is 
very likely?’ How to use the framework to perform this type of ‘prospective analy
sis’, i.e., identify and define the context so that important EOCs and dependences 
can be identified and predicted, is currently under investigation.

REFERENCES

[1] NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, An Analysis of Operational Experience 
During Low Power and Shutdown and A Plan for Addressing Human Reliability 

Assessment Issues, Rep. NUREG/CR-6093, NRC, Washington, DC (1994).
[2] NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, Multidisciplinary Framework for 

Analyzing Errors of Commision and Dependencies in Human Reliability Analysis, 
Rep. NUREG/CR-6265, NRC, Washington, DC (in press).
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TH E APPROACH TO  HUMAN FACTORS
IN CO N TRO L RO O M  DESIGN AT BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS

J. REED
British Nuclear Fuels pic,
Risley, Warrington,
Cheshire,
United Kingdom

Changes in available technology and an increasing focus of attention on reduc
ing human error have resulted in major developments in control room design. Tech
nology has been, and is, advancing rapidly. The sophistication and flexibility 
available from modern computer based control and monitoring systems offer many 
potential benefits in the way information can be presented, and have altered the role 
of operators. With such rapid developments ‘human factors’ ensures that the new 
systems, in both existing and new plants, meet the operators’ requirements and 
enhance the safety and operability of the plant. Not all new technology can be 
integrated into control rooms with the benefits readily apparent to the operator in 
terms of safety and production: The early experience of British Nuclear Fuels 
(BNFL) has highlighted the importance of human factors from the beginning of a 
development project to the delivery of the operator interface in the control room.

Each control room design project must receive the appropriate human factors 
input at the correct time in the design process. The previous traditional approach of 
the designer submitting a completed operator interface design for human factors 
safety assessment was demonstrated to be wasteful. The approach is now to carry 
out a human factors programme in line with the overall development, design and 
commissioning programme. The incorporation of human factors directly into the 
project, working with the Engineers and Operation Groups, has proven to be a suc
cess — the THORP central control room is one such example. 1

Two major approaches are adopted:

О Use of standards and guidance directly by designers and operations personnel

Standards are produced in consultation with designers and operators to ensure 
that the appropriate level of importance is assigned to each requirement (e.g.

IAEA-CN-61/27P

1 LITHERLAND, М., REED, J., “The THORP central control room — From 

design to operation”, Control and Instrumentation in Nuclear Installations (Proc. 2nd. Int. 
Conf. Cambridge, United Kingdom, 1995).
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mandatory, recommended, good practice, etc.), that it is flexible where neces
sary and readily usable by designers. They are also kept up-to-date to stay 
abreast of new technology and BNFL’s requirements. Such documents include 
the design of operator interfaces for process control, maintenance activities, 
robotics and remote handling, and the development of advanced operator sup
port systems. This is a resource effective method to implement human factors 
across the whole of a project by the designers and operators themselves. It also 
functions to take full account of the lessons that can be learnt from other 
projects and operating plants. International and national standards are also 
utilized.

•  Specialist human factors studies

Detailed human factors studies are undertaken to provide projects with 
specialist support where necessary. For example, certain aspects of a plant may 
be unique, new or of key importance to safety, and therefore require analysis 
by human factors personnel. The technique and approach are selected accord
ing to the projects’ requirements. The projects vary greatly in size, duration 
and nature. A significant amount of use is made of task analysis, which has 
resulted in the development of techniques and guidanmce documents tailored 
to meet BNFL’s requirements. In addition, there is an ongoing development 
programme to continue to improve the human factors tools, techniques and 
service.

The issue of automation is of current importance. The available high levels of 
automation have very obvious potential benefits (e.g. reduced staffing, increased 
reliability, etc.). However, full (or nearly full) automation detaching the operator 
from the plant is not advisable from a human factors perspective. For example, the 
operator needs to maintain an up-to-date awareness of the plant status by being 
actively involved in running the plant in order to be able to respond correctly and 
quickly to alarm conditions. Furthermore, the operator is given the opportunity to 
contribute to scheduling production and optimizing throughput, and this provides a 
good job design in that the operators have a true role in the operation of the plant, 
utilizing and developing their capabilities, knowledge and skills. By addressing the 
operator interaction requirements and selecting the appropriate mechanism by which 
these may be provided, the control system design can achieve a balance between the 
level of automation on the one hand and the operator’s workload and content on the 
other.

Advanced computerized operator support systems are a key development area 
in process control technology, and hence a significant investment is made in this area 
as part of BNFL’s Research and Development programme. Owing to the rapid speed 
of development of advanced process control systems, operating experience is lack-
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ing. Although such advanced systems are largely ‘advisory’, they may be used if the 
plant is in a potentially unsafe state, used infrequently, but called upon to provide 
effective operator support for difficult tasks in time limited, high workload 
scenarios. Therefore, human factors has been effectively integrated into the explora
tion and application of new technology. This includes the application of on- and off
line expert systems, the development of a methodology for identifying where opera
tor support is required and identifying the best means to provide that support, and 
an investigation into the actual desirability of a paperless control room from the point 
of view of the operator.

Recent developments have included the use of the most up-to-date technology, 
including multimedia and large screen displays. Virtual reality has been successfully 
used to model a large control room whilst still in the early stages of the design 
process. The ‘operator’ is able to walk around or sit in the control room. As a design 
tool, virtual reality has proved to have a positive influence on design decisions.

Throughout the human factors work at BNFL, there is one main aspect that 
is considered to be invaluable, that is, working closely with engineers, and perhaps 
more significantly, great use is made of using real operators in all the studies. This 
takes various forms, ranging from running simulation based experimental trials 
through to structured interviews and involvement in producing and applying human 
factors guidance. This ensures ‘realism’ and promotes human factors awareness and 
the relevance to safety to the people that matter.
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